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Executive Summary
1. Online digital identity, easy and precise identification by state authorities (when needed and legally
allowed) and at the same time protection of digital identity on social media is the key dilemma that is also
a key to successful solution of all other problems discussed here. There are two key types of digital identity
on social media – explicit, based on contents published and implicit, made of behavioural observations.
Considering that social media users can influence only the first layer of their digital identity on social media,
that is under their full control, and only partly the second layer, made of behavioural observations , experts
suggest to focus attention at public at large, especially at the early users, with the aim of increasing
awareness about these two layers of protection by a common user. In other words, this task is related to
general media literacy. It can be assumed that this is already part of media education, in some cases and
most recently under headline ‘ data literacies’, but perhaps it should be checked how is this task carried
out. For example, TECH12 suggests a framework of ‘Personal Data Literacies’ that distinguishes five
significant domains: (1) Data Identification, (2) Data Understandings, (3) Data Reflexivity, (4) Data Uses, and
(5) Data Tactics. The European DIGITAL SME Alliance suggests that there needs to be a general discussion
initiated by policymakers and including all relevant actors, notably civil society, whether the internet should
be a space where anonymity is foreseen. Offline public spaces allow citizens to move across a physical
space or to visit a shop without being tracked by anyone. However, currently, the online world makes this
very difficult. The more our social and commercial activities move online, the more we need to reflect upon
how we want to safeguard fundamental rights (i.e. privacy and data protection) in this space. In this general
discussion or consultation, all relevant actors, i.e. civil society, academia, business and industry should be
involved.
2. As mentioned, users cannot fully or efficiently influence the third layer of online digital identity, ie.
behavioural monitoring and microtargeting by platforms. The only way to regain full control of ones digital
identity is to change policies of platforms. To certain degree protection of somebody´s digital identity is
covered/protected by GDPR and/or the Privacy and Electronic Communications Directive (PECD, or
ePrivacy Directive as of Dec. 21, 2020). However, although every platform or application asks for permission
to use data, offered options are often too complex and simply not manageable by an average user.
Therefore, data security experts should play a more important role in the discussion on regulating social
media and privacy related to online digital identity.

3. There is an emerging need to regulate bots for commercial, civic and political reasons. This regulation can
be done by national governments. The national governments should begin by updating and leveraging
existing law to address harms caused by bots. The Commission, or the European Parliament, may suggest
this idea to national governments and national parliaments, that may be less informed about this topic.
The Commission or the European Parliament may use some materials prepared and presented in this
deliverable, as well as to contact selected experts before issuing a more precise general recommendation.
European Digital SME Association suggests that this regulation should be done at EU level to ensure equal
rules across the EU – otherwise, national rules may lead to a fragmented EU market, which does not make
sense in the digital space which by nature operates across borders.
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4. Microtargeting requires closer cooperation between the data protection authorities and consumer
protection focused authorities on the one hand, and of legal and computer scientific experts, on the other
hand. Platforms and ISPs in general should base micro-targeting using sensitive data, and political
microtargeting advertising, if allowed at all, only on explicit consent by the user and not solely on a
simple opt-in basis. Preferably, microtargeting should not be allowed at all, especially not in the area of
political advertisement. Alternatives for microtargeting regulation can be found in this document.

5. Influencer marketing is a grey area of advertising, with complex interactions among influencers,
peers/customers, agencies/platforms and brands/businesses. Social media platforms use mainly
recommendations to put the hashtag #ad on sponsored posts, but they do not push sufficiently influencers
to follow these guidelines, Similarly, although advertisement regulations rules in some countries include
endorsements made on social media by social media influencers, or traditional advertising regulation
should be applied, social media influencers often disregard these regulatory expectations. There are
emerging institutional self-regulatory, co-regulatory and public (legislation) regulatory models, discussed
in this deliverable. It remains to be seen what types of regulations and with what effect will bring revised
AVMSD (Directive (EU) 2018/1808).
6. There are two opposing streams of opinions when discussing whether or not to regulate immersive
technologies. Some experts call for „permissionless innovation“ or self-regulation, while other experts
envision full-scale regulation in the future. The best way seems to be, before developing any new
regulations, that both businesses and governments should thoroughly review current applicable laws and
regulations (also for developing industry standards and codes of conduct). Moreover, there is not even
agreement among experts whether virtual reality technologies could or should be regulated. Some argue
that since VR occurs on private, proprietary systems, this means that the law is unlikely to be used in this
area, while others believe that eventually, government will regulate all VR technology and designate its
use solely to approved agencies. Clearly, any discussion on regulation of ImTe (Immersive Technologies)
must include both lawyers and experts on ImTe technology. The European DIGITAL SME Alliance believes
that any discussion on regulation of ImTe (Immersive Technologies) must include both lawyers, experts on
ImTe technology as well as relevant other stakeholders from civil society, academia, business and industry.
7. It appears necessary to share these insights and policy recommendations with relevant national
authorities, after additional review with experts and stakeholders. Therefore, we would suggest to prepare
local versions of Policy Recommendations in national languages, as well as short versions of policyorientated and research-based materials collected in this Compendium. These short materials should be
then disseminated via various channels among the EU M.S.
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Introduction
The key objective of this deliverable is to provide the basic analysis of conceptual terminology and
secondary analysis of the most recent key issues related to discussion on social media regulation.
Therefore, we have created an overview of the basic controversial areas of, and approaches towards,
regulation of issues such as digital identity, microtargeting, social media influencers, bots, virtual reality
(VR), augmented reality (AR), mixed reality (MR), across the EU M.S. and some non-European countries.
These issues have been identified within previous deliverable D.1.2 Future Research on Social Media and
Convergence.
The structure of these short contributions (a Compendium) by and large consists of
a) definition of the term,
b) pros and cons of an issue at stake,
c) selected existing approaches towards regulation of these issues,
d) when available, a short description of expert/public/political/media discourses on these issues,
e) suggested emerging regulatory approaches.
Next, we have included an Appendix 1 which documents our attempts to raise awareness about these
issues among relevant authorities of the national member states as well as to get a feedback on these
issues. As can be seen, received only limited feedback on these issues from the authorities.
It seems, based on our review of selected literature, online sources, and after contacting a large number
of national authorities, that there is imbalance of information awareness related to development of social
media and some other closely related human-centred digital technologies.
This compendium serves at least three purposes.
First, it provides a brief overview on these issues, as mentioned earlier. These brief overviews (prepared in
even shorter versions) are being used at awareness raising symposia, as well as for other communication
tools serving the same purpose.
Second, this compendium also highlights possible or needed regulatory interventions. In some countries
there have been either discussion or policy intervention in some or all of these identified issues. However,
in many other countries there has been no intervention or no relevant discussion about regulatory
intervention, or no consensus about a need of policy intervention (including defining a type of policy
intervention).
Third, the compendium includes an extensive Appendix 2 with data that served for elaboration of
Deliverable 1.1 - Research Agendas and Roadmaps. This Appendix 2, in hindsight, also documents a lack of
attention to the issues raised in this deliverable among social scientists. Clearly, there is ongoing intensive
and rapid development of social media and related technologies. Researchers and policy makers are often
lagging behind these developments.
As mentioned, by and large, national authorities, especially from smaller EU M.S., appear to have neither
interest (not knowing) nor sufficient human capacity to follow emerging threats posed by development of
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social media and related digital technologies such as digital identity on social media, bots, social media
influencers, virtual reality, augmented reality or mixed reality, as well as microtargeting.
As it is documented in the Attachment 1, there were only limited responses to our call for clarification of
adopted or planned policies on these issues among M.S. Although one can assume that in some cases
selected national authorities might have not consider our project´s efforts as worthy to deal with, or simply
forgot to answer, or maybe some partners did not approach relevant authorities (there is a variety of
national institutions but often with not clearly defined responsibilities, or, quite often, there are shared or
blurred responsibilities), still, one can assume that these – often niche, or emerging - issues are simply by
and large out of radar of national authorities.
Clearly, although Directive EU 2018/1808 amending the AVMS Directive that came into force on 18
December 2018 demands to regulate certain UGC online, as well as content on video sharing platform
services, there seems to be missing connection among many national authorities to the issues raised
above.
All national media regulatory bodies are aware of existence and relevance of Directive EU 2018/1808 with
its focus at regulating microtargeting in case of securing protection of personal data of minors or for
regulating influencers and their activities. It should be mentioned that we tackle national media regulatory
authorities and social media regulation in a separate report (Deliverable 1.4 on Social Media and Media
Regulators).
As it is usually case, researchers, experts and other publicists do not share opinion either on importance of
particular related issues or on the best approaches how to tackle these emerging issues. These issues are
complex, and require close intervention and cooperation of ICT, especially data specialists and software
developer experts and lawyers. If working separately, lawyers may suggest solutions that ignore
technological aspects, thus either selecting wrong regulatory target or wrong regulatory approach.
For example, among ICT institutional partners, IT-Forum, a membership based network for more than 470
companies from private and public organizations, colleges and local, regional and state authorities in the Central and
Southern Denmark regions did not have any official position on the issues discussed here, while Bulgarian

Association of Software Companies (BASSCOM), a non-profit industrial association representing more than
75 leading software companies and over 150 associated members, including universities, foundations and
venture capital funds fully agreed with the key ideas presented in this deliverable.
In contrast, European network of Digital SMEs provided some official inputs into policy recommendations, but
not of a fundametal nature, or not showing fundamental disagreements.
There is a considerable amount of controversy over how to identify the problems, including the causes of
the problems and the policies that would most likely solve the problems brought by the social media.
We are dealing here by and large with technology assessment. Technology assessment is defined as a policy
study designed to better understand the consequences across society of the extension of the existing
technology or the introduction of a new technology with emphasis on the effects that would normally be
unplanned and unanticipated (Coates, 2001). In our deliverable, we deal with the unplanned and
unanticipated consequences of social media use. From among 10 components of technology assessment,
we include here always „Examine problem statements“, sometimes, when available, we „Specify systems
alternatives“, we always „Identify possible impacts“, we touch lightly „Evaluate impacts“, we identify „the
decision apparatus“ (understood as policy makers), we further „Identify action options for decision
apparatus“, we suggest „parties at interest“ (stakeholders). However, due to a lack of resources and
different mission (we are Cooperation and Support Action Project, not research project), we do not
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„Identify macrosystem alternatives (other routes to goal), and we occasionally „Identify exogenous
variables or events possibly having an effect on1–8, and finally, we „Draw conclusions and
recommendations.“ These are focused at possible regulatory needs and choices.
Some ideas discussed further prefer no-regulation, pointing at negative impact of regulation on innovation.
Indeed, it should be noted here that regulation has ambiguous effects on innovation – sometimes
hindering it, like in the case of internet-neutrality (Ehrlich, Eisenach, & Leighton, 2010), sometimes
fostering it, like in the case of eco-innovations (Ghisetti & Pontoni, 2015; Jaffe & Palmer, 1997) and
sometimes leading to innovation that is set to meet regulators’ expectations while keeping productivity
unchanged (Rubashkina, Galeotti, & Verdolini, 2015) (all references originally in Hein, Jodoin, Rauschnabel,
& Ivens, 2017, 17).
However, in our view, there has already emerged consensus that there are considerable real, or potential,
social and political harms reflected in the use and further development of many issues discussed in this
deliverable.

SOURCES
Coates, Joseph F. (2001, June). A 21st Century Agenda for Technology Assessment. Technological
Forecasting, Volume 67, Issues 2–3, 7 June 2001, Pages 303–308. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/S00401625(01)00135-4
Hein, Daniel & L. Jodoin, Jennah & Rauschnabel, Philipp & Ivens, Bjoern. (2017). Are Wearables Good or
Bad for Society? In: Gulsun Kurubacak and Hakan Altinpulluk, eds., Mobile Technologies and Augmented
Reality in Open Education, A volume in the Advances in Educational Technologies and Instructional Design
(AETID) Book Serie, USA: IGI Global,10.4018/978-1-5225-2110-5.ch001
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Digital Identity
Digital identity can be defined as both the collection of traces (writings, audio/video content, forum
messages, sign-in details, etc.) that we leave behind us, consciously or unconsciously, as we use the social
media platforms, and the reflection of this mass of traces as it appears after being “remixed” by search
engines (Ertzscheid, 2016). Alternatively, „Digital identity is a dynamic map based on the information
available on the internet about a person or a brand (digital footprint), as well as the perceptions this
information generates in third parties (digital reputation)“ (Orihuela, 2017).
Figure 1 : Digital Identity Model
Source: Georges, 2017

Why to regulate?
The problem is that not all daily users are aware of
the term digital identity, or in what context it is
used. Some may believe that it somehow
connected to some sci-fi ideas of modern world
that is not influenced by their daily life and digital
consumption.
There are three main archetypes of identity
systems in the world. In the most traditional and
commonly
seen
“centralized”
archetype,
institutions – governments or enterprises –
establish and manage identities and related data in
their own systems while in a second “federated”
archetype, this role is shared among multiple
institutions. Systems that follow the newest
“decentralized” archetype, mostly still in the pilot
stage, seek to give individuals greater control to
manage their own identity data (WEF, 2018, 5).
Digital identity can be defined as both the
collection of traces (writings, audio/video content,
forum messages, sign-in details, etc.) that we leave
behind us, consciously or unconsciously, as we use
the platform, and the reflection of this mass of
traces as it appears after being “remixed” by search
engines (Ertzscheid, 2016). Alternatively, „Digital
identity is a dynamic map based on the information
available on the internet about a person or a brand
(digital footprint), as well as the perceptions this
information generates in third parties (digital
reputation)“ (Orihuela, 2017).
A seemingly fundamental difference between the real life (physical) identity and digital identity is that
within digital identity one can choose more or less exactly how one would like to portray herself (including
using real name or partially disguised /avatars, pseudonymity/ or totally concealed /anonymity, identity
theft/misappropriation/ and what one decides to share with others. However, still, digital identity is
imperfect. Babb (2016) suggests that we should see social media as epideictic discourse—as rhetoric that
routinely constructs and displays small pieces of our digital identities. Ertzscheid (2016) identified three
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key features of digital identity. First, there is granularity: fragmented and piecemeal, underexposed yet
over documented traces of digital identity. Second, these identity fragments, and the means by which they
are accessed, are naturally porous. The different platforms where we publish fragments of our digital
identity are increasingly, and ever more systematically, interconnected. Third, Ertzscheid sees there a
feature of percolation. In other words, digital identities are like water droplets percolating through sand.
No wonder that Szymielewicz (2019) argues that digital identity is less a reflection of somebody than a
caricature. This is so since the most valuable data about us is inferred beyond our control and without our
consent. There are three layers of revealing information about digital identity (see picture).

Figure 2: Three Layers of Digital Identity

Source: https://qz.com/1525661/your-digital-identity-has-three-layers-and-you-can-only-protect-one-ofthem/
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The first layer is the one we do control. The second layer is made of behavioural observations. The third
layer is composed of interpretations of the first and second. The profile-mapping algorithms suggest areas
that a person is not likely or willingly to reveal. Ironically, our online digital identity simulation may look
nothing like our real-life one.
Nonetheless, on the one hand, freedom to have to a certain degree personally adjusted digital identity can
be liberating for people who may face discrimination in their everyday lives. On the other hand,
organisations and individuals can also suffer from being confused with fake accounts (either spoofs or with
more malicious intent) that have similar names to their own.1 There are some common sense
recommendations how to protect ones digital identity (see Gibbons, 2018 and Orihuela, 2017).2
People leave traces in digital world in similar way to those footprints the police or forensic scientists use to
track down criminals (Prajapati, 2018). Almost every action one takes in a digital world leaves a set of
detailed and predictive digital footprints. Obviously, digital identity may be classified as weak or strong.
The weak digital identity is limited to virtual characters, avatars, or fakes, which play digital roles with no
significant impact on the subjects’ lives. The strong digital identity is constructed when subjects use digital
technologies as a support to convey meanings that extend into the subjects’ lives and reach beyond a
virtual concept (Ferrer Maia and Valente, 2012).
In any case, there are digital footprints that can be used for digital surveillance. In fact, there are four main
types of surveillance that occur using social media: interpersonal (the most extreme is stalking, however,
Boyd /2011, in Kidd, 2017, 14/ suggests that many social media users sign up specifically so that they can
be seen, i.e. to be surveilled, or for doing some surveillance themselves), institutional (the most common
is to keep tabs on their employees), market (primarily involves keeping track of what customers buy or
search for), and police (to detect criminal or otherwise targeted activity) (Trottier, 2012, in Kidd, 2017, 13).
This is what we tackle in this contribution, with reference to social platforms. Thus, we do not mean the
EU’s electronic identification, authentication and trust services (eIDAS) regulation here.
Neither we discuss the ethics and consequences of identity enforcement online belonging to transgender
and gender variant users, drag queens, Native Americans, abuse survivors, and others (on this see Haimson
and Hoffmann, 2016).
The most known and most widely used programme based on digital identity is Chinese social credit system
(In Mandarin Chinese, the term is more closely associated with a phrase like “public trust.”). Chinese
citizens are ranked on professional and personal interactions, online activity, and public appearances
(Huang, 2015). The Chinese government and state media argue that the project is designed to boost public
confidence and fight problems like corruption and business fraud. Critics often see social credit project
instead as an intrusive surveillance apparatus for punishing dissidents and infringing on people’s privacy.
In fact, the system is more a patchwork of regional pilots and experimental projects, with few indications
about what could be implemented at a national scale as planned for 2020 year (Matskakis, 2019).

Threats Posed
The problem is that not all social media users are aware of the importance of protecting their digital
identity. There are obviously first of all privacy concerns. However, as put by Ertzscheid (2016), the
importance of the digital identity issue varies from platform to platform. The question of anonymity, for
example, is absent on professional social networks such as LinkedIn, where users showcase their CVs. In
general, Boyd (in Ertzscheid, 2016) defines social networks as “semi-public” spaces. She supports this
1

7. Managing your digital presence,https://www.ucisa.ac.uk/groups/exec/socialmedia/chap7

2

See also Managing Your Digital Identity on Social Media Sites, https://www.justaskgemalto.com/us/managingyour-digital-identity-social-media-sites/
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argument with four features: there is persistence of our messages in time, there is searchability function,
there is replicability of our messages and there are “invisible audiences”.
Increasing use of VR also raises concerns relating to cyberbullying and cyber-stalking. The age-group
particularly vulnerable to these kinds of crimes include teenagers and adolescents and can have a
remarkable impact on their social compass. Digital footprints left behind in VR/AR can be used by hackers
to extort money out of victims, or worse, forge duplicate identities with malafide intentions (Prajapati,
2018).
Kelly (2019) predicts that digital identity theft will continue to grow rapidly in 2019. The lack of awareness
of the real risks that can be associated with accepting people we do not know on social platforms, activating
geolocation in applications and the “dictatorship” of “likes” as a means of acceptance and/or social
recognition, are the main reasons that lead to harassment of females in digital environment (S2Grupo,
2018).
A graph below gives overview of perhaps all possible risks related to digital identity.

Figure 3: A Typology of Digital Identity Risks

Source: Ertzscheid (2016), originally published in E-reputation, typologie des risques liés à la reputation,
Christophe Asselin – Digimind.
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Policy Solutions
WEF Report (2018) identified five equally important elements that a proper digital identity must satisfy.
These elements are: Fit for purpose, inclusive, useful, offer choice and must be secure. Obviously, tensions
exist between some of them.
The GDPR gives EU M.S. users the right to verify their data. Moreover, there is the right to be forgotten in
addition to the right to erasure.3 In addition, Szymielewicz (2019) observes that people/users can take
measures to control the first layer of their digital online profile (For example, users can choose not to post
status updates or like pages). Prajapati (2018) also focuses at personal or the first layer of protection:
Conducting background research before establishing connection with online identities of other individuals
(for example - online dating), keeping digital identities private unless necessary to be shared with others
and reporting fake/misleading identities as soon as possible. In effect, Ertzscheid (2016) suggests as a
solution specialised training, acculturation and support that allows users to understand, analyse and
circumscribe their digital identity. Such (media literacy) training and support should form part of most
school and university curricula. In some cases and most recently this is known under headline ‘ data
literacies’, but perhaps it should be checked how is this task carried out. For example, TECH12 suggests a
framework of ‘Personal Data Literacies’ that distinguishes five significant domains: (1) Data Identification,
(2) Data Understandings, (3) Data Reflexivity, (4) Data Uses, and (5) Data Tactics.
However, users can not influence much behavioural monitoring and microtargeting. The only way to regain
full control over own profiles is to change policies of platforms. Theoretically, instead of hiding this data
from users, they could become more transparent. Moreover, the platforms could ask questions and respect
our answers. As mentioned, to certain degree this is covered/protected by GDPR. However, although
virtually every platform or application asks for permission to use data, offered options are often too
complex and simply not manageable by an average user.
Maybe as a response, some professionals believe that although there are real, life-threatening risks to
sharing personal information, nevertheless, the real, tangible value we get from sharing data about
ourselves usually outweighs the risks (e.g. Weigend, 2017). Weigend believes that power lies in choosing
to use those data refineries which offer tools that increase transparency and agency for users—including
tools that allow to evaluate how much benefit one can get in exchange for the data one shares. It is not
quite clear what are these tools, and how feasible this option is. Kelly (2019) believes that data security
experts should play a more important role in the discussion on regulating social media and privacy related
to digital identity. Moreover, he suggests that industry should get more deeply involved. We have to choose
between decentralized identity system vs. centralized identity system. If we choose the first concept that
will protect our “self-sovereign” identity or we defeat the fragmentation of our identities and centralize
them under one unique password. Perhaps, a new unique and secure forms of online digital identity can
be seen in blockchain technology (see, e.g. Kames, 2018).
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See Everything you need to know about the “Right to be forgotten”, https://gdpr.eu/right-to-be-forgotten/
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Immersive Technologies (ImTe):
VR, AR and MR
VR or Virtual reality - the computer-generated simulation of a three-dimensional image or environment
that can be interacted with in a seemingly real or physical way by a person using special electronic
equipment, such as a helmet with a screen inside or gloves fitted with sensors.
In other words, it is a real or simulated environment in which a perceiver experiences telepresence.
AR or Augmented reality - a technology that superimposes a computer-generated image on a user's view
of the real world, thus providing a composite view. In other words, AR supplements the natural
environment users see around them; it does not completely replace the natural environment in the way
that VR does. A real-world environment´s elements are augmented by (e.g., overlaid with) one or more
layers of text, data, symbols, images or other graphical display elements.
Unlike virtual reality, which is immersive, augmented reality creates a composite view of the world. It
provides inconspicuous, real-time localized information about where we are and about all the things
around us. Display devices can be wearable or non-wearable. Wearable devices include headsets, helmets,
smart glasses and one day contact lenses or even implants. Non-wearable devices include smartphones,
tablets and weapons.
Early AR applications have included Waze (real-time traffic navigation); Google Sky (educational insights
about astronomy); informational apps like Yelp’s Monocle (overlays ratings for local businesses) and Google
Glass, that failed as a consumer-grade product and is now available only for industrial uses).
MR or Mixed reality is a blend of physical and virtual worlds that includes both real and computergenerated objects. It is also understood as an integration of VR and AR.

The history of AR and VR goes according to some back to 19384, although Peddie (2017) dates its real use
since early 1940s. However, it was Pokémon Go that was the first exposure most of the world had to AR
in 2016.

Advantages and Disadvantages (Pros and Cons)
of ImTe, especially of AR
AR users continue to be in touch with their real-world environments whilst interacting with virtual objects,
but VR users are isolated from the real world and immersed in a virtual one. Thus, one could assume that

4

See https://www.historydegree.net/history-augmented-virtual-reality/
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regulation is more important for AR. However, this question appears to be a more complex one, depending
who is assessing it – whether lawyers or technology experts, as we shall see.
Advantages of AR: transforming business and accelerating productivity. AR and VR technologies could
revolutionize many sectors and professions, including the following: gaming, movies and events (e.g. AR
apps can provide live descriptions of television and movie scenes for the blind or those with damaged eyes,
see e.g. Alexiou, 2019), or overlay subtitles for the deaf), museums, education (e.g. surgery training),
healthcare, worker training (e.g. welding training) and systems monitoring, engineering and interior design,
real estate, journalism (see e.g. Davies, 2016 or Toursel and Useille, 2019), driving (e.g. to teach people to
drive), advertising, government (e.g. custom officers), arts (it is a place of infinite creativity) and military.

Potential Negative Impacts (Disadvantages) of AR
AR or ImTe in general can enable cybercrime in a number of areas, including child abuse, virtual groping,
cyber assault, stealing of virtual property, illegal betting with virtual money, identity theft, strobe lighting
and mere indecent exposure such as nudity, orgy etc.
Users of AR/VR technologies have used it to commit murders, defraud others and even injure themselves
(Prajapati, 2018). Some of these cases are rather bizarre, like a VR gamer who was caught for stealing virtual
property which apparently possessed huge value in a virtual game called ‘RuneScape’, by hacking into
profiles of other gamers (Prajapati, 2018). He sold virtual property for real money in fan forums. He was
convicted of hacking into user accounts not of theft (Harbert, 2017).
There are these security concerns:
•

Hacking: especially when a device is synced to a smart watch, smartphone or PC.

•

Data breach: If the AR system is able to run simultaneously with other applications, this may cause
that the voice or camera input could be stolen by another compromised application and used
maliciously, including other connected devices.

•

Information-sharing requirements: For example, the initial version of Pokémon Go has flaw in an
account-creation process that erroneously requested full access to users’ Google accounts. .

•

Data localization: AR devices and applications in particular, can make use of a user’s GPS. In
addition to (cyber)security, there are legal issues. It is not clear whether any degree of GPS tracking
without a warrant is legally dubious, or whether warrant is need only long-term tracking, or there
is no problem with collecting such data as long as, for example, the police committed no physical
"trespass" onto the person's property, based on United States v. Jones (Wassom, 2016). Pillsbury
(2019) suggests that if a user has subscribed to a geo-location sharing application/service, the user
could select options for informing other members of their location, notify all automatically
(default open), notify only friends, notify specific individuals, request permission to notify when a
registered individual comes within a certain range, do not notify (default closed). Similarly, from
the marketing perspective, offers/ads could provide real time privacy notice and selections for
users.

•

The intersection of AR with the so-called “internet of things“ (IoT). Wearable VR/AR is poised to
become an important participant in this emerging business of IoT. Interacting seamlessly with
other screens and devices and creating ever-more personalised experiences for their owners, the
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technology has the potential to appeal to audiences in working with their current devices and
targeting their specific preferences (MacFarlane, 2017). Moreover, the IoT will also implicate
subject-specific privacy laws. IoT advancements will allow a greater range of devices to do such
things as storing personal health information or sending messages that are intended to be private
(Wassom, 2016).
•

Facial recognition software can be used to make false connections with individuals and to take
advantage of them, or to identify protesters in authoritarian states thus raising issues of
surveillance. For example, protestors in Hong Kong in the summer of 2019 used the laser pointers
to avoid identification by facial recognition-enabled CCTV cameras or were cutting down facial
recognition towers. There are news that the Commission already considers regulation in this area
(Khan, 2019).

•

There is emerging problem with deepfakes videos - doctored videos fabricating apparently real
footage of people (see e.g. Hunt, 2019). Deepfakes originated at social media site Reddit in
December 2017.5 Some argue that this danger is not that real since on the one hand, it is not that
easy for non-experts to create such a video, while on the other hand it is relatively easy to identify
deepfakes videos (Nejedlý, 2019; Schwär, 2019).

•

There already is ongoing political debate on this issue in a Committee of the US Congress (see
Kelly, 2019). It is expected that social media platforms will play a key role in tackling this threat
(Singh, 2019).On the positive side, deepfakes have the power to make visual effects in
entertainment media sustainably faster and cheaper.

•

Health safety concerns: AR and VR can distract users from full awareness of their physical
surroundings. Thus, there may be risk of injury. For example, Pokémon Go caused distraction and
was associated with number of traffic incidents (Ayers et al., 2016). Potentially harmful effects of
VR systems to the health of individual users and to society are discussed by Jones (1996).

User-generated content and new ways of sharing experiences will ensure that issues will arise surrounding
fair use and intermediary liability. The use of AR based apps lead to legal conflicts between AR developers
and relevant parties, when depicting a physical space differently, damaging public property (a park), and
trespassing and creating nuisances on a private property (Cook, Mariani, Kishnani and Harr, 2019). In
several jurisdictions across the world (such as USA and India), use of trademarks ‘in commerce’ is an
essential ingredient to constitute trademark infringement. Thus, the user using a logo in VR may escape
liability by claiming ‘no commerce’ exception under trademark laws. Similar problems arise with the ‘fair
use’ exception under copyright laws of several jurisdictions, wherein there could be an infringement of
original works through derivative works on VR platforms (Prajapati, 2018).
It may not be clear where the ownership of intellectual property (IP) rights will lie where users have
created images or content within the app (MacFarlane, 2017). Even more importantly, VR systems allow
users to virtually import photographs, music, brand names and otherwise IP protected material into their
virtual experiences without obtaining necessary permissions from the owner of such IP.
These issues are intertwined with real property rights. For example, does the AR developer need
permission from a building owner or a street furniture franchisee to superimpose branding or advertising
on their property? Does a building owner have any IP rights he can exclusively license to certain AR
5

Deepfakes: Fälschungen der nächsten Generation (2019, February 7), https://www.ionos.de/digitalguide/onlinemarketing/social-media/deepfakes/
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providers, thus prohibiting non-licensees from superimposing logos or advertising on their property? (Levi
and Furst, 2019).
Moreover, VR users log in from several countries whose IP laws may differ widely from one to another
(Prajapati, 2018).
It should be noted that a bill aimed at protecting sensitive locations (“ecologically sensitive,” “historically
significant,” or “dangerous” or on private property) from players of virtual games like “Pokémon Go” was
rejected in Illinois (USA) in 2017. It sought to fine developers of location-based video games for not
removing virtual stops in the game at a property owner’s request (Ruppenthal, 2017, Oosterman, 2016) .
Personal Data protection: There are emerging issues who owns the data, how it should be stored securely,
and who has the right to access it. Do individuals have the right to decline being recorded while AR
mounted glasses are scanning the surroundings? How developers can identify whose consent they need?
Multiple users may use one app, and to the extent that images can be taken, stored and even manipulated,
those images may be of third parties who would never be asked for their consent (MacFarlane, 2017).
Targeted advertising - Customisable viewing options will open up new opportunities for companies to be
able to leverage personalised data to hyper-target their content, advertising and brands (MacFarlane,
2017). Sponsored content, licensed content, virtual paywalls, in-app purchases and micropayments are
significant revenue models for AR and VR apps. As mentioned, regulatory issues may also arise when
imposing images over billboards and signs or when receiving advertising revenue generated from other AR
ads (Pomfret, n.d.). Furthermore, would advertisers have a claim if AR advertising, perhaps of a competitor,
was superimposed on and “replaced” their own real-world advertising or store signage? (Levi and Furst,
2019).
Liability – Negligence Issues: This can be related to Duty of care, its causation and possible damages. What
is the ‘duty’ with respect to augmented reality? (Pomfret, n.d.).
For example, Zhang, Buffington and Toto (2015) ask: „If a player is attacked by a realistic AR character via
her head display, and she does not realize that the character is virtual, could she have a claim for assault
as a result of her fear or apprehension from the virtual attack?
If the player is injured or injures a non-playing victim as a result of the virtual attack, could she or the nonplaying victim have a legal claim against the videogame company or others involved in the manufacture or
sale of the game?
If children perform violent acts that mimic their AR gameplay, could victims of those violent acts win a
negligence lawsuit?“
(Harbert, 2017) lists another example of legal challenge: „Maybe a gamer pays $1,000 for a “magic sword”
on eBay, but finds it doesn’t work when he uses it in the game. Does he have any redress?“

AR’s ability to create imagery could dramatically reframe our collective understanding of history (see Mc
Alorum, 2019). AR can mislead us in diet management, when it can make us think we are eating more
calories than we actually are (Peddie, 2017).
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However, there are some other rather challenging niche issues, such as whether emerging forms of Brain
Computer Interface integrated AR Systems could put privacy at risk (see Seven, 2017).
A survey among 200 respondents (mostly Executives within an established technology company or
Founders/executives of an AR, VR or MR startup) carried out in early 2019, showed, that concerning legal
risks while developing ImTe, consumer privacy and data security (61%) came out on top. Other top issues
for 2019 included product liability/health and safety issues (49%), difficulty in licensing technology and
IP (32%), potential infringement of third party–owned IP (30%) and compliance with platform
requirements in publishing content (30%). Since Dawson (2018) argued that GDPR gives consumers
greater control over how their personal data is used and protected, one can assume that higher concern
among executives and founders over consumer privacy and data security was an outcome of discussion
related to new GDPR rules.

The EU
There is regulation at the EU level targeting privacy, cybersecurity and IP rights that applies to AR and VR.
This regulation includes GDPR, the cybersecurity strategy and European Agenda on security, part of which
resulted in the directive on security networks and information systems (2016/1148), as well as a legal
framework covering IPR. The EU regulation on medical devices (2017/745) also includes protection against
unauthorised access.
It is beyond ambition of this contribution to assess whether EU regulations are sufficient for regulating
ImTe.

Policy Solutions
There are two opposing streams of opinions when discussing whether or not to regulate ImTe.
Moreover, there is not even agreement among experts whether VR could or should be regulated.
For example, Hobson (2016,2) suggests that health and safety concerns that do arise from AR and VR likely
would best be governed within the existing framework of tort law, product-liability law and product-safety
standards. Similarly argue Cook et al (2019). In their view, before developing new regulations, both
businesses and government should thoroughly review current applicable laws and regulations (also for
developing industry standards and codes of conduct). In their view, policies that will likely need review and
potential reconsideration include property laws, privacy regulations, and copyright and intellectual
property rights. Hughes (2017) supports the idea that authorities should increase enforcement or penalties
against negative effects coming from ImTe. However, they should not regulate AR app developers under
outdated or ill-fitting frameworks, concludes Hughes (2017).
Hein, Jodoin, Rauschnabel and Ivens (2017, 17) also believe that regulation of AR smart glasses can rely on
already achieved and implemented regulation, like rules that apply for public CCTV surveillance. However,
in their view, policy makers should also account for situations in which sensitivity is needed when weighing
different interests against each other: should there be exemptions to strict regulations about information
rights in emergency cases? How are these cases defined? Which property or potential of smart glasses or
emergency cases may justify such an exemption? Likewise, rules for daily application need to be freedomoriented enough that innovation does not become unattractive.
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Although collection of contributions by lawyers in Barfield and Blitz (2018, xvi) confirms that the current
legal regulatory framework „will likely be applicable for activities occurring in virtual and augmented
reality“, nevertheless,, they warn that „as both technologies evolve …..established law may be
insufficient....“ Identically, US lawyers Lemley and Volokh (2018, 1138, 1056) believe that next
developments „will require adapting existing doctrines to new circumstances or modifying legal rules to
take account of new facts....However, it won’t necessarily require a fundamental rethinking of legal
doctrines. “ Similarly, Pomfret (n.d.) advises to work with lawyers early in the process of searching for
regulatory solutions related to ImTe. Cook et al (2019) suggest that businesses and governments can
consider launching a regulatory „sandbox“6 for AR developers to test ideas before they launch a product
in the market. Within this context, legal firm Pillsbury (2019) suggests for ImTe developers, but also for
policy makers, to develop a comprehensive legal strategy, consistent with one´s business model, to
maximize protection of one´s intellectual property, minimize liability for infringement of third party IP,
address contractual (e.g., terms of service) and regulatory issues.
In contrast, Thierer and Camp (2017/2018) support „permission-less innovation“, or the general freedom
to innovate without prior constraint (ex ante), as the optimal policy default to maximize the benefits
associated with immersive technologies. The alternative vision—the so-called precautionary principle—
would be in their view an inappropriate policy default because it would greatly limit the potential for
beneficial applications and uses of these new technologies to emerge rapidly. Thus, in their view,
policymakers should wait to see which concerns or harms emerge and then devise ex post solutions as
needed.
Similarly, Prajapati (2018) suggests that self-regulation by VR companies themselves by adhering to ethical
and legally sound policies may be the best solution currently available. However, in case of privacy
regulation, he calls for a proactive approach by governments. In case of tortious claims, IR violations and
criminal laws, Prajapati (2018) prefers the ‘wait-and-see’ approach and issues to be resolved on a case by
case basis. When defining liabilities, IR holders must state specifically in the contract agreement with VR
content creators the ownership and liability arising in case of breach/unfair use of IR or other rights.
Identically, corporations and governments must come together to formulate industry specific standards for
fair use doctrine.
For example, vendors are already considering software code that could protect against virtual sexual
assaults, including “virtual shields, expanded superpowers, or extended personal safe havens to prevent
cyber assault“ (Harbert, 2017).
In addition to hard law regulation, there are following specific non-legal regulatory suggestions by Banister
and Hertel (2018) :
•

Industry standards: It should be established a sort of AR governing body that would evaluate,
debate and then publish standards for developers to follow. Along with this, it should be developed
a centralized digital service akin to air traffic control for AR that classifies public, private and
commercial spaces as well as establishes public areas as either safe or dangerous for AR use.

6

Sandboxes are controlled environments allowing innovators to test products, services, or new business models
without having to follow all the standard regulations.
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•

A comprehensive feedback system: Communities should feel empowered to voice their concerns.

•

Responsible AR development and investment: Entrepreneurs and investors need to care about
these ethical, but ultimately legal, issues when developing and backing AR products.

•

Guardrails for real-time AR screenshots: Rather than disallowing real-time AR screenshots
entirely, these should be controlled through mechanisms such as geofencing. For example, an
establishment such as a nightclub would need to set and publish its own rules which are then
enforced by hardware or software.

In conclusion, for time being, the ImTe world is still by and large considered a private space (Oosterman,
2016). However, as technological innovations progress and AR further blurs the line between reality and
fantasy, this perception is changing. Especially the launch of the mobile game Pokémon Go revealed public
concerns about safety, privacy, cybersecurity, e-commerce, intermediary liability and the intersection
between free expression and intellectual property rights. However, since VR occurs on private, proprietary
systems means that the law is unlikely to be used in this area of ImTe, argue Lemley and Volokh (2018,
1138).
Moreover, Krutz (2018) argues that the opposite is true: because it is the process of separation from
Genuine Reality that unhinges the operation of the cognitive mind just like poison unhinges the operation
of the physical organism, i.e. the more intense the VR is, the greater the emotional and intelligence
complexity that the mind is challenged with to experience. Therefore, eventually, government will
regulate all VR technology and designate its use solely to approved agencies, concludes Krutz (2018).
Apparently, any discussion on regulation of ImTe must include both lawyers and experts on ImTe
technology.
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Microtargeting
Microtargeting is the strategy used to create highly specific advertisements to narrowly-targeted groups
or individuals. Microtargeting is more commonly called online behavioural advertising in advertising and
marketing studies, sometimes also called profiling or behavioural targeting, “political behavioural targeting” (PBT) in political marketing studies, or news personalisation in journalism.
We use all terms interchangeably here.
These are positive aspects of microtargeting:
•

It uses the audience insight gleaned to tailor content even more precisely, thus increasing both
efficiency and effectiveness.For example, a study by Metcalf, Angle, Phelan, Muth, & Finley
(2019) found a significant influence of a normative message among random (nonmicrotargeted)
prospects, increasing response by 23% over the control group.

•

PBT could increase political participation through a more relevant political information or political
ads for specific audiences, or it might reach citizens who are difficult to reach through legacy. Tailored messages might be understood as more personally relevant. Thus, politics may be perceived
as less abstract. Political micro-targeting could hence result in engaging citizens previously not politically active. Microtargeting could also have an empowering effect for niche political parties.

These are negative aspects of microtargeting (sometimes included among the broader concept of “online
manipulation”, see Susser, Roessler, & Nissenbaum, 2019):
•

It exploits personal data without previously informed consent. For example, Belgian, Spanish and
Irish authorities received complaints that Google does not respect GDPR. In the Irish case, Google
has been accused of using digital advertising auctions that violate users/consumers´rights.
Specifically, Google was accused of secretely using hidden webpages that feed the personal data
of its users to advertisers, without sufficient control or concern over data protection (Murgia,
2019).

•

It blurs the boundary between advertising and other forms of online content. For example, in an
exploratory study, Meyer et al (2019) found high rates of mobile advertising through manipulative
and disruptive methods in free and paid apps in the 5 (years old) and under category on the Google
Play app store. Of the 135 apps reviewed, 129 (95%) contained at least 1 type of advertising.

•

It allows for the spreading information disorder and other social media harms.

•

There is a risk of fragmentation of the public sphere, and the strengthening or creation of new
digital divides - ideological “bubbles” or echo chambers.

•

It can commercialise political campaigns to the extreme, turning politics into business motivated
and emotionally driven exercise (see Baldwin-Philippi, 2019). Moreover, Facebook, Twitter, and
Google go (or used to go) beyond promoting their services and facilitating digital advertising buys,
actively shaping campaign communication through their close collaboration with political staffers.
Kreiss and McGregor (2018) show that representatives at these firms serve as quasi-digital
consultants to campaigns, shaping digital strategy, content, and execution.
All these negative aspects have in common that they may violate its target’s autonomy (Susser,
Roessler, & Nissenbaum, 2019). The most infamous example of negative aspects of microtargeting
is the Facebook/Cambridge Analytica scandal. Dobber, Trilling, Helberger, & de Vreese (2019)
findings show that the potential for undesirable voter behavior (e.g. inability to deliberate
autonomously, chilling effects, voter mistrust is very real. However, Nenadic (2018), after review
of available literature, claims that the existing evidence seems not to support the thought that
microtargeting might have a devastating effect on democracy.
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LEGISLATIVE AND OTHER REGULATORY INITIATIVES
USA
In April 2019 a draft bill was introduced to the US Congress. The aim was that online social media
companies should stop tricking consumers into giving up their personal data. The bill would also ban online
platforms with more than 100 million monthly active users from designing addicting games or other
websites for children under the age of 13. The bill takes aim at practices that online platforms use to
mislead people into giving personal data to companies or otherwise trick them. Under the terms of the
bill, social media companies would create a professional standards body to create best practices to deal
with the issue. There already was discussion on Honest Ads Act (2017-2018) that would expand source
disclosure requirements for political advertisements by (1) establishing that paid internet and paid digital
communications may qualify as “public communications” or “electioneering communications” that may be
subject to such requirements, and (2) imposing additional requirements relating to the form of such source
disclosures and the information contained within. The bill also requires certain online platform companies
to maintain publicly available records about qualified political advertisements that have been purchased
on their platforms. TECH29 criticised that its definitions are vague and will have to be narrowed through
regulatory interpretation. The bill will have only marginal impact – the extent of which will depend
heavily on the will of the online platforms themselves.

EU
The EU has adopted some measures and guidelines as possible safeguards, such as the GDPR, Code of
Practice on Disinformation and the Communication from the European Commission titled: „Securing
free and fair European elections“. One of the main problems is the overall gap in regulation of online
activities across EU countries. If legacy media, especially in the audio-visual sector, have rather welldeveloped rules, sanctioning mechanisms and authorities in charge of monitoring and applying sanctions,
all the more so in electoral context, these regulation instruments tend to lack or be insufficient when it
comes to online media. An additional issue is that social media platforms like Facebook, Google, YouTube,
have become major news publishers, but they maintain the status of tech companies and not news media
organizations. This makes it difficult to apply the same regulatory framework as for media companies, and
their transnational profile raises further problems with holding them to account. Traditional electoral rules
concerning aspects like transparency of spending, fair representation of candidates in terms of access to
airtime, election silence before the vote or different limits on political advertisement do not apply to the
online as well. Platforms like Facebook and Twitter have taken some measures in the wake of elections,
like increasing the transparency of Political Ads. For example, Facebook now has a searchable Ad Library
where users can find who ran political ad campaigns, who paid for them and how much. However, it has
been shown that this can be bypassed by not declairing the ad as political (Moore, 2019). Moreover, most
recently, Facebook has only banned adverts that “include claims debunked by third-party fact-checkers, or,
in certain circumstances, claims debunked by organisations with particular expertise (Hern, 2019).
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UK
The UK Data Protection authority (ICO) launched of investigation into the political processing of data and
micro targeting of political adverts to influence the EU Referendum vote (Brexit). The investigation has
found issues with several stakeholders: from Facebook to academic institutions, political parties, data
brokers and other companies that have access to people’s data (ICO, 11 July 2018).

Germany
Data-driven efforts are a subject of controversial public discussion: on the one hand, critics fear
manipulations of voters and violations of national privacy laws. On the other hand, supporters of data
utilisation hope for a mobilisation of specific target-groups like swing voters or infrequently voting
partisans who often abstain from voting (Kruschinski, & Haller (2017).
German data protection laws do not allow combining individual data with further information from other
databases. The legal source important for data use in political campaigning is the Federal Data Protection
Act (BDSG). The law determines fundamental principles for data collection and processing by public
authorities and private institutions: public and private institutions shall avoid unnecessary data collection
(data avoidance) and regard data economy (§3a BDSG). The collection of data is only allowed to fulfill a
specific purpose (§28 (1) BDSG). Political parties can gather data if they are necessary for their
organisational activities. However, this is limited to the personal data of party members or persons who
have regular contact to the organisation (§28 (9) BDSG). Furthermore, data can only be collected when
affected persons explicitly agree (§4a BDSG). People also have the right to have their data rectified,
cancelled and blocked (§6 (1) BDSG). the German law forbids a storage of personal data for the long-term.
Data has to be deleted when the purpose is fulfilled (§35 (1) BDSG). In addition to that, political parties are
not allowed to store data on racial or ethnic origin and political, religious or philosophical beliefs (§35 (2)
BDSG) (Kruschinski, & Haller (2017).

Policy Solutions
Boerman, Kruikemeier & Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017) review of academic empirical studies shows that
consumers understand little about online behavioral advertising and the related data use, and current
transparency approaches are not very effective in increasing that understanding. Similarly,
Papakyriakopoulos, Hegelich, Shahrezaye, & Serrano (2018) suggest (referring to Strandburg), that
regarding personal data for political microtargeting, the act of a user opting in, given a very long document
of terms and conditions, where how personal data might be used is outlined in a short and general manner
does not signify transparency, or actual consent. As a result, consumers or voters who do not understand
how data are used for online behavioral advertising cannot make meaningful privacy decisions, argue
Boerman, Kruikemeier & Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017). Pasquale (2017) and Larsson (2018) also call for the
need to regulate consumer rights at a level that is not as strongly dependent on the consumers’ individual
awareness.
Similarly, Terpstra, Schouten, de Rooij and Leenes (2019) confirm that privacy selfmanagement suffers from structural (i.e., conceptual and practical) and cognitive (i.e., the tendency for
human brains to prefer quick, intuitive decisions over more rational, deliberate decisions) limitations. While
some of these limitations would therefore argue to abandon notice and consent in favour of more
enforcing regulation (e.g., law, nudges, and/or code), others, including Terpstra et al, prefer preserving
individual choice and focus on improving the known issues with more complex privacy decision-making.
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In response, Larsson (2018) believes, perhaps too optimistically, that consumer protection authorities will
find ways to utilise increasingly AI to find and counteract inappropriate market behaviour. In other words,
cooperation of legal and computer scientific expertise would be required to tackle these issues.
Larsson (2018) also calls for closer cooperation between the data protection authorities and consumer
protection focused authorities. This cooperation would include audits or control of how data-driven and
targeting software operates, in order for consumer protection authorities to develop the ability to assess
– in-house or perhaps through outsourced expertise – what the combination of algorithms and use of big
data sources are leading to, and to discover the use of erroneous data. However, this may be too difficult
task. In view of Rhoen and Feng (2018), the algorithms used to process big data are largely opaque to
both controllers and data subjects: if the output of an algorithm has discriminatory effects coinciding with
sensitive traits because the algorithm accidentally discerns an emergent property, this may remain
unnoticed. At the moment, there are no remedies that can prevent the discovery of sensitive traits from
non-sensitive data.
Bayer (2019, 22) proposes that impartiality should be obligatory – platform providers must not apply
ideological bias in their algorithmic instructions. On the contrary, in her view, content selection algorithms
need to include the principle of diversity of opinions. In this line, platforms must inform their users about
the content selection principles of their algorithms, while users should have options on which principles
they would prefer to based their selection criteria, using simple icons.
An option could be to prioritise content that is found trustworthy by quality news organisations. Finally,
changes and experiments with new algorithms must be transparent, and provide easily accessible
information to the users.
To defend privacy, Boerman, Kruikemeier & Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017) propose that policymakers should
not merely aim for consumer empowerment but also for their protection. Most privacy laws have elements
that aim to protect consumers. For instance, many laws require companies to secure the data they collect
against data breaches, and in many countries the law has stricter rules for certain types of sensitive data,
such as health-related data. Similarly, Bayer (2019, 29) suggests that it needs to be clarified – perhaps
through the e-Privacy Regulation – that micro-targeting based on sensitive information can take place
solely on an opt-in basis.
Marsden and Meyer (2019, 14-15) wonder whether online political advertising should be permitted at all,
by domestic or foreign organisations. Futhermore, they highlight possible regulatory choices for
commercial (advertising) 0: internal organisational checks on origin/trolls, 1: ban all (foreign) adverts on
certain topics, 2: publish transparent adverts register, 3: co-regulatory agreement on ad registry/origin, 4:
agency to regulate advertising, including preventing non-consensual online behavioural advertising, 5:
amend and strengthen existing legislation (e.g. on misleading advertising, political spending, election
silence period, data protection, etc.
Within the EU, there is GDPR. It is based on presumption that data activities are illegal unless they have
some sound basis (Hoofnagle, van der Sloot & Zuiderveen Borgesius, 2019). While the GDPR only protects
EU citizens, its impact is bound to be global in nature, affecting any organization that targets the European
market or provides services and hold personally identifiable information on EU residents (Li, Yu & He,
2019). GDPR demands that organizations should get user consent to collect data and “implement
appropriate technical and organizational measures” to protect personal data of EU residents (Kaushik &
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Wang, 2018). However, this apparently does not prevent microtargeting. For example, Rhoen and Feng
(2018) argue that although the GDPR poses special requirements for the processing of sensitive data, yet
it is not clear whether these requirements are sufficient to prevent the risk associated with this
processing because this risk is not clearly defined. Furthermore, the GDPR’s clauses on the processing
of—and profiling based on—sensitive data do not sufficiently account for the fact that individual data
subjects are parts of complex systems, whose emergent properties betray sensitive traits from nonsensitive data.
Thus, to defend privacy, perhaps more and stricter rules are needed for online behavioral advertising,
suggest Boerman, Kruikemeier & Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017). There may be online behavioral advertising
practices that society should not accept such as tracking on websites aimed at children and the use of
online behavioral advertising data for online price discrimination, believe Boerman, Kruikemeier &
Zuiderveen Borgesius (2017).
In addition, Zuiderveen Borgesius, Möller, Kruikemeier, Ó Fathaigh, Irion, Dobber, Bodo, Vreese (2019)
suggest that policymakers should also consider requiring more transparency regarding microtargeting
from political parties, or communication by institutional actors. Similarly, although Bayer (2019, 23-24) is
supporting the idea that Identification of political advertising and public issue advertising should be
obligatory, however, labelling political content based on its topic would in her view pose a risk to freedom
of expression. Instead, all procurers of political and issue-based advertisements should be clearly and
publicly identifiable by default; if ads are purchased on behalf of third parties, these should also be
clearly and publicly identified. Finally, (a directive) is recommended by Bayer, with particular relevance to
the European Parliament elections. Bodó, Helberger, and de Vreese (2017) argue that microtargeting
research must develop a better understanding of regulatory frameworks around platforms, personal data,
political and commercial speech that shape the use of microtargeting.
In news business, Lafrance and Carlson (2017) recommend that personalization should be a way to enhance
news decisions made by editors, professionals committed to quality journalism as a crucial component of
an open society. However, Eskens, Helberger and Moeller (2017) point out that there are many different
values and interests at stake with news personalisation, which may lead to conflicts (e.g. truthfinding versus
social cohesion). News personalisation challenges the right to receive information and it also challenges us
to further conceptualise the right to receive information.
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Social Media Influencers
A word influencer is an industry and business jargon in marketing (Klara, 2019). Merriam-Webster
dictionary has included this word (with other marketing terms such as buzzy, tweetstorm, gig economy...)
into its register for 2019 year. Merriam-Webster dictionary notes that the first known use of term influencer
dates back to 1662. Influencer marketing has been in operation for decades (e.g., journalists with well-read
restaurant newspaper columns or celebrities) (Goanta and Ranchordás, 2019, 3-4). However, growth of
social media influencer can be dated back just a decade (Krbatová and ČTK, 2017), and since 2015 social
media influencers have become important actors in marketing (O’Neil-Hart and Blumenstein, 2016, in
Goanta and Ranchordás, 2019, 5).
However, the problems with influencers, or just a part of their activity, fake commercial reviews, is on the
agenda for a quite while (see e.g. Courtney, 2013).
Leaden (2017) argues that social media have enabled emergence of an entirely new genre of celebrity.
Currently, there are many individuals famous due to the potential offered by social media. Khamis,
Lawrence & Welling (2016) argue that there is an obvious marketing relationship between a brand, media,
audience and celebrity. They contend that self-branding parallels the growth of social media embedded in
individualism. The biggest change in their view is that the human brand can now bring his or her own
audience into the equation.
The rise of social media influencers was also facilitated by technology in a less known way – by the rise of
ad blockers and the decrease of ad click through rate (approximately at 0.05 % across all ad formats and
placements) (Miles, 2018). In addition, social media influencers can be seen as a lighthouse for many
citizens/customers/voters in area of abundance of information sources.
Google Trends analysis (Graph 1, period 2014 – July 2019) shows increase in search for both terms – more
so for influencer marketing term, especially since 2016 year. Higher popularity of the term influencer
marketing can be explained by its popularity among marketing studies.
However, Fastenau (2018) argues that in year 2017 the search query of term influencer marketing has
increased by more than 300 %.
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Graph 1 Influencer marketing and social media influencers search/ last 5 years

Source: https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=today%205y&q=influencer%20marketing,social%20media%20influencer

We have also compared (Graph 2) the interest (via the use of search queries) of these two terms with term
social media influencer regulations. The result for the same period was less impressive. There is very low
number of searches connected with this term in comparison with frequency of searching for other two
terms. Obviously, this is rather niche, but increasingly important agenda.
Graph 2 Social media influencers regulations

Source:
https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?q=influencer%20marketing,social%20media%20influencer,soci
al%20media%20influencer%20regulation
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Who are Social Media Influencers?
Pre-social media influencer is defined as „a third-party who significantly shapes the customer´s purchase
decision, but may even be accountable for it“ (Brown et al, 2008, 50). This concept represents mainly earlier
perspective based on Gladwell (2000). Gladwell provided three elementary types of influencers –
connectors (the people in a community who know large numbers of people and who are in the habit of
making introductions), maves ("people we rely upon to connect us with new information") and salesmen
("persuaders", charismatic people with powerful negotiation skills).
It is interesting to observe how closely overlap these social media influencers categories with social bots
categories: Der Überlaster (Overloader), Der Trendsetter (Trendsetter) and Der Auto-Troll (Automated
Troll).7
Brown et al (2008) developed the term connectors further in the so-called false connectors, ie. people
fascinated by contacts as a proof of their popularity, in social media environment.
Moreover, there are ‘VTubers’ – virtual, animated versions of YouTube’s human influencers.8 The first
Vtuber is considered to beKizuna AI that appeared in 20169.
In fact, we can see that social media influencers present combination of all three types of influencers as
presented in Gladwell´s typology. Apparently, this synergy makes them rather important social actors.
The elementary definition offered by the Merriam-Webster dictionary is: „ one who exerts influence: a
person who inspires or guides the actions of others,“ and more specific social media interpretation is „a
person who is able to generate interest in something (such as consumer product) by posting about it on
social media“ (Merriam-Webster, 2019).
Their audience is attracted by (more or less) a relevant and helpful content they offer (Miles, 2018). Social
media influencers are people who are not afraid to express their passions publicly and promote them
(Fastenau, 2018). Posting about influencers´ passion is the main way how they gain popularity in social
media, allowing them in return „to shape and influence audience opinions on matters through blog posts,
videos, pistures, tweets, and so on.“ (Fastenau, 2018).
Although social media influencers seem to be by and large younger people, or at least those who started
their influencer career at a very young age, in fact, there are some mid-age influencers who had been wellknown before getting engaged in social media (see, e.g. Šujanová, 2017).
Influencers can exert their influence in many different way – at emotional level („You can´t afford to fail this
offer“), at internal regulatory level („You need the auditors’ sign-off at every stage of this project – get their
name on every decision“) or at the strategic level („Now that we’re a public company we need to be seen
to be partnering with the right kind of people – get Accenture to oversee this“) (Brown et al, 2008, 50).

7

Social Bots – die Technik hinter Fake-News (25.04.18), https://www.ionos.de/digitalguide/online-marketing/socialmedia/social-bots-was-koennen-die-meinungsroboter-wirklich/

8

See https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCwOGO9gT1y0IvzPqKal4loQ

9

http://japantrend.tv/index.php/2018/07/22/whats-is-vtuber-virtual-youtuber-2/
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Influencer marketing can be used by companies to boost their reach and get their brand name out of the
world by connecting with customers through right social media icons (Leaden, 2017). Influencer marketing
is commonly represented by bloggers or other social media users with the ability to spread the word or
image because of more-than-average reach among consumers (Jackson et al, 2016, 182).
Influence or impact of social media influencers depends on the factors such as trustworthiness, expertese,
attractiveness and similarity (Fastenau, 2018).

Why is there a need for regulating social media influencers?
Influencer marketing is a grey area of advertising, with complex interactions among influencers,
peers/customers, agencies/platforms and brands/businesses. For example, influencers can have different
legal status: be owners of their companies, have the legal status of a freelancer, and there are influencers
who are still consumers themselves (Goanta and Ranchordás, 2019, 8). The influencer marketing is not
new phenomenon. The Word-of-Mouth (WOM) marketing strategies were powerful way to sway opinion
since 1970s (Goldsmith, 2018). Nonetheless, social media influencer marketing has raised many new
regulatory challenges. The main concerns are related to, by and large, fraud and to unethical or illegal
behaviour by influencers (infleuncermarketinghub, 2019).
Although advertisement regulations rules in some countries include endorsements made on social media
by social media influencers, social media influencers often disregard these regulatory expectations. This
is highly problematic as average social media users are at an ever-greater risk of falling prey to
inconspicuous advertising practices, but also to dubious or dangerous advises. This is particularly
problematic in case of kids (e.g. Vltavský, 2019, Bulisová and Režňáková, 2019).
It is becoming increasingly difficult for the average social media user to determine when a post
showcasing a particular item or product is organic or sponsored.
Some influencers are now regularly uploading posts that are designed to look like they were paid for, even
though they were not. These influencers are hoping in luring other advertisers into their net.
The monetization of content raises legal and ethical concerns: are influencers paid for their reviews, and if
so, do they disclose this information in transparent way to their followers? There is a conflict of interests
if influencers are bound to share the sincere opinions their followers ask for, on goods and services they
are paid to promote.
Some smaller companies report that refusing to pay for social media influencers may result in retaliation
(see e.g. Owens, 2019). This ranges from categorically ignoring their products to posting faux negative
reviews to hurt their image.
Moreover, some brands offer a payment for negative reviews of their competitors (see e.g. Ambros,
2018, Markhor, 2016).
Some influencers or companies reportedly use bot apps for growing followers or purchase fake followers.
For example, the New York Times published an investigation of social media bots prevalence, which
revealed that a US company Devumi has collected millions of dollars by selling social media followers (on
Twitter) and retweets to celebrities, businesses and any individual with desire to spread his/her popularity
(Confessore, et al, 2018). Fake followers and engagement on social media have threaten good reputation
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and credibility of social media influencer marketing for years. This situation even triggered the reactions of
influencers or celebrities themselves. For example, beauty YouTuber Chloe Morello has posted vlog on 16th
November 2017. In this vlog she criticized influencers who leveraged fake followers and enagagement
(Morello, 2017, mediakix.com, 2018). There are other individual initiatives of this type (see, e.g. HasratNazimi, 2017).10
The major issue with influencer marketing is the typical lack of disclosure (see, e.g. Stokel-Walker, 2019 or
Režňáková and Bulisová, 2019). Social media influencers that use platforms like Instagram or Snapchat or
Twitter bypass transparency regulations either by not adding the #ad mention, or by making it almost
invisible – for example by “hiding” it among many other hashtags (Stokel-Walker, 2019). This opacity is
common among brands as well. A survey of 1,173 marketers and 500 consumers in the UK and USA showed
that a third of marketers regularly choose not to disclose their partnerships with influencers (Influencer
Marketing 2020, 2018). This avoidance among both influencers and brands stems from the wide public
perception (66% of consumers) who made no difference between paid-for content and general advertising
(Influencer Marketing 2020, 2018). Indeed, in the vast majority (77%) of the Dutch videos produced by
influencers, there was no transparency on the source of the product or service in early 2017 (Cock Buning,
2019, 8).
There is also a legal question whether influencers can be considered independent contractors or whether
they are employed by the brands they advertise, or by the agencies. Some influencers complain that they
have to accept oppressive, unfair and illegal agreements (see, e.g. Lorenz, 2019). There was some negative
impact of using AI for automated monetization of ads pairing them with specific content, using a themeguided algorithm, also including social media influencers, in the last years. In response, some companies
pulled ads from YouTube after finding their content paired with hate speech and violent extremist content
or child exploitation. As a result, some YouTube creators reported losses in their income (Dunphy, 2017,
Alexander, 2019). These events are called YouTube Adpocalypse(s) (from the First to Fith) or advertiser
boycott on YouTube. This chain of events emerged from 2016, peaked in the March – May 2017 and
continued in September 2017 and February and again May 2019 (youtube.fandom.com). As a response to
these incidents there is a campaign FairTube. The aim is to achieve more fairnees and transparency for all
creators of YouTube content (Vinc, 2019). The campaign´s main regulatory suggestions are to publish all
criteria affecting the monetization and views of video; to provide the explanation of platforms´ decisions
about demonetization – i.e. which parts of the video content are not in line with criteria stated in
Advertiser-Friendly Content Guidelines; to provide to YouTube content creators a qualified and
authorized contact person able to explain and discuss decision with negative consequences for
YouTubers; to create an independent mediatory board for resolving emerging disputes (FairTube, 2019).
Finally, as pointed by Cock Buning (2019, 7), heavily regulated TV and VOD services experience an ever
stronger competition on the advertising market from unregulated influencer-marketing.
Regulatory Approaches to the Influencer Marketing
Increasingly, self-, co- or public regulators play certain roles in these interactions, depending on the country
in question. It appears that there are huge differences among states, including EU M.S., in how they
approach this regulatory area. Social media platforms use mainly recommendations to put the hashtag #ad
on sponsored posts, but they do not push sufficiently influencers to follow these guidelines, so many of
them do not practice them at all (Ng, 2019). There is an early study on this topic covering mostly Western
and Southern EU M.S. (Influencer marketing. At-a-glance guide to regulation across Europe. November
2017). The most advanced regulations seem to be in France, UK and Germany, and California within USA,
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https://www.openpetition.de/petition/online/produktplazierungen-mehr-transparenz-und-kennzeichnung
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while Eastern Europe seems to be lagging behind in this area. Since publication ofn this study, many
countries have made progress, as for example already mentioned Dutch authorities.
For example, there is the Influencer´s Guide created by the Advertising Standards Agency (ASA) in the UK.
The Influencer´s Guide sets out what are the relevant rules of influencer marketing, what does the agency
consider to be and ad and how to make clear ad or what content counts as an ad, what is affiliate marketing
and advertorial etc. (UK - The Internet Advertising Bureau, IAB; ISBA, The Incorporated Society of British
Advertisers, 2018). These rules reflect issues of some real-life case studies when social media influencer or
influencer agency proceeded improperly.
UK’s Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) and the Advertising Standards Authority (ASA) have been
among the most proactive in monitoring and regulating influencer marketing, as well as making available
accessible, user-friendly guidelines – like ASA’s Influencer’s Guide. The tendency towards bypassing
transparency rules prompted UK’s CMA to investigate if social media influencers are transparent about
sponsored ads. This resulted in pledges from the 16 UK personalities to disclose further content for which
they have received payments or other benefits, as well as warning letters sent to other social media
celebrities where problems have been identified (CMA, 23 January 2019). Additionally, CMA published in
the beginning of 2019 guidelines for increasing transparency of social media endorsements, asking for
upfront disclosure of any type of incentives, financial or otherwise, that an influencer has as a result of
their relation with a certain brand. A disclosure that should be “transparent, easy to understand,
unambiguous, timely and prominent”, as well as “apparent without the need for people to click for more
information, no matter what type of device they’re using to view the post”.
The National Media Council of the United Arab Emirates announced new regulations affecting anyone using
social media for commercial purposes in 2018. This includes, in addition to influencers, also electronic news
sites, publishers, and on-demand printing niches (Cummings, 2018). Just for illustration, among the
conditions that an apllicant for a lincence has to meet are following:
•

The applicant should have good reputation and decent conduct

•

The applicant should hold a high academic qualification from a college, institute or an accredited
university; however, he may be exempted from meeting such qualification requirement. 11

Self-regulation and co-regulation of influencer
marketing campaigns
Social media platforms Facebook and Instagram have developed a “Branded Content” section, which
discloses that a promoted brand and the influencer are co-working on a post, while influencer has been
paid for this activity (SocialReport, 2018). Branded content has to tag the brand sponsoring the post and
there has to be an “About this partnership” button too (SocialReport, 2018). Instagram developed new ad
type called “Branded content ads”, which gives brands the opportunity to sponsore posts created by
influencers and promote them just like any other ad (Hutchinson, 2019).
YouTube also updated their rules in December 2018, to ensure a clear and visible disclosure of “Paid
product placements and endorsements”. If a user wants to include paid-for content in their video, they are
required to notify YouTube by declaring that the video contains "Paid Promotion" – whether it be product
placement, sponsorships or endorsement (support.google.com, 2018).
Moreover, there are commitments from companies/brands too: As an example, Unilever ‘commitments
are: Transparency from Influencers, not to work with influencers who buy followers, Unilever brands will
11

See more at http://nmc.gov.ae/en-us/NMC/Documents/Electronic%20Media%20Regulation.pdf
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never buy followers, Unilever we will prioritise partners (platform) who increase transparency and help
eradicate bad practices throughout the whole ecosystem (Weed, 2018).
At the international level, there are some organizations that issued guidelines for influencer marketing. The
Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) is an association representing major digital advertisers, with two main
branches: IAB Europe (that also has national branches) and IAB US. The association had former published
IAB Europe Transparency Guide, updated in May 2019 to include GDPR-related aspects, as well as a
previous Guide to complying with EU rules on Online Native Advertising (also stressing the requirement
that ads be “clearly identifiable as such”), published in December 2016.
In addition, in April 2018, IAB Europe launched the Transparency and Consent Framework (TCF), to assist
digital advertisers in complying with GDPR and ePrivacy Directive. IAB released in May 2019, a public
version for comments that should serve for the final instructions manuals for vendors and publishers.
Other regulations have been offered by the International Consumer Protection and Enforcement Network
(ICPEN), an organization comprised of some 60 consumer protection authorities. This organization has
issued guidelines and key principles for digital influencers in 2016, which is part of a series of guidelines
with the aim to protect cross-border commercial activities (Quesenberry, 2019). There are also some
standards set by the European Advertising Standards Alliance (EASA) which claims to be “the biggest
community of influencer marketers online”. However, this seems to be rather nucleus and very limited
attempt at self-regulation. EASA has launched its Best Practice Recommendation on Influencer Marketing
in December 2018. The main goal is to “look at the key elements of influencer marketing techniques and
assist SROs in creating their own national guidance by showcasing already existing practices on this topic
across the SR network and elaborating the different elements such guidance should address and define,”
(easa-alliance, 2018).
Ad Standards, in collaboration with an industry panel of influencer marketing companies, presented
Disclosure Guidelines to illustrate industry best practices. The guidelines are meant to educate the
influencer marketing industry about their disclosure obligations and to provide a practical framework for
providing disclosure. The Disclosure Guidelines cover three main groups of social media channels: a) Blogs
and Microblogs; b) Social Media Networks; and c) Video Content (Influencer Marketing Steering
Committee, 2019).
There exist a summary list of regulatory activities targeting the social media in several countries
(Quesenberry, 2019, 287). This overview represents the primary scope of our survey and we offer extended
version of it here. These regulations represent advertising standards as way to prove that any paid or
sponsored content is labelled clearly and appropriately, so consumers are able to distinguish common post
and paid content (ICAS, 2018 ).
Table 1: Regulatory Activities Targeting Social Media
Country

USA

Brazil

Name of the Document
Document date
FTC Guide on the Use of Endorsements and
Testimonials in Advertising
Generally, the rule is that if there’s any sort
of relationship, paid or otherwise, between
17-12-2012
a social media poster and brand that isn’t
immediately obvious to the average user,
then that relationship should be disclosed.
Not available – under development/ by
* #ad or #public disclaimers
Brazilian Advertising Self-Regulation Council
are not regulated by law,
(CONAR)
however CONAR ordered their
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Country

Canada
Australia
Mexico
New Zealand

Name of the Document

Ad Standards Influencer Marketing Steering
Committee Disclosure Guidelines
Ad Standards guidelines for influencers;
AANA Clearly Distinguishable Advertising
Industry Practice Note
Currently not available for this market
ASA Guidance Note on Identification of
Advertisiments

Document date
inclusion, when summoned
local celebrities (Karina Bacchi,
Bruna Marquezini, Emily
Araújo, Manu Gavassi and
others) to amend their posts.
13-09-2018
26-10-2018
28-02-2018

European Union M.S.

Austria

Belgium

Bulgaria

Croatia

Cyprus

* the advertising aimed at
children and adolescents
cannot request to purchase the
advertised product
* Influencers cannot use
Austrian Advertising Council – self-binding
images (eg, selfies and
ethics code
pictures) that propagate
harmful behaviour or harmful
body shapes
* Influencers cannot use
mental and verbal violence 15
08-10-2018
* influencer´s communication
needs to be clearly ecognizable
as an ad
Advertisisng Council Reccommendations for *it must be fair and cannot
online influencers
contain misleading information
* it should not to advise
children to convince their
parents to purchase the
product 12
not available
Sponsored contents are
regulated by the Media Act and
not available a unique regulation
extensive legislation (112) and
encompassing influencers
ethical codes which can be
invoked 4.
The regulatory system for the
telecommunications, media,
and information technology
not available a unique regulation
activities and services follows
encompassing influencers
the EU model, with the
Commissioner of Electronic
Communications and Postal
Regulation (OCECPR) which are
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Country

Name of the Document

Czech Republic

not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers

Denmark

Danish Consumer Ombudsman
Guidelines 7

Estonia

not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers

Finland

Finnish Consumer Ombudsman´s new
guidelines on influencer marketing

France

ARPP Recommendation on Digital
Communication Ads

Document date
responsible for regulation of
telecommunication services.
The Cyprus Radio and
Television Authority have
responsibility for broadcast
media.5
Czech Republic does not have a
specific laws regulating social
media inlfuencer marketing.
Their activities have to reflect 2
basic laws : Act no. 634/1992
Coll., On Consumer Protection;
Act. No. 132/ 2010 Coll., On
Audiovisual Media Services on
request 6
* specific laws or regulation of
social media influencer are not
available yet, however, the
Denmark is considering specific
regulations, after the Instagram
personality (Fie Laursen)
posted a suicide post, which
remained online for two days,
while the influencer having
received treatment in a local
hospital because of attempted
pharmaceutical overdose.8
Advertising is in general
regulated by Advertising Act 9
26-04-2019
The Guidelines instructs
companies and influencers how
to disclose the commercial
collaboration in compliance
with the Finnish Consumer
Protection Act (38/1978)
- Easily recognizable as
marketing activity
- Company is always
responsible for its
marketing
- Each advertisement
must be marked in the
beginning of the social
media post 10
06-06-2017
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Country

Name of the Document

Document date

France was probably the first country to
issue guidelines for online consumers
reviews in 2013.
Greece
The Netherlands
Írsko
Lithuana

not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers
Social Media & Influencer Marketing Code
ASAI Guidance Note on the Recognisability
of marketing communications
not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers

15-05-2019
30-11-2016
-

Latvia

not available unique regulation
encompassing influencers

08-11-2016
* Latvia´s Media Policy
Guidelines for 2016-2020 11

Luxembourg

not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers

-

Hungary

Malta
Germany
Poland
Portugal

Romania
Slovakia
Slovenia

Spain

Sweden
United Kingdom

* communication must be
simple, clear and unambiguous
Guidelienes of the Hungarian Competition * customers must be able to
Authority
understand that content is not
an independent, but it is paid
ad 13
not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers
German Act Against Unfair Competition, the
03-03-2010 (Federal Law
Telemedia Act and the Broadcasting Act
Gazette I p. 254) 14
not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers
Currently not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers
Code of Advertising Practice /definition of
influencer & Art.4)
not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers
not available a unique regulation
encompassing influencers

Under development

Swedish Consumer Agency Guidance on
marketing in blogs and other social media
An Influencer´s Guide to making clear that
ads are ads, complemented by the early
2019 CMA guidelines for Social media

07-05-2018
Until unique regulations are
formed, influencer marketing is
liable under these laws - Unfair
Competition Act, General
Advertising Act, Intellectual
Property laws and Spanish
Consumers laws
07-05-2018
28-09-2018
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Country

Name of the Document
endorsements. Earlier regulations applicable
to influencer marketing are the Code of
Non-broadcast Advertising and Direct &
Promotional Marketing (CAP Code) and the
Consumer Protection from Unfair Trading
Regulations 2008 (CPRs).

Document date

Picture 3 summary of public regulations a and advertising standards across selected countries of EU and
other global market powers (ICAS, © 2018 ) (Quesenberry, 2019) (Rocha, 2019) (Osborne Clarke, , 2017)
(media-marketing.com, 2019)4, (Christodoulidou, 2018)5, (Stárková, 2017)6, (Bartholdy, 2018)7,
(swarajyamag.com, 2019) (Riigi Teataja, 2008), (Saxlin-Hautamaki, et al, 2019), (Melbārde, D. - Minister
for Culture, 2016)11, (De Smedt, 2018)12, (Kövecses, 2019) 13, (Justiz, 2016) 14, (Woller,et al, 2019)15,

An Update on regulations in selected countries
United Kingdom
The aim of the regulations is to avoid misleading social media consumers by making clear if there is any
commercial intent to influencers’ content. Influencers’ are responsible to disclose straightforwardly, in a
visible way, if the content is paid-for or if there are other incentives for promoting it (whether advertising
for own or other’s products and services). In case of complaints, ASA’s approach is to informally solve the
issues by providing guidance or asking for the removal or modification of content. For more serious cases
of rules violation, ASA carries out an investigation and publishes on its website a final ruling on the case.
ASA also publishes records of companies and organizations which changed their ads accordingly after
receiving a complaint, without a formal investigation being needed.
A precedent has recently been set in July 2019 as to who is considered a social media influencer and
therefore subject to regulation on advertising, when ASA ruled that 30,000 social media followers
represent a large enough audience for the person to be considered a celebrity.
Self-regulation is also in place in the UK, through the Internet Advertising Bureau UK (IAB) – a trade
association in the field of online advertising, and The Incorporated Society of British Advertisers (ISBA) –
that represents UK’s top advertisers. IAB UK, with the support of ISBA, published guidelines for disclosure
of content-based and native advertising, in accordance with the CAP Code and CPRs, as well as a simple
“Do I Need to Disclose?” infographic. ISBA also published in 2018 on its website guidelines for ad disclosure:
“Making clear that ads are ads” and “Why being open and honest with your audience matters” referring
to CMA and CAP Code rules, but the documents are only accessible to ISBA members.

Germany
Germany regulates social media influencers based on the German Act Against Unfair Competition, the
Telemedia Act and the Broadcasting Act. The rules regulating influencer marketing in Germany are stricter
than in countries like the UK and the US, and the focus on regulating this field of advertising has created
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some heated debated starting with a series of sometimes contradicting court decisions in 201712, discussed
later on.
Influencers in Germany are required to disclose ads by positioning the hashtags #werbung or #anzeige
(meaning “advertisement”) first in a post. Based on a previous the Federal Court of Justice ruling from
2014, hashtags like “sponsored by” or “ad” are considered insufficiently clear and the German equivalents
are required, to accommodate non-English speakers as well. However, this argument is not easily tenable.
It requires an exact examination of the judgment of the Federal Court of Justice: For the publication of two
articles in a regional daily newspaper commissioned by companies and marked "sponsored by", the latter
stated that this addition was insufficient to make the adverting character clear because the average reader
does not readily understand the addition added in the English language, and that he can not adequately
replace the expected German term "ad". If this argument is still convincing to the average reader of a
regional daily newspaper, this can by no means be claimed by the average user of social media.
Nonetheless, this was also advocated by the regional court in Munich in 2015 in a case of an online
magazine - for online users, this is not really comprehensible marking. Cases of rules violation are
monitored by the Social Competition Association (Verband Sozialer Wettbewerb - VWS). A controversial
case has been that of German Instagram influencer Cathy Hummels, who had 50,000 followers at the time
and reached over 500,000 followers in August 2019. In 2018, VWS filed several complaints accusing her of
breaching the rules by not disclosing the commercial intent of her posts, which contained hashtags to
several brands. Hummels appealed the decision on the grounds that the posts were not paid for, but
referred to products that she had purchased and were not intended as third party sponsored advertising.
The case raised new issues regarding the regulation norms, as different courts interpreted the rules
differently, some harsher than others: while the regional court in Munich agreed with Hummels that the
posts did not need to be marked as advertisements, considering she did not receive a payment for their
promotion, the court in Berlin on the basis that the posts generated public attention that can potentially
raise sales for those brands. In April 2019, the court in Munich ruled in Hummels’ favour, but the decision
is not final and does not apply to other influencers as well. This case is relevant because it sets a precedent
to what is considered advertisement and defines whether posts that promote brands without any kind of
sponsorship fall within or without the scope of the advertising rules. A decision against Hummels appeal
would make German rules among the harshest in the field.

Denmark
Denmark has discussed a scenario whereby the influencers would have to designate three people to have
the password for their accounts in 2019. These persons could then remove a post if they believed it violates
the press ethics even though it was the blogger that posted it. This happened after Instagram personality
Fie Laursen posted a suicide note which received 30,000 comments and 8,000 likes. The public suicide note
remained online for two full days before Laursen herself took it down, having received treatment in a local
hospital for an attempted pharmaceutical overdose.

The Netherlands
The Dutch ‘The Social Code: YouTube’ was launched in 2017. It contains guidelines for the transparency of
influencer marketing as undertaken by Dutch influencers on YouTube. Influencers may voluntarily join the
Code. The guidelines in the Code clearly state exactly how influencers should disclose if they have received
12

Examples: Landgericht Hagen, 23 O 30/17, available at:
https://www.justiz.nrw.de/nrwe/lgs/hagen/lg_hagen/j2017/23_O_30_17_Urteil_20170913.html and OLG Celle 13.
Zivilsenat, Urteil vom 08.06.2017, 13 U 53/17, available at:
http://www.rechtsprechung.niedersachsen.de/jportal/portal/page/bsndprod.psml?doc.id=KORE576642017&st=null
&doctyp=juris-r&showdoccase=1&paramfromHL=true#focuspoint
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a discount, a free product or whether they have been paid to advertise a brand, product or service. Should
influencers receive no products, services or financial support, the Code indicates how this should be
disclosed as well. Transparency is the main objective of the Code: commercial intentions should always be
recognizable. In the Code, influencers are defined as ‘people and companies that post videos on YouTube’.
Both the creation of self-regulatory rules by influencers and the strategy used by the initial influencers
supporting the Code involved key stakeholders in the process.

Canada
The Government of Canada has utilized influencer marketing to disseminate information regarding the
dangers of opioid usage among young people. In Canada, the Competition Act regulates misleading and
deceptive marketing practices. Despite the fact that influencer marketing may operate differently from
traditional advertising, the Competition Bureau has made it clear that the Act also applies to influencer
marketing. Apart from the Competition Act, Advertising Standards Canada (ASC), an industry body
committed to creating and maintaining community confidence in advertising, also places restrictions on
influencer marketing. The ASC has promulgated its Canadian Code of Advertising Standards, which sets the
criteria for acceptable advertising. In January 2019, ASC (Canada) updated its Disclosure Guidelines for
influencer marketing, which include several Do’s and Don’ts for disclosure.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Disclosures should be clear and use widely accepted hashtags such as #ad or #sponsored;
Disclosures should be independent of social media network or channel specific settings. For example,
using the social media platform settings to link the account with the advertiser does not necessarily
mean there has been effective disclosure;
In videos, disclosures should be upfront;
Disclosures should be made in the language of the endorsement;
Disclosures should be in close proximity to the endorsement;
Disclosures should be specific about the brand, product, and what was given; and
Disclosures should be clearly communicated and should be written in unambiguous language.

Australia
The Australian Association of National Advertisers (AANA) updated their Code of Ethics in March 2017 to
include a section on distinguishable advertising. This change was made to ensure that consumers had a
clear understanding of when they were being advertised to and applies to all advertising platforms,
including social media.

Policy Solutions
As we can see, regulation in the field of influencer marketing is a relatively new endeavor, subject to
changes and improvements. In some cases, the existing regulations produce conflicting interpretations (like
in Germany’s court case) and lead to Court cases that raise new questions on where the line is to be drawn
in what qualifies as advertisement and what is not influencer marketing. A special attention is given to ads
or posts that can be interpreted as containing medical, health or food advice, or targeting children, which
are subject to harsher regulations.
Sooner or later, most likely, government regulators will require a distinction between private and business
accounts. If for example creator accounts automatically inform the users that a post is sponsored, they may
skip it altogether.
Schürmann, Rosenthal, Dreyer (2017) suggest that an ideal middle ground for companies and influencers
with regard to visibility of social media influencers ads would be a not-so-obvious but non-disguising
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hint (as it is actually delivered by sponsored by, if approved by case law). Possible examples would be "on
behalf of / on behalf of" or "with the kind support of ../ advertising, advertisement, supported by product
placement". Whichever formulation prevails depends on the frequency of use by influencers. The
economic risk of reputation loss and the legal risk of warnings must be weighted by companies against the
enormously high reach of some influencers.
Finally, for Schürmann, Rosenthal, Dreyer (2017) the question arises how and where exactly the reference
to the advertising character must be placed. Again, there is a trade-off between the complete loss of the
advertising effect if the advertising character is given too much prominence and the legal risk of too little
reference to the advertising character. The level of influence of the company should also play a role here:
the more detailed the company's specifications for product placement are, the clearer the reference to
the company (in exceptional cases even in the title of a post) should be. Normally, however, the
description in the caption should suffice.
It is important that prohibited surreptitious advertising can only be assumed if the influencer actually
receives a return from the company, be it in the form of money, discounts or products. Influencers, who
are simply "fans" of certain products and post without consideration, may be rare, but do not violate
the principle of separation of editorial and advertising content and are therefore not covered by the ban
on surreptitious advertising.
It remains to be seen what types of regulations and with what effect will bring revised AVMSD (Directive
(EU) 2018/1808) regulating certain aspects of social media, including some aspects of social media
influencers. Cock Buning (2019) that after the implementation AVMSD, social media influencers can also
be held accountable by law in the same way as Video On Demand (VOD) services such as Netflixm while
VSPs will equally have to uphold new standards of transparency towards influencers.
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Bots
The word “bot” is originally derived from the word “robot.” Bots have generally been defined as automated
agents that function on online platforms.
However, there is terminological diversity sometimes leading to confusion in this area. The different
associated terms include: robots, bots, chatbots, spam bots, social bots, political bots, botnets, sybils, as
well as cyborgs, web scrapers, crawlers, indexers, interactive chatbots that interact with users via a simple
text interface, and the simple autonomous agents that played a role in early online “multi-user dungeon”
(MUD) games.
We are interested here primarily in chatbots - a form of human–computer dialog system that operates
through natural language via text (Facebook Messenger, Skype, Slack, WeChat, Telegram) or speech
(Apple’s Siri and Amazon’s Alexa), as well as in social bots - automated accounts that produce content and
interact with humans on social media.
In between, there are ‘VTubers’ – virtual, animated versions of YouTube’s human influencers.
It is interesting to observe how closely overap these key social bots categories with social media influencers
catagories: Der Überlaster (Overloader), Der Trendsetter (Trendsetter) and Der Auto-Troll (Automated
Troll).13
It should be mentioned that social bots can serve creative and accountability functions, including public
activism and journalism. Bots can have a positive purpose such us in facilitating effective content
dissemination, repetitive tasks and for entertainment. Bots can share current weather, news or update
content on blogs. Twitter bots have been known for sending warnings about earthquakes and natural
disasters. BBC News lab deployed a Twitter bot that during referendums and elections reported real-time
voting results by creating and posting relevant visualizations.14
Nevertheless bots, especially social bots are often used for malicious purposes, including spreading spam
and malware links. Social bots that are deployed for political purposes are known as political bots. Those
political bots that describe fake identities used to interact with ordinary users on social networks, especially
when coordinated by government proxies or interrelated actors, are called trolls. In some countries and in
journalism “troll” and “bot” are generally seen as interchangeable terms, and indicate content
manipulation without regard to automation. In the Digital Forensic Research Lab. they distinguish trolls
from other accounts based on their aggressive and offensive language.
Close to chatbots and social bots are spambots, i.e. computers or other networked devices compromised
by malware and controlled by a third party. Spambots post on online comment sections, and can spread
advertisements (including fake) or malware on social media platforms. Those spambots that spread
commercial or malicious content in some cases may differ from social media bots only in terms of their
use.

13
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While some social media bots, like those on Twitter, can occasionally feature chatbot functionality that
allows them to interact directly with human users, most chatbots remain functionally separate from typical
social media bots. There are some checklists that may help to identify real and fake bots.15
The current challenges with blogs were enabled by open application programming interface (API) and
policies that encouraged developers to creatively deploy automation through third party applications and
tools – typically in case of Twitter. Moreover, current methods for Twitter bot detection are not able to
accurately detect cyborg accounts (which exhibit a combination of automation and of human curation), as
any level of human engagement is enough to throw off machine-learning based models based on account
features.

Why and How Should Bots be Regulated?
Bots are responsible for significant proportions of online activity, are used to game algorithms and
recommender systems, can stifle or encourage political speech, and can play an important role in the
circulation of hyperpartisan “fake news”. Social bots deal with private data and sensitive topics (a case of
leaked information about a burning topic). Social bots can be used both for commercial and political
purposes, as well as for search engine optimization, spamming, and influencer marketing. Bots can
contribute to misinterpretation of social data analysis.16
As put by Chaurasia (2018):

1) There should be a regulation for businesses to declare their intended use of AI bots (those enabled
with natural language processing technology that allows to respond to tweets, or messages). It is
the user's right to know whom they are speaking to.

2) Moreover, there is a need for strong policies protecting the security and privacy of private data.
These policies should entail directives regarding what data to collect and why the users should be
made aware of them in advance. These policies should be included in the privacy policy statement
and the users should be given sufficient time to read it. Additionally, the chatbots should also
enable the user to store, encrypt, retrieve, and erase their personal data.

3) Since rogue chatbots are emerging as one of the biggest threats from AI, a strong framework to
prevent or at least minimize negative scenarios is in need.

4) The authorities need to ensure to regulate any promotional information the users are getting
through the bots.

5) Terms and Conditions should be presented to the users in a clear manner and the bot should be
able to transfer the issue on T&Cs to the human support as any unintentional or accidental claim
by the bots may also become a part of T&Cs. It is also important to ensure that whatever
information T&Cs contain should be in accordance and compliance with regulatory policies.
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6) In order to guarantee protection of minors, regulation should guarantee the bot's ability to verify
age and tailor content.

7) It should be considered whether the bots should start handling moral duties and responsibilities.
A regulatory arrangement around this is important as to whether the bots should call for a human
help or apprise the authorities in situations that indicate a sign of threat to life or breach of law
and order. This question should also have a clear answer in company policies.
Lamo and Calo (2018, 36-37) suggest (more from a US freedom of speech perspective) the following
regulatory choices:
First, governments should begin by updating and leveraging existing law to address harms caused by bots.
Second, governments should regulate bot speech, if at all, through individual restrictions aimed at (i)
particular categories of bots, (ii) within specific contexts, and (iii) supported by concerns/examples about
the specific harms the government hopes to mitigate.
Governments should in all instances interrogate whether their proposed solution sweeps in harmless
speech and, conversely, whether it actually addresses the harmful activity at issue. The governments
should acknowledge that, for at least some categories of bot speech, the requirement to self-identify itself
operates as a restriction on expression.
Third, governments should anticipate and address inevitable issues around enforcement. With respect to
a generic bot disclosure law, there will be many instances in which an official or citizen suspects noncompliance. Such a path could include a means by which the platform or another third-party can verify
the human nature of a given account, or provide penalties for attempting to silence an individual by
falsely reporting her to be a bot.
Fourth, governments should acknowledge the downstream effects of officially differentiating between bot
speech and other forms of online communication. In theory, bot disclosure laws merely offer signals to
individuals as they navigate a complex information ecosystem. But in practice, those signals may come to
serve as the scaffolding for private or, outside of jurisdictions with a robust free speech tradition, public
censorship of bots as a category of speech. The question is under what conditions governments can, or at
any rate should, alter the character of speech to make it more susceptible to various forms of suppression,
conclude Lamo and Calo (2018).

Political Discussions about Regulating Bots
At the EU level, regulation of bots is subsumed to a broader framework that concerns the entire field of AI.
Considerable advancements have been made in this regard in the past couple of years. In 2018 Member
States signed a Declaration of Cooperation on Artificial Intelligence. The High-Level Expert Group on
Artificial Intelligence produced in 2019 two guidelines in the field of AI: Policy and Investment
Recommendations for Trustworthy AI and Ethics Guidelines on Artificial Intelligence.
The EU has increasingly shifted its focus in the past years on regulation in the field of AI. One of the main
areas of EU concern in what regards the use of bots is in relation to disinformation, “fake news” and
influence on elections. To address these issues, in 2018 a self-regulatory Code of Practice on Disinformation
was adopted by social media and online platforms representatives together with the advertising industry.
The Code of Practice on Disinformation implies a commitment to identifying and closing fake accounts, as
well as to have a clear demarcation between bots and human interaction. Bots can also be used to collect
user data that to further commercial or political interests, which motivated the EU to adopt data privacy
regulation like the GDPR or the ePrivacy Directive (the Cookie Law).
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In Germany, discussion on regulating bots began in 2017/2018. Alll major political parties perceived this
topic as highly relevant.It appears that discussion on this issue (called “Kennzeichnungspflicht für Social
Bots” - a “Posted by a Robot”) stacked in 2019 due to a lack of agreement on how social bots are relevant
in political communication and their problematic definition (see Reuter, 2019). Some German specialists
even claim that social bots do not exist and compare discussion on this issue to conspiracy theories (see
Gallwitz and Kreil, 2019). Earlier discussion focused on constitutional limitations on freedom of speech as
well as on possible limited social and political impact of social bots (see e.g. Dankert and Dreyer, 2017).
In the USA, Bot Disclosure and Accountability Act of 2018 was (unsuccessfully) submitted to the US
Congress. This bill directs the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to promulgate regulations to require social
media providers to establish and implement policies and procedures to require their user to publicly
disclose the use of any automated software program or process intended to impersonate or replicate
human activity online. A violation of such regulations shall be treated as an unfair or deceptive act or
practice under the FTC Act. The bill amends the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to prohibit a
candidate or political party from: (1) using any automated software programs or processes intended to
impersonate or replicate human activity online to make, amplify, share, or otherwise disseminate any
public communication; or (2) soliciting, accepting, purchasing, or selling any automated software programs
or processes intended to impersonate or replicate human activity online for any purpose. No political
committee, corporation, or labor organization may: (1) use or cause to be used any automated software
programs or processes intended to impersonate or replicate human activity online to disseminate any
message that expressly advocates for the election or defeat of a candidate; or (2) solicit, accept, purchase
or sell any such programs or processes for any such purpose. This prohibition shall not apply to internal or
administrative systems not oriented or accessible to the public. However, the draft was criticised for serious
shortcomings (e.g. Samples, 2018), among which:
-

-

Bypassing democratic accountability by assigning the FTC in charge of the regulation process.
Social media companies are responsible to identify automated accounts and remove any posts or
messages of users that fail to disclose their use of bots. This can lead to arbitrary or abusive
limitations of free speech, affecting the capacity of social media platforms or digital newspapers
to self-manage their online content.
Also interpreted as a potential limitation of (political) free speech is the provision banning political
parties, candidates or labour unions from using bots to promote a certain candidate during
elections.

Nonetheless, US Senate Judiciary Committee Ranking Member Dianne Feinstein reintroduced the Bot
Disclosure and Accountability Act in July 2019. Meanwhile, a new law came to effect in California on July
1, 2019 that requires companies to disclose whether they are using a bot to communicate with the public
on the internet. The law specifically targets deceptive commercial and political bots, not those meant to
help users.
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Policy Suggestions
In general, as it wass put by Bayer (2019, 26), platforms should ensure – by technological means of
supervision or verification – that the accounts are registered by human individuals rather than AI run bots.
Mukkadam (2017) identified the following legal issues related to chatbots:
Table 1: A summary of the key legal issues to be considered with regard to chatbots
Regulatory Issue

Suggested Approaches
Internal policies must be in place which govern the extent of the
chatbot’s permitted activities, information that it will be fed and how,
Policies on chatbots
information it will collect and where that is stored/sent,
oversight/update of the chatbots, and all ancillary policies must be
reviewed to make provision for chatbots if appropriate.
Depending on the type of activity that is being carried out by the
chatbot, consideration should be given to whether reference to the
Website T&Cs and disclaimers
chatbot is made in the website/platform T&Cs and if appropriate
disclaimers are required.
Where chatbots are used in regulated industries, the activities of the
chatbot must be programmed to comply with industry regulations
and standards. Where a chatbot is giving advice for instance,
information fed to the chatbot must be kept up to date. Appropriate
escalation measures need to be in place and disclaimers should be
Regulated industries/activities
considered. Similarly, where chatbots are used for regulated
activities, for example advertising, chatbots will need to be
programmed to comply with the relevant regulations. Appropriate
oversight must be in place.
Data controller registrations and privacy policies must be up to date;
it must be clear where the data is collected and where it will be
processed, the relevant controller-processor agreements (if required)
Data collection
must be in place to govern the transfer of any data outside of the
EEA, technological protection measures must be in place to safeguard
data, and data privacy policies must be up to date
Where chatbots are used to stimulate conversation, appropriate
Defamation
measures must be in place to prevent the chatbot’s comments going
/abuse/
too far and straying into the territory of libellous comment, abuse or
harassment
harassment.
Appropriate safeguards must be in place to prevent infringing
copyright protected content, using third party trademarks and
Infringement of third party rights brands, linking to information/content behind paywalls, or
otherwise‘screen scraping’ where information from third party
sources is extracted and re-utilised by the chatbot.
Policy on monitoring/
Consideration should be given to the extent of monitoring of a
human
chatbot’s activities and a human intervention trigger must be in place
intervention trigger
to prevent things going too far.

It should be mentioned that there are already some policies in place. The key social media platforms such
as Twitter, Instagram and Facebook clearly mark original accounts. Moreover, they limit number of
followers and/or followed accounts. Finally, platforms regularly report deletion of a large number of fake
accounts (bots).
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In a related move, the European Parliament has voted to outlaw the use of automated ticket-buying
software or ticket bots in early 2019. Ticket bots enabled touts to bulk buy concert tickets and resell at
inflated prices.
Gorwa and Guilbeault (2018) suggest that policy at both the industry and public level will need to be
designed differently to target “bots” with different structural characteristics. For example, if policy
makers are particularly concerned with bots that rely on API access to control and operate accounts, then
social media companies should impose tighter constraints on their API as an effective redress. It appears
as if most of the Twitter bots that can be purchased online or through digital marketing agencies are built
to rely on the public API, so policy interventions at this level are likely to lead to a significant reduction in
bot activity.
Second, questions concerning the function of a bot are essential for targeting policy to specific kinds of
bots. For example, social bots, which communicate primarily over public posts that appear on social media
pages, are typically built to rely on hard-coded scripts that post predetermined messages, or that copy the
messages of users in a predictable manner.
The third category specifically refers to how the bot is used, and what the end goal of the bot is. This is
arguably the most important from a policy standpoint, as it contains ethical and normative judgements as
to what positive, acceptable online behavior is. The challenge for policymakers trying to regulate bots is
that structurally, the same social bots can simultaneously enable a host of positive and negative actors.
Any regulation on bots, either from within or from outside of social media companies, would need to
distinguish types of bots based on their function in order to formulate clear regulations to address the
types of bots that have negative impact, while preserving the bots that are recognized as having a more
positive impact. It may be most useful to develop regulations to address social bots. In general,
automation policies—like other content policies—should be made more transparent, or they will appear
wholly arbitrary or even purposefully negligent.
Any initiatives suggested by policymakers will have to deal with several challenges. On the one hand, there
is conceptual ambiguity. For example, it is not always easy to track what is commercial or political
communication, especially when bots can generate unpredictable text (Lamo and Calo, 2018).
On the other hand, there is poor measurement and data access, lack of clarity about who exactly is
responsible, imperfect bot detection methods, an overall lack of reliable data and the overarching
challenge of business incentives that are not predisposed towards resolving the aforementioned issues.
Yet these issues appear to be urgent on the agenda. If chatbots will acquire “virtual personalities” that
would allow them to take into account the influence of feelings, as well as race, style, gender, preferences
of people who communicate with them, companies will have to compete with each other in collecting data
for machine learning (Brain, 2019).
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Appendix 1
Review of National Authorities Feedback to the Key Issues
in the Most Recent Challenges in Social Media Regulation
(AR, VR, MR, Social Media Influencers, Bots, Deep Fakes ...)
Partner

Country

SCM

Slovakia

SCM

Slovakia

SCM

Slovakia

SCM

Czech Republic

SCM

Czech Republic

SCM

Czech Republic

SCM

Hungary

SCM

Hungary

SCM

Poland

SCM

Poland

SCM

Poland

SCM

Latvia

SCM

Latvia

SCM

Latvia

SCM

Estonia

SCM

Estonia

SCM

Estonia

Information Request
Sent to/On:

Feedback

National Security Authority (July Yes, email (see below) as well as
26, 2019)
personal interview on August 5,
media@nbu.gov.sk
2019 with Mr. Janota
Ministry of Culture
barbora.palovicova@culture.gov
.sk
No
ivana.malakova@culture.gov.sk
anton.skreko@culture.gov.sk
(July 27, 2019)
Ministry of Justice
No
tlacove@justice.sk (July 27,
2019)
Ministry of Interior
No
press@mvcr.cz
Ministry of Justice
No
ot@msp.justice.cz
Ministry of Culture
No
press@mkcr.cz
Ministry of Interior
No
sajto@bm.gov.hu
Ministry of Justice
No
lakossag@im.gov.hu
Ministry of Interior and
Administration
No
rzecznik@mswia.gov.pl
Ministry of Justice
kontakt@ms.gov.pl
No
media@ms.gov.pl
Ministry of Culture
No
rzecznik@mkidn.gov.pl
Ministry of Interior
No
kanceleja@iem.gov.lv
Ministry of Justice
ksenija.vitola@tm.gov.lv
Lana.Maulina@tm.gov.lv
No
Alise.Darzniece@tm.gov.lv
prese.tm@tm.gov.lv
Ministry of Culture
Inese.Dulke@km.gov.lv,
No
Sarmite.Catlaka@km.gov.lv
Ministry of Interior
triin.toompuu@siseministeeriu
No
m.ee
info@siseministeerium.ee
Ministry of Justice
No
Katrin.Lunt@just.ee
Ministry of Culture
meelis.kompus@kul.ee
No
kadri.jauram@kul.ee
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ELIAMEP

Greece

ELIAMEP

Greece

ELIAMEP

Greece

Request first sent through the
generic form available on the
Ministry’s website. Then, on
Sept. 13 a phone follow-up was
made and the request was
subsequently forwarded to the
appropriate Department within
the DG (on the e-mail address
epopteia@mindigital.gr.) with
deadline at the end of
Ministry of Digital Policy Septermber 2019.
General Secretariat for
Since the deadline given is still
Information and Communication running at the time of filling this
table, there is no evidence to
suggest that there is either no
interest in these issues or no
awareness about their
importance on behalf of the
authority contacted. It should be
also noted that elections took
place in July 2019, followed with
changes in the leadership of
Ministries.
Request first sent through the
generic form available on the
Ministry’s website. Then, on
Sept. 13 a phone follow-up was
made and the request was
subsequently forwarded to the
Director (on the e-mail address
gen_gramm@mindigital.gr.)
with deadline at the end of
Septermber 2019.
Ministry of Digital Policy –
Since the deadline given is still
General Secretariat for Digital
running at the time of filling this
Policy
table, there is no evidence to
suggest that there is either no
interest in these issues or no
awareness about their
importance on behalf of the
authorities contacted. It should
be also noted that elections
took place in July 2019, followed
with changes in the leadership
of Ministries.
Request first sent through the
generic form available on the
Ministry’s website. Then, on
Sept. 13 a phone follow-up was
made and the request was
subsequently forwarded to the
appropriate Department within
the DG (on the e-mail address
Ministry of Digital Policy epopteia@mindigital.gr.) with
General Secretariat for
deadline at the end of
Information and Communication
Septermber 2019.
Since the deadline given is still
running at the time of filling this
table, there is no evidence to
suggest that there is either no
interest in these issues or no
awareness about their
importance on behalf of the
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authority contacted. It should be
also noted that elections took
place in July 2019, followed with
changes in the leadership of
Ministries.
Ministry of Interior
tbg@vrm.lt,
bendrasisd@vrm.lt
Ministry of Justice
rastine@tm.lt
Ministry of Culture
tbg@vrm.lt,
jana.mikulevic@lrkm.lt
culture@lrkm.lt,
Ministry of Interior
kirjaamo@intermin.fi
Ministry of Justice
viestinta.om@om.fi
Ministry of the Education and
Culture
kirjaamo@minedu.fi
Ministry for Justice and
Migration
adriana.haxhimustafa@gov.se
Ministry of Culture
kulturdepartementet.registrator
@gov.se
Ministry of Interior
pressestelle@bmi.gv.at
Ministry of Justice
medienstelle.ressort@bmvrdj.gv
.at

SCM

Lithuania

SCM

Lithuania

SCM

Lithuania

SCM

Finland

SCM

Finland

SCM

Finland

SCM

Sweden

SCM

Sweden

SCM

Austria

SCM

Austria

M21F

Bulgaria

Ministry of Culture

M21F

Bulgaria

SCM

Croatia

SCM

Croatia

SCM

Croatia

SCM

Slovenia

SCM

Slovenia

SCM

Slovenia

SCM

Slovenia

SCM

Romania

Council for Electronic Media
Ministry of Interior
pitanja@mup.hr
Ministry of Justice
Ministry of Culture
marija.sisko@min-kulture.hr
info@culturenet.hr
Ministry of Interior
soj.mnz@gov.si
Ministry of Justice
pr.mp@gov.si
Ministry of Infrastructure
bostjan.lajovic@gov.si
Ministry of Culture
pr.mk@gov.si
Ministry of Interior
comunicare@mai.gov.ro

M21F

Romania

National Audiovisual Council

M21F

Romania

Legislative Council

M21F

Romania

SCM

Romania

Ministry of Communication and
Information Society
Ministry of Justice
relatiipublice@just.ro

No
No

No

No
No
No

No

No
No
No
Letter with extensive
explanation, August 15, 2019
(see below)
Letter from September 26, 2019
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
cna@cna.ro
21.08.2019, 13:01
extensive answer, see below
Bogdan Dobrescu
<relatii.publice@clr.ro>
14 Aug 2019 at 12:32
N
No
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SCM

SCM

Romania

Malta

Ministry of Culture
comunicare@cultura.ro

No

Forwarded on August 7, 2019
(and again on September 11) for
MITA (Malta Information
Technology Agency), attention
Mr. Emanuel Darmanin, Head
Ministry for Home Affairs and
Strategy & Business Department
National Security
at the following email
address:
emanuel.m.darma
homeaffairs@gov.mt
nin@gov.mt and Mr. Joseph
stephanie.bason@gov.mt
Tedesco, Chief Information
Officer, Office of the Prime
Minister at the following email
address: joseph.tedesco@g

ov.mt
SCM

Malta

SCM

Cyprus

SCM

Cyprus

SCM

Cyprus

SCM

Cyprus

SCM

Spain

SCM

Spain

SCM

Spain

SCM

Italy

SCM

Netherlands

SCM

Netherlands

SCM

Netherlands

SCM

Montenegro

EDA

Belgium

INS

Ireland

INS

Ireland

INS

Ireland

Ministry of Justice, Culture and
Local Government
No
maria-angela.vassallo@gov.mt
Ministry of Interior
No
info@moi.gov.cy
Press and Information Office,
The Government of Cyprus
No
communications@pio.moi.gov.c
y
Ministry of the Education and
Culture
No
anasta@cyearn.pi.ac.cy
Andreas P. Andreou,
Project Coordinator
APA recommended to contact
Future Worlds Center
Safe Internet Centre.
(Leg. Reg. Cyprus Neuroscience
& Technology Institute)
Ministry of Interior
No
prensa@interior.es
Ministry of Justice
No
prensa@mjusticia.es
Ministry of Culture
No
prensa.cultura@cultura.gob.es
Ministry of Justice
No
ufficio.stampa@giustizia.it
Ministry of Interior
No
Paula.Dael@minbzk.nl
Ministry of Justice and Security
No
i.nijhuis@minjenv.nl
Ministry of Education, Culture
and Science
No
m.c.schulmaijer@minocw.nl

Ministry of Justice
darko.kovacevic@mpa.gov.m
e
infos@cfwb.be
NDS@dccae.gov.ie
internetpolicy.info@dccae.go
v.ie
digitalagenda.info@dccae.go
v.ie

No
No
No
No
No
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Other project partners did not provide any data.
1.ROMANIA
Currently, the National Audiovisual Council has under material jurisdiction only on-demand audiovisual
media
services.
In accordance with the audiovisual legislation in Romania, on-demand audiovisual media services may be
services Video on Demand and catch-up services’ (services and catch-up TV), as defined in art. 1 paragraph
(1), subparagraphs a) and b) of the CNA Decision No 320/2012 on the provision of on-demand audiovisual
media
services
(http://www.cna.ro/Decision-no-320-2012.html).
All providers of audiovisual media services, including on-demand service providers must ensure the
objective information of the public by the correct presentation of facts and events and encourage the free
development
of
opinions.
In a broad sense, fake news overlap, but are not confused with the correct information. The NAC shall base
its regulation on the clear distinction between news/facts and opinions, so that they are not confused.
News are factual information and data, while the views reflected thoughts, ideas, beliefs or value
judgement of broadcasters and journalists. Similarly, audiovisual media service providers must ensure that
information on a subject, fact or event is correct, verified and presented in an unbiased manner and in
good
faith.
Regulations concerning correct information can be found in art. 3 (2) of the Broadcasting Act No 504/2002,
TITLE V Ensuring the correct information and pluralism, Articles 64 to 77 of Decision No 220/2011 on the
Code for the regulation of audiovisual content (http://www.cna.ro/The-Audio-visual-Law,1655.html and
http://www.cna.ro/Decision-no-220-dated-February.html)
As it is well known, Directive EU 2018/1808 amending the AVMS Directive came into force on 18 December
2018 and Member States must transpose the changes into their national laws by 19 September 2020. As a
result
of
this
revisions,
Romania
is
required
to
do
the
following:
1)A new system of regulation for user-generated audiovisual content, on video sharing platform services.
2)A
revised
system
of
regulation
for
on-demand
audiovisual
services.
3)Updates required to the regulation of linear audiovisual services, i.e. traditional TV
The process of transposing the directive into national audiovisual legislation is ongoing and we do not have
more information available so far.
Yours sincerely,
Maria Monica Gubernat
President
2 ROMANIA
No. R1397/14 August 2019 To the attention of Dr. Bissera Zankova President of „Media 21” Foundation
E-mail: bzankova@gmail.com
Dear Ms. Zankova,
Following to your request sent to the Romanian Legislative Council, I would like to inform you that,
according to art.79 of the Romanian Constitution, the Legislative Council is an expert advisory body of the
Parliament, which gives legal opinions on the draft normative acts and keeps the official record of the
legislation of Romania.
Therefore, the Legislative Council has no legislative initiative. According to art. 74 of the Romanian
Constitution, a legislative initiative shall lie, as the case may be, with the Government, the members of the
Parliament or a number of at least 100,000 citizens entitled to vote.
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As far as the legislative initiatives on digital media are concerned, I would recommend you to contact the
Ministry for Communication and Information Society (relatiicupublicul@comunicatii.gov.ro).
Sincerely yours, Bogdan DOBRESCU Head of Foreign Relations Unit Legislative Council
3 SLOVAKIA
media@nbu.gov.sk>
Mon 8/5/2019 3:15 PM
Dear Mr. Skollkay,
The issue of social media regulation, respectively. the phenomena associated with them is currently topical
and worthy of attention.
Within the scope of its competencies and responsibilities, the National Security Authority monitors the
European developments in this area in order to be ready to respond responsibly in the event of a
requirement to amend the Slovak legislation on these topics.
Sincerely National Security Authority
4 BULGARIA
Ministry of Culture, August 15, 2019
Ms. BISERA ZANKOVA PRESIDENT OF THE MEDIA 21 FOUNDATION Subject: information about a
regulatory framework related to emerging digital reality
DEAR MRS. ZANKOVA, In connection with your letter regarding information on updating a regulatory
framework related to new phenomena with digital reality, I would like to inform you that by order RD 9K66 / I9.03.2019 Minister Boil Banov has set up Working group with the Ministry of Culture tasked with
drafting a law amending and supplementing the Radio and Television Act in order to transpose the
provisions of Directive (EU) 2018/1808 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 14 November 20I8
amending Coordinating Directive 2010/13 / EU certain provisions laid down by law, regulation or
administrative action in Member States concerning the provision of audiovisual media services (Directive
on audiovisual media services) to changing market conditions. The scope of Directive (EU) 20I8 / 1808 has
been extended to the services of video sharing platforms that provide audiovisual content, as well as to
social media services which have become an important means of sharing information, entertainment and
education, including by providing access to programmes and user generated clips. These social media
services are included in the scope of Directive 2010/13/EC to assure protection of minors against harmful
content and all citizens against incitement to hatred, violence and terrorism.
In some of the Directive 2018 provisions there are elements of the new digital reality phenomena you have
mentioned.
Microtargetting – securing protection of personal data of minors, processed within the technical measures
taken to protect children to not be used for commercial purposes – recital 21, art.6a, p.2, art.28b, p. 3.
Guaranteeing the integrity of programmes – recital 26, art.76
Influencers and their activities – art.28b, p.2 as far as this is connected to commercial communications.
The deadline for transposition of these provisions into BG Radio and Television Act is September 19 2020.
5. BULGARIA
The Council for Electronic Media informed that it does not have competencies in these areas. The Council
is cooperating with the Ministry of Culture on transposition of AVMSD.
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Appendix 2
A compendium on R&D programmes/activities is a part of Deliverable 1.3. However, it should be seen in
fact as an integral part of Deliverable 1.1. Therefore, we have submittted it a bit earlier than it was planned.
Unfortunately, there was no time to discuss such lengthy material at the first review.
A Compendium includes all articles, regardless whether we have been able to identify and/or to get
findings/recommendations. Thus, it allows further refinements, corrections and irregular updates.
Apendix 2 to the Deliverable 1.3. is organised alphabetically (from Austria to UK), followed by a title of
source in English, then the source of an article, names of author(s), recommendations/findings, relevance
(1. high, 2. medium, 3. low), social media type (1-In general, fb-Facebook, yt-YouTube, in-Instagram, gGoogle+, wa-WhatsApp, tw-Twitter, li-LinkedIn, lg-Letsgo. Finally, we have chosen pairs of converegence
(1.play/labour, 2.private/public, 3.producer/ consumer, 4.amateurish/professional, 5.legacy/new media).
The alphabetical division gives insight in collected output by each country, as well as, with some effort, into
research focus of the authors.
We should mention here that we do have mailing lists with majority of authors as a part of our Deliverable
1.1. (Part 3).
A compendium on R&D programmes/activities gives thus a useful overview of (arguably) the key
parameters in recent academic studies on convergence.
Since we also have available an Excel version, it can be searched using key words.

Legend
(four columns on the right side of the table)
K) RELEVANCE
1. high
2. medium
3. low

O) SOCIAL MEDIA
1-In general
fb-Facebook
yt-YouTube
in-Instagram
g-Google+
wa-WhatsApp
tw-Twitter
li-LinkedIn
lg-Letsgo

V) CONVERGENCE
1.play/labour
2.private/public
3.producer/ consumer
4.amateurish/professional
5.legacy/new media

Regulatory Issues
1. none
2. minors
3. hate speech
4. fair competition
5. marketing
6. personal data
7. copyright
8. libel
9. other
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Austria
AT Organize, socialize, benefit
001 - How social media
applications impact
enterprise success and
performance
AT002

AT003

AT004

AT005

Proceedings of the 13th Lehner F., Fteimi N.
International Conference
on Knowledge
Management and
Knowledge Technologies
2013
Quoting and retweeting as Discourse, Context and Gruber, H.
communicative practices in Media
computer mediated
2017
discourse
Video retrieval for
MuVer 2017 Nixon, L.J.B.a,
multimedia verification of Proceedings of the 1st Zhu, S.a,
breaking news on social International Workshop Fischer, F.a,
networks
on Multimedia
Rafelsberger, W.b,
Verification
Göbel, M.b,
2017
Scharl, A.b
The role of events in ICT Information
Revers, M.
adoption: same-sex
Communication and
marriage and Twitter
Society
2017
The Impact of Social Media Discussion Paper No. 57 Marco A. Schwarz
On Belief Formation
of Collaborative
Research Center
Transregio
2017

AT006 Social Media Geographic Proceedings REAL
Information: Current
CORP 2014
Developments and
Opportunities in Urban and
Regional Planning

Pierangelo Massa, Michele
Campagna

These results suggest a strong indirect relationship between social-connectedness and
crowdfunding success. Stronger social ties have been argued to be important for trust in
distributed teams, online communities, and institutional success]. Organizations can use
these results to "tune" both their internal crowdfunding campaigns and their aggregate
social networks, expanding their employees' strategic patterns of self-directed egonet
growth.
The results lay the basis for some generalisations concerning the conceptualization and
the interplay of communicative push and pull factors in current accounts of the adaptation
of existing and the emergence of new social practices and genres in computer mediated
discourse
A visual analytics dashboard provides access to the results of the content processing
pipeline, providing a rich interactive interface to explore emerging stories and select video
material around those stories for verifcation.
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This article considers the power of one event on a much smaller scale: the passage of
same-sex marriage (SSM) law in New York in June 2011 was not only significant for
marriage equality in the US but also for the operating logic of the news ecosystem in
which the political decision was made ‒ the state house in Albany.
Author shows that when the importance of social media increases, the amount of
disagreement in the society first decreases and then increases. Simultaneously, people of
the same type hold increasingly similar beliefs. Furthermore, people who find it hard to
communicate with people in the same region may interact with similar people online and
consequently hold extreme beliefs. Author proposes a simple way to model people who
neglect a potential correlation of signals and show that these people may be made worse
off by social media.
The paper present an original user-friendly tool developed by the authors to extract
information from Social Media and to perform Spatial-Temporal Textual (STTx)
analysis.The early examples proposed in the paper demonstrated how it is now possible
to analysis what, when and where people know, feel, appreaciate, need with regards to
places, facts, and processes. If properly (and ethically) used, this new pluralistic knowldge
might eventally change decision-making dynamics and affect the discourse in the urban
and regional planning process.
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AT007 Effects of the News-FindsMe Perception in
Communication: Social
Media Use Implications for
News Seeking and
Learning About Politics
AT008 Development of a
curriculum for social media
management Strengthening the role
"Social media expert"
(Conference Paper)

Journal of ComputerHomero Gil de Zúñiga
Mediated Communication
2017

U.S. panel-survey data show that individuals who perceive news will find them are less
likely to use traditional news sources and are less knowledgeable about politics over time.
Although the news-finds-me perception is positively associated with news exposure on
social media, this behavior doesn’t facilitate political learning. These results suggest news
continues to enhance political knowledge best when actively sought.
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IMSCI 2014 - 8th
Sylvia Geyer
International MultiConference on Society,
Cybernetics and
Informatics, Proceedings,
2014

The job profile of “social media expert” was developed containing knowledge, experience
and personal skills descriptions. It includes the importance of texting skills, strategic
orientation, monitoring know-how, experience in campaign development, and technology
know-how. As a part of further research a study among employers of the graduates can
be conducted to see whether the contents of the curriculum reflect the organizational
needs.
Applying grounded theory, a first version for a maturity model is developed which will
serve as a tool for introducing and assessing organizational social media activities,
including a set of relevant demographic information, organizational prerequisites, as well
as dimensions of maturity. The maturity model itself consists of six dimensions:
Operational social media management (M.1), human resource management (M.2), social
listening and monitoring (M.3), social media integration (M.4), social media strategy (M.5)
and guidelines for responsible behavior (M.6). Further research can include the
development of scales for the different areas of the maturity model as well as the
application of the maturity model in certain cases
The analysis shows multiple forms of representation, but further consideration of its
limitations takes into account three other key features of the public space. Together with
an examination of representations, the analysis of textures, structures, and connections
inform four modes of analysis that ought to be explored simultaneously to
comprehensively understand the governance of the communicative space that is occupied
in social media-supported protests.
The paper looks into a successful project communication via social media, and which are
the most applied social media tools for that purpose. The survey also looks into
differences between private and professional use of social media tools, and related tool
preferences and believes.
The paper assesses where small business enterprises and direct marketing farms in
Austria stand regarding Social Media Marketing. It does so via a literature-based model
that was tailored to the requirements of small-scale enterprises. Recommendations: Do
not lose sight of the content! Become familiar with customers! What do you want to
achieve: gaining customers is good, involving customers in dialogue is better!Think first,
then write, then speak!Yes, it takes time, at least regularly!Your target group is on
Facebook, where else? Eyes open: who, what, how, where, how much?
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AT009 Development of a Social 2015 48th Hawaii
Sylvia Geyer, Barbara Krumay
Media Maturity Model – A International Conference
Grounded Theory
on System Sciences
Approach

AT010 New "danger zone" in
International Journal of
Europe: Representations of Communication
place in social media2016
supported protests

Brantner, C., Rodriguez-Amat,
J.R.b

AT011 Social media in the toolbox Proceedings of the 4th Pivec, M.
of European project
European Conference on
management
Social Media, 2017
AT012 Social media marketing: Journal of the Austrian
Industry's factors of
Society of Agricultural
success as guidance for Economics, 2013
small business enterprises
and direct marketing farms

Stockinger, B.T.,
Pöchtrager, S.,
Duenbostl, C.
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AT013 Web 2.0 for local policy and Lecture Notes in
Götsch, K., Grubmüller, V.
decision making support Informatics (LNI),
research & development Proceedings - Series of
results from the ICT project the Gesellschaft fur
uniteEurope
Informatik (GI), 2013

AT014 Social media analytics:
Proceedings of the IADIS Wetzstein, I.,
Definition, context and tool European Conference on Leitner, P.
evaluation
Data Mining 2013
AT015 Social media and their
New Technologies and
impact on civic participation Civic Engagement: New
Agendas in
Communication 2015
AT016 Academic peer pressure in First Monday, 2015
social media: Experiences
from the heavy, the
targeted and the restricted
user
ISCRAM 2014 Conference
AT017 Sentiment analysis of
German social media data Proceedings - 11th
International Conference on
for natural disasters
Information Systems for
Crisis Response and
Management 2014,

De Zúñiga, H.G.,
Shahin, S.
Kieslinger, B.

Shalunts, G.,
Backfried, G.,
Prinz, K.

AT018 Social media and classical SoMeRA 2014 Schedl, M.
music? A first analysis
Proceedings of the 1st
within the PHENICX
ACM International
project: "Performances as Workshop on Social
highly enriched and
Media Retrieval and
interactive concert
Analysis, 2014
eXperiences" performances
AT019 User-generated content
User-Generated Content Dennhardt, S.
and its impact on branding: and its Impact on
How users and
Branding: How Users
communities create and
and Communities Create
manage brands in social and Manage Brands in
media
Social Media, 2014

An innovative approach is presented that combines social science research and technical
development for policy making and decision support in the public sector based on public
user-generated content in social media.Based on a Hadoop software framework, publicly
available postings, comments and articles are collected, processed and indexed and
furthermore analysed in order to make the huge amount of data usable for policy makers.
The tool is elaborated as a software-as-a-service solution, allowing end users to access
UniteEurope independently of location and device.There is no information available on its
urther utilization.
The results of the study conducted with in-depth systematic reviews and SMAT
evaluations inter alia indicate that most SMAT follow business and marketing purposes,
are well able to balance the tension between the sophistication of the tools and
userfriendliness and provide intuitive visualisations, while multilingual user interfaces and
manifold filtering features are rarer.
A view on empirical studies to understand the implications of technological advancements
and the changes they have wrought for civic life and civic participation. It deals i.a. the
question whether the ability to connect and communicate with virtually everyone is making
people to be more engaged and dutiful citizens.
Based on individual cases, this qualitative study gives insights into current transformation
processes related to the scholarly uptake of social media and leads to the establishment
of further challenging research questions.
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The experiments show a high agreement rate between the approach taken and the
annotators. Furthermore, the paper presents the initial application of the resulting
technology and models to sentiment analysis of social media data in German, covering
data collected during the Central European floods of 2013.
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Listeners of Classical music are less active on social media than fans of other genres. We
conclude that listeners of Classical music in the general population are less active on
Twitter and Last.fm.
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Four independent studies demonstrate that first, successful brands can be created in
virtual worlds, second, user-generated content drives the creation of unique brands, third
social media strongly influences the social value perception of brands, and fourth, social
media impacts consumers' purchase decision process.
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AT020 Memes [MI:MS] - Artistic Jusletter 2017
phenomena in social media
or massive copyright
violations?

Thiele, C.

AT021 Workshop report: Social Austrian Journal of
media and Islamic practice South-East Asian
in Southeast Asia
Studies, 2016

Lengauer, D.

AT022 Development of a social Proceedings of the
Geyer, S., Krumay, B.
media maturity model - A Annual Hawaii
grounded theory approach International Conference
on System Sciences,
2015
AT023 Exposure to Political
Political Communication, Barnidge, M.
Disagreement in Social
2017
Media Versus Face-to-Face
and Anonymous Online
Settings
AT024 A flexible categorization
Proceedings of the 13th Weiss, M.,
model for contemporary
International Conference Jäger, B.,
crime types in social media WWW/Internet 2014,
Leitner, P.
AT025 Rumors during crises - The IDIMT 2016 - Information Chroust, G.
Technology, Society and
dark brothers of Social
Economy Strategic CrossMedia
Influences - 24th
Interdisciplinary Information
Management Talks 2016,

AT026 Using and not using social Revitalising Audience
Trültzsch-Wijnen, C.W.,
media: What triggers young Research: Innovations in Trültzsch-Wijnen, S.,
people’s practices on social European Audience
Siibak, A.
network sites?
Research, 2015

Memes – user-generated image-text combinations that are disseminated via social media
and usually contain image-based satirical-paradoxical representations – can collide with
the copyright permissibility. There is the "BGH judgment (I ZR 9/15)", which for the first
time implements the provisions of the "EuGH (C-201/13)". To what extent the copyright
barrier intervenes is finally discussed with regard to possible free uses of works under
Austrian law.
Islamic leaders in Southeast Asia use social media as means of self-representation in yet
unprecedented ways. These online presences trigger new perceptions and articulations of
authority and preacher-followers relationships which do not remain uncontested. The
infusion of digital media in everyday expressions of Islamic piety affect not only the
construction of Islamic authority but also popular understandings of Islamic gender roles.
Another aspect of social and digital media, which is rarely touched upon, is the effect of
sound or music both upon consumers and music production industries.
Applying grounded theory, a first version for a maturity model is developed which will
serve as a tool for introducing and assessing organizational social media activities,
including a set of relevant demographic information, organizational prerequisites, as well
as dimensions of maturity.
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Analyses of an online survey of adults in the United States show that (a) social media
users perceive more political disagreement than non-users, (b) they perceive more of it on
social media than in other communication settings, and (c) news use on social media is
positively related to perceived disagreement on social media. Results are discussed in
light of their implications for current debates about the contemporary public sphere and
directions for future research.
This paper introduces an integrated categorization model for contemporary crime types in
social media including modern forms like social spying, cyber grooming or crime
mobilization. A visual taxonomy with Social Hacking, Social Scamming, Social Insulting
and Social Agitating as main clusters is presented to provide a clearer, insightful
understanding of the complexities of social media crime.
In this paper we have listed the advantages of Social Media in Crisis Management,
discussed the various types of posts found in Social Media, including so-called
anticipative rumors, drawn a line between valid news and undesired rumors, and shown
some defense mechanisms. There is at least hope that rumors can be detected and local
defenses built. We hope that this paper may trigger more ideas and approaches to this
crucial problem.
Studies suggest that differences in internet use practices among young people can be
explained, to some extent, by socio-demographic factors, while others indicate that media
literacy could have an important role to play in young people’s new media usage practices
and preferences.
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AT027 Creative learning formats in Proceedings of 2015
Rehatschek, H.
order to integrate social
International Conference
media and mobile devices on Interactive
into classroom teaching
Collaborative Learning,
ICL 2015, 4
AT028 The use of social media for SoMeRA 2014 Knees, P.
music analysis and creation Proceedings of the 1st ACM
International Workshop on
within the giantsteps
Social Media Retrieval and
project
AT029 Social media in crisis
situations

AT030 Hate speech on the rise:
Phenomena, reflections
and social media-driven
concepts against cyber
hate

Analysis, 2014
IDIMT 2013 - Information
Chroust, G.
Technology Human Values,
Innovation and Economy,
21st Interdisciplinary
Information Management
Talks

Proceedings of the IADIS Wetzstein, I.,
International Conference Bartenberger, M.,
Web Based Communities Leitner, P.
and Social Media 2013,
Pages 100-104

AT031 Politics on instagram:
SWS – Rundschau
Visual strategies applied by 2017
Norbert Hofer and
Alexander Van der Bellen
during the presidential
election campaign 2016
AT032 The social media trap - how Proceedings of the
knowledge workers learn to Annual Hawaii
deal with constant
International Conference
socialconnectivity
on System Sciences
2016

Bernhardt, P.,
Liebhart, K.

Waizenegger, L., Remus, U.,
Maier, R.

Mobile devices and social media are used privately by students but not yet really
integrated into the classroom. The 'seamless learning' means the practical link between
learning inside and outside the classroom by taking advantage of social media and mobile
devices. These tools should not be banned from classrooms but become an integral part
of the teaching process, argues the author, suggesting three concrete learning formats for
the active inclusion of web 2.0 / social media tools and mobile devices into classroom
lectures and beyond, for learning alone at home and in groups.
An important component of the GiantSteps project is extraction of musical and applicationtargeted knowledge from social media and web resources. In the paper, authors sketch
potential ways to exploit social media and web data for the tasks of music analysis,
creation, and algorithm evaluation.
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Social Media might also bring about change in the attitude of people, from a "they have to
help" to a "we will help". In this paper authors have described - from the viewpoint of
Social Media - needs and trends. It has to be understood that the technical
communication media must keep pace with the abilities and the requirements of
information interchange. The optimal utilization of the information processing capabilities
and the communication facilities still prove considerable challenges both for technical and
human factors experts.
The present paper reflected hate speech and cyber hate as a complex, common and
increasingly crucial issue especially in the social media, covering various phenomena of
discrimination, for example due to ethnic origin, sexual orientation and religion, and as a
field of tension with regards to the freedom of speech. Based on these insights the social
media-driven concepts of monitoring, distribution and collaboration were suggested to
counter online hate speech content occurring especially in the social media.
The article presents a first comprehensive analysis of campaign functions of a social
media platform during an Austrian campaign with a focus on visual aspects.
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Drawing on social learning theory, results indicate the triggers of learning and that
knowledge workers acquire and internalise connectivity skills by direct experience,
modelling and self-control. The matched-dependent behavior is particularly important in
the connectivity field, have revealed the authors.
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AT033 “Beer is more efficient than Journal of Information
social media”—Political
Technology and Politics,
parties and strategic
2017
communication in Austrian
and Swiss national
elections
Lecture Notes in Computer
AT034 The wisdom of the
Science; from 10th
audience: An empirical
study of social semantics in International Conference on
The Semantic Web:
twitter streams
Semantics and Big Data,
2013

AT035 Using instagram picture
features to predict users’
personality

Klinger, U.,
Russmann, U.

The findings support a skeptical perspective regarding social media’s perceived
significance and effects. In line with the emergence of hybrid media systems, political
parties in Austria and Switzerland do not discriminate between offline and online political
communication strategies, but perceive social media as a fairly marginal part of their
online activities within a broader integrated campaign strategy.
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Wagner, C.,
Singer, P.,
Posch, L.,
Strohmaier, M.

Authors find that estimating the background knowledge of social media audiences may
indeed be useful for interpreting the meaning of social media messages, but that its utility
depends on manifested structural characteristics of message streams.
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Authors studied the relationship between picture features and personality traits. The
online survey participants were asked to fill in a personality questionnaire and grant
access to their Instagram account. Among 113 participants and 22,398 extracted
Instagram pictures, distinct picture features (e.g., relevant to hue, brightness, saturation)
were found that were related to personality traits. The findings suggest a relationship
between personality traits and these picture features; personality traits can be also
predicted. This shows new ways to facilitate personalized systems.
Based on network characteristics and qualtitive analyses of profiles, authors identify eight
clusters with more-or-less clear political tendencies and two clusters with nodes that share
common localities, all of them in the periphery of the network. A media cluster and a
community of civil society actors are at the network’s center, mediating between the other
clusters. The findings were interpreted in relation to Austria’s political constellation and
discussed with regard to the changes of political communication due to the increasing
importance of social media.
The wide variety of internet platforms available to the medical profession results in quick
and uncomplicated access to the latest publications and in a worldwide networking
connection between colleagues. Surgical disciplines in particular additionally benefit from
videos presenting operation techniques, which are gaining in importance. By using social
networks medical centers and institutions have the possibility to correctly and safely
inform potential patients and lay persons, too. PubMed, Embase and Cochrane databases
were searched for scientific publications regarding the impact of social networks on the
medical profession.
Employing a two-wave-panel survey in the United States, results show this emergent
practice makes people more open to changing their political opinions, particularly among
those who habitually use social media for news or frequently interact with others in social
media contexts.
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Lecture Notes in
Ferwerda, B., Schedl, M.,
Computer Science; from Tkalcic, M.
22nd International
Conference on
MultiMedia Modeling,
2016

AT036 Public spheres and Twitter: Austrian Journal of
The case of Austrian
Political Science, 2015
domestic politics

Schlögl, S.,
Maireder, A.

AT037 Internet and social
Arthroskopie, 2016
networks as a component
of modern medicine

Schanda, J.E.,
Baumann, Q.,
Plachel, F.,
Courage, O.

AT038 Second Screening and
Political Persuasion on
Social Media

Journal of Broadcasting Barnidge, M.,
and Electronic Media,
Gil de Zúñiga, H.,
2017
Diehl, T.
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AT039 Social media for
Insights into Imaging,
radiologists: an introduction 2015

Ranschaert, E.R., van Ooijen,
P.M.A., Lee, S., Ratib, O.,
Parizel, P.M.

AT040 On the differences between Cogent Psychology, 2016 Gatter, K., Hodkinson, K.
Tinder™ versus online
dating agencies:
Questioning a myth. An
exploratory study

AT041 Till Facebook Do Us Part? Acta Juridica Hungarica, Kajtár, E.
Social Networking Sites
2015
and the Employment
Relationship
AT042 Stakeholder dialogue on
Facebook: Findings from
German, Austrian and
Swiss public utilities

International Journal of
Energy Sector
Management, 2017

AT043 NATIONAL POLITICS ON Information
TWITTER: Structures and Communication and
topics of a networked
Society, 2013
public sphere
AT044 The power of prediction
with social media

Martin, S.

Ausserhofer, J.,
Maireder, A.

Internet Research, 2013 Schoen, H.,
Gayo-Avello, D.,
Takis Metaxas, P.,
Mustafaraj, E.,
Strohmaier, M.,
Gloor, P.

Main Messages: • Online social networking enhances communication and collaboration
between peers • Social media facilitate access to educational and scientific information •
Recommendations and guidelines from policymakers and professional organisations are
needed • Applications are desired for efficient and secure exchange of medical images in
social media
No differences were found in motivations, suggesting that people may use both Online
Dating Agencies and Tinder™ for similar reasons. Tinder users in the current sample were
younger than online dating agency users, which accounted for observed group differences
in sexual permissiveness. There were no differences in self-esteem or sociability between
the groups. Men were more likely than women to use both types of dating to find casual
sex partners than women. Men also scored more highly on a measure of sexual
permissiveness than women. These findings support previous research in indicating that
users of both Tinder™ and Online Dating Agencies do not differ from the general
population.
This essay provides insight into the nature of social media as relatively new digital
channels of communication, their impact on the workplace and the socio-legal
environment they function in. It indicates that a routine pre-interview Google could lead to
discriminatory selection practice or negative comments posted online about the
management may serve as grounds for disciplinary actions.
The Facebook conversation of utility companies and their stakeholders meets the basic
requirements of a virtual stakeholder dialogue. Nevertheless, less than half of the
companies perceive their current stakeholder conversation on Facebook as truly
interactive. Therefore, even if the basic requirements of a dialogue are met, most
companies still do not seem to fully use the dialogue potential of Facebook
The network formed by Austria’s most relevant political Twitter users is dominated by an
elite of political professionals but open to outside participation. The topic analysis reveals
the emergence of niche authorities and the periodic divergence of the political discourse
on Twitter with that of mass media. The article concludes with a summary of how these
phenomena relate to political participation.
Authors present research on algorithms, techniques, methods and empirical studies
aimed at the prediction of future or current events based on user-generated content in
social media. The taxonomy and the accepted papers represent simply a first step
towards a more systematic exploration of the potential and limitations of social mediabased forecasts.
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AT045 Using social media as a
tool for business
improvement and
certification of knowledge
workers

Journal of Software:
Evolution and Process,
2014

Colomo-Palacios, R.,
Messnarz, R.,
Siakas, K.,
Palosi, D.,
Coakley, D.

Authors explain how social media is used as a business tool, in particular in Information
Technology industry environments. Authors also show the results of the SIMS project
which aimed at developing a new skill set and a job role qualification study program,
where competencies in social media networking are customised for the European industry
into an online study program complemented with an on-line examination and certification
training and certification schema for the job role of social media networker. The SIMS
training is now fully functional and is currently available from mid-2013.
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A)Num. B) Title in English

C) Source

D) Author

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Belgium
B001

Cross-media
dilemmas. The search
for convergence in
Dutch News-Media
Fragmentation versus
convergence:
University students in
Brussels and the
consumption of TV
series on the Internet
Doing one’s shopping
in the ‘supermarket of
news’: News media
repertoires in Frenchspeaking Belgium

Tijdschrift voor
Tameling, K. &
communicatiewetenscha Broersma, M. J.
p.2012

B004

Facebook and News
Journalism

B005

A stage to engage:
Tourism Management
Social media use and 2015
corporate reputation

B006

Pitfalls and Obstacles Journal of Information
of Media Policymaking Policy
in an Age of Digital
2014
Convergence: The
Flemish Signal
Integrity Case

B002

B003

The Dutch-language newspapers in Belgium aim to become cross-media players, and are in the process of
convergence. It proves an international trend that news media companies seek to obtain the integrated newsroom and
complete convergence between different news media platforms. The reasoning behind this is to adapt to the new needs
of consumers in a changing and increasignly digital media landscape.
Participations: Journal of Victor Wiard & David Respondents felt that Belgian television does not offer what they are looking for, and that is the reason why they turn to
Audience and Reception Domingo
the Internet as their technology of choice for TV series consumption. Article demonstrates that two often conflicting
2016
concepts of convergence and fragmentation can be used together in order to get a stronger theoretical framework for
the analysis of the behaviour of individuals using the Internet to consume cultural content.
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Participations: Journal of Robin Van
Audience and Reception Leeckwyck, Geoffroy
Patriarche & Marie
Dufrasne

1

1

The Routledge
Companion to Digital
Journalism Studies.
2017
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Four news media typologies – repertoires – emerged out of the statistical analysis: the ‘traditionalist news viewers’, the
‘new generation quality news readers’, the ‘audiovisual and social media lovers’, and the ‘digital news omnivores’.
French-speaking Belgian legacy media still have an important position across the four repertoires. Users in the older
generation (R1) rely upon legacy media and traditional platforms in their repertoire, while younger and more educated
users (R2) mix traditional platforms and digital platforms in order to access (read) legacy news media. Even in R3 and
R4 legacy media do have a significant role. Most of the informants consume news media as ‘receivers’ rather than
‘participants’.
However, the analysis suggests that some changes are taking place: more and more sources become digital (based on
different repertoires). In addition, news sources in legacy media are challenged by social media and by born-online news
media.
Steve Paulussen,
Facebook is affecting journalism and the news in different ways. Social networking sites give journalists quick and easy
Raymond A. Harder access to a range of sources. It can be assumed that ‘networked publics’, through their social interactions on Facebook,
and Michiel Johnson can influence journalists’ perceptions of who and what is deemed newsworthy. Facebook seems to push news media
organizations to replace their ‘editorial logic’ by an ‘algorithmic logic’ for the presentation of news to their publics. Stories
and headlines are presented in such a way as to increase their sociability and their virality. Facebook is increasingly
capable to manipulate the dissemination of news on the social media platform and prioritize certain news stories over
others, which further challenges professional journalists’ editorial independence.
Corne Dijkmans,
1. Consumers' level of engagement in a company's social media activity is positively related to perceptions of corporate
Peter Kerkhof, Camiel reputation.
J. Beukeboom
2. Consumer's intensity of social media use is positively related to engagement in a company's social media activities.
The higher one's intensity of social media use, the more likely one will become a ‘friend’ or ‘follower’ of a company and
to become engaged in their online activities.
3. The relationship between social media engagement and corporate reputation is more pronounced among noncustomers. This suggests that companies should actively focus their social media activities on non-customers
Hilde Van den Bulck 1. Digital convergence combined with globalization, are posing challenges to both politicians and stakeholders from the
and Karen Donders media industries. Strong interference of the EU in media issues driven by philosophy of an open single market and
competition seems to leave little maneuvering room for governments.
2. Flemish signal integrity case indicates that these forces can be effectively modified, if not countered, by governments
through the operation of strong advocacy coalitions.
3. Coalitions with ties across government and non-government actors can be successful; they are not static, but change
over time, depending on issue.
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B007

Higher Education
International Journal of Efthymios
Marketing: A Study on Technology and
Constantinides, M.
the Impact of Social Education 2012
Zinck Stagno
Media on Study
Selection and
University Choice

B008

Understanding Social Media and
Media Logic
Communication 2013

B009

Perspectives from the PwC website
Ennèl van Eeden
Global
2018
Wilson Chow et al.
Entertainment & Media
Outlook
2018–2022
Trending now:
convergence,
connections and trust
Social networks
Réseaux sociaux
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To-be-students, surprisingly, rank the social media last in a list of information channels that influence their choice of a
study and university. The advanced SM users are also significantly more interested in the factors such as the availability
of cultural and social facilities, when making a decision for a university. The low degree of content contribution among
potential students – with the exception of sharing pictures and videos – restricts the volume of user-generated
information that could be useful for choosing a study. The lack of suitable higher education social media platforms can
also be a reason for the low availability of contributed content. The focus of social media-based marketing for the
universities should be on two-way communication.
1. The four elements of social media logic-programmability, popularity, connectivity and datafication-are pivotal in
understanding how in a networked society social interaction is mediated by an intricate dynamic of mass media, social
media platforms, and offline institutional processes.
2. As conventional mass media are just starting to grapple with this new logic, other institutions, too, realize they can
hardly escape the imperative of social media logic. Not just police, law enforcers, and activists, but all kinds of actors-in
education, politics, arts, entertainment, and so forth-are confronted with the basic contrivances of programmability,
popularity, connectivity, and datafication.
The major ISPs and broadcast platforms rely on vertical integration while online giants grow horizontally in the
content domain. Traditional distinctions between segments are disappearing – print and digital media, video games / esports, wireless / fixed access, cable / online technology, social / traditional media. Companies are reinventing business
models to exploit new revenue streams and create relevance on a large scale. Required skills include targeting
"fans" for to build more effective connection with customers and create a spirit of membership. The use of data
by media companies is in the crosshairs of regulators. As a result, a company's ability to maintain trust becomes a key
differentiator. Media and entertainment companies need to demonstrate integrity against criteria such as content, data,
monetization, social impact and relevance of content, advertising.
Academic social networks are becoming more and more important in the global research landscape, as the
services offered by these platforms continue to improve, the number of their users constantly progress, and the role they
play in spreading the scientific output of researchers is also growing. In 2014, 42% of French researchers used either
Academia or ResearchGate, which account for, respectively, more than 43 million and 11 million accounts worldwide.
Various studies explain this development by their use of web 2.0 codes, starting with ease of use and free access, but
above all through their insertion into the academic ecosystem. The public authorities have made great efforts to
develop and set up institutional open archive platforms such as PubMed Central or HAL allowing user to create a
profile and a digital CV has also been developed.
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The early findings provide some support for the two-dimensionality (two dimensions to coordination: motivational
coordination and resource coordination) of coordination in public protest action. Subsequent analysis that builds
on these findings will probe the robustness of these dimensions by means of an exploratory factor analysis.
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B013

Patients’ and health sciencedirect.com
professionals’ use of
social media in health
care: Motives, barriers
and expectations

Marjolijn L.
Antheunisa Kiek
Tatesa Theodoor E.
Nieboerb

When Web 2.0 technologies are applied in health care, the terms eHealth, Health 2.0, or Medicine 2.0 may be used,
facilitating (1) social networking, (2) participation,(3) apomediation, and (4) openness in groups. Health 2.0 is transferring
the way health professionals and patients interact and relate to each other. Survey results showed that patients primarily
used Twitter (59.9%), especially for increasing knowledge and exchanging advice, and Facebook (52.3%), particularly
for social support and exchanging advice. Professionals primarily used LinkedIn (70.7%) and Twitter (51.2%), for
communication with their colleagues and marketing reasons. Patients’ main barriers for social media use were privacy
concerns and unreliability of the information. Professionals’ main barriers were inefficiency and lack of skills.
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Reporting Revolution Digital Journalism
2015

Jeroen Post &
Vincent Crone
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B015

Traditional media,
social media:
characterizing
reinvention

hal.archives-ouvertes.fr Béatrice Mazoyer,
2017
Nicolas Turenne,
Marie-Luce Viaud
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I like news. Searching
for the ‘Holy Grail’ of
social media: The use
of Facebook by Dutch
news media and their
audiences
For a sociology of
social media. Internet
and the media
revolution: new media
and interactions.

European Journal of
Communication
2013

Sanne Hille, Piet
Bakker
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Sociologie. Paris
Sorbonne Cité - Paris
Descartes 2013

Lucile Merra

Reporting on the use of social media during the Egyptian revolution, the Syrian uprising and the London riots can be
subdivided into three themes: technological imperative, technological specificity and unintended consequences. It is
argued that within these arguments specificity and use are conflated, leading to an idealised and conventionalised view
of social media.Journalists and media scholars need to learn more about the social causes of revolution and upheaval if
they are to help adequately explain the world events. A more thorough examination of both technological determinism
and technological constructivism within journalistic praxis and news discourse will shed more light on issues.
In order to differentiate messages posted on social networks by both traditional media and the “reinformation” media
(spreading unreliable and ideologicaly biased information), the authors evaluated surface and content descriptors. The
most important discriminating surface descriptors were: 1) the length of the text; 2) the presence of punctuation symbols
“!” and “?” ; 3) the orientation of the personal pronouns (i.e. first, second or third person). Interpretable classifiers
generated from content descriptors show a more complex situation. This work based on tests performed on two subsets
– French and English – is a step towards making detection of false information in social networks in real time. The
characterization of the source should be used as an index, among others. Other clues would include social aspects and
non-textual components (images, videos).
The large majority of the researched Dutch news media are using Facebook for content distribution and audience
participation. There are substantial differences in how basic Facebook features are used suggesting that there is no
clear (company) strategy there. Only two local media respond to comments and only a few media ask for interaction.
Administering Facebook pages is far from ideals of grassroots participation and citizen journalism. Facebook is used as
a distribution channel and a platform for quick opinion exchange for users. The traditional Dutch-language news media
are doing less than newly-established media in terms of interaction on social media.
Authors propose own definition of social media that stresses the individual's central position and possibility for him to act
and interact. "Social media is a media that places the individual's participation at the center of the media device, giving
all agents the ability to act and interact with each other at one or more stages of the media creation proces. The
connected individuals then aggregate into active audiences and can thus establish multidirectional communications of
three levels: interpersonal, inter-group or mass." The research results show that the more intense and excessive
use of social media an individual has, the greater the likelihood of social engagement or civic action.
Individuals with a propensity for engagement are overrepresented in social media because of their early
initiation into the use of technology, their strong interest in information, self-expression and public protest.
When subscription is not an option and advertising offers only limited revenues, solutions have to be found elsewhere.
These strategies show viable business model based of low‐pay, no‐pay and automatic ‘journalism. So some media
services have professional journalists and bloggers write for them for no compensation at all. In terms of content,
however, more emphasis is on original opinionated content while SEO is less important. Promotion through social media
on the other hand is used extensively. The best‐know example of such an operation is the Huffington Post, a popular
website that employs around 9,000 unpaid bloggers. It should be emphasized that these emerging models also offer an
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opportunity to develop positive models: offering high quality journalism, perhaps even for subscription. Particularly in
local markets the battle between free competitive news and paid non‐competitive news is not yet over.
Paulussen, Steve & In two Flemish quality newspapers, De Standaard and De Morgen, references to SM have become commonplace. For
A. Harder, Raymond many newspaper journalists monitoring SM platforms has become a part of their daily newsgathering routines. However,
the number of articles citing SM as a news source appears to be low. On average, the two newspapers publish only five
articles per day referring to Facebook, Twitter and/or YouTube, either as (part of) subject or as source, or both. In 7 out
of 10 of these articles the SM sites function as a source of information; Facebook and Twitter being more popular as a
journalistic source. SM do not seem to be subject to the typical “hierarchy of credibility” in journalistic sourcing. Although
newspaper journalists use SM to retrieve information from politicians, official institutions and experts, they primarily refer
to SM in relation to ordinary citizens, celebrities and sports people.
Editorial team
Presents top 10 social media predictions for 2018. Among them: 1. Content remains at the center of brands' strategies.
Augmented reality (AR), virtual reality (VR), or the Internet of Things (IoT) are tools to bridge the real and the virtual. 2.
The wave of AI in the networks has become a new battleground for the tech giants. 3. Altered realities – AR, VR and
Mixed Reality (MR) are both a hot topic and a niche market where the turning point has not really been taken. 4.
Facebook & consorts push on creating new TV habits. 5. SM marketing is no longer about storytelling but about
experiences. 7. Video becomes a superstar format. 8. The end of the wild west in data. The younger generation Z wants
their personal data to be protected. 9. Fake news: algorithms able to fight them has become a top priority for social
giants. 10. Convergence, integration, social empire – Chinese model inspires the West. Platforms like Weibo, WeChat
and QQ integrate social commerce, mobile commerce and pan-entertainment.
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Bulgaria
BG001

Social networks
Sociеty and law journal, Georgi Sulev
consumers as personal 5/ 2014, сп. Общество
data administrators
и право, 5/2014,not
available online

BG002

Contemporary
information
environment transformations and
perspectives

BG003

Economic and
professional
transformations in a
convergent media
environment

Digitization and social Liliya Raicheva
transformations
(Dobrinka Peicheva,
Valentina Milenkova,
eds.), Neofit Rilsky
University Publishing
House, Blagoevgrad,
2017, not available
online
Economic and social Svetla Tsankova,
alternatives, 1/2016/, Biliana Tomova, Stela
https://www.unwe.bg/alt Konstantinova, Martin
ernativi/bg/journalissue Osikovski, Maria
s/article/8645
Nikolova, Diana
Andreeva, Gergina
Mancheva, Ivan
Valchanov

The author discusses the role of the personal data administrator against the
background of the BG Data Protection Act. He considers that the administrator of
personal data quality is created under a particular factual situation and can stem
any time when a given person processes data for her own use. This is a functional
approach and the administrator's role depends on the personal data processing
and not on a special authorisation procedure. In a social network profiles are
provided by the ISP but the control over their functionality is for the consumer. The
characteristic of a personal data administrator depends on the conscious choice of
the consumer to provide content and the operations with personal data she
initiates. The legal requirements are difficult to implement and the social
media consumers will be forced to limit the use of the service for perosnal
benefit only or to personal contacts and concerning a limited number of
persons. Under the BG law a consumer has to provide info about the volume of
personal data processed and to use additional automated means to build
databases to meet all requirements of the law. The article treats these questions
from the perspective of the discussions for the adoption of the GDPR.
The author discusses the conditions for the transformations in the contemporrary
media systems - regulatory, technological, economic, social and professional. She
takes as a key tool the CoE recommendation of a new notion of media. The
regulatory requirements pertain to the adoption of new instruments, regulating the
media in the globalizing info and communications environment. Higher effciency of
regulation, self- and co-regulation is the guarantee for the new type of regulation
applied. More effective regulation can stop the deregulation and the full
subjugation of the new media system to market forces.
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The article presents the results of a scientific project on convergent media
environment in Bulgaria in years 2014 – 2015. The technological and structural
changes have resulted in oligopolies and sectoral media concentration. Also cross
media projects including video on demand, multimedia Internet platforms and new
services have appeared. Next higher added value is generated by online
media.The film industry is the fastest growing cultural industry in the country. The
spill over effect is characterized by the strong influence of the developing film
industry over TV monies production. The new business model that is on the rise is
the multichannel model. The journalistic profession is demanding novel
multichannel and technological skills. Visible are genre transformations
particulalrly in the audiovisual media. The language is also changing - colloquial
expression and jargon dominate. Online media are not making big money though
this sector is the most dynamic one. Media brands are devised in the Internet, PR
texts for online publications do not follow the typical rules of print texts, they
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combine integration, video, hypertexting, use of press releases and iconographics
in social media. One of the most lively debated issues of the tarnsformations in
BG is the electronicvoting which is an important aspect of the political
transformations that take place in a convereged environment.
The author disucsses the concept of virtual reality which has a specific meaning
and can be used to denote models of ideal states, phenomena and mechanisms
which in their entirety and actions cannot be described by the normal language,
cannot be studied by the traditional methods and are unaccessible in their entirety,
comprehensiveness and actions by any cognitive and practically oriented
subjects.
The author compares virtual reality with transcendental reality and
elaborates the notion of virtual legal reality. He distinguishes two aspects from a legal point of view virtual legal reality consists of phenomena, states and
special juridical mechanisms through which law exists and operates in a virtual
environment. From a technological point of view virtual legal reality comprises
mutually connected and interacting interoperable information systems and
technologies, databases, means for exchange and certification of electronic
communications, technologies for identification. He concludes that terminology is
still uncertain.
The author extracts the qualities of virtual legal reality - it is an ideal phenomenon,
a systemic structure, possesses a technological basis, independence, it is a
human creation, it is manageable, widely accessible, it is a modelling environment,
has automation characteristics, it is also recoverable and this quality can be a
basis of convenient and usable applications.In law particularly this feature can be
applied in the formulation of legal concepts, regulatory mechanisms and other
specific legal elements.
The author examines the emergence and structuring of virtual legal reality. He
concludes that the notion which stays most closely to virtual legal reality is
the notion of a legal system. Virtual legal system is important for the
development of legal science, education and research. Legal science is at the
doorsteps of a new legal quality.
Blockchain as one of the most innovative trends is discussed from the
perspective of Russian reality. It is considered a new stage in the development
of social networks. The author underlines the importance of trust in modern
society. She points to the new applications developing on the basis of blockchain
such as Synereo, Akasha, ThanksCoin, etc. as pilot projects. Blockchain develops
as a specific utopia that can replace FB which is accused of losing confidence.
From the point of view of the sociology of law, problems concerning the
development of modern high technologies have an interdisciplinary
characteristic - not only legal, but also philosophical, historical, political. All this
requires that at least initial and partial attempts to be made in order to clarify
diverse scientific categories, concepts and terms.The Internet is categorized as
multimedia. It expands through self-repication.
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The present study presents a survey on "Organizations in Bulgaria and how to use
social media and networks as a channel for communication with consumers". The
survey was conducted within one month in 2014. It was attended by 153
organizations and companies. When analyzing the communication strategies of
global companies, Twitter is seen as one of the main channels for developing
an online communication strategy. An interesting fact for Bulgaria is that it is
still not so popular and preferred by the companies. One of the main trends that
can be brought is the development of Twitter in Bulgaria as a communication
channel.Bulgaria does not yet have much investment in developing these
channels of communication. But the global trend shows that investment is a must,
and the development of the use of these channels is a necessity, not a luxury.
In this article there are observed the punishments for computer crimes under
Bulgarian Criminal Code and provisions of Directive 2013/40 on attacks against
information systems and replacing Council Framework Decision 2005/222/JHA.
The author observes that currently the dispositions of the norms in chapter nine
"a" are too broadly formulated. The inclusion of additional qualifying
circumstances will lead in more detailed dispositions and respectively more
than just sanctions. The more detailed is the disposition of the norm, the better
the type and size of the penalty imposed can be determined. For instance, the
motives can be better described in the norm and these motives are quite different
from the motives for other crimes. Also the quality of the subject of the crime is
important especially when she is an official having access to the security systems.
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This article analyzes the political ontology of the pure procedural justice of
blockchain technology, which relies not on the legal nature of the constitution of
interaction in the network, but on the technical and social immediacy of
cooperation and joint production.
These qualities of pure procedural justice in the blockchain, as shown in the
article, are provided by the relevant protocols and create the conditions for
maintaining a reputation, forming an autonomous identity and building a special
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trust regime. An equally fair consensus procedure based on reciprocity and
autonomy is also important.
The article proves that such an institutional configuration of the blockchain acts as
an analog of the political concept of J. Rawls’s justice as honesty. The
empirical basis of the study is the analysis of cases of using blockchain-voting on
the platform “Active citizen” (Moscow). The researchers' common belief is that
blockchain is not just technology that increases the impact of economic
production and political interaction but an institution that creates new
opportunities for coordinating interaction. The blockchain opposes
opportunism and transaction costs. This technology provides fair conditions for
publicly acceptible solutions. The main problem of procedural justice is in how to
institutionalize fair conditions for public choice. In this regard, the blockchain as a
new institution creates space opportunities for purely procedural justice, ensuring
reputation,autonomy, trust and reciprocity for interaction participants. The
technology can be used in public policy. The technology creates the necessary
conditions for the effect.
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Biblioteka Informacijska tehnologija i Vesna The survey conducted in media in the city of Zadar media showed that only 13.5% of respondents have no SN profile. 97.5% of
mediji / Hrvatski studiji ; knj. 1, 2016 Kalajžić respondents answered that the media they are working in has its site on SNs. Among them the most popular is Facebook.
and Ana Some journalists have, along with the Facebook profile, also has profiles on Twitter, Instagram, Youtube and/or other SN.
Vučetić
Škrbić
Media literacy and
Biblioteka Informacijska tehnologija i Danijel The survey showed that 80% of Croatian households have the access to the Internet. The most widely used Internet access
Information Age
mediji / Hrvatski studiji ; knj. 1, 2016 Labaš devices were smartphone (57%), desktop PC (48%), laptop (52%), tablet (23%), and game console (6%). 46% of respondents
confirmed that they have a profile on a SN. Most commonly used is Facebook (45%), followed by Instagram (14%) and Twitter
(6%). 60% of respondents had heard about media literacy or media education. Even 90% think that "children and parents need
permanent education on how the media can affect the development of children ". The most important role in such education
should have parents (44%), teachers (37%), kindergarten educators (9%) and media professionals (7%).
Online media in tourism Biblioteka Informacijska tehnologija i Ljiljana Digital media have created a very open world for travellers, with highly available information. A study based on 2,830
mediji / Hrvatski studiji ; knj. 1, 2016 Zekano participants shows rapid developments in the collection of data and making a travel decision. Business travelers usually choose
vićthe hotel recommended by their company, however, many of them use search engines and online travel agencies. In the tourist
Korona, travel recommendations of friends and colleagues have the far most important role followed by websites, search engines and
Jurica online travel agencies.
Grzuno
v
New media of digital age Biblioteka Informacijska tehnologija i Nada The media environment can be divided into groups: 1. traditional media; 2. converged media / new media; 3. new new media.
mediji / Hrvatski studiji ; knj. 1, 2016 Zgrablji Traditional and converged traditional media are defined as mass media. Internet and new media are not, but they are used for
ć Rotar mass communication, too. Mass media are institutions, legally regulated sources of information based on the work of media
professionals. Converged media on the Internet platform – newspaper portals, on-demand radio, on-demand TV etc. allow users
to communicate with the media. New media changed the communication paradigm from one to many to one by one: e-mail, video
games, blog. For the New New Media - Wikipedia, YouTube, Facebook, Twitter and other social networks is significant that their
users are at the same time the content producers. In this communication, many are in line with many.
If it isn´t online, it didn´t Museum Theory and Practice, IM 44 Maja
From the experience of Trogir Municipal Museum it is clear that certain rules need abiding by, rules that are different for each
happen: Trogir
(1-4), 2013
Maljkovi social network and for blogs as well. However, some of the universal criteria are: the need for the clear determination
Municipial Museum on
ć
of short-term and long-term goals; consistency; need for high quality, interesting, relevant and reliable contents and
the interent
the correct grammar and usage in which they are framed; and two-way communications. Also, while abiding rules of
museology and communications science, the Internet with all the modern possibilities that it offers, can indeed become a
window onto traditional culture and art, a custodian of the heritage and promoter of inherited values.
Media study on
Informatologia, Vol.47 No.4 p.243- Mario Research results confirm the prevailing importance of content’s relevance to the user’s interests compared to its
correlation connection 256, 2014
Plenkov visual presence, as well as the existence of a slight correspondence between reach and the number of “likes”. But this may be
between “likes” and
ić, Darja related to the extremely low share of content without visual elements. It can be concluded that the content of a post, alongside
„visual elements of form“
Kupinić the presence of other elements such as its topicality to content recipients and the specific interests of profile visitors (related, for
in communication
Gusčić, example, to prize giveaways, job notices, feedback by important persons) has a much stronger influence than the presence of
content perception on
Sloboda visual elements. Study proves a positive correlation between reach and the number of “likes” in cases of some organizations but
Facebook
n
a very low with others.
Hadžić
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A survey among 18- to 24 years suggested that almost 60 % of respondents used Facebook, a third Google +, and 6% Twitter,
while Linkedln and MySpace did not get any mention. Facebook appears to be the leading social networking site.
It is a worrying fact that respondents share private information on their profiles. As many as 88% do not worry about protection
of their data, just 1% are a little concerned, 2% are a bit more concerned, and very worried are about 9% of them.

Krešimir The research was conducted via online survey in 2012 on a convenience sample of Croatian youth (N = 577). The results
Krolo, indicate there is a consistent link between the usage of internet social networks and the number of memberships in
Ivan
non-govern- mental organizations and civil activism. A positive correlation with activism remains significant even after
Puzek including standard correlates such as memberships in organizations or generalized trust. Religiosity is positively associated with
membership in non-governmental organizations, but negatively with social engagement and activism. SNs, due to their
technological and communication characteristics, serve as a relevant agent for participatory practices of youth with the
necessity to expand research with a probabilistic sample.
Social networks as news Medijske studije, Vol.4 No.8, 2013 Marija The study shows that television journalists have started using social networks as news sources when searching for information
sources in Croatia’s
Volarevi and that they tend to use the information from the most popular social networks, Facebook and Twitter.
most viewed television
ć,
SN reporting was predominantly an important element of the story, but not just as a primary source. The analysis also shows a
newscasts
Domag certain difference in the use of SNs in reporting on public and commercial television, which is primarily due to their different
oj Bebić nature, functions and views that they are addressing. While HTV (public) uses SNs as source more in domestic and foreign
policy and economy, Nova TV puts SNs in several stories as a key source.
Marketing on social
MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Marija SNs have changed the way how people under 35 are communicating, shopping, gaining information. This is the era of digital
networks
časopis za pitanja medija,
Stanoje lifestyle; the Internet has become an important marketing medium, which will in future be an indispensable factor in every
novinarstva, masovnog
vić
business. Social networks have brought significant changes in marketing, in the way companies communicate with customers.
komuniciranja i odnosa s
javnostima, Vol.5 No.10, 2011
The New Media and
Politička misao : časopis za
Albina “Arab Spring” as the case in point proved a negative correlation between the level of communication technology (new
“Arab Spring”
politologiju, Vol.51 No.3, 2014
Osrečki media) and the intensity of protests, according to which a higher level of accessibility to new media led to a lower level
of protests. Also, there was an uneven impact of new media on democratic changes, i.e. SNs had a secondary role in
creating media news, compared to satellite TV which at an early stage of “Arab Spring” enabled the actors of online civil
society to have an impact on state politics to a large extent. Arab new media cannot yet lead to democratic changes nor
explain their causes, but merely alter patterns of mobilization and organization of social and political events.
New media and the
Medijske studije, Vol.4 No.8, 2013 Inoslav Italian politicians Silvio Berlusconi and Beppe Grillo ensured their successes in parliamentary elections in 2013 combining a
crowdsourcing of
Bešker skilful use of electronic media with classical mass rallies, avoiding debates with competitors, and shunning
politics: The strange
journalists. Although Grillo and his party fellow Casaleggio emphasized their movement’s use of Internet as a direct
case of Dr. Berlusconi
democracy, claiming that its politics is created in equal measure by all the members, in a kind of a crowdsourcing, Grillo’s
and Mr. Grillo
messages remain mostly unidirectional directives, little appropriate to a democratic discourse.
New Media as the
Zbornik radova Međimurskog
Mile
Relevant tourist institutions in Croatia have recognized the potential of new media and are effectively using it in advertising. In
creators of the Croatian veleučilišta u
Čolić 2013 the Croatian National Tourist Board was planning to invest substantial funds in online communication, especially Internet
tourist image
Čakovcu. - ISSN 1847-702X. - 4
advertising. According to the research done by “Business tourism“, Croatian hotels offer online accommodation booking in most
(2013), 1 ; str. 11-15, 2013
cases. Internet advertising will grow steadily in the future and make Croatia an important tourist destination.
Facebook – a new
Napredak : časopis za pedagogijsku Andrea The use of “Facebook methods“ proved to be useful, as the pupils showed significantly greater school achievement
educational platform in teoriju i praksu, Vol.156 No.3, 2015 Vučetić,
history teaching
Sergej
Filipović
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HR016 EUens – The Rise of a Medijske studije, Vol.8 No.15, 2017 Domag Analysis of 25 in-depth interviews conducted with respondents that were identified as EUens (European Union citizens) has four
New Identity Driven by
oj
main points which due to the shortcomings and size of the sample in this research cannot be generalized and serve more as
Social Media
Bebić, illustration, and could be further researched. Firstly, although most of the categories that we questioned support existing
Dijana literature identifying features like other languages, education, travels, participating in different EU programs, culture, etc. as
Erakovi important factors that construct European identity, some factors which are commonly seen as important in European identity
ć, Milica construction, such as social class, political attitudes, country of origin, do not play any significant role in constructing European
Vučkovi identity for the specific group of respondents that we call EUens. Secondly, participants in this study had rational and
ć
deliberative attitudes towards Europe and European identity. Thirdly, moved by ideas that “the creation of permanent networks
brings ordinary people together in a multitude of ways is important for the emergence of a shared identity” and that “friendship
ties in particular help to build a common identity” tested how important is the role of social media in constructing European
identity for the interviewees.
There is also the creation of permanent networks bringing ordinary people together in a multitude of ways, They see
the role of social media in constructing European identity as improtant factor.
HR017 Facebook as an
MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Ariana The research shows a positive view of Facebook's use of foreign language teaching, although its use at the same time causes a
educational tool in
časopis za pitanja medija,
Violić certain amount of distrust and skepticism. Also, students use Facebook for entertainment, and that their perception of Facebook
foreign language
novinarstva, masovnog
Koprive as an educational tool is still limited. That's why they need help in selecting learning strategies that will help them make the most
classes
komuniciranja i odnosa s
c,
of this innovative environment. Additionally, teachers need to be trained for this kind of teaching to successfully target students.
javnostima, Vol.12 No.15, 2018
Jelena
Dubčić
HR018 How did the mainstream Političke analize, Vol.7 No.30, 2017 Iva
The US election and UK's referendum exposed the weaknesses of traditional media and journalism in an online dominated
media open the door to
Nenadić environment. Social networks have confirmed their increasingly significant position in the flow of information. First, there is no
alternative facts?
regulation of online sources and lesser transparency. Second, social networks personalize displayed news, and that minimizes
exposure of different opinions. Thirdly, news on social networks is short and visual with little room for context and explanations,
so usual there is simplification and infamous narratives. Traditional media organizations shoud reconsider their position and role
in digital participatory culture. While fact-checking initiatives are reactive, it is necessary to be proactive – invest in digital and
media literacy, or critical understanding of contemporary communication.
HR019 Smart and Secure?
Interdisciplinary Description of
Peter Millennials rarely consider privacy and security of their smartphones, however, the increasing amount of sensitive data pose
Millennials on Mobile Complex Systems: INDECS,Vol.16 Holicza security challenges to users. In order to prevent data and information leakage is very important to increase the security
Devices
No.3-A September 2018
Esmeral awareness of people.
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HR020 Facebook Friends as an Revija za sociologiju, Vol.45 No.2,
Indicator of the Social 2015
Capital Structural
Dimensions of Youth in
Croatia

2

fb

3

1

HR021 Theological Periodicals Bogoslovska smotra, Vol.81 No.1,
in Times of New Media 2011

Krešimir The number of friends on Facebook is positively associated with online participatory practices of youth as well as with
Krolo online bridging social capital. That points to two attributes of Facebook friends as an indicator of the social capital of Croatian
youth. The first highlights the relationship of civic activism and Facebook as a more flexible form of social engagement
compared to classical forms of institutional and organizational engagement (membership in non-governmental organizations).
The other emphasizes the role of Facebook as a medium that connects individuals outside their local contextual limitations.
Both of those attributes are indicative not only of how communication is being carried out in cyberspace, but also how different
forms of social capital are being accumulated in the »digital« society.
Nediljko Periodicals are vital to theological universities and academic theology as a forum to exchange opinions and attitudes,
Ante judgements and research evaluations also with other fields of human knowledge. It is true that in today's popular culture of
Ančić new virtual media knowledge is shaped and presented according to media rules: it first personalizes, then connects
with emotions and trivialises.The observers are worried that the young generation who is growing up in today's multimedia
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world and takes on their cultural standards is lacking in general knowledge and education, and could forget important things and
events from recent history
The Bogoslovska Smotra as the oldest and leading Croatian theological journal sees challenges new media and try to answer
them.The BS has made important progress both on visual-graphic enhancement it looks like a printed edition and because of
the availability on the Internet portal. All the previous years since the launch of BS was put are on the web pages within the
Croatian scientific journals (Hrčak) and are fully available electronically to any interested party reader or researcher. In addition
to electronic content, it continues to be published regularly printed edition.
HR022 Communication Aspects MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Meri
Based on the analysis of the official websites of the cities of the Split-Dalmatia County, it comes to the conclusion of the
of SplitDalmatia
časopis za pitanja medija,
Maretić, insufficiently utilized communication possibilities with citizens and other public. There is insufficient investment by city
County Official Web
novinarstva, masovnog
Josipa administrations in the modernization of official sites. There was a limitation in the traditional way of informing only those topics
Sites
komuniciranja i odnosa s
Caktaš, that are of public interest to the city authorities. Interactivity and two-way communication is not enabled in a modern way. Cities
javnostima, Vol.7 No.14, 2015
Zvonimi websites have common features that are recognizable by publishing basic information, city information, business activity data,
r
culture, sports and education, while a smaller number makes it possible to ask questions to administrations. The analysis also
Mimica shows the different profiles of persons responsible for writing information, since most official websites are experiencing
inconsistency and lack of professionalism. No official website of the Split-Dalmatia County has taken advantage of the
possibility of interactive communication in foreign languages. Finally, there is a need to educate the relevant leaders and
services on the importance of official city websites in local and global frameworks.
HR023 New Media as Event
Synthesis philosophica, Vol.32
Clint
Authors argue that the term „event“ is a useful philosophical concept for thinking about the variety of technologies and practices
No.1, 2017
Burnha – like desktop computers, tele-computation, smartphones, social media – that are now designated as “new media”. This
m,
designation, furthermore, allows to understand and distinguish between meaningful critiques (political gestures), and those less
Katarina meaningful (bit-torrenting and other forms of Internet piracy).
Peović
Vuković
HR024 Addressing the notions Jezikoslovlje, Vol.18. No.3, 2017
Marina Examples of tweets (Twitter posts) will show that the core principles of traditional communication –
of convention and
Grubišić conventionalization and contextualization – remain strong and are visible in concrete realizations through new
context in social media
‘communicative items’ such as hashtags (i.e. #onokad) and handles (i.e @username). The technology behind the media
research
opens up new avenues of creativity for the participants (users, speakers), yet the creativity remains situated within ‘contexts’
(micro- and macro-level) and perpetuated (or dismissed) through mechanisms of ‘conventionalization’. Pragmatics is shown to
be a highly relevant and appropriate scholarly field for comprehensive research into language and communication on social
media.
HR025 #Rezist 2017:
Ana
Solidarity during Romanian anti-governtmental protests was of particular importance and connected diaspora Romanians with
I#Rezist 2017: CMedia
Communicating
AdiDarr local events via SM. All interviewees used Facebook – and from there media, activist, other protesters’ and individual
Research :Croatian
Dissent in a
en
accounts – to inform themselves, stay up to date and inform others. In this sense, they ended up being in the same “virtual”
journal for journalism and Lilleker network. However, once short term objectives are attained the c ampaigns that bring together Internet-mediated issue
Hypermedia
Environment
generalists can become fragile
the media,Vol.24 No.1
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HR026 Information revolutions Libellarium : časopis za povijest
and spreading of
pisane riječi, knjige i baštinskih
communication
ustanova, Vol.4 No.1
channels: overview
of divergence and/or

Anita Information revolutions were not the time of replacing the old media with the new, but the times of condensation of
Papić, communication possibilities. During those times the new media joined the existing types, not replacing them but co-existing.
Tomisla They faded out gradually or disappeared only over extended periods of time.
v
Jakopec
,
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Milijana
Mičunov
ić
Medijska istraživanja : znanstveno- Viktorija Regarding the process of general digitization and media convergence, we must ask if it is possible to predict the future of the
stručni časopis za novinarstvo i
Car
‘old media’, especially of television, which is still the most influential. If it wants to survive, public service television has to
medije, Vol.13 No.2
reorganize and redefine itself as a converged, multimedia public service.
Medijske studije, Vol.1 No.1-2

Viktorija The new multimedia landscape has broken traditional boarders between telecommunications, the audiovisual industry, and
Car
information technology. In processes of development and transformation, video content, once reserved exclusively for film and
television using the one-way channel of communication now plays an increasingly important role. New media provides
opportunities for video content to use three-step flows of communication, which subsequently enables space for new
video genres and formats.
Digital News: Media,
Društvena istraživanja : časopis za Zlatan Digital technologies paved the path to some new possibilities in generating and exchanging information in various forms and
Technology and Society opća društvena pitanja, Vol.18 No.6 Krajina, through various media. Traditional questions of media freedom and its economic and socio-political determinism does not
(104)
Tena suffice any longer. It is necessary to investigate the ways the technological innovations in question are utilised, such as the
Perišin media companies' thrive in producing more content for less money and in less time. Multimedial availability and exchange of
video, in particular, destabilises the traditional divide between the press, radio and television media. "Digital news" has set up
some new rules on its own. To mention but a few, what was the most important news item is now the latest one, the
institutionalised sources are accompanied by the users, while television delivers information with the help of the
press, and vice versa. The increased fluctuation of media contents is fostered by the development of media, which disperses
the contents into an array of directions and through various media technologies.
Journalism Studies:
Medijska istraživanja : znanstveno- Tena Croatian universities are insufficiently supported by innovative projects in the field of journalism and the media. Unlike
Digital Curriculum for stručni časopis za novinarstvo i
Perišin, Croatian practice, the journalism faculties in the world whose programs have been analyzed base their program on an
Digital Journalism
medije, Vol.20 No.1
Petra interdisciplinary approach at the doctoral level. The faculties of journalism should review their curricula and change them in
Mlačić line with changes in the media and labor market.
While media houses seek for different ways to implement convergence, faculties have a chance of testing out innovative
projects which, as opposed to the media business, will not put profit first.
The paper represents an attempt at systematizing experiences at renowned European and US faculties educating future
journalists, as well as a comparison of journalism study program curricula with the ones in Croatia.
Chemistry in the Popular Kemija u industriji : Časopis
Blanka Chemistry even in its international year is not an attractive topic for Croatian daily newspapers. The frequency of writing on
Culture: Mass Media, kemičara i kemijskih inženjera
Jergović chemistry was extremely low, and the paper in its online editions almost did not use media convergence. By contrast, the British
Music and Outreach
Hrvatske, Vol.60 No.12
Broadsheet Guardian is abundantly used with various reporting advantages across multiple media at the same time. Of course,
Events
it requires a significantly larger and different engagement of scientists and a different organization of the media, which we do not
currently have for various reasons, whose analysis goes beyond the needs of this work.
The disappearance of MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Šejn
The net provides unprecedented opportunities than those that do not exist any form of censorship except self-censorship.
traditional
časopis za pitanja medija,
Husejne Overproduction of web hosting services performed by video-content, web journalism and citizen journalism fundamentally
media
novinarstva, masovnog
fendić changed the patterns of classic journalism. The largest production and journalistic organizations such as Fox, NBC, ABCa,
komuniciranja i odnosa s
Warner Bros, CNN have moved to the net, too. The autor predicts the death od newspapers and transmutation of all known
javnostima, Vol.5 No.10
traditional media.
New Media and Risky Bogoslovska smotra, Vol.82 No.1 Valentin Media, particularly television and the Internet, have become among the most important factors in socialization because they
Behaviour of Children
a
powerfully affect the social behavior of the young and are indispensable in obtaining information, formation, the transmission of
and the Young
Mandari values, creation of a vision of the world and life, shaping of lifestyles and developing identity. The modern media have imposed
ć
themselves as new »social institutions« in the socialization process of children and young people. In seeking causes for the
increased risk behavior among the young, the author came to the crisis in communication, especially communication within
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family. The author stresses the urgency of providing education in the responsible use of the media. The basic goal should be to
equip the young to use media in a responsible and independent manner, and develop a mature critical attitude towards them.
Media and Pastoral
Služba Božja : liturgijsko-pastoralna Jure
The new media, along with the classic media features, allow interactivity and multimedia quality and lead to a new level of
Care for Patients
revija, Vol.53 No.3-4
Strujić communication, providing new possibilities, especially among younger generations, for a more comprehensive pastoral care for
patients.
Media as a source of
MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Danijel The results concluded that media is an important part of children's lives, and the hypothesis was confirmed: it was found that
entertainment
časopis za pitanja medija,
Labaš, entertainment was the main use of media among children, followed by information, with educational purposes coming on third
in the eyes of children novinarstva, masovnog
Petra place.
komuniciranja i odnosa s
Marinčić
javnostima, Vol.12 No.15
New Media a Public
Medijske studije, Vol.1 No.1-2
Renata The results have shown that media play a significant role in their lives and that children use the media in fun and then
Relations
Demete information and education at the very end for educational purposes.
rffy
In a general social context, where the media have lost their primary importance, there is an increasing need for an independent
Lančić and free communication system. New communication technologies, primarily enabled by the advancement of the Internet,
create new development opportunities to communicate to the public. Blogs, web forums, web pages, online-magazines, e-mail
lists, chat rooms, social networks, etc. are new forms of public communication, where citizens have equal opportunity to
participate in the public sphere, where communication becomes a re-exchange of opinion. In the field of public relations they
improve communication and influence social change. Unlike traditional methods, the new methods are far more subtle.
New media and the
Školski vjesnik : časopis za
Stjepan Although new media is often considered as an important factor in increasing learning and teaching efficiency, it depends also on
efficiency of learning
pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, Vol.56 Rodek numerous factors in the complex didactic-methodical arrangement.
and teaching
No.1. - 2.
New media and its role Nova prisutnost : časopis za
Božo Applying the scientific method of content analysis, the authors reveal that 40% of parishes in the Archdiocese of Zagreb have
in evangelization and in intelektualna i duhovna pitanja,
Skoko, their own website. However, majority of websites are not being updated regularly, and 26% of websites don’t include any type of
the life of parish
Vol.XI No.2
Valentin news – neither parish news, nor archdiocesan news. The possibility of interaction with the community, as one of the greatest
communities
a Gusić advantages of digital communication, is not recognized – 65% of websites do not offer any kind of interaction tool, and almost
– Application in parishes
80% of all parishes in the Archdiocese of Zagreb don’t have an account on the most popular social network site – Facebook.
of the Archdiocese of
While majority of websites offer basic parish information, the presence of evangelization and formation content is minimum. The
Zagreb
authors conclude that the usage of the immense possibilities that new media offer to evangelization is insufficient and
encourage intensifying proactivity in the digital world so Church could follow modern communication trends and social habits.
The authors reveal that 40% of parishes in the Archdiocese of Zagreb have their own website. However, majority of websites
are not being updated regularly, and 26% of websites don’t include any type of news – neither parish, nor archdiocesan news.
65% of websites do not offer any kind of interaction tool, almost 80% of parishes in the archdiocese don’t have a Facebook
account. The authors conclude that the usage of the immense possibilities that new media offer to evangelization is insufficient
and encourage intensifying proactivity in the digital world so Church could follow modern communication trends and social
habits.
Features of virtuality in MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Zdravko The author uses formal content analysis on a sample of fifteen community virtual museums to discover which of them
media for
časopis za pitanja medija,
Palavra communicate virtual identity, and which are just simulating it. After processing the material on the internet it was observed that a
transmission of
novinarstva, masovnog
number of museums are not eligible to be called virtual, but are rather at the level of electronic newsletters and digital
traditional message
komuniciranja i odnosa s
museums.
javnostima, Vol.6 No.11
The new media by their features offer two options in the communicating of traditional messages – either the virtual identity
(virtuality) or simulation. The terms "digitality", "multimedia", "interactivity" and "hypermediality" are recognized through analysis
of literature as the dominant features of computer-mediated media. From the sample of fifteen community virtual museums in
fact a number of museums are not eligible to be called virtual, but they are rather at the level of electronic newsletters and
digital museums.
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Društvena istraživanja : časopis za Srećko The author suggests – as a possible one – the research model that explains the four basic levels crucial to the realisation of
opća društvena pitanja, Vol.12 No.6 Lipovča relations between the media and culture (information; critical reception; the media as areas of realisation of cultural forms; the
n
media – a reflection and source of the history of Croatian culture).

3

1

Praktični menadžment : stručni
časopis za teoriju i praksu
menadžmenta, Vol.3 No.2

Martina Traditional media unstoppably lose their share in a media market and new media, are taking their dominant role. Numbers of
Ferenči new ways of communicating with consumers are created, from blogs, forums, chats etc. to social networks. Classic
ć
communication tools are transformed, adjusted to new media, and became interactive. Consumers more and more are
controlling by themself their own experience in a marketing communication that is directed to them as targeted audience.
Companies which are in the role of communicator are challenged with new situations. Social networks transformed not only
communication strategies, but also marketing and business strategies. Investing in advertising trough new media and Internet
social networks has become obligatory in a communication budget split, no matter whether in a small business or a big
multinational company
HR044 New Media and a New Napredak : časopis za pedagogijsku Stjepan The application of digital media eo ipso does not lead to an increase in the quality of learning and teaching. New media are just
Learning Culture
teoriju i praksu, Vol.152 No.1
Rodek opening up space for the development of a new learning culture and a new organization of learning and teaching. It is clear that
we can not remain indifferent when it comes to these new opportunities, which we should only take advantage of in an adequate
didactic and methodological environment (Rodek, 2007b). An important prerequisite for pedagogically designed use of digital
media in modern education is the systematic implementation of media education in schools in order to prevent or at least
mitigate possible adverse impacts on young people. The family has a significant role in this as the primary and most important
instinct of education. On the other hand, for the fruitful integration of digital media into our contemporary education, there are
certainly some changes in the contemporary didactic theory that we could briefly summarize: from didactics of teacher-oriented
mediation and teaching, in the didactic of student-oriented learning and learning.
The implementation of new media and new forms of learning has caused significant changes in the traditional learning culture.
Those changes relate to the constructivist paradigm of learning, which has significantly changed some perceptions of the nature
of the process of learning and teaching. In accordance with that, new organisation of learning and teaching is also needed.
HR045 What is new about this Medijska istraživanja : znanstveno- Katarina The paper proposes cultural-material analysis as methodological framework for understanding of social changes related to
media? Distributive
stručni časopis za novinarstvo i
Peović changes in media structure. By proposing new methodology, the paper confronts “technodeterministic” interpretations of (new)
practices in Croatia
medije, Vol.16 No.2
Vuković media as social transformers.
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HR046 Adolescents and the
Media: Trust with
reservations?
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Bogoslovska smotra, Vol.87 No.1

Krunosl Research results show that most respondents claim they will not adopt media contents that disagree with their existing attitudes
av
and beliefs without verifying them first. According to the respondents’ answers they will speak to persons from their physical
Bogoslovska smotra, 2017
Novak environment in order to verify received information. Moreover, they will use the media to verify these pieces of information.
Therein, the internet is of the utmost importance as the source of contents and issues which they do not dare to ask in
interpersonal communication.
Research results show that most respondents claim they would not adopt media contents that disagree with their existing
attitudes and beliefs without verifying them first. According to the respondents’ answers they would speak to persons from their
physical environment in order to verify received information. Moreover, they would use media to verify these pieces of
information. Therein, the internet is of the utmost importance as the source of contents and issues which they do not dare to ask
in interpersonal communication.
HR047 A communicative
Pannoniana : Časopis za
Irena By digitising literature we achieve a principle of edutainment by approaching literature via the new media which foster a better
approach to Ivana Brlić- humanističke znanosti, Vol.1. No.1. Krumes, reception and cognition opportunities, and modernise the process of instruction. Therefore, one can conclude that the high
Maja
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Mažuranić's opus in the
digital media
HR048 New media to ease
plagiarism In just one
month on the last page
of Jutarnji List found 61
plagiarized
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Koporči quality digital content such as literature provides numerous advantages, such as learning motivation and the higher appeal of
ć
content itself.
MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Đorđe The initial hypothesis that Jutarnji list on the last page publishes plagiarisms written in foreign media and signs them with their
časopis za pitanja medija,
Obrado journalists' names has been fully verified. The numbered statement that each day in April 2008, on average, two plagiarisms on
novinarstva, masovnog
vić,
one, only, and attractive backlog showed a low level of ethics in one of the leading Croatian daily newspapers. The first auxiliary
komuniciranja i odnosa s
Dubravk hypothesis that Jutarnji journalists who steal other writings do not respect the rules of their own profession, was confirmed by
javnostima, Vol.2 No.4
a Njirić comparing with the provisions of Croatian and International Code of Ethics. Another auxiliary hypothesis according to which
plagiarists, even more responsible editors, are allowed, because without their permission the plagiarism could not be published,
was confirmed by providing readers' coverage in the online edition of the Jutarnji list. The plagiarisms are recognized and
publicly condemned, but the editors have not responded or reduced their number in the coming days. For all this, it is imperative
to ethically teach the participants of public communication, whether they are infamous, self-taught or expertly trained journalists,
or about recipients who become their message messengers with their own releases.
The benefits of new media which enable the global accessibility of information can be used for both positive and negative
purposes. The technological progress simplified the theft of intellectual property, including media stories. The research aiming at
exposion of plagiarism in Jutarnji list in April 2008 proved that the journalists and editors of this newspaper adopted other
authors' articles without mentioning them or their media as the source, and that was their usual practice.
Duc in Altum!
Diacovensia : teološki prilozi, Vol.20 Jerko New media gives the Church significant opportunities to meet with the world and with people, to present the Church to the world
Evangelization in »The No.2
Valković as well as to witness values within virtual world. Evangelization and communication have a common goal they want to
Digital Age«
accomplish, which is to meet with the person and to achieve communion.
The evangelization in the virtual world requires more than the application of existing methods of pastoral ministry. In areas of the
new media and the digital culture a person experiences significant changes. Therefore, the first step of evangelization points to
some characteristics of the new culture, adopting new codes of communication and new dynamics that develops between
»interlocutors«. Special attention should be paid to the shaping of personal identity as well as sociability which are formed
through social networks. Through the evangelization of digital world the Church enriches and humanizes society by developing
an authentic communication and bringing its values to the spaces of communication.
The Synergy of Artistic In medias res : časopis filozofije
Sead The new (mass) media, aside from their negative role they play in the global colonisation of the world, open the door to new
Approaches within the medija, Vol.2 No.3
Alić
artistic experiences. These experiences are of certain importance when it comes to multiplication and networking through
Openness of New Media
modern technologies in particular. The author makes comparison of traditional arts and old media to new arts and new media.
The essence of an artwork can be related to the essence of difference through different times and different technologies, with a
different role of media in mediating the artwork. The fate of art is influenced by mass media on everyday life and even on the
forms of artistic practices.
New Media and
In medias res : časopis filozofije
Ivana A new transhumanism concepts and desire for transcending human limits is present in the post-modern art that uses new
Cyborgised Body as
medija, Vol.2 No.3
Greguri media, science and technology in the creation of post-human artistic vision. The ‘’art laboratory’’ combines the powers of
Space of
ć
robotics, new media, and medical interventions as means of art expression. The reason can be seen in questioning the limits of
Transhumanism Art
the human body, its improvements, dematerialization and the possibility of creating multiple identities in virtual reality. An
example of a new concept ‘’cyborg/robotic art’’ is a performer who tries to enlarge the body through technological prosthesis. In
such transhumanism art the natural man is replaced by a ‘’robotic sculpture’’.
How to convert an
MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Zlatko The revitalization process of content changes and the redesign of the online newspaper began at the end of 2007 and the new
obsolete on-line
časopis za pitanja medija,
Herljevi modern online newspaper appeared on the market on March 13, 2011. Statistics show that, after only eight months, the
newspaper into a
novinarstva, masovnog
ć
changes resulted in double the visits of individual users as well as a significant increase in the amount of time that users spend
modern news
komuniciranja i odnosa s
reading the online newspaper. The goal of the editorial board in the near future is to convert the portal into an opinion maker of
portal– Vjesnik.hr case javnostima, Vol.5 No.10
Croatian politics, economics, culture and science.
study
Vjesnik was among the first on-line newspapers in Croatia, but after a few years and because of technological lagging lost its
relevance. Competitive portals changed both design and content multiple times and strived to publish news in real time and
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Vjesnik was losing in the race. The revitalization process began in 2007 and the new modern online newspaper appeared on
the in 2011. The changes resulted to a significant increase in number of visitors and the amount of time they spend on the site.
The ambition is to make it an opinion maker.
Libellarium : časopis za povijest
Sonja Although the conceptual core of information literacy (IL), with its emphasis on acquiring abilities that enable one to ethically
pisane riječi, knjige i baštinskih
Špirane seek, use and create information, remained quite stable, recent transformations in experiences of information and information
ustanova, Vol.7 No.1
c
use are subverting the current discourse of IL. The Web 2.0 transformed information environments into complex and
unstructured places, therefore central conceptions of IL are being re-examined and reshaped respectively. Today, more than
ever, it should deal less with finding information and focus more on evaluating, using and communicating it. The author
introduces the concept “Information Literacy 2.0
Politička misao : časopis za
Marko The analysis of the relation between communication and journalism has shown, as we have seen, that these relationships are
politologiju, Vol.36 No.3
Sapuna specifically defined at each level, which means that the main task of communicology is the recognition of basic communication
r
knowledge, while the main task of novitology (as the theory of particular media) and formulate specific insight into the
successful functioning of media and journalists working in the media, and at the level of direct journalistic practice, rules and tips
are formulated for the more successful and standard work of every journalist. The links between communicology, novitology and
journalistic practice are formed on the vertex and on the horizons and intersect with each other. Namely, more knowledge gives
principles for valid action, and journalistic practice, for its part, gives the theory the possibility of further research. And in this
dialectical tension and mutual intercourse, there are conditions for the development of communication, novitology and
journalistic practices that are historically always in the function of given media, as well as current political concepts that seek to
regulate all interpersonal interactions.
Communicology is defined as a general science on public communication (philosophy of communication), novitology as a
specific science dealing with all the singularities of mass communication by means of the mass media (radio, newspapers,
television, and the new media), while journalism as practice is defined by means of the methodology of direct journalistic
activities. This leads to the introduction of epistemiological order into a number of sciences. Also, misunderstandings,
overlappings and erroneous attitudes can be avoided in relation both to the theory of public communication and practical
journalism as the public polylogue in the media.
Društvena istraživanja : časopis za Vine
The findings show that it is necessary to sensitise members of new ecclesiastical lay movements to the new media and to their
opća društvena pitanja, Vol.12 No.6 Mihaljev application within the horizon of human meaning, because at the very foundation of the new media and new technology are
(68)
ić
human beings and their entire social and historical as well as cultural and religious individual and common development in the
atmosphere of democratic society and community
Informatologia, Vol.39 No.4
Đorđe Literacy has always been a part of culture and tradition. Present computerised era has interconnected people, cultures,
Nadrljan knowledge and business. The daily life characterized by using computers imposed new social practices, new types of media
ski
and new methods of creating values. Consequently new interpretation of literacy emerged. Traditional expressing of meaning
through a language is now shifted towards multimedia expressions.
Političke analize, Vol.2 No.6
Višeslav The appearance of the "Virtue Party"/Pirate Party is a political expression of the transformation of the European post-industrial
Raos society into the information society. The pirates respond to the new demands of citizens who use the new information and
communication technologies to challenge the role of personal freedom in contemporary democracy, the issue of knowledge,
culture and information as a public global good, and encourage debate on the new distribution of social, economic and political
power in society-based on a rapid and comprehensive exchange of information, data and goods.
Newly formed pirate parties proclaim the desire for global expansion of the idea of free information society. They prefer a nonhierarchical structure and emphasize the role of free dialogue through party forums and social networks for to eliminate
differences between leadership and party membership. Because they propose abolition of monopolies, ensuring equal
competition, and operate in terms of public ownership and free access to the collective good, Pirates can not be classified as a
liberal party.
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HR060 Some Predictors of
Croatian Journal of Education :
Constructivist Teaching Hrvatski časopis za odgoj i
in Elementary Education obrazovanje, Vol.18 No.Sp.Ed.1

2

1

HR061 Political campaigns and
internet in the 2015
parliamentary elections
in Croatia

3

1

3

1

2

1

HR062 Influence of multicausal
appearance of new
media and social
networks on empirical
evaluation of media
communication

HR063 Journalist´s Perception
of the importance of
Social Networks in the
Production of Media
Content

Tomisla In terms of students, a higher level of computer self-efficacy, more positive attitudes and frequent use of new media are
v
significant predictors of constructivist learning. In terms of teachers, their attitudes and computer self-efficacy are significant, but
Topolov their sociodemographic characteristics and the use of new media are not. The greatest variance of constructivist teaching, both
čan,
in terms of students and teachers, can be explained by the attitude towards new media and computer self-efficacy rather than
Milan the use of new media in instruction.
Matijevi The results show that, in terms of students, their sociodemographic characteristics, a higher level of computer self-efficacy,
ć, Mario more positive attitudes towards new media and more frequent use of new media, as separate factors, are significant predictors
Dumanč of constructivist learning. In terms of teachers, their attitudes and computer self-efficacy are significant, but their
ić
sociodemographic characteristics and the use of new media are not. The entire final series, both in terms of teachers and
students, is a significant predictor of constructivist learning, where certain separate dimensions of predictor factors are more
significant than others. The greatest variance of constructivist teaching, both in terms of students and teachers, can be
explained by the attitude towards new media and computer self-efficacy rather than the use of new media in instruction, as
confirmed by some previous theoretical assumptions. Although significant correlations were obtained, the results point to an
occasional organisation of constructivist teaching. The possible reasons and implications of such results are explained in this
paper.
Političke analize, Vol.6 No.24
Milica Despite the fact that in the previous parliamentary elections, unfortunately we have not had the opportunity to see enough
Vučkovi professional and creative online campaigns like overseas, among which we could point out the recent campaign of the new
ć
Podemos party in Spain, where their prime candidate via YouTube videos "looks for work" citizens should not diminish the
importance of online tools and the role they have had in these elections in Croatia. Inadequate utilization of available network
platforms could in the first place be attributed to generally badly predestined campaigns lacking a clear strategy. In all political
options, there is still a lack of knowledge, clear strategies and well-educated staff to lead online campaigns. However, it is
positive that more and more important parties are present on social networks and have opened up these channels for
communicating with citizens. While most of the parties have used only the Internet marketing potential, while the democracy is
largely neglected, we still have to note that a certain move is felt and that political parties and their candidates are increasingly
present on online platforms.
Although online electoral campaigns in Croatia are not so professional and creative like overseas, their role should not be
underrated. The insufficient utilization of social network platforms can be mainly attributed to generally badly delivered
campaigns without a clear strategy. In all parties, there is still a lack of knowledge and qualified staff for online campaigns.
However, more and more parties are present on social networks and open up these channels for communicating with citizens.
Media, culture and public relations, Mario In research part authors conclude deficiency in evaluating visual communication elements, while visual in multimedia
Vol.4 No.2
Plenkov communication is becoming increasingly important. Media communication and public relations evaluation is in the focus of
ić, Darja interest for modern business community, academic circles and professional institutions studying and evaluating effective
Kupinić professional public relations.
Guščić, Media communication and public relations evaluation is in the focus of interest for modern business community, academic
Sloboda circles and professional institutions studying and evaluating effective professional public relations. The authors, by analyzing
n
methodological, theoretical and practical results of media communication evaluation in the new digital and multimedia
Hadžić, convergent environment, conclude deficiency in evaluating visual communication elements, while visual in multimedia
Mladen communication is becoming increasingly important.
Kučiš
Media, culture and public relations, Ksenija The research was conducted using the focus-group method, with participation of 13 journalists in two focus-groups. Most
Vol.5 No.1
Žlof,
respondents agreed that in their work, social networks do more good than harm. This is true only if, when using these contents,
Zlatko they never lose from sight the basic principle of journalistic profession: checking the reliability of information.
Herljevi Social networks have penetrated both business and private life, even these two spheres often overlap in the realm of social
ć,
networks. Social networks altered the mode of operation of journalists and check the veracity of published contents. They play
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Sloboda their role in crisis communication. From the sample of journalists, most respondents agreed that in their work social networks do
n
more good than harm. They are helpful only if journalists do not lose from sight the basic principle of journalistic profession:
Hadžić checking the reliability of information.
Jure
The new forms of social communication weakened some authorities and formed new ways of social interaction within the
Strujić »digital continent«. Social networks, as the result of not only new technologies, but also the »new culture«, are becoming a
challenge also for the Church. It is seeing new ways of evangelisation and catechesis and tries to respond to them. Nowadays,
the Church is active on various social networks and web-services as well asi t exploits applications for smart phones that can
contribute to better familiarisation with faith, education in faith, and personal or communal, especially prayerful, faith practice.
Siniša Research shows that most pupils have their Facebook accounts and that they are spending large amount of time participating in
Kosić Facebook activities. Checking on their friends and news about them several times every day, viewing their photographs,
listening to their favourite songs or adding new friends, that is, updating their accounts, has become routine pupil behaviour.

HR065 Online Social Networks Život i škola : časopis za teoriju i
and Social Networking praksu odgoja i obrazovanja,
of Elementary School Vol.LVI No.24
Pupils: Habits of the
Facebook Generation
HR067 Attitudes of
Školski vjesnik : časopis za
Marijan More than a teacher learns that teachers use teaching technology (27.1% of students), which can simply be explained by the
Students´ and Teachers´ pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, Vol.65 a
fact that the pupils who are studied are taught by teachers who are not interviewed and who may more and more often use
views towards the
No.Tematski broj
Vrdoljak teaching technology. However, the result of the assessment of one and the other group of respondents is defeated, ie less than
Introducing Social
30% of the students and the teachers consider the teaching technology to be sufficiently present in the classroom. The same
Network Edmodo to
conclusion and justification can be made in assessing the frequency of use of social networks in teaching. However, a
Teaching Process
significant difference in responses can be observed in the claim that teaching would be more interesting, ie better when
teachers and students could communicate through the social network. Namely, even 68.8% of students agree with this
statement, while only 3.4% of the examined teachers, or only one trained teacher, agrees with the said statement. 7.2% of
teachers consider Edmodo as a possibility of collaborative learning, while only 10.3% of them consider that the quiz in Edmod
really examines the student's knowledge. This last result is truly defeated when it is taken into account that the tasks students
have taken to download quizzes from their textbooks and notebooks, meaning that teachers are skeptical of the quiz simply
because they are not solved by a pencil than by clicking a mouse. On the other hand, as many as 79.2% of students think that
the quiz truly examines their knowledge and has repeatedly expressed their enthusiasm over the course of two weeks of work
by solving such tasks that remind them of the game and facilitating difficult teaching content. The results of this research once
again point to the problem in Croatian schooling today - a great deal in the use of technology between students and teachers.
Specifically, in the case of using the social network Edmodo, there were numerous positive aspects of such work.
Digital culture has imposed the need of modernization of teaching process and bringing closer teaching content to students.
Social networks have to be seen as potentially useful in the teaching process. Edmodo is a social network appropriate for both
teachers and students, and is dedicated exclusively to teaching/learning. Authors outline the design and implementation of
educational content in Edmodo for pupils of the 5th and 7th grade. The results concluded that 89, 6% of students and 57.1% of
teachers from the sample have a positive view towards introducing Edmodo in classes.
HR068 The formation of social Media, culture and public relations, Jacinta In Croatia, they are most affluent social networks such as Facebook and Twitter, while our users use less domestic social
networks as global
Vol.5 No.2
Grbava networks, and although their development is predicted, experts are still convinced that they will never experience the destiny of
communication
c,
global networks such as Facebook or Twitter. But what we can safely say is that the communication future is largely made up of
phenomenon
Vitomir social networks on the global Internet communication space, and since the Republic of Croatia is part of that space, it is
Grbava necessary to take certain strategic steps to eliminate all weaknesses and provide our a communication standard that will enable
c
them to participate actively and paritetely.
Communication through social networks is a logical consequence of human aspiration for both communion and technological
progress. It is important to keep pace with the progress and competition, in order to make the linking of social web pages better,
simpler and user-friendly. In Croatia, global social networks are used by most users; however, there are domestic social
networks, too: Iskrica, Tulumarka, Trosjed and Teen. Experts are convinced that they will never experience the success of
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global networks. Croatia is part of the global Internet communication space, and it is necessary to take certain strategic steps to
eliminate all the weaknesses and provide Croatian people with standards that will enable them to participate actively and
equally.
The emergence of social networks has brought about certain changes that have an impact on the behavior of firefighters. Social
networks can be used as a tool to promote firefighting activities and educate citizens and firefighters. Social networks provide
far greater exposure of firefighters to the public court during fire-fighting interventions, which can result in social facilitation /
social inhibition, while simultaneously contributing to an increase in stress levels during fire-fighting interventions. The behavior
of firefighters on the Internet and the social network must be responsible, and therefore it is necessary to establish a code of
conduct for firefighters on the internet and social networks.
Development of mobile technology and devices allows making photo and video contents which in simple and fast way can be
distributed trought internet and social networks. Firefighter interventions attract interest and there is a big possibility that
witnesses or participants on the site make photos, record or broadcast activities of firefighters. They have to be aware of that
and to have strong control over their behavior. Social networks allow easy public communication and there is obligation of
firefighters to use internet and social networks with a high degree of responsibility.
Based on the results of the research conducted, it has been proven that technology users believe that social networks have the
potential to increase the quality of promotional activities of retail chains, highlighting the aspect of advertising, trend tracking,
socially responsible business, up-to-date and easy access to information, sales promotion, high quality content visualization and
interactive element in terms of direct collection of feedback. It should also be noted that the creators of the retail chain
promotional policy must respect consumer preferences regarding their wishes in terms of controlling the type or amount of
promotional content. Also, the results of the analysis show that gender and age have not had a significant impact on the
importance of social networks for the promotion of consumer goods, but the growth in spending and spending has had a
positive impact on the perception of social networking potential for the purpose of promoting retail sales of retail chains. Social
networks today outnumber the role of the alternative promotion channel and become an important tool for creating new valueadded retail retail chains and can play a key role in generating the success of retail businesses.
Social networks influence retailing business, too. It exploits users’ perception, habits and preferences in promotion of products
to custromers. Especially the major retail chains use social media tools extensively. Also results of this paper emphasize the
economic potential regarding promotional activities on social networks in retailing business.
Results supported the propositions of the sociocultural model in the context of online social networks use. Frequency of social
networks use was associated with dissatisfaction with one’s appearance through internalization of body ideals. Moreover, the
relationship between internalization of body ideals and satisfaction with bodily appearance was partially mediated by selfsurveillance, which corresponds to the self-objectifying theory. Moderating effect of self-esteem on the relationship between
internalization of body ideals and satisfaction with one’s appearance was not confi rmed, but self-esteem was found to be a
direct predictor of satisfaction with bodily appearance. The relationships between self-esteem and some aspects of family
socialization were also established. That points to a possible mechanism of a protective role of family socialization and the
possibility of prevention of adverse outcomes of media idealization of bodily appearance and accentuation of its importance by
affecting the development of self-esteem in female sdolescents. Prevention focused on self-esteem development in young
people can be achieved through the education system as well.
Results support the presumptions of the sociocultural model about using online social networks. The frequency of it by an
individual was correlated with her dissatisfaction with own appearance through internalization of body ideals. The degree of selfsurveillance corresponds to the self-objectifying theory. The relationships between self-esteem and some aspects of family
socialization were also established. So there is a protective role of family socialization against adverse outcomes of media
idealization of bodily appearance and accentuation of its importance. Prevention focused on self-esteem development in young
people can be achieved through the education system as well.
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HR073 Reaching, Engaging and Medijske studije, Vol.8 No.16
Bonding
with Voters on Social
Media:
The Case of 2014/2015
Croatian
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Dubravk The analysis suggests that candidates in the 2015 Croatian presidential elections considered social media as a channel for
a Sinčić communication with voters. The incumbent Ivo Josipović (IJ) was the most active on social networks, publishing a total of 194
Ćorić, statements during the campaign. His main challenger, Kolinda Grabar-Kitarović (KGK), published 89, Milan Kujundžić (MK) 66,
Ružica while Ivan Vilibor Sinčić (IVS), also the only one who, perhaps surprisingly, did not have a Twitter account, published only 42
Brečić, statements on social networks. However, candidates used social media mainly to strengthen their campaigns rather than as a
Maja real space for democratising politics and political representation. There is limited evidence to suggest that presidential
Šimunja candidates used social media to reach, engage or bond with voters.
k
Political and security
National security and the future,
Nikola Social networks have formed an unregulated virtual environment conducive to spreading extreme views and deliberate counterdimensions of social
Vol.17 No.3
Mlinac information, as well as creating deceptions. Social networks are being used to radicalize, recruit, popularise and shape public
networks usage in
perception of the actions of terrorist, anarchical, radical and extreme groups, which use the networks to agitate, to impose
modern information
ideological concepts and to impose interest-based narratives. That is expressed also in the political communication, contributing
environmentT
to polarisation of society. With the help of software robots, influence operations, as well as information, media and psychological
operations can be conducted, from the part of both state on non-state actors.
Interbńet and
Crkva u svijetu : Crkva u svijetu,
Jure
The Church should use the new communication opportunities, especially social networks, not only as an evangelization bulletin
evangelization –
Vol.52 No.3
Strujić board, but as a challenge to enrich the “digital continent” with the Gospel, using the dynamics of two-way communication that
challenges and
evaluates speaking and listening, arguments and testimony of Christian digital profile. That is already true in some extent, and
opportunities
concerns first of all Facebook, YouTube, blogs, Instagram, Twitter, as well as many mobile phone applications. However, these
new opportunities open up some moral and ethical issues, too.
Ethical/Unethical
Zbornik radova Međimurskog
Tamara Social networks can distract the attention of employees from executing tasks in the Office or lead to an unethical employee
Business on Social
veleučilišta u Čakovcu, Vol.8 No.1 Kurbanj behavior while using them. The employer can prescribe the regime of usage of social networks during working hours by the rule
Networks
ev,
book. That has to be aligned with common moral principles in business relations, as well as the business ethics and rules. The
Dragica ethical codex serves as a company framework in that regard.
Kemete
r
The challenges that
Školski vjesnik : časopis za
Sofija The globalization and modern communication tools imposed the need of preparing counselors (pedagogues) to work with a
pedagogues face in their pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, Vol.65 Vrcelj varying school population and searching for efficient approach in the complex combination of correlation between contemporary
advisory work - the
No.1
events, youth, educational institutions and dynamic environment. The challenges regard social networks, branding youth,
context of globalisation
beauty, health and happiness through body aestheticization and other (anti) values in the globalization context. New concepts of
and (anti)values
counselling require a holistic approach, as pedagogues are uniquely positioned – they can see a complex picture of students’
life circumstances and needs. This approach, also called the pedagogy of life’s journey, calls for changes in education policies
and pedagogues’ training.
Entrepreneurs and New Acta Economica Et Turistica, Vol.1 Radojka 123 domestic and 49 foreign owned companies have taken part in the survey. Out of 172 employees, 64% were women and
Communication
No.2
Kraljevi 36% were men. The most represented education levels were undergraduate university degree with 58% and high school degree
Technology: Obstacle or
ć,
with 39%, while those with elementary school education, as well as those with graduate and postgraduate degrees were
Challenge?
Martina represented in only 1% of cases respectively. When it comes to education of company owners, 59% hold an undergraduate
Gujić, degree, 24% have a high school degree, 10% have MSc titles, 5% have a doctoral degree, while 2% have only elementary
Toni
education. Almost 47% of employees are between the age of 20 and 30, 29% between 30 and 40, 17% between 40 and 50,
Milun while the percentage of employees over 60 is significantly lower. There are 38% of company owners in the 50-60 age range,
29% of them is between 40 and 50, with other age groups represented in lower percentages.
Research has confirmed differences in the use of information technologies between domestic (Croatian) and foreign owned
companies. The latter ones invest more in the information technology and encourage their employees more to be informatically
educated. On the other hand, there is awareness among domestic companies on the possibilities of applying the information
and communication technology in doing business, but it has not been sufficiently used. Age of participants was not crucial for
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the use of social networks; but the education levels of participants do have an effect on the use and acceptance of information
and communication technology.
HR080 Entrepreneurial
Obrazovanje za poduzetništvo Siniša More than 60% of graduate or graduate students were able to study teaching subjects on entrepreneurship. It is very indicative
Activities and the Role E4E : znanstveno stručni časopis o Zarić, when it comes to teaching content, but ultimately to the very notion of entrepreneurship, that research has shown that a truly
of Social Capital and
obrazovanju za poduzetništvo, Vol.6 Rajko impoverished or unilateral understanding of entrepreneurial activity prevails, which in some way, by establishing such
Social Networks: Is It No.1
Bujković perception in the mental matrix of the students, can also affect their limitation of the imagined field of entrepreneurial activity.
Recognized in the
What fields of innovation can all be words, is an essential part of learning for entrepreneurship. Another data obtained in the
Education Process?
survey deserves our attention - and this is the fact that only 32.2% of respondents answered that the non-material forms of
capital were the subject of study in teaching. The answer suggests that the topic of starting a new job and entrepreneurial
activity is largely present in the conversations of the group that we have labeled as an English term for business students or
business students. When it comes to the possibility of looking at the relationships that come from individual networks as well as
the payroll or hack for recruiting employees or those who would be engaged in a new project, the answers were expected.
Respondents would give confidence to network participants. Generally, research has confirmed that immaterial forms of capital
are not present in teaching or teaching sufficiently.
The research on a group of business students from two countries confirmed as essential that a student teaches the
understanding of individual social capital, and introduces new collaborative strategies and boundless opportunities that social
networks provide in the realization of entrepreneurial endeavors. Instead of petrified silabuses, the content needs to be
innovated for phenomena that have become a social reality. The moderate positive correlation was measured between the topic
of entrepreneurship education and the responsibility of the individual towards the prosperity of his country. However, the
innovative contents require a more open approach to creativity and multidisciplinarity.
HR081 Violation of
Magistra Iadertina, Vol.8. No.1.
Vrsaljko In early-school communication, therefore, in pre-school and younger grades of primary school (from 6 to 12 years), it
Orthographic Norms
Slavica, necessarily broadens communication and non-meta-language, thus creating a multilingual environment and inevitably
during Early Linguistic
Tea
establishes parallel language codes in the communicative process. At the very beginning of elementary education, students are
Informal Communication
Ljubimir required to adopt the core tasks of the teaching area of language expression related to acquiring the habit of using the spelling
(Exemplified by the SMS
norm and analogous to that of successful written communication. The habit of adhering to spelling norms, except in an official
messages and
institutional environment, should also be represented in unofficial messages (SMS messages and online social networks such
Facebook Social
as Facebook). Therefore, the text of the fourth grade grade is analyzed in the paper, assuming that in the lower grades of
Network)
elementary school they should master the bases of spelling norms, distinguishing the voices, distinguishing statements,
questioning and exclamation clauses, etc. The results of the research indicated a large the number of repeats of the errors of all
the above mentioned orthographic rules, which greatly distorts the fundamental tasks of language expression related to the
habit of using orthographic rules. The habit of its successful use should also relate to informal communication that would then
be potentially conducive to its adequate adoption. This will reduce their further deterioration. Namely, previous research has
shown that both upper secondary school pupils do not take into account the respect of spelling norms in unofficial forms of
communication, and we are witnessing their repetition among an adult population. It would certainly be interesting and
motivating students to point out mistakes that make writing messages and comments. Moreover, in line with the new framework
curriculum, the expectations of written texts relate to the application of language (grammatical and spelling) norms and
vocabularies in accordance with age and features of simpler functional and creative, predefined and individually selected,
related texts with regard to purpose and readers . They also emphasize the importance of taking responsibility for writing in
accordance with age and in different situations.
In writing messages and communication on social networks, a large number of spelling errors is being recorded; most of them
being those whose adoption is foreseen in the the lower grades of elementary school (from 6 to 12 years), but they are made
also by older children and adults, too. Authors advice to adress this phenomena by the education system, in oreder to improve
language culture.
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HR082 Impact of Social Media MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni Marijan
on National
časopis za pitanja medija,
a
Security
novinarstva, masovnog
Musladi
komuniciranja i odnosa s
n
javnostima, Vol.6 No.11
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Social media can constitute either a threat to national security or a resource for the protection of a state's strategic interests. A
wider framework of national security strategy should include a particular approach towards social networks, otherwise the risks
to national security increase. Governments can use social networks as content creation tools, for external cooperation,
community building, etc. The SM can serve both for the defensive actions – prevention, warning, prediction, institutional
communication, crisis management – and offensive actions: influence, propaganda, deception. In defense, the early warning
requires tracking social networks while the strategic warning presupposes identification of intentions, choices and strategic
directions of the opponents.
Political impression
Društvena istraživanja : časopis za Maja The results show that candidates did not use social media to portray their personal side, humanise their image and create their
management through opća društvena pitanja, Vol.26 No.4 Šimunja image of a leader through references to their skills and qualities. Rather, this research shows that in spite of the growing
direct and mediated
k,
importance of social media, and the willingness and skill of the politicians in employing social media, traditional media, such as
communication: the
Dubravk newspapers, remain indispensable for providing information about political issues to citizens in this new democracy during
2014/2015 Croatian
a Sinčić presidential elections.
presidential elections.
Ćorić,
Ružica
Brečić
Activities and social
Školski vjesnik : časopis za
Marija The results indicate that young teenagers have about four hours of free time a day, on average, and that during that time about
networks in the leisure pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, Vol.66 Rattinge 75% of respondents participate in various organized leisure activities. Furthermore, 89% of respondents have profiles on online
time of young teenagers No.2
r
social networks, and spend about one third of their free time online. Despite the high interest they express for this kind of
socializing, the majority of respondents prefer meeting their peers face to face. The paper suggests that there is a need for
more organized outdoor activities, which would make it possible for teenagers to spend time with their peers, and that more
attention should be paid to media education.
The Role of Facebook Medijske studije, Vol.8 No.16
Elena The results highlight that Facebook has an impact on romantic relationships – from developing, and maintaining until its
on the Romantic
Družeta dissolution. Most notable are the problems of jealousy and partner surveillance.
Relationships
, Nada
of Young People
Zgrablji
ć Rotar
Guidelines for service Vjesnik bibliotekara Hrvatske,
Dunja The Guidelines for Developing Services and the Use of Social Networks in Public Libraries here are aimed at facilitating and
development and use of Vol.60 No.4
Holcer assisting libraries to utilize and implement in the most expansive way the opportunities that they can access through the use of
social networks in public
social networks, noting that social networks are complementary and are in no way a substitute for official web site libraries.
libraries
The paper describes basic steps (phases) designed to help librarians opting to implement social networks in library services,
with guidance on how to permanently develop and track the progress of library services on the selected social network. With the
implementation of the Guidelines, libraries can achieve more quality and user-friendly presence on social networks, better
visibility for the public with quick feedback from users.
Website of the Parish of Medijske studije, Vol.8 No.15
Marija The analysis of the online parish site shows that new digital media can become a platform for new forms of community,
the St. Philip and Jacob
Pandžić interactivity and collaboration, without which it is difficult to imagine the life of a contemporary "virtual" religious community,
in Vukovar
, Vine since digital media does not only create the virtual world, but change the ways of communication as well as the communication
Mihaljev itself.
ić, Jerko
Valković
Context awareness in Rad Hrvatske akademije znanosti i Ignac Software agents can help in managing complex relationships between information and communication service users and
mobile software agent umjetnosti : Tehničke znanosti,
Lovrek service providers. Context is defined as any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity respecting its
network of mobile
No.513=15
physical, social, communication and computing environment. A unified treatment of context information contained in the user
profile, presence service and those relevant for general context-aware systems is proposed in order to preserve the functionality
and performance evaluation capabilities of the mobile agent network.
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HR090 Higher education
Školski vjesnik : časopis za
Suzana Author presents the instructonal design using social networks Edmodo and Facebook and based on ADDIE model, as a generic
instructional design on pedagogijsku teoriju i praksu, Vol.63 Tomaš iterative process within defined phases. Results showed a good possibility of the applicaton of it for educational purposes in
social networks
No.3
higher education. In a survey, students stated that collaboration and communication on Facebook is more accessible due to its
chat and messaging tools. Edmodo has advantages in the process of learning, teaching and knowledge testing due to the
content (libraries) and specialized tools.
HR091 Children on Social
In medias res : časopis filozofije
Anamari The analysis found that the total number of “posts” shows a small number of photographs of children but also that those
Media, Twiter and
medija, Vol.6 No.11
ja Bilan published by Kim Kardashian are often used to promote or promote some of the products or programs, which violates the
Facebook (profile of
privacy of children and increases the number “like”.
Beyonce and Kim
So research has shown that big world stars use social networks advertise themselves or their products, which is particularly
Kardashian)
pronounced in Kim Kardashian's case. On profiles, she does not only promote herself, but also her family including the children.
However, growing old before the eyes of the public often turns to a burden for children who later show devious behavior.
Children should grow away from smartphone phones and walls on social media profiles such as Facebook, Twitter, or
Instagram. The author argues that publishing children’s photos both in media and on social networks violates their privacy right,
which is protected by numerous laws and regulations.
HR092 Intergenerational
Informatologia, Vol.45 No.4
Irena The study showed that 285 (95%) of students use social networks, and 15 (5%) do not use, out of which 54% consider them
communication
Popović significant and very important. Only 3% of students consider them completely irrelevant. According to the assessment of
problems caused by the
students 87.45% of students use social networks and teachers estimated that 78.98% of students use social networks, while the
influence of social
percentage of students in testing is 95.00%. According to teachers 42.85% of teachers use social networks, and an estimation
networks
of the students of teachers using social networks is 36.16%, while this percentage, according to the teachers, shows 42.00%.
Students often use social networks to communicate (52%), play games (18%) and for education (15%). On inquiry if there are
problems in communicating with people older than 40 years due to the use of foreign words and abbreviations 78% of students
responded that they exsist to some extent, and only 9% that does not exist. On inquiry if there are prob- lems in communicating
with people high school age because of the use of foreign words and abbrevia- tions 88% of teachers responded that they
exsist to some extent, and no one teacher is not considers that they do not exist. Social networks benefit 21 teachers (42%),
and by 29 of them (58%) they are not used. The importance of social networks, teachers evaluated as totally irrele- vant (34%)
and slightly significant (28%). Only 30% of teachers think that there are problems in commu- nicating with people high school
age because of the use of abbreviations and foreign language.
Users of social networks have developed a communication that connects them, but at the same time separates them from other
age groups. According the survey, 78% of students and 88% of teachers from the sample see some problems in communicating
with people over 40 due to the use of foreign words and abbreviations. Students use social networks to communicate (52%),
play games (18%) and for education purposes (15%). In general, 95% of students and 43% of teachers use social networks
HR093 Communication in Local In medias res : časopis filozofije
Melita Lack of professional journalists was compensated by engaging young journalists in the volunteering program - all media used
Community
medija, Vol.3 No.5
Pavlek this opportunity to improve their staffing structure. Modernization has caused enlargement; Podravski List introduces portal
(Koprivnica case study)
podravski.hr, and the Extra List of Small Podravski, Koprivnicanet increases the number of columns and the reporting dynamics,
Radio Koprivnica is strategically involved in the program of several associations, humanitarian programs. Slicing of rights and
salaries to permanent employees and honorary associates. Unfortunately, the opportunity offered by the Croatian Employment
Service, for which you can get journalists in the media of 1,600 kn, is a double sword in your media. The blade was clearly
stopped by the permanent employees who had stopped the cargo supplement and regularly reduced regular monthly wages,
while in some media there was a "business rationalization" ban.
In Croatia today there is no systematic concern for readers and media ethics. The greatest pressure on editorial policy comes
from the largest source of funding – advertisers. Analysis of three local media based in Koprivnica showed lack of professional
journalists, that was compensated by volunteering young journalists. Despite that, the media tried to modernize and increase
their production including that for websites. However, the local media is significantly intertwined with local politics and its
interests.
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HR094 Political Communication Obnovljeni život : časopis za
Predrag It has been confirmed that parties and candidates most frequently use the Internet for promotional purposes (one–way
via the Internet —
filozofiju i religijske znanosti, Vol.69. Haramij communication). On the other hand, the Internet is also effective if exploited for its potential for two–way communication. Should
Functional and Moral No.4.
a
parties make use of the Internet, they shall achieve better party mobilization and contribute to increased participation in
Dimensions
elections. A moral evaluation, as well, of political communication via the Internet demonstrates that it is important to strive for
two–way communication between politicians and the people. Of course, communication must be conducted in the manner of
honest and responsible dialogue on equal terms, with respect for the dignity of the human person while striving to achieve the
general good.
HR095 Internet and Election
Nova prisutnost : časopis za
Predrag It was noted that most parties and candidates use the Internet only as a means of advertising (one-way communication) and not
Campaign – elections intelektualna i duhovna pitanja,
Haramij as a means of dialogue, conversation (two way communication). Because the Internet is communication tool that features the
for Mayor of City of
Vol.XII No.3
a
ability of two-way communication it is best used as a means to, jointly through dialogue with others, create the best political
Zagreb 2013.
solution and consequently increase the electoral participation.
HR098 Protection of electronic Tehnički glasnik, Vol.5 No.1
Matija The research concluds that there is not too muany attacks on personal electronic data and intrusion in a computer of surveyed
data
Varga students and teachers. The reason is probably good prevention through media, courses, lectures in schools, through Internet
and the project "Child safety on the Internet". Of the 154 respondents, 34 represent themselves on the Internet under false
identity, supposingly mostly on Facebook. The organizations where research has been conducted will seek to positively
influence respondents to reduce false presentations. The author also proposes to introduce biometricizing users of Internet
services in that regard.
HR099 Modern marketing times Zbornik radova Međimurskog
Andrijan All components of marketing do exist in an educational institution – product, service, consumer, price, distribution and
in educational
veleučilišta u Čakovcu, Vol.2 No.1 a Kos, competition – and modern marketing tools to reach target groups should be applied. The most suitable oin this case are: the
institutions
Mirjana use of social networks, i.e. creation of the institution´s profile, creation of data base for mailing lists, test study. All that forms part
Trstenja of the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) which has its place in customer oriented companies. In building links to
k
target groups, human resources play a significant role, too.
HR100 Evangelisation in the era Bogoslovska smotra, Vol.81 No.3 Jerko The communication modes in today’s society urge the Church to include a larger number of its people into communication with
of media opportunities
Valković the public. New media offer numerous opportunities enabling rapid access to information, enhancing new communication
and problems of
methods and creating new forms of togetherness, such as virtual communities. The representants of the Church thus face
communication
different ways of experiencing faith and divinity.
HR102 Teacher´s Lifelong
Andragoški glasnik : Glasilo
Marija Descriptive analysis has shown that 169 (80.5%) teachers possess, or 41 (19.5%) do not have a profile on any of the social
Learning in the Digital Hrvatskog andragoškog društva,
Mesić, networks. On the other hand, with regard to the amount of weekly time spent on social networks, 19% do not spend time on
Age: The Role of a Work Vol.20 No.Broj 1-2 (35)
Tomisla social networks, 52.9% spend one hour per week, 21.4% for two hours, 4.3% for three hours, 1% per cent four, or five hours a
Domain Goal
v
week, and 0.5% by eight hours per week.
Orientations and Social
Topolov The results show that although majority of elementary primary schol teachers from the sample have profiles on social networks,
Networks
čan
they tend to use them only occasionally. Moreover, the surveyed teachers have positive views on lifelong learning in the sense
of improving and updating professional skills but not towards gaining social media skills. So the most important predictors for all
of the aspects of lifelong learning are the working goals. In general, tendencies for lifelong learning in digital age are not
determined by usage of social networks, but with competence and motivation of an individual to do the job properly.
HR103 Internet addiction
Socijalna politika i socijalni rad,
Nina Results show that there are small signs of Internet addiction which are more pronounced in the male population and both
among high school
Vol.2. No.1
Carević, genders in gymnasium schools, while the amount of time spent on the Internet has the biggest role in the appearance of other
pupils
Mateja behavior forms related to Internet addiction.
Mihalić,
Marina
Sklepić
HR104 FACEBOOK USAGE BY Medijske studije, Vol.4 No.8
Milica This analysis provided several conclusions. In the first place we have seen that Facebook has become an important tool in
MAYORS IN CENTRAL
Vučkovi political communication and that no longer can one ignore its’ presence in the real world. Politicians realized they had to join the
ć,
platform which became enormously popular in the last few years. Bearing in mind that Facebook penetration in Central and
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AND SOUTHEASTERN
EUROPE

HR105

HR106

HR107

HR108

HR109

HR110

Domag southeastern countries is at a high level4, this is not surprising. They have obviously realized that it would be unwise to avoid a
oj Bebić tool that enables them to reach thousands of their citizens, regardless of the risks it brings at the same time. Furthermore,
contrary to the conclusions of some scholars who argue that new media are a more personalized sphere (Papacharissi, 2009),
we have found that only in 21% of cases the examined status messages of city mayors were personal, while most of the time
they use Facebook as a bulletin-board for announcements of their political affairs. Our findings suggest that social media in this
case were not used for expressing cynicism and distrust. Only 17% of all comments were cynical. Furthermore, 18% of all
comments were categorized as constructive, meaning that Facebook has a potential for rational and constructive discussion.
Our study revealed that citizens are able to be constructive and rational, even when they are not guided to do that. Lastly, most
of the comments were supportive (37%) and neutral (28%). this was expected, if we remember obama’s campaign and how he
used social media to gather supporters.
Politicians realize they have to use Facebook, which became enormously popular. In contradiction to some scholars who argue
that new media are a personalized sphere, authors have found that only 21% of examined status messages of city mayors were
personal, while most of the time they use Facebook as a bulletin-board for announcements of their political issues. 18% of all
comments were categorized as constructive, meaning that Facebook has a potential for a constructive discussion. Only 17% of
all user comments were cynical. Lastly, the biggest parts of the comments were supportive (37%) and neutral (28%).
Quantitative Content
Medijske studije, Vol.4 No.8
Mato This paper shows how the Croatian government is using Facebook and the communication patterns resulting from their work.
Analysis of
Brautovi The quantitative analysis of 20,546 posts and 52,311 comments show that communication is one way, rather than interactive.
Communication Patterns
ć,
Government users do not follow the 90-9-1- rule of thumb for social networks.
on Facebook: A Case
Roman Facebook is becoming an increasingly important tool for governments in policy making. It has the potential to increase political
Study of the Croatian
a John, participation, but many governments fail to use it in the right way, as they just share information online and do not engage with
Government
Iva
followers/citizens. The quantitative analysis from the research confirms that communication of the Croatian government is oneMilanovi way, rather than interactive. The users do not follow the 90-9-1- rule of thumb for social networks.
ć-Litre
Determining the impact MediAnali : međunarodni znanstveni
Mato It has been established that there are two types of influential users: influential Twitter users of the general population and of
of the Internet activists: časopis za pitanja medija, novinarstva, Brautovi thematically limited population. Furthermore, it has been established that, in order to gain influence Twitter users are willing to
using Twitter in protests masovnog komuniciranja i odnosa s
ć
become friends and followers and to post large number of tweets. They will also forward messages (RT) and discuss and
javnostima, Vol.6 No.11
against Croatian
communicate (@) with other users. Depending on which group the users belong to, Twitter users will use various activities to
government
achieve impact, as defined in this study.
Interdisciplinary ways of Hrvatistika : studentski jezikoslovni Ivana The old alphabet Glagolitic is one of symbols of Croatia's identity. Authors propose actively promote it in regard to "brand" nonlearning and promotion časopis, Vol.6. No.6
Buljuba profit marketing strategies, primarily by using social networking applications on Facebook and by involving student groups that
Glagolitic script today:
šić,
would create and offer promotional materials such as calendars, pagers etc. about glagolitic. Facebook enables students to be
Nonprofit marketing of
Nikolina included in the interactive teaching process and e-learning regarding this topic.
Glagolitic as brand
Rebrina
Croatian (arch)dioceses Crkva u svijetu : Crkva u svijetu,
Nenad Large number of believers have their profiles on social networks, using them very often. The author as a Church representant
on social networks
Vol.50 No.2
Palac sees a challenge to seize the opportunity and to offer the social networks users not only a good quality content or material, but
also to try to realize encounter in real space and time. He argues that it is necessary for the Church as an institution to impose
itself and put its brand on social networks as a new e-community.
Social Networking
Croatian Journal of Education :
Ivana The average Croatian public library on Facebook is represented through a page with 742 users, uses four applications, has 200
Phenomenon and Its
Hrvatski časopis za odgoj i
Hebran photos and four notes published, and has announced 13 events. In May and June 2012, it had a total of 17 posts, 14 of which
Use in Libraries
obrazovanje, Vol.17 No.1
g Grgić, were published by the library itself, and three were published by users.
Dorja
Mučnjak
Publishing children´s
Crkva u svijetu : Crkva u svijetu,
Ivica For journalists, ethical codes and laws have clearly prescribed the rules for publishing children's photographs in the media, but
photos on the Internet Vol.52 No.4
Šola, there is no clear regulation in cases when parents publish the photos of their underage children on social networks. Parents
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and ethical responsibility
of parents in the context
of narcissistic culture
HR111 Web Games for
Život i škola : časopis za teoriju i
Learning German at the praksu odgoja i obrazovanja,
Basic Level
Vol.LXIII No.2

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Mirta have moral responsibility, but they often practice in such a manner that can negatively affect the identity and psycho-physical
Germov development of the child. Also some pastoral workers face this problem in their daily work.
šek
Josip Web games are a useful and modern medium for teaching, because they are easily available online and accessible by devices.
Mihaljev The website Language games and multimedia display of language uses free software and contains four games made for
ić,
learning basic German – level A1. The goal is to make language learning more funny and atractive, through interactivity and an
Nikolina appealing visual design.
Goluža
HR113 New Media Literacy
Medijska istraživanja : znanstveno- Bernard Of the 310 study participants, 56% of them spent more than 2 hours a day on the Internet, 27% from 1 to 2 hours and 17% up to
Skills of Youth in Zadar stručni časopis za novinarstvo i
Miočić, an hour. Although most respondents (93%) reported watching television every day, just 29% of them spent more than 2 hours
medije, Vol.20 No.2
Jadran watching it, 28% spent 1 to 2 hours and 36% an hour or less. Seven percent reported not to watch TV at all. While 58% of the
Perinić respondents listened to radio daily, 29 per cent respondents said they listened to radio less than half an hour and 19% from 30
minutes to 2 hours. About one-quarter of the respondents claimed not to play video games at all. Alternatively, approximately
28% said they spent playing games under 30 minutes daily, followed by 17% between 30 minutes to 1 hour and 11% over 2
hours. It is obvious, that a vast majority of the participants in this study were spending a great deal of time focusing on media
daily. Next, the respondents were asked how often they participate in various Web 2.0 services daily. The results are presented
in Table 3. The majority of respondents used Facebook (95.20%). When looking at the respondents’ time spent on Face- book,
the results show that 35.20% (n=109) spent an hour or less in the activity, 22.90 % (n=71) reported spending 1-2 hours, 12,30%
(n=38) 2-3 hours and 12,60% (n=39) over five hours. Fifteen participants (4.80%) reported spending zero minu- tes on
Facebook. Following Facebook was Youtube (94.20%) with a very similar time-spent distribu- tion to that of Facebook.
Relatively few respondents reported participating in Twitter activities (10.60%), blogging (9.40%) and podcasting (5.20%).
However, it is intere- sting to note that 168 (54.20%) participants reported participating on other Web2.0 services as Instagram,
Flickr and Tumblr, with the more users (n=91, 54.16%) in the lowest amounts of time spending in this activity.
The most developed new media literacy skills among secondary schools students were visualisation, collective intelligence, play
and judgement. The gender, type of educational program, exposure to media and engagement in Web 2.0 services have
significant effects on these skills. From the study participants, 56% spent more than 2 hours a day on the Internet, compared to
29% watching TV more in such extent. Relatively less popular are radio and video games. As concerns social media, the
majority of respondents used Facebook (95%), from them almost 25% spending on it 2 and more hours a day. Following was
Youtube (94.20%) with a similar time-spent distribution to Facebook. Fewer respondents participated in Twitter activities (10%),
blogging (9%) and podcasting (5%). About 54% participated on other Web 2.0 services as Instagram, Flickr and Tumblr, offering
them less time.
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Cyprus
CY001 Using Social Media in Σύγχρωνη Εκπαίδευση (Sigxroni
Tertiary Education: An Ekpedevsi), volume 171, p. 89 - 119
Empirical Investigation
to Students in Cyprus

CY002 The Use of Social
Media in Elective
Communication

Annual Review of History, Society
and Politics, Issue 2, pp. 79 - 97,
2016

CY003 A Ssudy of PR
Journal of Developmental
Practitioners´ Use of Entrepreneurship Vol. 19, No. 2
Social Media Tools in
Cyprus
CY004 How web 2.0 and
social media are
changing public
relations practitioners’
work: a qualitative
study
CY005 Convergence and the
Changing Labor of
Journalism: Towards
the ‘Super Journalist’
Paradigm
CY006 ‘To activists: Please
post and share your
story’: Renewing
understandings on
civic participation and
the role of Facebook in

International Journal of Technology
Enhanced Learning, Vol. 8, No. 1

A. Lugmayr, C. Dal Zotto (eds.),
Media Convergence Handbook - Vol.
1, Media
Business and Innovation, DOI
10.1007/978-3-642-54484-2_6
European Journal of
Communication 1–15

Nikleia
As can be seen from the results of the survey, Tertiary Education students in Cyprus (Frederick Uni) often use Social
Eteokleous - Media Networks, with emphasis on Facebook. However, even the use of Facebook is mainly for socialization purposes,
Theodora A. direct chat with friends, and entertainment, while the use of the Internet is generally limited to educational / academic
Maniou
needs.
Νίκλεια
EΤΕΟΚΛΕΟ
ΥΣΓΡΗΓΟΡΙΟΥ
, Θεοδώρα
Α. ΜΑΝΙΟΥ
Dimitris
The fact that SM and the Internet in general have not yet reached the pinnacle of their potential development (in
Trimithiotis Cyprus) makes it extremely difficult to predict whether SM will eventually evolve to the benefit of the political process.
Δημήτρης Consequently, author listed some elements that can be interpreted as favoring the political dialogue and some others
Τριμιθιώτης that are interpreted as negative indications: 1) Αbolishe the hierarchy between big and small parties, 2) The use of SM
as an Electoral Communication tool tends to enhance abstention and, in general, alienation from Politics (for those that
are not members in a political party), 3) The importance of political disagreements is not adequately explained by
politcal parties on their SM accounts, 4) Commenting and confrontation of members of a political party (through their
personal SM accounts) strengthens the Political Process, 5) SM enhance internal dialogue.
Marcos
The interviewed PR practitioners prefer to have specialists for communicating interactively to their stakeholders through
Komodromo social media and the Internet. Organizations increasingly adopted new communication strategies in this regard. The
s
communication programs need to be more focused, targeted, and in the form of one-on-one relationships between
stakeholders and organizations. Social media tools enable PR practitioners to communicate directly and effectively with
audiences. Most of them indicated that they use Facebook, Twitter, blogs and YouTube also for monitoring potential
crises.
Marcos
Public relations practitioners from Cyprus, Greece, Romania and Malta get the opportunity to build strong relationships
Komodromo with their publics to increase their visibility and manage the reputation of organisations. However, they use web 2.0 and
s
social media platforms mostly for one-way message dissemination for personal usage, although they recognise the
usage of two-way communication and interactivity. They understand the interactivity in different ways, discussing also
the channels such as wikis, blogs, crowdsourcing, video sharing, social media networks and internet apps.
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LiaConvergence is certainly proving an efficient strategy for media consolidation and sustainability, but in this process
Paschalia journalism as a profession and as practice is in decline. The emerging ‘super-journalist’ paradigm leads news workers
Spyridou
to high levels of familiarity with new tools and applications, but maybe at the cost in the field of accountability, charisma
and Andreas and integrity. So convergence, implemented primarily as a costeffective strategy does not promote better journalism.
Veglis
Venetia
As concerns the non-traditional forms of political activity, the role of Facebook is double: First, it can reinforce civic talk
Papa
and debate through activists’ digital storytelling (around shared feelings and personal stories) significant for meaningful
activist participation online and offline. Second, it can support new forms of alternative politics inspired by more
participatory modes of engagement. New practices like sharing content can form civic resources where citizens can
draw upon for their future offline participation.
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the Indignados
movement
CY007 Assessing Digital
Revista de Informatică Socială
Tao
Most involved students have the technical skills to use a range of basic applications on Facebook, but they seem less
Media Literacy among (Journal of Social Informatics) Vol. Papaioanno interested in more creative activities. Also, less students demonstrate skills in conducting critical search and evaluation
Youth through Their
VIII, No. 15
u
of information or adequate awareness of media regulation. 95% students claim that they can distinguish clearly the
Use of Social
types of content but only 57% verify information on Facebook which seems doubtful.
Networking Sites
CY008 Media and Civic
In D. Lemish (Ed.), The Routledge Tao
As the online environment can mobilize in new ways the civic minded youth, civic groups need to enhance online
Engagement: The Role international handbook of children, Papaioanno activities which target the specific interests of these young people. It is also critical to consider the educational needs
of Web 2.0
adolescents and media studies. New u
and opportunities of the disengaged youth. These challenges may be addressed through strengthening the opportunity
Technologies in
York: Routledge.
structures of young people’s lives and communities.
Fostering Youth
Participation
CY009 ‘Selfie Journalism’:
Studies in Media and Communication Theodora A. The rapid proliferation of selfies influences the journalistic practice. The new tendency – ‘selfie journalism’ – can lead to
Current Practices in · May 2016
Maniou,
the surpass of past practices, such as ‘paparazzi’ tactics, since now celebrities of every kind tend to reveal their
Digital Media
Andreas
personal stories via selfies. By sharing the story, the ‘object’ itself manages to co-create this story based on the specific
Veglis
element(s) he/she chooses to draw attention to.
CY010 The Politicization of
International Journal of E-Politics,
Selfie Journalism:
Volume 8 Issue 2
An Empirical Study to
Parliamentary
Elections
CY011 News Content Online: Journalism (magazine)
Patterns and Norms
under Convergence
Dynamics

CY012 The Use of Social
Journal of Transnational
Network Sites as an E- Management
Recruitment Tool

Theodora The analysis based on quantitative research has shown that the success of the candidate in the elections (electoral
Maniou,
order) is directly connected to his/her presence in the social media and the way he/she administer their self-profile. For
Kosmas
example, candidates with higher number of votes were the ones that posted more selfies, especially, more personal
Panagiotidis ones. Only 9,4% of selfies extracted out of the candidates’ profiles were publicised in traditional media; they were the
, Andreas most private ones.
Veglis
Vaia
There is limited and sporadic use of technological affordances associated with high levels of convergence in Greek
Doudaki,
online media in regard to its news content. Convergence pressures seem to exert some influence exemplified in terms
Liaof increased video use, commenting opportunities and social network share-links; yet, these compo¬nents are used as
Paschalia ‘extras’, enforced by current fads and marketing imperatives, while implemented as an extension of the written form
Spyridou
rather as a primary new storytelling format.
As concerns the interactivity, two findings are stressed: First, an increase in three types of features of different levels of
interactivity: share-tools through social networks, most-viewed stories and comments. Second, a decrease in
jour¬nalists’ direct involvement and exposure to users, as journalists’ blogs (j-blogs) are drop¬ping (2009 – 2011 from
46.8% to 21.3%), the possibility of direct emails to authors declines, too.
YIOULA
The research based on a survey among Cypriot companies confirmed that social networks are indeed seen as a useful
MELANTHI tool for organizations when it comes to recruitment practices. Facebook and LinkedIn dominate here; LinkedIn is more
OU,
used for e-recruitment purposes. Only a small percentage of companies use SNSs to attract applicants, mostly
FOTIS
because of the implementation time and initial cost of the overall strategy. But recruiters in Cyprus use SNSs to
PAVLOU, conduct background checks=screening on applicants. Still, a large number of them do not completely trust information
ELENI
on social media profiles. And even though most of the respondents admitted the use of social media to screen
CONSTANT applicant profiles (77%), it was unclear whether this screening influenced their decision to such a degree that they
INOU
would reject an applicant.
This research seems to contradict other research with reference to the relationship between the company size and the
use e-recruitment; large organizations (independently of sector) tend to use online recruitment more than the smaller
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CY013 The Poor have been THE CYPRUS REVIEW
Raped’:
An Analysis of
Politicised Collective
Identity in Facebook
Groups against the
Financial Crisis in
Cyprus
CY014 Social Media and its THE CYPRUS REVIEW
Role for Cypriot
Members of Parliament
in Times of Crisis

CY015 Social media uptake in Int. J. Technology Marketing
Cyprus – or is it just a
new fad?

CY016 Social media and the
practice of marketing
public relations in
Cyprus

Int. J. Technology Enhanced
Learning,

J) Recommendations, findings

VASILIKI
TRIGA,
VENETIA
PAPA

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

ones. From the companies over 100 employees, 54% were involved with online recruitment, as opposed to 48% from
companies with 31 to 100 employees, and 39% for those with up to 30 employees.
Two forms of politicised collective identities (nationalist and anti-government) that were reflected by online groups
against the crisis are neither new for the context of Cyprus nor for other movements against the crisis in Europe. But
they were relatively short-living, about one month. However heated were the debates and appeals in Facebook posts,
including calls for spontaneous physical mobilisation, they did not attain the form of an effective action. On the one
side, Facebook is practically used by the groups’ members as a way of advertising and disseminating action along with
promoting politicisation of the organised events, at the same time i tis undermined and constructed as an ‘inadequate’
form of protest.

MARCOS This study using face-to-face interviews with thirteen MPs confirms the outcomes of the research carried out in other
KOMODRO countries, which conclude that politicians use social media tools in order to connect with citizens interested in politics,
MOS
raise the level of engagement, encourage dialogue, boost participation to demonstrate that they are listening to
concerns of their publics and are willing to collaborate with them. The study determined that both Facebook and Twitter,
used by MPs in Cyprus, are effective tools for political communication. Together with YouTube and blogs, they are used
also by campaign strategists and political PR professionals. Social networking, blogging, micro-blogging and other new
media tools can also allow citizens to communicate directly with politicians, their experiences and information.
Politicians use social media also to engage with the different publics, and thus create a meaningful dialogue. The
domino effect is evidenced there as respondents are highly involved in online political communication; the parties ought
to encourage their representatives to be active in it, as possible benefits in the future, especially during electoral
campaigns, can be high.
Yioula
Cypriot companies are shifting to digital platforms and media to interact and collaborate with their customers and
Melanthiou, employees. Companies have recognised the value SM can bring, and they integrate SM tools into their marketing
Ioanna
strategies. Based on the study’s results, companies in Cyprus are starting to realise the vast impact of SM and the
Papasolomo importance of engaging SM methods within the company’s MPR strategies. Still, Cypriot firms seem to use SM
u, Marcos platforms in a mostly complimentary manner; they focus on traditional methods such as advertising, personal selling,
Komodromo direct marketing etc. and attempt to enhance their efforts through SM platforms. Respondents prefer Facebook over
s
other SM. Overall, SM platforms are also considered to be a cost effective tool. Companies tend to adjust their
traditional media campaigns to fit the SM efforts. Following, The organisations strongly support that SM platforms can
have positive outcomes including new marketing and PR channels, customer acquisition, service and loyalty, and new
approaches for branding and communications, A significant factor for Cypriot companies to adopt SM is competition – if
their competitors are ‘social’, then they too should turn ‘social’. Another considerable factor is the need for substantial
communication with customers.
Daphne
Results of the study are based on interviews with 25 respondents – marketing and PR professionals from Cyprus. They
Halkias,
confirmed that they use more blogs, social networks, and forums in MPR campaigns. Through them, they can respond
Marcos
to online opinions or criticism regarding their organisations or clients, as well as maintain relationships with different
Komodromo publics. The potential of digital media and SM for MPR campaigns can bring benefit to corporate reputation and widen
s
its future communication channels. In general, Cypriot PR and marketing practitioners incorporate SM in their
campaigns and are willing to experiment more with them. The challenge is to find ways how to influence their
audiences more. Despite the opportunities, the MPR professionals should be aware also of the limits of SM.
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Czech Republic
CZ001 Adoption of Social
Central European Business
Media for Public
Review, ISSN 1805-4854
Relations by Museums
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CZ003

CZ004

CZ005

CZ006

CZ007

Bojana Museums should establish a Facebook profile which is regularly updated and managed on a daily basis. The content
Suzi
posted should be interesting enough to reach the attention of fans and motivate them to interact by creating content which
Miroslav would not only increase the rate of its attraction to fans but stimulate them to share it and comment on it.
Karlíček
Václav
Stříteský
Facebook and the Way Magazine Trendy ve vzdělávání
Jana
Majority of young people cannot imagine life without Facebook. 15-yr old pupils use Facebook daily, if they have access to
it is Used by Lower
(Trends in Education), ISSN 1805- Mikešová internet. Pupils have class groups on Facebook but they are not being used for the aim for which they were established.
Secondary School
8949
Pupils
An analysis of users'
Magazine Informačné
Martina Profile pictures are a possibility how users can self represent themselves. The majourity of users have on their profile
profile pictures from
technológie a knižnice
Kovářová picstures only one subject. Users dont usually portray their hobbies on the profile pictures. More than half of the users do
Facebook
(IT and libraries),
Světlana not cover their face.
ISSN 1335-793X
Hrabinová
Jindra
Planková
Systematic analysis of Almanac System approaches'16
Lukas
Social media's influence in this presidential election is stronger than it has ever been. If before the 2016 presidential
social media in 2016 US Responsible development of
Malec,
primaries, social media were just a method of communication and organization, nowadays it is a place, where people can
elections
systems, ISBN 978-80-245-2186-2, Antonin act on politicians by just sharing it around. So for politicians is not necessary to spend a lot of money on media to reach
p 72-78
Pavlicek, millions of people anymore. On the other side the same millions of people by similar channel (social media) can obtain
Ladislav some content connected to politician which just maligns the reputation of politician. So people have an overview of bad and
Luc
good things about politicians, they can see their friends opinions and opinions of famous people in social networks. And
based on that all information that can make their own mature decision about who to vote for.
How time changes
Almanac System approaches'16
Lucie
The rising importance of social networking sites usage as a new recruiting technology. However, as a major player in the
human resouces´ view Responsible development of
Bohmova, field of recruitment, job boards (eg. Jobs.cz) are still important. The expectation is that in the near future, this will change
on social networking
systems, ISBN 978-80-245-2186-3, Vlasta
and SNS‘s will replace the job boards. Conclusions of the author from 2015: We expect that social media will become a
sites as recruiting tool in p 79-85
Strizova, suitable alternative to traditional recruiting tools, and we assume that there is a very probable a parallel functioning of all the
Czech Republic
Shane
above mentioned instruments in recruitment.
McLoughli
n,
Cognitive loss and
Almanac System approaches'16
Antonin Social media has a huge impact on our life. Despite a lot of benefits it gives us, we should regulate its influence. We should
social media Responsible development of
Pavlicek, control our addiction and not allow it control us. Multitasking is proved to be harmful to us. It is only an illusion that we can
systematic problem?
systems, ISBN 978-80-245-2186-4, Ladislav do everything at once. As our brain can concentrate only on one thing at a time, we should manage our tasks and have at
p 86-91
Luc
least an hour of concentration on one task. Only in this way we can be productive. If we need a break during work it always
better to go day-dreaming, read a book or listen to music. Having our head stuck with a bunch of irrelevant information from
social media will never give our brain a decent rest. Multitasking depletes our brain’s nutrition and lead to quick exhaustion,
anxiety or even aggressiveness. Moreover, multitasking can lead to permanent damage. To stay productive and still have
the ability to be successful at work we should give up multitasking right now. Although it is really hard to beat the social
media addiction, the results of giving up multitasking will be totally worth it.
Facebook promotion
Almanac System approaches'16
Alexander There are a lot of reasons to use Facebook as a marketing tool. But one should always think of marketing strategy first.
through the brand page Responsible development of
Galba
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Perception and
Utilization of Facebook
by University Students case study

CZ009 The coup that flopped:
Facebook as a platform
for emotional protest
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systems, ISBN 978-80-245-2186-5,
p 92-100
Almanac European conference on Miloslava
e-Learning (ECEL 2016), ISBN 978- Černá,
1-911218-18-0, ISSN 2048-8637
Libuše
Svobodov
á, Jiří
Haviger
First Monday, ISSN 1396-0466
Jaroslav
Švelch,
Václav
Štětka
Medijske Studije, ISSN 1847-9758 Alena
Macková
Václav
Štětka
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94 % of students sample use Facebook for both personal and study purposes. But less than half of them can see potential
in Facebook.

2

fb

Overall, the case has illustrated the potential of Facebook as a platform for emotional protest. It indicated that both its
technological affordances and usage conventions make it relatively easy for users to instantaneously share emotive
responses and jokes about politics, and facilitate fast growth of online protest movements.
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CZ010 Walking the Party Line?
Party influence seems to be a significant predictor of Facebook adoption, data also indicate that using other digital channels
The Determinants of
increases the chances of higher engagement on Facebook at the individual level.
Facebook’s Adoption
The Czech Facebook users clearly paid considerable attention to the two brand new populist parties, YES 2011 and the
and Use by Czech
Dawn of Direct Democracy, but at the individual level the YES 2011 candidates displayed the lowest adoption rate and also
Parliamentarians
a very low ability to attract the attention of Facebook users.
CZ011 Crisis communication on Studia commercialia Bratislavensia, Václav Most preferred communication channel among the Czech internet users when complaining is e-mail. Second in the
Facebook
ISSN 1337-7493
Stříteský ranking was Facebook with 21
Adriana % and phone with 12%.
Stránská
P. Drábik
CZ012 What do parties share Politologická revue, ISSN 1211Ondřej
Parties mostly informed the public about their campaigns.They also paid a certain attention to presentation of their policies.
on Facebook? An
0353, p 69-96
Klapal
Among the most popular themes during both campaigns were the economy and social policy. Justice was the most popular
analysis of Czech
theme in 2013, probably as a consequence of many corruption scandals. The structure of the themes in election
political parties' posts
programmes and on Facebook was different, but it seems that on Facebook parties were targeting their traditional voters
before 2010 and 2013
rather than specific segments. Parties paid much more attention to Facebook in 2013 than in 2010.
elections
CZ013 Marketing on Social
Trendy ekonomiky a managementu, Jiří Čeněk Findings: The results show that the posting frequency of all the analysed e-shops is rather low, between 4-6 days. The eNetworks: Content
ISSN 1802-8527, p 9-20
Josef
shops vary in the most frequent types of posts. Posts that elicited the highest numbers of reactions were characteristic with
Analysis of Facebook
Smolík their viral nature. A strong, statistically significant correlation between the number of fans of the fan page and the frequency
Profiles of Selected
Veronika of their reactions to the posts was found.
Czech E-shops
Svatošová Conclusions: All of the analysed e-shops should increase the frequency of contact with their fans through more frequent
posting and modification in the content of the posts. Based on findings, the several suggestions for effective and successful
managing the Facebook activities are served.
CZ014 "Grammar Nazis never Language Policy, ISSN 1568-4555, Tamah
The analysis revealed that the practices of individuals organizing under the title Grammar Nazis on Czech Facebook
sleep": Facebook humor p 315-334
Sherman represent a necessarily incomplete language management process cycle, performed by non-experts, driven by standard
and the management of
Jaroslav language ideology, and associating "grammar" primarily with orthography.
standard written
Švelch
language
CZ015 Czech Children and
Seznam.cz, a.s.
Kamil
Many Facebook users use Facebook while not keeping its rules - mainly the age limit for using the social networ. Facebook
Facebook
Kopecký is often used by children who are younger than 13 years and who often become victims or various forms of cyber attacks.
The most important person who can influence the safety of the child is the parent.
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CZ016 Criticism of Islam on the Lidé města, ISSN 1212-8112
Internet in the Czech
Republic: Ways of
Interpretation. The Case
of Facebook Page We
Do Not Want Islam in
the Czech Republic
CZ017 An investigation of a
Advances in Electrical and
new social networks
Electronic Engineering
contact suggestion
based on face
recognition algorithm
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Jakub
Religious topics still enter the public sphere of Czech society even though it could seem that the contemporary Czech
Havlíček society is highly secularized. Critics of Islam and Muslims in the Czech environment as is shown on the page We Do Not
Want Islam in the Czech Republic is in reality connected with the question of Czech national identity, European or Czech
cultural-social norms and values.

2

fb

Ivan
Zelinka ,
Petr
Šaloun,
Jakub
Stonawsk
,
Adam
Ondrejka
Antonín
Pavlíček

A face recognition system, based on existing algorithms and services, can be used as a supporting tool in social networks.
People on (group) photos taken during encounters can be recognized (confirmed) by matching these newphotos with profile
pictures on the internet, or their presence on the social network can be indicated. That gives the user the possibility to
establish new contacts („friendships“). During the experiment, the Betaface algorithm successfully recognized all faces in
the whole set of photos (20 items). A two-level confirmation of possible new contacts suggestions: Firstly, the new contact
is found with help of text information (name of the person) in the social network. Then the profile picture of the new contact
is compared with the face from the photo.

1

FB,
Flickr

The experiment showed that people who are willing to share more private information, such as real profile picture,
education or phone number, are in fact also more open to new contacts. However, in relation to the profile name those
users that have a fake name are more open to accept the friend request. Still, by and large all users are more likely
to care about their privacy settings, as they make no or only a few private information visible.
CZ019 Good girls don't
Information Communication and
Lenka While survey data discovered subtle yet statistically signiﬁcant differences between men and women in some online
comment on politics? Society, ISSN 1369-118X
Vochocov expressive activities on Facebook, mainly commenting on other users' statuses, content analysis further revealed that there
Gendered character of
á,
are not only notable gender gaps among the Facebook users who commented on the campaign, but also differences in the
online political
Václav tone of communication produced by the respective gender groups, with men posting more negative comments addressed
participation in the
Štětka, to parties as well as to other Facebook users. These results question the prevailing perception about the narrowing of the
Czech Republic (2016)
Jaromír 'gender gap' in the online environment and call for a more nuanced methodological approach to different forms of online
Mazák
political expression.
CZ020 Who's Afraid of
Citizen Participation and Political
Jaromír The results suggest that the hypothesis about "clicktivism" is all but unfounded in the context of the Czech social network
Clicktivism? Exploring Communication in a Digital World, Mazák, users, as those politically active online during the campaign are more likely to vote and engage more often in other
Citizens' Use of Social ISBN 978-1-138-93503-7
Václav traditional participatory activities as well. So expressing political stances via Facebook’s social buttons during the campaign
Media and Political
Štětka
is positively correlated with subsequent voting as well as other offline participatory activities. While declared political interest
Participation in the
is clearly indicative of higher online engagement, the standard control variables of gender, age and education do not seem
Czech Republic
to be very important for explaining online political expression. Of all these three variables, only age has some statistically
significant effect: older Facebook users are somewhat less likely to be politically active online. More than two thirds of the
Facebook users who cast the ballot also engaged in at least some form of online political expression.
Proceedings of the 28th International
CZ021 Why people use
Jitka
Most people use Facebook to maintain contact with their friend and receive up to date information about publicaffairs. As
facebook: Analysis of Business Information Management
Novotová the weakest motivators were identified the prestige gained by being part of the social network and the ability to
factors influencing users Association Conference - Vision 2020:
communicate with company websites.
in the Czech Republic Innovation Management, Development
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CZ018 Facebook - Privacy
IDIMT-2016, ISBN 978-3-99033Settings and Personal 869-8
Information Disclosure

Sustainability, and Competitive
Economic Growth, ISBN 978-0-98604198-3
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Chapter in Living in the digital age: Monica The types of problematic situations related to privacy issues and Personal Data Misuse (PDM) were purposefully chosen to
Self-presentation, networking,
Barbovsc illustrate young people’s challenges for self-presentation and online impression management as key components of
playing, and participating in politics, hi
building identity.
ISBN 9788021078109
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Social Technologies, ISSN 20297564
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CZ024 Corporate Social
Information and Communication
Responsibility in Social Technology, ISBN 978-3-319Media Environment
24314-6
CZ025 ICT Teachers and Social Information and Communication
Network Sites and
Technology in Education.
Online Privacy
Proceedings, ISBN 978-80-7464763-5

Václav
Stříteský,
Adriana
Stránská

Czech Facebook users are fully aware of the fact that by complaining publicly via social media they can get a company in a
serious trouble and want to use it to their advantage. Expert interviews agreed on necessity of good knowledge of the
community, quick response to the posts and careful consideration of deleting negative contributions. Most preferred
communication channel when complaining is still e-mail (46%). Second was Facebook with 21%. The biggest motive was
not only informing the company about the dissatisfaction, but also informing others (41%). 57% respondents request a
solution within first 24 hours, and 33% within an hour. As the biggest mistake is perceived when the admin responds just
with a pre-preparedphrase.
Antonín Observed companies on average dedicate about 1/10 of their social media communication bandwidth to CSR topics, mainly
Pavlíček, on Facebook. CSR topics do not
Petr
seem to be of much interest to the readers (CSR posts are mostly ignored), but user sentiment related to CSR
Doucek messages has been proven to be mostly positive.
Václav Teachers appreciate SNS because of the possibility to communicate and keep in touch with people they know, including
Šimandl former pupils. To ensure professionalism, teachers adapt their behaviour on SNS (particularly with regard to teachers
befriending pupils). Some teachers try to keep a certain distance from pupils in fear of losing authority. Teachers are
concerned about the risks associated with using SNS, particularly security and privacy risks and they feel even more under
threat due to their occupation. Teachers have great differences of opinion on the use of SNS in the classroom..
Ludvík
Students are using bothe-learning courses and Facebook in their learning. 77% of respondents (university students) use
Eger
Facebook several times a day or practically always. Only 44 participants (9%) stated that they are not members of any
study group on Facebook. The use of Facebook and e-learning (course in LMS) for their learning is almost similar.

CZ026 Is Facebook a Similar Procedia - Social and Behavioral
Learning Tool for
Sciences 203, ISSN 1877-0428
University Students as
LMS
CZ027 New Approaches in the MARKETING IDENTITY Digital Life Naděžda Based on analysing and evaluating the data primarily acquired from the Facebook pages of accidentally selected banking
Banking sector to
– part II., ISSN 1339-5726
Petrů
institutions, it is stated that the monitored banks still fail to take full advantage of the content marketing potential on the
Communicate with
social network, and fail to specify their communications according to customer segment needs.
customer segments
CZ028 Social Media for Organic AGRIS on-line Papers in Economics Marie
Social media can serve to farmers as a marketing tool, but are not fully utilized yet. One reason might be that farmers are
Products Promotion
and Informatics
Pechrová, not familiar with possibilities or lack of experiences with this new tool. Text of the messages for publication in social media
Václav should be short.
Lohr,
Zdeněk
Havlíček
CZ029 Social Networks - A Tool System approaches '15, ISBN 978- Lucie
Research showed that using social networks is appropriate for the recruitment process in the Czech Republic.
for Recruitment
80-245-2125-1
Böhmová, Although this tool is still in its early stages, the potential is already evident.
Facilitation
E. Tijan
CZ030 The Use of Social Media System approaches '15, ISBN 978- Antonín So, as a result of social media being ever more useful for political parties and their respected leaders, it will be interesting
in the 2015 British
80-245-2125-2
Pavlíček to witness what further political upsets and carnage will be a resulting impact for those involved.
General Election
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CZ031 Ten Rules for Dealing Central European Business Review,
with Negative
ISSN 1805-4854
Contributions in Social
Media

CZ032 The Impact of Economic
Agents Perceptions on
Stock Price Volatility
CZ033 The usage of social
networks by university
students (A survey of
Facebook use patterns
among young people)
CZ034 Social sites in cultural
institutions: On-line
communication of Karel
Zeman museum. Case
study

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Results have shown that every fifth unsatisfied customer complains on the respective corporate Facebook page, mainly
because of the speed. For the response, a good knowledge of the community is a core condition for choosing the right tone
of voice.
In the Questionnaire Survey, as strategies how to react the most complaints via social media were mentioned, e.g., a
patient explanation; admitting a mistake when necessary; showing an understanding and involvement (empathy); fast
reaction; forwarding a contact for more explanation; showing an alternative product.
Based on the synthesis of findings from both the literature review and the surveys, 10 key rules for dealing with negative
contributions and crisis communication in social media were defined in three phases – pre-crisis, acute crisis, post – crisis.
Acta Universitatis Agriculturae et
Jaroslav Overall, the author finds the negative impact of Facebook activity on stock prices and the positive impact of stock market
Silviculturae Mendelianae
Bukovina indices. The author points the implications of findings to protection of company reputation and to investment strategy based
Brunensis, ISSN 1211-8516
on the existence of undervalued stocks.
Anthropologia Integra, ISSN 1804- Diana
Our fi ndings suggest that social networks are the modus operandi of the new generation
6657
Ocilia
and that Facebook is mostly used to keep up to date. In addition, a strong connection was found between Facebook use
Pereira and the addiction to maintaining social capital.
Santos,
Martin
Čuta
Muzeum, ISSN 1803-0386
Denisa For cultural instutions online presence can be beneficiial because it is very low cost. Karel Zeman museum uses Facebook,
Lešková, Tripadvisor and its newsltters and web page very efficiently and does not use any paid services.
Anna
Marie
Němcová
,
Nina
Seyčková,
Michaela
Slussareff
Teorija in Praksa, ISSN 0040-3598 Václav All relevant political parties adopted Facebook as one of their communication platforms; however, it was predominantly the
Štětka
new and “alternative” parties which put a significant effort into mobilization through Facebook.The results indicate that most
Lenka
party profiles have displayed a rather surprising level of heterogeneity, allowing for dissenting voices to be displayed in what
Vochocov is generally seen as a heavily managed communication environment.
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Václav
Štětka
Alena
Macková
Marta
Fialová
European Conference on Social
Václav
Media. Brighton, 10.07.2014 Janoščík
11.07.2014. Reading: ACPI, 2014, Zdeněk
ISBN 978-1-910309-28-5
Smutný

Social media have proved to be an efficient instrument for mobilization especially of the younger segment of the electorate,
plus the voters from cities and larger towns. Without the support of these groups, Karel Schwarzenberg would most
probably not have achieved such a great and surprising result in the first round.
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FB,
TW

While the French Facebook users show more effort to protect their information in general, in case of the key items the
opposite is true (email, location). Despite of a greater tendency to publish a large number of surveyed items, the
Czech users very strictly protect information that makes them identifiable at other levels (phone number, email, location).
Differences in the data indicate a different role that the social network plays.
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CZ035 A dialogue of the deaf,
or communities of
debate? The use of
Facebook in the 2013
Czech Parliamentary
Elections campaign
CZ036 A Winding Road from
Social Media in Politics : Case
"Likes" to Votes : the
Studies on the Political Power of
Role of Social Media in Social Media, ISBN 978-3-319the 2013 Czech
04665-5
Presidential Elections
CZ037 Analysis of the
Facebook Privacy
Settings of Young
People With an

J) Recommendations, findings

Adriana
Stránská,
Václav
Stříteský
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Emphasis on the Czech
Republic and France
CZ038 Unstructured Data
Acta Informatica Pragensia, ISSN
Analysis from Facebook 1805-4951
Banking Sites

CZ039 Digital Marketing in the
Conditions of a Public
Educational Institution

Radim
Čermák
Lucie
Unlike more traditional channels, Facebook is a public, unique two-way communication channel, revolutionary in its
Šperková immediacy and proximity to its customers. The content sees a lot more customers or prospectuses, so they can regulate
their opinion on the bank more than other channels. Facebook has a significant impact on generating customer
perceptions. The bank may either be publicly embarrassed or show that it is helping its customers. However, it is difficult to
determine to what extent the reputation of the bank is changed through its network activities and how much the real value
of its products and services is high.
Marketing identity: Digital Life - part Michal
The results of the primary investigation clearly show high viewing rates and prominent use of social media by the target
I : 10. - 11. listopadu 2015,
Vaněk, group of secondary school students, who when involved into the two-way communication became parts of the viral
Smolenice, Slovak Republic, ISBN Roman distribution of positive information about the Institute and the studies.
978-80-8105-779-3
Kozel,
Marek
Ballarin
Sborník konference:
Jitka
Inalienable advantage of Facebook social network lies also in its ability to promote awareness and create brand loyalty. By
Interdisciplinární mezinárodní
Novotová the involvement of followers of corporate websites in the innovation process positive image of the brand is being
věděcká konference doktorandů a
strengthened. In addition, the presentation of benefits on the company´s profile helps build current and future customer
odborných asistentů QUAERE
loyalty. Companies should therefore devote more attention to innovations with the help of Facebook and try to extend their
2015, ISBN 978-80-87952-10-8
fan base on this social network.

CZ040 Facebook as a Tool of
Technological and NonTechnological Marketing
Innovation and Their
practical Application on
the Czech Market of
Branded Goods
CZ041 Tools of Customer
Acta Academica Karviniensia,
Jitka
Social media are not very much used for the feedback. They are used mainly by hotels. They are used mainly by
Feedback and
ISSN:1212-415X
Novotová accommodation facilities that has over 29 beds.
Frequency of Using by
the Accommodation
Facility in the Czech
Republic
CZ042 The Economic Benefit of Proceedings of the 30th
Jitka
Up to 70 % of luxury brand customers with Facebook accounts added company pages. The reason for adding the pages is,
Fans of Luxury Fashion International Business Information Novotová, in particular, the opportunity to become a part of the luxury brand community and also to get the latest information on
Brand Pages on
Management Association
Lubica
brands and upcoming collections. Additionally, it was found that fans of company pages are more likely to buy and spend
Facebook
Conference, ISBN: 978-0-9860419- Cinkánov more money than customers who have not added a company page. Thanks to this information, we can recommend that
9-0
á
companies set up a company Facebook page and regularly communicate with their fans.
CZ043 Social networks and
Computational Collective
Blanka This survey proved that there was a big potential for using social networks, particu-larly Facebook, in education since they
their potential for
Intelligence pp 365-374, Lecture
Klímová attract thousands of users every day all over the world, including the Czech users. Facebook has many applications that
education
Notes in Computer Science, vol
support teaching and learning. Moreover, it was confirmed that it could cultivate positive learning experiences as well as to
9330
enhance the rapport between the educators and their students
CZ044 Does brand awareness Innovation Management and
Ludvík
Positive influence on brand's social network website depends namely on connection to Facebook. It means: virtual activity
on Facebook really
Sustainable Economic Competitive Eger
of students positively affects brand awareness promoted by companies on Facebook. The findings provide practical
matter?
Advantage: From Regional
managerial suggestions to marketers and theoretical implications for future studies focused on Facebook.
Development to Global Growth, Vols
I-VI, ISBN 978-0-9860419-5-2
CZ045 Recruitment through the Education Excellence and
Ludvík
Most companies provide explicit organisational related information and available information regarding job characteristics.
use of corporate
Innovation Management through
Eger
On the other hand, the findings indicate that most companies do not communicate components regarding their culture and
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websites – A
comparative study
CZ046 Educational On-Line
Gaming Propensity: An
Exploratory Study
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Vision 2020, ISBN 978-0-98604197-6.
New Educational Review, ISSN
1732-6729

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Dana
do not provide content specifically targeting college or university candidates. Moreover, only a half of companies from our
Egerová sample (AutoSAP) uses social media as a part of their recruitment efforts.
František The early adopters of educational games are likely to be students, who are young, have only a few Facebook connections,
Sudzina, who currently play Facebook game(s). Furthermore, the study emphasizes that theremay be differences between students
Liana
coming from various countries.
Razmerita
, Kathrin
Kirchner
CZ047 Enterprise Competitive DATA 2014 3rd International
Eric Afful- The results show (1) the exponential growth of social media users in Ghana (2) impact and numbers behind active social
Analysis and Consumer Conference on Data Management Dadzie , media participation in the telecommunication industry (3) the power of social media opinion mining for competitive analysis
Sentiments on Social Technologies and Applications,
Stephan (4) how business value could be extracted from the huge unstructured textual data available on social media and (5) the
Media: Insights from
ISBN 978-989-758-035-2
Nabarese company that is more responsive to customer concerns.
Telecommunication
h, Zuzana
Companies
Komínkov
á
Oplatková
, Petr
Klímek
CZ048 Facebook hotels:
Strategie a taktika marketingu pro e- Liubov
95% of all five - star hotels in Prague have been registered on Facebook, but 39% of registered hotels do not use
Opportunities and
business v hotelnictví a dalších
Ryashko their Facebook pages absolutely. It means their Facebook pages include maximum contact information, without any hotel
Reality of Internet
oblastech ekonomiky, ISBN 978-80photos, and informative posts. Only 56% of registered five-star Prague hotels deal with this Internetmarketing channel and
Marketing
87570-17-3
update their Facebook profiles
CZ049 Facebook
Polarity, paralely a prieniky
Vladimír Czech politicians do not use Facebook very efficiently. (Not available)
Communication of
jazykovej komunikácie, ISBN 978- Polách
Czech Members of
80-557-0731-0
Parliament
CZ050 Research of web tools Communications and information Josef
Based on our research, we can say that the first two confirmed our hypothesis and there is a discrepancy between the
and mobile devices in technology (CIT 2014), ISBN 978- Šedivý, preferences of students and teachers. Students prefer communicating through Facebook. On the contrary, teachers
education
960-474-361-2
Jan
preferred e-books
Chromý,
Štěpán
Hubálovsk
ý,
Kateřina
Šedivá
CZ051 Trolling
Právo ?Bezpečnost ? Informace, Teddy
The goal of trolling is mainly fun caused from negative reactions. Trolling can have many forms, some of them can be
ISSN 2336-3657
Sunardi, considered to be a crime.
Štěpán
Kalamár
CZ052 Social networks and
Social sciences and teaching
Blanka There is a big potential for using social networks in education. There was an interest in the introduction of the social
their potential for eresearch (ACSS-SSTR 2015), ISBN Klímová, network which
learning
978-981-09-6305-7
Petra
would concentrate on educating individuals.
Poulová
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CZ053 Segmentation of Czech International Conference on
islamophobic scene on Software Engineering, Knowledge
Facebook
Engineering and Information
Engineering, ISBN 978-1-61275103-0

J) Recommendations, findings

Ivan
Users active on extremist pages focused on limited number of topics. Users are either active occasionally or very active.
Jelínek,
Michal
Šebesta,
Tomáš
Bruckner
Ivan
The length of an affair discussed in public is in strong relation to their coverage in news.
Jelínek
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2
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Based on the respondents' answers, the model can evaluate correct trust with 48.3% probability. This number may seem
like an unsatisfactory result. On the other hand, the model was given only information that (in most cases) is freely available
on the web to anyone administering any Facebook account. Considering the best safety available, this information can still
be seen by our friends, whose numbers, as we have learned,
vary around the number 150. Would it be disturbing to the users that these 150 people can guess half the people they trust
most on this network and use them for social engineering?
Lukáš
The popularity of social networks is still rising and familiarity of the environment of students might facilitate self-studying, a
Herout, spot where a large amount of time is spent on normal activities. Targeting research teams to this social networking area
Vladimír would be useful for educational use.
Beneš
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Roman
Kozel,
Vojtěch
Klézl,
Pavlína
Pawlasov
á
Pavlína
Kozáková
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CZ054 An Analysis of Czech Vision 2020: Innovation
Political Events
Management, Development
Reflections in Facebook Sustainability, and Competitive
Economic Growth: Proceedings of
the 28th International Business
Information Management
Association Conference, ISBN 9780-9860419-8-3
CZ055 Whither slacktivism?
Cyberpsychology, ISSN 1802-7962 Václav
Political engagement
Štětka,
and social media use in
Jaromír
the 2013 Czech
Mazák
Parliamentary elections
CZ057 Trust Evaluation on
CEUR Workshop Proceedings,
Tomáš
Facebook Using Multiple ISSN 1613-0073
Švec, Jan
Contexts
Samek

CZ058 SOCIAL NETWORKS MMK 2013 MEZINÁRODNÍ
AS NEW WAYS OF E- MASARYKOVA KONFERENCE
LEARNING
PRO DOKTORANDY A MLADÉ
VĚDECKÉ PRACOVNÍKY, ISBN
9788087952009
CZ059 The Verification of
Journal of Competitiveness, ISSN
Structural Decision1804-171X
Making Model for
Evaluating Education on
Facebook

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Existence of a significant positive relationship between the respondents’ level of campaign engagement on Facebook and
their political interest, political information seeking as well as traditional (mainly offline) participation activities, including
voting.

It appears that four groups of factors mainly affect respondents ́ attitudes to this type of education according to the testing
performed. These groups of factors are Engagement, Information and Modern Technologies, Lecturers and Scores, and
Education on Facebook.

CZ060 Optimisation of energy Ekonomická revue - Central
The results also confirm that people use social networks to talk and meet with friends, because posts, which were better
drink Semtex social
European Review of Economics
perceived by users, were posts about various competitions. Social pages on Facebook should provide added value to users
page posts on Facebook Issues, ISSN 1212-3951
through entertainment and competitions.
CZ061 The use of social
3. mezinárodní vědecká konference Petr Janík Accomodation companies use social media as marginal communication canal with customers. They spend very little
networks in selected
Cestovní ruch, hotelnictví a
finances on them, mostly do not use any form of paid advertising and are not interested in doing it in the future.
acomodation companies lázeňství ve světle vědeckého
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in Moravia-Silesian
region
CZ062 Farmers Market –
Facebook text analysis

výzkumu a praxe, ISBN 978-807248-955-8
Conference: Agrarian Perspectives
XXV. – Global and European
Challenges for Food Production,
Agribusiness and the Rural
Economy, At Prague, Volume: 25

CZ063 Integrated Online
Marketing
Communication of
Companies: Survey in
Central and Easterm
Europe

12th International Conference
Liberec Economic Forum

Ladislav
Pilař,
Stanislav
Rojík,
Tereza
Balcarová
, Ivana
Tichá
Václav
Janoščík,
Zdeněk
Smutný,
Radim
Čermák

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The results of the study show that the posts with a high number of interactions (like, share, comments) do not contribute to
broaden the number of active users (those who will create further interactions). The results show that nearly half of internet
users create only one-off interaction and his or her activity ends.

2

fb

There are significant gaps in the use of social media (administration of a profile) and its active interlinking in the framework
of integrated marketing communication. In comparison with the USA the competitiveness in using social media among
companies in the Czech Republic is relatively small. 62% of companies operating online do not interlink any social media
with their websites, or they do not use them at all. Approximately a third of the surveyed organizations did not have or did
not publish any news on their website in the selected time period of one year. Most companies had up to ten news items
per year. 69% of the companies from sample set link their websites and profiles on Facebook and Twitter. Approximately a
half of the companies in varying degrees share the information content of the communication across studied tools.
Living in the digital age: SelfLaura E. Thanks to online pornography use, adolescents may learn what sexually excites them and how they respond to
presentation, networking, playing, Simon, various sexual stimuli. Finally, we argue that online pornography should not be framed by negative discourse
and participating in politics, ISBN Kristian suggesting that it is unsuitable for adolescents. The positive value of online pornography use seems to be worth
9788021078109
Daneback considering when providing the younger generations with sex education.
, Anna
Ševčíková
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CZ064 The Educational
Dimension of
Pornography:
Adolescents’ Use of
New
Media for Sexual
Purposes
CZ065 Online Communities and Living in the digital age: SelfEarly
presentation, networking, playing,
Adolescents
and participating in politics, ISBN
9788021078109
CZ066 Children’s Privacy
Living in the digital age: SelfManagement on Social presentation, networking, playing,
Network Sites
and participating in politics, ISBN
9788021078109

CZ067 Czech Politicians Go
Online: Is this eDemocracy or Just
a Campaign Move?
CZ068 Social Media and
Diffused Participation

J) Recommendations, findings

Hana
Findings show that online communities with partly offline contact are most distinct – they are typical for the
Machacko highest sense of belonging but also the highest perceived influence on children ́s
va
behavior and attitudes.

Hana
Findings challenge the still-prevailing notion that children do not know or care about their privacy and disclosures on SNS.
Machacko The awareness of the potentially risky features of the SNS environment was embedded in children’s online praxes. The
va,
simplicity of publishing information and materials online and the ease by which they can potentially be misused by a
Martina wide audience created many situations where children had to think about what they wanted to disclose.
Cernikova
, David
Smahel,
Zuzana
Ocadlikov
a
Living in the digital age: SelfAlena
Our data suggest that regular online politician-citizen dialogue is marginal. It appears as though contemporary
presentation, networking, playing, Macková politicians perceive new media merely as a useful tool for campaigning rather than effective communication with
and participating in politics, ISBN
citizens.
9788021078109
Living in the digital age: SelfJakub
Social media inevitably involve alterations in mundane political practices – social media structure and enable them in
presentation, networking, playing, Macek
new ways as they set up new interaction arenas and reception channels. Social media therefore broaden the scope of
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and participating in politics, ISBN
possible agency, which had previously been limited to physical encounters and mass media. But, at the same time, social
9788021078109
media obviously serve the existing needs and amplify existing cultural trends.
Digital Parenting:
Digital Parenting: Fathers are
David
Mothers take the primary role in solving issues of child safety offline, while fathers assume the primary role for
Fathers are Crucial for crucial for digital security in
Smahel, children’s digital security. Mothers usually control children’s activities on the Internet; almost half of mothers control
Digital Security in
parenting [report].
Kaspersky children’s communications via e-mail or messengers. Around 40% of mothers control their child’s social networking sites
Families
Lab
(i.e. Facebook). Not all children are controlled – between 35% and 48% of the respondents said there is no control in these
areas.
Parents sometimes rely on their child’s knowledge or judgement, which is not always correct. Even for children aged from 5
to 7 years old, many parents think the risks of the Internet are “not applicable”, however, this approach can be risky
because children may face risks on gaming sites.
Event Detection in
Research in Computing Science, Václav Authors have proposed a method which uses UserLists for acquisition of the significant amount of tweets in the Czech
Czech Twitter
ISSN 1870-4069
Rajtmajer, language that contain potential events. This is motivated by the fact that about 20% of Twitter users are posting informative
Pavel Král tweets. A sample of interesting tweeting people has to be selected; this sample is also automatically extended by the
algorithm. The main goal was to create an experimental system for CTK news agency to monitor and analyse data-flow on
Twitter, then extract relevant events. All that on with a high download speed. During the experiment, the system detected a
significant amount of potential events.
Fiscal Policy for the 21st Proceedings of the 34th
Jakub
Comparison between time series of president Barack Obama’s tweets on macroeconomic topics (between March 2012 and
Century: Does Barack International Conference:
Buček
January 2016) and developments of economic data in the USA shows certain mathematical correlation. So the presented
Obama Effect the Real Mathematical Methods in
result could imply that former president’s behaviour on Twitter can affect the economic growth. However, a cautious
Economic Policy?
Economics, ISBN 9788074942969;
approach to this finding should be adopted. The researchers have to face several limitation as they did not include other
97 - 102
politicians´ tweets, the classification of tweets as positive and negative was not perfectly reliable and frequencies of
macroeconomics time series could be unsufficient, too. In any case, the paper shows that there is some kind of relationship
between economic growth and Twitter activity of Barack Obama.
The Use of Emoticons in International Journal of Social,
Zuzana The first assumption, that welcome greeting phrase would be accompanied by positive emoticon, was correct. But for the
Polite Phrases of
Behavioral, Educational, Economic Komrskov farewell greeting are both positive and negative emoticons possible. The results show lower frequency of negative
Greetings and Thanks and Management Engineering,
á
emoticons in this context. There were also quite often found both positive and negative emoticon in the same tweet. The
ISSN 1307-6892
expression of gratitude is associated with positive emotions. The results show that emoticons accompany polite phrases of
greeting and thanks very often both in Czech and English. The use of emoticons with studied polite phrases shows that
emoticons have become an integral part of these phrases.
Generation Z students, Znalosti pro tržní praxi 2015, ISBN Ludmila 86% of interviewed students learned from Facebook materials, 17% only from Facebook materials, even though they were
study from the
978-80-87533-12-3
Mládková aware of dangers this approach has. The authors We discovered that students do not use the book as the primary material.
University of economics
Prague
Parties, pirates and
Human Affairs,
Matouš Preliminary results show an emerging typology of campaign strategies, from formal and centralized campaigns on one side
politicians: The 2014
ISSN 1210-3055
Hrdina, to various hybrid overlaps of traditional and new forms of communication on the other.
European Parliamentary
Zuzana
elections on Czech
Karaščák
Twitter
ová
Predicting Top-k Trends Late Breaking Papers of the 23rd Gustav The results prove the value of knowledge on the network structure and the contribution of the approach itself. One of the
on Twitter using
International Conference on
Šourek, appealing properties of the method is that it exploits information about structure of the network but at the same time it does
Graphlets and Time
Inductive Logic Programming, ISSN Ondřej
not need the entire structure nor it does need to construct models of individual users.
Features
1613-0073
Kuželka,
Filip
Železný
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CZ076 Measuring the Effects of
Using Social Media in
the Marketing
Communications of the
Company: Presentation
of Research Results
CZ077 The first direct
presidential election in
the Czech Republic on
Twitter

C) Source

D) Author

IDIMT-2013 Information Technology Zdeněk
Human Values, Innovation and
Smutný,
Economy, ISBN 978-3-99033-083-8 Václav
Řezníček,
Antonín
Pavlíček
Naše společnost, ISSN 1214-438X Zuzana
Karaščák
ová

CZ078 YouTube Phenomenon Media4u Magazine, ISSN 12149187; 62 - 65

CZ079
CZ080

CZ081

CZ083

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

This type of evaluation can be fully automated and can be a good source of information about the impact of communication
via the internet service for marketing managers.

2

tw

The findings indicate that the debate on Twitter "copies" events in mainstream media (mainly presidential TV debate), while
linking to information sources in posts does not necessarily lead to the official media sources. The analysis also reveals that
tweets most often refer to Karel Schwarzenberg, in comparison with the names of other candidates, and that among the
themes of tweets and retweets the most frequent topics are the campaign and political preferences which suggests the
potential of Czech Twitter to form a basis of online political communication.
Vloggers have a big change to approach groups of people who turn away from old media among which we can put also a
TV. Vlogging is a perspective tool to approach them.
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Lucie
Sára
Závodná,
Jan
Závodný
Pospíšil
Prezi not Only in
Počítač ve škole 2015 - sborník
Vanda
Software Prezi was introduced, which is a welcomed alternative to Powerpoint among both students and teachers.
Lessons of Civics
příspěvků, ISBN 978-80-905765-4- Vaníčková Powerpoint is currently the most used presentation tool in the Czech Republic. Its advantage is original design, dynamics
4
and possibility to input pictures and youtube videos wihout downloading it first.
The Data Extraction
Advances in Electrical and
Karel
Contribution of this work lays in the creation of an open-source tool that will be usable in the scienti c sphere. We have
Using Distributed
Electronic Engineering, ISSN 1336- Tomala, demonstrated the applicability of multi-agent approach enabling distributed crawling.
Crawler Inside the Multi- 1376
Jan
Agent System
Plucar,
Patrik
Dubec,
Lukáš
Rapant,
Miroslav
Vozňák
Twitter Crowd
Translating and the Computer 36, Eduard In contrast to standard texts for common translation, tweets are too short to carry sufficient context information themselves.
Translation -- Design
ISBN 978-2-9700736-2-8
Šubert, The proposed system does not examine the attributes of the tweet authors, and extract and processes individual tweets
and Objectives
Ondřej
isolated from any available context. So the translator is expected to make sense of the tweet without supportive tools like
Bojar
web search. The accompanying pictures provide some more context. The translation system is developing; as of now, it is
not much more than a playground for researchers in machine translation. The complete pipeline is nevertheless available
for prospective users.
The Private Useof the Masaryk University Journal of Law ALEXAND The posible ”Achilles' heel” of personal data protection in public order and security institutions could be a vulnerability
Social Networksby the and Technology [Vol. 7:2), p. 347- RINAcreated by the security breach derived from the private activity of public order and security institutions staff in social
Civil Servants – a
360
AUGUST networks related mainly to their behaviour in SNSs. The survey is based on interviewing a group of 150 people belonging to
Possible “Achilles' Heel''
A BORA the public order and security institutions about their behaviour in SNSs and the concern they show for the protection of the
of Personal Data
privacy of their personal data. Over 90% of the police officers created a SNSs account and over a half of them are using
Protection in Public
this account quite often (30% daily and 25% weekly). Over 80% of all participants share the name, almost 70% share
Order and Security
personal photos, almost 80% give their e-mail and over 30% revealed even their postal address. These findings raise some
Institutions?
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CZ084 Challenges of
Masaryk University Journal of Law ANDRA
Regulating a Right to Be and Technology [Vol. 7:2), 361-378 GIURGIU
Forgotten with Particular
Reference to Facebook

CZ086 Exploring how social
Cyberpsychology: Journal of
networking sites impact Psychosocial Research on
youth with anxiety: A
Cyberspace, 11(4), article 2
qualitative study of
Facebook stressors
among adolescents with
an anxiety disorder
diagnosis

CZ087 YouTube viewers in
Cyberpsychology: Journal of
diapers: An exploration Psychosocial Research on
of factors associated
Cyberspace, 11(3), article 2.
with amount of toddlers’
online viewing
CZ088 Mediating social media Cyberpsychology: Journal of
use: Connecting
Psychosocial Research on
parents’ mediation
Cyberspace, 11(3), article 5
strategies and social
media literacy
CZ089 Types of smartphone Cyberpsychology: Journal of
usage and relations with Psychosocial Research on
problematic smartphone Cyberspace, 11(2), article 3
behaviors: The role of
content consumption vs.
social smartphone use

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

questions regarding the level of protection of the personal data of civil servants who often come into contact with criminal
environments. The authors outlined the need to further analyze the possible risks to their professional activity.
There is no greater need of protecting the individual’s privacy by allowing him to be forgotten than within social networks.
Facebook allows for the collection of huge amounts of personal data so that the subject needs legal aid in order to enforce
his right to privacy and to be forgotten. To support this argument one needs only consider Facebook’s lack of compliance
with the purpose specification principle, which increases the risk of de-contextualization of information and may lead to
what is called a “chilling effect” on the individual’s development. Moreover the absence of a clear unitary approach
regarding the concept of “controller”, against whom the right to be forgotten is to be asserted, and the resulting problems of
liability and responsibility still have be tackled. Only, after having solved these conceptual aspects, one still stumbles
against enforcement problems. In order to be effective, the legal measures regarding the right to be forgotten have to be
strengthened by appropriate technical measures.
Many participants reported a fear of receiving negative comments online and discussed strategies to avoid them, such as
posting less content (i.e., comments, photographs) than their peers. Some participants described feeling positive
emotions when they received a “like” from a SNS user, however, they also tended to describe these positive emotions as
“false”, “unreal” and “fleeting.” Notably, many participants reported comparing themselves to peers on Facebook, which
increased feelings of anxiety, as well as compulsive checking behaviours, such as monitoring posted content and friend
lists. These findings were coupled with discussions surrounding rumination, privacy, and elevated personal conflict
due in part to the public nature of Facebook. The narratives from our exploratory study suggest there are various
mechanisms through which Facebook may exacerbate anxiety in adolescents who have pre-existing anxiety disorders
and thereby may make them vulnerable to negative online experiences.

Olivia
Calancie,
Lexi
Ewing,
Laura D.
Narducci,
Salinda
Horgan,
Sarosh
KhalidKhan
Nelly
Use of screen viewing as a schedule regulation tool implies that parents find it useful for setting points marking transition
Elias, Idit from one phase to another. At the same time, use of online content to regulate children’s daily schedules contributes to a
Sulkin
higher AOV. This finding is related to certain features of online viewing platforms that render it more difficult for parents to
set limits on their children’s screen time (Hiniker et al.,2016). Another finding of the present study supports this assumption,
demonstrating that within the regression model, parents’ restrictive mediation did not have a significant effect on children’s
AOV. Hence, it is possible that parents manage their children’s daily schedule successfully with the help of online media
devices, yet fail toregulate the amount of the children’s media exposure.
Rowan Results indicate that, consistent with previous research, parents in this study mostly
Daneels, use active mediation focusing on risks and safety on social media. However, some parents monitor their children through
Hadewijch social media accounts specifically set up for monitoring, or specialized mobile apps. Furthermore, parents with high (mostly
Vanwynsb critical) social media literacy choose active mediation over restrictive or technical strategies, recognizing opportunities of
erghe
social media and letting adolescents explore on their own.
Jon D.
The study reveals significant (unadjusted) bivariate relations between most problematic smartphone use behaviors and
Elhai,
process and social smartphone usage, with significantly larger relationships for process usage. In regression models,
Brian J. positive relationships with process use - and to a lesser extent, social usage – were revealed for overuse behaviors.
Hall,
Positive relationships with process and social usage were discovered for positive anticipation. Results revealed an inverse
Jason C. relationship for process and social usage with dailydisturbance. These results help clarify the types of problem smartphone
Levine, behaviors associated with various smartphone uses
Robert D.
Dvorak
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CZ090 Informational benefits Cyberpsychology: Journal of
from social media use Psychosocial Research on
for professional
Cyberspace, 10(4), article 3.
purposes: Results from
a longitudinal study
CZ091

Who gets hooked on Cyberpsychology: Journal of
Facebook? An
Psychosocial Research on
exploratory typology of Cyberspace, 10(3), article 4.
problematic Facebook
users

CZ092 Thinspiration vs.
Cyberpsychology: Journal of
thicksperation:
Psychosocial Research on
Comparing pro-anorexic Cyberspace, 10(2), article 5.
and fat acceptance
image posts on a photosharing site

CZ093 Age differences in
Cyberpsychology: Journal of
privacy attitudes, literacy Psychosocial Research on
and privacy
Cyberspace, 10(1), article 2.
management on
Facebook

CZ094 Why concern regarding Cyberpsychology: Journal of
privacy differs: The
Psychosocial Research on
influence of age
Cyberspace, 10(1), article 3.
and(non-)participation
on Facebook
CZ095

Measuring individuals’ Cyberpsychology: Journal of
concerns over collective Psychosocial Research on
Cyberspace, 10(1), article 1.
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Sonja Utz, Users of LinkedIn or other professional SNS consistently reported higher informational benefits than non-users. The
Johannes number of ties on the SNS used for professional
Breuer
purposes predicted informational benefits half a year later, and strong ties became more important over time. Authors also
found evidence for a reciprocal relationship between strategic networking and informational benefits.
For the use variables (frequency of login, reading, activity in groups, posting professional content), mainly concurrent
associations with informational benefits were found. The results shed light on the complex interplay of concurrent and
longitudinal processes in the relationship between SNS use and professional informational benefits.
Tracii
The results indicate that problematic Facebook use may indeed take different forms, and these are related to the types of
Ryan1, activities that are performed. In this way, our study bolsters the model of compensatory internet use (Kardefelt-Winther,
John
2014). It is unlikely that problematic Facebook use will occur in every person who regularly engages in these kinds of
Reece2, activities for the purposes of mood alteration. In fact, it is expected that particular forms of underlying psychopathology are
Andrea the key to the development of each type of problematic Facebook use. It is important for future research to ascertain
Chester3, which disorders display comorbidity with problematic Facebook use.
Sophia
Xenos4
Sarah
The author found that fat acceptance members identified with their community through hashtags related to positivity and
Rose
self-love, while pro-anorexics identified with their community through posts related to “thinspiration” and negativity.
Marcus Members of the fat acceptance community distinguished against outsiders by attempting to reframe beauty, while members
of the pro-anorexic community distinguished against outsiders by arguing with recovered anorexics. Lastly, both
communities provided support by complimenting users’ appearances and providing informational resources on how to
maintain one’s body image. Members of the proanorexic community also circulated network support by promoting the
weight-loss buddy system of “ana buddies.” The author proposes for future researchers to triangulate these findings with
interviews and ethnographic studies to further understand community values. This knowledge provides useful insight into
the way in which stigmatized communities use technology to maintain their social identities and enhance their support.
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Murat
While all dimensions of privacy attitudes are positively related to adoption of privacy protection measures on Facebook,
Kezer,
none of them were significantly related to disclosure behavior. There were no significant differences between age groups in
Barış
terms of considering privacy as a right or being concerned about own privacy. However, we observed that older adults were
Sevi,
more likely to be conscious about the codependency of privacy and to value privacy of others.
Zeynep
Cemalcila
r, Lemi
Baruh
Wouter M. Users generally have a positive risk-benefit balance concerning the sharing of personal information on SNSs, whereas nonP. Steijn, users on average have a negative risk-benefit balance. We showed that respondents who perceive relatively more benefits
Alexander than risks likely to occur also reported less concern regarding privacy. This finding is in agreement with previous studies
P.
that showed that concern regarding privacy is related to the perceived vulnerabilities to online risks. We showed that the
Schouten, differences in risk-benefit balance partly mediates the relationship between use or non-use of SNSs and concern. In other
Anton H. words, the lower concern regarding privacy reported by SNS users can be partially explained by the more positive outlook
Vedder on the likelihood of both benefits and risks as the result of sharing information on SNSs.
Haiyan The nomological validity test results showing significant relationships between collective-level antecedents and collective
Jia, Heng privacy concerns indicated that individuals’ collective privacy concerns were strongly influenced by social and group factors
Xu
such as the collective’s susceptibility to privacy risk and collective privacy norms. Such findings confirmed the theoretical
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privacy on social
networking sites
CZ096 Group privacy
management strategies
and challenges in
Facebook: A focus
group study among
Flemish youth
organizations
CZ097 Ambient intimacy on
Twitter

Cyberpsychology: Journal of
Psychosocial Research on
Cyberspace, 10(1), article 5

Ralf De
Wolf

Cyberpsychology: Journal of
Psychosocial Research on
Cyberspace, 10(1), article 6.

CZ098 Social networking’s peril: Journal of Psychosocial Research
Cognitive absorption, on Cyberspace, 9(4), article 5
social networking usage,
and depression
CZ099

Couple boundaries for Cyberpsychology: Journal of
social networking in
Psychosocial Research on
middle adulthood:
Cyberspace, 8(4), article 2.
Associations of trust and
satisfaction

CZ100 Bullying on the pixel
Cyberpsychology: Journal of
playground:
Psychosocial Research on
Investigating risk factors Cyberspace, 8(4), article 6
of cyberbullying at the
intersection of children’s
online-offline social lives
CZ101 The role of personality Cyberpsychology: Journal of
and depression in
Psychosocial Research on
problematic use of
Cyberspace, 7(3), article 6
social networking sites
in Greece
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proposition that users perceive the construction and the management of collective privacy as collaborative processes, and
their concern over potential threats to the collective privacy is influenced by the collective norm, preference, and power to
regulate the collective privacy boundary.
The results show different ways of managing online group privacy, such as developing rules about accepting and deleting
Facebook friends, managing content together, or making use of multiple sites to distribute group information (Facebook and
the youth organization’s website). Although the context collapse is dealt with by groups, there are factors that challenge
group privacy. First, the privacy rules have to be made explicit. Second, a compromise has to be found between individual
and group privacy rules.

2

fb

Ruoyun Results show that simply regularly skimming posts by others, even strangers, can create a feeling of closeness in some
Lin, Ana cases.
Levordash Regarding the development of ambient intimacy, we found that users are more likely to develop target-level ambient
ka, Sonja intimacy if they see tweets from the target more often (higher visibility). However, the length of following did not play a role
Utz
in predicting ambient intimacy when visibility was taken into consideration. This result indicates that ambient intimacy can
develop quickly and is determined more by frequent exposure than by exposure over long periods of time. These results
also have methodological implications for studies on
parasocial interaction.
Stoney
A survey of 251 social networking users reveals that temporal dissociation and heightened enjoyment are associated with
Brooks, increased usage, and usage was found to be associated with greater levels of depression. These findings are in line with
Phil
previous research in the field and expand upon them by showing the relationship with cognitive absorption. Further, prior
Longstree research has shown a significant difference between genders in Internet usage and social networking. Therefore, we report
t
our findings as an overall analysis and as a gender-based between groups
Aaron M. Findings suggest that many couples may have boundaries for social networking. Results revealed one significant difference
Norton, between men and women for the five social networking boundaries. The correlation between “know friends” and “no former
Joyce
partners” was strong for women while nearly nonexistent for men. This indicates that one way women, but not men, may
Baptist expect their partner to assure them that they have no online relationships with former romantic partners is to share their
online friends. Therefore, sharing friends may be a significant link to online fidelity for women. Further research would be
appropriate to determine the validity of this finding.
Steven J. We found that increased sociability and parental involvement decreased the likelihood of being both cyberbullied and being
Seiler,
bullied offline; daily SNS use, Internet use via cell phones, emotional attachment to interactions within SNS, and engaging
Jordana in risky online behaviors increased the likelihood of being both cyberbullied and bullied offline. The findings suggest (1)
N.
cyberbullying is not categorically distinct from offline bullying; (2) future research is necessary to explore the qualitative
Navarro impact of various risky online behaviors on both online and offline bullying; and (3) research is necessary to further
understand the qualitative dimensions of parental involvement and emotional investment in online social life in decreasing
online and offline bullying.
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Kyriaki G.
Giota1,
George
Kleftaras

2

1

Problematic SNS usage is significantly and positively related to depression and Neuroticism, while negatively associated
with Agreeableness. However, problematic use of SNS is not related to Conscientiousness, Openness to Experience and
Extraversion, although the latter was found to be negatively associated with depression. Collectively, personality variables,
depression and daily average usage account for about 33% of the variance in predicting problematic SNS usage. In
contrast to previous research findings, age and gender are not found to be related to either problematic SNS usage or
depressive symptomatology. However, place of residence is associated with Neuroticism and Problematic Use, with
participants from rural areas exhibiting higher scores than participants from urban areas. Finally, Neuroticism and the
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Psychosocial Research on
bridging and boundary Cyberspace, 7(2), article 4.
crossing: An
experimental study
using emoticons in a
social network map
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average daily use of SNS have been proven to be good predictors of problematic SNS usage. Personality, depressive
symptomatology and socio-demographic factors relate to the way Social Networking Sites are being used.
Xiaoyi
This experimental study makes a two-fold contribution. First, it contributes to understanding the role of interaction on SNS
Guan1, in building and maintaining social capital, with the associated need for appropriate privacy controls. Our findings contradict
Mary
suggestions that users were “oblivious or unconcerned” about their privacy and instead we found our participants were
Tate2
“pragmatic” making informed judgements about the nature of the bonds in their SNS relationships, and the risks involved in
disclosure, and adjusting their behaviour accordingly. We did not find evidence that online friendships are “flat” or
superficial. A second contribution is our innovative methodology, using the visualizer. We found that willingness to disclose
the five “universal” human emotions as represented by emoticons to other participants provided a good proxy for the
existence of close, weak, and boundary-crossing social ties between participants. We further found that the visualizer was a
valuable and enjoyable tool to assist participants to scan their networks, observe appropriate online etiquette, and improve
their social capital.
Anke
Older children, girls and generally those using the Internet on mobile devices are more likely to experience cyberbullying
Görzig1, on-the-go. Our further findings indicate that cyberbullying on-the-go causes more distress than cyberbullying does already.
Lara A. It appears that this is due to bullying experiences on SNS and IM. The hypotheses that this country variation is related to
Frumkin2 the amount of adolescents going online on-the-go within each country could not be confirmed.
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MONIKA In our view, transparent and predictable social action can be taken network settings to ensure that they are accurate the
HANYCH, accountability regime using the notice-and-action system, that is more individualized approach to different types of speech.
MAREK States should not allow setting up (regulation) of such access on an arbitrariness and an arbitrary consideration of
PIVODA individual providers, but must themselves take legislative action initiatives to meet the legitimate expectations of their
citizens and to protect them their fundamental rights. We are convinced that the introduction of transparent and a
predictable system of penalizing illegal content to reduce the risk of secondary censorship while ensuring equality in user
rights.
CZ105 Experimental Test of the Sociální studia / Social Studies, Vol František The article investigates whether participants with minority attitudes are more frequently silent and how this relationship is
Spiral of Silence Theory 14, No 2 (2017)
Kalvas, moderated by fear of isolation and by the communication environment. Our results prove that the probability a participant
in Online and Offline
Lucie
will speak her opinion rises in an anonymous online environment. The results support the Spiral of Silence Theory –
Environments
Přibylová participants expressing minority attitudes are more frequently silent, but only when they express higher fear of isolation.
Participants expressing lower fear of isolation are not influenced by minority or majority attitudes regarding the speaking of
their opinion.The main contribution of our paper is the experimental replication of results obtained through hypothetical
measures.
CZ106 How do the state
Proinflow: časopis pro informační Monika Public institutions adapt to the way of communication through new media gradually. Gradually they learn to work with them,
institutions communicate vědy 2/2016
Hanych they do not experiment with them. They try to keep traditional formats of communication they know from old media. They try
on online social
to have a neutral tonality on social networks, they typically refer to press releases from their site. They also don´t know to
networks?
invoke or they don´t induce greater engagement of the audience, do not investigate public opinion or reaction.
CZ107 Tools to Understand
ProInflow: časopis pro informační Michal
Using the tools above, it is not possible to perform the learning analytics as an activity leading to intervention, for example
Learning in the Online vědy
Černý
to identify problem students, but rather to find out what users of the course are studying what their technical equipment is,
Environment
Vol. 10, No. 1, 2018, str. 49- 67
to reveal to some extent their learning habits and formulations behaviour in the online environment.
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CZ108 TROLLING AND THE
VALUE OF THE
DISCUSSION

3

1

CZ103 Cyberbullying
Cyberpsychology: Journal of
experiences on-the-go: Psychosocial Research on
When social media can Cyberspace, 7(1), article 4
become distressing
CZ104 Facebook, Twitter and Revue pro právo a technologie , Vol
Youtube as warranties of 8, No 16 (2017)
Freedom? The Critique
of the Current Notice and - Takedown System

ProInflow: časopis pro informační
vědy
Vol. 10, No. 1, 2018, str. 4- 23

Jiří
Stodola

The main results of the article include the fact that we have succeeded in defining trolling using the concept of discussion
and based on the definition of discussion as communication with the cognitive function we have determinated the value of
the discussion and distinguished acceptable trolling from unacceptable trolling. The basic contribution of the article is that
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we consider the introduction of the concept of trolling into the Czech information science environment, where a systematic
treatise of this type has been missing.
Evil Media: Focus on
TIMEZIN, Vol. 4 // No. 1–2 // 2013– Zuzana In different interactions, Evil Media find behind-the-scenes speeches negotiation, manipulation of data structures,
tricky structures reality 2014
Kobíková inconspicuous enforcement of specific "self-evident" or purposeful algorithmization of reality, purposeful programming of
in a mass media
media that is always "good" for someone only.
environment and in the
network of programmed
media
To Post, or not to Post – Masaryk University Journal of Law Adrienn The use of data obtained from SNS monitoring should not be a general method because of the risks. The employee should
That is the Question
and Technology [Vol. 11:2, 2017
Lukács think over what the right form for the given content is: would he/she want to share – for example, holiday pictures – in an
Employee Monitoring
album accessible to all Facebook users, or “only” to all of his/her friends, or in a private group destined for communication
and Employees´ Right to
with the closest friends, or in a private message? They should also consider what to post, as they might be confronted with
Data Protection
that information in a different situation – for example, the employer might access those holiday pictures during the
recruitment process.
Answering the question where the balance should be between the employer’s interests and the employee’s rights: in the
phase of hiring the prospective employee’s rights should prevail. The question of SNS monitoring during working hours is
relatively well regulated by analogy with computer/the Internet monitoring – with the employer entitled to determine the
rules of SNS use. The balance should be tipped there in favour of the employer’s legitimate interests.
One of the greatest challenges is the invisibility of SNS monitoring as the employer might (and often will) check the
employee’s profile without even notifying him/her. Employers should realize that they are also interested in the lawful and
fair processing of data, and after this general acknowledgement, both the employer and the employee can and should
make further efforts.
The Notification
Masaryk University Journal of Law ANNA- We observe that the increasingly occurring circumstances of “loss of location” are making it difficult for the legislator to
Requirement in
and Technology [Vol. 11:1, 2017
MARIA directly employ the traditional notification regime designed for searching and seizing tangible items. Countries are having
Transborder Remore
OSULA, trouble in identifying the “involved parties” whose rights may have been infringed upon and who should therefore be notified
Search and Seizure:
MARK
about the employment of the investigative measure. Despite all countries being aware of the fact that remote search and
Domestic and
ZOETEK seizure may add foreign states to the list of parties whose rights have been infringed upon, only Belgium law currently
International Law
OUW
requires the foreign state, within reason, to be notified.
Perspectives
PERSON AND
Masaryk University Journal of Law MORTEZ There is no difference between the virtual and the real world, therefore general rules and controls, applied to the identity in
PERSONALITY IN
and Technology [Vol. 10:1, 2016
A VESALI the real world, can be applied in cyberspace as well.To enforce the rule of law in cyberspace, it seems necessary to
CYBER SPACE: A
NASEH recognize an independent and unique virtual identity for each citizen of the digital world, and then granting a legal
LEGAL ANALYSIS OF
personality to the virtual identity of the people. The design of an identity registration system
VIRTUAL IDENTITY
for the future of virtual society is unavoidable.
THE PUBLIC
Masaryk University Journal of Law ALEŠ
Despite growing distrust of large internet corporations and – after Edward Snowden’s revelations – Intelligence agencies,
PERCEPTION OF
and Technology [Vol. 9:2, 2015
ZAVRŠNI the findings indicate a low degree of awareness and care for the protection of personal data. In regard to the perception of
CYBERK, PIA
primary subjects of surveillance, 56 percent of respondents chose internet corporations as the greatest threat to their
SURVEILLANCE
LEVIČNIK privacy, followed by telecommunications companies (25 percent), and shops with loyalty programs (23 percent). The men
BEFORE AND AFTER
feel more threatened by foreign intelligence services and the Slovene Intelligence and Security Agency. Prior to Datagate,
EDWARD SNOWDEN’S
only a handful of people felt threatened by foreign or domestic intelligence agencies. An increased feeling of threat after this
SURVEILLANCE
date is evident. One-quarter of the respondents believe that they have zero control over data revealed in social networks, in
REVELATIONS
spite of the relatively high level of selfprotection measures used there. These measures are easily circumvented, according
to them.
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CZ114 Pre –Employment
Masaryk University Journal of Law SEILI
Backround Checks on and Technology [Vol. 8:1, 2014
SUDER
Social Networking Sites
– May Your Boss Be
Watching?
CZ115 SOCIAL MEDIA:
CYBER TRAP DOOR
TO
DEFAMATION JAMAICA’S
DEFAMATION ACT
2013 EXAMINED
CZ116 VICTIMIZED
CHILDREN IN
CYBERSPACE
THROUGH
PORNOGRAPHY
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There are countries (e.g. Estonia) where employers have the right to use SNS to get further information about applicants
and their hiring decisions may also be based on the information found online. Although Estonian employers’ need to inform
the applicant about data collection, it is questionable whether data protection principles have to be applied if data is
collected from SNS. The examples from the UK, Germany and Finland, however, demonstrate that an employer is not
always allowed to investigate applicant’s background using SNS and should not be able to base ones hiring decisions on
the information found from SNS.

Masaryk University Journal of Law COLEEN The newly enacted Defamation Act 2013 of Jamaica has included provisions which apply to expressions published via
and Technology [Vol. 9:1, 2015
B. LEWIS social media by its users. However the global nature of social media means that domestic laws will not provide any relief
where the expression is found to be judged by the law of another country where the expression was accessed. The social
media users may be safer if they are cautious in how they exercise and
exploit their right to freedom of expression via the social media in order to limit this increased exposure to being sued for
defamation globally.

Masaryk University Journal of Law MAHMOU Parents must talk about the probable sexual criminals who face children in this space clearly and easily and must
and Technology [Vol. 7:2, 2014
D
accompany their children in using the Internet. - We must teach our children not to put their photos in chat rooms and not to
MALMIR, use their webcams for strangers.
MEHDI
Government executive agencies must adopt measures to prevent the show and distribution of vulgar photos by filtering the
KHAGHA pornographic sites. -Parents must supervise children through manners like putting the computer in a non-secluded place
NI
where it can be monitored by all the family members, and having their children’s Email-coded by password.
ESFAHAN
I, REZA
ZAREI,
HOSSEIN
KAVIAR
CZ117 The Role of Interpol and Masaryk University Journal of Law GIULIO Unfortunately INTERPOL and Europol have not yet managed to cooperate in a substantial way in this crime area. It would
Europol in the Fight
and Technology [Vol. 7:1, 2014
CALCAR be optimal for INTERPOL and Europol to increase their interaction by managing the differences arising from their diverse
against Cybercrime, with
A
legal frameworks
Reference to the Sexual
in order to act more efficiently and with less waste of resources and information.
Exploitation of Children
Online and Child
Pornography
CZ118 Every breath you take Masaryk University Journal of Law TERESA The workers have to be informed on how, where and when the control is made. The employers have to clearly notify the
every move you make and Technology [Vol. 7:1, 2014
COELHO workers on the limits on the use of these new technologies and these limits must be reasonable and not excessive in
Cybersurveillance in the
MOREIRA relation to the initial purpose. Workers must be protected as well as their privacy, mainly when it is their dignity that is at
workplace and the
stake.
workwr´s privacy
CZ119 THE CONSTITUTIONAL Revue pro právo a technologie
HELENA The Constitutional Court treats - like the Supreme Court - the conclusions of the SDEU in the field of communication the
COURT CONFIRMS
ROČ. 9, 17/2018
PULLMA works of the public are purely machine-based, uncritical, and the conclusions of the SDEU are only applied to the factual
JUDGMENT OF THE
NNOVÁ situation ascertained without taking their own view, closer analyzes or critically evaluates individual thoughts in decisions
SUPREME COURT IN
contained, so he could make a significant contribution to the expert discussion on this topic with just the argument and ad
THE FIELD
verecundiam. Nevertheless, the current status of the work of the Constitutional Court with SDEU case law is beneficial in
COMMUNICATION OF
this case, because the Constitutional Court has clearly proved to summarize the determinant criteria of the situations and
WORKS TO PUBLIC
their corresponding conclusions on the justification of the situation the unlawfulness of such acts which may arise when
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CZ120 The Hypertext
Revue pro právo a technologie
Reference Is
ROČ. 7, 14/2016
Unauthorized Published
Work Using the Author´s
Work?
CZ121 INTERNET
Revue pro právo a technologie
REFERENCE AS
ROČ. 7, 14/2016
USING WORKS
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communicating works to the public. Such a procedure will provide a clear and useful guide to decision-making by general
courts on this issue.
VERONIK It discusses verdict of the CoJ EU C-160/15. There is a shift in legal approach used in case Svensson. For the Czech legal
A
approach it also means change since previously the Czech legal system did not consider profit motivation. In general new
ŽOLNER legal indicators "knowledge" and "profit" can hardly be seen as unambiguous. Moreover, there is still missing a definition of
ČÍKOVÁ "a new public.
MARTIN Reflections of de lege ferenda at the end of the article stem from the author's belief that Community and national laws
BARTOŇ currently address the issue of internet links partly inappropriately when trying to subordinate this very specific institute
under copyright primarily created for others forms of use of the work. Based on these conclusions, the author identifies
himself with the solution by modifying the user's esponsibility relationship to the content published by him / her and
introducing a doctrine similar to the notice and takedown mechanism. In the context of internet links, the author suggests
anchoring an adjustment inspired by the ISP's liability regime.
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Estonia
EE001 Problematic Smartphone
Use, Deep and Surface
Approaches to Learning,
and Social Media Use in
Lectures

Estonian Research Information
System

EE002 Explaining International
Migration in the Skype
Network: The Role of
Social Network Features

Estonian Research Information
System

EE003 Radio formats and social Estonian Research Information
media use in Europe – 28 System
case studies of public
service practice

Rozgonjuk, This study has both theoretical and practical implications. From a theoretical perspective, this is the first study to
D.; Saal, K.; investigate the relationships between approaches to learning and PSU. Though it has been shown that a deep
Täht, K.
approach to learning is positively related to academic outcomes, and a surface approach to learning is found to have
negative effects on academic outcomes [ this study provides potential evidence to the findings where PSU has been
associated with poor academic outcomes. Specifically, poorer outcomes might be due to a less deep and/or more
surface approach to learning. In addition, the findings between PSU and academic outcomes could be explained by
students engaging in more social media use.
Among the potential practical implications, this paper suggests that social media use in lectures might be the driver in
the relationship between approaches to learning and PSU. Lecturers might consider restricting access to social media
use in lectures or to advise their students that engaging in excessive smartphone use and especially social media use
in lectures could have detrimental effects on their academic outcomes.
Kikas, Riivo; The study demonstrates that a number of social network features are strongly related to net migration from and to a
Dumas,
given country, as well as net migration between pairs of countries. Specifically, we find that percentage of international
Marlon;
calls, percentage of international links and foreign logins in a country, complemented by gross domestic product, can
Saabas,
be used as relatively accurate proxies for estimating migration.
Ando
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Bonini,
The research team attempted to answer the empirical question: ‘How social media are used by public service?’ Are
Tiziano;
there some common threads and shared practices among successful programmes in different countries?
Fesneau,
Elvina;
Perez, J. I.
Gallego;
Luthje,
Corinna;
Jedrzejwski,
Stanislaw;
Pedroia,
Albino;Rohn
, Ulrike;
Sellas, Toni;
Starkey,
Guy;
Stiernstedt,
Fredrik
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EE004 Blurring Boundaries,
Estonian Research Information
Transmedia Storytelling
System
and the Ethics of CS Peirce

Gambarato, The authors discuss the specific ethical issues of transmedia storytelling through the conceptualization of ethics
R. R., &
developed by Charles Sanders Peirce who proposes an immediate connection among aesthetics, ethics and logic,
Nanì, A.
which enriches and enlarges the approach to ethical issues in the realm of transmediality.

3

1

EE005 Exploring Cross-Media
Estonian Research Information
Audience Practices in Two System
Cases of Public Service
Media in Estonia and
Finland

Nanì, A., &
PruulmannVengerfeldt,
P.

2

1

Estonian Research Information
System

The study’s results suggest that audiences are neither passive nor active, but switch from one mode to another. The
findings demonstrate that audience dynamism is circumstantial and cannot be assumed. Thus, thinking about active
audiences and participation as the lymph of public service media becomes problematic, especially when broadcasters
seek generalised production practices. This work demonstrates how television networks in general cannot be
participatory, and instead, how cross-media can work as a vehicle of micro participation through small acts of audience
engagement.
Ibrus, Indrek This article examines the evolution of the ‘open mobile web’ during its early phase of development, at the time when
third-generation (3G) mobile networks were first launched in complex and contested ways.

2

1

Estonian Research Information
System

Ibrus, Indrek It conceptualizes ‘convergence’ as a metaphor which denotes a complex set of non-linear, multi-dimensional and often
incompatible evolutionary processes that could still be considered as mutually conditioning and organically evolving.

2

1

Estonian Research Information
System

Indrek Ibrus The analysis in this article revealed three main tendencies. First, at the broadest level, especially when it comes to
Estonia’s position with regard to EU level policymaking, the country tends to prefer the strengthening of the market,
especially the liberalisation of the internet economy, at the expense of securing the production of cultural diversity
locally. This also means ignoring the need to strengthen the national audiovisual industry. Second, regarding the
specifics of national cultural policy and more specifically the film policy within it, the main objective that has emerged
during the last few years has been to strengthen the fi lm production industry, to support its ability to export and to look
for new revenue streams from the gradual convergence with ICT industries. Thirdly, I pointed out the tendency for ERR
to generally ignore its potential role in innovation coordination – i.e., strengthening the capacity of the production
industries to produce innovative content.
Suder, Seili; Even though the data protection principles emphasise the need for fair, purposeful, transparent, minimal and accurate
Siibak,
processing of personal data, our interviews with employers and employees reveal that the actual SNS processing
Andra
practices rarely live up to the standards. The findings indicate that there is a growing mismatch between the social
reality and legal requirements regarding data subjects.

2

1

1

1

Rohn, Ulrike Interviews suggested that users self-create proximity in SNSs more than they desire it from what the SNSs offer to
them. The interviews also suggested that the extent to which users self-create or desire cultural and geographic
proximity differs across cultural groups, as the Russian-Estonian SNS users indicated the greatest need.for cultural
proximity, but a comparatively small need for geographic proximity.

2

1, fb,

EE006 Web and mobile
convergence: Continuities
created by re-enactment of
selected histories
EE007 Micro-studios meet
convergence culture:
crossmedia, clustering,
dialogues, autocommunication
EE008 Audiovisual Policymaking
in Estonia at Times of
Convergence: An
‘Innovation System’ as a
Policy Rationale

EE009 Employers as Nightmare Estonian Research Information
Readers: An Analysis of System
Ethical and Legal Concerns
Regarding EmployerEmployee Practices on
SNS
EE010 Social networking sites
Estonian Research Information
across cultures and
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countries: proximity and
network effects
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EE011 How digital converges
google
cross-media news
typologies across
countries: A comparative
study of news consumption
in Estonia and Portugal
EE012 Exploring Engagement
Estonian Research Information
Repertoires in Social
System
Media: the Museum
Perspective
EE013 Authority crisis
google
communication vs.
discussion forums: case
swine flu
EE014 Standardization, Adaptation Estonian Research Information
and Personalization of
System
International Corporate
Social Media
Communications
EE015 Goverment Estabishments Estonian Research Information
in Social Media - User
System
Experiences
EE016 The New Social Media in Estonian Research Information
Russia: Political Blogging System
by the Government and the
Opposition
EE017 The role of Estonian
Estonian Research Information
teachers in the social
System
mediation of children’s
internet use
EE018 Learn it, Buy it, Work it –
Intensive Pregnancy on
Instagram

Estonian Research Information
System

EE019 A large scale study to
understand the relation
between twitter and
financial market

Estonian Research Information
System
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KõutsThe results show that online news repertoires are converging across the two countries, especially in repertoires where
Klemm,
consumers are focused on the quality of news, but also to some extent in cases where they mostly got news from
Ragne;
social media.
Brites, Maria
José

1

1

Lotina,
Linda;
Lepik, Krista

3

fb

Tirkkonen,
Päivi;
Luoma-aho,
Vilma
Hatzithomas The results indicate that the debate on the international corporate Facebook communications strategy should extend
, Leonidas; beyond the standardization/adaptation dichotomy, pointing out the pivotal role of personalization.
Fotiadis
Thomas A.;
Coudounari
s, Dafnis N.
Kostabi,
Kristjan

3

1, fb,
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fb
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1

Bode,
Nicole;
Makarychev,
Andrey
Soo, Kadri;
Kalmus,
Veronika;
Ainsaar,
Mare
Tiidenberg,
Katrin;
Baym,
Nancy K.
Cazzoli, L.; Results ally with the fact that important users contribute more in influencing the market rather than the wisdom of the
Sharma, R.; crowd. The verification of results using statistical approaches on a large dataset can be seen as a contribution in the
Treccani, area of financial studies using data from online platforms.
M.; Lillo, F
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Germany
D001

Media Convergence as
Evolutionary
Process

D002

The 2nd Convergence: A Media Convergence Handbook Technology
Vol. 1 Journalism, Broadcasting,
Viewpoint
and Social Media Aspects of
Convergence pp 29-57
Recommend, Tweet,
Media Convergence Handbook Share:
Vol. 1 Journalism, Broadcasting,
User-Distributed Content and Social Media Aspects of
(UDC)
Convergencep pp 289-306
and the Convergence of
News Media
and Social Networks
How Does Social Media Media Convergence Handbook Shape Media
Vol. 1 Journalism, Broadcasting,
Convergence? The Case and Social Media Aspects of
of Journalists Covering Convergence pp 363-386
War and Conflict
Guerrilla Media:
Media Convergence Handbook Interactive Social Media Vol. 1 Journalism, Broadcasting,
and Social Media Aspects of
Convergence pp 307-324

D003

D004

D005

D006

Media Convergence Handbook Vol. 1 Journalism, Broadcasting,
and Social Media Aspects of
Convergence pp 3-16

Cinzia Dal They compare media evolution with the process of biological evolution.
Zotto,
From a biological perspective the process of volution leads to adapation, co-evolution, ooperation, specialization, and
Artur
extinction.
Lugmayr Convergence and divergence processes happen in parallel, thus coexisting, as well as at different levels influencing each
other. Consumers diverge and use multiple platforms.
MarieThe 2nd Convergence is melding technology, business models, social networks and culture and catalyses media and story
Jose´
telling innovation. It is breaking through traditional design silos and is displacing traditional linear value chains and some the
Montpetit predominant business models and creates a new generation of innovators, users and creators across skill and age barriers.

3

1

2

1

Mikko
The three main findings of the study are: (1) the audience shares online news content actively by using social plugins, (2)
Villi,
the activity of the news media in social media (especially on Facebook and Twitter) impacts the activity of the audience, and
Janne
(3) the news media are more active on Twitter than on Facebook, despite the fact that the audience is often more active on
Matikaine Facebook. The study suggests that practices related to UDC should be more strongly incorporated into the management
n, Irina strategies of news media as peer-communication among the audience has a growing significance in the consumption and
Khaldarov distribution of online media content.
a
Vittoria These analyses show that social media has a number of advantages and disadvantages for both journalists and news
Sacco
reportage. Tracing the various aspects of the complex dynamics that shape social media, this study points out that the
profession of journalism is still very much needed for our society.

1

fb, tw,

1

1

Andrej
Authors propose a network representation and the network model of spreadable media content serving as a basis of new
Duh,
application using the notion of persistent context and apply perpetual analytics on social media data streams, where every
Sebastian incoming observation is evaluated against all prior observations
Meznaric,
Dean
Korosˇak
The Twenty-First Century Media Convergence Handbook - Vol. 1 Pauliina
Television: Interactive, Journalism, Broadcasting, and Social Tuomi
Participatory and Social Media Aspects of Convergence pp 249-

1

fb, tw,

2

1

Converging Technologies Media Convergence Handbook - Zvezdan The author argues that most successful global new media corporations maintain their competitiveness over old media
and Diverging Market
Vol. 2 Firms and User Perspectives Vukanovic corporations applying the following business models: tipping point strategy, Crowd sourcing strategy, Mesh Companies
Trends of Internet/Web pp 69-93
Strategy, Micropayment and, nicheization of media market, User-generated content, Content re-purposing, cross-media
and Traditional Media
content and global convergence, Experience Economy.
Information Behavior on Journal of Information Science
Scheibe Five research questions are being answered in this paper: What motives do viewers and streamers display to apply
Social Live Streaming
Theory and Practice 4(2): 06-20, K.,
YouNow? What information
Services
2016
Zimmer production behavior do the users exhibit on YouNow? What law infringements can be observed while streaming? What
F.,
multi-channel behaviors do users of YouNow exhibit? How do users rate the quality of YouNow? To
Fietkiewic
z K.J.
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1
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,
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Blurring the Line
Between Fiction and
Reality. Functional
Transmedia Storytelling
in the German TV Series
About:Kate
Media Development and
Convergence
in the Music Industry

IMAGE. Zeitschrift für
interdisziplinäre Bildwissenschaft
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Amelie
Zimmerm
ann

3

fb

Winter C. (2013) Media Development Carsten
and Convergence in the Music Industry. Winter
In: Diehl S., Karmasin M. (eds) Media
and Convergence Management.
Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg 261-281

3

fb, yt,

Digital Socialization? An
Exploratory Sequential
Analysis of Anonymous
Adolescent InternetSocial Interaction
Information Behavior of
Streamers and Viewers
on Social Live Streaming
Services: YouNow as a
Case Study

Human Development, Volume 60, Zizek B. The Internet-based interaction analyzed here lacks key qualities of socialization interaction.
Issue 5, Pages 203-232

3

1

Information-Wissenschaft und
Praxis, Volume 68, Issue 5-6, 2
November 2017, Pages 352-364

Five research questions are being answered in this paper: What motives do viewers and streamers display to apply
YouNow? What information
production behavior do the users exhibit on YouNow? What law infringements can be observed while streaming? What
multi-channel behaviors do users of YouNow exhibit? How do users rate the quality of YouNow? To

1

YouNow
,

Law Infringements in
Social Live Streaming
Services

International Conference on
Human Aspects of Information
Security, Privacy, and Trust.
HAS 2017: Human Aspects of
Information Security, Privacy and
Trust

The study showed that there are indeed many potential law infringements happening on SLSSs. Furthermore, the number
of those infringements could possibly be even higher since music was handled as incidental work and many streams were
observed in which music was playing in the background. First, Generation Z had the second highest percentage of potential
law infringements in contrast to the other generations. If parents are concerned about their children committing copyright
act violations, then they are right, since 77% of all potential infringements committed by Generation Z were related to it. But
there is another, more concerning aspect about the law infringements committed by Generation Z. They committed 4% of
data protection violations, which was three times higher than for the other generations. This clearly shows that the younger
streamers do not act sensible when the data of other people is concerned and which, potentially, can be very harmful.
Furthermore, 4% of all potential violations of Generation Z were related to insults, which is the highest percentage in
contrast to the other generations as well. It is advisable to help children understand that they need to act more careful with
the personal data of other people. Other general observations can be made about the video copyright and sports
broadcasting rights. Those potential violations usually happened when no age or gender of the streamer could be
determined, meaning, anonymous people committed them. In further research, it should be completed by qualitative
interviews with streamers on their awareness of law infringements while streaming. Only users on YouNow, Periscope and
Ustream were studied; other general SLSSs as Nico Nico Douga, YouTube Live or Facebook Live have to be investigated
in the future
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D014

Use of social media by Nervenarzt3 August 2017, Pages
psychiatric in-patients: 1-5
Case report and further
perspectives

D015

Leveraging social
networking sites for
knowledge coconstruction: Positive
effects of argumentation
structure, but premature
knowledge consolidation
after individual
preparation
Learning together on
Facebook et al.?: The
influence of social
aspects and personality
on the usage of social
media for study related
exchange?
Enhancing resilience to
disasters using social
media(Conference
Paper)

D016

D017

D018

D019
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2

Messen
ger-App
,

1

fb

Gruppendynamik und
Sträfling Results suggest that social aspects, personality and general Internet skills determine to what extent social media are used
Organisationsberatung, Volume 44, N.,
for learning exchange. Active participation in this exchange is predicted by gender and social aspects. Hence, we conclude
Issue 4
Krämer that for information sharing, in the context of university learning, social aspects are of particular relevance.
N.C.

1

fb

5th IEEE International Conference on
Models and Technologies for Intelligent
Transportation Systems, MT-ITS 2017,
Article number 8005602, Pages 6997035th

Chaniotak Authors collect tweets from the evacuation in Oroville, California USA due to danger of flood and the evacuation. The data
is, E.A., is used for the creation of a user sample which allows the collection of historical data The historical data is compared with
Antoniou, the data collected during and after the evacuation. The goal of this comparison is the extraction of potential information
C.A.
related to the evacuation.

2

tw

Chaniotak Social media can be a game-changer in many research fields, including transportation. Its characteristics—such as the
is, E.A., continuous stream of information; user-generated content; combination of temporal, spatial, and textual information; and
Antoniou, existence of a social network representation—have created a stream of research that focuses on the exploitation of the
C.A.
information that can directly be extracted.
Mölders, The case studies discussed here lead to the double reflexivity of such irritation dynamics in front of eyes: on the one hand
M.a,
count civil counterparts. Meanwhile as well with such translation cascades as they are to adjust to the different time
Schrape, horizons of politics and law, provided they create their correction requests for persistence and variability. on the other hand
J.-F.b
However, these professionalized organizational services do not take place in a vacuum, but are observed and countered by
other bodies: If about grassroots protest dynamics by established companies be imitated ("Astroturfing") or the action of the
ICIJ or criticized by WikiLeaks as a self-serving salami tactic becomes parallel more communicative cascades initiated.
Furthermore, stand by the respective "Social correctives" used media infrastructures at the same time addresses available,
viewed by these correctives as opponents become. This also points to a further increase in the level of complexity in civic
irritation. Unless social science observers in the discussion about the correction of the consequences of functional
differentiation is therefore not satisfied with the observation of coincidences want, further evolution-theoretically informed
case analyzes remain indispensable to the gradual shades and differences in the irritation design and production of
intersystemic synchronization to work out more pointedly. This becomes the theory of differentiation opens up a greater
potential for differentiation.

1

1, fb,
tw,

3

1

Learning and Instruction
Volume 52, December 2017,
Pages 161-179

Mapping Social media for IEEE Intelligent Systems, Volume
transportation studies
31, Issue 6, November-December
2016, Article number 7742275,
Pages 64-70
New potentials for
Zeitschrift fur Rechtssoziologie,
systemic irritation in the Volume 37, Issue 2, 20 December
digital age:
2017, Pages 239-265
Synchronization between
media, politics and law

Czech
The implications about possible effects of the use of social mediaby psychiatric in-patients on treatment and group
O.M.,
dynamics are discussed. Furthermore, social media communication by patients is focused on in general and potential
Podoll K., consequences for psychiatric, psychotherapeutic and psychosomatic treatment are discussed.
Schneider
F.
Tsovaltzi Authors found negative effects of individual preparation, ascribable to lack of knowledge co-construction and knowledge
D., Judele convergence, that point to knowledge consolidation. Scripting argumentation has some positive effects, but not in
R., Puhl combination with individual preparation. Authors identify possibilities and risks of applying standard collaborative learning
T.,
instructions in the context of SNS, and discuss theoretical consequences.
Weinberg
er A.
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Facebook groups as a Journal of Medical Internet
powerful and dynamic
Research, Volume 19, Issue 12,
tool in medical education: December 2017, Article number
Mixed-method study
e408
Facebook Addiction
PLoS ONE, Volume 12, Issue 12,
Disorder (FAD) among December 2017, Article number
German students—A
e0189719
longitudinal approach
Why men and women
Journal of Strategic Information
continue to use social
Systems, Volume 26, Issue 4,
networking sites: The role December 2017, Pages 261-284
of gender differences

Computer Supported Cooperative
Work: CSCW: An International Journal,
Volume 26, Issue 4-6, 1 December
2017, Pages 959-1003

D023

From Facebook to the
Neighbourhood:
Infrastructuring of Hybrid
Community
Engagement(Article)

D024

FC Bayern München
Journal of Information Technology
goes social - The value of Teaching Cases, Volume 7, Issue
social media for
2, 1 November 2017, Pages 51-61
professional sports clubs

D025

Opinion Climates in
Human Communication Research
Social Media: Blending Volume 43, Issue 4, October 2017,
Mass and Interpersonal Pages 464-476
Communication

D026

Framing social media
European Management Journal,
communication:
Volume 35, Issue 5, October 2017,
Investigating the effects Pages 606-616
of brand post appeals on
user interaction
Public discourse beyond
the mainstream media:

D027
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Nicolai,
L.A.

Facebook groups seem to have evolved as the main tool for medical students at LMU to complement the curriculum and to
discuss study-related content. These Facebook groups are self-organizing and quickly adapt to organizational or subjectrelated challenges posed by the curriculum. A wide range of topics is covered, with a dominance of organization-related
posts.
Brailovska Present results give a first overview of Facebook Addiction Disorder in Germany. Practical applications for future studies
ia, J.,
and limitations of present results are discussed.

1

fb

3

fb

Krasnova, The research makes several contributions to the discourse in strategic information systems literature concerning the use of
H.a,
social media by individuals and organizations. Theoretically, it expands the understanding of the phenomenon of
Veltri,
continuance intentions and specifically the role of the gender differences in its determinants. On a practical level, it delivers
N.F.b,
insights for SNS providers and marketers into how satisfaction and continuance intentions of male and female SNS users
Eling, N.c, can be differentially promoted.
Buxmann,
P.c
Mosconi, Through this work, authors demonstrate how urban neighbourhoods might benefit from hybrid forms of community
G.a,
engagement that are enacted through a constant back and forth between online and face-to-face interactions.
Korn, M.a,
Reuter,
C.a,
Tolmie,
P.a,
Teli, M.b,
Pipek, V.a
Wulf, J.a, This teaching case helps understand how value can be generated through the use of social media. Additionally, it illustrates
Söllner, how social media enriches content distribution and how it contributes to fan loyalty.
M.ab,
Leimeister
, J.M.ab,
Brenner,
W.a
Neubaum, Five attributes of contemporary electronic opinion environments can alter the way users gauge, form, and express opinions
G.
on topics of public interest: the juxtaposition of mass media and user-generated content, ideological homogeneity and
heterogeneity of online networks, technical ease with which to express opinions, the reach of messages, and networked
audiences. These attributes facilitate analysis of theoretical and empirical works from different scholarly traditions,
suggesting lines of inquiry that can enrich the analysis of (public) opinion formation via current communication technologies.
Wagner, Authors empirically examine the effects of post appeals on user interaction by profoundly analysing a sample of 1948
T.F.,
Facebook posts. Results show that some post appeals have positive and others have negative impact on user interaction.
Baccarella Interestingly, some of the appeals with positive impact are rarely used by brands, while some of the appeals with negative
, C.V.,
impact are used quite frequently, indicating that brands currently do not grasp the full potential of post appeal strategy. This
Voigt, K.-I. article concludes by discussing theoretical and managerial implications.
The semantic analysis of users’ techniques of (self-)referencing and predication related to discourse topoi shows that
participants use similar techniques when criticising mainstream media news-coverage and reception, but develop distinct
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D035

Intercultural conflict in
socio-political discussion
for a
Effectiveness of
corporate social media
activities in increasing
relational outcomes
Finding diverse needles
in a haystack of
comments-social media
exploration for
news(Conference Paper)
A measurement study of
hate speech in social
media(Conference
Paper)
Twitter and Africa's 'war
on terror': News framing
and convergence in
Kenya's Operation Linda
Nchi.1
(Book Chapter)
Exploring the perception
of influencers vs.
Traditional celebrities:
Are social media stars a
new type of
endorser?(Conference
Paper)
Building Holistic
Evidence for Social
Media Impact
The Economics of
Internet Media
The Impact of Social
Media On Belief
Formation

C) Source
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Discourse, Context and Media,
Volume 19, October 2017, Pages
49-57
Information and Management,
Volume 52, Issue 7, 1 November
2015, Pages 824-839

J) Recommendations, findings

Kleinke,
S.,
Avcu, E.
Risius,
M.a,
Beck, R.b

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

group-specific patterns in shaping their respective cultural in- and out-groups. Furthermore, the discussions show
similarities in the construction of minority groups between postings taking a majority perspective and tabloid newscoverage.
Authors find positive effects of social media management tools, broadcasting accounts, and conversational communication
on public perception.

forums,
,
1

tw

WebSci 2016 - Proceedings of the Zhang, Authors proposed novel techniques to distill the diverse interpretable topics from pseudo search result using topic model
2016 ACM Web Science
H.ab,
with effective text processing.
Conference22 May 2016, Pages Setty, V.a
286-290

3

reddit,

HT 2017 - Proceedings of the 28th Mondal,
ACM Conference on Hypertext and M.a,
Social Media4 July 2017, Pages
85-942
New Media Influence on Social and Omanga,
Political Change in Africa, June 30, D.
2013, Pages 241-255

The results identify hate speech forms and unveil a set of important patterns, providing not only a broader understanding of
online hate speech, but also offering directions for detection and prevention approaches

2

tw,
whisper,

In a situation where the Twitter discourse was perceived and defined by the Kenya Defence Force as the official account of
the war, this paper shows how the new and the old media converged in news reports in Kenya’s main newspapers and the
resultant frames from this convergence.

2

tw

2

1

This evidence includes interactivity and connectivity among citizens, attributes of network actors, and network structures
and positions to understand how content travels through the network and who are the influential actors.

2

1

The theoretical and empirical studies show the potential for market failures on the Internet (e.g., on search engines or via
targeting) and, therefore, inform firms and regulators. Due to technological progress, new revenue opportunities for
websites are likely to arise soon. They are likely to provide new possibilities for innovative business models and create new
regulatory and competition policy issues.
Author shows that when the importance of social media increases, the amount of disagreement in the society first
decreases and then increases. Simultaneously, people of the same type hold increasingly similar beliefs. Furthermore,
people who find it hard to communicate with people in the same region may interact with similar people online and
consequently hold extreme beliefs. Author proposes a simple way to model people who neglect a potential correlation of
signals and show that these people may be made worse off by social media.

3

1

1

1, fb,

ACM International Conference
Proceeding SeriesVolume Part
F129683, 28 July 2017

Gräve, J.- The results indicate that marketers should carefully distinguish between influencers and traditional celebrities for
F. janendorsements, as systematic differences in perceptions between the groups are likely to have an impact on endorser
effectiveness.

Public Administration Review,
Mergel, I.
Volume 77, Issue 4, July/August
2017, Pages 489-495
Chapter in the Handbook of Media Martin
Economics
Peitz,
Markus
Reisinger
Discussion Paper No. 57 of
Marco A.
Collaborative Research Center
Schwarz
Transregio 190
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Narcissism and Social Journal of Personality
Networking Behavior: A
Meta-Analysis

D037

Social Media, Mass
Research Contributions to
Media and the ‘Public
Organizational Sociology and
Sphere’
Innovation Studies
Differentiation,
Discussion Paper 2016-01
Complementarity and Coexistence
Communication power JOURNAL OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY & POLITICS
struggles on social
media: A case study of 2017, VOL. 14, NO. 2, 132–153
the 2011–12
Russian protests

D038

D039

D040

D041

Social Media and the
CHI 2013, April 27–May 2, 2013
Police—Tweeting
Practices of British Police
Forces
during the August 2011
Riots
Collective behaviour,
24th European Conference on
social media, and
Information Systems, ECIS 2016
disasters: A systematic
literature review
Analyzing tweets to aid
situational awareness

European Conference on
Information Retrieval, ECIR 2014
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Overall, the study not only supported but also refined the notion of a relationship between engaging in social networking
sites and narcissistic personality traits.

2

1

The current transformation of media structures is characterised less by substitution, competition and resolution than by
differentiation, complementarity and co-existence.
Despite the increased permeability between the various arenas of societal communication and social reality construction,
we cannot in any way speak of a general democratisation of media structures or the ‘public sphere’.

1

1

1

tw

2

tw

2

1

1

tw

Viktoria The analysis shows that progovernment users employed a variety of communication strategies to shift the political
Spaiser , discourse and marginalize oppositional voices on Twitter. This demonstrates how authorities can disempower regime critics
Thomas and successfully manipulate public opinion on social media.
Chadefau
x,
Karsten
Donnay ,
Fabian
Russman
n, and
Dirk
Helbing
Sebastian The systematic comparison of tweets demonstrates that the two forces developed very different practices for using Twitter.
Denef,
While MET followed an instrumental approach in their communication, in which the police aimed to remain in a controlled
Petra S. position and keep a distance to the general public, GMP developed an expressive approach, in which
Bayerl, the police actively decreased the distance to the citizens. In workshops and interviews, we asked the police officers about
Nico
their perspectives, which confirmed the identified practices. The study discusses benefits and risks of the two approaches
Kaptein and the potential impact of social media on the evolution of the role of police in society.
Eismann, Authors find that social media have the potential to alter well-known patterns of collective behaviour, such as the distribution
K.,
of activities undertaken by different types of actors over the disaster management lifecycle. Social media furthermore
Posegga, loosen the structural relationships between actors as they facilitate addressing wider audiences and enable communication
O.,
to unspecified receivers.
Fischbach
, K.
Van
The findings show the potential of using Twitter to aid situational awareness and help understand the effectiveness of
Kasteren, certain features for event detection. Counts, Twitter specific features, highly retweeted images and tweets with GPS
T.L.M., coordinates are useful for detecting events with a high social impact, but lack in volume for detecting smaller events. Only
Ulrich, B., the text-based feature TF-IDF is sensitive enough to detect both big and small impact events.
Srinivasan
, V.,
Niessen,
M.E.
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Sales 2.0 in business-to- Digital Enterprise Computing
business (B2B) networks: Conference, DEC 2015
Conceptualization and
impact of social media in
B2B sales relationships

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Rossman The outlined research model has several theoretical implications for social media usage in B2B sales relationships. Social
n, A., Stei, media usage can be resolved into three independent constructs: information usage, content generation, and customer
G.
interaction. In general, all three constructs impact positively on customer satisfaction, with content generation having the
strongest effect (á=.43), followed by information usage (á=.41) and customer interaction (á=.33). Therefore, sales
representatives in B2B relationships should use social media if they are to increase customer satisfaction. The key
assumptions for the impact of age on social media usage were not fully supported by our research. The age of sales
representatives has no general negative impact on social media usage. the impact of social media usage is more relevant
in all three variations when the customers themselvesuse social media.
Government and social Proceedings of the Annual Hawaii
Mainka, Results show that there are strong differences between the respective popularity of social media services for each city. The
media: A case study of 31 International Conference on System A.,
most-used social media platforms are Twitter, YouTube and Facebook. All in all, 15 (with Tumblr, 16) different social
informational world cities Sciences2014, Article number 6758816, Hartmann, mediaplatforms are used by the 31 cities. Twenty-nine cities use at least one of the social media services; and on average,
Pages 1715-1724, 47th Hawaii
S., Stock, four services are used per government.
International Conference on System
W.G.,
Sciences
Peters, I.
Monitoring the Opinion of Media Psychology, Volume 20,
Neubaum, Results of a two-session experiment revealed that people’s fear of isolation sharpens their attention toward user-generated
the Crowd: Psychological Issue 3, 3 July 2017, Pages 502- G.,
comments on Facebook which, in turn, affect recipients’ public opinion perceptions. The latter influenced subjects’ opinions
Mechanisms Underlying 531
Krämer, and their willingness to participate in social media discussions. These findings are discussed in light of the spiral of silence
Public Opinion
N.C.
theory and the social projection hypothesis.
Perceptions on Social
Media
Semi-automatic alerts
Lecture Notes in Informatics (LNI), Reuter, The aim was to transform the high volume of noisy data into a low volume of rich content that is useful to emergency
and notifications for
Proceedings - Series of the
C.,
personnel. In the first part of this paper authors present theirapproach from a user interface perspective.
emergency services
Gesellschaft fur Informatik (GI),
Amelunxe The second part deals with the evaluation of the approach and the derivation of future potentials of the approach.
based on cross-platform Volume P-259, 2016, Pages 1805- n, C., Moi,
social media data 1818
M.
Evaluation of a prototype
News Sharing in Social Social Media and Society, Volume Kümpel, In the central concluding section, the results of the review are used to provide a critical diagnosis of current research and
Media: A Review of
1, Issue 2, 11 September 2015
A.S.,
suggestions on how to move forward in news sharing research.
Current Research on
Karnowski
News Sharing Users,
, V.,
Content, and Networks
Keyling, T.
All businesses are media Handbook
Schaching The spread and usage intensity of the internet users and thus patients using internetbased healthcare tools and services
business: The impact of of Social Media Management:
er, A.
will probably increase and with this, increasing also the effect of connected patients, their mutual learning and their
social media on the
Value Chain and Business Models
behaviour on the healthcare market.
healthcare market
in Changing Media Markets1
January 2013, Pages 795-803
Mining the Boundaries of Int'l Conf. Information and
Philipp By analyzing the communication flow between weblogs, Facebook and Twitter, we observe that Facebook is mostly used
Social Networks:
Knowledge Engineering | IKE'13 | Berger, for referencing real people instead of posts. In contrast, tweets are primarily used for information propagation and citation.
Crawling Facebook and
Patrick
Twitter for
Hennig,
BlogIntelligence
Thomas
Klingbeil,
Matthias
Kohnen,
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When politicians talk:
Assessing online
conversational practices
of political parties on
twitter

D050

New modes of
integration: Individuality
and sociality in digital
networks
The Self-Organization of
Digital Volunteers across
Social Media: The Case
of the 2013 European
Floods in Germany
Usage behavior of social 2016 International Conference on
network sites in the
Information Systems, ICIS
aftermath of terrorist
attacks

D052

D053

D054

D055

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Steffen
Pade,
Christoph
Meinel
Proceedings of the 8th
Lietz, H., Authors find that political parties share some interesting patterns of behavior, but also exhibit some unique and interesting
International Conference on
Wagner, idiosyncrasies. The work sheds light on how complex cultural phenomena such as online conversational practices are
Weblogs and Social Media,
C., Bleier, amenable to quantification and the way social media such as Twitter are utilized by political parties.
ICWSM 2014, Pages 285-294
A.,
Strohmaie
r, M.
First Monday, Volume 20, Issue 1, Adolf, M., In contrast to the traditional broadcasting system, SNS provide the user with a new source of information she or he can
2015
Deicke, D. actively refer to. Not only is the audience active in the (mass) communication process, it is increasingly the activities’
originator/disseminator. Public and private communication merges, bringing about new hybrid forms that defy older
classificatory systems. SNS convert personal individuality into a network publicity and transforms it into referring potential.
Journal of Homeland Security and Kaufhold, Authors show that different social media were used in different ways: Twitter was used in the main for status updates while
Emergency Management, Volume M.,
FB-pages were mostly intended to provide an overview. FB-groups also coordinated a multitude of activities.
13, Issue 1, 1 April 2016, Pages Reuter, C.
137-166

D049

D051

J) Recommendations, findings

Fischer, Based on terror management theory (TMT) and uses and gratifications theory (U&G), this paper argues that people
D.,
reminded of their mortality by terrorist attacks are motivated to seek information and communicate about the attacks on
Eismann, SNS to defend their cultural worldviews and maintain their self-esteem. The paper contributes to the understanding of
K.,
factors driving people’s usage behavior of SNS in the aftermath of terrorist attacks.
Fischbach
, K.
Transmedia appropriation International Journal of
Würfel, M. The article presents an approach to research in this field as well as some initial findings of an empirical study with German
and socialization
Communication, Volume 8, Issue 1,
young people related to the role of convergent media and transmedia storytelling for socialization processes in
processes among
2014, Pages 2240-2258
adolescence.
German adolescents
Assistance system for 20th Americas Conference on
Di
The system provides users recommendations about media contents that are adapted to each individual’s social media
personalized learning in Information Systems, AMCIS 2014 Valentin, skills. Teachers, trainers and students have the possibility to apply social media in the professional context and benefit from
vocational education
C., Werth, the right usage.
D.,
Emrich,
A., Loos,
P.
Managing brands in a
Media and Convergence
Langner, One-sided brand-to-consumer communication is now complemented by consumer-to-brand and consumer-to-consumer
converging media
Management, 1 January 2013,
T., Brune, communication. Media convergence is leading to a continuing increase in consumers’ uttitasking. Thereby, consumer
environment
Pages 135-160
P.,
involvement is further decreased. It is rare for brands to receive the full attention of the consumer. On the other hand, social
Fischer, A. media—which has become an integral part of our everyday communication—gives consumers the ability to participate in
brand communications and to interact with other consumers about brands. Consequently, a large body of decoupled brandrelated conversations is growing within our data-driven communication environment from day to day. As a consequence,
brand management runs the risk of losing control. Thus, brands have to implement more knowledge about communication
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D056

(De)centralization of the Media and Communication,
global informational
Volume 5, Issue 3, 2017, Pages
ecosystem
37-48

D057

Kenya decides: Kiswahili, Journal of African Media Studies,
social media and politics Volume 7, Issue 2, 1 June 2015,
in Kenya’s 2013 general Pages 165-183
elections
Adaptive social media Proceedings of the Annual Hawaii
skills trainer for
International Conference on
vocational education and System Sciences, Volume 2015training: Concept and
March
implementation of a
recommender system

D058

D059

D060

D061
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processes and its effects on consumers to cope with this challenge. Brand monitoring has become crucial to brand success
in this communication environment.
Möller, J., Authors provide a three-dimensional framework to empirically investigate (de)centralization. From critical media studies, we
von
borrow the (de)centralization of data and infrastructures, from media business research, the (de)centralization of content
Rimscha distribution.
M.B.
Bing, N. It takes a closer look at how the use of Kiswahili and mobile phones has shaped citizen engagement by offering new forms
and spaces of expression. It will give insight into evolving digital practices of political communication during the 2013
general elections in Kenya.

Di
This paper presented a personal recommender system that supports teachers, trainers and students of vocational
Valentin, education to carry out teaching and learning processes under consideration of each individual’s social media skills.
C.,
Emrich,
A.,
Lahann,
J., Werth,
D., Loos,
P.
Social media in disaster International Journal of Emergency Mauroner, Two disasters are examined as example cases: The flooding in Germany and the Typhoon Haiyan in the Philippines, both
management: How social Management, Volume 12, Issue 2, O.,
in 2013. Thirteen guided expert interviews are carried out and evaluated. The results show that social media use in disaster
media impact the work of 2016, Pages 196-217
Heudorfer, management reflects the general trend towards a strengthened participation of the population in public communication.
volunteer groups and aid
A.
Social media can, however, only be part of a more comprehensive strategy necessary for disaster response and early
organisations in disaster
warning.
preparation and response
Social media – A
Journal of the Austrian Society of Kayser, This appears to be a summary of various recommendations on the topic, such as a successful implementation of new
challenge for
Agricultural Economics, Volume 23, M.,
media in the communication policy is not trivial for companies in agribusiness– because there is a low web affinity, in times
agribusiness
2013, Pages 101-110
Theuvsen, of high criticism of the agribusiness industry a social media oriented strategy is inevitable – only an intensive dialogue with
[Social media – Eine
L.
the public allows the agri-fod-industry a sustainable extraction of closeness and trust, structural transformation of the media
herausforderung für das
towards a dialogic participatory communication requires a certain loss of control but the power of a “gatekeeper” of classical
agribusiness]
transmitter-oriented communication is reduced. Hence, topics which are not selected by journalists can be published. This
allows the industry to place and distribute their own topics to the public. The measurement of the return of social media is
difficult and can hardly be presented monetarily. However, the importance of social media will increase in the future –
especially in the context of social change – and companies will be more interested to invest.
Evaluation of the use of Kriminalistik, Volume 70, Issue 4, Heymig, The authors claim to present scientifically sound instrument for evaluation and measurement of the success of the
social media by the
2016, Pages 222-227
S., Kahr, Facebook appearance of the Police Headquarters in Munich.
police: Experiences of
R.
the police headquarters
in Munich
[Evaluation der
polizeilichen Social
Media-Nutzung:
Erfahrungen des
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Polizeipräsidiums
München]
Stuttgart's black thursday
on twitter: Mapping
political protests with
social media data
How social media can
foster professional
knowledge exchange
[Wie social media den
beruflichen
Wissensaustausch
fördern können]
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Analyzing Social Media Data and
Web Networks, 25 November
2014, Pages 154-196

Jungherr, Authors show that the microblogging service Twitter is a valuable tool for the mapping of political events.
A.,
Jürgens,
P.
Psychologische Rundschau,
Utz, S. The initial results of studies that examine these processes are presented and desiderata in research conducted to date are
Volume 67, Issue 2, April 2016,
identified.Business networks report higher information benefits as non-users; they can utilise not only their their strong ties,
Pages 118-124
but also can get access to their weak ties.
There are first indications that the self-generated and externally generated cues on social media can serve as assessment
of the competence and trustworthiness of a person. This can also be done through an automatic process that produces
casual generation of ambient awareness. Reading status messages also increases that feeling of connectedness. Yet it is
not clear whether there is or not effect of more social contacts outside of social media which influences higher
connectedness on social media too. There also are some other unclear methodological issues.
PPmP Psychotherapie
Köhler, N. The article shows which statistical methods were available for analyzing the Internet-based communication of depression
Psychosomatik Medizinische
affected people who reported from their experience with the disease. The discussion with hashtag #NotJustSad“was
Psychologie, Volume 65, Issue 2,
monitored on„Twitter“ in November 2014.
February 2015, Pages 84-85

Social media - A new
area for psychological
research
[Soziale Medien - Ein
neues Forschungsfeld für
die Psychologie]
Identifying sports talents Annual SRII Global Conference,
by social media mining SRII2014, Pages 223-227
as a marketing
instrument
Social media within
Intelligent Systems Reference
german companies—An Library, Volume 95, 2016, Pages
interview-based analysis 127-146
Information behavior in
social media
[Informationsverhalten in
social media]
"Just because we can" Governments' rationale
for using social media

J) Recommendations, findings

Information-Wissenschaft und
Praxis, Volume 66, Issue 1, 1
February 2015, Pages 22-28
ECIS 2014 Proceedings - 22nd
European Conference on
Information Systems 2014

Assessing the potential of ECIS 2013 - Proceedings of the
social media to reflect
21st European Conference on
global tourism
Information Systems 2013

Davcheva In a first step, social media data are retrieved based on a query, which is then processed in a second step with a natural
, P.
language processing (NLP) tool, the Apache OpenNLP. The mining process results in a list of players’ names deemed as
talented in the Web 2.0
space.
Kirchner, The study found that social media is used intensively if employees can benefit from the provided content. Although an open
K.,
corporate culture and management support can facilitate a wider usage of social media, having a benefit is the main driver
Stegmann for knowledge sharing via social media, regardless of industry, company size, employees’ age, or incentives given to
, D.
employees.
Meier, F. The studies on the microblogging platform Twitter presented here show in a nutshell the range of uses of social media for
information search and how they are being investigated. Social media have idiosyncrasies that can have positive effects for
the user, but at the same time make it difficult to carry out investigations that aim at a holistic understanding of information
search behavior in social media.
Hofmann, Hardly any government agency follows a distinct strategy when implementing social media. Furthermore, the authors come
S.
up with ten propositions that explain the influencing factors of governments’ social media decision. Whereas mainly
ambiguous privacy regulations and financial shortcomings negatively influence the decision to use social media, initiatives
by single employees, perceived external expectations and the wish to become more attractive for citizens drive the use of
social media. In addition, observed social media behaviours of other governments and experiences in the governments’
environment influence the decision.
The authors highly recommend governments to develop a social media strategy in order to offer an adequate social media
portfolio.
Roman, Travel and tourism are quite well reflected in Social Media, at least at the aggregate level of countries. The authors
T., Kai, F., compared data on visitors per country from the United Nations World Tourism Organization to travel reviews from a virtual
Detlef, S. travel community from 2000 to 2009. They found them to correlate quite strongly, which indicates that travel and tourism are
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quite well reflected in Social Media, at least at the aggregate level of countries. This finding may have implications for
research on tourism-related Social Media as well as for how Social Media reflects other offline phenomena besides
tourism.
Social media for scientific Social Media for Scientific
Hurrle, D., Based on a comprehensive analysis of the designated target group of young academics, a holistic social media concept is
institutions: How to
Institutions: How to Attract Young Postatny, developed with clear guidelines for immediate application and implementation.
attract young academics Academics by Using Social Media J.
by using social media as as a Marketing Tool, 2015
a marketing tool
The value of social media The Value of Social Media for
Nofer, M. Taking Social Media platforms as examples, the author examines the forecasting quality of user generated content on the
for predicting stock
Predicting Stock Returns:
Internet.
returns: Preconditions, Preconditions, Instruments and
This study therefore contributes to a better understanding of the privacy paradox which has been previously shown in the
instruments and
Performance Analysis, 1 January
literature. In contrast to previous research, they study consumer behavior after a privacy breach actually occurred. So far,
performance analysis
2015, Pages 1-128
intentions and behavior have only been compared in the absence of any privacy or security incident. Although privacy is of
prime importance for building trust, they find that following a privacy breach, people still ignore their concerns when it
comes to the actual investment decision. It can be therefore concluded that a privacy breach lowers trust in the company
but does not exert a direct influence on consumers’ willingness to buy products from the affected company.
Unleash your brand!
Lecture Notes in Computer
Trefzger, It is presented an organizational approach to managing social media activities on a daily basis. In particular, they outline a
using social media as a Science, Volume 9742, 2016,
T.F.,
workflow that can be used to efficiently manage social media activities.
marketing tool in
Pages 449-460
Dünfelder, These recommendations include: Polish Your Profiles across all Platforms, Establish a Workflow and Understand Your
academia
D.
Channels and Strive for Operational Excellence.
Entrepreneurial
orientation and open
innovation: Social media
as a tool

Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, Volume 10282 LNCS,
2017, Pages 350-361, 9th
International Conference on Social
Computing and Social Media,
SCSM 2017
“Like” parliament?: The Zeitschrift fur Vergleichende
use of social media by Politikwissenschaft, Volume 10, 1
the House of Commons July 2016, Pages 15-39
and the German
Bundestag
I like! A quasiMultikonferenz
experimental study of
Wirtschaftsinformatik 2014, MKWI
organizational
2014, Pages 1658-1666
identification and
corporate reputation as
influencing factors on
user behavior in social
media
"Will they merge?"Information Systems, AMCIS 2013
Financial event-related - Hyperconnected World: Anything,
information processing in Anywhere, Anytime, Volume 5,
social media
2013, Pages 4027-4035, 19th

1

1

1

1

1

Linde, C. Special focus lies upon the application of social media as a tool for open innovation.

3

SSRN,
Mendel
ey,
Resear
chGate
1

Schwanho Comparing the British House of Commons and the German Bundestag by checking to what extent they offer new,
lz, J.,
interactive and direct means of communication through the internet on their parliamentary websites, they demonstrate that
Busch, A. the House of Commons offers far more interactive tools than the Bundestag.

3

1

Eberz, S., A quasi-experimental online study with 259 subjects shows that especially a high company reputation leads to an increased
Schaarsc willingness to click on the "Like" button.
hmidt, M.,
Ivens, S.,
Von
Kortzfleisc
h, H.

2

fb

Zülch,
M.J.

1

1

The analysis shows that financial event-related uncertainty can be related to information processing activities in social
media.
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Americas Conference on
Information Systems, AMCIS 2013
Can twitter really save IEEE Pacific Visualization
your life? A case study of Symposium, Volume 2015-July, 14
visual social media
July 2015, Pages 183-190, 2015
analytics for situation
8th IEEE Pacific Visualization
awareness
Symposium

The use of social media
in place branding: The
case of Allgäu
[Der Einsatz der sozialen
Medien im Place
Branding: Das Beispiel
Allgäu]
Becoming friends with
the government - A
qualitative analysis of
citizens' decision to 'like'
government profiles on
facebook
Ethical aspects of using
medical social media in
healthcare applications

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Thom, D., This paper presents and reviews the domain experts' individual performances with the the ScatterBlogs visual analytics
Kruger, framework, a platform that provides reference implementations of tools and techniques from ongoing research, their
R., Ertl, T., comments about the usefulness and applicability of its capabilities, and the results of a questionnaire each participant had
Bechstedt to complete. The authors often observed that analysts in their study ﬁrst had difﬁculties to understand the usefulness of
, U., Platz, more advanced tools, like the TagMap or classiﬁers, as their capabilities might seem to be superseded by more simple
A.,
tools, like the lens and keyword search. However, when solving the tasks, they usually began to recognize that these data
Zisgen, J., driven techniques enabled them to gather vital information, like localized events or messages with unexpected keywords,
Volland, that would otherwise go undetected. that visual social media analytics is soon ready to be deployed.
Three major challenges need to be addressed. First, the systems have to adapt to existing environments and build on
B.
symbols and conventions common in the domain. Novel tools that look familiar to the analysts simplify the transition
process and encourage them to learn their usage. Moreover, privacy is a quite important and underestimated issue. This
should not be seen as a sole problem of engineering, but already be considered in prototypical visualization design.
Techniques that not just aggregate visually, but also build on aggregated data storage are destined for that demand. And
ﬁnally, more research on automated creditability analysis is needed.
Kräußlich, Where local authorities provide their content in the context of a place branding via social media, the users gain attributes of
B.,
a prosumer, most important of which is the high potential for participating in the actual branding process. This active
Schürholz participation causes a variety of changes compared to a branding process without social media. Thus, a qualitative,
, P.
a quantitative, as well as a temporal and spatial increase of contact with the brand can be determined, though, by virtue of
the anonymity provided by the Internet, it is quite possible that this all takes place covertly. A permanent monitoring of the
branding process on the part of the operators has become necessary in order to react quickly to changes. The suggested
Allgäu model offers a possible procedure for reacting to the new requirements in social media-sampled place branding.
Hofmann, The results draw a disillusioning picture. Despite the possibilities to actively contribute to government activities, citizens
S
prefer to passively consume information, if at all. The main barriers to deeper interactions with governments are citizens'
unawareness of government profiles, missing perceived benefits, missing trust and perceived pressure from their social
environment. In general, we find the social environment to play an important role, both in the decision to 'like' government
profiles on Facebook as well as in the decision (not) to contribute to e-participation on Facebook.
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Studies in Health Technology and Denecke, The increased usage and analysis of health web data poses questions on privacy, and ethics. Through a literature review,
Informatics, Volume 198, 2014,
K
the current awareness on ethical issues in the context of public health monitoring and research using medical social media
Pages 55-62, 8th Scientific eHealth
data is determined.
Conference

3

1

Standort, Volume 41, Issue 4, 1
December 2017, Pages 279-286

24th European Conference on
Information Systems, ECIS 2016

D081

Does social media usage Public Relations Review, Volume
matter? An analysis of 41, Issue 2, June 2015, Pages
online practices and
242-253
digital media perceptions
of communication
practitioners in Europe

Moreno, Results show that practitioners with a high level of usage of social media
A.,
give more importance to social media channels, influence of social media on internal and external stakeholders and
Navarro, relevance of key gatekeepers and stakeholders along with a better self-estimation of competences. Issues about diverse
C., Tench, levels of overestimation of social media use, application and importance in the professional arena are also debated.
R.,
Zerfass,
A.
International Journal of
Mourao, Authors found that getting European news from blogs remains a significant predictor for negative attitudes toward the EU,
Communication, Volume 9, Issue 1, R.R., Yoo, even after using conservative post hoc assessments. Also findings presented here reveal that political discussion produced
2015, Pages 3199-3222
J., Geise,
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union attitudes: A
multidimensional analysis

D083

Does Facebook increase
political participation?
Evidence from a field
experiment
Stability evaluation of
event detection
techniques for twitter

Information Communication and
Society, Volume 19, Issue 10, 2
October 2016, Pages 1465-1486

D085

Use cases and
application purposes of
social media in
healthcare

D086

Did you already know…?
Diagnosing depressions
with Instagram(Note)
[Depressionen
diagnostizieren mit
Instagram]

D084

D087 News diets, social media
(Do001) use and non-institutional
participation in three
communication
ecologies: comparing
Germany, Italy and the
UK
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S., Araiza, conflicting results: Although it increased the sense of efficacy inside the EU, it also increased feelings of fear associated
J.A.,
with integration.
Kilgo,
D.K.,
Chen,
V.Y.,
Johnson,
T.J.
Theochari Maintaining a Facebook account had clearly negative consequences on reports of offline and online forms of political and
s, Y.,
civic participation.
Lowe, W.

1

fb

Weiler, A., Eperiments use real-world Twitter streaming data and show that varying these parameters alone significantly influences the
Beel, J., outcomes of the event detection techniques, sometimes in unforeseen ways. The authors conclude that even minor
Gipp, B., variations in event detection techniques may lead to major difficulties in reproducing experiments.
Grossnikl
aus, M.

1

tw

Denecke, The authors identify categories of application purposes for social media-based healthcare applications. The applications of
K.
social media tools and data are categorized into five groups:
1) supporting the treatment process,
2) for information gathering and prevention,
3) for networking and information exchange,
4) for knowledge management, and
5) for research and monitoring.
Use of social media for information gathering and disease prevention is most prevalent. Existing applications mainly
concentrate on supporting treatment of chronic and mental diseases. Technology is ready for supporting such applications.
To go further in that direction, organizational and legal issues need to be addressed, including developing concepts for
integrating with clinical information settings, establishing financing models, and ensuring security and trust.
Medizinische Monatsschrift fur
Krieg, B. 166 Instagram users were investigated, 71 of whom suffered from depression. Participants allowed access to all of their
Pharmazeuten, Volume 40, Issue
content published on Instagram and were subjected to a standardized test to measure the extent of their depression.
9, September 2017, Page 421
The evaluation showed that the pictures of depressive users differed from those of non-depressive users in certain
characteristics. The pictures of depressive users showed different shades of color, more faces overall, but fewer groups of
people. In addition, the images were less often processed with filters. The results were based on a meta-analysis that
assessed the ability of general practitioners to diagnose depression. The accuracy of the Instagram method performed
better in comparison.
Taylor and Francis Online
Lorenzo Survey with respondents from Germany, UK and Italy (number not put) showed that while digital univores are more likely to
Mosca
engage in bo(u)ycotts, omnivores are more inclined to partake in (legal and illegal) demonstrations and occupations
Mario
announced on social media. Frequent Twitter use is clearly associated with various forms of engagement, while Facebook
Quaranta use is less relevant in this respect (although significantly related to occupying). Social movements and protesters use online
platforms extensively to inform and mobilize other citizen’s by-passing the gatekeeping function of traditional media.
Omnivores look better equipped than digital univores to undertake contentious forms of political action. Despite relevant
differences in macro-level characteristics, research data do not show significant variance in the relationship between news
diets, social media use and unconventional participation across the three countries.
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Lecture Notes in Computer
Science, Volume 9897 LNCS,
2016, Pages 368-380, 15th
International Symposium on
Advances in Intelligent Data
Analysis, IDA 2016
Social Media and Mobile
Technologies for HealthcareJune
30, 2014, Pages 60-75
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D088 Online Mobilization in
Taylor and Francis Online
(Do002) Comparative
Perspective: Digital
Appeals and Political
Engagement in Germany,
Italy, and the United
Kingdom
D089 Exploring the Meaning FigShare
(Do003) and Perception of
Altmetrics

Cristian
Vaccari

D090 Online Petition Data:
(Do004) 2010-2013 (Germany)
PL

D091 Digital Social Norm
(Do005) Enforcement: Online
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The relationship between mobilization and engagement was stronger among those who followed the campaign less
attentively, as well as in countries where overall levels of engagement with the campaign were lower (Germany and the
United Kingdom) than where they were higher (Italy). These findings indicate that online mobilization may contribute to
closing gaps in political engagement at both individual and aggregate levels, and thus suggest that digital media may
contribute to reviving democratic citizenship.

1

1

Steffen
First findings confirm that for researchers from both targeted disciplines - economists and social scientists (sample 3,400) –
Lemke,
the professional usage of social media is far from marginal, although the degrees of it for the two disciplines differ. Share of
Maryam survey participants that use the service at least once a day in their professional life (top 5 service websites): 1. Google
Mehrazar,
Scholar 31.0% 2. Wikipedia 21.0% 3. Facebook 14.0% 4. Twitter 10.0% 5. JSTOR 10.0%. Actions that professors perform
Isabella
significantly more frequently than early-stage researchers: 1. Writing, 2. Facebook Actions, 3. Twitter Actions.
Peters,
Daniel
Beucke,
Maxie
Gottschling
, Andreas
Krausz,
Michael
Kusche,
Diana
Lindner,
Athanasios
Mazarakis,
Astrid Orth,
Katrin
Weller &
Olga
Zagovora

2

1

OPEN ICPSR Rost, Katja,
Stahel, Lea, and Frey,
Bruno S. Online Petition
Data: 2010-2013
(Germany). Ann Arbor,
MI: Inter-university
Consortium for Political
and Social Research
[distributor], 2016-05-11.
https://doi.org/10.3886/
E100204V1

Katja
Results show that in the context of online firestorms, non-anonymous individuals are more aggressive compared to
Rost; Lea anonymous individuals. This effect is reinforced if selective incentives are present and if aggressors are intrinsically
Stahel; motivated.
Bruno S.
Frey

1?

1

Public Library of Science

Katja
Online aggression in a social-political online setting is not primarily an illegitimate and irrational behavior, performed by
Rost, Lea impulsive revengeful actors with a lack of empathy and social skills. In the public life, online (social media) aggression has
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1
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Stahel an become an effective tool for punishing norm violations and securing public goods. When investigating it, academia and
d Bruno politics cannot ignore the social-political motivations. Also, in the debate on how to legally handle it, these underlying
S. Frey motivations must be taken into account, to balance free expression of opinion and hate speech prevention. From the ethical
perspective, altruistic punishments of norm violations to secure public goods are honorable. However, it is questionable,
whether the aggressive means of punishments as obtained in firestorms are justified. Experience also shows that the
regularly demanded abolition of online anonymity and the introduction of real-name policies do not necessarily prevent
online aggression in social media.
Leen
The project in progress entails surveys in schools, news media literacy workshops (e.g. News Game), and interviews in the 1 ?
d'Haenen family context.
s Kevin
Smets
Thom
Frissen
Christine As expected, most respondents (sample 639 out of 967) who participated in street demonstrations also used social media
2
Ogan,
for protesting. The correlation between offline participation in the country where they lived with social media participation
RoyaIman (measured through 5-point Likert scales) was r= .22 (p=.000). Those who participated offline and online encouraged others
i Giglou to join the movement through social media, much stronger in the case of the online participants (r=.53, p=.000). Those who
and
participated in SM extensively often defriended Facebook contacts who did not support the protests (r=.18, p=.000). Online
Leend’Ha protesting during Gezi protest in Istanbul was significantly predicted by the use of Twitter as well as television for following
enens
the news on both Gezi and Turkish life & politics. None of the offline activities were significant predictors of social media
participation. Social media enabled the participants to keep current with events on the ground more than a thousand miles
far and to stay in constant touch with others across the European cities.
Cornelius Social network recruitment permits fast and convenient access to young people. The study demonstrated the feasibility of
3
Remschm recruiting young women into health research via a social networking site in Germany. The two targeting strategies resulted
idt,
in significant differences regarding educational status and migrant background. Overall, awareness of HPV was high, but
Dietmar only 53% received at least one vaccine dose. In multivariate analysis, HPV vaccine uptake was independently associated
Walter, Pa with a physician's recommendation and trust in vaccine effectiveness.
trick
Schmich,
Matthias
Wetzstein,
Yvonne
Deleré,an
d Ole
Wichman
n
Linke,
The research on exploiting SM in the corporate communication is based on the online survey among companies in Portugal
2
Anne
(105 replies) in 2013 – 2014 and a secondary analysis of previous data from Germany (596 replies) collected between
Oliveira, 2010 and 2012. The four initial hypotheses were confirmed: H1. While Portuguese organizations are more active than
Evandro German, they lag behind in experience and professionalization. H2. German organizations show less ad-hoc online
Samuel communication activities. H3. Portuguese organizations use less online activity to support communication goals. H4.
Ribeiro German organizations perform more systematic online communication. Four indexes were examined related to social
dos
media (SM) exploitation in organizations, i.e.: for SM skills, governance, activities and strategies numbers. Both countries
Santos
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show high percentages of organizations using SM. As hypotheses 1–4 are supported by the data, it can be concluded that
the professionalization and strategic use is more advanced in Germany.
The power of mass
Sferra Politicii, Fundatia Orient
ALICIA- Even though in Germany, traditional media, namely TV, printed or online newspapers, is still an important source of political
media in the German civil Expres
GEORGIA information, social media like Facebook took place and introduced a new way of communication and interaction between
society
NA
politicians and citizens. The AfD party (Eurosceptic, anti-immogration) deployed through Facebook most of its electoral
ZALUPCA campaign for the 2015 spring regional elections in Germany, providing an open and interactive communication, almost in
real time. The party communicated with those who have commented the posts so that they felt important and taken into
account. It issued brief, persuasive, symbolic, meaningful messages. AfD is very active on the social media also in relation
to the 2017 general ellection campaign, but not with the same success and persuasion. The party used as well TV
appearances and intelligently written online articles.
Being Unemployed in the New Media & Society, Sage
Miriam Within the sample of 2414 unemployed individuals in Germany, there were four types of Internet users: non-users (20,6 %),
Age of Social Media
Feuls,
novices (27,6 %), passive users (33,7 %) and heavy-users (17,4 %). With outside help, novices could make “better” use of
Christian the Internet and its job search possibilities. Passive users balance their real and virtual lives, and their motivation centers
Fieseler, upon finding a job. However, they tend to be sceptical about the more participative forms of social media. Thus they may
Miriam miss opportunities to broaden their perspectives and offers. Heavy users run the risk of using the Internet as an escapist
Meckel, device—avoiding job searching and underemphasizing real-life activities. Their participatory activities do not automatically
Anne
lead to social inclusion but to echo chambers instead. It is questionable, whether their networking may intend to change
Suphan their offline lives.
CONTESTED
IT University of Copenhagen
Neumayer This study’s dual focus has shown that activists’ communicative social media tactics in Blockupy Frankfurt represent a
HASHTAGS: BLOCKUPY (published in International Journal ,
diverse interplay of visible and encrypted invisible communication. The tensions between the critical social media practices
FRANKFURT IN SOCIAL of Communication)
Christina; of activist collectives and the uncritical use of SM as tools by more loosely connected protest event participants may be
MEDIA
Rossi,
reinforced by the increasing police presence. Carefully planned tactics and critical SM practices stressing the avoidance of
Luca; Karl police interference only partially materialized on social media, as shown by the social network analysis of Twitter data.
sson,
While the police displayed more centralized and dissemination-focused communicative behavior on Twitter, they also
Björn
adhered to the SM logic embedded in the political economy of attention and visibility. Their strategic dissemination of
images following the riots gained attention in the international news media.
If activists are to shift media power, they too must move beyond merely reproducing mainstream media reporting strategies,
yet scholars and activists alike should be aware that the police too are increasingly employing the advantages of speedy
communication and production of visibility.
Dark Germany': Hidden arXiv.org e-Print Archive
Sebastian A contemporary nationwide protest movement against refugee housing in Germany in 2015 had its peaks in several activity
Patterns of Participation
Schelter metrics that coincide with chancellor Merkel’s decision to temporarily admit the entry of Syrian refugees to Germany
in Online Far-Right
and
(September 2015). However, the evidence suggests a low degree of user growth, connectedness and cooperation in this
Protests Against Refugee
J´erˆome protest movement. From all political parties, the AfD exhibited the strongest affiliation among the user base of the studied
Housing
Kunegis protest pages. The vast majority (77%) of protest pages are located in the eastern Germany, matching the fact that far-right
parties score higher scores there, too. The results confirm that Facebook pages of the anti-refugee movement in Germany
are split into many small pages by geography, with no apparent regional collaboration patterns. A limitation there is the lack
of data on comparable movements on Facebook.

D100 Dynamics of Cyber Hate International Journal of Cyber
(Do014) in Social Media: A
Criminology
Comparative Analysis of

Hanzelka, In first half of 2016, the percentage of hateful comments by the Czech Initiative against Islam (20%) was higher than in the
Jan; Sch case of German Pegida (7%). The targeting of these comments is very similar in both countries and it is possible to classify
midt, Ina the individual targets of immigrants and refugees, Muslims in general, own governments, political elites (EU, USA) or
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Anti-Muslim Movements
in the Czech Republic
and Germany

D101 The multi-step-flow on Digitale Methoden in der
(Do015) social media: a combined Kommunikationswissenschaft
approach to analyze the
Facebook newsfeed

D102 Media harmful to minors Diskurs Kindheits- und
(Do017) in the course of time:
Jugendforschung / Discourse.
altered perspectives of Journal of Childhood and
the potential hazard of Adolescence Research
the media and the special
protection needs of
children
D103 Bystanding or standing New Media & Society, Sage
(Do018) by? How the number of
bystanders affects the
intention to intervene in
cyberbullying

D104 Flagging uncivil user
New Media & Society, Sage
(Do019) comments: Effects of
intervention information,
type of victim, and
response comments on
bystander behavior
D105 Fighting for recognition: New Media & Society, Sage
(Do020) Online abuse of women
bloggers in Germany,
Switzerland, the United
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individuals favouring immigrants. The Initiative against Islam was focused on the Muslim community in general and the
situation Europe as a whole. Pegida, on the other hand, focuses more on the situation in its own country. Trigger events are
linked across both countries, the largest cyber hate instigators usually being incidents in which refugees and immigrants are
presented as perpetrators. However, there are limitations related to unmcontrolled factors possibly influencing the results,
like different national legislation (the German legislation is more restrictive so activists might be more reluctant to voice
cyber hate).
Jungnicke Participants in online social networks have many contacts. However, they seem little interested in the information from
l, Katrin distant acquaintances but rely on close ties or professional communicators. Broadcasters and producers of newsfeed
Maireder, information can be divided into three categories: (1) non-professional communicators, (2) media companies and (3) other
Axel
professional communicators. Results show that the vast majority of links to public-relevant topics were produced by
professional communicators (media and others), but a high proportion of non-professional communicators are broadcasters
(who spread), so there is a multi-level flow on Facebook.
Non-professional communicators as broadcasters can be divided again according to the strength of the relationship with the
recipient. They are the non-professional channels consisted of distant acquaintances (55%), followed by good
acquaintances (30%) and close friends or relatives (15%). The most common flow of information is that of a professional
communicator through a non-professional communicator to the recipient. For example, 46 percent of the content produced
by media companies was shared by non-professional communicators on Facebook. But also content from non-professional
communicators was spread by media (12%) and other professional communicators (36%) on Facebook.
Hajok,
The study traces the altered perspectives of the protection of young people as one of legal regulations, social discussions
Daniel
and scientific discourses.
Hildebran If we adults have us as a parents, educationalists, children and youth protectors continue function although we are
dt, Daniel distanced technologically from our protégés, the consequences are obvious: if we do not know what adolescents are doing
in the digital world, we should let them to show us that.
Magdalen
a
Obermaie
r,
Nayla
Fawzi,
Thomas
Koch
Teresa K
Naab,
Anja
Kalch,
Tino GK
Meitz,
Stine
Eckert
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A very severe cyberbullying incident boosts individuals’ intention to intervene, mediated by the assessment of the situation
as emergency and, in turn, by an increased feeling of responsibility. However, if there is a larger number of bystanders in a
cyberbullying incident, rather than just a few, participants feel less responsible to help, and thus, they are less willing to
intervene.

1

1

Intervention information is a promising strategy to motivate flagging. Flagging is based on responsibility attribution to
professional moderators but not on self-responsibility perception. Type of victim and characteristics of other users’ posted
responses to preceding comments (public disagreement and politeness) shape deviance perceptions of the situation and
influence flagging behavior.

1

1

In-depth interviews with 109 bloggers who write about feminisms, family, and/or maternity politics revealed that 73.4% had
negative experiences due to blogging and/or social media use. Most of these negative experiences involved not only
abusive comments but also stalking, trolls, rape threats, death threats, and unpleasant offline encounters. Response
strategies included moderating comments, exposing abuse, adaptation, and solidarity.The democratic potential of social
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Kingdom, and the United
media in democracies remains haphazard because online abuse is not fully recognized as entangling online and offline
States
communication, constituted and constructed through technological, legal, social, and cultural factors.
D106 News Sources and
Journalism Practice, 11:4, 509-526, Daniel
German sports journalists perceive SM as valuable tools for their profession. The theoretical assumption that social media
(Di001) Follow-up
Journalism Practice,
Nölleke, may provide opportunities supporting journalists’ practice was confirmed empirically. It was found that sports journalists do
Communication, Facets Volume 11, 2017 - Issue 4
Christoph not assess these activities as completely negative. Furthermore, though sports fans use the social media accounts of
of complementarity
G.
professional athletes to keep themselves up-to-date, German sports journalists do not perceive these channels as a threat
between sports
Grimmer to their profession. Respondents were aware that SM not only create opportunities but also produce challenges for their
journalism and social
& Thomas practice. Regarding this aspect, they point to the growing difficulty of receiving exclusive information. In this sense, SM
media
Horky
hamper journalism practice. German sports journalists identify new challenges for verifying information from SM sources.
Altogether, they describe SM more as another tool in their toolboxes than as the new multifunctional too). The study
suggests a pragmatic usage of SM by German sports journalists. The private issues and interactions are the kinds of
information German sports journalists are least interested in. German sports journalists use SM to gain insights behind the
scenes. The future research should have a closer look at the relation between journalists’ SM usage and their role
perceptions.
D107 PESO’ media strategy Public Relations Review 42 (2016) Jim
The most important media channels continue to be traditional media (newspapers, radio, TV, and magazines), rated highest
(Di002) shifts to ‘SOEP’:
377–385
Macnama by 76.5% of APAC PR and corporate communication practitioners − albeit only by a slim margin. Communication
Opportunities andethical
ra, May professionals say they use mass media to monitor news and public opinion (76.3%) as much as they do for distributing
dilemmas
Lwin, Ana infor-mation about their organization, its products, or services (76.1%). This implies listening and two-way communication,
Adi,
but monitoring is mostly done for self-serving purposes such as gaining intelligence on competitors and for targeting
Ansgar audiences,according to other studies. Earned and owned media is expected to gain more importance within the next three
Zerfass years by a majority of practitioners (72.8%/56.3%), with very few believing that these will decline in importance. Owned
media content is expanding well beyond traditional corporate publishing, ‘advertorial’, and early relativelyinnocuous forms of
product placement in which products are clearly visible (i.e., transparent), to include an array of newforms of sponsored
content and media channels negotiated and largely controlled through ‘strategic media partnerships’.
D108 Review of information
Electron Markets (2017) 27:33–47, Artur
There is a significant downward trend of research works dealing with media industry aspects. This trend was surprising as it
(Di003) systems research for
February 2017, Volume 27, Issue Lugmayr+ contradicts the emergence of new digital technologies which became key drivers in the media industry after 2009. The
media
1, pp 33–47
D8,
results of the analysis show that traditional technical clusters of media types are no longer valid. The authors strongly
industry–recent
Johanna argue that IS research has huge potential for media research in the digital era, but needs addressing in the context of
advances, challenges,
Grueblbau media industry-related issues.
and introduction of
er
information systems
research in the media
industry
D109 Photographs as things – Information, Communication &
Katharina Besides sharing photographs as either lasting material or ephemeral objects, photo sharing can also assume forms of
(Di004) photographs of things. A Society, 2016
Lobinger sharing as connecting or of visual communication, in the sense of sharing information and sharing as telling. With regard to
texto-material
Vol. 19, No. 4, 475–488,
the concept of sharing, this leads to the problem that sharing and communication are partly equalized. In some cases, we
perspective on photodo not really share a picture, we communicate visually, just as we do not share words (signifiers) but tell meaningful stories
sharing practices
(signified) when talking to someone. This challenges the notion of sharing that still lacks a precise conceptualization,
particularly when the object to be shared is at the same time a medium for sharing symbolic content.
Some cases of a detailed analysis of the content of the shared photographs do not contribute to deepening our
understanding of photo-sharing practices. In fact, a detailed analysis of ‘photographs with little meaning’ might even lead to
results of misconceiving the value of sharing situations and thus reinforcing the stigmatization of vernacular photo sharing.
D110 Organize, socialize,
i-Know’13, September 04–06,
Franz
The contribution of this study lies in the synopsis of relevant studies which analyzed the effects of social web on success.
(Di005) benefit – how social
2013, Graz, Austria.
Lehner, The state-of-the-art focused on studies published within the last ten years, most of them not earlier than 2008. On the team
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Nora
Fteimi

level it was found a similar situation because also here performance is the dominating equivalent taken as success
measure. On corporate level the situation is far more complex and one can find several independent research streams,
among them knowledge management, web economy and business value.
This study can serve as starting point for further work in this field, for getting an overview on the state-of-the-art but also for
further examination of the effects of social web on success.
WSDM’13, February 4–8, 2013,
Manuel It was observed that clusters of mainstream news and blogs often emergence and vanish in matter of days. There is an
Rome, Italy
Gomez- early greater increase in information transfer among blogs than among mainstream media for news involving general
Rodriguez population and social unrest, such as the Libyan civil war, Egyptian revolution, Syria’s uprise and the Occupy Wall Street
, Jure
movement. Rigorous theoretical analysis of the convergence of stochastic gradient descent method would provide further
Leskovec, insights for its performance. Moreover, many times the changes in the inferred network structure could be attributed to
Bernhard sudden external real-world events. This opens two interesting questions. How can diffusion network inference be combined
Schölkopf with methods for detecting external influence in networks? And also, how can dynamic network inference be extended for
detecting unexpected real-world events based on a stream of documents?
Computers in Human Behavior
Nicola
Results reveal that male and female Instagram users’ selfies not only reflect traditional gender stereotypes, but are even
Volume 55, Part B, February 2016, Döring, more stereotypical than magazine adverts. Comparing the degree of gender stereotyping in selfies with magazine adverts,
Pages 955-962
Anne Reif, the selfies turned out to be even more stereotypical than the adverts in four of six categories (feminine touch, imbalance,
Sandra withdrawing gaze, loss of control), while ads were more stereotypical than selfies in two categories (lying posture and body
Poeschl display). User generated content obviously does not automatically lead to a reduction in stereotypical gender portrayal as
was clearly demon-stratedby the presented content analysis of Instagram selfies. Gender stereotypes observed might be
adopted by media users (as predicted by cultivation theory) and might be imitated or even exaggerated by young people in
their selfies on Instagram and other social media sites.In additionto the influence of advertising and other massmedia
content on adolescents’selfie production, Instagram users’self socialization needs to be taken into consideration: Existing
gender stereotypical Instagram selfies might be imitated by other Instagram selfie producers. However, further research is
necessary to test these causal explanations.
Journal
Anita
SM (1) allowed a “digital elite” to break the national media blackout through brokering information for mainstream media; (2)
Democratization,
Breuer, provided a basis for intergroup collaboration for a large “cycle of protest”; (3) reported event magnitudes that raised the
Volume 22, 2015 - Issue 4
Todd
perception of success for potential free riders, and (4) provided additional “emotional mobilization” through depicting the
Landman worst atrocities associated with the regime’s response to the protests. These findings are based on background talks with
&
Tunisian bloggers and digital activists and a revealed preference survey conducted among a sample of Tunisian internet
Dorothea users (February–May 2012).
Farquhar The results show that protest-related internet use is positively and significantly related to increased offline protest activity
among the respondents, even after controlling for an increasing number of additional independent variables. There are
other findings of note alongside the main finding for internet use. First, across models 2–6, opposition to the Ben Ali regime
also contributes to the probability of becoming involved in protest activity – a finding that goes in line with previous research
on the effect of attitudinal and opinion issues on protest behaviour. Second, across models 3–6 a weak sense of political
efficacy lowers the probability of engaging in political protest activity. This finding fits in with the recent revival of personality
as an explanatory variable for political behaviour in social science research. Third, across models 4–6 support for more
conservative religious views lowers the probability of involvement in protest activity. This is interesting since it supports the
notion that despite the success of the Islamist Ennahda party in the October 2011 elections the protest movement was
essentially borne by the secular segments of Tunisia’s society.
Journalism & Mass Communication Alberto To some extent, findings contradict results from previous studies. It was found that, once the analyses control for previous
Quarterly
Ardèvol- news media uses, the effects of trust in traditional media disappear. In other words, trust in traditional media does no predict
2017, Vol. 94(3) 703–
Abreu and either traditional, citizen, or SM use for news. To date, the effects of trust in the media on media use have recurrently been
724
Homero found to be “only modest, although statistically significant” . Most of previous studies, however, rely on cross-sectional data,
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Gil de
Zúñiga

which limits the quality of the evidence with regard to causal inference.
This study explores these relationships on the basis of longitudinal survey data, which is more suitable for causal inference
and also affords the possibility of stricter statistical analyses. One explanation for the lack of effects of trust in traditional
media could lie in different motivations for using news media. Findings also suggest that variables other than trust in the
media drive media use patterns in these data. Specifically, results show that perceived media bias has a negative effect on
all news use without distinction between news in traditional, citizen, or social media.
Discourse, Context & Media 8 · Jannis
Constructions and negotiations of authenticity in social media are found to draw on multilingual repertoires.Their objects of
July 2015
Androutso normative assessment are registers of language, which form part of an indexical order that can draw on globally circulating
poulos
as well as locally anchored semiotic elements. Research in this area is likely to benefit from polycentric and transmedia
strategies, which enable researchers to follow actors and their authenticating practices across on and offline spaces.
Elsevier Journal of Robotics and Haider Ali, One can adequately estimate the second distribution (co-occurrence in Flickr) given subsets of workable size, on the order
Autonomous Systems, Volume 62, Faisal
of 3000 images or so per term. However, this does not guarantee that estimated co-occurrence distribution of Flickr
Issue 2, February 2014, Pages
Shafait, converges to the real co-occurrence distribution of objects in the world (the first distribution); and it also does not guarantee
241-256
Eirini
that it converges to the specific distributions that exist in the training and testing sets under consideration (the third and
Giannakid fourth distributions). Nevertheless, the distributions obtained are adequate for performance improvement, and as a future
ou,
step, one could envision using them as an initial estimate which is updated online with the co-occurrence patterns of the
Athena specific environment that the robot navigates in, so that it can slowly converge to the actual distribution. Even the
Vakali,
distributions obtained fromFlickr alone, certainly never reduce performance-in most cases they contribute to improved
Nadia
performance. Most importantly, all the results, with or without MRF context models, are significantly higher than the
Figueroa, previous results reported regarding the RGB-D database. This novel object recognition method has improved performance
Theodoro and, most importantly, can accommodate further improvements using an appropriately sampled co-occurrence distribution
s
in order to create an MRF combined with our classifiers, producing highly noticeable results, even in difficult datasets.
Varvadou
kas,
Nikolaos
Mavridis
MMHealth '17 Proceedings of the Jochen Researchers, clinicians and regulatory bodies demand for more uniform and standardized data formats, data types, data
2nd International Workshop on
Meyer, storage, privacy and security policies and so on. This is particularly important as technologies change rapidly in the
Multimedia for Personal Health and Parisa
consumer market and ongoing use of multiple apps and devices impacts the factors mentioned above significantly.
Health Care
Eslambolc As bigger manufacturers of health tracking devices join the open-source software frameworks force, the more likely smaller
Pages 27-34
hilar
manufacturers will follow the standard procedures for regulating apps and wearable. This combined with FDA and
European Medical Device Directive recognizing the importance of mobile medical devices and introducing
recommendations and guidelines, again, the society would be significant steps forward to more coherent and
comprehensive health data. However, the convergence of medical and lifestyle data adds new challenges to these
regulations from person’s use of lifestyle and wellbeing apps to research; who, when and where must follow the regulations,
for example. Sharing valuable and hard-earned health and wellbeing data which are severely anonymized amongst
research is still very difficult if not impossible
Journalism Studies
Axel
The approaches outlined provide detailed insights into how Twitter users engage in newsworthy events. Such observations
Volume 13, 2012 - Issue 5-6: The Bruns & should not be seen as representative for society at large, any more than letters to the editor are representative, but how the
Future of Journalism 2011:
Jean
Twitter user base reacts to events is relevant in its own right. Especially where our methods can be used to examine the
Developments and Debates
Burgesss interrelation between Twitter use and other forms of (mainstream) media participation, there are significant further benefits
for scholars: compared to studies which build on such relatively artificial devices as media usage surveys or diaries,
tracking Twitter activities provides a more in situ picture of media engagement, comparatively unaffected by the act of
observation. Additionally, many of these analyses can be performed virtually in real time; this enables researchers to
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respond very quickly to current events, and to examine popular responses on Twitter even while events are still unfolding.
This research does rely on the continued availability of data through the Twitter API – and researchers are treated as no
more than uninvited guests by Twitter at this point, with no guarantees of continued access and a push by Twitter towards
the commercialisation of large-scale data access (Steele, 2011). It would be most unfortunate for this trend to continue:
commercialisation would effectively rule out much publicly funded research into Twitter use, but it is precisely these
scholarly studies which clearly document the important role which Twitter now plays in public communication. It is
inconceivable for any future SM platform not to offer an API comparable to that of Twitter, and while technologies may
change, the methods which we have outlined here will be transferable – mutatis mutandis – to the study of other online
social networks as well.
D119 Public communication of EMBO reports Vol 15 | No 7 | 2014 Hans
Although the different structures of communication channels can have profound influences on the narratives, it is important
(Di014) science 2.0
Peter
to distinguish between new ways of producing original content—such as popular information about scientific projects,
Is the communication of
Peters, findings and applications—and new ways of sharing, accessing and using it. It is not possible to compare US and European
science via the “new
Sharon data directly because of different question formats—the Eurobarometer allowed multiple answers while the US survey
media” online a genuine
Dunwood asked about the main information source, for example—but science news consumption in the USA seems to differ from that
transformation or old
y,
of Europe, suggesting a more rapid shift towards non-journalistic online sources. However, it is important to clearly
wine in
Joachim distinguish two different trends that do not necessarily align: a trend away from print and broadcast media towards online
new bottles?
Allgaier, media, which is quite obvious and universal, and a trend away from journalism to a variety of other sources ranging from
Yin-Yueh public relations, individual bloggers and user-generated content in social networks, which is less well understood. Finally,
Lo &
turning from journalistic coverage to direct communication implies a shift from external observation to self-presentation of
Dominiqu science. Selection by journalists and editors implies social relevance: coverage in the New York Times sends a different
e
message of importance than stories lodged on the website of a university. Self-presentation of science cannot replace the
Brossard signalling/surveillance function performed by journalists and editors when they select something as relevant for public
consumption.
D120 The augmented
Media, Culture & Society
Matthias The immediacy of Twitter enhances awareness and anticipation capabilities. Twitter is, furthermore, significant in this
(Di015) newsbeat:
2015, Vol. 37(1) 3–
Revers context because journalists utilize it to directly convert on-site capital into discursive authority in the public sphere. However,
spatial structuring in a
18
this quality of Twitter comes with costs: the paralysis that seizes the press corps in times when important decisions are
Twitterized news
impending is intensified through Twitter. Furthermore, coordinating the multitude of layers of communication and modes of
ecosystem
anticipation can cause inconsistencies and misperceptions. Reducing Twitter to a ‘journalistic tool’ disregards the ways in
which it affects the world journalists cover. In twitterized news ecosystems, the domains of journalistic observation
constitute augmented spaces, constituted by physical and digital sociality. Place-bound properties shape the twitterverse
and digital representations on Twitter influence spatial orders in turn. This configuration may be suggestive for the relation
between nondigital and digital in other news ecosystems and, more generally, spaces subjected to heightened media
attention.
D121 From Liberation to
Journal of Democracy, Volume 28, Joshua A. There has been a historical evolution of the use of SM—democrats harnessed SM to oppose authoritarianism; authoritarian
(Di016) Turmoil: Social Media
Number 4, October 2017, pp. 46- Tucker, regimes responded by raising their own “online game”; then antisystem forces in democracies started copying the new
and Democracy
59 (Article)
Yannis
authoritarian methods—this sequence is for now best treated as a hypothesis for testing rather than as a proven fact. SM
Theochari have given voice to marginalized groups. While the uses of SM by antisystem groups in democracies are diverse and
s,
cannot be captured here in their entirety, many rely on the same mechanisms that democratic groups and repressive
Margaret regimes alike use to harness social media’s power.
E.
Much as liberation technology created problems for autocracies, the success of SM has fueled political turmoil in
Roberts, democracies. Some of this turmoil belongs to the sharp but normal cut-and-thrust of freewheeling debate in democratic
and Pablo societies. Some, however, falls within the ambit of extremism, even violent extremism. While the uses of SM by antisystem
Barberá groups in democracies are diverse and cannot be captured here in their entirety, many rely on the same mechanisms that
democratic groups and repressive regimes alike use to harness social media’s power.
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D122 Crisis? What crisis? How Public Relations Review
(Di017) European professionals Volume 40, Issue 1, March 2014,
handle crises and crisis Pages 107-109
communication

D123 Opinion dynamics on
HotPOST 16, July 04-08, 2016,
(Di018) online-offline interacting Paderborn, Germany
networks:
media influence and
antagonistic interaction

J) Recommendations, findings
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Key aspects in crisis response and image restoration strategies are information, sympathy anddefense. These three
approaches are used all over Europe with sympathy and defense trading places in Southern and Eastern Europe versus
Western and Northern Europe, again possibly related to the economic and cultural context. Concerning communication
instruments used in crises the traditional media relations is the most important which is in line with evidence that the
traditional media have a damping effect on crisis communication of the public. Media relations are closely followed by
personal communication with stakeholders showing that personal contactsand open communication channels in a network
are important for a crisis situation. The variation of instruments used by different types of organizations, except for dialog, is
an indication that crisis communication might be more dependenton the organizational context and culture and less on
professional considerations backed by empirical evidence. This is an interesting issue for further research in crisis
management and crisis communication.
In the online-offline interacting networks, three cases are considered: (1) agents communicate with each other with- out
antagonistic interaction; (2) agents communicate with each other using only antagonistic interaction; (3) agents
communicate with each other using positive, neutral and antagonistic interactions. By simulating, we find that antagonistic
interaction between agents can promote the opinions to fragment and lead to the increasing of the number of clusters. In
the special case of only antagonistic interaction between agents, high levels of antagonistic interaction, namely low values
of the repulsion threshold, are prone to make opinions split into bi-polarization. If there is no antagonistic interaction
between agents, high levels of positive interaction, namely high values of the assimilation threshold, can promote the
opinions to achieve consensus. In summary, antagonistic interactions have a significant influence on opinions' clustering. At
the same time, offline media act as gatekeepers of public opinion, and play a fundamental role to bridge the gap between
online social network and offline media space. The numbers of media have some influences on opinions' clustering. In
some special cases, offline media promote the fragmentation of public opinions. In other special cases, offline media
promote the public opinions to achieve consensus.
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Greece
GR001 Cyber-bullying and
Preschool and Primary Education,
cyber-victimization in
1, 138-169
children and
adolescents: frequency
of occurrence and risk
factors
GR002 Bullying and
Preschool and Primary
victimization: Review of Education, 5, 2-45
Greek research
evidence
GR003 Social Networking Sites Ανοικτή Εκπαίδευση: το περιοδικό για
as communication tools την Ανοικτή και εξ Αποστάσεως
Εκπαίδευση και την Εκπαιδευτική
in Distance Learning:
Hellenic Open University Τεχνολογία [The Journal for Open and
Distance Education and Educational
students’ point of view Technology], 12, 106-119

Kokkinos
It is important to make adolescents understand that the internet, similar to real life, is governed by regulations and that
Constantinos & delinquent behaviour is punished. In this respect, the cooperation between the school and the family on a common and
Antoniadou
continuous framework on the use of Information and Communication Technologies is crucial.
Nafsika

3

1

Kokkinos
Konstantinos &
Karagianni
Kyriaki
Tigas Ioannis

The review of the literature has indicated the need for more research on the interactive impact of both individual and
conditional factors on incidents of bullying and victimization, as well as the intermediate mechanisms that drive them.
Future research could also develop a wider theoretical framework which can explain these phenomena as well as the
effects of experiencing and participating in bullying and victimization incidents.
Quantitative results show no influence of demographic traits like sex, age, housing area and level of study on availability
of distance learning students to use social media for educational purposes. Instead, the use of SNS and students’
aspects on cooperative learning are strong prognostic factors for the availability to use SNS. The high positive
correlation between attitutes towards the effectiveness of collaborative learning and the the availability of Social
Networking Sites for educational uses suggests that such practices could be implemented in the Greek distance learning
context.
The fellow teachers should promote the use of Edmodo in secondary education. Edmondo can be incorporated to
support the organization, supervision and evaluation of the subjects taught in secondary education. The organization
and development of group-collaborative schoolwork and day-to-day courses can be based on this web2.0 tool.

2

1

2

1

2

Other:
Εdmodo,

GR005 Social Media in Greek K- Ανοικτή Εκπαίδευση: το περιοδικό Georgakainas Findings reveal that experience with social media, perceived usefulness (perception that use of social media will
12 education: A research για την Ανοικτή και εξ Αποστάσεως Babis, Zaharias enhance professional performance) and trialability (ie, the degree to which an innovation may be used on an
model that explores
Εκπαίδευση και την Εκπαιδευτική Panagiotis
experimental and limited basis before its actual use) have a significant impact on teachers' intention to use social media
teachers’ behavioral
Τεχνολογία [The Journal for Open
in their classes. The impact of perceived ease of use of social media on teachers' intention is weaker.
intention
and Distance Education and
It is quite probable that in a future, a new research will employ a larger sample and may provide some better results in
Educational Technology], 12, 90terms of the readiness of Greek teachers to innovate. However, authors still believe that the current study contributes to
102
the extant literature, fills the gap of relevant studies in the wider area of southern Europe and provides a solid basis for a
fruitful discussion amongst the educational policy stakeholders.
GR006 TV advertising during the Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας
Kassaveti
Neither SYRIZA nor NEW DEMOCRACY adopted a more innovative and inventive communication strategy during the
2015 election campaign: [Communication Issues], 20-21, 7- Orsalia &
January and September 2015 election campaigns. It can be concluded that the traditional "logic" of political
The political ads of New 17
Papathanasop communication was applied in an environment where both old and new media were used, videos and photos were often
Democracy and Syriza
oulos Stelios "trolled" by users, transformed into memes and became viral, while new hashtags were created on Twitter. In spite of the
rise of the social media in Greece, televison dominated both campaigns.
GR007 Social media in the
Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας
Xenofontos
Greater emphasis on the use of the social media was given by the opposition party, SYRIZA. In addition, SYRIZA made
January 2015 election [Communication Issues], 20-21, 18- Maria & Dagka more effort to adapt its communication strategy to the social media environment. Twitter was mainly used to promote
campaign
33
Ioulia
political positions and make "attacks", while Facebook was used to promote images/pictures of the party and of the party
leader.
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GR004 The use of Εdmodo as a
tutoring method of
Ancient Greek in the 1st
year of Lyceum

Ανοικτή Εκπαίδευση: το περιοδικό για
την Ανοικτή και εξ Αποστάσεως
Εκπαίδευση και την Εκπαιδευτική
Τεχνολογία [The Journal for Open and
Distance Education and Educational
Technology], 13, 76-87.
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GR008 The atrocities strategy: Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας
ISIS communication
[Communication Issues], 20-21,
strategy challenging
133-148
media ethical thresholds

1

1

GR009

3

1

3

1

2

1

2

fb

3

1

GR010

GR011
GR012

GR013

Panos Dionysis This article discussed the characteristics of contemporary, global terrorism. Conclusions: 1. The internet and SM have
& Theocharous changed the structure of the communication environment as well as the position of the main actors within this
Stella
environment. The control and the evaluation of information flows is no longer fully dependent on informationcommunication professionals & intermediaries. The production and management of content and information has now
passed into the hands of the audiences/users audiences. Thus every effort to regulate the Internet rigidly seems to be an
unattainable goal.
2. The methods of propaganda used by ISIS have added a digital, cybernetic dimension to physical war and terrorist
activities. ISIS is effective in communication and recruitment not because of its superior technical knowledge of the
Internet but because of its understanding of the culture and thinking of the modern internet user and of the principles of
web communication. SM users require a person-centered approach rather than anonymous treatment and ISIS appears
to have a completely personal approach vis-à-vis the user. This way terrorism managed to penetrate into the immediate
personal sphere of communication.
3. The user as a "media actor" must now bear the same ethical dilemmas that in the past only concerned the
communication professionals.
4. There is a need to deal with phenomena such as terrorism at the level of communication and information campaigns
differently than in the past. The“Think Again Turn Away” campaign, launched by the USA Department of State which
adopts the logic of a personalised approach to the user in SM is a step in this direction but there is still a lot to be done.
Instead of just policing, an understading of the culture of the social media user is required to combat radicalization and
recruitment in global terrorist groups such as ISIS
The evolution of
Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας
Panagiotidis The transition from today’s (web 2.0.), to the semantic web (web 3.0.) marks the transition of the journalistic profession
journalism: from blogs to [Communication Issues], 20-21,
Kosmas &
to a higher functional level. There are a variety of tools and applications currently used by the profession in the world
social networking and to 148-157
Veglis Andreas wide web. Yet, the technological framework behind the Semantic Web will allow for much more modern services and
the semantic web
application to be provided and will impose additional challenges to the practice of journalism.
From interaction to
Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας
Giannakoulopo Not available
participation:
[Communication Issues], 18-19, 6- ulos Αndreas
Commenting on the
18
defining factors of new
media
Objections, forms and Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας
Deligiaouri
Not available
factors influencing
[Communication Issues], 18-19, 19- Anastasia
political e-participation 33
Social media and the
Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας
Papathanasou The research has shown that FB's prominent motivations for use reveal a user who has the characteristics of a person
Greeks: The case of
[Communication Issues], 16-17, 20- poulos Stelios, that is active socially also offline. Social media are currently being used by the Greeks in a supplementary fashion, they
Facebook
45
Xenofondos do not regard their daily access as the most important act of the day and they are not afraid to use their real name. On
Maria,
the other hand, the results of the survey show that those who are moblie and socially active offline can reap the social
Karadimitriou benefits of Facebook and can also "exploit" it to create social capital through the online relationships and contacts they
Achilleas,
develop as well as tighten social ties.
Dagka Ioulia
and
Athanasiadis
Ilias
Qualitative exploration of Ζητήματα Επικοινωνίας,
Sidiropoulou Findings show that although the Internet (and communication via social media tools) is an integral part of everyday life, it
the psychological aspect [Communication Issues], 16-17 46- Anthi, Davou does not replace offline activities and face-to-face contacts.
of adolescent's
62
Betina
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GR014 NGOs and the Blogs:
Ελληνική Επιθεώρηση
Greek civil society's role Πολιτικής Επιστήμης [Greek
in a time of crisis
Political Science Review], 42, 91107

GR015 Demographic changes
and Civil Society:
Searching for the
interconnection

J) Recommendations, findings

Veikou
Mariangela

3

Blogs

2

1

2

1

Geka Pinelopi The present research indicates that the upgrade of the "Public Relations" service with the integration of ICT and social
& Page
media can contribute significantly to the university's growth. For the efficient and upgraded operation of the public
Polikseni
relations service, full computerization, the extensive use of ICTs and the training of staff in the use of IT tools are
absolutely necessary prerequisites. The availability of free web-based software makes the whole process less costly.
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1

Afouxenidis
Alex

1

1, fb, tw,
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1

1

Ελληνική Επιθεώρηση
Tragaki
Πολιτικής Επιστήμης [Greek
Alexandra
Political Science Review], 42, 120139

GR016 "It’s a new way to make Ελληνική Επιθεώρηση
my voice heard:
Πολιτικής Επιστήμης [Greek
gendered perspectives Political Science Review], 41, 35-59
of collective and
individual activity in crisis
hit Athens
Επιστημονική Επετηρίδα
GR017 Can Information and
Παιδαγωγικού Τμήματος Νηπιαγωγών
Communication
Technologies upgrade Πανεπιστημίου Ιωαννίνων [Scientific
the “Public Relations” Yearbook of the. Department of Primary
Education, University of Ioannina], 10,
service in the context of 98-107.
Higher Education?
GR019 Social media and
Eπιθεώρηση Κοινωνικών Ερευνών
politics: contestation,
[The Greek Review of Social
mediation and civil
Research], 144, 3-19
society
GR020 «Smart Cities» of the
Eπιθεώρηση Κοινωνικών Ερευνών
debt crisis: grassroots [The Greek Review of Social
creativity in
Research], 144, 69-101
Mediterranean Europe
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Kakepaki
Manina

The study reveals that political debates within the Greek blogosphere provide important evidence of what is relevant to
current debates on civil society since political blogs are an increasingly pervasive tool. The blogs emphasize the need
for the Greek regime on migration, state and NGOs alike, to be radically revamped and to be based on a clear, long-term
policy in accordance with contemporary international and European standards. To this effect, blogs bring up a number of
important questions, which ought to be taken seriously not only by NGOs but by anyone trying to affect social change in
Greek civil society. The insights made public by new media can be helpful in a process of change. Greek NGOs may
consider whether they could recognize and accept that these dynamics exist and how could they learn to cope with
failure and institutional limitations in ways that do not resist initiatives and voluntarism.
Demographic developments affect paterns of political participation. The positive correlation between level of education
and political participation which is often mentioned in the literature has been questioned. It is not education itself but the
comprehensive, objective and in-depth awareness of educated individuals that contributes to their greater mobilization.
As regards information and awareness, the contribution of new technologies can be decisive. The rapid spread the
Internet and the growing impact of social media change the way young people get informed and increase the volume of
accessible information. They also provide a new way of organizing and mobilizing.
Findings do not show a significant relationship between gender and form of social action. A rise in general tendencies of
political dispobedience are recorded as well as a rise in the use of social media for social action.

In respect to exercising political power, social media become a vehicle for opacity and deceit. They became another way
to hide the methods by which power is exercised. Marketing politics and ideological agendas have become
commonplace and dominant in the digital world. They refute any notions of enhanced political participation and
increased citizen involvement
Leontidou Lila Recent initiatives presented here can be considered as alternative strategies of urban revival in a digital society. One
way to protect emergent innovative actions and the collectivities creating them is through cosmopolitan solidarity brought
about by social networks: the local level expands to the trans-local by ICT and Web 2.0, obtaining strength and
effectiveness by attracting attention and support by other collectivities and interacting with them. Solidarity networks then
counteract violence, desperation, immiseration, and also emigration. Another line of protection comes from the
democratization of knowledge, partly with dissemination and partly with research, which will seek, evaluate, compare
and contrast diverse constructive strategies of solidarity, alternative networks of initiative and creativity.
GR021 Participatory types in
Επιθεώρηση Κοινωνικών Ερευνών Kountouri Fani New forms of political and civic engagement have made their appearance in Greece since 2010 indicating a movement
Greece during the 2000s [The Greek Review of Social
towards more direct forms of collective organization (that exclude traditional organizations such as political parties)
and the debt crisis. The Research], 144, 45-67
based on digital networking. Its relation to citizens´ political engagement suggests that digital networking might provide
significance of
sustained patterns of association that can be organized into voluntary and non-hierarchical relationships. There are
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GR022 Approaching Twitter
Επιθεώρηση Κοινωνικών Ερευνών
sociologically: a case
[The Greek Review of Social
study of the public
Research], 144, 103-128
humiliation of HIVpositive women
GR023 From post-feminist
Επιθεώρηση Κοινωνικών Ερευνών
discourse to post[The Greek Review of Social
feminist sexism. The
Research], 145, 89-115.
case of duckface photos
GR024 From Radicalisation to Επιθεώρηση Πολιτικής και Ηθικής
Violent Extremism and Θεωρίας [Science and Society:
Terrorism: Levels of
Journal of Political and Moral
Analysis, Theoretical
Theory], 35,103-134
Approaches and the
Role of Internet
GR025 The penetration of social Greek Social Issues 12-2016:
media in Greece
«Social Media»

SioulaGeorgoulea
Ismini

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

different ways due to the qualitative differences in the structures of (politics) participatory types. Namely, use of Internet
proves to bring an autonomous dynamic in some forms of political and civic participation not mediated by the variable of
political interest. But, however, it stimulates political interest, too, while use of the press reinforces political interest. As
for the traditional media, television remains hegemonic, but does not have statistically significant correlations to various
types of political and civic engagement. Variables such as volume of Internet use and age have a significant correlation
to all forms of participation. Education level remains the strongest single factor explaining the motives of civic and
political engagement.
Among the examined tweets we notice the crystallization of a critique of the prosecution, which recognises the
responsibilities of society over it. In parallel, this discourse tried to destabilize the sovereign narratives concerning the
nationality or the occupation of the HIV-positive women and mobilized Twitter users to participate on political
manifestations outside Twitter. This mobilization is being activated on the basis of empathy and we, therefore, notice an
expression of solidarity through the identification with the HIV-positive women.
Duckface photographs represent a type of post-feminine discourse because they are created, diffused and reproduced
despite obvious conservative and patriarchal criticisms. They constitute rational practices and should not constitute a
cause for reproducing sexist and often anti-feminist/ misogynist discourse.
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Giannaki Dora The Internet (and social media) has a more ‘facilitating’ rather than a decisive role.
& Panos
Dionysis
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2

1

Liotzis
Evangelos

According to a Public Issue survey, 32% of the population οf Greece over 18 years old has an account in social
networks. Participation in social media is primarily associated with age. The percentage is the highest in the youngest
cohort, 18-34 years old (81%), followed by people 35-54 years old (47%), while the percentage of social media users
among people aged 55 and over is the lowest (17%). The level of education is a significant factor of differentiation.
Social media is mostly used by people who have completed tertiary education (44%). Other variables that are related to
the use of social media are a) the degree of urbanisation and b) political ideology.
Ανοικτή Εκπαίδευση: το περιοδικό για Papadimitriou The experience with the webminars suggests that their successful conduct is based in the existence of an organized and
GR026 Webinars in the
την Ανοικτή και εξ Αποστάσεως
framework of the
Sofia
pre-defined framework. Such a framework creates intimacy among the participants, stability and greater interaction and
Εκπαίδευση και την Εκπαιδευτική
European project
participation in the community. It also supports related processes such as registration, platform access and evaluation in
MARCH: Disseminating Τεχνολογία [The Journal for Open and
the community platforms created in the social media webpages of EduTV. In this context, the teachers get actively
Distance Education and Educational
good practices in STEM Technology], 12, 178-189.
involved in dynamic environment whose main feature is the collaborative building of knowledge in real time.
teaching
Tselfes, Β. (ed.). Προσχολική ηλικία: οι Natsiou
GR027 Educating science
University students use social media often in their free time and they are positive towards their integration in teacher
educators through social φυσικές επιστήμες στην εκπαιδευτική Georgia &
formal education. Their participation in the Social Networking Platform (PSC) in the context of teacher training in physics
σχέση παιδιών και εκπαιδευτικών.
media
Tsitouridou
was, however, relatively limited. They mostly checked what was happening on the platform, rather than contributing to it.
Πρακτικά 8ου Πανελληνίου Συνεδρίου:
Melpomeni
Social media seem to favor the adoption of multiple roles by students and this is the goal of their use in education.
H Διδακτική των Φυσικών Επιστημών
However, this seems to be a too demanding process for students. Overall, the findings suggest that for technology to be
στην εκπαίδευση, επιμόρφωση,
effectively used it should support and be supported by a pre-existing educational attitude and training of educators.
μετεκπαίδευση των Νηπιαγωγών, Αθήνα
19-21 Δεκεμβρίου 2014 [Preschool age:
Natural sciences and the educational
relationship between children and
teachers. Proceedings of the 8th
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Panhellenic Conference Teaching
natural sciences in education, training
and further education of preschool
teachers, Athens 19-21 December
2014]. Αθήνα: Εκδόσεις Άρτεμις
Πετροπούλου, 59-74

GR028 The design and
Διεθνές Συνέδριο για την Ανοικτή & Chouridou
The results suggest: 1) The coordinator should pay special attention to the principles of lifelong learning in the digital
utilization of a digital
εξ Αποστάσεως Εκπαίδευση, 9, 41- Polyxeni &
learning community on f/b. Her/his role in the design, organization and implementation of cooperative distance learning
learning community for 49 (9th International Conference in Manousou
in social media is crucial. 2) Regarding cooperative learning and long distance cooperation, digital learning communities
cooperative distance
Open & Distance Learning Evangelia
on f/b facilitate the exchange of information and lead to the formation of relationships between groups and individuals
learning of teachers for November 2017, Athens, Greece with common interests, enriching their educational work with actions aimed at fostering and cultivating love for reading
matters of love for
PROCEEDINGS)
and with new practices and methods to reflect and to realize the possibilities of using ICT.
reading, a lifelong
learning process.
GR029 Social Networks and
Διεθνές Συνέδριο για την Ανοικτή & Anastasiadis The E-learning lab of the University of Crete, Educational Social Network (ESN) combines the functionalities of social
Long Distance Education εξ Αποστάσεως Εκπαίδευση [9th Panagiotis,
networks and tools of collaborative exploration and knowledge building and aspires to become a leading social
in the Digital Age:
International Conference in Open & Kotsidis
networking and collaborative learning environment for the educational community. ESN is the first social network created
Design and
Distance Learning - November
Konstantinos & for educational purposes and implemented entirely based on open source software technologies, which means that each
Implementation of the 2017, Athens, Greece], 9, 153-181 Markakis
educational organization can adapt it to its own needs. It was based on the Elgg platform, which offers features of social
Educational Social
Nikolaos
media (eg Facebook) tailored to the needs of the learning process. The next step is scheduled for early 2018, 500
Network (ESN) of the
additional users will be invited to the ESN. The next stage of the research shall focus on improving ESN's services, its
Lifelong Learning and
functional interconnection with learning management systems and the integration of virtual and augmented reality
Long Distance Education
educational applications as well as advanced cooperative learning applications.
Laboratory of the
University of Crete
GR030 A Case Study of Closed Διεθνές Συνέδριο για την Ανοικτή & Mistakidou
The “study” platform offered by EAP, the students’ own need for direct interaction and their established habitus from the
Facebook Groups of
εξ Αποστάσεως Εκπαίδευση [9th Marianthi &
Greek educational system concerning the tutor's role, constitute stimuli for the creation and the use of closed groups on
Postgraduate Students International Conference in Open & Magdalini
Facebook. These groups do motivate students’ learning. Within these groups students can organize themselves, they
of the Hellenic Open
Distance Learning - November
Kolokitha
develop their own rules which are respected and a new form of public pedagogy is constructed.
University, Academic
2017, Athens, Greece], 9, 1-13
Year 2014-2015
GR031 The transition from
Διεθνές Συνέδριο για την Ανοικτή & Panagiotakopo The students included in the sample believe that the internet and social media can support education either as a means
school to university:
εξ Αποστάσεως Εκπαίδευση [9th ulos Christos, for searching for information or as a teaching tool for direct use in education. However, little use of the internet as a
learning tools and ways International Conference in Open & Kostourakis
teaching tool is actually made. In order for the use of technology and the investment of an institution in them to be
to make use of
Distance Learning - November
Gerasimos,
efficient,students must have the knowledge and the ability to use them.
technology by
2017, Athens, Greece], 9, 138-153 Samaras
newcoming students Christos,
prospective teachers
Stavropoulos
Ilias & Verykios
Vasileios
GR032 The "discourse" of
Διεθνές Συνέδριο για την Ανοικτή & Koustourakis The adaptations should be made to the roles of the teacher and the learner as long as the HOU provides MOOCs-type
Hellenic Open University εξ Αποστάσεως Εκπαίδευση [9th Gerasimos,
courses. Also, with MOOCs, there will be no meaningful interaction between teacher and student. Interaction can be
Faculty Members on
International Conference in Open & Panagiotakopo between students who will follow the same MOOC as they self-interact and communicate with the use of social media
distance learning with
ulos Christos & and forums.
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the use of MOOCs:
Pedagogical roles and
interaction between
teachers and students
GR033 Rethinking Of
Experiential Tourism
through Social Media:
Could Greece Keep Up
the Pace?
GR034

GR035

GR036
GR037

GR038

C) Source

D) Author

Distance Learning - November
2017, Athens, Greece], 9, 1-15

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Liakopoulou
Foteini

10 th MIBES Conference –Larisa,
Greece
-17 October 2015, 281-293

Kyriakou D., For the benefits of a digital investment in tourism to be maximized, collaboration between interested parties is crucial.
Mpregkou M, Moreover, mere presence in social media platforms does not guarantee a beneficial overcome. What needs to be
Grigoriou, I.
assured is enduring and methodical engagement. As to experiential tourism, this should be transmitted through social
Blanas N,
media. Participants should be encouraged to use geolocation tools, create augmented reality, play internet games,
Belias D. &
create quizzes, etc.
Koustelios A.
Distance education:
Ανοικτή Εκπαίδευση: το
Kyrma
Distance education and online learning environments can, under the right conditions, contribute decisively to universities’
panacea or barrier for περιοδικό για την Ανοικτή και εξ
Alexandra & renewal, self-regulation and the autonomy of student learning. At the same time, as conventional and distance learning
conventional higher
Αποστάσεως Εκπαίδευση και την Mavroeidis Ilias constitute converging rather than divergent forces, and taking due account of the risk of social isolation of students, a
education?
Εκπαιδευτική Τεχνολογία, 12, 5-23.
mixed education model could successfully combine elements of conventional education enhanced by the use of long
distance methods using technology.
Digital Student
Ανοικτή Εκπαίδευση: το
Orfanakis
The students had the opportunity to participate in a digital community which employed distance learning tools for
Conference Platform
περιοδικό για την Ανοικτή και εξ
Vasileios,
communication, cooperation, and learning during a digital conference in which they had leading roles as writers and
Implementation: The
Αποστάσεως Εκπαίδευση και την Papadakis
reviewers. The initial results of the pilot study indicated that the use of the digital platform increased the interest of
case study of the
Εκπαιδευτική Τεχνολογία, 11, 20- Stamatios,
students, supported the development of various skills and contributed to the overall improvement of the teaching and
“Research Project”
37.
Kalogiannakis learning process. The main tools offered by the platform include:
course
Michail,
•
Private conversations
Ampartzaki
•
Making Connections
Maria, &
•
Creation of and interaction in or between groups
Vassilakis
•
Article submission
Kostas
•
Assignment of articles to reviewers
•
Communication system
•
Virtual Conference System
The conference environment is used for many purposes, familiarizing members with participation procedures
(discussions in separate rooms, conferences between schools).
Media, advertising and Aθήνα: Eκδοση της Ελληνικής
Chairetakis
Social media give users the illusion of participation and e-presence without, however, any substantive social impact.
consumption: the Greek Εταιρίας Πολιτικής Επιστήμης
Manolis
Even in the case of activism through social media in Greece, social media were important but more popular, traditional
case 2000-2010
media such as, for instance, television played a key, assistive role.
Social media
Georgarakis, Ν. Γ.
Tsaliki Liza & Greek politicians do not appear fully familiar with Twitter. Twitter is neither used to facilitate interaction with citizens, nor
& Demertzis, Ν. (eds).
Kontogianni
to mobilize them in "connective" action. This may be a result of the platform itself which is not conducive to the
ΤοπολιτικόπορτραίτοτηςΕλλάδας. Sonia
promotion of such goals. (This chapter from 2015 would be probably outmoded now in this respect)
Κρίσηκαιηαποδόμηση
τουπολιτικού [The political portrait
of Greece. The crisis and the
deconstruction of politics].
Αθήνα:Gutenberg, 542-562.
Young people and
Αθήνα : Εκδόσεις Gutenberg
Vrizas
Τhe results indicate that communication practices occupy a large part of young people’s daily lives. The use of the
communication
Kontsantinos & internet, social media and e-mails is becoming more frequent. Both female and male students use mobile phones on a
technologies
Tsitouridou
daily basis. The most common mode of communication activity is that of real time text messaging. (maybe this is
Melpomeni
outdated now after acceleration of smartphones).
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GR039 Social media and kids

GR040

GR041

GR042
GR043
GR044

GR045

C) Source

D) Author

J) Recommendations, findings

Doulkeri Tessa (ed). Απο την
Tsiolcha
τηλεόραση στα
Anastasia
νέα μέσα επικοινωνίας και ελληνική
κοινωνία [From television to new
media and the Greek society].
Αθήνα: Εκδόσεις Παπαζήση, 375407.

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

This paper studied the attitudes of pupils towards the integration of social media in school classes by means of a survey
of a sample of 6th grade students. The pupils of a primary school were particularly enthusiastic about the integration of
social media as both communication and learning tools in school classes. Pupils use social media for educational
purposes as well as for communicating inside the group. So social media allow them to socialize. There are examples,
also in the Greek educational context, where such socialization took a global scope, connecting pupils from across the
globe through skype in the framework of school classes. Therefore the children can become “active citizens” of the world
and get to know the principles of democratic dialogue on a global scale. The Greek educational community must pay
attention to promotion of such a goal.
Research about
Doulkeri Tessa (ed). Απο την
Doulkeri Tessa Facebook forms an integral part of young peoples' daily life. It is being used primarily for fun/entertainment and for
Facebook
τηλεόραση στα
searching for old friends and, to a lesser extent for finding a lover/ partner or for search for information. Many of the
νέα μέσα επικοινωνίας και ελληνική
students in our sample acknolwedge that they have gone through a phase of addiction to facebook which they have now
κοινωνία [From television to new
ovwecome.
media and the Greek society].
Αθήνα: Εκδόσεις Παπαζήση, 410432.
Every breathe you take: Doulkeri Tessa (ed). Απο την
Kiortsi
There is lack of legislation on issues related to the flow of personal data on the Internet, focusing in particular on the new
Privacy in social media τηλεόραση στα
Panagiota
limits on the right to privacy. The greatest challenge in cases of offenses on the internet is the identification of applicable
(FACEBOOK)
νέα μέσα επικοινωνίας και ελληνική
legislation and jurisdiction. Some solutions are offered by the advancement of technologies adopting preventive
κοινωνία [From television to new
measures such as privacy by design. This model relates to efforts for co-regulation related to user safety. Data
media and the Greek society].
protection authorities, both national and international, do a big job here. However, what is urgently needed is to achieve
Αθήνα: Εκδόσεις Παπαζήση, 433cooperation between states so as to create a harmonious and safe framework for the circulation and processing
462.
personal data on the Internet.
Communication and
Αθήνα: Διόνικος
Kavoura
Not available
Advertising in social
Androniki
media
From Plato to facebook: Αθήνα: Εκδόσεις Παπαζήση
Kapeleri
Not available
essays on ethics
Antonia
Facebook, blogs & rights Εκδόσεις Σάκκουλα: AθήναKaryda Maria, The issue of regulating freedom of expression on Facebook is a call for reflection on the nature of the legislation as well
Θεσσαλονίκη. Σειρά: Δίκαιο και
Kokolakis
as on the best way to protect individual rights in a constantly changing technological ecosystem. This seems difficult as
Κοινωνία στον 21ο Αιώνα - τ. 27 Spyros, Mitrou both regulators and law enforcement mechanisms have not fully captured the role of the user as a co-creator on the
Lilian,
internet. As far as the protection of privacy on social networks is concerned, the technologies cannot offer a general
Piskopani
solution, because they are technologically and operationally constrained. They are not directly applicable to some
Anna-Maria, popular social networks, too. It is therefore necessary to improve the level of knowledge and use of institutional and
Tassis Spyros technological mechanisms for the protection of users’ privacy. It is also necessary to develop easy-to-use mechanisms
for the use of personal data and mechanisms that allow data control including asking for consent when using personal
data by third parties.
The responsibility of
Aθήνα: Νομική Βιβλιοθήκη
Giannopoulos The book concludes that the development of the responsibility for the actors that hold the keys of e-commerce and the
service providers on the
Giorgos Ν.
Internet is not just a matter of regulatory enforcement. It depends on the compliance of such actors with the provisions at
internet: the repeal of
hand. The delimitation of the responsibility of service providers on the internet, according to what has been discussed,
immunity by means of
contributes precisely to that, to the consolidation of trust. This consolidation of trust is instrumental for both the further
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electronic
communications
legislation (after Law
4070/2012), personal
data protection,
confidentiality of
communications,
intellectual property
GR046 Twitter use and the
quality of political
discourse
GR047 From the digital
revolution to digital
surveillance. New media,
publicity and politics

C) Source

D) Author

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

development of transactions and contacts on the internet, but also for the creation of the perception to the user that she
enjoys the right to protection. Further, in the context of the transmission of information on the Internet, the accountability
of intermediates who profit from the Internet is not illegitimate and more likely to lead in a more friendly e-world.

Demertzis, Ν. (ed). Κοινωνία της
Πληροφορίας, Διακυβέρνηση και
Διαδίκτυο [Ιnformation society,
Governance and the internet].
Αθήνα: ΕΚΚΕ, 121-141.
Aθήνα: Eκδόσεις Ι. Σιδέρης

GR049 School violence and the ΠΟΙΝΙΚΗ ΔΙΚΑΙΟΣΥΝΗ [Penal
new provisions about
Justice]
bullying
3-4/2016, 247-252
GR050 The judiciary and social ΘΕΩΡΙΑ & ΠΡΑΞΗ ΔΙΟΙΚΗΤΙΚΟΥ
media: risk management ΔΙΚΑΙΟΥ [Theory and Practice of
Administrative Law]
12/2016, 1231-1243
GR051 Protection of minors'
personal data in social
networking services

J) Recommendations, findings

ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
Communication Law Journal],
2/2015, 170-175

GR052 Reidentification: the end ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
of the concept of
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
personal data?
Communication Law Journal],
Τεύχος 3/2013, 352-361
GR053 The right to be forgotten ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
from a human rights
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
perspective
Communication Law Journal],
2/2013, 177-187

Poulakidakos Although Greek politicians make frequent use of Twitter quite strongly, they have not changed their traditional
Stamatis /
communicative tactics. None of the political parties examined and none of the politicians on which we focused make use
Veneti
of Twitter as a platform for dialogue with citizens. Rather, they use it to create repeated and parallel monologues.
Anastasia

2

tw

Rigou Marina The emergence of new media (and social media) has led to a new form of publicity which makes the tracking of users´
online behaviour easy and intrusive. Online data mining processes bring the goals of Silicon Valley and security services
together. The organization, management and analysis of big data collected through systematic tracking and surveillance
for Internet companies has an economic value. For security services it has political value. They both drag the tug-of-war
between freedom and surveillance, to surveillance. Privacy laws fall short of technological developments and when they
are updated, they tend to favour commercial purposes and surveillance.
Sykiotou
Bullying cannot be considered one single offense. The different characteristics of each act require different legal
Athanasia P. treatment. The legal arsenal is considered to be adequate. The use of conflict resolution tools is put forward as the most
appropriate solution to tackle such phenomena.
Mplitsa Dimitra, Priority should be given to raising the awareness of the members of the judiciary about risks associated with social
Papathanasiop media use. Taking into account the context of social media activity, they should adopt clear and specific ethical
u Ioannis &
guidelines. The authors hope that competent ethical committees at the national and European level would handle issues
Samanli Maria arising from the activity of judiciary officers on social media by adoption of transparent ethical rules and guidelines of
good practice. That would respond to the challenges created by the modern technologies and online communication.
Igglezakis
In order to address the problems associated with data protection of minors, issue-specific legislation is required. The
Ioannis D.
application of the general provisions (applicable to all subjects) does not suffice to tackle the issues arising in the
process of collection and processing of minors’ personal data by websites and online services in general and social
media services in particular. The US has to most complete and up to date legal arsenal in this area (COPPA) while in the
EU, the adoption of the General Data Protection Regulation marks a significant positive step. Besides analogies with
COPPA, the Regulation also includes provisions contains that aim to protect the rights of minors such as the principle of
data protection by default or and the right to be forgotten.
Metaxakis
The conclusion is that re-identification has not rendered the concept of personal data obsolete. Provided that it continues
Emmanouil D. to be broadly interpreted in case law, also taking into account the levels of technological development, the concept may
continue to be a litmus test on the scope of the application of legislation on personality protection. This should apply also
to cases involving social media.
Xanthoulis
An effective right to be forgotten demands the adaptation of the traditional perception of private information and personal
Napoleon
data and the adoption of a multidimensional approach to the fundamental right to privacy.
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GR054 Towards a vertical
ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
arrangement regarding ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
the responsibility of
Communication Law Journal],
internet providers: The 2/2017, 212-217
removal of immunity for
the transmission of
content protected from
intellectual property
GR055 Smith, Danaher and
ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
Telang report on
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
copyright enforcement in Communication Law Journal],
the digital era
2/2017, 235-239
GR056 Assessment of medical ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
doctors on the interent: ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
Issues of insult of
Communication Law Journal],
personality and personal 3/2017, 341-349
data protection

J) Recommendations, findings

Koriatopoulou- In the context of the tension that characterizes the relation between the liability of service providers and intellectual
Aggeli Pierrina property rights, there is an international tendency towards the redefinition of the responsibility of the former to the benefit
of the beneficiaries (of IP rights). The provision of broad access to information technology does not, obviously, include
platforms which infringe copyright (social media, for instance). Therefore, the respective clause cannot be justified.
Proportionality offers the interpretative tool for the law enforcement

3

1

Maroudas
Giannis

The authors highlight that online piracy is a multi-faceted issues. According to the research, the adoption of join
strategies by all stakeholders (state, media companies, digital intermediaries) as well as decisive measures at various
levels (demand and supply) are more likely to achieve the best results against the phenomenon.

3

1

Igglezakis
Ioannis D.

The paper argues that the right to information legitimizes the publication of information pertaining to the assessment of
doctors’ medical services. Such assessments do not violate the doctors’ right to the protection of personal data. This, of
course, does not apply to defamatory comments and ratings. The providers of such services online should, therefore,
monitor the content of the assessments. The SM pages of such services should be subject to monitoring practices for
the same reason.

3

1

In the age of the WEB2.0, the offender is potentially called before an undefined set of national courts. The establishment
of the "center of interests of the victim" would be useful. The authors examine the idea of establishing a forum actoris at
the level of international jurisdiction, and especially, at that of local competence, but see a risk in it (that the offender
falls in the jurisdiction of all the courts of law in the country and not in the jurisdiction of the local court in the area s/he
resides)

2

1

2

1

The failure of legislation to adapt to current technological developments in the field of digital data, digital personalities
and public domains should be quickly overcome so that society move towards the democratization of information where
users shall enjoy access to a wide range of digital information. Social media should be involved in this process.

3

1

Alexandropoulo The existence of a clear, secure and uniform regulatory framework for the transfer of personal information between
u-Aigyptiadou companies is a conditio sine qua non for the continuation and the advancement of global economic activity. The
Eugenia
vigilance for the implementation of a uniform and lawful transfer of data is a collective responsibility of both the EU
institutions and bodies and national supervisory authorities. They have to reassess existing competency decisions while
the latter are called upon to strike a proper balance between, on the one hand, the respect for the right to privacy and,
on the other hand, the interests which impose the free movement of personal data.
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GR057 Defamation on the
ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ & Anthimos
internet: the procedural ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
Apolostolos
dimension
Communication Law Journal],
Τεύχος 3/2017, 259-368

GR058 Blogs and the
application of press
legislation: the evolution
of case law up to Areios
Pagos Decision
N.1425/2017
GR059 The principle of open
and free access or the
end of the public sector?

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ & Giannopoulos Areios Pagos Decision N. 1425/2017 rightly accepts that the liability of the provider for content posed by third parties
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
Giorgos
(users) of blogs will be judged on the basis of legislation on e-Commerce) and not on the basis of legislation applicable
Communication Law Journal],
to the press.
4/2017, 495-501

ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
Communication Law Journal],,
4/2017, 534-540
GR060 Personal data transfer ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
from the EU to the USA: ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
The recent judgement of Communication Law Journal],
the CJEU in view of
1/2016, 12-24
Facebook's relative
activity (C-362/2014, M.
Schrems v. Irish Data

Bouchagyar
Giorgos
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Protection
Commissioner)
GR061 Freedom of expression ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
on the internet: a "brave ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
new world" in the ECtHR Communication Law Journal],
case law
3/2016, 371-384
GR062 Misinformation in the
ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ &
digital age
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
Communication Law Journal],
4/2016, 504-511

J) Recommendations, findings

Vogiatzis
Panagiotis

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Adaptability to technological and societal developments is an inherent feature of the case law of the ECtHR. Arguably,
the specific issues on which the ECtHR will be asked to adjudicate on freedom of expression on the internet will
increase. As these issues increase, the need for the ECtHR case law to adapt fully and coherently to the unique features
of the internet will become even more imperative.
Jougleux
The author proposes the establishment of a single legal concept as regards the conscious spread of misinformation
Philippe
online (also known as hoax). According to the Greek penal code, the intention behind the act of spreading false or
incorrect information constitutes an important criterion for the concept of minsiformation. The existence of a form of
relation (either contractual or direct relationship) between the offender and the injured part is needed to prove liability.
However, in the digital enviroment there may be cases that are so far unknown to the legislator. This is the case, for
example, with “like-farming” (artificially producing big number of “likes” on social networks). This practice is based on the
idea that the more online contacts an account has the greater is use-value for disseminating ads or hoaxes. The act of
misinformation for the purpose of extracting personal data can theoretically be dealt with by personal data protection
legislation. Practically, however, as long as the publication in questions falls within the legal framework of the social
network, it will be difficult to prove.
He notes that the problem of misinformation online is particularly acute when it comes to democratic processes, such as
elections as more and more citizens turn to the internet for information about politics. On the one hand, according to
case-law (from US and Cyprus) the right to freedom of expression extends to false as well as to the true statements. On
the other hand, the ECHR accepts that the right to freedom of expression is not an absolute right; it can be permissibly
limited for reasons such as the protection of public order.
However, the author points out, it is appropriate that a concept dealing with misinformation also in the online
environment should go beyond the narrow definition of protection of the public order when the conscious poisoning of
public opinion endangers democracy. The Greek legislation which criminalizes the dissemination of misinformation
against politicians during election campaigns (Art162 on Deception of Voters) could serve as an example.
GR063 Privacy by Design. The ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ & Mitrou Lilian The author argues that the demand for user protection by means of technology is closely linked to the need to ensure
techical aspect of
ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
privacy and the protection of personal data by design and by default. The draft GDPR, for instance, aspires to respond
personal data protection Communication Law Journal],
to major technological and challenges and makes reference to privacy by design and privacy by default and shift the
1/2013, 17-25
balance in favour of the data subject and re-establish at least some of the control that individuals have lost
over their data. However, until now, ICTs have tended to launch their own practices rather than to "follow" the
regulatory (pre) choices of the legislator. This makes it challenging to ensure compliance. In regard to the protection of
user privacy and personal data, technical solutions cannot substitute the law. Technology (IT companies) may coformulate the conditions for exercising and enforcing rights related to the protection of personal data and information.
Products that do not meet certain specifications in that regard, should not be approved on the market. Data subjects
should become, too, familiar with the risks and principles of the safe use of technology.
GR064 The proprtionality
ΔΙΚΑΙΟ ΜΕΣΩΝ ΕΝΗΜΕΡΩΣΗΣ & Koriatopoulou- Technology provides effective measures to control and tackle intellectual property breaches, such as digital rights
principle as a weighting ΕΠΙΚΟΙΝΩΝΙΑΣ [Media and
Aggeli Pierrina management (DMRs) and technology protection measures (TPMs). In this way it is possible to control the flow of
factor for the imposition Communication Law Journal],
intellectual works, protect them and offer flexibility to the beneficiaries.
of sanctions against
1/2013, 33-45
copyright infringements
on the Internet [on the
occasion of Decision
4658/2012 of the Athens
Court of First Instance]
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GR065 Social media marketing Αθήνα : Δίαυλος

GR066 Corporate
Αθήνα: Διόνικος
Communication: A Guide
to Theory and Practice

GR067 Teaching computer
science. Informatics in
General and Special
Education - The
Contribution of the
Internet and Web 2.0
GR068 The state of the art in
research in e-learning in
the typical Greek
education system.
Review of the literature
and prospects for
primary, secondary and
tertiary education
GR069 Anonymity and freedom
of expression in blogs
and social media
platforms

Αθήνα : Σύνδεσμος Ελληνικών
Ακαδημαϊκών Βιβλιοθηκών

J) Recommendations, findings

Tracy L. Tuten, N/A
Michael R.
Solomon
(translated by
Konstantopoulo
u M., edited by
Evangelatos A)
Cornelissen
N/A
Joep
(translated by
Motou
Anastasia and
Mertzani Maria,
edited by
Evangelatos A)
Styliaras
The effectiveness of teaching techniques varies from case to case. Therefore, the teacher should be able to choose
Georgios &
each time the appropriate technique and to combine it with others so as to achieve as much student participation as
Dimou Victoria possible. Both computers and the Internet are new tools that enhance experiential learning and facilitate personalized
learning.
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Most publications on the subject explore the pedagogical aspects of the use of ICT in e -learning. As to the link between
the evolution of ICT and their use in e-learning, the most recent publications focus on collaborative knowledge building
with emphasis on the exploitation of social media tools. Research findings regarding the Greek educational reality seem
to be consistent with international research on the subject.
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Andreas Takis We need to put the issue of anonymity in communication in its proper dimensions and take into account the principle of
safeguarding fundamental rights placed in in our democratic constitution. Respected court authorities in Europe and the
analysis undertaken in this article draw an integral link between anonymity and fundamental rights protection which
emphasizes that the indiscriminate removal of anonymity protection in online communication may have a profound
negative effect on quality of democratic institutions and social life. The authors conclude that that the issue of anonymity
in communication needs to be placed in its proper dimensions. The protection of fundamental rights according to the
democratic constitution should be taken into account and, thus, any possible rights infringement cannot be considered
as sufficient grounds for removing anonymity. The latter would essentially mean that the principle of anonymity is
abolished and thatwould cause, rather than solve, several social and institutional problems.
Aspasia
Active participation in social networks has a direct and decisive impact on the chances of recruiting and retaining jobs. In
Tsaousi
other words, an individual’s social profile (real or online) largely determines their upward mobility in the labor market.
Therefore, members/users should ensure that they keep their social connections alive, especially the loose ones. Based
on the findings of the literature/research presented here, this can help individuals to secure their economic survival in
particularly adverse economic conditions. (This is a really interesting topic dealing with the research core question of
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Ανοικτή Εκπαίδευση: το περιοδικό Anastasiadis
για την Ανοικτή και εξ Αποστάσεως Panagiotis
Εκπαίδευση και την Εκπαιδευτική
Τεχνολογία [The Journal for Open
and Distance Education and
Educational Technology],10, 5-32

Νομικές Και Κοινωνικές
Προεκτάσεις του Διαδικτύου
Σήμερα. Πανελλήνιο Συνέδριο Θεσσαλονίκη 2013. Νομική
Βιβλιοθήκη [Legal and Sοcial
Aspects of the Internet Today.
Panhellenic Conference
Proceedings - Thessaloniki 2013],
54-72
GR070 Theories of the Human Νομικές Και Κοινωνικές
Networks and the
Προεκτάσεις του Διαδικτύου
Strength of Weak Ties Σήμερα. Πανελλήνιο Συνέδριο Θεσσαλονίκη 2013. Νομική
Βιβλιοθήκη [Legal and Sοcial
Aspects of the Internet Today.
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Proceedings - Thessaloniki 2013],
32-41
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convergence; here it is between traditional social ties and relations provided through social media networks that can help
applicants who are searching for a job. The relevance depends on originality and new findings.)

GR071 The transfer of the right
to use intellectual
property though the
Terms of Service of
Social Networks:
Necessary good or evil?
GR072 Electronic notice in civil
courts

Νομικές Και Κοινωνικές Προεκτάσεις
του Διαδικτύου Σήμερα. Πανελλήνιο
Συνέδριο -Θεσσαλονίκη 2013. Νομική
Βιβλιοθήκη [Legal and Sοcial Aspects of
the Internet Today. Panhellenic
Conference Proceedings - Thessaloniki
2013], 106-114
Νομικές Και Κοινωνικές Προεκτάσεις
του Διαδικτύου Σήμερα. Πανελλήνιο
Συνέδριο -Θεσσαλονίκη 2013. Νομική
Βιβλιοθήκη [Legal and Sοcial Aspects of
the Internet Today. Panhellenic
Conference Proceedings - Thessaloniki
2013], 141-150

Archontoula
Kapsi

The problems related to copyright infringement in social networks are particularly challenging, leading providers of social
networks to certain contradiction. On the one hand they allow for the protection of intellectual work (special attention is
paid to photos) by making it possible for rights holders to have it removed. On the other hand, through the terms of use
they strip them of their rights, gaining an unlimited authority over the posted content. It is up to the users themselves to
decide how they wish to manage their content through self-restraint and wise use of new technologies.
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Only indirectly related to social media.
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GR073 The experiment of
democratic governance
on social networking
sites and its implications

Νομικές Και Κοινωνικές
Προεκτάσεις του Διαδικτύου
Σήμερα. Πανελλήνιο Συνέδριο Θεσσαλονίκη 2013. Νομική
Βιβλιοθήκη [Legal and Sοcial
Aspects of the Internet Today.
Panhellenic Conference
Proceedings - Thessaloniki 2013],
195-205

Anna Maria
Piskopani

Facebook’s experiment with opening up the process of drafting the Principles and Statement of Rights and
Responsibilities to consultation by users as an experiment of participatory governance poses a number of questions
such as: what are the rights and the obligations of those who interact in the network? What is the proper way of
regulating and managing the network? How does the complex relation between the internet and democracy change? It
reminds us of the fact that on the Internet, public participation is of great value and the management of “common affairs”
without the involvement of ordinary users has consequences. These are not always immediate and visible but they are
crucial for users. The author argues that the expectations created by company’s self-commitment to participations were
not fulfilled because of two main issues. First, as the Declaration of Rights and Obligations shows, the company was
neither really committed to transparency neither to taking adequate measures to promote user empowerment. While, for
instance, those who participate in configuring the communication plaform (users, app developers and advertisers) have
a number of obligations, the company is not sufficiently committed to respect common principles and reserves the right
to change them at any time. Second, the scope for participation is extremely limited. To illustrate, suggested changes
are open to consultation for only a short period of time.
To solve the question of whether and which information found on social media can be used as evidence against criminal
proceedings, it can be helpful to define the concept of public and private information more precisely. Such definition
should find, primarily, an application in the policies of social networks regarding registration of new users. A practical
user manual could prevent past mistakes. It will be also useful charging a relevant independent authority in each
member state with competence in processing all the information possibly related to crime so as to prevent potential
interference from citizens.
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Platform for speech and expression and therefore democratizes the process of getting informed and communicating,
offers a plurality of views and a big amount of information. On the other hand, however, it is likely to mislead the public,
manufacture realities, create bias and false impressions. The boundaries between these two potentials are hard to
discern. Only the practices of traditional journalism cab help in telling them apart.
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Νομικές Και Κοινωνικές Προεκτάσεις
GR074 The impact of social
media on the formulation του Διαδικτύου Σήμερα. Πανελλήνιο
Συνέδριο -Θεσσαλονίκη 2013. Νομική
of anti-crime policy

Vasiliki K.
Theologi

GR075 The decline of traditional Νομικές Και Κοινωνικές
media and the
Προεκτάσεις του Διαδικτύου
journalism of tweets
Σήμερα. Πανελλήνιο Συνέδριο Θεσσαλονίκη 2013. Νομική
Βιβλιοθήκη [Legal and Sοcial
Aspects of the Internet Today.
Panhellenic Conference
Proceedings - Thessaloniki 2013],
265-276

Emmanouella
Aggouraki &
Anastasia
Tsiolcha

Βιβλιοθήκη [Legal and Sοcial Aspects of
the Internet Today. Panhellenic
Conference Proceedings - Thessaloniki
2013], 249-264
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HU001 Social media in
education - Facebook
case studies

HU002

HU003

HU004

HU005
HU006

HU007

Iskolakultúra 2012/10

Andrea Based on the lessons learned from school experiments, Facebook is a useful educational environment. Another success
Kárpáti– and result is that in both school experiments a collaborative, motivating educational material has been created that will be
Tímea useful in the future as well. Both young and older participants were equally interested in and welcomed the idea of
Szálas– creating Facebook groups. Some have been actively involved in common knowledge building while others have
Ádám considered and used it as a tool for fast communication.
Kuttner
Social networks and
MAGYAR MUNKAJOG E-folyóirat Edit
Although the European situation in the protection of personal data in pre-employment stage varies widely due to the
workers' right to privacy 2016/1
Kajtár, relatively wide range of state-level regulations in line with the provisions of the directive, there is agreement on the need
before employment:
Bruno for regulation to address the most important aspects. These questions may be: (1) a general ban on social media search
comparative analysis and
Mestre for the purpose of employment; (2) some exceptions to the general ban; (3) the operation of an external control, where
comments
employees can also complain. This possible regulation could be formulated in a "model law" that MSs could implement in
their own internal law. This would be followed by a report on the solutions that have been made in the MSs. However, this
is a simple proposition for a relatively controversial, relatively uncertain ongoing debate.
Till Facebook Do Us
Acta Juridica Hungarica 56, No 4, Edit
Regarding both stages (the pre-employment as well as the employment stage) the current, typical practice (i.e.
Part? Social Networking pp. 268–280 (2015)
Kajtár unregulated and boundless monitoring) goes against the most basic principles of lawful data processing, it is unlikely to
Sites
change because of two main reasons. Firstly, the employers are tempted too much by the already-mentioned benefits
and the Employment
(SNSs are a fast, cheap and easy way to gain many information including red flags). Secondly, while users do not intend
Relationship
their (future) employers to see their posts and pictures on Facebook or Twitter, it is them who make it possible for the
public, including employers to access information on their profile. The desire of self-expression, information sharing,
networking, etc. is dominant when the profiles are shaped. The opposite desire, for a clear separation of work and private
life, the wish for solitude surfaces later or too late. Employment related search on social networking sites remains in the
grey zone of law. For the benefit of all concerned, reasonableness and adoption of a clear policy on SNSs appears to be
the best solution.
Social media as a
mediakutato.hu
Dániel The use of social media adds new opportunities and a new range of interpretations to social tensions such as the 2012
message of student
Bolcsó student protests in Hungary. This may be seen in the dynamics of the simultaneous multiple media presentations and
protests
time lags, or the merging or restructuring of previously separated phases (and the channels used for them), or the
appreciation of the network, both in media usage and consumption. "
About the relationship of Magyar tudomány - 175. évf. 3. sz. Tibor It would be necessary for a network-based new media to contribute to a genuine collaboration that goes further than blog
science and the new
(2014. március)
Koltay posts and the like, enabling critical thinking leading to new ideas, theories and practices.
media
The offline geography of Tér és Társadalom, 28(1), 2014
Ákos There is a controversial result of the impact of network distance on user behavior, which has not yet dissolved the
an online social network,
Jakobi, uncertainty about the role and effects of distance in cyberspace. However, the concept of distance is present in this
or the Hungarian
Balázs world. Analyzing online community nets can provide a whole new insight into one-on-one activity and allow you to go
empiries of the distance
Lengyel further in the debate about distance disputes, for example, using the fact that online community nets’ databases include
and size role
simultaneously stock and flow data. Furthermore, online social services are usually generated in urban spheres, so cities
are the starting point for the spread and later remain the primary areas of networked elements. The larger the settlement
size the more registered users there are. On the other hand, online activity, which is shown by the number of friends in
the community nets or the number of contacts, seems to be much less dependent on the settlement size.
Identification of the
XI. Magyar Számítógépes
Tibor Individualism, optimism, community and affinity modules are psychologically valid analytical tools that can be used to
change in opinion in
Nyelvészeti Konferencia
Pólya, recognize a change of opinion on the social media surfaces of political groups.
policy-themed texts
István
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Csertő,
Éva
Fülöp,
Pál
Kővágó,
Márton
Miháltz,
Tamás
Váradi
IEHAS Discussion Papers MT-DP - János When individual types are public information, both communication technologies enable a successful revolution with
2013/43
Hubert certainty, a result that does not hold without communication technology. Hence, both mass and social media facilitate the
Kiss; overthrow of the dictator. When types are private information, the sort of communication technology is relevant: with
Alfonso social media the revolution succeeds in the unique equilibrium. However, with mass media the revolution may fail except
Rosa- in cases when the amount of people required to succeed is sufficiently low. If the punishment for participating in a failed
García revolution is sufficiently high, with mass media the no-revolution equilibrium may be sustained, but it is not true for the
social media technology. In this sense, we argue that social media facilitate revolts more than mass media do.
Conference
Mirkó The role of content provider can help users engage with a company's business and provide thematic space for their
Gáti– company-specific manifestations. In another perspective, it also provides an opportunity for those resource-lean
Tamás companies to take advantage of marketing (communication) techniques, such as brand marketing, and consumer
Csordás feedback and observable behavior can also serve them as an extended market intelligence.
Budapest: Magyar Hadtudományi Péter This article has attempted to demonstrate how Sandy Hurricane's example can be used for social media in disaster relief.
Társaság, 2013. pp. 281-292.
Bányás The US government has exemplary use of some social media tools in population preparation, information, rescue and
z
damage recovery. This practice is worthwhile to study and to explore the possibilities of adaptation.

HU010 ROLE OF SOCIAL
MEDIA IN DISASTER
RELIEF THROUGH THE
EXAMPLE OF SANDY
HOOK
HU011
Erdélyi Digitális Adattár
Urban transport
monitoring with social
media

Miklós
Mezei;
Imre
Felde;
Gergő
Pintér
József
Hubert

Comparing the data provided by the CDR and Facebook events, one can find a good approximation of where the masses
are heading. Unfortunately, Facebook restricts access to certain events, but the available information is still useful. Since
CDR data are pointing at an antenna covered area this means that a person in a particular zone can be observed. On the
other hand, Facebook event contains an exact address, which means that the destination is more specific. With the
purpose of planning the given area and the route load, one can conclude that the processing of the data provided by SM
specify the data and give opportunity for further use from the point of view of the traffic controller.
HU012 Fundraising, impulse
Vezetéstudomány / Budapest
1. Social media require the attention of third sector organizations. This is justified by changes in consumer behavior
donation in social media Management Review, 48 (2). pp.
thatpeople spend more and more time on social networking sites. It can also be an important attraction for change.
67-78
Because of the logic of the system, it is possible to get cheaper, more efficient, more targeted communication,
organization, and fundraising than before. 2. It should not be forgotten, however, that in the new medium the "old" logic
no longer exists. In fundraising, it should be noted that social media typically have other (younger) audience, and they
need to be addressed differently not only because of the specificities of the generation, but also because of the
communication channel. 3. Prepare for new challenges. For example, earlier in the collections, the "slacktivism" /
"clicktivism" phenomenon had no other equivalent.
HU013 Development of the
Economica (1585-6216) . 2014, Vol. Tamás Having a social media presence for companies can play an important role in marketing. Not to mention the fact that this is
Agricultural Trade Portal 7 Issue 3, p122-126. 5p.
Kovács now indispensable. This meant in this case the expansion of corporate appearance on Facebook. The biggest weapon is
and marketing on social
in the hands of the SME sector as huge masses can be mobilized and immediate two-way communication can be started.
media.
Later on, one may also use Google+ for our business.
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HU016 THE ROLE OF SOCIAL ALKALMAZOTT PSZICHOLÓGIA
MEDIA IN THE
2014, 14(1):163–188.
MAINTENANCE OF
POLITICAL PROTESTS
FOR THE CONTINUOUS
PARTICIPATION
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Anna Using linear regression analysis, general political activism and identification were identified as the strongest predictors of
Kende - participation in all three phases of protests, but specific predictors of endurance were the community reinforcement
Adrienn function of social media positively, and conscientiousness negatively. Different types of participants were distinguished
Ujhelyi with the help of cluster analysis, and their comparisons underlined the significance of different motivational constellations.
– Nóra The results about the motivations, social media use and personality clearly show that political protests that require the
Anna continuous presence need distinct explanations that build upon existing social psychological theories of collective action.
Lantos
"I like them, but would I Az Egyesület a Marketing
Éva
Different corporate content can be distinguished by their informative and entertaining nature, but their categories are not
eat at their place?" –
Oktatásért és Kutatásért XXI.
Markos- mutually exclusive, so there may be a case where a company satisfies its consumers' cognitive and emotional needs. Of
Encouraging social
Országos Konferenciája
Kujbus, course, all this content will only add value to the SME if they are properly positioning the company's product / service on
media activities of small
Tünde the market. The activity of consumers is largely accomplished by pressing the "like" button (the massive presence of
and medium-sized
Kiss, passive consumers), but the companies can work against this tendency by producing properly positioned, activityenterprises and their
Mirkó promoting content.
consumerreactions – the
Gáti
case of Hungarian
and
catering establishments
Tamás
Csordás
Hungarian Social Media Universitatea de Arte din Târgu
Elza- The commentators form a micronome of the internet in the macro of the internet, so Hungarian social media in Romania
in Romania: Content
Mureş - A Marosvásárhelyi
Emőke is ethnically, linguistically and geographically defined. Mostly, one can count on the large-scale friendship and variety, the
Regulation of Comments Művészeti Egyetem Kiadója
Veress, surface-specific nature of the comments moderation measures, and the occasional removal of responsibility for the
Attila content of the comments. For this reason, it is imperative that the legal and ethical issues of the comments should be
Csaba documented by a document or code of ethics for the media players' positions. The Hungarian online media maintainers in
Gáspári Romania are forced to self-regulate and develop their own ethical conduct rules that are not always drafted in codes of
k
conduct. They are presented as editorial, leadership announcements, or comment rules, moderating principles.
Social Music Revolution? Médiakutató 2008 ősz
Ákos The Last.fm service is successful both in the music industry and in the consumer perspective.
Izsó
Everyone is participating Médiakutató 2012 ősz
Nóra The concepts of participation are described in terms of action and achievement focus. The phenomenon can be
differently
Nyirő – distinguished according to the participants: the media target group (media audience), the marketing target group
Tamás ("marketing audience", consumers) and the companies themselves. Companies that are successful in attracting their
Csordás target audience are often successful in other business considerations, acting in accordance with the logic of traditional
– Dóra marketing and marketing communication planning, which has been further developed through the creation of participatory
Horváth opportunities. They make use of and exploit consumers' encounters through the Internet, creative collaborative tools,
consumer engagement in product development and testing processes, consumer engagement and initiating consumerbusiness dialogue. The concept of participation has become inevitable in the marketing field for any corporate player in
any market.
The boundaries of digital mediakutató.hu - XVI. évf. 3. szám Tamás The values associated with media platforms and the discourse of the ideologies used to shape the profession - the
technology, culture and
Tófalvy platform-based demarcation - have an active, technology-forming role that can provide two lessons about the relationship
journalism:
between culture and technology. Both of these claims may call attention to the underdynamics of culture technology. On
How does culture shape
the one hand, cultural reports, values, attitudes are fundamental to the development of a career in technology; technology
technology?
does not have an autonomous effect on the cultural system, but is inalienable. On the other hand - and partly as a result technology does not require either the use or the way it is interpreted. As technological-cultural ecosystems are
transformed, the values associated with technology also change, appearing and disappearing in old-new conflicts
between relevant social groups.
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Bettina Facebook brings the user closer to the online newspaper. An integral part of the evolution of Nol.hu is the connection to
Ferencz the social network. The special community marketing strategy of Népszabadság Online and the interactive interface of
–
Facebook helps to make the reader feel more affectionate with the medium. Nol.hu, by hunting for the trends in the social
Györgyi media, makes a relevant answer to the question: what is the relationship between the news organization in the lateRétfalvi modern, complex media environment with the community that it serves: be direct, effective, participatory and interactive.
NATO’s cyber defense Hadtudomány: A Magyar
Péter It discussed the framework in which critical infrastructure can be attacked through the tools of social media to finally
policy, furthermore critical Hadtudományi Társaság Folyóirata Bányás propose the elimination of shortcomings that can hinder the proper cyber security. Three areas that should be considered
infrastructure protection 23: (1). 2013. pp. 188-209.
z, Ákos in a cyber attack have a potential and should be further studied: the possibility of a positive perception of the military, the
in the light of social
Orbók use of social media in crisis communication, and the comparison of the principle declaration and implementation of the
media
goals of NATO's cybercrime policy.
The role of social media Településföldrajzi tanulmányok 2: Péter Social media provide settlements with opportunitites that make their use indispensable, whether it is in a case of normal
in the life of settlements, (2). 2013. pp. 137-145.
Bányás or exceptional events. I did not undertake to present the different possibilities by type of settlement because, the use of
especially concerning the
z
these tools is independent of the size and economic situation of settlements, but it serves as an excellent tool for
extreme occasions
maintaining competitiveness, improving living conditions, increasing the economy and handling extraordinary events.
The safety issues of the Hadtudomány: A Magyar
Péter Analyzing cyber-crime trends, defense industry companies, primarily SMEs, have been targeted by the attackers.
social media in the
Hadtudományi Társaság Folyóirata Bányás Because of the presumably smaller budgets, they have not developed a proper security protocol. Through them, it is
defense industry
24: (1). 2014. pp. 49-67.
z
possible to reach larger companies that have been forced to develop a strategy for these attacks. One of the biggest
security risks is the user, whether it is in public or organized crime. Attackers are trying to gain access to the data of
naive, vulnerable users (in terms of data and information vulnerability). We can not effectively protect ourselves by
banning such users, so we need to focus on educating users to minimize the risk.
The meeting of the
Információstársadalom:
Róza The lo-fi scene in Budapest favors democratic access in many ways, with its attitudes and aesthetic criteria celebrating
bedroom, the studio and Társadalomtudományi Folyóirat 14: Emília the lack of professionalism, the easy-to-access practices of voice recording and broadcasting, the private space of the
the social media: The
(4). 2014. pp. 30-45.
Barna private room expanded to the online space. Nevertheless, women creators of the scene have to continue to struggle with
popbedroom area of
the more general male-centered sense of the pop-rock sphere - whether it's traditional spaces of early socialization or the
Budapest
live theater scene.
Digital identity strategies Jel-kép: Kommunikáció
Katalin What decions do the students, career starters, company decision makers and leaders make about their online presence,
in the online data- and Közvélemny, media (2). 2014.
Fehér and whether they have a digital identity strategy? All segments consider it important to control their online presence.
content networks and in
Both groups have experienced misuse of information uploaded by them or their friends (e.g. deceptive use of photos,
the social media
online harrasment, identity theft). The members of the student segment are therefore creating a separate strategy for
hiding or creating false profiles that can only be used for observation or data protection. Both segments are paying
particular attention to protecting their private sphere and consciously building their digital identity. In addition to their
appearance or hiding, members of the management segment also want to advance in corporate practice and use more
effective solutions and education to reduce the risk. The emphasis and the related practices differ. The younger
generation of students believes that "I'm 70-80% of what appears about me on the Internet", and they say "what's not on
the Internet does not even exist". That is why even those leave consciously track of themselves who want to release little
information. They say they have only partially developed strategy and tools for their digital identity: they are just
observers. Many say that when they will enter the world of work, they want to delete their current profiles and instead
want to build a professional profile rather than a "student profile". Business executives choose career starters from
among them, as they regard the employee as the most important risk for new media assets: even the reputation and
security of a company may be down to the online behavior of a single employee, and data leakage can cause serious
economic damage. In their view, therefore, firms are more vulnerable than ever. In order to reduce the risk, several
domestic companies will make recommendations about their online presence, but in some positions’ net screening,
ongoing tracking, or follow-up will also appear.
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HU037 Social media: the
Médiakutató: Médiaelméleti
Márton Many have welcomed the new computer networking technologies, and digital media really provide opportunities for new
electronic agora of
Folyóirat 15: (2), 2014. pp. 119-138 Iványi forms of social interaction, offering new ways to overcome, and possibly influence, time and space constraints. This is,
publicity or the
however, only one side of the coin. Content circulation in the social media may therefore have to some degree a similar
postmodern panopticon?
function as an illegal samizdat at the time of state socialism. If we want to understand the importance of social media, we
Power responses for the
must also look at how technological properties cross other social factors. Although the new media can rearrange the
challenges of social
power relations of the offline world, the "visible and uncontrollable" power presence in the image of a secret service is no
media
longer certain to function this way, since an Internet user can not know for certain whether he is communicating with a
similarly thinking user or an agent of the state.
HU038 The social media and the Iskolakultúra: Pedagógusok
Márton The aura of the Arab Spring is inseparable from technological innovation and social media that re-invented social
social movements
Szakmai-Tudományos Folyóirata Pál
activism. Facebook and Twitter make it easier for the powerless to collaborate, to voice their feelings and to coordinate
24: (2). 2014. pp. 66-76.
Iványi their ideas. Because without ideas and other factors, social media is less suitable for this task. In the background of the
collapse of Hungarian state socialism and the eastern bloc, Xerox machines smuggled to the Szeged Marx Károly
Institute were not solely for the sake of samizdat literature or its dissemination, but rather complex sociopolitical and
world economic reasons. Behind a historically significant turn, the most important communication tool is not the most
important technology, but the very rotating wheel of history itself.
HU039 Fragmented publicity? Jel-kép: Kommunikáció
Márton The tools of the digital age were celebrated at the same time as the great "equalizer", a technology apparatus that allows
the online social
Közvélemny, media (1). 2014.
Iványi multi-directional communication at one time and promotes pluralism - just as an alternative to traditional media. However,
networks and the
the surface created by or against traditional media can, through its pluralism, give space to marginalized extremes in
radicalism
offline societies. It is ironic that emerging social networks do not differentiate between messages, even for humanity. This
is a good example that the Norwegian terrorist and mass murderer Anders Behring Breivik, who pronounced the extreme
right-wing views, was read aloud on the internet and on social networks. Thus, the presence of radicalism on the web
becomes similar to the cuckoo, which is believed to occupy the nest in which he grew up and topple his weaker stalwarts
by sudden growth. As in the case of traditional (offline) societies, the question is, then, how can you go about restricting
the rights of others in terms of conflicting ethical norms and what can you do to the relevant content and communication
channels?
HU040 The space of network as In: Merkovity Norbert (eds.)
Imre
Identities displayed on online platforms and surfaces are always intentional and conscious - as a result of self-reflexive
the context of selfPolitikai kommunikáció-kutatások a Mátyus performances, based on previous social and media experience. While the former is an element of self-representation and
representation
közösségi média korában. 267 p.
impression, the latter allows the user with the help of available opportunities, channels, media genre knowledge to take
Szeged: Primaware, 2014. pp. 97advantage of the possibilities of the given technology.
120.
HU041 The analysis of
In: Merkovity Norbert (eds.)
Norbert In order to effectively liaise with the press, a media database has to be created that needs to be constantly built and
politicians’ media
Politikai kommunikáció-kutatások a Merkovi updated. Do not be afraid of the task, in order for someone to have a good media database, you need time, as you need
performance
közösségi média korában. 267 p. ty
to find the editors / journalists who we can turn to with our inquiries.
Szeged: Primaware, 2014. pp. 7396.
HU042 The politicians’ media
In: Merkovity Norbert (eds.)
Norbert One can not detect a revolution in the examined Facebook and Twitter posts of the politicians. Rather, one can talk about
logic on the social media Politikai kommunikáció-kutatások a Merkovi evolution. Mass media logic still has its effect by observing the "convergence" defined by Deuze and Dimoudi (2002)
pages: Facebook and
közösségi média korában. 267 p. ty
between new and old logic, so network media logic is also present on Facebook.
Twitter research
Szeged: Primaware, 2014. pp. 165192.
HU043 The use of new media in In: Merkovity Norbert (eds.)
Norbert Ideas and tips for using social networking sites
communication
Politikai kommunikáció-kutatások a Merkovi • define your goals,
közösségi média korában. 267 p. ty
• define the target groups to be reached,
• set rules for content (whether you share your own content or external content will be posted as well)
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Szeged: Primaware, 2014. pp. 219241.

HU044

HU045

HU046

HU047

HU048

• Decide which social media is used and devote time to that
• It is advisable to summarize all of the tasks, especially if not only one person is responsible for content creation and
uploading.
Political communication In: Merkovity Norbert (eds.)
Gabrielll While the European public generally appears to be the publicity for the EU, the media law case clearly shows that
without borders: The
Politikai kommunikáció-kutatások a a Szabó politicians who are broadly interpreted, ie political parties beyond national parties and governments, have enjoyed a great
case of the Hungarian közösségi média korában. 267 p.
deal of freedom in creating and influencing the European public against the constraint of legal and institutional structures.
media laws
Szeged: Primaware, 2014. pp. 21Following the curve of the media regulation debate, one could see how the issue was dealt with on the official agenda of
51.
the EU in the 2010-11 round of disagreement with the intention of Hungarian legislators. The initiators of raising the
Hungarian media law as a common European problem were not the official representatives of the EU, and the
discussions were mostly not in the EU forums. Although the socialist faction of the EP has been attempting to speak at
the early stage of the debate to raise the mediaity of Europeanism, the European Commission has stayed out of the
debate for a long time (until late December 2010). But then, the European Commission emerged as the most important
representative of EU media policy to counteract the practice of the Hungarian legislation in force. The change in the
position of the European Commission clearly demonstrates the successful exercise of pressure on political actors,
including citizens, to demonstrate the power of the European public about the matter.
Mediatization of the
Zeszyty Prasoznawcze 2 (218).
Györgyi Hungarian teenagers openly and willingly talk about their social media use habits, give access to their data, profile and
youth: The use of social 2014. pp. 422-433.
Rétfalvi cover pictures, the structure of their social network and the applications they use. The most popular SM is Facebook.
media among Hungarian
Although Facebook offers a lot of applications and functions, they mainly use Facebook to chat. In general, they usually
teenagers
prefer SM which offer a chatting application. They spend their time in this virtual playground or chat room. Although some
of them already were victims of cyber bullying or harassment (35% said they were), they think Facebook is a good thing
in their life, 7% of the students questioned said Facebook is good, 75% said Facebook is mostly good, 13% think, that
Facebook is mostly wrong, and only 1% answered, that Facebook is totally wrong. One can thus conclude that besides
its mistakes, most of the teenagers not only use, but also like Facebook. The moniker of silent generation should be
replaced by the use of the term chatting generation.
The integration of social EDU Szakkéépzés és
Zoltán Teachers involved in adult training must constantly adapt to new digital technologies while understanding the essence of
media and WEB 2.0
Környezetpedagógia Elektronikus Szűts their operation.
based learning formulas Szakfolyóirat 4: (1). 2014. pp. 37Adult education users today have a need to acquire knowledge quickly, and social services and Web 2.0 services can be
to adult training
45.
the right resources. In the meantime, however, the benefits and possible sources of danger presented in our study have
to be taken into account. The advantage of YouTube courses is that with their help, education becomes independent from
space and time, no one is late for lessons, 10 or 10,000 participants can be taught at the same time, thanks to
interactivity everyone can become a participant, thanks to the comment section everyone can say something to the topic.
Social CRM. The
Marketing és Menedzsment 48: (4). Beatrix SCRM is not a substitute for traditional CRM systems, but it can be an integral part of it, creating value for both the buyer
influence of social media 2014. pp. 14-26
Tóth, and the organization. The features of SCRM are mainly characterized by the characteristics of social media and the
on the customer
Edit
behavioral rules and habits of community platforms. Interactions become a central element, driven and initiated by
relationship management
Bányai consumers and buyers. That is why businesses need to approach the management of interactions and their handling as
information sources with the necessary sensitivity and resourcefulness. Perhaps this is why competence-based
interpretation is also emphasized among approaches.
The Social Media as the Nemzetbiztonsági Szemle Online III: Péter The author believes that there is a special link between social and technological evolution which explains the spread of
Important Area of Open (2). 2015. pp. 21-36.
Bányás community sites. This popularity is also a relevant part of the modern economy, which forces the service providers to
Source Information
z
fierce competition to get the most revenue. This is a constant process of innovation for different sites, which, along with
many positive opportunities, generates a lot of risks and challenges. The national security services soon recognized the
potential of new technology, which almost immediately responded to the age and the technological potential. As the tools
and user preferences change, the services must also be adapted.
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Belügyi Szemle: A
Belügyminisztérium szakmai
tudományos folyóirata (2010-)63:
(10). 2015 pp.71-85

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Péter The author's view is that, as a consequence of the Charlie Hebdo case, the debate on immigration, multiculturalism and
Bányás the relationship between the freedoms will be intensified.
z
The end of history as envisioned by Fukuyama will not happen, but the clash of civilizations, as Huntington wrote, is
likely to intensify. The role of information warfare is expected to continue to grow. Overall, the author does not believe that
it is likely that we have to account for effects or consequences that are comparable to those of September 11, 2001, thus
European MSs will not adopt a Patriot Act; the European counterterrorism is not radically approaching the US example,
no centralized European organizations with powers similar to those in the US will be established. Even if the EU leaders
have an intention to implement such measures, because of the common decision-making procedures of the Member
States, there is not much chance of such centralization.
The Possible Role of
Könyvtári Figyelő 61L4). 2015. pp. János The library website posts containing adequate and important news, program offers often remain unnoticed on Facebook,
Libraries in the Social
489-493.
Fodor torn away from their unproductive context. Particularly such shared posts can be a success that is feeding into the
Media
readers' context, reflecting their current communication needs, and can be further shared in harmony with their identity.
The social media content and the future library's vision is to motivate the reader to start using their collection as a source
for similar shared posts.
In: Bíró-Szigeti Szilvia, Petruska Ildikó, Mirkó The research shows that the liking of a site - at least in the short run - is typically for practical reasons, but it is the
“Like at first sight?” –
Szalkai Zsuzsanna, Kovács István,
What inspires liking
Gáti, responsibility of the company to handle this community along its own sphere of interest, to meet its information and
brands in online social Magyar Mária (szerk.)
Éva
affective needs in the longer term. It can also be seen that social media seems to have taken on the role of the business's
Az Egyesület a Marketing Oktatásért és
media in the case of
Markos- own official domains (eg official website).
Kutatásért XXI. országos
small catering
Kujbus,
konferenciájának tanulmánykötete.
establishments?
Tamás
2015. pp. 57-67.
Csordás
Deception, false attitude Médiakutató: Médiaelméleti
Márton Content manipulation is probably the most commonly used method for misleading others. This is done by falsifying
and the social media
Folyóirat 16: (2). 2015. pp. 15-24. Iványi information in the context of social media. Blogs, communities sharing online multimedia content, community news sites,
and microblog surfaces are particularly receptive to this way of misleading. Technology makes it incredibly easy to
manipulate multimedia files. Distortion of photos is one of the most effective ways of this phenomenon, as a result of
which, for example, a user may create pictures of himself and create the image that he travels around the world. This
strategy can help deceivers increase their social status and gain confidence in their victims in order to obtain information.
The relation of the social Nemzetbiztonsági Szemle (Online) Ferenc The Hungarian police does not have a strategy for the use of social media, and it does not exploit its potential, so it falls
media and the
III: (1). 2015. pp. 26-51.
Less out of the population's measurement of its performance, its potential for feedback and a channel where the population
community police: Why is
could provide information in a quick and easy way about criminals, commenting on them. The Hungarian model does not
the police on Facebook?
exploit the opportunities inherent in the public relations (and not the propaganda!) Or, in the interest of achieving its goals,
inadequately engages the population in its own activities. Professional performance can be influenced by such tiny
factors as well. Community police should be present in social media too.
Hope, revolution,
Médiakutató: Médiaelméleti
Kornél To summarize the 2014 parliamentary election campaign in the social media, it was based primarily on paid ads on
disillusion?: Political
Folyóirat 16: (3). 2015. pp. 81-96. Myat Facebook, reflecting the measured political strengths, conservative and low intensity in terms of assets. According to
activity in the social
Maven and Political Capital research, the campaign's overall campaign activity and campaign attitude are well illustrated
media
in their social media campaign.
Zero consumers - Who is In: Bíró-Szigeti Szilvia, Petruska
Ildikó Respondents seem to be self-confident consumers: 30 percent strongly, while 52 per cent typically considered it to be
led by opinion leaders? Ildikó, Szalkai Zsuzsanna, Kovács Petrusk difficult to influence their decisions. Surprisingly high number, 81 percent of respondents claim that they are mostly or not
István, Magyar Mária (eds.) Az
a, Zsolt at all uncertain in choosing a product / brand, so they do not have to rely on a specialist's opinion either. This is consistent
Egyesület a Marketing Oktatásért és Kornél with the fact that the answer to the question "Are you inclined to make unsupervised decisions when purchasing?" is in
Kutatásért XXI. országos
50 percent of cases "mainly not", while 27.9 percent of the respondents answered "typically not". What confirms the
konferenciájának tanulmánykötet.
previous findings is that 30 percent are not trend-sensitive at all and 42 percent hardly follow fashion. Based on the
2015. pp. 247-256.
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In: Bíró-Szigeti Szilvia, Petruska Ildikó, Attila
HU056 Publicity and privacy
foreshadowed by mobile Szalkai Zsuzsanna, Kovács István,
Endre
phones and social media Magyar Mária (eds.), Az Egyesület a
Simay,
Marketing Oktatásért és Kutatásért XXI.
Mirkó
országos konferenciájának
Gáti
tanulmánykötet 2015. pp. 377-387

1, fb,

2

fb

1

1

1

1

Alexand It has been proven that law enforcement agencies (especially police) working methods to prevent crime, crime detection
ra
and terrorist acts are more effective in terms of effectiveness when using social networking tools and social media tools
Horváth and user support. However, attention should be paid to the content and people who intentionally use online police
, Bence information.
Nagy,
Csaba
Szabó
In: Fehér András, Kiss Virág Ágnes,
Tamás It shows PhD research plan and some previous research done on this topic.
Soós Mihály, Szakály Zoltán (szerk.)
Iványi,
EMOK XXII. Országos konferencia 2016 Szilvia
Tanulmánykötet: Hitelesség és
Bíróértékorientáció a marketingben. 765 p.
Szigeti
2016. pp 706-715.

1
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In: Fehér András, Kiss Virág Ágnes,
István It can be stated that only the use of such simulation software can be successful, which can be "customized" and further
Soós Mihály, Szakály Zoltán (szerk.)
Kovács developed (e.g. in the form of different applications). In addition, I argue that a crucial and fundamental principle of a
EMOK XXII. Országos konferencia 2016
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1

Ágnes
Veszels
zki

HU058 Companies in the social In: Fehér András, Kiss Virág Ágnes, Edit
media
Soós Mihály, Szakály Zoltán (eds.) Bányai
EMOK XXII. Országos konferencia
2016 Tanulmánykötet: Hitelesség és
értékorientáció a marketingben. 765
p. 2016. pp. 75-84.
HU059 The Role of Social Media Szakmai Szemle: A katonai
Péter
in Psychological
nemzetbiztonsági szolgálat
Bányás
Operations in the light of tudományos szakmai folyóirata.
z
the recent Crisis
2016. pp.61.-81.
Situations

HU061 Hashtag and share! –
Study about the user
generated content and
sharing experiences in
tourism
HU062 The application of
simulation game in

above, it is no surprise that more than half of the respondents say that a person who offers a specific product / brand
directly in advertisements is not credible for them.
The sample people are becoming more and more natural in using mobile phones in intimate life situations. At the same
time, the Internet, and more specifically in the case of social media, if it is not a direct risk of income or property being
compromised, it is less common that respondents are worried or are doing something against the violation of their
privacy. If privacy is threatened in an offline sphere, there is a much stronger and more intense resistance among the
sample people than online. Thus, it seems to be more common on the platforms investigated that there is a blurred line
between the private sector and the public - otherwise sharp - boundary.
When analyzing the relationship of Trollfoci with Notts County Trollfoci, it was apparent that the third-league English team
site administrators did not know immediately how to handle the Hungarian user comments, the so-called troll army's nofly attack. They tried to stop trolling in several ways, until they were successful and even profited from the case. The
steps for conflict management can be summarized as follows:
1. Block (disable keywords, block all hashtags, and disable all Hungarian users);
2. Trollfoci reaction: send e-mails;
3. Creating a separate Hungarian page (Hungarian Magpies);
4. the release of ban, positive communication in Hungarian;
5. a boom in ticket sales and sales of merchandising products
Social media play a marginal role in the life of the companies surveyed. From the above analysis, it is clear that in
corporate practice the word social media is the same as Facebook. Online content services and two-way communication
are mostly conducted only on this site by the surveyed companies. The companies are trying to keep up with rapidly
changing social media, but they create mostly partial solutions. The social media activity of companies is not a strategic
issue, which, among other things, confirms that they do not consciously and systematically measure the results of social
media activity and emphasize community building.
Police, national security services, prosecution should deal with issues that are in line with legal requirements. It is also
important that similarly to the other countries, in Hungary an organization that specializes in non-standard operations and
has capabilities that can be used in social media including psychological operations and civilian military cooperation is
established.

1

HU057 Conflict resolution in the Médiakutató: Médiaelméleti
social media. Case study Folyóirat 16: (2). 2015. pp. 39-51.
on Trollfoci vs. Notts
County

HU060 The Security Policy
Questions of Social
Media: Research on the
Law Enforcement Aspect
of Social Media Content
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successful course is a strong methodological background in the traditional sense and its continuous renewal, as well as
the interactivity and involvement of the lectures, especially with regard to social media; ie improving the quality of
teaching and improving the effectiveness of learning outcomes

HU063 Analysis of consumer
Vezetéstudomány / Budapest
presence and attitudes Management Review. jan2017, Vol. Attila
towards publicity in
48 Issue 1, p61-69. 9p.
Endre
mobile and social media.
Simay,
Mirkó
György
Gáti
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The "loser" user attitude towards various visual content - in terms of privacy concerns - may also be a rich source of
information for market research and marketing communications companies. It is useful to reinforce the users' willingness
to share content (for the benefit of outside users) by means of external reinforcements (incentives, gifts, etc.) so that they
can later be a rich repository of social media content. As in the Hungarian sample there was a significant fear of data
loss, a suggestion could be counterbalancing as a potential task for industry companies. Emphasizing the role of selfdevelopment and fame - and the motivation of users to show themselves on each platform - can encourage companies to
give them the opportunity to fulfill their customer's self-fulfillment (e.g. through opportunities for consumer engagement).
The role of oral advertising in information sharing is foretelling that mobile and social media can support user-initiated oral
advertising activities. Managing user fears, reducing possible causes of privacy concerns (e.g. transparent privacy
principles, procedures) may also lead to a wider range of information shared by the users.
How to manage social Vezetéstudomány / Budapest
Péter Community customer relationship management is more a philosophy than a technological solution. Everything should be
customer? Social CRM in Management Review. Sep2012, Vol. Bagó, included: classic CRM, community marketing, social networks, and ultimately information technology. Something that
marketing and IT context 43 Issue 9, p35-45. 11p.
Gyula should not be forgotten is a wide range of classic CRM solutions. A community solution does not tell us how much we
Szabó bought in the store, it will not tell us where we will buy next, or how much we will buy, but we can combine it with a classic
solution that can tell you this information. Both of them together offer a service for the company, with the help of which
you can learn everything about the clients, most from the community customers, that is, the marketing activities can be
expanded.
Presence as a
Korunk, 28, 8, 10-15
Otilia Not available – a very artistic writing.
Prerequisite and a
Armean
Challenge in Social
Media, Expanded Reality,
and Smart Devices
Through Every Day
Sharing or editing? The Tudomanyos es Muszaki
Majority of the libraries on Facebook are still relying on their own supervised websites, that their online home page will
changing role of libraries Tajekoztatas. 2017, Vol. 64 Issue 1, János remain popular in the long run and that they want to use their social media coverage tools as a tailor-made, reducedin social media.
p24-36. 13p.
Fodor quality advertisement. This content provider's attitude is by itself ineffective. The library pages that are used as bulletin
boards, for opening hours, or greeting news, or even territorial collections, are unsuccessful in the library's Facebook
pages, and their entries are hardly noticeable. Entries with personal backgrounds that share their own collection items
with extra added value and interesting background information can, however, be very successful.
Alternative
Tudomanyos es Muszaki
Eszter Overall, the RG indicator cannot be said to fundamentally change the basics of science metrology, as it is similarly to
scientometrics: the
Tajekoztatas. 2016, Vol. 63 Issue Kun
impact factor or h-index based on bibliometry. However, it is a clear advantage that it not only takes into account
ResearchGate social
11, p428-446. 19p.
bibliometry, but many other data as well, e.g. activities, popularity not measurable in references, number of views. Since it
networking site.
cannot be drifted down without real power, it can stand out as a new tool. Also, the advantage of the RG indicator is that it
not only shows the high number of contacts, it measures everything extremely sensitively. However, to make a significant
difference to the RG indicator, truly significant results must be achieved. It is not a one-sided tool, it tries to strike some
balance in the scholarly society, not only for the benefit of infinite publishing, but also for responding to them and for
establishing contact. Since the gap between the individual results is not as large as other bibliometric indices, it also
gives chances for the career starters to catch up, it gives some feedback.The RG index does not erase the old
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bibliometric methods, but sums up their strengths and adds new perspectives. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider the
RG indicator in the future as a measure of the scientific fulfillment of researchers, since it is very complex. For this,
however, it would be necessary to make the calculation method public and, on the other hand, every user should publish
hundred percent of his work on his/her RG profile.
Területi Statisztika. jan2016, Vol. 56 Balázs Analyzing the entire iwiw network, despite the cost neutrality of Internet-based connections, people are less likely to
Issue 1, p30-45. 16p.
Lengyel create remote online connections than close-ups. At the same time, geographic distanceis less affected by the frequency
,
of online friendships than was previously observed in cell phone networks. Online tools also work where people do not
Attila interact with other devices. Users in the online social networks primarily use them to gather old friends and weak links,
Varga, and these relationships contribute to long distance weights.
Bence
Ságvári,
Ákos
Jakobi,
János
Kertész
Library Review / Konyvtari Figyelo. Tibor The social media intended for researchers is only a limited feature of a new gatekeeper, since it is still true that the
2017, Vol. 27 Issue 3, p342-345. 4p. Koltay traditional gatekeepers, such as lecturers, editors, librarians, have a smaller role so the reader or, in our case, the
researcher remains in this role. The researchers obviously have this role for themselves. That is why they need to be
educated in information management, which must be true to the librarians that help them. However, let's not forget that
librarians have a direct and ordinary task in this area as well, raising researchers' attention to the availability of a number
of social sites that are intended for scholars of science.
Tudomanyos es Muszaki
Tamás If you look at the posts, you might wonder why certain news come up. This result is a deliberate decision that will change
Tajekoztatas. 2013, Vol. 60 Issue 9, Földi over the years. It is important to strike a balance between serious, professional news and more popular, bulky, more
p393-397. 5p.
intriguing entries. While the former are justified by the library's function, the latter are necessary for maintaining the
account and marketing considerations.
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HU071 Coffee break on
Facebook-OIK's
(National Library of
Foreign Literature)
presence in social media.
HU073 Social media as online "Coopetition" Verseny és
strategic tools
együttműködés a marketingben.
Magyar Marketing Szövetség
Marketing Oktatók Klubja 18.
Országos Konferencia, 2012.
augusztus 30-31., Miskolc,
Magyarország.
HU075 The transformation of
Tudomanyos es Muszaki
librarians' relationships Tajekoztatas. 2016, Vol. 63 Issue 4,
and roles in the social
p170-171. 2p.
media world.
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HU077 Validation of the
Hungarian language
“SPEEDE-H” scale of
spectator sport
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HU070 Social media - a new
gatekeeper for
scientists?

Éva
Social media is a new hybrid of traditional marketing communications, which has an impact on traditional (one-way)
Markos- communication. Research is in the initial phase, supported by the fact that there is no clear and consistent definition of
Kujbus; social media. In our study, we have collected the definitions that are most strategic. However, most companies are not
Mirkó aware of the different types of social media and their features. The purpose of presenting the seven functional blocks
Gáti
(identities, dialogs, sharing, presence, relationships, reputation, groups) is to help companies select and apply the right
social media tool for their marketing goals. We believe that these functional blocks can contribute to the development of a
successful marketing strategy, and we are aiming to support this view in our literature summaries.
Adrienn So far, social media has been used as an extension of traditional practice, i.e. librarians as information brokers, and the
Adolf readership as end-users have been involved in the process. One can get much more access to social media tools in
other ways. Instead of looking at how to build a tool for our existing practices, librarians should think about how to
develop new services and which of the opportunities offered by social media would be best suited to deliver them. One
should take advantage of the potential of mobile applications. It is important, however, that end-users may also be
involved in the development process. A successful strategy is available for end-users to become contributors and to
create a community that develops new services that meet their own needs
Vezetéstudomány / Budapest
Attila It was introduced a six-dimensional scale of 12 items that can help theoretical and practical professionals understand the
Management Review. oct2017, Vol. Kajos, fan motivations and provide an opportunity to enhance the fan's experience by tailoring the product and service offerings
48 Issue 10, p19-31. 13p.
Gyöngy and communications to each segment in an appropriate manner. The results show that other factors become relevant to
vér
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consumption's
motivations measuring
and its some results.
HU079
HU080

HU081
HU082

HU083
HU084

HU085

Prisztók demographic variables and others to behavioral variables. That is, one can provide consumers with a fulfillment of a
a,
variety of needs for fans of different motives, and it can be hoped to bring them back to the sporting events once a week.
Róbert
Paic
Opinion 2.0 - Social
http://terepnaplo.freeblog.hu/files/20 Tamás ---media book
10/01/kozossegi_media_konyv.pdf Nagy
Marketing metrics - two Vezetéstudomány / Budapest
József The research has highlighted two important consequences. On the one hand, on-line marketing spending is now difficult
cases from the world of Management Review. 2016, Vol. 47 Hubert to bypass in case of any industry. We've also found that some legalities work the same way in this relatively new medium
online marketing.
Issue 9, p41-54. 14p.
as in the "traditional" channels: for example, resources are concentrated and not scattered. It is worth exploring what the
presence of "information crumble" is, which can increase the effectiveness of your campaigns. The second part of the
research also draws attention to another phenomenon: the personality of the users basically determines the willingness
to receive marketing communication messages. This is not a fresh discovery, but it's important to emphasize that social
media make these personalities more and more definable than previously, which can be taken into account when
allocating a full marketing and advertising campaign budget. When designing social media presence, it is worth thinking
about the relationship between the target variable and the company's effectiveness in the campaign: my research found
that a similar approach to the "like" competition, which is still common in practice, is highly questionable.
On the way to Web 2.0- Tudomanyos es Muszaki
Mariann There is still a need for traditional library spaces and services - albeit a bit different than the scent of books and the help
based academic libraries. Tajekoztatas. 2014, Vol. 61 Issue 1, a Barna of librarians. In the vast flood of information, they could not be safely navigated without them. However, it is also
p18-24. 7p.
necessary to introduce modern tools and to meet new demands and expectations.
New Media in Higher
ACTA CAROLUS ROBERTUS 3 (1) László Not available, it looks more like research project
Education and its
Borbás
Application in Pedagogy
Training
Big Data, the new
Információs Társadalom. 2016,
Zoltán Real-time processing of large amounts of data can bring significant successes in commerce, education, and the
Paradigm of the
Issue 1, p8-28. 21p.
Szűts, development of smart cities and medicine. Likewise, it can play an important role in recognizing policy trends and current
Information Society.
Jinil Yoo social problems and ultimately support the finding of peaceful solutions.
Is your library ready for Tudomanyos es Muszaki
Katalin Of the social websites, Facebook is the topmost (46%) for institutional profiles, which means that we can reach half of the
the arrival of
Tajekoztatas. 2015, Vol. 62 Issue 3, Dér
sample via this channel. There is a very high proportion of those (14%) who already plan to register their libraries on
mobinautas?
p95-123. 29p.
social networks. Many libraries think that they do not have the right financial resources to introduce new services, have
no proper technical equipment, or have no need ... This may not be the case, at least not in terms of financial issues. A
fundamental problem is rather the attitude of the librarians to introduce new things. The implementation of websites
optimized for mobile phones or the introduction of RFID technology and related functions is indeed a major investment.
But you do not have to think about world-changing things, it's a big enough step forward even to take advantage of web
2.0 services benefits. It is advisable to start modifying and developing existing applications, and after launching some of
the new tools, a more serious digitization project may be available, perhaps purchasing a few e-books next to CDs and
DVDs, but at a minimum cost, QR codes can be printed to spread information, so we can broaden our service. Last but
not least, we can increase our presence in social media, we can be more active on Facebook, Twitter, Youtube,
Foursquare, Tumblr and other mobile platforms.
Music communities and Tófalvy Tamás, Kacsuk Zoltán, Vályi Tamás It was reviewed the interpretation traditions of communities based on musical preference, and an analysis of a highlighted
online social media
Gábor, Dávid Adrienne, Góczán
Tófalvy extreme genre scene, the deathcore genre, with argument that in the age of online social media, the concept of genre
Andrea: Zenei hálózatok Zene,
color can provide a more appropriate conceptual framework for community organization along music preferences for
műfajok és közösségek az online
several reasons compared to the CCCS subculture concept and the alternatives offered by post-subculturalist theories.
hálózatok és az átalakuló zeneipar
On the one hand, it has fewer presuppositions on the music-based communities, and on the other hand, it comprehends
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korában. Budapest: L’Harmattan
Kiadó, 2011, p. 11-39
HU087 Problematic Social Media Plos One [PLoS One] 2017 Jan 09;
Use: Results from a
Vol. 12 (1), pp. e0169839. Date of
Large-Scale Nationally Electronic Publication: 20170109
Representative
(Print Publication: 2017).
Adolescent Sample.

J) Recommendations, findings
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the practices of individuals belonging to and connected to the scene, and, thirdly, it is closer to the everyday discourse of
musicians. Furthermore, it does not focus on individual isolated local, translocal, and online "components"
Using a latent profile analysis on the six items of the Bergen Social Media Addiction Scale (BSMAS), the adolescent
social media users were divided into three different classes, and the analysis demonstrated that 4.5% of participants
could be classified as being at-risk. Regarding validity of the BSMAS, the at-risk group showed the lowest self-esteem
and the highest level of depressive symptoms and the most time spent on internet and social media use, and was
therefore in line with previous research findings. In addition, adolescents that were at-risk of social media use were
mainly female, and reported the greatest amount of internet and social media usage. Previous studies have found similar
gender differences in problematic social media use and problematic internet use. Furthermore, the results of the present
study showed that within the at-risk group the withdrawal component had the highest score. Therefore, withdrawal
symptoms should be highlighted when developing prevention and treatment programs in school environments for
adolescents being at-risk of problematic social media use.

Fanni
Bányai,
Ágnes
Zsila,
Orsolya
Király,
Aniko
Maraz,
Zsuzsa
nna
Elekes,
Mark D.
Griffiths,
Cecilie
Schou
Andreas
sen,
Zsolt
Demetr
ovics
HU088 Exploring the role of
Electronic Journal of Knowledge
Zoltán For organizations that ensure value to knowledge sharing, integrating social media tools into their daily business life is
social media in
Management, Vol 13(3), Oct, 2015. Gaál, essential to enable for the employees an easy access; and offer trainings to inexperienced users. For example,
knowledge sharing.
pp. 185-197.
Lajos developing document- or knowledge management systems while ignoring the power of social media that everyone uses
Szabó, daily would be wasteland. Several managerial implications can also be utilised. It is recommended for management to
Nóra support introducing social media technologies, establish the terms and conditions of usage, communicate the benefits
Oberma and provide the necessary trainings. Moreover, organizations should develop a reward system to encourage employees’
yerwillingness to use social media tools for knowledge sharing.
Kovács,
Anikó
Csepre
gi
HU089 Go viral on the
Information, Communication &
Marton The results show that the appearance of posts greatly effects reactivity. Facebook offers ample opportunities for visual
Facebook! Interactions Society. Apr2017, Vol. 20 Issue 4, Bene communications, but even so, textuality remains pivotal. At the same time, memes, which amalgamate textuality and
between candidates and p513-529. 17p.
visuality, seem to be a very effective method of communication in terms of reactivity on Facebook. Another important
followers on Facebook
finding is the salience of negative emotion-filled contents, as these induce significantly more reactions. Negative
during the Hungarian
emotional content proved to be the most viral in terms of shares. However, our hypothesis was rejected concerning the
general election
virality potential of humor in political communication on Facebook. Personalized content is really effective form of
campaign of 2014
communication on Facebook in terms of getting likes and comments.
HU090 USING SOCIAL MEDIA Annals of the University of
Melinda It can be recommended to use more pictures and photos – all in all, more visual elements instead of words. Short
BY MICRO
Petrosani: Economics, Vol XII, Iss 1, Majláth comments fit to the style of Facebook and especially to Twitter; those who want to get more info on products should be
ENTERPRISES – CASE Pp 171-180 (2012)
navigated to the homepage where it is possible to write longer description on products. Comparing the effectiveness of
STUDY FOR
social-media with traditional direct-marketing, the most successful way of promotion is still sending the message via
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various genres and
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HU092 Physical activity,
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snacking among youth:
An International study

HU093 Digital activism and
Hungarian media reform:
The case of Milla.

HU094 Social media activity
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newsletter. The firm has created a data-base of more than 10.000 registered members and this way they receive a lot of
enquiries and purchase orders. Neither sale promotion on Facebook, nor the coupon promotion organized by the firm for
the largest book fair held every year on Vörösmarty Square has got high attention. Marketing managers have to keep in
mind that via internet-related communication channels it is still not possible to reach everyone. Not only the elderly or
people with low income cannot be reached, but also those potential customers who are less active, less extrovert and are
less interested in social contacts in general.
Artificial Intelligence Review, Vol
Viktor Social media provides a big amount of user-generated texts on a wide variety of topics. The analysis of these opinionated
47(4), Apr, 2017. pp. 485-505.
Hangya; texts is important in many areas, which explains why sentiment analysis has become a popular research area. SA can
Richárd operate at multiple levels depending on the information that we would like to extract from the documents. In the case of
Farkas the document-level SA, the focus is on the global sentiments expressed by people. However, when it comes to targetlevel SA, sentiments which are related to a given target entity or itsaspects are examined. We ran our systems on seven
different corpora which consisted of texts taken from review, news and Twitter genres and from the English and
Hungarian languages. It was found that among the document level features those based on the sentiment lexicon were
the most useful. With these features we managed to distinguish positive and negative sentiments better. Target level
techniques were useful to detect whether the sentiments in a text are related to the given target or not. Out of the two
techniques introduced, the syntax-based one performed better than distance-weighting, but the best results were
achieved by using both feature sets.
Kinesiology, Vol 46(2), Dec, 2014. Istvan One environmental correlate appears to be the presence of a TV in the bedroom. This study indicated that having a TV in
pp. 155-163.
Soos et young people’s bedrooms was associated with higher levels of TV viewing. Removing them is therefore likely to reduce
al.
the amount viewed, potentially leading to a decrease in overall sedentary behaviour. Of course, other sedentary
behaviours could be substituted, but it is a strategy worth considering and parents should be discouraged from providing
TVs in the bedroom. Behaviour change interventions may therefore be better targeted at parents rather than their
children, an area that is currently underexplored. Screen time was associated with unhealthy snacking, confirming
review-level data. This may be due to various reasons, including TV prompts via advertising and the coupling of food with
TV over time, but also people may adopt ‘mindless’ eating patterns while viewing screens.
European Journal of
Peter How can we evaluate Milla’s activities as a form of digital activism and political protest?
Communication; Dec2015, Vol. 30 Wilkin, Starting from a position of limited time and resources, Milla used the Internet effectively to promote a critical space to
Issue 6, p682-697, 16p
Lina
challenge the actions of the Fidesz government. It had two specific goals that can be used to gauge its effectiveness as a
Dencik, grassroots network. The first of these was simply to show all politicians that a critically informed public can challenge
Éva
government authority and actions. This was to be done by the spread of sources of information that could find no outlet in
Bognár a heavily regulated public media and a self-censoring private press. Its second goal was to create a platform for
opposition groups in civil society, a free space within which alternate and plural voices could be expressed and heard at a
time when the Fidesz government was pursuing policies that encouraged intolerance and a challenge to pluralism. To this
end, it was successful, and the desire of Milla to remain outside party politics may well have been a part of this success.
Proceedings of the Multidisciplinary Ákos Awareness, liking and environmental friendliness ratios of renewable energy sources resulted in significantly (average
Academic Conference; 2013, p1-8, Nagy, results: F=13,426; p=0,002) higher levels in the group of frequent internet users. More than half of the respondents
8p
Petra (56,35%) use the Internet on a daily basis, 78,3% have internet connection at home, in addition 69,7% spends daily part
Putzer, of available free time on this platform. Internet as a frequent free time activity is dependent on age (χ2=556.45, λ=0.188,
Péter Φ (Phi)=0.545, Cramer V=0.315; p<0.000). Daily periodicity is rather a characteristic of young, not married, childless,
Németh (highest) middle school educated people, who live with parents or their partner and have better financial positions than
,
average. Those who surf the Internet on a daily basis, spent around 2 hours (average: 117,19 minutes; std. deviation:
Mária 106,98 minutes) with this activity and devote on average 51 minutes to social media. Positive correlation (Pearson’s)
Törőcsi between time spent on the Internet and time spent on social media sites is strong with a value of 0,626. Considering time
k
spent on social media sites as dependent and time spent on the Internet as independent variable, a significant
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(F=1024,27; p<0,000) linear regression model (B=0,499) with 48,1% explanatory power (R2) can be derived. We further
assessed daily Internet users’ (N=1064) social media activity with 16 attitude statements, and measured agreement
levels on a five point Likert scale. Based on these social media attitude statements (all of them was significant, p>0,05)
using a k-means cluster analysis method we could identify four different groups of respondents.
HU095 Born in Facebook: The INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
Tibor Inquiry into how Migration Aid operated sheds light on how the concept of connective action can be applied and further
Refugee Crisis and
COMMUNICATION; 2016, 10
Dessew developed to understand the specific ways a coherent organization is achieved in digitally born movements. Proposing
Grassroots Connective p2872-p2894, 23p.
ffy,
that an emphasis on the rhizomatic structure of the group provides a unique insight, we have suggested that new
Action in Hungary
Zsofia rhizomatic social movements epitomize emerging types of organizations. Our inquiries led to the identification of four
Nagy central characteristics of the rhizome as they appeared in the case of Migration Aid. The movement is nonhierarchical
and lacks fixed starting and ending points. This organizational characteristic affected the group’s action repertoires in
allowing a wide range of modalities of participation in Migration Aid’s activities. Furthermore, we also found that—
although born digitally—the group was a hybrid organization. The blurring of lines between online and offline spheres
within the structure also affected the group’s activities; we conclude that a hard-and-fast distinction between low- and
high-threshold activities associated with offline/online operations is not applicable to rhizomatic movements. The
existence of a stitching platform in rhizomatic organizations was central for the group’s survival; in the case of Migration
Aid, its Facebook group played such a role. A unique characteristic of the rhizome is its ability to reconfigure itself in both
the short and long run. This flexibility, together with the stitching role of Facebook, leads to what we coin the information
thermostat, a self-regulative system that permanently receives inputs from given surroundings and changes its outputs
accordingly. In a broader sense, Migration Aid might be considered a manifestation of humanitarian activity in a
posthumanitarian context in which the traditional principles of humanitarian action are being called into question. These
principles are substantially endangered now; therefore, the relevance of Migration Aid and similar relief groups goes
much further than their actual aid.
HU097 Putting the social
European Journal of Social
Anna Not available– this is editorial to a special issue.
(psychology) into social Psychology, Vol 45(3), Apr, 2015. Kende,
media.
pp. 277-278.
Adrien
Ujhelyi,
Adam
Johnso
n,
Tobias
Greitem
eyer
HU098 The Power of Social
Proceedings of the European
Zoltán For organizations that ensure value to knowledge sharing, integrating social media tools into their daily business life is
Media in Fostering
Conference on Intellectual Capital; Gaál, essential to enable for the employees an easy access; and offer trainings to inexperienced users. For example
Knowledge Sharing.
2015, p114-121, 8p
Lajos developing document- or knowledge management systems while ignoring the power of social media that everyone uses
Szabó, daily would be wasteland.
Nóra A numerous opportunities exist using social media tools in action: § communication between employees can be
Oberma encouraged to support problem solving: if organization needs an expert for a specific task, a post can be placed on a blog
yerand likely receive a response from another employee or search on LinkedIn to find the a person, who can help. § convert
Kovács personal knowledge to organisational knowledge: if the senior employees record videos about their work and share it with
the new employees, the organization can use these videos instead of expensive training programs to explain the details.
§ discuss professional problems: with a group of people who are active practitioners in a particular area, professional
communities (communities of practices – CoP) can be useful because they are neutral and can provide a way to share
best practices, ask questions of and provide support for each other outside the organization. § reduce time and money
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through integrated system: using a “new” technology, the calendar, but not because of the calendar function, but
organizing and sharing events, meetings, making appointment in a shorter time (instead of phone calls or sending lots of
e-mails). Several managerial implications can also be utalised. It is recommended for management to support introducing
social media technologies, establish the terms and conditions of usage, communicate the benefits and provide the
necessary trainings. Moreover, organizations should develop a reward system to encourage employees’ willingness to
use social media tools for knowledge sharing.
Generational differences INFORMACIOS TARSADALOM;
József Young people are increasingly finding the content they enjoy (reading, listening, watching) in the online world. For them,
in Hungarian media
2015, 15 2, p7 12p.
Hack- traditional media (TV, radio) have depreciated, presumably because they are looking for personalized and everconsumption
Handa, accessible content. They do not want to adapt to the media, but expect the media to adapt to them. They have changed
Róbert their attitude towards content as well, not only consuming, but also willing to share it, and not just for financial reasons,
Pinter but in many cases merely because of interest or spontaneous "product support". That is, young people on the internet not
only consume content, but communicate, share, transmit content - creating a community space that everyone has to
account for today. Although the same considerations are commonly considered by the internet users belonging to
different age groups, there are differences in the preferred function of the social networking sites among the more or less
different age groups. Relations with family members, friends, acquaintances seem to be more important for people under
the age of 40 than in older generations, presumably due to their different socialization paths, their different
communication skills or habits - although this function of social networking sites is still very important. However, the role
of community sites in thematic orientation is very similar in the age groups under consideration, there is no statistically
justifiable difference between them.
Facebook usage patterns Multicultural Education &
Bernad It was found more excessive internet usage, more frequent daily Facebook visits, and more popularity to be
and school attitudes
Technology Journal, 2012, Vol. 6, ett
disadvantageous for students in terms of overall school attitudes; in line with certain previous studies associating
Issue 1, pp. 4-17.
Koles, extensive online activities with negative outcomes (Kraut et al., 1998). In our study, more extensive presence was
Peter particularly disadvantageous for females, with lower levels of academic self-perceptions and motivation, and more
Nagy negative school attitudes. This indicates that the impact of online presence should be explored separately for males and
females, as females may need additional assistance and guidance. Age, or in other words the difference between high
school and college students, was found to be an important mediating factor in terms of the relationship between various
CRM and school attitude outcomes. Overall, college students appeared to be more negatively affected, and while definite
conclusions cannot be drawn, these results definitely highlight important takeaways.
Mining social media for Budapest Business Journal;
Levente Not available, it is a more journalistic style article
marketing purposes.
9/4/2015, Vol. 23 Issue 16, p20-20, Hörömp
1p
öli-Tóth
Geographies of an
PLoS ONE. 9/11/2015, Vol. 10 Issue Balázs The authors analyzed the complete iWiW network and found that, in spite of the cost neutrality of internet based
Online Social Network. 9, p1-13. 13p.
Lengyel connections, people establish distant online connections with lesser probability than proximate ones. However,
,
geographical distance has smaller deflating power on the frequency of online friendship in our data than it was
Attila demonstrated previously using mobile call networks. The fact that a large number of edges between small and distant
Varga, towns exists may unveil further spatial characteristics that differentiate OSNs from other communication platforms. It is
Bence argued that not only the cost of establishing a tie (as Borgatti et al put it), but also costs for maintaining the tie are
Ságvári, relevant; the latter llclearly differs in telephone-call networks and OSNs. Tie establishment is a probably less selective
Ákos process in OSNs than in telephone-call networks, both of which have been frequently analyzed in previous geographyJakobi, related research. Our results indicate that online tools are also used for contacting persons, who are usually not reached
János by other media, while telephone contacts are mainly used as a communication channel for relationships, which are
Kertész fostered by other means too. Users usually collect old friends and weak connections in OSNs and these links enhance
the long distance weights. However, once a tie is established it is almost costless to maintain in an OSN; on the contrary,
this is very costly in a phone-call interaction
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HU103 Four facets of Facebook Personality and Individual
intensity — The
Differences, Vol 100, Oct, 2016. pp.
development of the
95-104.
Multidimensional
Facebook Intensity
Scale.
HU105 Big Employers Becoming Budapest Business Journal;
Creative at Tackling
4/21/2017, Vol. 25 Issue 8, p14-14,
Labor Shortage.
1p
HU107 Value, Rent, and the
Political Economy of
Social Media.

Information Society. Oct/Dec2015,
Vol. 31 Issue 5, p392-406. 15p. 5
Charts.

HU108 ‘Be global, go local’ –
Journal of Tourism & Cultural
innovation and creativity Change; Nov2017, Vol. 15 Issue 5,
in the development of
p476-489, 14p
alternative guiding
services in Budapest.

HU109 Science and Facebook: Plos One [PLoS One] 2017 Jul 05;
The same popularity law! Vol. 12 (7), pp. e0179656. Date of
Electronic Publication: 20170705
(Print Publication: 2017).
HU110 The message and the
medium.
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Gábor The present research demonstrated that the Multidimensional Facebook Intensity Scale is able to grasp the main facets
Orosz; of Facebook use, namely persistence, boredom, overuse, and self-expression. This short scale has good psychometric
István properties, reliability and temporal stability. It can separate problematic and non-problematic aspects of Facebook use.
Tóth- Facebook intensity is related to the subjective value of Facebook. The differentiated Facebook intensity facets can predict
Király; better frequent Facebook-related behaviors as liking and posting than previous measures.
Beta
Bőthe
Levente Not available, it is a more journalistic style article
Hörömp
öli –
Tóth
Jakob It was argued that a more careful understanding of the relation between rent and surplus value is essential for grasping
Rigi,
the political economy of social media. Marx’s theory of rent is not separable from his theory of value and indeed must be
Robert understood as an essential component of his general theory of capital. Rent is a portion of the surplus value that is
Prey produced by wage-laborers and independent workers. As the Marxist economist Isaak Illich Rubin (1972) wrote, even
though the category of rent does not “directly express relations between commodity producers through the products of
their labor, it is nevertheless related to these relations and can be explained in terms of them. In other words, the theory
of rent is derived from the theory of value.”
Tamara In the case of the analysed alternative tours, similarly to the findings of Howard et al. (2001), the four conventional
Rátz components of the role of the modern tourist guide may be extended by adding a resource management function that
incorporates both mediatory and leadership roles. On the one hand, the guides can limit and control visitors’ access to
Budapest’s cultural resources by carefully deciding on niche themes, designing their tours’ itineraries and inviting local
participants, both from the business sector and the resident community. On the other hand, through acting as cultural
interpreters, the guides encourage tour participants to reconsider their preconceptions about the Hungarian capital city
and its character, and promote long-term attitude changes related to urban development. Due to their small scale
however, the influence of these alternative guided tours on the city’s destination image is relatively limited, even though a
parallel – and mutually beneficial – impact might be observed in the increasingly popular ruin pub scene, leading to the
reinforcement of Budapest’s position as a contemporary cultural centre. Company sizes in this market are unlikely to
grow significantly, since they would lose the advantage of offering personal, tailor-made experiences. It is thus fairly
certain that they will never replace the conventional sightseeing tours and are most likely to remain niche products in the
sense that, due to their particular themes and unusual itineraries, will predominantly attract narrow customer segments
Zoltán Our conclusions are pretty clear: Science and Facebook show the same popularity pattern which can be simply
Néda, understood by a coarse-grained master equation approach where we admit the exponentially increasing amount of
Levete information together with a ‘rich gets richer’ preferential information filtering mechanism. Our model predicts that the
Varga, average number of citations per publication (or shares per Facebook posts) exponentially relaxes to a constant value.
Tamás This suggests that our society acts in responsible and selective manner in retransmitting the information. For scientific
S. Biró articles we predict that their average number of citations converges to a value of approximately 4.
Tamás Not available, it is a more journalistic style article
Botka

Budapest Business Journal.
12/9/2016, Vol. 24 Issue 23, p2-2.
1/2p.
HU111 ‘This is not the fifteen
Tófalvy Tamás, Kacsuk Zoltán, Vályi Edina
minutes’ - SelfGábor, Dávid Adrienne, Góczán
Gelego
presentation on YouTube, Andrea: Zenei hálózatok Zene,
nya
and the related
műfajok és közösségek az online

Web 2.0 is apparently creating a new media situation in which many people can participate in the production of media
content, even with very minimal technical knowledge and competences. There are new rules (according to Flusser), by
mastering which, anyone can be his/her own self-representation, but not because everyone wants fame. Most notably,
because we can not exist in this newly outlined space other than in the form of media content, through which we can
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hálózatok és az átalakuló zeneipar
korában. Budapest: L’Harmattan
Kiadó, 2011, p. 93-106

HU112 New media - new types INFORMACIOS TARSADALOM;
of stars? Hungarian
2015, 15 2, p34-54
celebrities from YouTube

Rita
Glózer
– Ádám
Guld

HU114 Enterprise social media: Vezetéstudomány / Budapest
The engine of
Management Review. Apr2018, Vol.
organizational social
49 Issue 4, p2-11. 10p.
networks.

Máté
Baksa,
György
Drótos

HU115 Internet, social media
Családi Jog 1/2018
and parental care
HU116 Security policy question Rendvédelem - 6. évf. 1. sz. (2017.)
for social media
Examination of the law
enforcement aspects of
community content

HU117 Social media and labor Munkaügyi Szemle 2013/3
law - or "online" working
hours and beyond
HU115 Three questions about Médiakutató 2012 tél
digital switchover
Médiapolitika

HU118 Stealth conversion of
public media

Médiakutató 2012 nyár

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

convey ourselves, while it is becoming more and more deeply embedded in our thinking structure to read ourselves as
media contents. However, if not everyone wants this role, this new situation also has its idols and popularity ratings - this
popularity, especially for YouTube, is a special, network-bound, extremely flexible, ever-changing, discerning media that
can be formatted with manovichi remixing. But most of all: it is entirely organized according to its own system of criteria,
creating this new format for YouTube only.
New media provide more intimate and intense relationships between emerging celebrities and their audience than ever
before. An essential component of becoming popular with everyday figures is the immediacy and personality of the virtual
relationship they have built. Among the factors of success, we can mention perseverance and consistency. The vloggers
and bloggers who have come up can often build up and maintain the online communities that follow after several years of
tireless work. The popularity is also indispensable with the light, humorous, friendly tune that is well suited to the most
popular everyday topics. Furthermore, it is also apparent from the research that the enthusiastic, charismatic personality
is still essential to success, as attractive appeal can greatly boost the popularity of content creators. Of course, a good
subject, which is of interest to the majority of young people, is indispensable. At the same time, it is worth noting that in
the growing competition for fame, it is becoming increasingly difficult to find popular themes that have not been used. So
while in theory, using a laptop and a network connection, anyone can be a star today, the reality is that the road to
success is far more difficult.
There were identified three key areas following the netnographic analysis of the corporate social media utilization of the
organization, where the virtual interpersonal network replaces and supplements the connection nodes defined in the
physical space: (1) confidence building, (2) information transfer, and (3) fostering weak links.
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Orsolya Not available
Szeibert
Dr.
From the questionnaire research it can be stated that the younger generation (under 35) who actively participates in the
Csaba everyday life of social media sites requires the role of the police to enhance their security. The police should not ignore
Szabó, these requests because a significant part of the crime methods and behavioral methods have been transferred to the
Alexand social media sites. As regards crime prevention and crime detection, the role of the police is decisive for the future.
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, Bence
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Attila Not available
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In accordance with the above, in our opinion, the most important task of digital switchover (analogue switch-off, or even
more: digital divestiture as soon as possible) is the preparation of a DAS 2.0 strategy that would update the DAS analysis
of the current market conditions and technological options to achieve the objectives of the DAS, to streamline the
strategic priorities, to assume new goals and to assign new tools to the weaknesses of the DAS so far. Last but not least,
it will make the government aspirations outlined in the 2012-2014 period transparent.
Ildikó What's next?
Vincze At the end of my lecture I ask the question - but I cannot answer it. There is no point in further copying or folding the
media law. System-level problems can not be solved in this way. Contrary to the earlier period, when well-known
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mistakes could not be corrected in the Rttv. by the absence of a two-thirds mandate, now the willingness of the duly
empowered government is lacking to modify it.
The impact of media on mediakutato.hu - XV. évf. 3. szám Judit Parallel to previous research (eg, Cafri et al., 2005; Myers et al., 2012, Thompson & Stice, 2001) we found that the
the body image among
Pukáns internalization of the slim ideal is a predictor of negative bodily attitudes. Negative bodily attitudes can also be related to
young adult women
zky
media. In contrast to our expectations, the time spent with media use had no effect on physical attitudes and the degree
of internalization. Further results showed that the internalization of the slim idea showed a significant positive correlation
with physical attitudes, physical disagreement and the tendency to slimness, so the degree of internalization was
significantly related to the physical dissatisfaction of students in the test sample.
Liberal Press History as mediakutato.hu - XVI. évf. 1. szám András Not available
a Political Mythology
Hanga
The place of alterative Médiatudományi Intézet, Budapest. Gergely Not available
media in the discourse of 2014.
Goszton
media: The history of
yi
alternative media and
public media providers in
the current Hungarian
regulations
Pole and Hungarian
Slovo (University College London, Áron The strong religious and nationalist narratives, coupled with the family narrative being tied to populist redistributive
Cousins Be? A
SSEES Department). 2017, Vol. 29 Kerpel policies resulted in a large and relatively stable support for the two governments and a fragmentation of the opposition
Comparison of State
Issue 1, p68-93. 26p.
parties in both countries, regardless of numerous signs of autocratic tendencies, recent constitutional crises and
Media Capture,
corruption scandals. The differing parliamentary power of Fidesz and PiS meant in a different extent to which the two
Ideological Narratives
parties were able to capture media (both public and private outlets) and thus in the extent to which they were able to
and Political Truth
monopolize public discourse. As a result of this there is a somewhat less fragmented opposition and more active civil
Monopolization in
society in Poland.
Hungary and Poland.
Media mirrors? Framing Ethnic & Racial Studies; Jun2017, Viktor There are three contributions on the relationship between media, formal politics/policies and Roma. The role of media
Hungarian Romani
Vol. 40 Issue 7, p1096-1113, 18p, 1 Varjú & differs significantly in Hungary and Canada. As the centralization of both the political apparatuses and the media
migration to Canada in Chart, 2 Graphs
Shayna institutions increased in Hungary, our findings corroborate what Bajomi-Lázár (2013) and Corneo (2005) argue: the press
Hungarian and Canadian
Plaut increasingly served as a means of publicizing governmental policy. So how do media demonstrate dissent? As Fidesz
press
grew in power, MN began publishing more pieces in support of their policies regarding Romani migration (twenty-seven
pieces in 2011–13) and talked about “bogus refugee” and economic migration – NSZ on the other hand became
increasingly silent (nine pieces during the same period); this is a direct reversal of what took place a decade previously.
From the opposition position, in 1999–2001, NSZ operated with “discrimination” and the failed Roma policy of Fidesz as a
reason for migration, whilst MN rarely (re)presented the issue with short (objective) news (only one op-ed in 2001) (eight
pieces and twenty-nine, respectively). This silence is partly the means of dissent within a highly centralized and
politicized press. In Canada, however, the press envisions itself as the “4th estate” whose primary responsibility is to
“watchdog” the policies of the government. As Strömbäck (2005) explains, the press actively engages in the democratic
process but does so in different ways, in different political contexts. One of the ways that the press engages in democracy
is by restraining those in power through intense scrutiny. Therefore as formal politics and policies became increasingly
centralized in Canada, the press responded by increasing its critical coverage – this was particularly evident in La Presse
and the Toronto Star.
Party Colonization of the East European Politics and
Péter It has been argued in this article that some parties in Central and Eastern Europe and especially in Hungary assume
Media: The Case of
Societies and Cultures
Bajomi- control over the media not only in order to suppress critical voices and to gain favourable coverage but also to extract
Hungary
Lázár various resources from the media.
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Ireland
IE001

IMO position paper on Irish medical
social media
organization website

IMO2013

IE002

The impact of new
National University of
media technologies on Ireland Maynooth
social interaction in the
household

Siobhan McGrath

IE003

Social media and
Univesity college Dublin Dr Lee Komito
Migration: virtual
community 2.0
Social networking and National University of O'Brien, Deirdre;
online privacy:
Ireland Galway
Torres, Ann M.
Facebook users'
perceptions

IE004

IE005

Exploring the potential Institute of Technology Cristina Balauca &
of social media tools to Tallaght
Glenn Mehta
enhance customer’s
satisfaction and

This article provides doctors and medical students guidelines on how to interact
3
professionally with social media and online platforms. In particular, it recommneds
remember that doctor patient confidentiality extends to social media and interactive
online platforms. Normal consent procedures apply online, just as they do in any other
situation. Moreover, they should avoid adding/accepting your patients and their
relatives into social networks Doctors and medical students should always be wary of
the digital legacy they leave on the internet
New media technologies are now an intrinsic part of family and household life. New
2
media technologies are having a negative impact on social interaction within the
household in terms of “time allocation patterns,in the choice of social functions,
in the transmittal of cultural values, and in overall human behaviour”. The
location of digital technologies within the household plays an inherent role in the social
interaction between household members. When a device is situated in a public space
within the household, social interaction and technology is encouraged . However, when
such technologies are placed inprivate spaces within the home, i.e., one’s bedroom,
social interaction is impeded. The domestication of the household and the
technologisation of childhood has led to a bedroom culture and a digital divide in a
negative way.
Social media usage enables a passive monitoring of others, through the circulation of
2
voice, video, text, and pictures, that maintains a low level mutual awareness and
supports a dispersed community of affinity.
This study reveals older Facebook users (30+) are the least trusting group on
2 (1)
Facebook. The younger Facebook users (18–25) believe it is more their responsibility
to protect their information on Facebook, while older Facebook users (26+) believe the
obligation to protect users’ information rests more with Facebook the company.The
survey results reveal users who have not changed their privacy settings and users who
have read the privacy policy have higher trust levels on Facebook, although both of
these groups represent the minority of Facebook users surveyed.The vast majority of
Facebook users believe both Facebook the company and the user have an almost
equal obligation to protect users’ information onFacebook. This finding shows users
expect Facebook to protect their information. However, they do not trust it with their
information. Facebook users do not believe Facebook the company has their best
interests at heart but believe they have a duty to provide control mechanisms to
protectonline users to a certain extent. It is recommended this research be conducted
on a larger scale, incorporating a balanced mix of all age groups. This study found
trust is considered less important in a social networking context compared with
an e-commerce environment.
This article highlights the impact of the use of social media platform by accommodation 3
providers and their engagement with customers. To test the hypotheses proposed
data was collected from 344 Irish accommodation providers. A total of 344 recipients
responded, which represents 26% of the total sample. Out of these responses 145
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increase turnover in the
Irish accommodation
sector.
IE006

IE007

said that they do not use social media and 199 affirmed that they use social media for
their business. From 199 responses received who stated that they are using social
media only 175 of the respondents stated that they are in charge of managing the
business social media activity. The findings of the online questionnaire shows that only
58% of Irish accommodation providers have a social media presence.
Social Networking
Trinity centre for health C Machold, G Judge, A This article exposes Irish teenagers usage of the internet: SNSs were frequently
3 (1)
Patterns/Hazards
sciences
Mavrinac, J Elliott, AM accessed by 72% of the total cohort (n=460). Instant messaging (43%) was the
Among Irish Teenagers
Murphy, E Roche
next most frequent Internet activity, followed by watching TV/movies (41%), and
email (21%). 72% stated that their parents did not limit heir access. Of the 127 (28%)
who said that their access was limited by their parents, 62 (49%) of them also had
access on their mobile phones. Next, this study focused on questions that pertained to
SNS usage specifically. 425 (92%) were members of one or more SNS. The
difference between overall male as compared to female membership of SNSs, was
statistically significant (p=0.0009). 82% of Facebook members rated their usage as
frequent, a higher figure than for those who answered the same for Bebo and Twitter
combined (58%). The difference between females who rated their use as frequent, as
compared to males, was statistically significant, with females being more frequent
users than males (p=0.0014). Of SNS users, 16% of males and 5% of females said
they had bullied or purposely excluded others through SNSs.
Over half of Irish
the journal
Cliodhna Russell
News consumption is high in Ireland across all demographics, with 84% of people
2
consumers get their
accessing some news every day and 53% accessing news several times a day.TV
news from social media
news remains the most popular platform for Irish people getting their news at
73% – although this is down 3% compared to 2015. Radio remains the first point of
daily contact with news for 39% of consumers.However, when compared with the 2015
survey, radio and print have declined slightly at 47% and 45% respectively while social
media as a news platform rose by 3% to 52%. Of the 21% of people who use
smartphones in the morning – 50% find news on social media sites, while 30% go
directly to a news app or news website. While sales of printed newspapers
continue to fall – the majority of Irish consumers (71%) are not willing to pay for
online news. Of those who do pay for news – 49% pay less than €50 a year. The
report notes that, “The widespread availability of free news in the global Englishlanguage market is a notable influence on payment rates”, adding that noEnglishspeaking country has a news payment rate of more than 10%.
Half of those surveyed said they don’t trust the news in general. Some 37% of
Irish people said they trust editors and journalists while 47% trust news
organisations. Trust was highest among over-55s. Facebook is Ireland’s most popular
social media site, with 71% using it regularly and 45% using it as a source for news.
Participation in online news is also high in Ireland, with 72% frequently rating,
sharing and commenting on online news stories. However, only 23% of Irish
consumers recognise the news brands responsible for content on social media. On the
subject of ads, while 42% of consumers say they are willing to view ads in return for
free access to news – more than half of Irish consumers (54%) find adverts on
news sites intrusive. Among the 26 nations surveyed, Ireland has the fifth highest
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level of ad blocker use, at 30%. More than half of 18 to 24 year olds use some form
of ad blocker.
Olivia Freeman
The research revealed that 34 percent of 6th year students surveyed had
3
1
engaged in ‘sexting’, defined as the act of exchanging sexually explicit content online
in the form of images, videos and text. The analysis revealed four main social
activities. Firstly, this social network, who referred to themselves as "the squad", used
the platform to reach out for attention and support by posting photographs of
themselves, meaningful pictures or quotations and commenting on others’ posts. They
also used the platform to keep out those deemed outsiders by using in-group
language, referencing private jokes and selectively ignoring outsiders, for example, by
not liking and responding to their posts.
Posting of selfies, group events and material goods saw the girls engage in a very
active performance of self as they selectively constructed an image of their social
bubble.
Finally a sense of social order was evidenced through the enforcement of social rules
which revolved around utilisation of a common social currency centred on likes, emojis
and comments. Girls were called out if they were noted to have not liked or responded
appropriately or with sufficient speed to the post of another member of the squad.
Brian O'Neill, Thuy Dinh 9 out of every 10 Irish teenagers have a social networking profile.One third of 92
fb
16 year olds have more than one profile. Facebook is the most popular social
networking service (57%) among Irish kids. Bebo is also popular, particularly
among younger users (37%). There are many underage users on SNS:One fifth of
9-10 year olds, 42% of 11 year olds and 61% of 12 year olds use SNS, in
contravention of the terms of service for these platforms. Parents appear to go
along with their children’s SNS use. There are strong parental restrictions for the
youngest users but parental attitudes are more mixed for 11-12 year olds. Just under
half of parents do not allow 11-12 year olds to use social networking; one third allow it
under supervision and nearly a quarter do allow it at any time. Most young people
keep their SNS profiles private (63%) or partially private (22%). This is among the
highest in Europe and suggests that education and awareness-raising efforts have
paid off. Girls are more privacy conscious than boys. A tenth of 11-12 year olds,
however, have their profiles set to public. Most teenagers (80%) report good safety
skills but less than one third of 11-12 years old can manage privacy settings.
Fiachra McCanna
Facebook continues to be the most used form of social networking by far, but other
1
fb, tw
sites and apps are becoming more and more popular:Instagram is the fastest(news)
growing form of social media in Ireland. The app saw a 10% increase in
membership in each of 2015 and 2016, and now 28% of the country are members.
This is around double the increase seen by LinkedIn, Google Plus and Pinterest in that
same time. It has the second highest daily usage of any form of social media in
Ireland after Facebook.Facebook membership has gone down by three per cent in
the last three months of 2016, but has remained steady overall in the past two years. It
reports the highest daily usage of any social media in Ireland, with 74%. The highest
membership is in the age demographic of 25–34 year-olds, but this only makes up
29% of its overall users. It has a wide audience and is used by a lot of people from
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older age categories as well. 70% of businesses in Ireland have a presence on the
website. Around one quarter (24%) said they uploaded more information now than
they did a year ago. One in five Irish people said that they would make a post at
least once a day. Around half said that they would make a comment online at
least once a week. This increase in the amount of information available has meant
that more jobs are predicted to be needed in IT over the next few years.
IE011

IE012

IE013

IE014

The effects of social
Spunout Royal Society Megan Stonecipher
media on mental health for Public Health
Shirley Cramer, Becky
#StatusOfMind
Inkster
Social media and
young people's mental
health and wellbeing

There are both positive and negative impacts of social media platforms. Some of
1
the positive impacts of social media platforms include, that it is great for making and
maintaining relationships with people, self-expression, self-identity, emotional
support, and community building. While on the other hand, the negative impacts of
social media platforms include issues like increased levels of depression and
anxiety, poor sleep quality, dissatisfaction with body image, cyberbullying, and
FOMO. In general these negative impacts of social media are typically attributed to
unrealistic depictions in posts that cause viewers to feel inadequate. Social media can
easily make people feel as if they are not good enough which can then lead to
negative feelings and desiring to alter yourself or your life. The more often you
spend on social media and the more social platforms that you are on can also
lead to increase negative feelings and rates of depression and anxiety.
Challenging violence Irish research council Lorna O'Hara
SM not only has been successful in creating awareness about everyday
2
through social media
violence against women, it has also created a network of support for victims of
harassment, especially for young women and girls. Such practices create a “virtual
space where victims of inequality can coexist together in a space that acknowledges
their pain, narrative, and isolation”.This example illustrates how the creative actions of
modern feminist activists span technologically “augmented” hybrid spaces and open
up new avenues for cross-border political engagement. Social media not only makes
an issue visible, but also results in real feelings of connectedness and
closeness to others. One such example is ‘Anti-Street Harassment Week’, a global
online solidarity campaign aiming to tackle street harassment. As part of this
campaign, activists around the world went out into the streets and wheat-pasted antistreet harassment art while simultaneously photographing and sharing their actions
online using the hashtag #EndSHWeek.
Risk communication
Journal of risk research Áine Regan, Monique The stakeholders interviewed are appreciative of the need to engage with social
1
and social media during
Raats, Liran Christine media in times of a food safety crisis.However, most valued social media as a
food safety crises: a
Shan, Patrick G. Wall & one-way channel to help spread a message and there was little reference to the
study of stakeholders'
Áine McConnon
interactive nature of this medium.
opinions in Ireland
Young People's Use of Dublin institute of
Aine Dunne ,
This article investogates the reason why Bebo platform is preferred to other social
2 (1)
Online Social
technology
Margaret-Anne Lawlor, media platforms. The findings indicate that the participants are actively using Bebo
Networking Sites :a
Jennifer Rowley
for their own personal motives and gratifications in terms of presenting and
Uses and Gratifications
managing a certain identity and persona in a social context. Furthermore, the
Perspective
relatively impersonal nature of the online environment is seen to especially
facilitate the young participants in negotiating the practicalities and difficulties
that can arise offline, in terms of forging identities and managing relationships.
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Originality/value – U and G theory has attracted criticism in terms of a perceived
limitation that it only serves to offer lists of reasons as to why audiences attend to the
media, and furthermore, a perception that much of the extant U and G research has
desisted from discerning between gratifications sought (GS) and gratifications obtained
(GO). This paper affirms the appropriateness of the U and G theoretical
approach in the context of online research. SNS such as Bebo facilitate in
executing personal aims (for example, identity creation and management) with a view
to obtaining certain gratifications (for example, peer acceptance). Therefore, a clear
distinction but inextricable link is demonstrated between the GS and GO from
participating in SNS.
This article investigate the impact of adopting social media as a technique for
campaign in the 2016 Irish general election. Social media is increasing in importance
for general election campaigns. However, it was also found that, despite this growing
importance, traditional forms of campaigning like door-to-door canvassing and
traditional media outlets, like television, are still key to winning an election, and
social media has not overtaken these things in importance. This is particularly
evident in statistics from the analysis of blogs which showed those parties who used
social media the least got the highest number of votes - the strong consensus was that
you cannot win an election on Facebook.
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Italy
IT001

IT002

IT003

IT004

Exploring Media
International Journal of Engineering Debora Bettiga,
Convergence: Evidence Business Management, 2013, Vol. Andrea Boaretto,
from Italy
5, 53, DOI: 10.5772/57330
Shan Chen

Potential convergence consumers (PCs) are a young target covering almost half of the Italian
population, and encompass individuals who commute on a daily basis and enjoy different devices
at different moments of their lives. Almost all of them own more than one device connected to the
Internet, and spend on average more than 16 hours a day using devices providing media experiences
(either for work or for leisure). A phenomenon of contextual use of different devices is quite rooted in a
significant part of the population (almost 1.9 million Italians, more than 5% of the total population
between 15 and 65 y.o.). Despite such diversity in device usage, PCs demonstrate a strong
“specialization” in the usage, i.e., association of the device to a specific genre. If desktops/laptops display
a very wide distribution of genres, in the other cases, more than 70% of the usage experiences (and often
more than 90%, especially in traditional media such as TV and radio) refer to a single genre, testifying
how these devices are almost univocally associated to a specific need by the user: the kitchen and living
room are the main areas of media experience in the house; frequent media experiences in bedrooms are
more personalized, and generally computer-enabled media consumption. The data on out-of-home
consumption emphasizes the extraordinary relevance of those contexts in the day in which technology
enables media consumption which was formerly impossible: commuting, breaks and waiting areas have
become very important moments of information, entertainment, relationship management or even training
involving very significant percentages of PCs.
The Use of Twitter In
SpringerLink In: Pătruţ B., Pătruţ M. Guido Di Fraia, Maria The 2013 Italian election campaign was the first to see Twitter as an important channel of
2013 Italian Political
Social Media in Politics pp 63-77
Carlotta Missaglia communication, but Italian politicians have used improperly this media; more like a mass media
Election
Part of the Public Administration and
rather than a social media. From here our definition of a “mass-mediatizated” use of Twitter. Probably also
Information Technology book series
as a result of this improper use, Twitter has played a very ancillary and peripheral role in the political
(PAIT, volume 13)
communication of 2013 election campaign, at least if compared to classic media and, in particular, to
television.
TV GOES SOCIAL:
Journal of European Television
Luca Barra, Massimo The challenges that broadcasters are facing with social television practices are still manifold, on both a
ITALIAN
History and Culture, volume 03
Scaglioni
commercial and a more creative level. After mimicking grassroots practices and then developing original
BROADCASTING
issue 06, 2014, Article ID: jethc074
industrial strategies and tactics, then, some naivety and errors still need to be corrected, or at least
STRATEGIES AND THE
mitigated, to better engage and involve the audience. The primary aim of Italian broadcasters
CHALLENGES OF
approaching social television is to construct and build, over time, a programme that viewers can
CONVERGENCE
consider an event. A second strand entailed carefully planned activities on social-networking
sites, including the development of official Facebook and Twitter accounts and buying sponsored
spaces. The third strategy and goal, from the broadcaster's viewpoint, is strictly tied to the
opportunity to build – or exploit, where already present – passionate involvement, and sometimes
even fandom, among the audience. A fourth strategy adopted by Italian broadcasters trying to find
‘their own way’ in social television involves humor, irony, sarcasm, and more generally a detached
approach towards what is shown on television.
#GomorraLaSerie:
Modern Italy, Volume 20 Issue 4, Pierluigi Erbaggio
In the case of Gomorra – La serie fan creations, Twitter provided the ideal platform not only for sharing
Converging audience pp. 335-349.
with other spectators, but also for getting immediate feedback from the TV show’s cast members and
and enhanced
doi:10.1017/S1353294400014800
production crew. In addition to the trans-media characteristics of the TV series achieved through the use
authorship on twentyof the official hashtag and of the fan productions, one could argue that, although probably inadvertently,
first-century Italian
over time, Gomorra is itself transforming into a transmedia object. Nonetheless, while acknowledging the
screens
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quality of Gomorra –La serie, we are left to ponder whether the effects of Gomorra’s converging narratives
result solely in ridiculing laughter, or whether they can lead to more profound acts of civic engagement.
The general adoption of Twitter by Italian journalists is characterized by a ‘hybrid normalization’, that is,
a combination of old practices with new modalities with the dual aim of sharing the culture of
social media and legitimizing the professional position of journalism.

2

tw

The findings indicate the new hybridisation of media: television’s centrality is confirmed regarding its
domination in the public space in which political discussion occurs, and the web demonstrates its own
capacity for an active role in an event central to Italian politics. The new element was the active
participation of a vocal minority who commented online as the media event unfolded live on
television.
Comunicazione Politica, ISSN: 1594Tweeting the news:
Sergio Splendore, The analysis points to two theoretical lines: the level of interaction towards twitter followers and the
Hard journalists and soft 6061, Il Mulino, Quadrimestrale
Alessandro Caliandro distribution of soft and hard news. In the flow everyday newsroom production, Twitter works prevalently
media. A case study of dell'Associazione Italiana di
Massimo Airoldi
as a way to distribute contents. On the contrary, journalists' individual profiles present legitimation
three digital newsrooms Comunicazione Politica" 1/2016, pp. 87practices regarding both their personal brand and journalism itself.
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European Journal of Communication,
Vol 30, Issue 6, pp. 631 - 647, DOI:
10.1177/0267323115595526

Sara Bentivegna,
Rita Marchetti

106, doi: 10.3270/82887
DOI: 10.3270/82887
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SpringerLink, Media Convergence Gabriele Balbi
and Deconvergence (pp.31-51),
Cham: Springer International
Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-31951289-1_2

There are four (historical) dimensions that promote understanding of convergence: a technological
convergence that has focused on the coming together of different technical devices up to the so-called
überbox; an economic/market convergence that has been symbolized by mergers and acquisitions among
private companies in different sectors; a political/regulatory media convergence that has become a
common policy in different countries and institutions, willing to favor and, at the same time, to respond to
market convergence; and, finally, a cultural convergence that has seen new users’ practices and new
production and distribution of content as the key phenomena in media convergence. The history of these
four layers of significance interrelates, and different meanings have overlapped during recent decades
without deleting the previous one. Thus, media convergence currently conveys all these ideas together.
Media Convergence
SpringerLink, Media Convergence Corinna Peil, Sergio It defines the concepts of convergence and deconvergence as a term that indicates a movement directed
Meets Deconvergence and Deconvergence, pp. 3-30
Sparviero
towards, or terminating in, the same point, a “coming together of things that were previously separate”. In
media and communications, it is used to describe a wide range of different developments and
transformations at the technological, industrial, cultural, social, spatial and political level. Deconvergence
is a term that describes the breaking apart of media and communications companies through
spin-offs, split-offs and demergers. It defines a trend that is a reaction to, and departs from, the
convergence of media and communication markets, yet it is not divergence because it also unfolds in
parallel to theformer.
Questioning
European Educational Research
On the one hand, the analysis and the evaluation of educational experiences suggest that critical media
discrimination through Journal, Volume: 15 issue: 4,
Maria Ranieri,
literacy can enable the development of critical reading/viewing skills as well as acts of participatory and
critical media literacy. page(s): 462-479
Francesco Fabbro inclusive citizenship that question derogative and essentialist media representations of the Other. On the
Findings from seven
Article first published online:
other hand, the results highlight the difficulty of promoting young people’s awareness of
European countries
February 12, 2016
discrimination through active methods of teaching and learning or through media content which is
far from young people’s experience, interests and concerns.
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IT011

Online Networks, Social ARXIV, eprint arXiv:1603.05828,
Interaction and
03/2016, Bibliographic Code:
Segregation: An
2016arXiv160305828A
Evolutionary Approach
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IT012

Every tweet counts?
How sentiment analysis
of social media can
improve our knowledge
of citizens’ political
preferences with an
application to Italy and
France

2

tw

IT013

Political Expression and
Action on Social Media:
Exploring the
Relationship Between
Lower- and HigherThreshold Political
Activities Among Twitter
Users in Italy
Accidental exposure to
politics on social media
as online participation
equalizer in Germany,
Italy, and the United
Kingdom

Angelo Antoci,
Dynamics, starting from a world in which online social interaction is less gratifying than offline encounters,
Fabio Sabatini,
will lead to the extinction of the sub-population of online networks users, thereby making Facebook and
Francesco Sarracino alike disappear in the long run. Furthermore, we show that the higher the propensity for discrimination
between the two sub-populations of socially active individuals, the greater the probability that individuals
will ultimately segregate themselves, making society fall into a social poverty trap.
Journal of New Media & Society, Vol Andrea Ceron, Luigi Despite internet users are not necessarily representative of the whole population of country’s
16, Issue 2, 2014, 340 - 358
Curini, Giuseppe
citizens, analysis shows, with only few exceptions, a consistent correlation between social-media
Porro
results and the ones we could obtain from more traditional mass surveys as well as a remarkable
ability of social-media to forecast on average electoral results (so careful prediction that could not
be due simple to chance). This is the case for both Italy and France, which speaks of the robustness of
the results. Besides this main result, sentiment analysis of social media seems to provide more
accurate predictions when focusing on the most popular leaders or on mainstream parties. On the
other side, the accuracy of predictions based on sentiment analysis for non-mainstream parties could be
increased by developing an appropriate set of weights according to the political preferences of social
media users (discounting, for example, the fact that in France supporters of far-right parties tend to be
underrepresented on social networks compared to radical left-wing voters), provided this kind of
information is available (and reliable).
On-line preferences tend to react to exogenous factors (i.e., news, political agenda, electoral campaign)
as expected, and these reactions seem to be in line with those observed through mass-surveys.
Finally, some of the potential bias that arise from social-media analysis may be softened in the
long run, as the usage of social network increases: as we have shown, when a growing number of
citizens’ express on-line their opinion and/or voting choice, the accuracy of social media analysis
increases, provided internet-users act consistently on that (by, for example, confirming their (declared) online preference by casting a (real) vote). Summing up, despite the well-known limits and the troubles faced
by social-media analysis, results provide reasons to be optimistic about the capability of sentiment
analysis to become (if not to be already) a useful supplement of traditional off-line polls.
Journal of cumputer-mediated
Cristian Vaccari
Acquiring political information on social media is associated with a greater likelihood of engaging
communication, Volume 20, Issue 2, Augusto Valeriani
in higher-threshold online activities, like attending offline political events. However, the association
1 March 2015, Pages 221–239,
Pablo Barberá Rich between political information on social media and e-mailing politicians is positive but not significant. Ehttps://doi.org/10.1111/jcc4.12108 Bonneau John T.
mail as a form of contacting politicians is more appealing to older generations. Posting many
Jost Jonathan Nagler messages on social media, both with and without reading many others, is associated with higherJoshua A. Tucker
threshold political activity, but reading many messages without posting as many is not.
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Volume: 18 issue: 9, page(s): 1857- Augusto Valeriani
1874, Article first published
and Cristian Vaccari
online: November 18, 2015; Issue
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IT014

Accidental exposure to political content on social media is positively correlated with political
engagement online and interest in politics moderates this relationship, so that the strength of the
correlation between accidental exposure to political information on social media and online
political participation decreases as interest in politics increases. This suggests that inadvertent
exposure to political content on social media may result in a reduction in the online engagement
gap between citizens with high and low interest in politics. These findings challenge the
widespread notion that the web represents a milieu where, when it comes to political information
and engagement, the “rich get richer” while the rest of the electorate is not affected. In the
contemporary online environment, accidental exposure to political content can hardly be considered an
exceptional event affecting marginal segments of users, as witnessed by the fact that in the sample 16.6%
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IT015

Measuring the reach of Oxford: Reuters Institute for the
Fletcher Richard,
“fake news” and online Study of Journalism, F A C T S H E Alessio Cornia,
disinformation in Europe E T, February 2018
Lucas Graves and
Rasmus Kleis
Nielsen

IT016

Some Like it Hoax:
Automated Fake News
Detection in Social
Networks

Proceedings of the Second
Workshop on Data Science for
Social Good (SoGood), Skopje,
Macedonia, 2017. CEUR Workshop
Proceedings Volume 1960, 2017;
Published at arXiv:1704.07506v1
[cs.LG] 25 Apr 2017

IT017

Mediating the
contributions of
Facebook to political
participation in Italy and
the UK: the role of
media and political
landscapes

Palgrave Communications, Volume Isidoropaolo
4, Issue 1, p.56.
Casteltrione &
https://doi.org/10.1057/s41599-018- Magda Pieczka
0109-5

Eugenio Tacchini,
Gabriele Ballarin,
Marco L. Della
Vedova,
Stefano Moret, and
Luca de Alfaro
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of German, 33% of Italian, and 27.7% of British respondents claimed to frequently encounter political
information on social media even if they do not necessarily seek it.
• None of the false news websites considered had an average monthly reach of over 3.5% in 2017,
with most reaching less than 1% of the online population in both France and Italy. By comparison,
the most popular news websites in France (Le Figaro) and Italy (La Repubblica) had an average monthly
reach of 22.3% and 50.9%, respectively;
• The total time spent with false news websites each month is lower than the time spent with news
websites. The most popular false news websites in France were viewed for around 10 million minutes per
month, and for 7.5 million minutes in Italy. People spent an average of 178 million minutes per month with
Le Monde, and 443 million minutes with La Repubblica—more than the combined time spent with all 20
false news sites in each sample;
• Despite clear differences in terms of website access, the level of Facebook interaction (defined
as the total number of comments, shares, and reactions) generated by a small number of false
news outlets matched or exceeded that produced by the most popular news brands. In France, one
false news outlet generated an average of over 11 million interactions per month—five times greater than
more established news brands. However, in most cases, in both France and Italy, false news outlets do
not generate as many interactions as established news brands.
The distribution of the number of likes per post is exponentiallike, the majority of the posts have few likes.
Hoax posts have, on average, more likes than non-hoax posts. There is an exponential-like
distribution when the majority of the users appears in the dataset with one single like (629,146 users,
69.2%), while the maximum number of likes by a user is 1,028. Users can be divided into three
categories based on what they liked: i) those who liked hoax posts only, ii) those who liked nonhoax posts only, and iii) those who liked at least one post belonging to a hoax page, and one
belonging to a non-hoax page. Despite a high polarization, there are many users in the mixed category:
among users with at least 2 likes, 209,280 (74.7%) liked hoax post only, 56,671 (20.3%) liked non-hoax
post only, and 14,139 (5.0%) are in the mixed category.
The relation between pages, measured by the number of users, suggests what that pages have in
common: hoax pages have more users in common with other hoax pages than with non-hoax
pages.The same applies to non-hoax pages. Nevertheless, the results show that the communities
gravitating around hoax and non-hoax pages share many common users (as evidenced also from
the composition of the intersection dataset). The high accuracy achieved by both logistic regression and
the harmonic BLC algorithm confirm that the set of users that interacts with news posts in social
network sites can be used to predict whether posts are hoaxes.
The results indicate a trend, i.e., a greater gap between the samples in terms of Facebook political
participation. Italian participants’ higher usage of Facebook for political participation was confirmed
and appeared even more evident in the qualitative phase of the study. A thematic analysis of the
interviews offered three context-related explanations for such a gap, confirming the relevance of digital
divides, media systems, and institutional settings as mediators of the relationship between digital media
and political participation.the study makes the argument that the differences between the samples in
terms of Facebook political participation can be, to some extent, attributed to three factors linked to
the two countries’ different media and political landscapes. The first is the higher penetration in the
UK of other online platforms such as Twitter, with BPs often employing these platforms in
conjunction with or as an alternative to Facebook, whereas Facebook is by far the most dominant
SNS in the IT. The second factor is IPs’ more negative perception of mainstream media, particularly
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TV-centrism and
politicisation in Italy:
obstacles to new media
development and
pluralism

IT019

Journal Javnost - The Public, Journal of Víctor Sampedro,
Digital Media,
Contentious Politics and the European Institute for
Lorenzo Mosca
Party Systems in Italy Communication and Culture Volume 25,
2018 - Issue 1-2, p. 160-168
and Spain
Emoticons as
Proceedings of the 5th Conference Stefania Spina
multifunctional and
on CMC and Social Media Corpora
pragmatic Resources: for the Humanities (cmccorpora17),
a corpus-based Study Bolzano, 2017, Second edition,
on Twitter
DOI:10.5281.zenodo.1040713

IT020

IT021

IT022

IT023

Media, Culture & Society
Alessio Cornia
Vol 38, Issue 2, pp. 175 - 195,
https://doi.org/10.1177/0163443715
594035

Defining a protocol and Proceedings of the 5th Conference on Paola Leone
CMC and Social Media Corpora for the
assessing natural
language metadata for a Humanities (cmccorpora17), Bolzano,
2017, Second edition,
Databank of
DOI:10.5281.zenodo.1040713
Oral Teletandem
Interactions (DOTI)
Mobile Television in
Journal of Media Business Studies, Benedetta Prario
Italy: Value Chains and Volume 4, 2007 - Issue 1,
Business Models of
https://doi.org/10.1080/16522354.20
Telecommunications
07.11073443
Operators
Voting for Movement
South European Society and
Lorenzo Mosca,
Parties in Southern
Politics, Volume 22, 2017 - Issue 4, Mario Quaranta
Europe: The Role of
p.427-446,
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TV, which has pushed them to seek alternative political information sources, and which is arguably
linked to the high levels of political parallelism characterising the Italian media system. The third
factor regards the political scenario and is the presence in Italy of the M5S, a political party that is
highly reliant (solely reliant at the time of data collection) upon online platforms like Facebook to
engage disenchanted and demobilized citizens.
The digital transition (the growth of online news and the move to digital terrestrial television) has only
limited implications for the pluralism of information within the Italian media system. The TV sector is still
dominated by a few legacy broadcasters, and the structure of the online news market substantially reflects
that of the newspaper sector. Although the new media, compared to the traditional media, have lower
technological barriers inhibiting entry, market and political factors still hinder the entrance of newcomers. A
major role is played by the dominant positions of two broadcasters (Rai and Mediaset) in the Italian media
sector, the lack of effective media policies and the Berlusconi’s conflict of interest. Finally, the digital
transition is more significantly impacting the power relations between broadcasters and
newspaper organisations in the online news market, which is dominated by established press
publishers who, because of the crisis in their traditional sector, have strongly invested in their
online activities.
Both countries experienced the emergence of successful parties relying heavily on digital media, linked to
previous social mobilisations and protest milieu. It is highlighted the changing role of digital media and
their shifting function from facilitating protest cycles with limited impact on party politics to
becoming a tool for challenging the established political actors.
Preliminary results show that these predictors affect the use of emoticons in Twitter as fixed effects.
The predictor with the stronger effect is the type of tweet: emoticons occur far more in replies to the
tweets of other participants, which are the most interactive form of tweet. In this context, emoticons seem
particularly suited to convey reactions to opinions or feelings expressed by others. Another highly affecting
predictor is gender females use emoticons significantly more than males. The same is not true, however,
for the age of participants: this variable is never significant in the model as a fixed effect, and cannot
therefore be considered a major predictor of the use of emoticons in Twitter. The different types of
sentence used in the tweets are another significant predictor; the model shows that the presence of
exclamative or interrogative sentences, signalled by the ?and !punctuation marks, reduces the use of
emoticons.
For some form fields (and subfields) there is coherence between required and given information (e.g. for
the concept of learning scenario), whereas in other entries there was no match between purposes and
information (e.g. macrotask and microtask are not easy to understand).
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The business models for offering mobile television services will not rely only on broadcasters but
telecommunications operators will have a key role, too.
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The surveys show that protesters and digital media users are more likely to vote for “movement”
parties, despite important country differences.
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New Review of Hypermedia and
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It strives for a new information persistence paradigm, whereby the enforcement of “digital forgetting”
is implemented over an information-centric model for the Internet. The defined solution enables the
definitive elimination of digital objects, either on-demand or on a pre-scheduled basis, and, hence,
their “forgetting.” The solution is based on the employment of metadata descriptions about resources,
which unambiguously identify their rightful owners. This additional data is efficiently bound to the resource
through the use of an extended version of the MPEG-21 Digital Item specification.
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Echo Chamber or Public Wiley Online Library, Journal of
Elanor Colleoni,
Structures of political homophily differ strongly between Democrats and Republicans. In general,
Sphere? Predicting
Communication, Volume 64, Issue Alessandro Rozza, Democrats exhibit higher levels of political homophily. But Republicans who follow official
Political Orientation and 2, Special Issue: BIG DATA IN
Adam Arvidsson
Republican accounts exhibit higher levels of homophily than Democrats. In addition, levels of
Measuring Political
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH, p.
homophily are higher in the network of reciprocated followers than in the nonreciprocated network. It is
Homophily in Twitter
317-332
suggested that research on political homophily on the Internet should take the political culture and
Using Big Data
practices of users seriously.
Maximizing
Wiley Online Library, Journal of
Sonia Livingstone, It can be seen that parents most favor active safety mediation, along with responsiveness to child‐initiated
Opportunities and
Communication, Volume 67, Issue1, Kjartan Ólafsson,
support. Active mediation is favored next, with use of monitoring, restrictions, and technical controls all
Minimizing Risks for
2017, p.82-105
Ellen J. Helsper,
less popular. parents do more enabling mediation for younger, more digitally skilled children. They also do
Children Online: The
Francisco Lupiáñez‐ more if they themselves are younger, female, or more digitally skilled. Parental risk perception matters
Role of Digital Skills in
Villanueva, Giuseppe too: Those who judge the online risk for their child to be greater undertake more enabling mediation.
Emerging Strategies of
A. Veltri, Frans
Country makes as big a difference as demographic variables, with more enabling in Spain and Italy, and
Parental Mediation
Folkvord
less in Sweden and the Netherlands, compared to the United Kingdom, which is more or less in the
middle. Parental education makes little difference. Spanish and Italian parents combine enabling and
restrictive strategies, Polish parents tend to favor enabling mediation, French parents favor restrictive
mediation, and Swedish and Dutch parents do the least of each strategy, leaving British and German
parents somewhere in the middle.
Wiley Online Library, Journal of
Second Screen and
Fabio Giglietto and A content analysis of the tweets created during the season's most engaging moments indicates a
Participation: A Content Communication,
Donatella Selva
relationship between typology of broadcasted scenes, style of comments, and the way participation
Volume 64, Issue 2
Analysis on a Full
(audience and political) is played.
Special Issue: BIG DATA IN
Season Dataset of
COMMUNICATION RESEARCH, p. 260Tweets
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Political Trust: The
Communication, Volume 20, Issue
Difference Between
5, p. 487-503
Social Media and Online
Media Outlets
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IT027

International Journal of
Communication 11(2017), 4630–
4651

Giovanna
Mascheroni

The consumption of online news is linked with trust, even though this relationship differs according to the
Internet source from which the user gathers information. The results disclose the differences between
Web 1.0 websites and Web 2.0 social media, showing that consumption of news from
information/news websites is positively associated with higher trust, while access to information
available on social media is linked with lower trust. This has implications for the debate on social
media as a public sphere and for the tension between professional and citizen journalism.
The analysis of youth’s vocabularies of participation has shown that young people adhere to different
participatory habitus, each characterized by distinctive dispositions regarding (a) citizenship orientations,
including orientations toward the institutions of representative democracy; (b) citizenship practices; and (c)
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digital engagement. Contrary to prior studies, “legitimate” and “alternative” young citizens show how
volunteering can equally result in standby or DIY citizenship, without necessarily leading to dutiful
citizenship in adulthood. Consistent with prior research, results show that the relationship between
social media use and youth participation is not linear - the findings highlight the diversity of
young people’s uses of social media: those still adhering to a dutiful citizenship model tend to
create a hybrid social media space in which news and relational spaces overlap; young activists
who engage in on- and offline actualizing citizenship make political uses of social media-including
forms of citizen journalism and media activism. By contrast, those who are more politically
disenfranchised are actually engaged in a variety of creative uses of social media.
Andrea Ceron Fedra The results demonstrate that social media data can help policymakers to rate the available policy
Negri
alternatives according to citizens' preferences during the formulation phase of a public policy; can
help them to monitor citizens' opinions during the implementation phase; and capture
stakeholders' mobilization and de‐mobilization processes. Although social media analysis cannot
replace other research methods, it provides a fast and cheap stream of information that can supplement
traditional analyses, enhancing responsiveness and institutional learning.
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Latvia
LV001 Study about media
www.km.gov.lv
literacy of children and
teenagers in an age group
9-16
LV002 EUROPEAN
INSTITUTIONS ON
SOCIAL MEDIA ‒
SHAPING
THE NOTION OF
EUROPEAN
CITIZENSHIP

Economics and Business, 30, 27–
39

LV003 Role of Social Media in
Government
Communication

SOCIETY. INTEGRATION.
EDUCATION Proceedings of the
International Scientific Conference.
Volume IV

LV004 FB, THEY AND ME –THE SOCIETY. INTEGRATION.
ATTEMPTS OF USING EDUCATION Proceedings of the
SOCIAL MEDIA AS
International Scientific Conference.
TOOLS FOR
Volume I
REFLECTIVE LEARNING
AND COMMUNICATING
AT THEUNIVERSITY

LV005 Integration of Interactive
Media into Foreign
Language Learning to
Support Efficiency of
Study Process

SOCIETY.INTEGRATION.
EDUCATION Proceedings of the
International Scientific Conference.
Volume III

Guna Spurava An analysis of the quantitative study results shows intensive use of the Internet for children and
teenagers, using smartphones. Children use most often their smartphones. The study revealed
that teenagers most often spend their time using youtube, whatsapp and instagram, few use
facebook and twitter. The qualitative data showed that teenagers have an ability to spot fake
news webpages, but they don't have the knowledge to spot fake news that are presented
in a believable way.
Eduards
The EP is using social media quite actively but the content that was analyzed suggests
GAUŠIS
that social media is used without well-considered communication strategy. Technical
possibilities of social media are not successfully exercised, shaping the EP social media
accounts just as one more channel for top-down one-way communication. Those problems are
similar to the ones recognized by other studies which are analyzing how institutions are
communicating on social media, therefore the results of this research are supplementing the
argumentation that institutions should pay more attention to their activities on social media if they
want to get successful communication outcomes and not just being present on social media to
demonstrate that they theoretically care about citizens and their opinion
Līga Mirlina Using a content analysis, a document analysis and a comparative analysis of Latvian
government communication, the author has studied the impact and role of social media in the
Latvian government communication. The changes in the contemporary communication affects
also the content and form of government. Often the government explained its decisions and
involved people in the decision making process by a different tool of integrated
communication such as social media. It is possible to mark two important changes
- firstly, the public communications goal is not just to increase public awareness, but also
public involvement in state development, and
- secondly, it changes the methods and way of government communication.
Lidia Bielinis The research finds that proposing participation in the discussion group on Facebook to students
does not involve any difficulty in getting used to this tool. The fact of the widespread use of this
portal by students is unquestionable. The only novelty that emerged in the analyzed material is
co-participation in the group with the lecturer. However, this did not raise any objections from the
students. Despite their initial surprise, most of them definitely supported the initiative undertaken
and in effect began to perceive the teacher as someone from “their world”, “their generation”,
close to them. Secondly, participation in the group involves frequent online contacts, which, to a
certain extent, can serve maintaining relations and even, as revealed in the texts analyzed, help
to develop bonds and integrate the group. Therefore, it seems particularly reasonable to
propose creating a group on SM at the beginning of a given stage of studies, when the
students are beginning to get to know each other
Laima
Majority of teachers demonstrate conservative attitude towards innovations and implementation
Kuprienė,
of modern teaching/learning methods, but the situation will be improved putting the efforts in
Vaida
order to seek positive learning outcomes and modernize the study process.
Žegunienė
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Internā medicīna. Ķirurģija.
Medicīnas bāzes zinātnes.
Stomatoloģija : 2016.g. medicīnas
nozares pētnieciskā darba publ. /
Rīgas Stradiņa universitāte
Zinātniskie raksti, (2017), 215.222.lpp. : diagr., tab. ISSN 14079453. ISBN 9789934563041.
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2013, ISSN 1691-1881
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2012, ISSN 1691-1881
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LV010 Media Use Among Social International Journal of
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Evija Kvante,
Toms
Pulmanis,
Biruta Velika,
Daiga
Grīnberga,
Inese Gobiņa

The data of the 2013 /2014 study Health Behavior among School-aged Children have been used
(5557 respondents).
The prevalence of cyberbullying among school-aged children is 6.5 % (95 % CI 5.8–7.2).
15-year-old schoolchildren have smaller chances to become victims of cyberbullying than 11year-old schoolchildren have. Schoolchildren who suffer from bullying at school have five
times bigger chance of becoming a victim of cyberbullying.
The older the schoolchildren, the less likely they are to suffer from cyberbullying. Schoolchildren
who are victims or victims / perpetrators of bullying in a school environment are more
likely to suffer from cyberbullying regardless of their sex, age and family income.
Vera
The results of the research show that the main reasons of cyberbullying paradox in the teenager
Boronenko, population of Russia and Latvia are the following: historical heritage of violence from totalitarian
Vladimir
political regimes when state powerful persons were cruel and boorish in their daily practice;
Menshikov, collective even herd societal culture where people are divided on ours and them. The solutions of
Gilberto
the problem suggested by the authors are the following: 1) conceptual and complex
Marzano
understanding of current situation; 2) taking into consideration cultural context; 3) target
managing of social networks in schools; 4) non-using of cruel and terror methods. The core
idea of the paper the main premise of the success of anti-bullying policy is that non-bullying
behavior has to be psychologically, socially and economically beneficial in the society as a whole.
Olga Kazaka The author creates a model that tries to explain how business communicate on social media, The
model shows the pressures the business feels when communicating online. The businesses
experience a pushback from the audiences that are critical of commercialization of social
media.
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The local media do not implement all the advantages which are possible to develop within
the digital environment. First of all, at the level of interactivity, the media do not offer the
material which may provoke a comment or a feedback from the user. Secondly, the
personalization allows seeing in detail whether the local media were able to adopt innovation and
to inform the audience about it or not. It means that a particular interest is necessary to adopt an
innovation. Thirdly, the potential convergence of the Internet and the traditional media
mostly is seen at the level of images and text. The social networks for local media in this case
use the most necessary opportunities; wider activities are performed in the traditional
environment.
Ianis Bucholtz Users who spend the most time on social networking sites do not exhibit much interest in
(Jānis
other types of media. Thus, the main distinction among the surveyed individuals is not between
Buholcs)
online and traditional media use but rather between the use of social media and
traditional/journalism-based media. Although, in general, the users do consume various types of
media, their level of interest in these varies and is linked to a number of variables-including time
spent on the social networking site and the purposes of Internet use.
Inta Brikše
1) Public media needs to see society and individual as equal partner and content creator.
2) Public media can become public discussion place, which is available for everyone. But the
main conclusion is that public media in digital environment is so different, that each country
need to search for individual road in media development and creating public good.
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Zinātniskie raksti : 2010.g. sociālo
zinātņu nozares pētnieciskā darba
publikācijas / Rīgas Stradiņa
universitāte. - Rīga, 2011. - 30.40.lpp.
LV014 Added Value Model:
Journal of Economics, Business
Model of the Corporate and Management, Vol. 1, No. 3,
Communication in Social August 2013
Media

LV015 Social media in
journalists' agenda

SKDS

J) Recommendations, findings

Anda
Rožukalne,
Ruta Siliņa

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Blogs have become a part of media content, but bloggers still aren’t agenda setters but only
agenda reflectors; two-way asymmetrical communication or dialog is not common
therefore there is a possible risk for blog use for marketing and public relations purposes
in future; blogger is the main information source for blog content therefore comment is dominant
blog function. Existing blogosphere in Latvia is weakly developed and of homogeneous nature.
Olga Kazaka The article proposes the added value model, which reflects the corporate communication process
in social media. According to this model, the corporate communication process in social media is
constant, taking into account companies‟ and social media communities‟ interests and goals,
choosing the specific social media according to the message, as well as creating an added value
for communication. This model illustrates the potential of social media to serve not only as
a corporate communication channel, but also a platform, which provides a limited or full
range of services and service support and satisfies users‟ needs.
SKDS , PR The data show the use of social media. Most of journalists use draugiem.lv, while Twitter and
Stils
Facebook are used rearly. For work - 97% use search engine before starting to write an
article.
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Lithuania
LT001 The Relationship between Procedia - Social and Behavioral
Online Social Networking Sciences
and Offline Social
Participation among People
with Disability in Lithuania
LT002 Usage of Facebook by
Informatica Economică
University Students in
Romania and Lithuania: A
Comparative Study

Jolita
Viluckiene

The strongest motivations for why people with disabilities join Online Social Networking are related
more to maintenance of offline connections and less because of seeking entertainment and
information splitting. There are positive correlation between offline participation index and motives to expand
one‘s offline participation index and to seek out people with similar disabilities.

2

1

Dragoş Daniel The reasons why university students are using Facebook differ from country to country and from town
Iordache,
to town. Female university students have larger Facebook networks and spend more time on
Costin
Facebook than male university students.
Pribeanu,
Vincentas
Lamanauskas,
Loreta
Raguliene,
LT003 Exploring The Many Faces Media Transformations
Ignas
Regarding the recent studies of social media and it's role in the democracy of late, auuthor concludes: "This
of Social Media
Kalpokas
shift involves acknowledging that social media can, indeed, be useful, and even indispensable, in democratic
mobilization and more effective spread of information while at the same time keeping the contrary –
manipulative, disempowering, authoritarian – potential in mind. In fact, both possibilities should be seen on
equal terms. Moreover, social media cannot be seen as capable of causing any – either pro- or antidemocratic – change on their own; instead, there first has to be a set of grievances or perceived
dangers that has to be intentionally politicized and, then, a core of hardline devotees who are able and
willing to get the ball rolling"
LT004 Twiplomacy: the meaning of Lithuanian Foreign Policy Review Aušra
The study of twiplomacy showed that public diplomacy means such as twiplomacy is used to inform and
social media to public
Dumčiuvienė influence foreign audiences’ opinion for Lithuania important issues and thus contribute to the foreign policy
diplomacy and
implementation. Twiplomacy enabled Lithuania to become more visible in international arena and highlighted
foreign policy of Lithuania
the most important issues of foreign policy of Lithuania. Finally, public diplomacy is used to develop Lithuania
as an active in regional and global issues oriented states public image. Twitter tweets analysis revealed that
twiplomacy of Lithuania is focused on topics excluded at the beginning of the research. However, twiplomacy
of Lithuania over the period 2014–2016 is mostly focused on two topics: Ukraine and Russia.
LT005 The Prevalence of
Universal Journal of Educational Dziuginta
Cyberbullying is becoming a widespread phenomenon in pupils’ lives and it is a form of aggression using
Cyberbullying and the
Research
Baraldsnes electronic media, especially mobile phones and the Internet. The roots for cyberbullying among school
Views of 5-12
pupils usually are hidden in the school environment and could be transferred to the virtual space. The
Grade Pupils and Teachers
results of the survey showed that pupils were more likely to experience cyberbullying via the mobile
on Cyberbullying
phone than the Internet.Every forth pupil had experienced or witnessed cyberbullying using the
Prevention
Internet and an even larger proportion had experienced or witnessed cyberbullying using the mobile phone.
in Lithuanian Schools
The strengthening of pupil’s positive self-esteem is considered to be one of the most effective
measures for reducing cyberbullying among school pupils in Lithuania (in contrast to other countries
such as Great Britain and the United States). The pupils’ answers corresponded more closely to the findings
from other studies in the other countries than teachers’. For instance, the establishment of an anonymous
phone-in line and the specification of consequences for pupils who are involved in cyberbullying are
considered as significant preventative measures by pupils in Lithuania and other countries. In addition,
differences in pupils’ and teachers’ views regarding preventative measures of cyberbullying lead to the
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following suggestions on cyberbullying prevention: firstly, to improve communication among teachers and
pupils, secondly, to organize discussion tables in order to be able to understand pupils’ needs better,
and the last, to collaborate together in finding ways for implementation of suggested cyberbullying
preventative measures and strategies in school.
Convergence of the Virtual Vocational training: research and KASPERIŪNI Convergence of the virtual and living realities explains university students’ self regulated learning within the
and the Living Realities: A realities
ENĖ
two contexts: the first, academic communication and the second, virtual learning. Self regulated learning is
Constructivist Grounded
Judita,
affected and formed by the learner dependent and the organization dependent conditions. University
Theory on University
ŽYDŽIŪNAITĖ students SRL strategies can be separated into two categories: self -oriented strategies and strategies,
Students' Self-Regulated
Vilma
oriented towards others. The research findings revealed four types of intervening factors: technological,
Learning
image form action, personal and psychosocial. Pprofessors and instructors are important players in the
process of self regulated learning of university students. The data grounded in the voices of
academics, instructors and administrative staff can provide a deeper understanding of students’ self
regulated learning and enrich the learning results.
The Empowerment of Local PUBLIC POLICY AND
Ieva Aurylaitė The study reveals the possibilities of community members to become involved in political decision-making the
Government to Involve the ADMINISTRATION
process of self-government and the ways provided by municipal employees to encourage them to involve
Citizens into Political
citizens in the process of political decision-making in digital society space (social networking on Facebook).
Decision-Making Process to
Respondents indicated that there is a digital public space contradiction between the development of
Use the Social Network
the second-generation Web 2.0 platform the efficiency of information and employees of Lithuanian
"Facebook"
municipalities - namely there is the struggle to become a digital and modern society while still the
employee's do no embrace converging of social media and government.
Mothers expression on
INFORMACIJOS MOKSLAI
Rasa
Based on the activity of the mother on Facebook, research determines that there are different categories of
Facebook
Karalienė
mothers Behavior on Facebook can be described by three expression patterns that each identifies different
mother's attitude towards the child in the context of social relations in the virtual space. The study suggests
that the privacy of their child does not have impact on the mothers' decision and their needs to publicly proud
of the role.
Social capital on Facebook Journal of Baltic Science
Costin
Students use the sites such as Facebook primarily to maintain existing personal relationships and selectively
as perceived by Lithuanian Education
Pribeanu,
used privacy settings to control their self-presentation on SNSs. The other researchers notice, that social
university students: a
Alexandru
networking seems to offer a powerful tool to protect social relationships against the threats posed by
multidimensional
Balog,
increasing business and mobility. There is a positive association between the bridging social capital and
perspective
Vincentas
the satisfaction with life at university.
Lamanauskas,
Violeta
Slekiene
Social Media: Mimesis and Lithuanian Foreign Policy Review Ignas
An emphasis on mimesis enriches the analysis of weaponized social media through revealing the centrality of
Warfare
Kalpokas
essentially and unavoidably contestable representational structures through narratives capable of explaining
the world and inspiring action. Crucially, the mimetic opponents involved in promoting certain images,
associations and narratives molding the perceptions of target populations according to particular interests and
aims. In this way, (self-)presentation becomes a permanent campaign in which every action and decision
contributes, either positively or negatively, to the loyalty and support of the domestic and foreign audiences.
The advent of the social media has even further strengthened the trend and added new challenges:
since content is now largely socially generated, online communities have become especially powerful
– if not central – creators (and, simultaneously, consumers) of the mimetic representations concerning
factual (or fictional) events, trends and values pertaining to a particular state or an entire region. And
that active creativity can readily be used as a weapon.
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LT011 Social Media in University: SOCIAL MEDIA: CHALLENGES
Administrator Attitude
AND OPPORTUNITIES
FOR EDUCATION IN MODERN
SOCIETY
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Jolita
Šliogerinė,
Giedrė
Valūnaite
Oleškevičienė
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The interviews with administrators reveal that they use social media as a means of communication and
sharing information. Administrators use social media to generate new content, publish new information,
advertise study programs but attach such use to institutional space like collaborating with colleagues and
working on the institutional matters but they do not think students could use social media for learning or
creating knowledge. As well administrators have a cautious attitude towards social media in education.
However, administrators express their readiness to support the teaching staff by providing the necessary
equipment. As well administrators understand the necessity to train the staff to enable them to use social
media in teaching.
LT012 Use of Web 2.0
SOCIAL MEDIA: CHALLENGES Aleksandra Social network websites focus heavily on building online communities bonding users with common interests or
Technologies in
AND OPPORTUNITIES
Paciuk
activities together. Web 2.0 technologies provide new opportunities for teaching/learning ESP. The study
Teaching/Learning Foreign FOR EDUCATION IN MODERN
demonstrated a high level of awareness of new technologies among the students as well as a high level
Languages
SOCIETY
of interest in the implementation of Internet resources into the studying process. However, some
respondents stated that they are not enough familiar with Internet resources mentioned and would like some
guidance considering the use of them.
LT013 Social Networks as a
Blazenka
All social supermarkets analyzed in the case foster active communication and share multimedia via social
Communication Tool in
Knezevic, Vida networks. They promote their activities and events on regularly basis, but relation to donors, volunteers and
Social Supermarkets
Davidaviciene, end users could be more improved in a near future. There are some raising questions to be addressed in the
Petra Skrobot future. One of them is protection of privacy of individuals, especially end users, who, as socially endangered
group of people, attend donation events and without their expressed will their pictures appears at social
network pages of the social supermarket. The question of privacy protection is even more problematic if we
know that some events are organized for children. Therefore, in the near future, in-field interviews and focus
group research could be applied to address those questions.
LT014 Social Medias:
TILTAI
Irena
The findings show that students do not use the full opportunities presented by the social media.The
Opportunities For
Darginavičienė majority of students have never used or even heard of collaborative editing, conversational and
Learning/Teaching English
, Violeta
bookmarking websites, which are important platforms for language learning. Students need to master
in Higher Education
Navickienė
novel sites to enable them to collaborate on projects, converse online, create images, edit videos, write blogs,
and bookmarks using the Internet tools.
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Poland
PL001

New media in the social © Verbum, Prague
spaces. Strategies of 2014
influence

PL002

Recent problems of the Studia
Alicja Jaskiernia
European media
Medioznawcze Media
landscape. The Council Studies 1 (72) 2018
of Europe and the
European Union in the
face of threats to media
freedom and pluralism,
post-truth and
responsibility of online
platforms
Facebook, Twitter i
Media i Społeczeństwo, Przemysław Szews
YouTube in traditional 2014
media

PL003

Katarzyna WalotekŚciańska Michał
Szyszka Arkadiusz
Wąsiński Danuta
Smołucha

PL004

Web 2.0 in books
institutions service
activities.

Jagiellonian University Magdalena Wójcik
Press, 2013

PL005

Towards a strategy for Problemy konwergencji Małgorzata Łosiewicz
the use of social media mediów, 2013
by Polish companies

There are many arguments proving that classification the information society or the
knowledge society (classified as the emerging ones) and network society or virtual
society (classified as the future one) type does not describe the observed social and
communication phenomena and processes sufficiently. There is no doubt that the near
future will entail not only the diametrically technologically differenent life conditions but
also mentally transformed humans of the new era. The intercultural character of
network communication including various dimensions of interpersonal, institutional,
marketing and religious communication may lead to creation of a new phenomenon
identified with the so called third culture. In addition, virtual communities are created by
network users, active and passive against the mainstream media influence. These
communities become free from the systemic limitations and barriers, they overcome
social taboo and, at last, they integrate and undertake action against or despite the will
of decision-makers of various origin and various position in the social hierarchy
This is report on some activities of the EU and CoE in field of the media in general and
in online platforms in particular in 2017.The authors vites various reports e.g. in the
area education the report of the European Observatory Audiovisual from March 2017.
There are almost 550 projects devoted to the analysis undertaken by various
institutions throughout Europe. This is an interesting study of good practices and
shows that in this respect in itself the EU s differences between countries are huge,
both in terms of the number of institutions and types undertaken. The number entities
involved in education activities media has fluctuated from eight (Cyprus) to over 50
(France, Portugal, Poland, Spain, Lithuania) and even one hundred (Finland 101).
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Convergence processes and the development of new technologies give traditional
media great opportunities, and the functionality of social services deepens them. The
use of social services is changing the way we perceive traditional media. They
produce multi-platform multimedia content, actively engage the viewer on many levels.
Profiles on social services bring user generated content. Media are becoming more
interactive, polyseatic, affecting readers also after reading. Phenomena such as Social
TV and concepts of 'cross screen experience' and 'second screen watch' change the
perception of today's television.
Contemporary information services of libraries in Poland are mostly delivered remotely
via the internet. They are characterized by the multi-channel and instant delivery and
synchronic communication, being also customized, involving and co-created by the
users. The tools used to communicate with clients and deliver services include e-mail,
Web 2.0 solutions, chats and videochats, messengers, and mobile applications.
The study on 50 companies from the Pomeranian region of Poland was carried out in
autumn of 2012, Their actual activity on social media focuses mainly on Facebook
and YouTube; the future directs them towards Twitter. Every fifth company does not
use SM at present, but they intend to do so in the future. The main purpose of using
them is for the company image. Only every third company employs full-time specialists
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for this task. Half of companies use SM ina a randoml manner. About 40% has a social
media strategy coherent with other communication channels. Both misuse and omitting
social media by a company is a mistake. A strategy of presence in social media should
be carefully thought out, planned and integrated with functional levels competent in
marketing and communication.
Doktoraty Wydziału
Katarzyna
The evolution on the Polish media market was driven by multi-channeling, digitization
Nauk Politycznych i
Siezieniewska
of TV / radio broadcasting and social media. The new media forms range from
Studiów
electronic editions through digital mutations with photo galleries, audio and video, to
Międzynarodowych
mobile applications providing personalized messages. Radio and TV have expanded
(Archiwum), 2014
their services both in terms of content and forms including video-on-demand and social
media, mostly Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. In the future, the author expects
distinction of media between mass media and elite media, as well as emergence of
media profiled for the recipient, based on Big Data. Splitting of the mass audience and
developing new business models will be a challenge.
Dyskurs, 2012
Tomasz Han
From the 1970’s, we witness rapid development of the micro-chip technology. TV sets
are increasingly being replaced by computers and cell-phones. Digital games are
spreading as a popular form of entertainment, showing colorful virtual reality and
perfectly designed figures. Virtual reality resembles the reality more and more; visual
and voice communication is embedded in a small device. The modern communication
technology influences almost all spheres of our lives.
www.pracedyplomowe. Justyna Chruścicka
Convergence brings profits to the publisher - more recipients and more money from
edu.pl, 2013
advertising translates into better financial results of the company. However, publishers,
especially local media, still have something to work on. The future is mobile media and
probably in this direction owners of media companies should develop their business.
Politechnika Łódzka, Magdalena Grębosz The effect of activities in social media marketing and tribal marketing is the emergence
2016
Dagna Siuda Grzegorz of so-called brand communities. The basic means of SMM include video, graphics,
Szymański
text, and links and applications; not so much audio transmissions. The most important
social media communication tool is the fanpage run on a social networking site.
Google.com is the most popular website followed by Youtube and Facebook.
Marketers more and more often cooperate with bloggers and youtubers. An additional
form of brand promotion may be the presence in interactive social gaming.
Jagiellonian University Krystyna Doktorowicz New media and networks are becoming competitive compared to traditional
Press 2013
distribution platforms for music and film. The user of modern services and products in
the media has become a creative participant in communication processes. The
position of media users will increase along with the development of information
societies, flows of ideas and content through networks. Corporations have lost their
monopoly, but have gained new market opportunities by creating and responding to
users' needs. Convergence also strengthens the market dominance of corporations,
making them more effective, allows for cost reductions by using the content stream
produced by users. The media appeals to users to send footage, photos and
relationships.
Using new media in Jerzy Gołuchowski,
Instrumentalization of social responsibility of a university requires choosing of an
PR, 2013
Aldona Frączkiewicz- appropriate communication tools. New media play an increasingly important role in this
Wronka
area, too. Examples of foreign universities using new media to communicate with
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responsibility of an
university
PL013

By integrating various
channels you obtain
better results

LinkedIn, 2015

PL014

The Influence Of Social Business Informatics,
Media And Mobile
2016
Technology On Modern
Purchasing Processes

Karol Łopaciński,
Łukasz Łysik

PL015

Consumers towards the Marketing i Rynek,
use of new media in the 2014
marketing
communication

Andrzej Bajdak

PL016

The use of social media Marketing i Rynek,
in the promotional
2014
activities of retail chains

Katarzyna BilińskaReformat , Beata
Reformat

PL017

Social Media as a Part Studia Ekonomiczne,
of Marketing
2013
Communication
Process of a Retail
Company with the
Market

Marek Drzazga

PL018

Society and Mass
Media. Selected

Klaudia Koniecko

Media wizualne.
Szkice, analizy,
konteksty

Grzegorz
Miecznikowski
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stakeholders show good practices, which can also be used by Polish universities. Also
a a social responsibility program of the Katowice university implemented since 2012
assumes that the new media will be basic tool for undertaking broader activities in this
respect.
Media is becoming more and more complex, and the recipients are becoming more
and more selective when it comes to content offered to them, so it's important to know
the target group and follow the latest trends, when it comes to both content promotion
and content strategy creation. On the other side, social media, web portals,
development of PR tools and advertising forms have made it easier for brands to reach
their target groups. The integration of communication channels should involve paid,
owned, earned an shared media
(No original survey provided by authors.) Social media and mobile technologies have a
significant impact on the market. The shape of the shopping path, which has been
used until recently, has undergone significant transformations. The concepts of Zero
Moment of Truth and Ultimate Moment of Truth, as well as micromomes, show how a
large part of digital buyers function. Purchasing processes realized by them are
characterized by quick and easy access to market information and verification of the
offer based on the opinions and recommendations of consumer communities. On this
basis, they optimize their purchasing decisions and make purchases online or offline.
There is a big challenge for enterprises there.
The new media changed consumers' searching for information about companies and
products, as well as companies approach to the use of new media in advertising and
marketing communication. Social media strenghten horizontal communication
customer-to-customer (C2C) in respect to purchasing considerations and decisions.
That is influencing the effectiveness of advertisements; depending on the used
medium, too.
Social media are becoming an increasingly important factor in promotional activities of
retail chains. They play a big role in customers' purchasing considerations and
decisions, and there is also frequent horizontal communication customer-to-customer
(C2C) through them regarding shopping. The retail chains are increasingly adjusting
their advertising, marketing acticvities and communication with customers to their
social media habits.
Companies take advantage of social media, as a means to reach their customers and
communicate with them. Social media may contribute to the creation and
strengthening of the company's market position as well as goods and services it offers.
They play a very important role in the lives of consumers, and that´s why they should
be taken into consideration in companies´ arketing communication.
The analysis of 152 abstracts and articles aimed to draw attention to emerging trends
in sociological research focused on mass media. 35% of the articles collected from
several academic publications oscillated around the mass media and over half of the
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aspects of sociological
research

PL019

Interactive media as a Nierówności Społeczne Ewa Badzińska
condition of the
a Wzrost Gospodarczy,
effectiveness of social 2013
communication

PL020

Convergence of audio- Folia Litteraria
visual programmes for Polonica, 2015
children - from
television to the Internet

PL022

Economic aspects of
media convergence

PL025

The role of mass media Problemy konwergencji Aleksandra Wagner
in deliberation
mediów, 2013
processes. New
challenges and the
barriers of participation
in the convergence
culture

PL030

Twitter instead of the
morning newspaper

Natalia Moćko

Problemy konwergencji Adam Szynol
mediów, 2013

Problemy konwergencji Tomasz Chrząstek
mediów, 2013
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texts included case studies, i.e. analyzes of specific, already existing phenomena,
study changes in society, study social groups related to the media or innovative ways
of communication. It can therefore be assumed that these tendencies will grow with
the development of new information technologies, without which we can not imagine
life today.
The huge opportunities offered by mobile devices and applications will increasingly
encourage them to be used in communication with the target group of recipients. The
basis for communication today is the convergence of the media, that is multi-channel
reach of recipients, so that the individual content is complementary and promoted, and
the sender could conduct a dialogue with the client. Especially enterprises operating in
the segment of young consumers should actively mark their presence on social
networking sites. Young Internet users spend much more time in them than on other
websites and come back with great regularity.
Convergence in contemporary media is an extremely interesting process from the
point of view of communication science and focused around the media, but also
research on society as a recipient of content from various media systems. At the same
time, it confirms the thesis on the evolution and penetration of specific forms (eg
audiovisual programs for children) between media systems.
Media convergence in the context of economic crises gives media tycoons wide range
of possibilities for savings at the expenses of the audience. There are plenty of
examples in Poland how the big enterprises use subordinated firms, so that the same
content is quite easily and successfully broadcasted/published in different channels of
the same owner. This leads to outcomes such as establishing monopolistic structures
in particular media sectors, whike the audience is unaware of that their informational
sphere tends to be taken over by just a few entities. Technical convergence enables or
even forces an access to wider offer of a given broadcaster and implies possibility of
constructing compact/comprehensive offers (e.g. triple play). Production of the content
by multimedia consortia is much cheaper than by single-segmented company, which
results also in better efficiency of management. Establishing bigger business
structures, multi-consortia and international corporations leads to slip minor
broadcasters, publishers and producers from the market and simultaneously gives to
the biggest a chance of public opinion manipulation.
Based on the literature (both relating to the Internet space and group processes),
several basic barriers can be distinguished:
1. Excessive information, lack of attention and competence of critical reception.
2. Group polarization. The creation of specific deliberative enclaves in the space of
new media is associated with the risk of group polarization and radicalization of
primary positions.
3. Activation of the interest groups above all.
4. Self-referentiality of discursive groups.
If we take into account the growing popularity of the site, its immediacy, the information
first-hand, opportunity to interact with the sender and credibility, we can see that the
service is already among the mainstream media, becoming a substitute for traditional
media.
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PL033

Transmedia storytelling Problemy konwergencji Mariusz Krogulec
in convergence era
mediów, 2013

2

1

5

1

PL036

Facebook, Twitter i
YouTube in legacy
media. How press,
radio and TV utilsie SM
services?
E-marketing – in the
world of active
consumer and media
convergence

This study can be used by entertainment companies to help decide the best use of
their funding and which means of convergence will be the most effective to their
transmedia storytelling. Whether these new ways of transmedia storytelling, in the
forms of ARGs and social shows, are effective in creating a larger fan base for the
television offering the website traffic before, during, and after television broadcasts
must be measured as well as the ratings for the programs themselves. In addition, it
must be understood the use of the users of the website and what various levels of
interaction are used to create the most pleasure entertainment experience.
MEDIA I
Przemysław Szews
Facebook, Twitter and YouTube become an integral part of the strategypromotion and
SPOŁECZEŃSTWO
development of traditional media. They are not only a source of unique information.
2014
Their use includes fields such as informing and engaging users in discussions or cocreation of the message.So far focused on one communication channel (text, sound,
video) and minimal interactionwith the recipient,
Problemy konwergencji Małgorzata Koszembar- Since time has become an economic good, it is marketers who ought to go in the
mediów, 2013
Wiklik
direction of the media that converge several elements, that are easily connected to
other communication platforms and that ensure the users’ participation. Such media
can be e.g.: community portals linked to websites, blogs, YouTube and online
advertising. At the same time, they are an agora of opinion exchange and a place to
gather information about the contemporary consumers’ expectations. The Internet
allows for the divergence of different communication channels along with
simultaneouscontent convergence.
Studia
Alicja Jaskiernia, Michał The articles summarizedthe main tasks and strategies as of 2014 to be further
Medioznawcze Media Głowacki
implemented in the developing standards for the European media policy and
Studies 1 (60) 2015
cooperation with the members states, at both CoE and EU levels. For the Council of
Europe the most key issues were related to promoting freedom of speech on the
Internet, dissemination human rights in the social networks and promotion and
protection of journalists' security.The European Council will focus on the challenges
made to media organizations in the field of pluralism, convergence processes and to
promote the independence of regulatory authorities.
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After a period of stagnation caused by the transformation of the system, from the
middle of the 1990s, the media are experiencing quantitative and qualitative
flourishing. There are issued colorful employee magazines, magazines for clients and
consultants. Newspapers are developing electronic and websites. The biggest
changes in the company media, just like in all media systems, they evoke new
communication technologies. Media companies have become part of integrated
management systems. Trends can also be noticed in the direction of simplifying the
flow of information in enterprises.
The field of actions for pluralism will move toward providing security in the network
(including personal data), fight against cybercrime, elimination of the digital divide,
development of media education and social self-organisation in the virtual world.
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New technologies and
protection of media
freedom. Personnel
changes in the areas of
media policy and the
announcement of new
regulations and actions
in the Council of
Europe and European
Union
The problems of media Problemy konwergencji Mirosław Matosek
convergence in
mediów, 2013
company

The concepts of media Studia
Tadeusz Kowalski
pluralism and media
Medioznawcze Media
policy under the
Studies 2 (69) 2017
conditions of the
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development of digital
platforms
Technological
Problemy konwergencji Jacek H. Kołodziej
determinism as
mediów, 2013
a paradigm for media
convergence – selected
epistemic aspects
Ethical Aspects of
BazEkon
Urszula Janeczek
Marketing
Communication in
New Media

PL043

Media as a catalyst of Media
Marek Łuczak
globalization
i Społeczeństwo, 2016

PL044

Social networking – the Media
Aneta Bąk
effect of the Facebook i Społeczeństwo, 2016
and not only

PL045

Does the Internet
Media
Patrycja Bałdys,
change everything?
i Społeczeństwo, 2017 Katarzyna Piątek
Transformations in
social life and media in
the 21st Century

PL046

Addiction to information Media
Marcin Jurzysta
or addiction to new
i Społeczeństwo, 2017

J) Recommendations, findings
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In media convergence research one should adopt a consistent stance, either a
deterministic with full awareness of all possible epistemic consequences, or a Luddistic
– with an opportunity to regain anthropocentric and cultural perspective but at the cost
of being categorized as a Luddite.

2

1

5

1

Professional users of new media for the purpose of the marketing communication
should be aware of ethical aspects, too. There are certain specifics and differences
between communication tools that are used in traditional and virtual marketing with
reference to a consumer. Attempts to create relevant standards of behaviour have
brought some new informal guidelines. The professionals should avoid unproper
practices in this new environment.
The omnipresence of media has impact on social life of people. The globalization is
one of the characteristics of today´s reality that is related to the media, and the media
had clearly accelerated it. Another phenomena that accelerates globalization is
spreading of the Internet including social media. These phenomena change the way of
life, eluding the previous forms of describing it and understanding it. The dark side of it
is deterioriation of humanity in the society.
Facebook can be a tool of a civic mobilization. However, it also has a dark side. It is a
platform for self-conscious exhibitionists for whom is important to show even the most
senseless or intimate fragment of their life to the whole world. In this respect, there are
almost no limits. There is also identity theft there when some (often publicly known)
people lose their facebook profile. Sometimes it is a private (frustration) issue,
sometimes do it specialists in Internet marketing. Facebook offers the opportunity to
join a spectrum of groups of fans of various subjects. Misused Facebook is also a
place for stalking or mobbing. In this way, a culture of hatred is born. Facebook effect
is mass information sharing initiated by common people. Everybody can transmit
information to the World without any approval or expert confirmation of its accuracy.
One does not need any specific knowledge nor skills to do it. It changes ways of
communication, selling products, contacts between authorities and citizens, running
companies.
No technological innovation has a one-sided effect only. Every technology is both a
burden and a blessing; not either-or, but this-and-that’. Changes are necessary, but if
we only approach new technologies with a bit of wisdom and use them in a sensible
way, our lives will become easier and better. The addiction to permanently receiveng
information is a serious issue to be treated. It is significantly tied to using modern
technologies that produced varios sorts of devices and gadgets for the users.
According to the author, the addiction is the lack of freedom and acceptance of
somebody / something that decides about the person´s life. To distinct the limit where
the addiction begins, is often a difficult question, because of the existing real need of
obtaining information through the internet and social media in many situations.
The addiction to permanently receiveng information is a serious issue to be treated. It
is significantly tied to using modern technologies that produced varios sorts of devices
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technologies? So how
does it work and how to
cure it?
PL047

PL048

PL049

PL050

PL051

PL052

and gadgets for the users. Tthe addiction is the lack of freedom and acceptance of
somebody / something that decides about the person´s life. To identify the limit where
the addiction begins, it is often a difficult question, because of the existing real need of
obtaining information through the internet and social media in many situations.
Facebook as a tool to Media
Aleksandra Hulewska Facebook is a source of information about health for the study sample (50 Polish
educate about health. i Społeczeństwo, 2017
university students), however, it is not the primary source of knowledge about health
Research report
issues and 96% of respondents find health information on Facebook just accidentally.
54% of respondents see knowledge about health found on Facebook as an inspiration
- a starting point for search from other sources. 56% declare that they have
implemented health-related recommendations drawn from Facebook.
A human being in the
Media
Tadeusz Sznajderski The world of information has become virtually the individuals´ natural environment, in
world of ubiquitous
i Społeczeństwo, 2017
which they receive and process information of various type. There are several media
media
concepts that explain the nature and design of processes related to interaction
between the media and the audience, where the internet and social media nowadays
play an irreplaceable role.
Behind the facade of
Jagiellonian University Jan Kreft
Internet users voluntarily co-create the content: they fix computer games, record
the society. Elements of Press 2015
digital music, write articles… They share them with others, and thus they all create the
the new media
market value. There are about three billions of them in the network, “new, great world”.
management
But behind the new media “social façade” showing equality, partnership, communities
and group knowledge, in the aura of creativity and experience there are corporations
that administer the largest network factory of the world. Never have so many worked
so unknowingly and with such enthusiasm for so few. Usually for free. In the Web 2.0,
Culture 2.0 arises but it is also accompanied by Work 2.0 of the prosumers and
precariats.
Facebook as all
IN: Facebook. Faces Jan Kreft
The idea of Instant Articles has been so quickly and eagerly approved by the largest
inclusive resort of
and dillemmas,
publishers that it can lead to permanent dependence, it is after all subordinated to the
Instant Articles –
Jagiellonian University
strategy of Facebook and it in its, and not in the environment of publishers, yet it
cooption of
Press 2017
enriches the users' experience. In a wider context, Instant Articles is a symptom, not a
corportations and press
cause, of a new publishing paradigm in which content is more and more widely
publishers
available and less often assigned to a specific platform or channel. In this situation, the
strategic choices of publishers are in fact limited, which does not mean that, as
mentioned above, they do not seek to differentiate revenue sources - from video
production to e-commerce - trying to deliver new values, not just competing for a larger
number views.
Facebook as the
IN: Facebook. Faces Roman Batko
The rule of algorithms can be considered not only in the context of empowerment of
algorithmised process and dillemmas,
users, but also in the context of the rule exercised by media organisations and the
of establishment of
Jagiellonian University
supervision of such rule. The central filter which allows the interested parties to
relations, knowledge Press 2017
exercise control over the rule on the Internet is the ability to generate and attract
supply and value
attention. The problem referring to the rule of algorithms reaches far beyond, and its
translation
consequences are more serious than providing (or denying) access to particular
contents.
Importance of social
Anna Kalinowskan.a
media in daily life of
Żeleźnik, Anna
younger millenials
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Web 2.0

PL054

Convergence of
interpersonal and mass
communicating in
marketing
communication

PL055

The Impact Of New
Media On Otaku Fan
Community And
Subculture. Facebook
Example

PL056

Medialabs in the
Context of Generations
Solidarity and Robotics
Divide
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Hiding in Social
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Lusińska, Sylwia
Kuczamer-Kłopotowska
Encyklopedia
Krzysztof Flasiński
Editorial offices often accept and actively use technology that is part of the web 2.0
Maturzysty, 2015
philosophy; they use for this purpose, however, rather external websites than their own
tools. The possibilities of communication based on the concept of web 2.0 are used
also by many other organizations: from producers and distributors of video games,
through reality TV shows, law firms and universities, to governmental administration. A
set of initiatives in Poland have geographically limitated target groups, also aimed at
civic journalism. Publishers by using services of providers like Facebook, YouTube or
Wykop can focus on their core activity rather than competing with powerful social
media.
In: M. Kaczmarczyk
Wojciech Gutkowski , The coexistence and convergence of interpersonal and mass communication as part
(ed.), Oblicza
Anna Ryłko-Kurpiewska of marketing communication can be observed, among others, on blogs run by
komunikacji społecznej.
companies. They build also their own social networking sites, e.g. mBank which
Sosnowiec; Prague:
provides the discussion forum as one of the communication tools most typical for eVerbum, 2013
communities.
The convergence of the above-mentioned types of communication seems to be a
phenomenon that has permanently entered into the Internet space. The possibility of
dialogue both between the company and consumers, as well as between the
consumers themselves, with knowledge and with the help of the company, builds new
models of economic participation based on the mechanics of wikinomies. New
opportunities in communication significantly change not only the models of the
subject's functioning in the information society, but also have a significant impact on
relations to the customer; the latter often influencing development of the offer and
company's production decisions.
Civitas et Lex
Aleksandra Rybacka Particularly active in new media are subcultures and fan communities, whose
members, willingly use technological innovations, are able to cope well in virtual reality,
and also create reality around them. One of those communities is otaku. Through
social networks such as Facebook, members of subcultures can freely talk and share
information about subjects of their interest and subcultures and fan communities can
actively develop.
[in:] A. Wąsiński, Ł.
Klimczuk, Andrzej
It is necessary to promote good practices in creation and implementation of
Tomczyk (eds.),
intergenerational policies, sharing knowledge on establishment and animation of
Seniorzy w świecie
medialabs, implementation of solutions for silver economy and gerontotechnology,
nowych technologii.
counter-acting discrimination because of age and conducting research and education
Implikacje dla praktyki
in this area.
edukacyjnej oraz
rozwoju społeczeństwa
informacyjnego
Autoreferat to PhD
Marcin Waniek
On the one hand, the results outline the limits of the possibilities of hiding in the social
network.On the other hand, they show potential threats to using network analysis tools
social security situations. The fact that it is detected by tools which can be easily
avoided, points to the need to develop new techniques taking under consideration
other aspects of the network than just its topology. Finding the optimal one solutions
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How do Digital Natives PhD thesis
Gratify Their SocioRepozytorium UW,
Psychological Needs 2016
While Disclosing in
Social Media?
(Investigating the Role
of Self-Esteem, Need
for Popularity and
Network Characteristics
in Online Disclosure on
Facebook)

PL059

New genological and Repozytorium UW,
communication
2015
phenomena on the web
(examples of blogs and
memos)

PL060

The Influence Of New Repozytorium UW,
Media On Production, 2014
Management And
Usage Of News
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for a given problem instance can be an extremely time-consuming task, which for most
networks can not be easily done. In many cases, even the simplest social network
analysis tools, such as degree centrality and similarity index shared neighbors, lead to
problems with exponential complexity.Second, although the conclusions drawn in the
previous paragraph may suggest that people
analyzing social networks have nothing to fear, this is not true. Thirdly, methods of
analyzing social networks should be used with the awareness of their limitations,
especially with regard to the analysis of criminal and terrorist networks.Fourth, it is
necessary to create a new type of social network analysis tools, taking potential
attempts to falsify the results of the analysis.
Ardi, Rahkman
The results show that people with higher need for popularity, lower personal selfesteem, and more accessible of profile information tend to show higher intimacy of
self-disclosure. However, the need to belonging and life-satisfaction does not predict
intimacy of online self-disclosure. Bonding and bridging social capital play key roles in
exacerbating intimate disclosure on Facebook. However, need to belong and lifesatisfaction do not predict intimacy of online self-disclosure.
Indonesians tend to be moderate and open-attentive users, while Poles were passivedistance users.
The need for popularity, profile accessibility, perceived network size, and collective
self-esteem significantly predict intimacy of selfdisclosure. Furthermore, Indonesians
exhibit lower level of perceived privacy as compared to Poles.
The results indicate that people with low collective self-esteem tend to exhibit higher
intimacy of self-disclosure on Facebook in a form of social compensation. People with
higher need for popularity are also more likely to disclose in a more intimate manner.
Bonding social capital (strong ties network providing attachments and emotional
support) and bridging social capital (weak ties network providing sources of finding
broader information) play key roles in exacerbating intimate disclosure on Facebook.
At the same time, people with higher collective self-esteem, higher need for popularity,
and bridging social capital were more likely to exhibit surveillance behaviour towards
others while using Facebook
Anna Gumkowska
Blogs, memes and microblogs is a significant social phenomenon, illustrating the
transformation of communication under the influence of new media. The
aforementioned species are the result of the evolution of forms known from nonnetwork reality, which makes it possible to combine two orders: the first, showing the
undoubted novelties related to the existence of the Internet, the second, emphasizing
the continuation of communication practices known from the literary traditions. The
study also revealed elementary differences, namely different image and word
relationships within multimedia. While blogs implement logovisuality – coexistence of
logos and verbum – the memes and microblogs are based on the play of contradictory
meanings.
Katarzyna Drogowska Important consequences of new media influence are progressive narrativization of
news, growing meaning of media events, ritual news and also commoditization
of news. The content is less important than the pace of production and the
spread. A model of consumption evolves whre viewers expect ‘news on
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Adolescents
cyberbullying

PL062

Two - Zero. ABC of new Slowo, 2015 (book)
culture, and other texts

PL063

Monetization Strategies University of Warsaw, Yevstakhiy Biletskyy
for Social Media
2013

PL064

The Phenomenon Of ejournals.eu 2017
The Google’s Leading
Position On The Search
Market In A Historical
Approach.
Indirect Success
Factors
Facebook Profile –
ejournals.eu 2017
Avatar, Virtual Mask Or
Self-Image? About
Creating An Online
Identity

PL065

Repozytorium UW,
2013
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Julia Barlińska

Mirosław Filiciak
Alek Tarkowski

Sabina Baraniewicz

Marta Gliniecka
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demand’. News content becomes simplier and shorter. As a result, the
hermeneutic role of TV grows. Rules of the new media ecosystem are
convergent with communitarian perspective. The rational concept of Self, of the
Age of Enlightment, failed. People want to be a part of coherent story and to have a
point of reference, which they can find in news stories.
The task for parents and educators is to actively participate in the social experiences
of young people in cyberspace in order to give them the right context and meanings.
Youth upbringing should include cultural and non-functional functioning in the network,
teach an assessment of the consequences of their actions, responsibility for the use of
materials available on the Internet, published content and the psychological well-being
of the person also in the mediated contact. The basis of these skills is understanding
or even elemental feeling that there is a human being on the other side.
At the beginning of the 21st century, the future of culture looked rosy. The Internet was
to give people freedom, equality, brotherhood, universal access to culture and eruption
of creativity, as many thought. Instead, we got corporate monopolies and movies about
picking up a dog for a spider, the author reminds. The initial cyber-optimism of
intelectuals was dismissed by the subsequent developments.
This is a collection of texts published earlier in the online "dwutygodnik.com". The
authors focus on the title new culture, equating it above all with the new media and the
new forms of participation that result from their use. In third part "other texts" one can
find interesting essays, describing the current problems of culture on the web:
copyright, the reluctance of institutions to technological revolutions, open access, the
problem of piracy, the poetics of Twitter.
Despite the fact, that YouTube still is not a commonly used SM for commercial
affiliations, the market slowly begins to see actual potential of the advertisement on the
Video Sharing Platforms. Therefore, the optimal solution for now is to use You Tube as
a supporting medium for SM campaign.
In addition to search function, Google offers several other services and tools, also
these not related with the initial company outline based on search of information but
making it possible to store it, share it, analise and personalise.

Young people eagerly reach for virtual masks, constructing the Internet identity.
Selected avatars often adhere to a symbolic figure. They want to show themselves in
the social media in best image to get the sympathy of their peers. They constantly
publish photos of themselves, waiting for comments. When someone does not receive
comments, he feels rejected. The boundary between what is virtual and real is blurring.
New media penetrate into everyday life. Some employers already treat personal
profiles on Facebook as a type of CV. This is our virtual business card in which both
form and content matter. Excessive idealization of the image can make us stop being
authentic. This needs reflection and moderation.
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New face of
communication.
Selected legal and
ethical aspects of
spreading contents in
the cyberspace
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Facebook As An
ejournals.eu 2015
Element Of Strategic
Management Or
Broadcasters Ball And
Chain? Example Of
Estonia And Poland
Media in the face of
ejournals.eu 2013
challenges of the
knowledge society:
economic aspects of
media management in
the digital economy
Production And
ejournals.eu 2016
Consumption Of News
In Times Of Facebook,
Do Anybody Still Needs
Journalists?

Katarzyna KamińskaKorolczuk

PL070

New media coopetition: ejournals.eu 2013
between consumercreator and
organization

Jan Kreft
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“Huffinization” of media Zarządzanie Mediami , Mariana Petrova
content
2015
v ol 3, Nr 2

PL068

PL069

ejournals.eu 2015
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Polish law is not adapted to the changing technical reality. And this relates not only the
social media, as shown by the presented research results. Also traditional media go
through the convergence process and are present on the web. Legal and social
experience indicates that it is necessary to amend or replace the current press act
from 1984. Social networks disseminate not only information, but also rumors and
image, which is subject to legal protection. It is difficult to introduce new legal
regulations in the area of electronic media in short time.
For both Estonian and Polish dailies, Facebook profiles are not a significant channel of
communication with readers. The exemption is Gazeta Wyborcza. Sometimes a
Facebook profile is more a necessity as itself constitutes not any creative, additional
communication channel with readers.
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Overwhelming presence of information technologies changes processes of managing
media companies. Traditional borders disappear and prepare organisations for a more
effective market functional models and original ways of content management.
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Irena Wolska-Zogata

Online journalism has changed the way in which news is produced and consumed. Not
only has the rigid division of broadcasters and recipients been abolished, the Internet
user can also produce news and share information, which to some extent questions
the role of a journalist.
Journalists from traditional media who are going to the blogosphere play the role of
commentators more often than news providers. And conversely, professional
journalism is powered by citizen journalists who provide the latest news and comment
on social media events. Messages are no longer solely owned by the news editorials.
Cooperation between competing media companies and media users is a common
practice. It is not only the consequence of technological changes but also changes in
strategies of media organisations that look for new business solutions. The author
presents a concept of “new media coopetition” – a comprehensive relationship
between active media users and media companies as well as between the companies
themselves.
New models of media content management are primarily targeted at reducing costs
and increasing profits and at splitting off from the traditional bilateral management
model. Society needs to have not only free, clear and segregated media content
available from a variety of devices but also to share their opinion with others. Such
societal demand was sensed by Arianna Huffington who created the whole media
empire counting more than 100 million readers from all over the world. She has
created a huge opinion-forming platform (The Huffington Post) which combines a news
aggregator and blogging platform together to which you can add TV channels,
magazines and e-books activity. Such combination of media content aggregator
activity with bloggers platform activity can be defined as “huffinization”. Media content
are created by the platform users and more than 30 000 unpaid bloggers that is
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allowed not only to ramp up profits but also stimulate the development of political and
social events
PL072

USE OF SOCIAL
DOI:
Syrkiewicz-Świtała,
MEDIA MARKETING 10.18515/dBEM.M2016 Magdalena & Lar,
TOOLS FOR
.n01.ch19
Katarzyna & Holecki,
PROMOTING HEALTH
Tomasz
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How does Facebook Zarządzanie Mediami, Bartosz Malinowski
traps us in a bubble. 2016, Tom 4, Numer
The Facebook’s
1, s. 15–22
content filter algorithm
vs filter bubble effect

PL074

The Role Of
cejsh.icm.edu.pl
Social media in Political
Communication

Małgorzata Posyłek

PL075

Learning with the
cejsh.icm.edu.pl
New Media – New
Quality or New
Difficulty?
Fragmentation or
Integration? The Need
for New Convergent
Education
The use of social media http://cns.wuwr.pl
by the Polish
parliamentary political
parties outside the
period of election
campaigns

Janusz Miąso

PL076

Marta Bodys

56% of offices do not use social networking sites in the conduct of health campaigns.
The other commonly used canals in these operations are Facebook (25%) or YouTube
(6%). 50% of offices do not apply the tools of social media marketing. The rest
declares active participation in discussions on Internet health forums. It has been
postulated to pay more attention to social media and social media marketing tools in
health promotion campaigns carried out in order to improve the efficiency of
communication with the present information society.
In a situation in which the role of an information mediumprimarily take over social
media with Facebook at the forefront, the role of gatekeeper they take over algorithms,
in other words, machines. Their biggest limitation is lack of ethics. The algorithms sort
according to strict validity rules, but they do not soft skills of a subjective distinction of
what is really important, from what is irrelevant or harmful from the perspective of the
broader general good.
Digital information bubbles may constitute a danger for society as they make a public
discussions poorer and people more prone to propaganda and manipulation. On a
purely technical and individual level, it can be reached for the options available on
Facebook and use several functions that reduce the tightness of the filter bubble. The
author describes how to use these functionalities.
From a macro perspective, that is, the whole of society, the keyto limit the negative
impact of the filter bubble is transparency.
Even the most active candidates did not use all the possibilities offered by Facebook,
limiting themselves to self-presentation in the form of posting photos from events with
their participation. They resigned to interacting with other users and conducting
discussions. Development of modern technologies largely contributed to
professionalisation of electoral campaigns that enetred cyberspace adapting marketing
communication instruments to new transmission channels.
A model of education is suggested based on analysis of situation of a man and media
society, where media are a new quality in learning process, and cause of difficulty
itself, but motivate to necessary convergent education supported by interpersonal
communication.

3

Political parties are present in social media but their communication with the voter
does not use all possibilities. The choice of channels and the way of communicating
seem often accidental, there is no visible, strong communication strategy. Social media
are still not the main communication channel for political actors in Poland or a channel
that has the potential to gather a strong, stable electorate.
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Social Media As An
Advertising Tool

pbn.nauka

PL078

Social Media – The
Challenges And The
Future Direction of The
Recruitment Process In
HRM Area

Studia Ekonomiczne. Beata Hysa,Anna
Zeszyty Naukowe
Mularczyk, Iwona
Uniwersytetu
Zdonek
Ekonomicznego w
Katowicach ISSN 20838611 Nr 234 · 2015

Social media serving
terrorism

pbn.nauka, 2013
(chapter in a book)
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PL080

Information Broker –
Mission Statement,
Activities,
Competences

Marta Hamala

Marta Agata Zakręta

Chapter in a book
Małgorzata Kowalska
: INFOBROKERSTWO.
Idee, koncepcje,
rozwiązania
praktyczne. STRONY:
161-193
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Social media connect people at a little cost and it is very beneficial for enterpreneurs
who want to enlarge their contacts. As business works globally, social media facilitate
contacts worldwide. Taking a decision to establish a company, it is probably worth to
advertise it through social media?
The applicants for jobs first of all search for jobs on the Internet. However, the best
way to find a job was seen through personal networking. Only 40% were aware of
existence of social network specializing in professional business contacts. However,
the majority of respondents (almost 90%) believed that social media impacted the
hiring process. Almost 50% respondents consider that it is reasonable when employer
makes some restrictions for employees in term of their activity in social networking
sites.
The fact is that the rapid growth of social media presents a unique challenge for
employees as well as employers:
• Traditional methods of recruitment are revolutionizing by the tools offered by social
media. They enable recruiters to find quality hires by targeting competencies. They
also permit to evaluate applicants by reviewing their social profiles.
• Candidates applying for a job should take care of their image in the Internet.
• Employees may waste valuable time using social media sites such as Facebook and
Twitter. This way social media can have a negative influence on worker productivity.
• Social media can be used by employees to attack the company’s reputation. Rude,
unwelcome and negative comments can create a negative image for the company and
their brand.
• It is important to know the rules of activity on social networks to make sure that it is
safe for both sides including: − The specific time for social networking, for example,
employees are allowed to participate in social networking during lunch or coffee
breaks. − Encouraging employees to take part in the company’s social networking
activities. − Provide guidelines which determine appropriate and inappropriate
behaviour for a company’s social networking employees. − In the worst scenario,
social networking should be banned completely in the workplace.
The appearance of the applicationWeb 2.0 allowed terrorist organizations to reach
people, which were previously behind the reach of their traditional sitesonline.
Disseminating propaganda on various platformsand in various formats makes fighting
it increasingly difficult, especially that it is impossible to close global portals websites,
such as YouTube and Twitter, in the same way as internet forums. Internet for a seem
to be losing their importance nowadays, and probably in the future they will become
exclusively hermetic the place of contact of key members of terrorist organizations.
while all propaganda activities will take place using global social media.
Infobroker is the intermediary between information resources and the people and
institutions who need them. This type of information specialist helps find information
and then supplements it with its formal and quantitative analysis. Major strengths of
the information broker are the ability to develop and use relevant information retrieval
strategies, the accurate choice of information sources, the ability to evaluate these
sources and familiarity with places where information may be obtained.
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Managing the crisis
communication in the
space social media in
the context of the
phenomenon online
aggression

pbn.nauka

PL082

Virtual Worlds And
Labour Market

pbn.nauka

PL083

Life on the thumbnail – pbn.nauka
new media and the
culture of transparency

PL084

How The Social Media pbn.nauka
Mechanisms Push Its
Users To Populism

PL085

Acceleration of
pbn.nauka, 2013
Communication in the
Era of Social Media.
Implications for Crisis
Management in an
Organization

PL086

Use of Social Media in pbn.nauka, 2013
Building Social Capital

J) Recommendations, findings

Monika KaczmarekŚliwińska
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New media environment brought in phenomena that might be the cause of crisis for
persons and organisations - hating. Its total elimination seems impossible. A self-guard
in the form of creating rules of behavior on social media, educational campaigns or
legal instruments are not working effectively in all cases, as the essence of the crisis is
chaos. That is why it is worth to act preventively, strengthen the awareness of hate
threats, conduct monitoring and take remedial actions. This is also why the science on
the new media environment and the consistent identification of good practices in the
area of communication are becoming so important.
Izabela Maria Stefaniak In virtual worlds, real money can be earned in several ways. Communities of virtual
worlds can be an example of a modern work society - immaterial and often free, and
sharing the source codes - an example of prosumerism or social involvement, as well
as a new way of communication between producers and users. There are several
professions related to virtual worlds there. Virtual worlds are also becoming an
alternative for investors with places for new business activities conducted only in the
electronic space.
Patrycja Bałdys
The pictorial world of new media is becoming an ideal environment for the
development of our narcissistic personalities. In the web, fantasy dominates reality,
among other things, because it is very easy to be what you want to be, not what you
really are. By inserting photos, posting comments, looking for popularity, we create our
virtual 'I', which can be better, more beautiful, more interesting than is the real one.
Lack of remaining privacy causes changes in interpersonal relationships, social
communication, and above all contributes to changes in the existing system of values.
New media play an important and generally positive role in individual and society life.
Though, one often forgets how dangerous tools they can be when used without any
reflection.
Konrad Niklewicz
The social media has the potential to assemble otherwise disparate social movements
and activists and, in consequence, to challenge incumbent political establishment
more efficiently. The social media allows the creation of disruptive spaces – virtual
places where people try to obstruct actually implemented (existing) policies. The niche
marketing and the possibility to target individuals with a tailored offer on a mass-scale,
made possible by the online technologies, might be advantageous for commercial
endeavors, but not for the democratic politics.
Marek Kiczka
It presents the changes in crisis communication resulting from the rising popularity of
social media. It elaborates on the advantages as well as threats of social media for
companies and institutions regardless of whether they are active in this specific virtual
environment or not. It introduced new terms for the communication processes taking
place in social media such phenomena as e-WOM (electronic word-of- -mouth) or viral
effect. The case studies presented illustrate how fast information is published and
shared via blogs, microblogs and social portals and what are the implications for crisis
management in an organization. The full text is not accessible.
Martyna
Compared to other countries, the level of trust and civic engagement in Poland is very
Wronka , Hanna Saryus low, so it is worth considering the possibilities to improve the situation, even with the
z-Wolska
help of new communication technologies.
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Communication in
pbn.nauka
Joanna Juszczyksocial networking
Rygałło
websites. Development
of social bonds or
polarization of political
views?
Media management
http://katalogi.bn.org.pl Andrzej Chodyński
and security

Social media as the
space for new
evangelisation
implementation
Social networks in
politics - medium of
(dis)information?

Maciej Flader

Kultura – Media –
Kinga Jaruga
Teologia 2013 nr 13 s.
53-67

PL091

Media convergence approaches and
experiences

http://katalog.nukat.edu Renata Szczepaniak
.pl
(Editor)

PL092

Mobile application as
cultural phenomenon

http://katalog.nukat.edu Barbara Orzeł
.pl
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Media education is to be an important element of preventing manipulation in the
media, especially to develop the ability to correctly perceive the contents of media
messages, enriched with critical reflection.

3

1

5

9 media
education

This is meta-review-. Emphasis has been put on the possibilities of taking security
aspects into consideration in the activities of media organisations as well as on
strategic behaviour of media companies in the global market, in particular on
convergence phenomena. It discusses changes in the media market, transformations
of the value chain, shaping of the media business models, media as a stakeholder,
media stakeholders, the role of corporate social responsibility (CSR), media in crisis
situations, importance of media logistics. It has been pointed out that media may
perform a positive role for improvement of security, but also may be used to create
situations threatening this security.
text is not available
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Information potential of this SM, attractive functionalityand low costs associated with
functioning in the area of Web 2.0 make the social networks constitute an attractive
element mediating the revitalization process of polititical communication.Creating
software that monitors content social networks, acquiring followers by buying or
artificial generation interest through techniques based on the dissemination system
unwanted information such as astroturfing. It can be hoped that all activitiy will not
remain limited to the so-called slacktivism - a phenomenon in which the manipulatively
unconscious generation "political lazy", instead of taking specific actions, will be limited
to clicking in the "like it" type icon.
The articles collected in this volume encompass the outcomes of the conference
«Media Convergence – Konwergencja Mediów – Medienkonvergenz», held at the
Cracow in March 2011. The conference alllegedly confirmed usefulness of the concept
of convergence used at the conference – tio see convergence as broadly as possible.
The purely systemating approach has failed. Instead, the study of mutual media
interactions seems to be extremely productive.
The discourse devoted to mobile applications focuses on the following categories: •
TIME, • PLACES, • SPEED (or maybe more: slowing / multitude of alternatives,
P95detachment from what is important), • PRICES / VALUES ("nothing for free"), •
FREEDOMS / ADULTS, • NEEDS, • INDIVIDUALISM, • CREATIVITY AND
INNOVATION. Two of them: SPEED and PRICE / VALUE, are more frequent in
considerations. The speed was in the very nature of mobile applications and was
transported to other areas of culture. Almost every medium, when coming, from the
printed book, press, radio, television, to the Internet - was praised as a breakthrough,
carrying a flicker of education to homes. However, enthusiasm faded when they
brought trivial, and often reprehensible, disgraceful, subversive, heretical content.
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Post-truth and the new http://katalog.nukat.edu Piotr Pawełczyk, Jakub
media. Do we need
.pl
Jakubowski
post-truth?

PL094

The Impact
BazEkon, 2014
of Media Convergence
on Directions of
Information Society
Development

Katarzyna KuźniarŻyłka

PL095

Public Service Media in BazEkon, 2014
the Era Of
Convergence European Regulation
and Practice of
Communication

Stanisław Jędrzejewski

PL096

Contemporary Facing BazEkon (book, 2014) Małgorzata Kowalska ,
of Communication and
Przemysław Krysiński
Information. Problems,
Ewa Głowacka, editors
Studies, Hypotheses
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Mobile applications - a small "obsession" of modern times - let them constitute a step
to a better understanding of the mechanisms of action, conduct, and perceiving that
are deeply embedded in each of us.
Intentional use of lies and including them into the sequence of strategic activities
aimed at achieveing a political goal seem to be outside of standard marketing. There is
a difference between highlighting positives, changes of image, or even failure to
mention product negatives, and intentionally leading customers or public opinion to
mistakes, in order to achieve own benefits.
The information society is developing towards increasingly networked organizational
forms, forwhose multiplatform media infrastructure is the basis of information and
communication circuits on a different scale, from local to global. Social change reflects
increasing virtuality, independence, interaction, awareness, efficiency and dispersion
comments of contemporary consumers of multimedia messages. For media
companies, this requires organizing production to make it possible to disseminate
content through various levels of distribution, as well as becoming more and more
flexible in approaches in the area ofstrategic and operational management.
Legal solutions, which include applicable law, are clearly aimed at the analogue reality,
in which frequencies are scarce, work is still in great institutions of broadcasting (public
and private), the regulatory body is occupied largely in controlling the content, and the
decisions concerning the schedules use similar criteria to those of beauty contests.
The regulations in the field of media must be due to several fundamental principles of
audiovisual policy, including the assumption that the scope of intervention, in
accordance with the principle of “light touch”, may not exceed what is necessary;
separate from what is on the content of this which includes the distribution of media;
technology neutral regulatory duties to differentiate linear and non-linear services; to
protect freedom of speech, pluralism, programming diversity, respect the right of reply,
to protect minors; and finally recognize the role of public media. it seems that the
choice between self-regulation and co-regulation in addition to the characteristics of
the area is also conditioned by cultural factors. Most self-regulatory solutions for the
state to advocate strongly rooted culture are in liberal Great Britain, Ireland and the
Netherlands. Other European countries with the political culture imposing state
intervention are more in favour co-regulatory mechanisms. In addition, none of these
mechanisms are used for areas of political significance such as the safety of citizens.
Finally, in practice it is often difficult to make a precise distinction between the above
mentioned two models of alternative methods of regulation. The table below illustrates
the main theoretical differences between the new alternative and the old mechanisms
of the regulation in the media.
This is collections of many papers. The key common idea is that communication can
no longer be understood as sending a message that leaves the sender to reach the
recipient. It must be understood that the circulation of messages on carriers
conditioning their content is the subject of continuous (re) interpretation on the part of
users and active recipients-readers. Stereotypes that assume purely telegraphic
communication, originating from old works on information transfer, do not correspond
to the current state of science While in previous ages communication and exchange of
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bazEkon
learning. Media, identity
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Media Convergence in bn.org
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Jerzy Jastrzębski
Adam Szynol
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Between efficiency and Studia
Tadeusz Kowalski
freedom. Introduction to Medioznawcze Media
the economics of
Studies 4 (71) 2017
algorithmic selection

PL100

Media tabloidization
and convergence

pressto.amu.edu

Agnieszka Calek
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information were something secondary to human life in the face of thinking and action,
values and education, the foundations of culture and morality, today they enter all its
dimensions. They become a value in themselves. Therefore, more and more often we
no longer talk about a man equipped with high communication efficiency, but above all
about the necessity of having communication awareness that without healing social
communication it is difficult to imagine the beneficial course of history.
text not available
Media companies are more and more often applying convergence strategies,
responding to the needs of increasingly demanding users, striving to increase profits
and overtake competition in applying innovations. This pursuit of new solutions is a
generally beneficial phenomenon, because it causes mutual rivaling of competing
corporations for constant searches and improvements. Oligopoly structures, which in
many segments of the media market have developed in Poland, are beneficial,
because they are characterized by a wide variety of products and their intensive
marketing (advertising), with significant price stability in longer periods and moderate
price competition. Technical convergence allows or even forces access to a broader
offer of a given broadcaster and creates the possibility of building compact and / or
comprehensive offers (eg triple play). The production of content in a multimedia group
is then much cheaper, the management efficiency is higher and revenues from
advertising are more effective.
Algorithmic selection understood as a process that assigns relevance to information
elements of a data set by an automated, statistical assessment of decentralized
generated data signals, plays an increasingly important role in communication
primarily through social media. The number of goals and tasks filled by different types
of functional algorithms significantly impedes the assessment of their impact and
importance on individuals and society. The economic benefits of using them are
related to threats to basic civil rights, including the right to privacy. Most users have
littleawareness of the scale of surveillance, although many elements of the data
collection policy by various services are publicly available. In the solution the dilemma
of efficiency vs the right to privacy, emphasis is often placed on decisions of a user and
his selection options regarding the so-called privacy policy. The problem is however
much wider, because to make the selection options by an individual user effectively,
reducing the range of collected information, the same assumptions should apply also
to other people and institutions with whom he has to do. This is usually not possible,
Nnetwork effects allow to collect information even when someone else does not want
it. The problem has dimensions both legal and legal-ethical.
Four hypotheses are proposed and developed concerning the mutual relations of f
convergence and tabloidization. The first assumes that they are two completely
independent processes, and their similarity is only a matter of chance.However, it is
very unlikely, especially for such expressive ones points of contact.
The second hypothesis assumes that tabloidisation is the predecessor of
convergence, that is, the second evolved from the first. It is true that this hypothesis is
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Transmedia story – sign postscriptum.us.edu
of the times

PL102

Social media mania
Media Watch, Volume Nêcek, R., Gurba, K.
and the professional 7, Issue 1, 1 January
gratification: An
2016, Pages 19-29
investigation on the
social media exposure
and use of social media
for news makeup
among the polish
journalists
Mobile and social
eChallenges
Lysik, L., Kutera, R.,
technologies in
Conference,
Machura, P.
marketing campaigns in 10 March 2015, Article
Poland - A research
number 7058148
study

PL103

Magdalena
Boczkowska
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spoken by the same tools used in both processes, which in the case of tabloidization
are, however, quite primitive, and in convergence they are developed and well-refined.
In turn, the third hypothesis assumes that the tabloidization has been absorbed
through convergence and became its tool. This is possible, although doubts may arise
from the fact that the groups of recipients of products afterbut they do not completely
overlap in the conditions of both processes. The last hypothesis assumes that
tabloidization is a convergence subsystem, in accordance with the principle of Kenneth
K. Bouliding's system hierarchy. In practice, this means that tabloidization contains
more, smaller subsystems. Undoubtedly, convergence divides the tools with
tabloidization, but there is some doubt and the diversity is different in this hypothesis of
its quality.The authoraccepts the third or fourth hypothesis, but also to some extent
and the second definition.
Transmedia narratives can be seen as transgressiveness , ie the ability to exceed
one's own limitations resulting from the features of the media - the type of audience,
etc. There was a re-theatricalisation of television, and the culture of revealing fiction
was replaced by the culture of its being updated, the deconstruction of illusion. The
transmedia literature would have the following features: multimedia - using many
media and technology platforms while exploiting and preserving features of each of
them; complexity and multithreading. The media and platforms present different
stories, but the topic is common, and individual themes can be created using different
narrative perspectives; participation and interactivity. The transmedia recipient cocreates the story, becoming a prosumer (producer and consumer), designs and adds
content to any platform in the so-called entry points (rabbit holes); mobility and
flexibility.
The following hypothesis were confirmed: 1) Top Polish television journalists use social
media extensively, with a moderate level of sophistication with respect to support tools,
but often with great commitment. 2) They are skeptical about the credibility of the
message from the social media agenda, and do not perceive it as a threat to the
trustworthiness of large traditional media (although polls concerning trust in this
respect seem to deny this). 3) They do not fear any threat to traditional media, and
even have a sense of superiority, or even a mission in relation to social media.
The results of the research process prove the stated hypothesis and suggest that
pairing mobile connectivity with social media functionality may be a recommended
approach, since it arguably improves the communication process. The use of mobile
solutions allows companies to reach their customer base without the typical constraints
of time and space, while valuable data stored on social profiles help them to adjust
their marketing content to customer preferences (both with respect to the form and the
context). To achieve the best results and secure future growth companies and
marketers should follow the expectations of consumers, and to accomplish that, they
should: - reduce intrusive forms of advertising in favour of content delivered to the
consumer at the right place and at the right time, - address the challenges of privacy
by ensuring more transparency and control over users’ privacy choices, - offer good
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The impact of brand
communication on
brand equity through
Facebook

Journal of Research in Schivinski, B.,
Interactive Marketing, Dabrowski, D.
Volume 9, Issue 1, 9
March 2015, Pages 3153

PL105

Using social media in
crisis management:
SOTERIA fusion center
for managing
information gaps

20th International
Conference on
Information Fusion,
Fusion 2017 Proceedings,
11 August 2017, Article
number 8009880

PL106

Influence of social
communication on
content-based
recommendation

Proceedings - 2017 IEEE Maleszka, B.,
International Conference Maleszka, M.
on INnovations in
Intelligent SysTems and
Applications, INISTA 2017,
3 August 2017, Article
number 8001147, Pages
143-148

Laudy, C., Ruini, F.,
Zanasi, A.,
Przybyszewski, M.,
Stachowicz, A.
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quality subscription services for on-demand marketing information,  create
personalised offers, valuable content, special offers and promotions for upcoming and
current customers,  manage promotional activities in accordance with the
communication channel.
Both firm-created and user-generated social media brand communication influence
brand awareness/associations; whereas user-generated social media brand
communication had a positive impact on brand loyalty and perceived brand quality.
Additionally, there are significant differences between the industries being investigated.
This article is pioneering in that it exposes the effects of two different types of social
media communication (i.e. firm-created and user-generated social media brand
communication) on CBBE (consumer-based brand equity) metrics, a topic of relevance
for both marketers and scholars in the era of social media. Additionally, it differentiates
the effects of social media brand communication across industries, which indicate that
practitioners should implement social media strategies according to industry specifics
to lever CBBE metrics.
Authors propose a set of tools aiming at reducing these information gaps and
supporting the human operators in the social media generated information during crisis
and emergency management. The first tool aims at geolocalising tweets relying on the
content of the messages. The second tool provides sentiment analysis and clustering
of multi-lingual messages and the third tool provides means for semantic information
fusion and hypothesis evaluation relying on the contents and metadata of the tweets
reporting about an event.
Authors simulate several different types of such communication and its influence on
contentbased recommendation system. Authors intend to use this results for improving
the quality of such systems.
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Can Social Media
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Enterprises
An experiment with
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Foundations of
Management, Volume
9, Issue 1, 1 February
2017, Pages 161-174
Advances in Intelligent
Systems and Computing,
Volume 521, 2017, Pages
221-223, 37th International
Conference on Information
Systems Architecture and
Technology, ISAT 2016;
Karpacz; Poland; 18
September 2016 through
20 September 2016; Code
183789

Multinationals are active users of social media: FDI and online networking converge in
international corporations. Companies with similar (fixed) characteristics but with
double Facebook followers show 4% higher investment volumes. Similar companies
with double Twitter followers invest 15% more capital abroad. The effect of SM on FDI
is on average 3.9% higher on B2C than on B2B firms. Online social neetworks (OSNs)
have a greater effect on firms with high-international activity. This result suggests that
firms need to invest and develop mobile and customer capabilities in order to fully
exploit the benefits of social media for FDI. In the knowledge-based sector, OSNs have
a greater impact on foreign business activity. Governments are beginning to
understand the power of SM to communicate with multinational corporations. Hashtags
such as #SpainLovesTesla are a starting point in the social media calling for FDI. Still,
the relationship between SM and professional networking sites is underexplored, as is
the use of internal digital tools.

Almost 60% of the surveyed finance professionals recognized the potential of social
media for achieving additional returns. We also found out that the differences in
respondents' perception of this potential could be explained mainly by heterogeneity of
their job experience and, to a lesser degree, by their job position. Interestingly, more
experienced individuals were less likely to recognize this potential. Firm-specific
factors did not have a significant effect on the dependent variable. The opinions of
financial market professionals regarding the link between social media and additional
returns are mixed, which is consistent with the current body of evidence brought by
sentiment-based research. Findings confirm the key role of previous experience in
explaining attitudes towards novelties and innovations (such as social media), a
phenomenon known from other fields and everyday experience.
Szwajca, D
Polish companies recognize the potential of SM and try to apply them in their
marketing efforts. In the approach to the SM as a communication channel, the
traditional way of thinking dominates, in which they are treated as just another
promotional tool used by two departments: marketing and public relations (PR). This
way of using SM is not integrated and does not allow effective building and protecting
reputation in the Internet environment.
Chodak, G., Suchacka, Results show some differences in Facebook users’ reaction to the individual items’
G.
advertisements, however no significant differences in efficiency of the marketing
campaign for books and for audiobooks were observed.
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2017, Pages 325-332
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2017, Pages 181-191
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user-guided social
media crawling method
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Thus far, investment in social media has concentrated on individual ventures, whereas
asset allocation to SM as a distinct strategy is only emerging. The nascent stage of
asset management initiatives devoted to SM investing is attributable to the limited
record of most SM entities, their low transparency, inauspicious going-public strategies
of several SM companies and conservatism among most collective investment
institutions. There are also risk management and diversification rules de facto limiting
SM securities in portfolios. To date, only two major exchange traded funds (ETFs)
have been identified in the SM industry. Prospectively, social media investment
strategies are also likely to woo hedge- and mutual funds. Rising investment exposure
to SM investments is thus likely to tread the path of earlier socioeconomic and
technological breakthroughs – from uneasy adoption to broad engagement.
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The use of social media for educational purposes is determined by socio-demographic
variables (gender, age, education level) that returned different social media users’
profiles across countries. Overall, the results indicate that social media is a useful tool
of communication between teachers and students but that national cultural differences
must be taken into account in the design of subjects and teaching materials used by
teachers in the digital environment. From another point of view, the results related with
the cultural differences and the socio-economic determinants may give insight to the
marketers in the promotion of education related products such as books, language
schools, degree and certificate programs in social media.
Procedia Computer
Siguencia, L.O.,
Polish clubs start to notice the potential and opportunity Instagram offers for marketing.
Science,
Herman, D., Marzano, There are shown some important facts how Polish Top – league Clubs uses Instagram
Volume 104, 1
G., Rodak, P.
as a marketing channel. To do this effectively the clubs analyze how to grow their
December 2016, Pages
audience and promote their clubs effectively on the social network.
73-80
ICTE 2016; Riga
Technical
UniversityRiga; Latvia;
Code 134528
Entropy,
Erlandsson, F., Bródka, It is possible to cover approximately 75% of the interactions on a Facebook page by
Volume 19, Issue 12, 1 P., Boldt, M., Johnson, sampling just 20% of its posts, and at the same time reduce the crawling time by 53%.
December 2017, Article H.
In addition, the social network constructed from the 20% sample contains more than
number 686
75% of the users and edges compared to the social network created from all posts,
and it has similar degree distribution.
Frontiers in
Syrkiewicz-Switala, M., Regarding perspectives for the use of social media in e-pharmamarketing authors find
Pharmacology,
Romaniuk, P., Ptak1, E. that this require personalized communication, the use of online promotion tools, in
Volume 7, Issue NOV,
order to perform advertising in contact with a demanding client. Currently
21 November 2016,
pharmaceutical companies use social media to communicate basic information on their
Article number 445
life, but they still do not appreciate it sufficiently as a tool to build the image of
company or products. It is therefore considered that these companies should attach
greater importance to the presence in this type of media, especially in the light of
dynamic changes in the way people communicate.
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Smolqg, K., Slusarczyk, This paper presented the idea of formation of relational capital in universities using
B.,
social media.
Kot, S.
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The research findings, obtained in the diagnostic survey and the focus interview,
indicate that: The vast majority of the respondents (157 children aged 10 – 12 from
one Polish city) have accounts on Facebook, and the older the child, the greater the
probability that he/she has his/her own profile. Girls have more friends and photos on
the Facebook profile than boys, and the number of friends grows along with the users’
age. The research results presented in the article are the benchmark for educational
activities that should be undertaken in order to regulate the usage of Facebook by
children under 13 years of age.
It was shown that there are a number of important considerations of the use of social
and mobile media in marketing. Both consumers and enterprises are aware of the
mutual penetration of both media media and see the potential of such approach and
measurable benefits for themselves. The balance of benefits and threats clearly
indicates that it is worth undertaking activity in both environments, in a coordinated and
in-depth manner, so as to avoid threats related to image crises or technical problems.
It is not worth taking action spontaneously, it should be involved in communication and
constantly ready to respond to any problems. As the practice shows, integration of
social and mobile media puts marketing to a new level of interaction - characterized by
immediacy and personal character.
Because of copyright protection (“the more expensive the production of the news, the
more it is protected by the producer“), aggregator user is directed to the news websites
which he would not be able to find on his own while searching for the desired
information. It may be a chance for smaller web sites. In the discussed context, there
is a research question: to what extent do people feel advised? It is obvious that they
complain about the deluge of information, which the segregators only help them to
distil. It does not mean that they have to be happy with the information they receive, its
scope or quantity.
Due to digitalization, for a number of people it is often difficult to distinguish between
what is real and what is virtual. That is a threat for the mental health. Today, all
societies and cultures are affected by digitization, rushing at a rate never before
experienced by any cultural change. Therefore, the winners will be those who will
come to the right moment and take seriously the risks and side effects and take action
to strengthen the real man who, entering the virtual world and becoming real-virtual,
will be able to use cyberspace constructively and axiologically.
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The impulse for corporate convergence was technological convergence. Dissemination
of digital methods of communication allowing for easy copying of information, of them
modifying and sharing with others made them repeatedly used in various media.
Digital technology, however, was not the only and most important reason corporate
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convergence. The tendencies to multiply the message on many media platforms
resulted also from the social demand and change in the mode of receiving media
content. Technological and social changes have forced enterprises to transform their
organization and change the business model. Although on the Polish market we also
have an example of moving away from the economies of scale and focusing on
specializations within our competences, but this strategy is isolated. The prevailing
belief is that the profitability of the company will be a derivative of the size and diversity
of shares in the media market. In media activities, the amount of profits depends
largely on the size of the auditorium and the comprehensive possibilities customer
service in the field and at the level corresponding to his individual needs.
The convergence of the media, IT and electronics sectors is a major challenge and a
threat to television broadcasters. In the neighboring markets, there are more and more
goods that are first complementary however, as their technological development and
broadening of the circle of recipients, they become substitutes for the linear reception
of television programs. Television broadcasters can effectively fight such a threat only
by investing in the development of goods in neighboring markets, and thus by fully
exploiting the concept of simultaneous marketing. However, such an approach
requires large investments, which increases the risk of deteriorating financial results of
television broadcasters and lowering the quality of television programs.

The traditional printed press sometimes has been supplemented by additional
materials provided after loading the code printed on the newspaper to the user’s
smartphone. Avaliable is supplement content placed on the newspaper website:
photographs, video footage and audio files. The message is directed to various
senses, and is personalized. It strengthens the power of the media and suggests
objectivity. However, the materials contain the same ideological matrices, coming from
one sender. Sale of the high volume press, running popular websites, as well as radio
and television stations is associated with the promotion of the dominant ideology.
It is necessary excepitonally high media criticism of Polish audience and Internet
users. Meanwhile, media education does not function in schools as a subject of
teaching, was also abolished a few years ago as an educational path. Insufficient is
the preparation of teachers. There is a lack of teaching aids, and under funding
Universities makes it difficult to train future teachers and to develop adequate
educational offer.
Thanks to the convergence culture, people have access to the media all the time.
Convergend as a tool of the Internet and the possibility of digital communication. The
recipient has got into his hands a product for which he has as a user a direct and main
influence, and forms an application and a message according to his preferences.
However, only skilful use of this benefit can prevent general information chaos,
because the content available will carry a specific value to its other recipients, and not
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they will be a collection of insignificant, distorted messages that they already have in
the virtual world there is a whole lot.

It should be noted that the fit radio program to the needs of listeners and opening up to
new information technologies is able to preserve the nature of the radio and its position
in the media system. Radio, both in character the media as well as the institutional,
since its inception proved that it has the ability to survive in a rapidly changing
environment. It should be noted that media convergence, as well as processes of
concentration of ownership, technological innovations, digitization of the media, sociocultural conditions and own potential of the radio organization, significantly (to a
decisive extent) favors the development of the radio; political factors, lack of proper
legal regulations and low efficiency of the environment institutional limits the
development of the radio organization.
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The use of QR codes in the press reading e-press through specially created
applications give almost unlimited possibilities of combining text with graphics, film,
photos. Is this way of reading the new book, reading at 2.0, the only way to survive the
press? Does the press have to integrate as closely as possible and cooperate with the
Internet? The development of the press market may develop in the aforementioned
direction, but it may also change in a different way by making a circle. One of the
alternative solutions is to strive for the press market from 'mass' to 'elitism'. Return to
the stage of elitism it will be caused not only by buying the press by the few, but above
all the nature of the materials posted there. Obviously, newspapers do not have a
chance to compete with the Internet in the field of news and latest news from various
fields, but the future of opinion-forming, scientific and industry magazines appears in a
different light.
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The radio expands its offer with thematic channels, audiovisual recordings, podcasts,
photo galleries, blogs, but a multitude of these possibilities are not always translated
into their quality. This impression can be particularly related to the blog offer of the
station, which is very outdated, fragmentary, and sometimes even missing in some of
its spaces any content. In conclusion, it can be concluded that the potential of the
convergence phenomenon is perceived by the Radio ZET team, nevertheless its
approach - in my opinion - is characterized by considerable superficiality and a pure
attitude towards profit. The audio medium is changing, but this metamorphosis
repeatedly does not take on a qualitative character.
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When examining the problems of "new" and "old" media, the question often arises
whether "new" will replace "old". The question is quite simple in its structure, but the
essence of the problem is a more complex issue. However, if I would like to answer
briefly and clearly, I would incline to the statement that such substitution will not take
place. Yes, more and more people use the Internet and as a medium attracts a large
number of advertisers. However, the aforementioned wealth of offers also has its
drawbacks, because the lack of regulations regarding the functioning of the Internet
sometimes leads to chaos. Attempts to introduce order are not very effective. First of
all because the Internet is relatively new medium, and also very fluent and flexible
evolving. Yes, it applies to the same legal acts that apply to other media, but in many
matters clarification is needed. There is, for example, an online code of journalistic
ethics, the so-called "Netiquette" 30, but the constant evolution of the digital sphere will
require further regulation. The phrase "civilization of the Internet" is one of the longest
processes that awaits us. It will probably take much longer than the conquest of the
Wild West ".
On the basis of the data gathered within this article concerning the position of digital
editions as compared to traditional editions, it can be concluded that the Polish press
market is currently going through its “pre-digital” phase, as a considerable majority of
Poles obtain information and knowledge from television or the Internet. The e-edition
market is only forming up now and merely accounts for a few percent of the total sales
of particular titles.
Readers are more willing to reach out for their print editions, despite their higher
prices. The poor popularity of the e-editions of Polish press titles has certainly been
contributed to by the two largest press distributors: Ruch S.A. and Kolporter, who did
not have a sales network for digital editions. The idea behind integrating editorial
teams is that it does not only bring cost reductions, but also helps to fully utilize the
synergy between the print edition and the online one. However, it must be
remembered that adopting this strategy leads to the homogenization of both the media
and the journalistic forms.
However, this expectation will be extremely difficult to achieve due to on military issues
(intelligence, cyber-espionage, cyberwar) and business (the largest Internet
corporations are US companies) that are on the hands of the United States. Eric
Schmidt (Google's president) said in this context that "the network is already on its way
to Balkanization, because people in different countries receive different services from
Google, Skype or other providers ". Under these circumstances, a series of break tests
should be expected in individual countries or groups of them from a global network and
building their own local networks according to the rules set by national decisionmakers, which will disturb the convergence process.
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In the context of the technical euphoria of our time, they appear for theoretical
reflection two uncertainties over these phenomena. The first of them, danger in aspect
formal, results from the too broad understanding of the media research subject. The
second danger, in the material aspect, would be the lack of sufficient criteria for
differentiation, boundary criteria separating the material subject of research from the
subject of other disciplines.

2

It is impossible to determine one role that Polish networking sites play because they
are tools which work in various areasand affect many aspects of the media. It is worth
mentioning that social networking websites, which are present in the Polish media
market, are an excellent business tool as every action is converted into financial
benefits. Therefore, if the future of Polish media will belong to such websites, it might
turn out that the main purpose of media will not be shaping the public opinion but only
to gain profit. Pluralism of opinions, informing or media control function can be
implemented but will not be the main aim of media existence.
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Convergence, in turn, made it possible to change roles and juggle in the producerconsumer fields. One can get the impression that Polish society is just learning how to
use it effectively tools obtained by the developers of social networking sites. However,
as they show examples from the United States or Egypt, it is worth taking a closer look
at these tools. The future will show where this technological breeze will lead us and
how great
you will see the power of clicking.
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It is important that this jargon, while taking a written form, retains certain elements of
verbal communication. Record of information changes the character of the message,
firstly, it lengthens the message exposure time, and secondly, changes its perception,
after third, words through their spontaneous pronunciation take on the dimension of
living and emotional expression, fourthly, the message is not unambiguous, as every
text depends on context, fifth, it has an impact on greater efficiency in using the written
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language, sixth, it creates a risk of disruptions through the use of spoken language
habits, and finally changes linguistic habits and the dimension of communication.

Bottom generated content, the phenomenon of ‘crowdfounding’ might be integrated
with broader grass-root PR frame. It’s the phenomenon worth monitoring and
analyzing. It seems effective and developing, if we consider presented in the paper
growing number of participants and variety of companies involved. The co-design
might not displace the old techniques of visual identity creation and consequently the
image of the organization construction, there always need to be professionals to
coordinate the contest from the client’s side and through the well-established,
traditional media channels.
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When itis analyzing the presented diversity of the described phenomenon, it should be
assumed that in the case of the media industry there is "a convergence of
convergence", and hence the convergence and integration of all its types in every
aspect of the marketing of funds communication. It is obvious that the marketing
activity of the media and the process of their integrity influence each other and are
interactive with each other: inventions, convergences markets or legal rules stimulate
product development, distribution and, in the long run, price and promotion. At the
same time, the nature of the media industry, especially its dynamics, competitiveness
and adjustment to recipients, mean that the media is constantly looking for new, better,
but also more and more convergent solutions (from technology, through normativity,
and ending with the management of media content).
Due to the close and mutual relationship between media marketing and convergence,
it is possible to talk about their symbiotic co-occurrence in the new reality - because it
is permanently embedded in the social context - reality.
Universities are becoming more and more involved in building their virtual communities
because they realize that students expect it and that it has an impact on building their
image as a modern and committed university. However, they must consistently
conduct two-way communication with the environment - provide information and on the
other hand listen to the fans and use the knowledge acquired in this way to create an
attractive offer. Students' activity on Facebook is also associated with the university
and with studies. 90% of respondents believe that universities should operate on social
networks and 86% indicated Facebook as a portal appropriate to this. 55% of the
respondents are fans of their department. 58% of respondents are looking for
information related to the university / studies on this portal. At universities that have not
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Rzeszowie, Sosnowiec –
Praga 2013, p. 319
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decided to set up official profiles, the initiative is often taken up by students: they
establish an unofficial profile, often gathering a large community.
Positively outstanding in social media institution is the University of Economics in
Katowice. It is the only one which has profiles in foreign languages – English (Twitter
profile) and Russian (Vkontakte profile). The rest of the Polish universities are not
ready to use social media in order to recruit the best students from all over the world.
However, polish universities acknowledge the necessity of taking advantage of social
media in building the relations with the surroundings. The best ones have accounts in
the most popular web social portals and carry on energetic activities which result in a
considerable number of fans. They should, however, follow the example of such
universities as Harvard, which as the main aim of the social media activity set, first of
all, building the image on the international arena and recruiting the best students from
all over the world.
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© Fundacja „Humanitas”:
networking site is important, not quality and content, while local councilors themselves
Sosnowiec 2013
do not see the potential of the network. In many cases, the commissioning of a website
Współpraca: Akademia
Ignatianum w Krakowie
by local government units for companies involves high costs, which do not reflect the
Wyższa Szkoła Informatyki
usefulness and quality for target groups, and are often art for art - a given IT company
i Zarządzania w
runs many websites of municipalities, counties and provinces according to some
Rzeszowie, Sosnowiec –
identical almost a template, not including the local needs of residents. Local
Praga 2013, p. 341
governments are only at the stage of learning how to use the benefits of the Internet
and effectively use: e-promotion, e-communication, e-information and e-administration
in relation to its consumers.
The evolution of public PROBLEMY
Zbigniew Chmielewski Conducting a dialogue, taking place with a significant participation of the media,
KONWERGENCJI
relations tools
requires reaching for new instruments modify existing ones to maintain communication
as a consequence of MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
effectiveness and relations with stakeholders. Search for new forms that take into
Wydawnicza „Humanitas”:
media convergence
account such phenomena as: real-time contact via the Internet, connecting traditional
Sosnowiec 2013
media and "new media", creating a community around problems, topics or brands,
© Verbum: Praha 2013
tabloidisation of the media, becomes a necessity for public relations organizers and
© Fundacja „Humanitas”:
generates unobserved
Sosnowiec 2013
earlier, the practice of conducting a dialogue. By observing the phenomena described,
Współpraca: Akademia
Ignatianum w Krakowie
you can anticipate the further evolution of tools and the emergence of new forms of
Wyższa Szkoła Informatyki
establishing relationships, adjusting public relations to technical communication
i Zarządzania w
possibilities, but also expectations and habits that arise during this process of
Rzeszowie, Sosnowiec –
postmodern society
Praga 2013, p. 361
information.
PROBLEMY
Internet meme in
Marek Maruszczak
The use of internet memes for marketing purposes involves risks that must be taken
KONWERGENCJI
marketing,
by the creators of promotional messages. Breaking the advertisement out of the
MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
road from
control of its authors is not an option that one should prepare for, but a completely
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Anna Modzelewska
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Wydawnicza „Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013
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Praga 2013, p. 401
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Małgorzata RzeszutkoKONWERGENCJI
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Piotrowska
MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
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Wydawnicza „Humanitas”:
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Sosnowiec 2013
in Poland and the
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© Fundacja „Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013
Współpraca: Akademia
Ignatianum w Krakowie
Wyższa Szkoła Informatyki
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Praga 2013, p. 419
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certain consequence of using viral marketing. Devotion advertising in the hands of
Internet users, in which it can take almost any shape, but it is also a chance to reach
an enormous number of recipients at relatively low own costs. An intentional creation
of a message that will become a meme is possible, but only with the active
participation of its recipients. Memes should therefore be an object interests of
marketing specialists, but only with full awareness of possible consequences.

The press should make use of the new forms of distribution and promotion, which are
provided by the technological development and progressive convergence. Media
administrators are observing changes on the media marker, investing in new
technologies, in order to increase the broadcast attractiveness and attract new
audience. They must adjust their offer to the needs of the current and future
customers, build up the trust and good image of the brand, and constantly increase the
attractiveness of the products offered. It is exactly the number of readers and
recipients that reflects in the profits from the advertisement. Profitability is essential to
continue the press company’s existence on the market. Publishers recognize and take
advantage of the new opportunities offered by their presence in the social media and
ability to reach new customers by placing their products on the various platforms.
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fb,
tw,yt,
g+, 1

5

1, 5

The analysis of the presented materials confirms that several general conclusions can
be made against it. Some of them are expressis verbis confirmation included in the
introductory part of this study. First of all, the companies are active in social networking
sites, where they most often present materials related to the company, its products and
the industry in various forms. Such activities are aimed at activating potential
customers and brand fans. Secondly, companies admit that they run blogs mainly to
build the position of company employees as experts in the industry. Thus, the basic
function of corporate microblogs should be to initiate dialogue with potential clients.
Thirdly, social media, and mainly social networking sites, are becoming more and more
popular in Poland and the European Union. Behind the users they follow in the same
direction also companies that want to be present with their messages where their
clients are. This created a new trend in marketing, and in particular in public relations.
The presence of companies in social media is therefore inevitable.
Many of the business activities taken do not deliver the expected results. This is a
consequence of the lack of a separate strategy for the company’s activities in social
media. Together with this growth, there will be to explore the new areas possibility of
commercialization of this phenomenon. The next step will be to create appropriate
strategies for business purposes and the choice of methods, measures and tools. This
stage should of course preceded by a well-planned research, targeted at selected
community (users creating). This path will be achieved more business benefits.
Through the planned integration of business processes with social media, will
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Wyższa Szkoła Informatyki
i Zarządzania w
Rzeszowie, Sosnowiec –
Praga 2013, p. 427

contribute to the company’s revenue growth, competitiveness, and sometimes can be
a method to the crisis in the face of dwindling the possibility for traditional markets.

PROBLEMY
Alicja Jaskiernia
KONWERGENCJI
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
Wydawnicza
„Humanitas”,
Wydawnictwo Verbum,
Praga,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2015, p. 11

Challenges for Poland related to convergence concern three key issues: the
preparation of adequate infrastructure, digital education of the society and certain
institutional changes. The system of searching for materials remaining in the collection
public broadcasters will be used after digitization by all public media companies, and
after regulation of the copyright issue is to be made available to interested external
entities. In the new "converged" system
media and telecommunications such a division is becoming more and more
anachronistic on both the level of constructing the strategy for the development of
telecommunications and media sectors, as well as the implementation of individual
parts of it and monitoring of various activities or separated entities from each other.
The comparative analysis showed that the public broadcasters both in Poland and
France associate their future with the development of new technologies which deepen
the process of convergence. It seems that in this respect the French and the Polish
public broadcasters are not significantly different for two reasons:P27
• The technological trends come to both countries at the same rate, regardless of the
economic level of the country,
• They operate within a similar legal framework, which are also overlapped by the EU
rules.
The analysis results also showed that the future of public media is determined by the
process of the technological convergence, for which the political transformation that
started 25 years ago does not matter. It could have seemed that due to financial and
historical issues, public media in Poland will grow more slowly. Therefore the key to the
dynamic development of media is not the law or infrastructure, but the recipients. As
already mentioned, more than half of the households have the possibility of a hybrid
television reception in France, while in Poland this service is still of marginal coverage.
The author regards technological transformation related to production, distribution and
reception of television content as a fundamental distinguishing feature of digitalisation.
He associates them with such convergentional phenomena as e.g. formatting
broadcasts and programmes or commercialisation of content which contributes to
impoverishment and uniformisation of the offer. An increase in the number of channels
is an unintended effect of convergence. However richness of this offer is only apparent
for it comes down to a commercial response to the demand of the audience which,
because of varied forms of reception, expects more and more television content.
Atomisation of an increasingly mobile and labile television audience can also be
regarded as one of the effects of convergence. The other seems to be the duplication
of ways of receiving television content developed by social networks.
Analysing these services in the terms of the themes they cover, it is clear that in the
case of four companies: Bauer, Marquard, Edipresse and Burda the themes connected
with the interest of a statistical women dominate. The exception is the Ringer Axel
Springer, whose offer is targeted at male recipient who are fond of technological
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Convergence of media
in Poland in the context
of media politics in the
European Union
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Convergence as a
PROBLEMY
Katarzyna Gajlewiczprocess of determining KONWERGENCJI
Korab, Miron Maicki
the future of public
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
television in Poland and Wydawnicza
France. The
„Humanitas”,
comparative analysis Wydawnictwo Verbum,
Praga,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2015, p. 23

PL148

Phenomena of
PROBLEMY
Tomasz Mielczarek
convergence in digital KONWERGENCJI
television
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
Wydawnicza
„Humanitas”,
Wydawnictwo Verbum,
Praga, Sosnowiec –
Praga 2015, p. 35
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The press concerns
PROBLEMY
with foreign capital on KONWERGENCJI
the Polish media
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
Wydawnicza
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novelties. Therefore, the offer of the publisher includes applications for smartphone,
iPhone and tablets. It seems that the maintenance of a number of portals and
websites do not generate additional costs, on the contrary they can be profitable with
the advertisements placed there.
Cultural contact in
Currently, we may observe a tendency of opposing the hegemony of big corporations,
traditional and new
and the creation of culture by recipients. “Therefore it can be said that pulling of culture
media
goods is often accompanied by pushing. The convergence culture changes the “push”
communication model, consisting in pushing standardized products to consumers by
companies, into “pull” model, where the recipient, as an individual consumer, adapts
media contents to his own needs. This model pulls the recipient into the
communication, and the recipient pulls the contents towards him and makes selection.
The recipient is no longer a passive consumer of the contents served to him or her by
institutionalized creators. Instead, thanks to the mechanisms of Web 2.0, he or she
can select the contents that interest him or her, and even create them, sharing his or
her own culture in this way.
Convergence and
PROBLEMY
Dagmara GłuszekThe degree of convergence of traditional and virtual media depends on the level of
Media of national an KONWERGENCJI
Szafraniec
organization of the community itself, its size and financial resources it is able to obtain.
ethnic minorities
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
The most institutionalized minority is the German minority and Belorussian, as well as
in Poland
Wydawnicza
Lemko, Jewish and the Kashubian community, using regional language. The first three
„Humanitas”,
use various forms and tools in creating media, and technological convergence
Wydawnictwo Verbum,
promotes the dissemination of information about the life and problems of a given
Praga,
group. In the case of the Jewish diaspora, despite the dynamic development of various
Sosnowiec – Praga
websites devoted to Jewish history, religion, language, there is currently no electronic
2015, p. 89
media, radio or television programs, which would promote Jewish culture in this way. It
seems, however, that this gap is perfect they fulfill created multimedia projects in
cyberspace.
The legal nature of
PROBLEMY
Agnieszka Grzesiok- Answering the question posed at the beginning of the article, is postulation justified
multimedia works
KONWERGENCJI
Horosz
changes in the law consisting in the introduction of provisions taking into account the
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
specificity multimedia works, should be answered negatively. The proposed solution is
Wydawnicza
searching for a legal solution casu ad casum. You can therefore make it qualifications
„Humanitas”,
according to the center of gravity of a particular work, indicating the dominant one
Wydawnictwo Verbum,
element in it. The second method is to qualify (cumulative) the whole, which is a
Praga,
multimedia track, as the sums of components contained in them. The third method Sosnowiec – Praga
and the author shares this view - it presupposes the treatment of multimedia as
2015, p. 103
unnamed songs, subject to partial protection, if individual elements can be assigned to
specific categories of works or protection as a creating structure the whole to which
general copyright law should apply without having to application of specific legal
regimes.
Web 2.0 in the
PROBLEMY
Małgorzata Koszembar- The rigid, hierarchical organizational culture of the university, based on formal
communication process KONWERGENCJI
Wiklik, Marek Krannich procedures are not conducive to rapid implementation of social media in the
and organisational
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
communication process with staff and students. The use of social media requires
culture of the university Wydawnicza
modification of the existing organizational culture, but it takes time and this process is
„Humanitas”,
not easy.
Wydawnictwo Verbum,
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PROBLEMY
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In the thread related to the future of the media, polarization concepts appeared media
and the development of profiled media (based on Big Data). As serious tasks facing
the media in the future, the interlocutors indicated finding optimal media business
models that allow them to function efficiently and the associated mass erosion of the
recipient. Media polarization leads to divide media into elite media (valuable
information, with in-depth analysis) and mass media (entertainment, with a light
character). There are three reasons for searching new / optimal business models.
Firstly, poor development of paid media on the internet due to the problem of print
media, "paper does not sell, and the Internet does not make a living "(this applies to all
types of media, but the most touches the press). Secondly, the problem with
aggregators of content that work in a parasitic manner, e.g. by Google search engine.
Thirdly, the erosion of the mass recipient whose cause is the digitization of the media
and the fact that the recipients can use many media (thematic and profiled), at any
time, place and on any device. The consequences are that the media need more and
more distribution channels, more and more people to handle content (journalists or
media workers), but they do not generate
The social network
PROBLEMY
Barbara Koc-Kozłowiec 1. All respondents indicate one advantage of the website, i.e. the ability to
users in the evaluation KONWERGENCJI
communicate with other people. They mention three defects of the website: profanity
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
appearing on the portal, the user's actions can be directed against him and setting up
Wydawnicza
false accounts with false content. The number of defects exceeds number of
„Humanitas”,
advantages.
Wydawnictwo Verbum,
2. Women (all examined) see two advantages (the ability to communicate and getting
Praga, Sosnowiec –
news about others) and three disadvantages (vulgarisms appearing on the site, setting
Praga 2015, p. 167
up fictitious accounts, and lack of time for the family caused sitting in front of the
computer);
3. The group of studied men sees two advantages (the ability to communicate and the
speed of mail) as well as the women surveyed, but only one of the advantages is
common. The three defects indicated by the respondents are the appearance of
advertisements, urveillance and directing the user's actions against him.
4. Service defects indicated by the surveyed women are in terms of quantity (three
defects) consistent with the number of defects given by men. There is a difference in
the perception of defects service, which indicates that the gender of the respondents
has an impact on the website's rating.
In the sea prosumption. PROBLEMY
Marta Gołda
Of course, we can think about how to change the communication paradigm affects
The sender and
KONWERGENCJI
culture. On the one hand, we can talk about almost total release culture. Anyone who
recipient
MEDIÓW II, Oficyna
has access to a computer connected to the network can stand become a creator, and
of transmedia narrative Wydawnicza
without huge financial resources to share your work with world. There are more and
in the world of new
„Humanitas”,
more opinions expressing that these changes bring culture more harm than good. One
media
Wydawnictwo Verbum,
example of a negative attitude can be even the attitude of Andrew Keen, which
Praga,
foretells that the interent will not only help culture, but it will actually destroy it.
However, it is worth remembering that the internet is just a tool that used in a skillful
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way can be very useful in facilitating people communication. Importantly, the Web 2.0
revolution, which the Internet has just made, has become a contribution to the
definition of new, more involved forms of receiving texts culture. Thanks to this, we can
observe with our own eyes how the paradigm changes communication and how the
roles of the sender and recipients transform, giving the opportunity to choose to every
user, who in the process of communication through art wants to be and in what the
way will be defined.
Three characteristics of the Internet analysed in this article raise questions about the
user’s activity and how it changes the way he perceives the narrative discourse. The
first, the Internet being a democratic medium, it gives equal opportunity of contribution
to its contents for each user. It is direct in the sense that the user can do without a
journalist, a presenter, or a writer to present his views. The second aforementioned
characteristic is what we called timelessness. Comparing to traditional media, which
provide us with information every day, week, month, etc. (like press) or on a specific
hour of the day (like a news program on the television or a radio show) the user of the
Internet is not constraint to follow a schedule.The third characteristic of the Internet’s
narration is its non-linearity. Comparable to hypertext or even a rhizomatic structure,
the Internet’s contents are interconnected. It is difficult to neglect the context of the
discourses we are dealing with.
To promote reading in new new media, among people social media, one should reach
for the image, intrusive advertising and sexual associations ... And though the literature
itself may be lost in all this …

Looking at the breakfast television from a wider perspective, we see that it is a special
species. He is, as Godzic noticed, an endless entertainment program, supposedly
informative with the participation of well-known figures. Its strength depends on nonfulfillment, on liquidity, on subsequent episodes, on dynamics, frequent replacement of
guests invited to the studio. "Good morning TVN" and "Question for breakfast" bring
home stations profits among others thanks to product placement and expanded
advertising blocks. Interesting topics writes life, current events and star actions.
Therefore, it should be assumed that that both TVP and TVN will continue to use
hybrid, segment construction and drifting audience for mercantile and promotional
purposes of their productions. The convergence processes at the technological level
and content favors these goals, which both programs have started to use. The tests
show clearly that that the commercial "Dzień dobry TVN" makes better use of the
existing opportunities, mainly technological, in pursuit of the goal. It should be
assumed that it also wins thanks to this competition for the viewer with "Question for
breakfast". However, it does not change the fact that both programs are at the
beginning of the road leading to the full use of convergents technology.
Technological development and the final liquidation of the only real soon expected a
barrier that hinders films from reaching global reach - the language barrier - they will
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give non-fictional production - also Polish - a chance for cross-border. In the era
convergence, understood as Jenkins as a process, and not an established order, skill
the use of a simple but universal "supra-cultural" language of the film will be co-decide
about the turnout success. The definition of Przylipiak will remain valid only with
reference to the artistic document. The structure of the documentary story will be only
one of the hypotheses of reality. Although these changes are radical, you need to hope
that Polish documentary genres that do not meet artistic criteria will be however, it can
be considered, as Grierson wanted, for its creative interpretation.

Paweł Wieczorek

Anna Perzyńska

Therefore, deducing the thesis about dying a news based on a drop in
salesnewspapers does not seem legitimate. In addition, there is an active group on
social media "Content senders" who often use news portals. That kind of people they
will send the message further to recipients who are only acquainted with this secondhand message, without visiting the pages with events, which may also affect the
smaller traffic on such portals. Of course, along with smaller advertising revenues, the
number of employees is also reduced newspapers, as a result, in the production of
news is less and less (and worse and worse) paid) journalists, which affects the quality
of information and passing towards lighter news, by nature more interesting and
engaging a wider group of readers (thus providing more interest to a given medium)
and higher sales, viewership or "click-through"). This commitment translates in
distributing news through social networks, which thus become the media news. It is
worth observing trends in news consumption among young people. Interesting is
whether, with age, their approach to printed media will change, from what sources of
news they will then use and what kind of information this will be. The market is
constantly going on It is transforming and definitely premature to announce the fall of
news and the deaths of newspapers.
The participation in popular culture ceased undoubtedly to be passive. The receipt
does not end only on the freedom of interpretation ("understanding always takes place
from a position and point of view the person who does it "), but also can lead to
creative modification original works. Of course, these changes do not always have
value, often their level is dramatically low, but it does not mean that the broadly
understood forms of "telling on" they do not make sense or that there are no works
worth knowing about. Fan activities they are not only a receipt certificate. Their indepth knowledge of a product exceeds that sometimes knowledge of specialists not
emotionally connected with the object of their research. Can not also to diminish the
role of fans in the promotion of a given product. It is they who "make noise" around
given brand. They spread information about what to read about. It's the recipient They
"wind up" the modern market and it is very important that they realize this both
publishers, producers or authors, as well as cultural researchers.
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MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
Wydawnicza
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013, ©
Verbum: Praha 2013,
© Fundacja
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013,
Wydanie pierwsze,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2013, p. 131
Media convergence
PROBLEMY
and the violation of
KONWERGENCJI
personal rights
MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
Wydawnicza
„Humanitas”:
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Marta Gołda
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Media convergence seems to have a huge impact not only on creation of art, but also
on the ways of researching and receiving it. An increasingly common appearance
transmedia narration forces humanists, dealing with such areas as film, theater,
literature or comics, to answer completely new questions and redefine some
categories treated so far (at least by some researchers) as a dogma. On the other
hand, transmedia narratives are a new opportunity for spreading culture in a novel way
and activate the bored recipient. participants cultural communication give the
opportunity not only to commune with the work, but also creating its fragments.
Although some researchers do not approve of this possibility, it's hard to resist the
impression that in times when the crisis of art was heralded, it is transmedia narratives,
except obvious marketing benefits and thus - financial for its creators, they can be a
way to rekindle a passion in an enormous number of young people to the cinema,
theater or literature.
Interestingly, the main axis of the changes is not the structure of the programme itself
but a journalist who acts as a host and roles he plays during the talk. This is when the
biggest mixing of genres take place. Presumably, it is caused by the intention to
consolidate the role of a journalist in society and the awareness of a strong
professional position. Sold well, means sold to a mass of spectators who demand
easy, pleasant and emotional broadcast. In order to obtain such a result, a journalist
must continually create a peculiar show so as not to borea viewer and to meet their
needs. Hence, a ‘simple’ and true interview, without any effects intensifying the
message, is rather for a demanding viewer.
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Piotr Lehr-Spławiński

This linguistic overdetermination as distinct from its other realisations should be
outlined and described as postlinguisticity. The very quality of postlinguisticity becomes
an essential content of the convergence hypothesis.

3

1

5

1

Agnieszka GrzesiokHorosz

We will speak about the violation in the situation of disclosure of any facts,
phenomena, circumstances from the private sphere, inaccessible to the public. The
principle is that the press intervenes in the private life of the individual, unless in
specific factual and legal circumstances the principle of freedom of the press proves to
be overwhelming. In view of the pace of changes taking place in the world of
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Sosnowiec 2013, ©
Verbum: Praha 2013,
© Fundacja
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013,
Wydanie pierwsze,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2013, p. 233
Rafał Stec’s journalism PROBLEMY
as the example of
KONWERGENCJI
journalist’s
MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
roles in new media
Wydawnicza
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013, ©
Verbum: Praha 2013,
© Fundacja
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013,
Wydanie pierwsze,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2013, p. 245
Mojo – the future
PROBLEMY
of the mobile journalism KONWERGENCJI
MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
Wydawnicza
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013, ©
Verbum: Praha 2013,
© Fundacja
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013,
Wydanie pierwsze,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2013, p. 251
Editor Competences PROBLEMY
in the view of media
KONWERGENCJI
convergence
MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
– the theory versus
Wydawnicza
practice
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013, ©
Verbum: Praha 2013,
© Fundacja
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013,
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convergent media, mainly the role of jurisprudence and doctrine, and not the legislator,
is to take a relatively stable position and thus set the limits of permits and bans that will
reduce uncertainty about compliance with the right of press materials that may violate
personal rights. Thus, the literature and judicature must define the mutual relationship
between the principle of freedom of speech and the principle of protection of personal
rights in the era of media convergence.
Krzysztof Piskorz

The journalist must find his niche, stand out the subject matter and workshop features
that decide that the reader wants to enter his blog / Twitter / Facebook. Steca is
distinguished by all-day sports coverage, floral, literary style, references to films and
perfect use of hypertext. The roles of the journalist in new media go far beyond the
activities a publicist of the traditional newspaper must perform. Being one-person
responsible for the product, which is his work, at the same time he takes over the
duties of the whole editorial office: caring for the appearance of your website,
proofreading, moderating comments, searching for graphics, creating videos, it
replaces the whole staff staff. At the same time, he can not forget about his creativity
high quality, being an attraction for as many readers as possible.

3

Joanna Szegda

Undoubtedly, the use of a mobile phone for journalistic work has several invaluable
advantages. First of all, thanks to mobile devices, information reaches us recipients
instantly. The speed of the published information is in many cases more important than
quality. Using the work of mojos increases the originality of the content offered. The
basic source of information for traditional media are information agencies and research
companies. It often happens that the same content (photos, sounds or videos) they
appear in many media at the same time. Accounts recorded by journalists both
professionals, as well as citizens, are an interesting enrichment of the message. Final,
the important advantage of mojo is the credibility of the message, which does not allow
for doubt, whether the correspondent was in the war zone at all. Such messages are
often quite brutal.

3

Renata Zając

In order to meet the needs of the market, it is worth thinking about creating solutions,
which will make it easier for each party to adapt to the changes that the era sets before
us media convergence. Here are some of them:
• creating teams consisting of individual representatives in publishing houses
Professions working together on the final effect of a multimedia project (it is not about
multiplying the jobs, and hence costs, part of the team can be employees employed
under a contract of work or admitted to work for the duration of the project);
• employers' consideration of the original nature of works on multimedia projects (this
applies to both editors and creators of animations and writers action script);
• organization of interdisciplinary training for editors, taking into account the specificity
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Sensory approach to
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multimedia work (elementary information from the previously mentioned fields, which
will facilitate navigation in the labyrinth of knowledge).
Agnieszka Ogonowska It is worth noting that divergent and convergent thinking requires not only to create
new education strategies, but also to change the dominant one still the model of
information transfer, or even radical "overturning" of the previous one philosophy of
education. It applies to all partners of this process, including decision makers political
and educational authorities responsible for determining the dominant policy
educational. In the case of developing information and media skills, it is first of all, to
develop a comprehensive vision of lifelong education individuals (the idea of lifelong
learning, the postulate of continuing education) to ensure the subject has a constant
and rich contact not only with various circuits (interfaces) of culture, but also with other
users, creators and consumers, and counteract this way phenomena of social
exclusion (e.g. digital), aiming at reaching a mature one and the desired e-inclusion
model.

3

1

N/A

1

Monika Frania

Modern technologies foster regular education (e.g. mobile applications and platforms);
enable creating a community of learners (e.g., the social media), and combine
education with entertainment (e.g. edutainment). Pointing to a few examples of the
possibilities of using the media that are continuously subject to convergence in the
process of teaching and self-study, is rather a contribution to further discourse,
analysis and undertaking the necessary empirical exploration of this issue.
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1

Michał Okseniuk

Facebook is certainly more than a website that offers quick contact with friends,
creating your own photo album, the place to share your reflections and experiences.
"In a world where different values coexist, once fundamental concepts they lose their
contours ". Due to the cultural blur, FB remains only a community of individuals. In this
case, there can be no question of the emergence of a new society. But the existence
of this site has an ever-increasing impact on the network society. Is this a positive
change, whether it has a negative overtone, but its members - users themselves FB.
The portal itself is just a tool in our hands.

3
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Tomasz Kopczyński

In the media market dimension, however, recorded in the results research the process
of abandonment by the auditors of classical media - especially the one-sensory one
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MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
Wydawnicza
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013, ©
Verbum: Praha 2013,
© Fundacja
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013,
Wydanie pierwsze,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2013, p. 368
Literacy in the culture of PROBLEMY
Marcin Misztal
convergence,
KONWERGENCJI
and preparing children MEDIÓW, © Oficyna
to receive media
Wydawnicza
transmission
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013, ©
Verbum: Praha 2013,
© Fundacja
„Humanitas”:
Sosnowiec 2013,
Wydanie pierwsze,
Sosnowiec – Praga
2013, p. 361
Is there a downfall of Humanities and Social Hanna SOMMER
the media?
Sciences, HSS, vol.
XXI, 23 (3/2016), pp.
183 – 197

printed press (1S) for online electronic media (2S, 3S) - they pass confirm the thesis of
greater complementarity with the needs of the converted consumer sensorically offers
multiplatforms, as well as indicate the direction of expansion market companies.

The mediatized cultural Studia
Lisowska-Magdziarz
experience in the realm Medioznawcze2018 | 3 Małgorzata
of the interactive media. (74) | 67-79
Electric eel culture

The young recipient must be instructed the relevant criticism, to be aware, that
participates in the game between the real world and fictional, that “organizes”
convergence, thanks to the introduction of digital
techniques to the media.

3

1

1,3

2

W are dealing with the collapse of media culture. In the pursuit of a message that is
not competitive, the reflection is lost the meaning of information, its context and
meaning. One can call it junk journalism. The author refers to 1992 study "The idiot
culture" by Carl Bernstein.The media today are experiencing a huge crisis of trust and
opinion-forming.
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1

5

5

SM teach the recipient searching for fast, strong impressions, avoidance forcing or
omitting intellectual effort.First of all, elements are chosen attracting attention and
introducing into the state emotional and physical vibrations. Weaning from long-term
memorization. So they teach not so much to prioritize experience,
How much to perceive them as a stream from which it is only triggered by the highest
leaping or the strongest.glistening fish.
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Portugal
PT001 Convergence in Social
Networks: Audience
Participation in 'Rede da
Rádio'

1

fb

PT002 The Journalism on television Revista Comunicando, 2
and the audiences on digital
social networks

2

1

PT003

2

1

3

1

2

1

3

1

2

1

PT004

PT005

PT006

PT007

Media e Jornalismo, N.24,
Vol.13, N.1

Nair Moreira
Silva

The radio is at a crossroads:there were never so many possibilities to increase its audience, through
participation possibilities. However, the results suggest that radio presents online a somewhat redundant
and repetitive scenario.Being on social networks is more than direct links. It is true that the journalist
worked alone and produced, edited and sounded all her programs, as well as managing the Facebook
page, embodying the multipurpose spirit of convergence. New audiences require new content, but also new
forms of to participate. It should be noted that although the social platform has been dynamized, the results of
our sample show that the receptivity to the program showed a poor index of interactivity.But it also seems to
make more sense to talk about participation rather than interaction. In fact, listeners were involved in
producing the program, but participation rates on the social network page were low.

Paulo
There is an alteration in the ways audience participate in newscast due to social media and that ends up
Eduardo Silva influencing the increase of content production. The findings showed that the digital system had an important
Lins Cajazeira role for deconstructing the traditional model of interaction with audience that is being used by TV broadcasters,
allowing to develop a new pattern that is shaped by the technical and operational exigence imposed by
profissional communication market.
Credibility in Social Media: Revista Estudos de Jornalismo, Cátia Mateus When the audience follows a journalist in social media, it is expected to have access to credible information,
The Portuguese Journalists 4
then it is evident that journalists need to assure the ethical professional principles even in social media.
from the audience's point of
view
Interactivity in online
Revista Estudos de Jornalismo, Ariane
The newspapers Folha de São Paulo and Público take advantage of a multimedia journalism, that does not
journalism to news content - 2
Parente Paiva guarantee an interactive journalism.
The interactive profile of
Portuguese language
newspapers Folha de São
Paulo (Brazil) and Público
(Portugal)
Content management
Revista Comunicando, 2
Ana Sofia
It was possible to observe that these kind of companies are not using social media for self-profit. These new
models in social media: the
Castilho e
platforms assure an interesting cost-benefit, there is nothing to lose (excepting time).
start-ups case studies
Maria João
Antunes
From Analog to Digital: How OBS.*, vol. 7, no. 4
José Carlos One of the main challenges of Network Society is the fact that communication digitalization is being based on
digitization affects the
Moreno
platforms, software and servers that are property of private companies with market interests, that does not
production, distribution and
have to be alligned with public interest. It seems evident that there will be a social appropriation of these
consumption of information,
technologies, the doubt is if that appropriation will be controlled by individuals or by companies.
knowledge and culture in the
network society.
Going Viral: News Sharing OBS.*, vol. 10, no. 4
Ingela
The opinion leaders differ from the majority by being younger, with a greater political interest, single and more
and Shared News in Social
Wadbring,
digital in their general lifestyle, both concerning news consumption and other aspects. The content analysis
Media
Sara Ödmark shows that the most interacted news on social media follow the traditional news values rather well, with a few
exceptions. Most apparent is that interacted news is more positive over time and compared to print front-page
news. Accidents and crime dominate print front-pages, while politics is more prominent in interacted news.
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Social media mobilizations for protest bring further implications for social change, because it can be argued
that its usage encourages institutional change more easily than mass media and that it might be changing the
way people think and act in the network society

Comunicação Pública, vol. 12, Ana Jorge,
The uses and perceptions about digital media expressed by participants, demonstrate new risks and new
no. 22
Lidia Marôpo opportunities concerning identity and sociability, as well as the participation in public sphere of children and
youngsters who have or had an oncological disease
Relações Públicas e
Patrícia Dias, A consequence of the emerging interaction between social media, organizations and interested parties is the
Comunicação Organizacional: José Gabriel perspective of PR as more than na organizational model. PR are assuming a strategic and crucial role in order
dos fundamentos às práticas Andrade
to assure the articulation among all organizational communication models, as well as the desired and
(vol. 3)
necessary integration and coherence in a communication mix.
Development of social media Tourism & Management
Arturo Haro de The web sites of the world's 50 largest hotel chains have been classified according to an index of visibility,
and web 2.0 in the top hotel Studies, vol. 9, no.1
Rosario, María considering the most important Web 2.0 tools and social networks. Results indicate a low use of Web 2.0 tools
chains
del Mar
by hotel chains. However, their presence in social networks is more significant. The size and the age of the
Gálvez
hotel chain influence the increased use of Web 2.0 and social communication media.
Rodríguez,
María del
Carmen Caba
Pérez
Changes in Marketing in
RISTI no.18
Durval Lucas The use of social networking sites created incremental changes in the marketing communication activities,
Organizations Resulting from
Jr., Cesar
either with the restructuring of foundations such as media, content and dynamic response, either with the
the Use of Social Networking
Alexandre de effective part of sharing these activities with the new area of social networks in organizations. Changes
Sites: Brazilian Cases
Souza
regarding the organizational structure weren’'t observed, whereas in relation to the existing systems
integration there is a movement still in development.
A Proposal for a Social e- RISTI no.16
José Martins, Through the execution of the research and pedagogical activities performed in the scope of the present project
Learning Model
Ramiro
it was also possible to acknowledge that learning activities performed over social networks sites are a solution
Gonçalves, for improving student’s willingness and commitment towards studying and learning.
Vítor Santos,
Manuel Pérez
Cota, Tiago
Oliveira,
Frederico
Branco
Collaborative Virtual
RISTI, no. 12
Ana Belo,
The empirical study reveals that the collected data (from 70 enterprises) have good psico-metric qualities.
Environments: potential of
Guilherme
Then, a categorical principal component analysis was performed, which identified two main typologies of goals
social networks. The case of
Castela, Sílvia in using social networks: those for product-client interaction and search or knowledge; and those with potential
companies in the Algarve
Fernandes
for marketing. A supplementary analysis, hierarchical cluster analysis (using Ward’s grouping method),
identified three patterns of enterprises according to their level of social networks’ involvement: cluster Social
Tec Level 1; cluster Social Tec Level 2 and cluster Social Tec Level 3. These analyses validate a sustainable
methodology for this kind of approach.
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PT015 The role of social networking OBS.*, vol. 8, no. 3
sites in communicative
strategies of civil society
organizations in SalvadorBahia-Brazil
PT016 The convergent journalism OBS* vol.11 no.4
and the reconfiguration of
work in portuguese
newspaper newsrooms
PT017 Luso-Brazilian Radio
Media & Jornalismo vol.16
Journalism: the typifications no.28
of convergence in teaching
models of FCSH/UNL and
ECA/USP
PT018 Problematizing to intervene: OBS* vol.8 no.1
online radio and media
education as a strategy for
young people inclusion

PT019 Beyond the Grave on
OBS* vol.9 no.4
Facebook: Life after Death
and Mourning in the Digital
Age
PT020 O Globo newspaper's ethos Media & Jornalismo vol.18
and the campaign against no.32
fake news

PT021 Managing the challenges of Comunicação e Sociedade
incorporating new digital
vol.30
technology in public
broadcasting services in
Brazil and Portugal
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Jussara
The use of social networking sites by civil society organizations emerges as a strategy of representation with
Borges, Bruna regard to the promotion of its activities and mobilization in favour of matters relating to the organization and the
Lessa, Lídia intended audience.
Oliveira

2

1

Nelson Costa Portuguese newsrooms are embracing the convergence and cross-media production challenges, even being
Ribeiro, Filipe far from developing routines that take advantage of the best of each distribution channel.
Resende
There is still a strong print culture in Portuguese newsrooms. nevertheless, the shift towards convergence is
visible in the strategic implementation of editorial routines and practices. Reporters are also encouraged to join
digitalisation and convergence.
L.C. Galvão Teaching Journalism is impacted by the transformations that are getting intensified through the dissemination
Jr.
of new technological apparatus and the media convergence in the digital context. The different types of
convergence are evident, not only in the analysed curricula, but also in the theoretical and practical initiatives
identified. the results show that in Portugal there is a more evident technological convergence and that in
Brazil content convergence is the one that is highlighted in the educational process.
Maria José
RadioActive is an experimental media education project, conducted outside the school context, which aims at
Brites, Sílvio preparing the young participants to interact with media, reinforcing skills that are valued by job market, and
Correia dos through the media, aiming at reaching a more effective inclusion of society members and a more evident civic
Santos, Ana and public participation.
Jorge,
Catarina
Navio
Hugo Ramos The new technologies are allowing the transposition of antique acts and rituals to the digital sphere, but at the
same time, are introducing new forms and possibilities of participation within the context that involves death
and mourning. Facebook is contributing to the immortal nature of identity and to the consolidation of collective
memory, turning it into a living entity that evolves over time, formatting the collective memory of public sphere,
and being shaped by it, in a reciprocals dynamic of popular participation and interaction in society with the
dead.
Vivian
It was observed that the O Globo newspaper seeks to reinforce the belief in the role of journalism through the
Augustin
image of authority to verify information. In this way, the fake news phenomenon is used to align the
EichlerI;
newspaper’s ethos to the new environment of mediatized society and to self legitimize with its audiences.
Janaína
KalsingII; Ana
Gruszynskig
Carlos
Managers evince that the challenges are diverse and demand organizations to reinvent themselves. Main
Eduardo Esch; challenges: mentality change in what public services are concerned; of functional order - administrative and in
Mariana
content production; change in the organizational culture.
Martins de
Carvalho
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German
In the particular case of Colombian youngsters (between 17 and 24 years old, inhabitants of an urban centre),
Antonio
it is worthless to conduct research focusing on a single medium to determine the integral profile of the
Arango-Forero audience. The environment is shaped by convergence (resultant from the digitisation of content) and it
contributes to considering natural the migration from a medium into another, as well as the interaction between
the different media, from the consumption habits to the gratifications set by young consumers, who
undoubtedly respond to an active audience profile. But these changes should not constitute a threaten, nor a
limitation for the researcher. On the contrary, it should represent an opportunity to plan studies that allow to
pose questions related with the contemporary complex communication landscape.
Connect with the public:
Observatorio (OBS*) Journal, Ana Isabel
Consuming television, as the case of other cultural products, should offer new experiences and emotions.
strategic design of user
vol.11 - nº2
Rodríguez
Setting durable relationships with users and showing that they are always present and that their opinion is
communities by
Vázquez, José valuable, will end up reinforcing the connection. These communities can be a strategic tool for transmedia
convergent TV
Ignacio
programming, since it reaches a visible space with a wide opening for an offer that should be diversified and
Aguaded,
identified with content, services and brands, avoiding that its location and consumption deceive the users
Rosa García- willing to connect with them.
Ruíz
Second screen and
Comunicação e Sociedade, vol. Francisco
The Second Screen phenomenon represents a new way of relating to contents. It was also observed that the
information: history,
28
Conrado Filho, Second Screen might embody audiences’ yearning for more interaction and participation. It is our contention
definition and clues for the
Luís António that despite its low usage in journalistic contexts, Second Screen appears to have a great potential for
future
Santos
expansion. For a part of the audiences it would be enticing to have access to a participation/interaction
platform where the possibility of going beyond the surface of news reports could be easily accessible. For an
increasingly urban audience eager to participate in the plural construction of meaning (Deuze, 2008) and in
search of new socialities (Siqueira, 2010) the plurality of screens (understood as access points to different
layers of information) would be relevant.
Implementation of eTMStudies vol.10 no.2
Francieli
The conclusion is that the Brazilian hotel chains have not been using e-marketing tools in a strategic way.
marketing in the Brazilan
Boaria; Sara
hotel chains
Joana Gadotti
dos Anjos;
Roberta Leal
Raye
Reasons and possible
Comunicação Pública, vol.8
Vítor de
The lacking of a definition for the area of 'Media Education' makes it essential to take into account the signifies
constraints resulting from the n14
Sousa
given to the concepts, setting the boundaries of the research field. Even facing several constraints due to the
lack of an aggregating
lack of a unique concept that aggregates 'Media Education'. the research field keeps asserting itself.
concept for the theme of
"media education"
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PT027 The Portuguese news
Estudos em Comunicação nº
industry’s perspectives and 25, vol. 1
roles on the making of active
citizens: readers’ skills to
comment on the news

PT028 Patterns of European
youngsters’ daily use of
media

Observatorio (OBS*) Journal,
vol.11 no.4

PT029 Audiences and cross-media: Estudos em Comunicação, nº
study of news consumption 25, vol. 1
patterns in Portugal

PT030 Young people and their
practices of access and
consumption of news in
social media

Estudos em Comunicação nº
26, vol.1

J) Recommendations, findings

Maria José
Brites, Marisa
Torres da
Silva

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The possibilities of digital culture, as hypothesized, enabled connections between journalists and their publics
and facilitate access to news. The second of the four identified contributions was the promotion of media
education. The ombudsmen interviewed tended to believe that journalists should have an active role in
attempting to connect citizens with the news, including through promoting special programmes on media
education. The journalists, in contrast, were more likely to view their work capturing the truth in clear language
as a form of media literacy. The journalists also thought that schools and citizens themselves were the ones
who had to make efforts in this area. They also pointed to a need to foster a reciprocal relation of learning
which can be reinforced by the Internet. Finally, when discussing possible contributions, both journalists and
ombudsmen identified the characteristics of the journalism newsroom culture, including the effects of the
financial crisis and journalists’ tendency to ignore external opinions challenging their perceptions of the world.
These findings emphasized a profound and persistent disconnection between journalists, newsrooms and their
publics. Some decades after the emergence of the Internet and its celebrated democratic potential, we found
that our interviewees were especially concerned with the global financial crisis and held negative views of the
publics’ attitudes expressed in online comments.
Liliana
Looking specifically at networked digital media (i.e the internet), using social networks is the most frequent
Pacheco,
activity carried online, especially amongst the younger group, that in average spent 79 minutes using SNS in
Marisa Torres the day prior to the of the survey. Particularly looking at the use of free time, results point to the major
da Silva,
relevance that internet has amongst all age groups. This might be easily connected with the use of SNS, but,
Maria José
once again, TV is also pointed as relevant in leisure activities. In what concerns checking for factual
Brites, Sara information, search for information on Google or another search engine was the option with more answers.
Henriques,
The second choice was also to look for the information online through specific websites.
Manuel José
Damásio
Marisa Torres Data evince a moment of change emerging from new daily practices and media consumption spaces
da Silva, Rita associated with the progressive generalization of mobile technologies, convergence, customization and
Figueiras,
transformation of users' roles. The hybridization of media consumption profiles, within which internet and
Maria José
mobile platforms are more and more present, makes the contact with information more ubiquitous and
Brites, Inês complex.
Amaral, Lídia
Maropo, Sílvio
Correia
Santos, Pedro
Jerónimo,
Paula Espírito
Santo, Liliana
Pacheco
Patrícia
The main conclusions reveal a passive and almost exclusive consumption of online information, scepticism
Silveira & Inês and disbelief in relation to traditional media, distrust of digital media, generalization of the idea of "fake news",
Amaral
very reduced civic engagement and disbelief in the relevance of active participation, and perception that
younger people are not audiences of the news.
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PT031 Counter-public and social
media: The case of
fracophone collective
taGueule in Englishspaeking Canada
PT032 The (hyper) television
screen: new insights and
perspectives from the Euro
2012 portuguese TV
broadcasts
PT033 FIFA World Cup 2014 on
Twitter and Facebook: more
from less or less from more?

D) Author

Estudos em Comunicação nº
15 Especial

Mélanie
Millette

Observatorio (OBS*) Journal,
vol.7 - nº3

Felisbela
Lopes, Luís
Miguel
Loureiro, Ivo
Neto
Ivo Neto,
Felisbela
Lopes

Estudos em Comunicação nº
23

PT034 Surfing and educating on the https://repositorioaberto.uab.pt/
web. Social networking sites handle/10400.2/5517
as spaces to communicate,
to share knowledge, and to
promote learning skills
PT035 Digital media and Lusophony Lusofonia e Interculturalidade:
Promessa e Travessia. Coord.
Moisés de Lemos Martins
PT036 The consumption and
Indagatio Didactica, vol. 9 (2)
sharing of media and content
on the Internet by higher
education students –
contexts and practices

PT037 Cyberspace regulation

J) Recommendations, findings

JANUS.NET e-journal of
International Relations, Vol. 6,
N.º 1

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The use that taGueulle does of social media, particularly of Twitter and blog, is part of a logic and desire of
capacitation of social groups that are underrepresented in the dominant public space. Online contribution is a
form of activism, a mean to turn visible a politics militancy favouring the use of a minority language, but also a
strategy for announcing critics and arguments, in a style most of the times irreverent and corrosive.

The convergent screen may only emerge as a promise, being the centripetous screen the operational device.
Because in a device defined as a centripetous screen all convergence is autoreferrential, it refers to itself,
keeping, in practical terms, the spectator out of the true centre of the device. The contemporaneous television
screen is a device that actually shapes and reshapes itself in order to keep all the technological, social,
economic, and institutional centrality, that it has reached over the last half century.
Comparing the numbers of Facebook and Twitter becomes easier to understand why Twitter was used in
different analyses to understand the relation between social media and political conflits (Meraz & Papacharissi,
2013; Vis, 2013; França, 2014). The mobile and direct profile of Twitter enables it to be a tool for live
information. It’s reinforced with the limit of characters per post, making Twitter a more street tools, whereas
Facebook is more used for elaborated posts. Moreover, Twitter was also used as platform to narrate the
different matches when the media companies did not have an app for mobile tools.
J. António
Results evince the conclusions reached in other research conducted in Portugal on the educational potential of
Moreira, Paulo Facebook, showing that it may stimulate an active participation of students on their own learning process, on
Manuel Costa, information sharing and on knowledge generation.
Cristina
Pereira Vieira
Moisés de
The idea of Lusophony lives within this movement of technical 'gadgetization' of culture, which is a collective
Lemos Martins process of identity configuration and construction, as well as of social memories production. It is a process that
expresses the life of imaginative communities, translated in a galaxy of flows, resonances, rhythms, sonorities,
durations, multi, inter and transcultural, that don't allow Lusophony to fix itself as a defined and definitive
concepts, allowing instead designing mythopoetic transfigurations of new future possibilities.
Nídia Salomé The analysed studies show a strong presence of technology and of social media in the daily life of the
Morais,
youngsters. In this context of dissemination of digital technologies the Millennial Generation is highlighted, due
Filomena
to its characteristics of multitasking and availability to actively use gadgets, platforms and online services both
Antunes
with personal and educational goals. The observed consumption and sharing trends, state the need to conduct
Sobral, Sónia research that allow to consolidate knowledge within this specific area.
de Almeida
Ferreira,
Teresa Sofia
Gouveia,
Cristina
Azevedo
Gomes
Lino Santos Over almost 20 years after the work by Johnson and Post, Law and borders: The rise of law in cyberspace it is
not yet clear the path defined for its regulation. Depending on the interests of each State (economic or
security), we have situations within which auto-regulation prevails (economic interests) and other where one
witnesses the rise of vigilance and control of society (security interests), resulting in a fragmentation of
cyberspace in cyberspaces.
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PT038 The age of digital
International Journal of
Sandra
participation and the culture Marketing, Communication and Oliveira
of free
New Media, Vol 3, Nº 4,
PT039 Fake news on online social
media: propagation and
reactions to misinformation
in search of clicks
PT040 Dissimulacrumressimulation: opportunities
of the culture of hate in the
post-truth brazilian age

Media & Jornalismo vol.18
no.32
Media & Jornalismo vol.18
no.32

PT041 Newsroom convergence and PRISMA.COM n.º 20 ISSN:
the divergence of journalists 1646 - 3153 (2013)

Caroline
Delmazo;
Jonas C.L.
Valente
Paulo
Quadros

Nair Moreira
Silva

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Despite the characterization of the new media consumer is being based on several perspectives, it is
necessary a deeper understanding of what is changing. In this sense, this literature review is a starting point
for an empirical study, aiming at understanding the consumer. A subject that establishes relationships and
makes available information through the new media.
The research on the fight against false news deserves further study, which is not solved with simple and ready
to go formulas, but with a set of mechanisms ranging from technical resources to investment in education and
digital literacy. Legal restrictions should be designed to combat disinformation, but without losing sight of the
challenge of respecting freedom of expression.
Nevertheless, it may be that in this way all professionals involved in the field of communication, journalism and
education are increasingly interested in developing combative forms against the emergence of a conservative
binary moralism. It transforms, by means of a certain sordid Manichaeism, the division between everyday and
historical subjects, destined to inhabit two bordering worlds and atrophied by the perception of the post-truth:
the group of "people of good" versus "people of evil." What, in other words, serves to make the world a field of
psychopathological tension, again leading us to fall into a parallel and sickly universe of dissimulation in
question: fertile to condense intolerance and hatred, frantically rooted, without any respite or rancor.
Convergence is a time-consuming process and the integration of journalist in this process could be even
greater. When much is said about convergence we are confronted with some differences in what might be in
the role reserved for journalists.The journalistic convergence changes not only the writing processes, but the
profile of who is practicing this profession. The speed of publication changes, to a limited extent, onlyfunctions,
but valuessuch as rigor, objectivity, the ability to guide the reader and credibility and depth, continue to be the
most important factors for these journalists.The PT journalists are little site-centric and do not take advantage
of possibilities that the site can offer. There is resistance in dealing with the process technique and the
journalists are not very versatile. There is only greater momentum among journalists who work directly for the
site and in some management positions.
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Romania
RO001 The influence of new
technologies on
journalism practices

RO002 Transparency in the era
of Internet. Internet
Service Providers - the
new gatekeepers of
communication

RO003 Social Networking
Websites Usage and
Life Satisfaction: A
Study of Materialist
Values Shared by
Facebook Users

RO004 Exploring the Usage of
Social Networking
Websites: Perceptions
and Opinions
of Romanian University
Students

Jurnalism și Comunicare. Revista Rodica- The Romanian journalists interviewed during this scientific inquiry strongly support the adoption of convergence in their
romana de jurnalism si comunicare, Melinda everyday practices, whether they work independently or as employees of a media organization. Their representation of
issue 2 (48) 25-32
Șuțu
convergence is determined by the specific elements they use frequently or the specific features they prefer in their
everyday work routine. These representations are grouped by the author of this study in categories defined by various
perspectives: journalistic, organiza tional, technological, and audience-driven.
The journalists interviewed went from one type of media to another, had to learn new technologies, to switch jobs and
fulfill multiple positions, to change work routines, to learn how to write, produce and package for different media, and to
use social media in order to promote their journalistic products. However, they are actively involved in constructing their
representations of convergence, according to their previous experience in print or broadcast, their position in the
newsroom, their specific skills and responsibilities they held in the traditional media organizations they worked for in
the past.
Jurnalism și Comunicare. Revista Andrei There is a high potential for this project and other related projects to uncover relevant data that might complement
romana de jurnalism si comunicare Schwart down the existing stream in the media and Internet freedom studies. Political concentration index has value in
*
z,
investigating the transparency of the Internet Service providers. The article is focused on the explaining the relevance
Anul X, nr. 2, 2015, 33-42
Manuel and pertinence of researching Internet Service Providers, as well as on advancing for debate the methodological
a
approach of the project and a series of field-related indexes that are set to be developed.
Timbols
chiPreotea
sa
Revista românã de comunicare și Valeriu Time spent on social networks websites (SNW) determines overall life dissatisfaction. Taking into consideration that
relații publice, Vol 17 No 2 (2015), Frunzar usually younger people spend more time on SNW (especially on Facebook in Romania), our data indicate that they
43 - 50.
u,
could be more affected by virtual social networks than older people.
doi:10.21018/rjcpr.2015.2.24
Mădălin Although there is no direct negative correlation between the duration of Facebook use and general life satisfaction, our
a Boțan findings don’t necessarily indicate an optimistic scenario about Facebook and its consequences on young adults. The
variable “materialism” mediates the relationship between SNW usage and life dissatisfaction, indicating that Facebook
can generate negative shifts on users’ general life satisfaction. Therefore, our research is in line with other studies,
which indicate that the more people use Facebook, the more they become materialistic and, as a consequence, their
life satisfaction levels decline. The more people use Facebook, the more they become materialistic and, as a
consequence, their life satisfaction levels decline. Such findings bring to question Facebook’s potential to provide
effective social interaction. Rather than enhancing life satisfaction, SNW seem to foster materialism and dissatisfaction
with life in general. Considering that our findings raise questions regarding the potential negative effects of SNWon
users, this study should be continued by a more fine-grained investigation of Romanian Facebook users. Other
variables should be taken into account, such as how the users manage the photos on their account, the likes, and the
comments, in order to find out how much real life is negatively influenced by the time spent on Facebook.
Informatica Economică, vol. 17, no. Dragoş The main findings of this study are: the most frequently visited and most popular social networks among Romanian
4/2013
Daniel student are You Tube and Facebook; the majority of the respondents use social networking websites a few times a
IORDA day; only a small part of the respondents know how social networking websites use published and other type of
CHE, information; the usage of SNWs is related with the usage of computers and internet. Also the most important functions
Vincent of SNWs for Romanian student are: communication (including communication in interest groups), learning and
as
exchanging information, exchanging photo, video, friend search and texting. It can be concluded that by adopting a
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LAMAN customer-oriented strategy, social networking website developers should devote significant attention to develop safety
AUSKA standards as well as user-friendly navigation tools, as these measures can enhance trust as well as increase the
S
numbers of users.
Exploring the motives Revista Romana de Interactiune
Dragos The results show that university students mainly use Facebook to maintain social relations, information, and
of using Facebook – a Om-Calculator 9 (1) 2016, 19-34
Daniel collaboration. The samples used in this research were relatively small. To achieve a deeper understanding of the
multidimensional
Iordach reasons why university students are using Facebook, larger samples are needed. Next studies will collect samples for
approach
e,
several universities and focus on the analysis of the variation of the reasons to use Facebook on faculty profile and
Costin gender.
Pribean
u
Using analytics and
Procedia Engineering 107 (2015 ) Horia- Tools based on analytics applied to social networks and media may be helpful for disaster relief and mitigation if data is
social media for
325 – 334 doi:
Nicolai collected in almost real-time and if the collected data is cleaned from noise and processed to produce timely and
monitoring and
10.1016/j.proeng.2015.06.088
Teodore relevant information. We found a good correlation between the increment of the number of messages and the speed of
mitigation of
scu
the unfolding of the event. The time lag between the emergency onset and the peak of the number of messages is
social disasters
large, about one day. However, the delay between the event onset and the moment when the maximal gradient of the
number of messages occurs is much lower.
For effective emergency monitoring, the rate of renewed scanning must be once per minute, taking into account that
for life-threatening conditions the intervention must by in a few minutes to a few hours.
Research Regarding the Informatica Economică vol. 20, no. Mihaela Romanian companies use social media recruitment tools in order to be more accurate when choosing the job
Social Media
2/2016 DOI:
SAROŞ candidate. The respondents declared themselves satisfied about social media recruitment tools.
Recruitment Tools in
10.12948/issn14531305/20.2.2016. There are many benefits of using social media recruitment tools by the companies. Social media can increase
Romania
06
ROGOB candidate applications a lot. Another advantage is that transparency goes both ways – it applies to the companies and
ETE, the candidates.
Adrian- The main type of information that companies are looking for on social media is the appearance of the candidate.
Gabriel Candidate’s appearance counts the most in choosing the ideal employee for many Romanian companies.
SAV
Companies should use social media recruitments tools for human resources department to simplify their work and to
achieve the best results, fast.
Media Convergence and Journal of Media Research,
Georget The results obtained in this study show that the convergence has lot of forms when it meets mobile technology in the
Mobile Technology
3(20)/2014, pp. 47-71
a Drula Romanian media landscape. The multimedia content found on the news sites are also accessed on mobile devices in
a device-specific approach, in a traditional-desktop approach, or in combination. However, because the border
between convergence and cross-platform is difficult to define, it can be noticed that media companies have chosen
both convergent and cross-platform solutions for their online products (such as: several new sites adopted the crossplatform solution which is based on the desktop version of the news site on mobile devices, other news sites have
mobile versions that are appropriate for a convergent solution, different media channels (TV, publications, news
agencies, and Web sites) are unified through the mobile technology in a specific mode). Another conclusion of this
study shows that the characteristics of mobile sites do not influence the number of views and visitors. The mobile and
wireless technologies increased the forms of media convergence.
The passage from
Journal of Media Research,
Horea The first conclusion of the research is that the messages expressed using the visual message are emotional. All the
written alphabet to oral Vol. 8 Issue 1(21) / 2015, pp.124- Mihai photos in the first category of the corpus expressed emotional messages, which indicates that in the future, when the
alphabet on social
135
BADAU visual alphabet will have completely replaced the textual alphabet, we will translate our actions, our experiences and
networks
our thoughts by using emotions. As a second conclusion, I have identified a transition category between the written
alphabet and the visual alphabet, and this category consists of words that describe images. The text, which has a
circumstantial role, has almost completely disappeared in our examples, which means that for the means of
communicating of the near future, the nuclear messages, direct, based on emotions will be predominant.
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RO010 Organizational and
Individual Promotion
Strategies. The Use of
Social Media among the
Journalists of the
Romanian Public
Television
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Journal
of Media Research,
Vol. 10 Issue 1(27) / 2017, pp. 1322 DOI:10.24193/jmr.27.2
Published First Online: 2017/03/3

RO011 Consumption exposure Journal of Media Research,
on Facebook: What do Vol. 8 Issue 2(22) / 2015, pp. 68-83
we share in the online
environment?

RO012 Usage of Facebook by Informatica Economică vol. 19, no.
University Students in 1/2015
Romania and Lithuania:
A Comparative Study

RO013 Social Media and its
Impact on Consumers
Behavior

International Journal of Economic
Practices and Theories, Vol. 4, No.
2, 2014, Special issue on Marketing
and
Business Development
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Rodica The results show that individual journalists and television channels use both organizational and individual strategies.
Melinda The use of social media among TVR (national public television) departments and programs differ significantly in
ŞUŢU, frequency and strategy. Individual journalists usually prefer to post information and video about their own work or
independent activities on social media. Journalists promote specific programs, by posting or sharing the information
about various products and campaigns of the organization when they are actively involved or it fits their professional
and personal values and interests. Further research is necessary to investigate the changes in the Romanian media
organizations, at a wider range, through quantitative methodology. This particular research has the potential to provide
a valuable starting point for the scientists interested in investigating the effects of new technologies on media
organizations, either in Romania or elsewhere. The results of this scientific investigation are also helpful for the media
managers interested in adopting new technologies and applying innovative promotion strategies in their organizations.
Alexand Over 60% of the online presence is dedicated to the Facebook. Moreover, there is a segment for which the online time
rais synonymous with the time spent on Facebook. In other words, the online social network is the single reason for
Petronel accessing the Internet, other situations being probably isolated. I found that the time allocated to the Internet, but also
a
the one invested in Facebook, tend to increase, so that those who entered the final analysis allocated most time both
GRIGO to the Internet as well as to the social platform. The data show that those who responded to the survey reported that
RE
the most frequent activities were clustered under the category of “Read/ Documentation” and the least mentioned were
(ISBĂŞ activities that related to “Sport”, both in the category of “I did sport activities” and „I watched sport activities”. The
OIU)
places where the activities mentioned above were carried are most often “Home/ Student campus” and people connect
by rather using the phone. Regarding the activities shared on Facebook by respondents, only a third of these were
exhibited in the online environment, however on the first place are those categorized as “Media (press/ magazine
articles, shows, radio stations/ TV stations)/ Websites”.
This study may represent a starting point in studying large populations, but also increasingly complex targets derived
or not from the present one.
Dragoş The comparative analysis of Facebook usage in Romania and Lithuania suggests that several differences exist
Daniel between countries and towns. Romanian university students have larger Facebook networks and the weight of
IORDA students in the total FB friends is larger. In both countries, female students have larger FB networks and spend more
CHE, time on Facebook than male students. Regarding the relationship between the town population from one side and the
Costin network size and time spent on Facebook, on the other side, the regression results should be taken with caution.
PRIBEA However, a strong relationship exists that should stimulate further research since it is likely that at least for the same
NU,
country and for a given period of time, the town population could predict Facebook usage.
Vincent
as
LAMAN
AUSKA,
Loreta
RAGULI
ENE
Elisabet The consumers that usually buy online are young, working in a company, with salary over 2001 lei monthly, most of
a
them are females and has at least an account on social network. Before purchasing a product on online they usually
Ioanăs, inform themselves from forums, company’s websites, Facebook accounts or peer reviews. Among the reasons which
Ivona most consumers prefer online transactions are convenience (42%) and the fact that the product is readily delivered
Stoica home (39%). To conclude, we can say that social networks have a role in influencing the behavior of consumers in the
virtual environment, particularly when the degree of exposure of messages and the relation created between the
variety of information given and the consumer who is about to make a purchase. From a company’s point of view, it
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International Journal of Business
and Management; Vol. 8, No. 14;
2013 doi:10.5539/ijbm.v8n14p66
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should successfully back track mixed marketing policies in order to boost sales and, thus, the net turnover and market
share. As communication strategies can be used communication through interactive games, banners that leads the
consumer to the company website or behavioral communication. It would have been an interesting future direction of
research, to observe to what extent is the concentration of online products and services in rural areas.
This research presents new ways to classify online consumers, which served as a basis for psychographic
segmentation, based on respondents’ activities on different online platforms. Also, this study contributes to the existing
knowledge of customer behavior in an online environment, in general, and on social media websites, in particular, by
providing insight through an examination of seven influential variables (Clicking the ad, Experience using social media,
Networkers, Watchers and Listeners, Concern for privacy, Log in pattern, Engagers) on developing positive reactions
to online advertisements. In order to be successful in social media marketing, companies need to create a buyer
persona and then develop and constantly adjust the online marketing strategy according to the interests of customers
for long-term success. Figuring out what goes best for which particular audience leads to success. True customer
engagement means commitment-focused, not transaction-focused.

Simona
Vinerea
n,
Iuliana
Cetina,
Luigi
Dumitre
scu,
Mihai
Tichinde
lean
RO015 Education and Social Journal of Media Research,
Rebeka The experts interviewed for this research presented a complex feature of biological, behavioral, social and affective
Media
Vol. 10 Issue 2(28) / 2017, pp. 166- TŐRŐK issues, which should be treated correctly by media specialists in order for the youth to know how to use social media
183 DOI:10.24193/jmr.28.12
and to be familiar with its positive and negative aspects, to see its advantages and disadvantages, as well. Biological
ÁGOST level: positive effects: activating neural connections; expanding the area of discoveries, information; negative effects:
ON
overloading with information; losing the essential information. Behavioral level: positive effects: the opportunity to
achieve self-expression behaviors; negative effects: imitative, mimetic behaviors. Social level: positive effects:
expanding the area of knowledge; negative effects: social isolation or depression, because of the comparison with the
group of virtual friends, who are always happy. Affective level: positive effects: enriching emotions, sentiments,
experiences; negative effects: emoticon language transmits different emotions in a context leading to
misunderstandings; mostly developing the following feelings: anger, envy, dissatisfaction, insatiability. In Romania
steps should be taken in order to modernize educational system con¬cerning social media as a school subject. There
are many types of solutions, but the most important ones are the following: teaching mass-media, social media at
schools by professionals: journalists, photographers, social media teachers. Also teaching students how to benefit from
social media for self- developing purposes. Another important issue is making more professional educational movies
and last, but not least, balancing traditional education with the digital one.
RO016 Stretching the
Studia UBB
Nicolaie Today scholarly communication is no longer an effort of aggregation of content and quantified indices. It is an effort to
boundaries of
Digitalia,
Constan expose content, and, if possible, to format content in ways accesible both for humans and for machines.
publishing:
Volume 62 (LXII) 2017, June, Issue tinescu New formats are required, that will enable others to re-use, forking and versioning content. For researchers, it is wise
The Open Web Platform 1, 42-56
to adopt the self-publishing model, and to keep all the academic content produced in one place. A perfect scenario for
and the alternatives
Published Online: 2017-06-30
research output would be to be seamlessly integrated with the other academic contributions via semantic technologies
in such a way that the contribution would be instantly recognizable. Future of publishing is interwoven with the capacity
of transforming a “publication” – research output – into a hub, a proxy or a “small world” that is highly connected with
others on the semantic levels.
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RO017 Living and
Journal of Media Research Communicating in a
Revista de Studii Media 2
Changing Information (28):5-17.
Society: The Relevance
and Impact of Big Data
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Sabina The discussion of Big Data cannot be confined on the pages of technology and business magazines or in small groups
Addami of experts in the field: universities as institutions can do more than giving a technical education, and doing
ano
technological and economic research in this field. Universities should engage in innovative research and social debate
on the following topics: privacy, personal data use (and reuse), responsibilities about data conservation and
management, digital rights, and economic value generated by users’ interactions. A further and wider action by
universities – also in partnership with other organizations – could be realized in several directions, such as:
−Developing research, both at a national and a European level, about the presence of Big Data as a specific subject in
degree courses different from Mathematics, Statistics, Information Technology and Physics, with particular attention to
Communication and Political Sciences and to political, personal and social responsibility issues related to the Big Data
creation and management;
−Including Big Data both at theoretical (including “culturomics”), strategic and operational level in academic courses,
especially in Communication;
−Acting so to put the discussion about the use of Big Data in the agenda setting of different media (including the social
ones), as one of the most relevant issues for an inclusive and non-discriminatory development of contemporary
societies, confronted with the risk of “digital feudalism”
−Analyzing the application and impact of the European regulatory framework about Big Data in different Member
States, especially as to the DPO – Data Protection Officer and his/her accountability;
−Rethinking in the light of the Big Data the recommendations contained in the EU Report Building the European
Information Society for Us All (1997) (EuropeanCommission, 1996);
−Making an analysis of the impact of Big Data on traditional communication professional profiles in terms of
knowledge, skills and capability to work in complex working teams (further knowledge and skills for the education and
training of these profiles, building of new ones);
−Investigating the communication knowledge and skills needed by the profile of Data Scientist, and evaluate the
opportunity to design interdisciplinary curricula;
−Analyzing of the reshaping of communication processes under the impact of Big Data and their implications in terms
of employment and digitization of specific, traditional processes (e.g. copywriting, media planning);
−Studying the impact of Big Data on professional communication language and syntax;
−Analyse the impact of Big Data on academic research and on training (and evaluation as to career progressions) of
researchers;
−Fostering research about the impact of Big Data on the way in which we think reality, especially as to the difference
between correlation among data and cause and-effect relationship (and their respective implications)

1

1

Mirela- All ministries use at least one online communication channel to disseminate information to public. Based on collected
Codruţa data, the study showed that only 11 ministries have a news feed, that Facebook is the most used social platform, and
Abrudan Youtube is used mainly by the Minister of Defense. Very active on Twitter are 2 ministries (Internal Affairs, and
, Julia Regional Development and Public Administration). Three ministries have a profile on LinkedIn,two on Instagram and
Szambo Google+ and one on Flickr. The Ministry of Communication and Information sSociety has by far the most profiles, eight
lics
in total: Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, Google+, Pinterest, tumblr, reddit and myspace. Blogs, Vlogs, Podcasts, Vodcasts
are not produced by Romanian ministries.
RO019 Vlogs -the most popular Journal of Media Research, Vol. 10 Mirela Even if videoblogs are currently the dominant form of self-presentation of Millennials, academic studies on Romanian
form of self-presentation Issue 3(29) / 2017, pp. 55-69,
Abrudan vlogs are not be found. Research papers on media consumption habits of young generation are also hardly available in
of the Millennials
DOI:10.24193/jmr.29.4
,
Romania.
Sânzian Main findings: vloggers’aim - to inspire young people, to share their life experiences, to pass on tips and tricks, and to
a Chiţea promote various products. Successful brands need not only a unique positioning but also a good story that should
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entertain the public;, the first criterion for the success of a vlog is a suitable brand image.
To appear in front of the camera as a "teacher" to their viewers is vital to our respondents. Whatever they talk about,
they want to teach the others something. For this they prepare their video material carefully. Creativity, storytelling,
honesty, facticity are the key to the audience's hearts and to success.
For millennials, content is the most important criterion in assessing a vlog. Active online presence in social media is
especially important for vlogging.
For future research it would be interesting to do a comparative study of generations X, Y,Z regarding the consumption
of online formats and opinions regarding
modern forms of presentation in Web 2.0. Also a comparison between the
Romanian vlogging scene and international vlogs would be interesting.
RO020 Aspects of the influence Revista Română de Interacţiune
Marines As shown by the survey data collected in the autumn of 2013, the use of Internet by the students of the University of
of Internet on health
Om-Calculator 7 (4) 2014, 289-304 cu
Bucharest led to an increased likehood of healthy behaviors in the investigated population on three main dimensions:
related behaviour of
Valentin disease prevention, the management of health risk factors and the management of health resources and the quality of
Romanian students
a
life. Recommendations: health-related campaigns targeting young people should be disseminated mainly in the on-line
environment. As an alternative to lack of funds for public health system in Romania, the data from this survey can also
be used to plan and carry out a "guerilla" advertising campaign in the field of health and quality of life.
RO021 Thai Consumers'
Studia Universitatis Babes-Bolyai, Nanthita The results showed that there was a negative relationship between Thai consumers' skepticism and their attitudes
Skepticism And Attitudes Ephemerides. Jun2017, Vol. 62
Songyot toward advertising messages created by content seeding techniques via social media, as well as a negative
Toward Content Seeding Issue 1, p91-105.
hin;
relationship between consumers' skepticism toward advertising messages and attitudes toward advertised brands that
Techniques Via Social
Chompu employed content seeding techniques. However, there was no relationship between consumers' skepticism and their
Media
nuch attitudes toward media organizations that employed content seeding techniques. Thai consumers seem to be positive
Punyapi to read product and service information as long as the marketers will not create advertising messages in unethical
roje
ways and exaggerate claims for the advertised brands. However, Thai consumers tens to resist and boycott social
media providers if the marketers cross the boundaries. It is important that Thai government agencies who are
responsible for consumer rights and protection to enact laws and regulations for controlling the online seeding
practices.
RO022 The digitisation Studia UBB Digitalia, Volume 62
Liana The current paper proposes a prototype tool for measuring the presence of individuals in the physical and virtual
measuring physical and (LXII) 2017, June, Issue 1, 3-4
STANC space. The objective was to look into the theory according to which in smart cities, people’s physical presence will
virtual presence
Published Online: 2017-06-30
A,
diminish and be replaced by a ‘like’. The participants to the study were senior undergraduate students of Economic
Issue
Cristina Informatics. Main findings: the participants in the study can be interpreted as smart persons, more exactly as persons
DOI:10.24193/subbdigitalia.2017.1 FELEA, who use technology to simplify their life and to obtain an adequate information flow in a short time. Behaviour towards
Ramona the specific locations generates communities which in relation to the physical space create a graph, a network and, by
LACUR extrapolation, a social network. The latter can be analysed using specific methods to determine poles that attract
EZEAN concentrations of persons. Consequently, problems in which the variables studied in relation to space can be
U,
demonstrated to generate graphs may be solved based on data mining and social network analysis so as to obtain
Christia more rigorous results.
n
Consequently, the profile of the smart person obtained can be argued to deny the theory according to which urban ICTSCHUS s may diminish people’s physical presence in favour of virtual presence measured by ‘like’-s. In our view, smart
TER
persons are much more focussed on using both sides of reality to achieve their purpose.
The study demonstrates that, in order to become a smart city, an important East-European city needs people who are
ready to undertake the transition but tools need to be devised to measure readiness so as to avoid issues caused by
cultural shock. The current findings indicate that 18 to 26 year old people (students) still need to be physically present
in locations where information-knowledge transfer is performed. Future research needs to examine if the education
level plays a role in „obtaining” smart people.
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RO023 Communication
Studia Universitatis Babes-Bolyai,
between public
Ephemerides. Dec2016, Vol. 61
administration and
Issue 2, p93-107
citizens through national
website

2

1

RO024

2

1

3

1

2

reddit,

2

1

2

1

RO025

RO026

RO027

RO028

Mihaela In terms of on-line direct informational exchange with the citizens, the City Hall of Cluj-Napoca (Romania) is ranked
Muresa among the first 12 local Public Administration authorities in the country that replied to 90% -100% of the on-line
n
addressed complaints. During the 9-year period since the implementation of the website, the Mayor's Office of ClujNapoca is the absolute leader of the on-line communication with the citizens, with a response rate of 92% replies to
more than 25,000 intimacies. In conclusion, the writing style used in complaints by citizens to the website of the mayor
hall is a mixture of administrative-official style and the language used in social media (Facebook, blogs). All the public
administration institutions should have a Facebook page where to post significant messages in an accesible manner.
The fact that Facebook pages of institutions, institutional blogs and official websites give citizens the possibility to write
a complaint is a significant advantage for many citizen. Properly used, the online tools contribute to innovative
participatory practices, free networking, and collaboration for an open government.
Does ICT Participate in Informatica Economică vol. 17, no. Bilal
System GMM technique is used to estimate convergence regression for se-lected Asian countries for data of time span
Economic Convergence 2/2013
MEHM 2001-2010. Support for ICT-augmented conver-gence is found, implying that ICT has the tendency to participate in
among Asian Countries:
OOD, convergence process. Suitable demographic features, human development and electricity consumption are also found
Evidence from Dynamic
Parvez to contribute to economic convergence in the sample countries of Asia. Findings of this paper indicate the need to
Panel Data Model
AZIM complement the favorable demographic endowments in Asian economies with economically productive usage of ICT to
proceed towards economic conver-gence in Asian Region. Based on empirical results in this paper the role of ICT in
achieving convergence which is found to be supportive. The richest ICT related regional databases are found in case
of OECD countries for in-stance ‘ICT database and Eurostat’. In developing countries, some of the problems of
scientific research such as creating an increased pool of trained people, providing more resources and strengthening
the whole national infrastruc-ture, can only be solved through time. Policy makers should focus more on designing the
policy in considering ICT as a phenomenon, deeply embedded into every sector of the economy.
Transmedia usage in the Studia Universitatis Babes-Bolyai, Mădălin By emphasizing their knowledge in the domain of self-help and their personal experience, the gurus of self-help must
self-help industry
Ephemerides. Dec2016, Vol. 61
a
understand that succes in communication can be achieved by the use of transmedia approach, that is addressing the
Issue 2, p73-92
Hodoro same topic simultaneously through various channels (websites, social media, books, seminars, CDs and DVDs).
g
We are Roddit: an
STUDIA UBB EPHEMERIDES, LXII, Flavia On r/Romania, the topics of conversation focus on politics and anticorruption fight. The analysis of r/Romania can shed
Overview of the
1, 2017 (p. 49 - 74)
Taran light on how Romanians have gotten interested in political issues over the last years. The number of posts on politics
R/Romania Subreddit DOI:10.24193/subbeph.2017.1.02
rose in recent years, spawning debates and discussions. Te core users of r/Romania set the agenda and act as
gatekeepers, submitting and upvoting the most popular opinion, while the less popular sink the bottom. The
conversation is skewed towards liberal and independent news stories and media outlets.
Young Romanians’
Conference proceedings of
Răzvan- The online presence of an individual implies a similar approach with that of a public communication. The study
“Digital Natives”, Social »eLearning and Software for
Alexand highlights the significance of a responsible management of any undertaken activity in the online environment,
Media and SelfEducation« (eLSE), 2017, 01:35-42 ru
emphasizing the necessity of a conscious step-by-step journey, following the good practices guide, a guide which is
Branding
CĂLIN, improvable and adaptable, with the express individual purpose of forming a solid identity in the cyberspace.
Irina- Training and personal development to planning and staging of the construction of a personality profile in the online
Alexand environment is desirable.
ra
BÎRSĂN
ESCU
Social Media and
Sfera Politicii, 2013, 174:147-160 Nicoleta According to data from 2013, the parliamentary parties in Romania did not use all the social networks. There were
Political Communication.
Ciacu, political parties which did not use any social network (only the discussion forum), on their official website, in order to
Case Study – The
Tasențe promote their image and their political messages or for interaction with the supporters of the political party. The political
Parliamentary Parties In
Tănase parties, which have exploited the benefits of promoting their image and political messages by means of the social
Romania
networks, enjoyed the active participation of their supporters on Facebook. These ones initiated discussion groups and
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online communities, and actively supported the efforts of the parties. Regardless of the smaller number of supporters
on Facebook compared to the number of the real voters, the active users proved to be very influential opinion leaders,
not only in the online but in the real world also. The political parties must pay attention to the opinion leaders from the
social networks, as the degree of influence of the political message increases proportionally with the number of opinion
leaders on Facebook supporting it.
The Facebook challenge Studii de Biblioteconomie şi Ştiinţa Octavia- The three public libraries in Romania analyzed in this article created pages on Facebook and their Facebook presence
for public libraries in
Informării, 2014 18:83-88
Luciana is appreciated by users. Facebook give the libraries the possibility to reach the community of users more easily and to
Romania
Madge, improve the visibility of services as well of their cultural activities. There are no specific findings about Romania.
Laura
Coserea
Applying
ROMANIAN JOURNAL OF
Monica In artificial societies, a computing model based essentially on multi agent based modeling, communication is inherent
Communication
INFORMATION
Dascalu and is also a fundamental part of the model. In this computing model, communication appears as information exchange
Sciences in Artificial
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
, Silvia and is analyzed, discussed and optimized from the perspective of information theory and computational
Societies
Volume 20, Number 3, 2017, 198– Branea communication. The paper introduces the concept of ‘infoscape’ for the ‘information landscape’ of artificial societies
209
and suggests the way multi-step flow of communication theory (the approach to the social structure that benefits from
the information transmitted by the online media through the perspective of individuals rather than through the opinion
leaders) could be used in order to model communication in this ‘infoscape’.
Analysis of data
ROMANIAN JOURNAL OF
Mironel The results show that there are specific associations of words and hashtags in tweets related to earthquakes and that
volumes circulating in INFORMATION
a
the dynamics of occurrences of keywords is correlated. The information system can timely generate information on the
SNs after the
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
PIRNAU magnitude of the event and its consequences and useful conceptual relationships that may help decision making.
occurrence of an
Volume 20, Number 3, 2017, 286–
There is however a risk that improperly collected data hide useful information and generate undesired decisions in
earthquake
298
case of earthquake and other disasters. Therefore, further work should be directed to the improvement of the
completeness and correctness of the collected data. For various decisions or operations that are taken in real
situations, many previous simulations on critical data (such as tweets) have to be made, using Data Mining algorithms.
Social Media and
ME.dok, 2015/3, pp. 45-60
Arpad The main role of social media during disasters is communication. Communication from official organizations to
Emergency – New
Rab
local, concerned people not only during disaster, but more pre- and after it. With the help of social media there can be
Models and Policies
made very useful, targeted, valid information. Emergency managers must be aware of: using information posted by
Enhancing Disaster
more sources, the possibility of violating privacy, the possibile usage of trademarked or copyrighted materials, and not
Management
to divulge classified information etc. On the other side, citizens may or may not completely understand the
impacts of their choices when it comes to the use of social media during emergencies.
FAKE NEWS AND THE STUDIA UBB EPHEMERIDES, LXII, Peter The nature and processes of the effects of new media are far more complex than those of the traditional mass media
DIGITAL MEDIA. THE 1, 2017 (p. 23 - 36)
Gross and are only now beginning to be studied. What we know to date is that, both at the micro and macro level, audiences
CHANGING BATTLE DOI:10.24193/subbeph.2017.1.02
select their new media platforms and the nature of their participation according to their existing beliefs and attitudes
FOR PEOPLE’S
just like they do with traditional media.
HEARTS, MINDS AND
There are two traits the digital media do not share with legacy media: (1) the establishment of echo chambers to a
ILLUSIONSFAKE
greater extent than the latter do, and (2) the enhancement of interpersonal communication; changing, therefore, the
NEWS AND THE
nature and interpretation of the agenda setting and framing of the news and information that is disseminated.
DIGITAL MEDIA.
The wholesale alterations in the media world and, therefore, in its relationship with audiences, and the addition of
different and substantially increased forms of fake news are contributing to an entirely different kind of public sphere.
The traditional bourgeoisie public sphere is gone.
Today, individuals and technology companies are the most important curators of information and news. Their
engineering of the public sphere is quite different than that of the traditional media and merits concerted study.
Therefore, fake news and the digital media, separately and in concert, are our most pressing problems. They
threatened liberal democracy.
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Slovakia
SK001

Criminal liability of
Facebook reaction
buttons in environment
of the Slovak Republic
as a form of hate
speech

Societas et
Smieško Ivan
iurisprudentia
[elektronický zdroj]:
medzinárodný
internetový vedecký
časopis. - ISSN 13395467. - online; Roč. 4,
č. 4 (2016), s. 213-234.

SK002

Assessing social media Žurnalistika, médiá,
Buzová Katarína
credibility
spoločnosť 3-4
[elektronický zdroj]. Bratislava: STIMUL,
2014. - ISBN 978-808127-116-8. - S. 84-101
[online].

The paper is focused on analysing the issue of the Facebook reaction buttons
as a form of hate speech. Pressing these buttons can spread hateful content
through Facebook and disseminate extremist ideas. Currently, technologies are
so much sophisticated that it is enough to do just one “click” on the computer
mouse, touchpad, or display and the content is disseminated.
Steadily pressing FB reaction buttons should not be qualified as criminal offence
because the social impact of this act is negligible and it would fail in the test of
necessity in a democratic society. Instead, there could be three possible de lega
ferenda solutions: 1.To differentiate committing criminal offence via mass media
and via the Internet, with the possibility to apply material corrective in case of
the Internet which would be very complicated and would need to novelise the
whole Criminal Code; 2. To reduce the upper term of imprisonment, so
mentioned crimes would become minor offences and material corrective could
be applied; 3. To add another qualified subject matter of criminal offence of
Condoning a Criminal Offence according to the Section 338 that would include
element “steadily”, with the possibility to apply material corrective; this is an
issue for a special paper
Credibility of social media can be viewed from three perspectives: media
credibility, source credibility and credibility of the messages or content. Basic
general factors that affect credibility, are cognitive factors such as expertise,
reliability, relevance and reputation. Technical quality includes surface
attractiveness, usability and other factors. Both types may be combined in
institutional quality. What makes credible the users of social media is the
appearance, especially information in his profile, photo, expression, scope,
content and style of the posts and statuses. Also his activity - the frequency of
publication and comments and his reputation, like social status, level of
feedback and interaction with others, visible through the comments and other
forms. Selected online tools for supporting the evaluation of credibility use the
knowledge of differences in motivation and purpose of the evaluation of source
and content credibility on social media.
Policy recommendations: There could be three possible de lega ferenda
solutions: 1.To differentiate committing criminal offence via mass media and via
the Internet, with the possibility to apply material corrective in case of the
Internet which would be very complicated and would need to novelise the whole
Criminal Code; 2. To reduce the upper term of imprisonment, so mentioned
crimes would become minor offences and material corrective could be applied;
3. To add another qualified subject matter of criminal offence of Condoning a
Criminal Offence according to the Section 338 that would include element
“steadily”, with the possibility to apply material corrective; this is an issue for a
special paper
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Žurnalistika, médiá,
spoločnosť 3-4
[elektronický zdroj]. Bratislava : STIMUL,
2014. - ISBN 978-808127-116-8. - S. 102112 [online].
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SK003

Manipulation
techniques in social
media

SK004

Transmit and Absorb: Médiá – Moc –
The Neutral Truth of
Manipulácia, s. 316Mass Media
330.

SK005

From Readers´ Literacy STARÍ A MLADÍ
Viera Kačinová
- Challenge for the
POUŽÍVATELIA Zborník
Present and the Future štúdií o informačnej a
mediálnej gramotnosti,
str 49-61

SK006

Analysis of the use of
social media by SMEs
in the conditions of the
Slovak market

Journal of global
science [elektronický
zdroj]. - ISSN 2453756X. - Vol. 1, no. 1
(2016), online, [6] s.

Andrea Hrčková

Anna Sámelová

Bačík Radovan,
Nastišin Ľudovít

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Many recipients are not aware of the simplicity of manipulating information in
social media. In addition to information on social networks, the public relies on
so-called civic journalism available on blogs or reviews of products within
discussion groups.
Social media is only a channel, and the level of information depends mostly on
the users. However, it is reasonable to consider that cases of manipulation
should be brought to public attention, for example, by including them in the
curricula for information/ media literacy - the subject taught at secondary
schools. This would prevent uncritical confidence on the part of users of not only
traditional but also social media.
Policy recommendations:Steadily inform, remind, warn and educate on
possible actual, specific and general manipulations on social networks.
The paper deals with the phenomenon of proliferation of banality in the
contemporary massmedia texts, sounds and images. The author ́s point of
departure lies in editorial self - regulation of visualization of these texts, sounds
and images cons idered as a panoptic – synoptic normalization consequence of
the massmedia professionals as well as their audience.
Technologicalization of the mass media has undoubtedly influenced the form of
visualization of texts, sounds and images in modern journalism. Its
consequence is the retreat of contextual visualization from the pre-internet
analogue era in favor of the current form of visualization of thematic sets of
surveys, which apparently does not need the context, but creates ontological
plurality of the mediated topic.
Policy recommendations:Should not we proceed to labeling what is high
quality, what is bad, poor and what is absolutely not journalism by some central
authority, eg. journalists' association?
This contribution justifies the need for the development of media literacy as a
specific personality equipment in the current context of the information
(medialized) society.
Media literacy as a response to the needs of a human living in a Media society.
Apply strategies for the development of Media literacy (competencies) of
individuals of different age understood as strategies for the development of
ability to value-selectively and responsibly treat Media
Policy recommendations:There is a very low level of Reading Comprehension
among students in Slovakia. Therefore it is necessary to begin increasing this
ability and competency (what is part of media literacy) from the lower primary
school in the Slovak education system.
Facebook is the most popular SM in Slovakia, other social media are only
accompanying instruments chosen as the second or third choice,. The followers'
brand base is related to Facebook too. The most successful brands in social
media show much intense activity there.
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Factors influencing
brand perception in
social media
environment and their
impact on users of
these media
EDUCATION IN 21ST
CENTURY AND
SOCIAL MEDIA

Journal of global
science [elektronický
zdroj]. - ISSN 2453756X. - Vol. 1, no. 1
(2016), online, [6] s.

Nastišin Ľudovít

New online social
media and their
importance in
communicating with
target groups

Manažment v teórii a Ferencová Martina
praxi [elektronický
zdroj]: on-line odborný
časopis o nových
trendoch v
manažmente. - ISSN
1336-7137. - Roč. 9, č.
1-2 (2013), online, s. 412.

Znalosti pro tržní praxi Kajanová Helena
2015: Ženy podnikatelky v minulosti
a současnosti: Sborník
z mezinárodní vědecké
konference. - Olomouc,
s.314-324, online
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It turned out that most users have accounts created on two social media, but
some of them on three or even four social media. It was confirmed that
Facebook is dominant among social media in Slovakia. Most users tend to
subscribe to content from brands. Furthermore, the importance ofrelevance of
the content added was confirmed. Brands must also be aware of these facts
when they publish their content.
Social media allow people to perceive new ideas or to share information with
others anytime and anywhere. The aim of this paper is point out the possibilities
of using social media in education. The survey by a que stionnaire method has
been accomplished in April and May 2015. The survey results are presented in
a proposal of possibilities how to use social media in education. The focus is to
ensure specific activities by using more significant incentive components. Social
media are changing the single way in which people learn and think about, what
it means to know something.
Open education through SM requires proper intercultural understanding.
Younger generation is the consumer rather than the creator of information.
Its typical features are mosaic-like combining of parts of texts ("cut and paste
generation"), independent learning and preference of interactive social media.
Such behavior sometimes violates traditional respect for copyright and
intellectual property. Collaborative learning also enables students to collaborate
with an emphasis on their individual approach, showing strengths and
weaknesses of both learners and teachers. More important than technological
options are capabilities to maximize access to the target group for which
education is intended. Benefits of using social media in the on-line class include
support for a sense of belonging among students as well as for their ability to
share information with each other.
Policy recommendations:To create test conditions in school system (target
groups) for open education through the social media and then to evaluate using
them in the online class.
This article deals with the analysis of the scientific and professional, foreign and
domestic sources focusing on the new online social media. Online social media
play a significant role in academy field as well as in business.
In order to clarify the importance of online social media in the academic
environment, their potential in science and research can not be forgotten particularly in networking and sharing knowledge. They are also important in
disseminating and using this knowledge by solving real problems in economic
life and innovative processes. Interaction - academic soil versus economic
practice - can be an indicator of the competitiveness of the given subjects during
the application of theoretical knowledge in practical activities.
Policy recommendations:Managements in the academic environment should
promote the dissemination of knowledge and academic communication through
online social media.
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Exclusive journal:
Bačík Radovan,
economy and society Fedorko Richard
and environment. ISSN 1339-0260. - Vol.
2, no. 3 (2014), s. 7179.
Vedecké state
Olexová Romana
Obchodnej fakulty 2013
II. [elektronický zdroj] :
[zborník] S. 486-495

Social networking should be seen as a relevant tool of promotion - through a
wide variety of options, such as the presentation itself, creating fan communities
or the possibility of immediate communication with the target groups.
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FB, TW,
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YT, Pin, IG

5

1

There is direct llink between the marketing communication interactivity and the
credibility of the company. A major challenge for market participants,
organizations and service companies is therefore the management of online
communication and the maintenance of a positive image in an Internet
environment - especially at social media.

3

1

3

1

IT lib. - ISSN 1335793X. - Roč. 18, č. 1
(2014), s. 30-34.

The author presents gamification as an online marketing technique to support
user engagement into the service or use of the product - the use of library
services.
The gamification itself does not guarantee user engagement or education of
students. It is necessary to have a clear target, carefully plan and implement the
gammification project in a way to achieve the desired effect. Gamification does
not necessarily require complex technology or huge investments. It is sufficient
to use in a creative way with a custom-made library, social media and networks
as Facebook, Pinterest, Gowalla, Foursquare or SCVNGR.
Policy recommendations:It is necessary to have a clear target, carefully plan
and implement the gammification project in a way to achieve the desired effect.
In many cases, data in social media is generated by users and could be biased,
inaccurate and subjective. Therefore, information in this environment does not
have the same value and it is necessary to assess its credibility before we make
a decision or a judgment.
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The author sees future of either convergence versus fragmentation (sometimes
she refers to divergence), either „Media-centric fragmentation“ or „User-centric
fragmentaion”) as open process.
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Buzová Katarína

Models and aspects of Knižničná a informačná Buzová Katarína,
the social media
veda 25 = Library and Drobíková Barbora
credibility
information science 25.
- Bratislava: Univerzita
Komenského, 2014. ISBN 978-80-223-38080. - S. 9-24.
The concept of
O médiách
Dírerová Veronika
"convergence" and
[elektronický zdroj]:
"fragmentation" in the jazyk, dejiny, teória /
context of media
ed. Juraj Považan,
communication
Terézia Rončáková. - 1.
technologies
vyd. - Ružomberok:
Verbum - vydavateľstvo
Katolíckej univerzity v
Ružomberku, 2015. ISBN 978-80-561-03258. - CD-ROM, s. 37-44 /
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Považan Juraj
(Redaktor, editor).
Airline Facebook pages European Transport
Grančay Martin
– a content analysis
Research Review. ISSN 1867-0717. - Vol.
6, no. 3 (september
2014), p. 213-223.

Possibilities of
Facebook insight data
analysis on
organization further
strategic decision
making

The study shows that airline Facebook pages contain limited information and
are not substitutes for airline websites. Three fourths of airlines enable users to
post content. By replying to users’ posts, 68 % of airlines use FB as a customer
service platform. The major determinants of whether an airline operates a FB
page are airline size and its business model It appears that low-cost airlines
have the highest Facebook adoption rate. However, it needs to be noted that
within the full-service airlines group there are thirteen Chinese and Iranian
airlines that are not allowed to use Facebook due to country-wide government
bans. If these are excluded from the analysis, the difference between fuTaking
into account the content categories of “fans’ posts” and “answers to fans’ posts”,
three approaches to airline communication with customers have been
identified:ll-service and low-cost airlines fades away.Future research in this field
should focus on searching for a link between Facebook usage by airlines and
their revenue. Low-cost airlines such as AirAsia or Cebu Pacific have been
known to use Facebook for seat sales promotions which often go viral. It will be
especially interesting to compare the socio-demographic structure of airlines’
passengers with the number and socio-demographic structure of their fans on
Facebook – when controlling for airline size, do airlines with higher number of
fans have lower average age of passengers? How does airline’s Facebook
activity affect sales? Other suggested directions for research include exploring
how communication strategy airlines use on Facebook affects customer
satisfaction, comparing airlines’ activity on Facebook with other transportation
modes, etc
Fedorko Igor, Fedorko A well-planned social media communication strategy can generate strong
Richard
positive publicity with low financial costs. Authors expect usage of social media
by organizations to further increase in the future.
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Facebook is a great platform for brands with the largest number of members
(1.7 billion monthly active users in the second quarter of 2016). It is a huge
audience and the number of profile fans show that they also actively express
their sympathy and brand interests. Interactions show to what extent everyday
users prefer direct contact with brand representatives. A high number of user
posts is an indication that fans are also engaged in tagging activities. And this is
what makes Facebook communication a form of art and a new industry of
customer support, as more and more users share comments with requests for
assistance.
This research positions social media marketing strategy and strategic actions in
the context of the marketing organization theory, and discusses the impact of
the incorporation of social media on the concept of marketing organization. The
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Exclusive e-journal
[elektronický zdroj]:
economy and society
and environment. ISSN 1339-4509. - Vol.
2, no. 3 (2014), online,
[7] s.
Biggest and most
Exclusive e-journal
Nastišin Ľudovít
successful brands on [elektronický zdroj]
Facebook in the light of :economy and society
analysis
and environment. ISSN 1339-4509. - No.
4 (2016), online, [6] s.

Social media actions
framework for
marketing companies

Journal of Global
Science
ISSN: 2453-756X

Ľudovít Nastišin
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homepage:
http://www.jogsc.com

SK019

Social network
Facebook analysis and
its potential use in
marketing mix

SK020

Facebook as a tool of
psychometry

SK021

EAP Course Students‘
Initial Perceptions of a
Facebook Group as a
Supplementary Tool of
EFL Education: A Pilot
Research

Exclusive e-journal
Nastišin Ľudovít,
[elektronický zdroj] :
Mudrík Martin
economy and society
and environment. ISSN 1339-4509. - Vol.
3, no. 2 (2015), online,
[6] s.
Virtuálna generácia
Dérer Pavol, Holdoš
neexistuje!: zborník
Juraj
Medzinárodnej
vedeckej konferencie
Virtuálna generácia /
Marek Madro, Michal
Kohút (eds.). - 1. vyd. Bratislava: IPčko, 2016.
- ISBN 978-80-9719333-1. - S. 65-73.
Ogarëv-online
Datko Juraj
[elektronický zdroj] :
élektronnoe
periodičeskoe izdanie
dlâ studentov i
aspirantov. - ISSN
2311-2468. - Roč. 4, č.
4 (2016), online, s. 1-9.
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study offers valuable theoretical insight on social media marketing actions and
the deployment of social media marketing strategies in companies. The
investigation also provides hints about how to maximize the benefits from social
media marketing for customer-oriented, market-driven organizations.
The framework suggests that companies may capitalize on the potential benefits
of social media and their distinctive capabilities to enhance relationship with
customers, supply chain, or business partners. Nevertheless, since social media
marketing activities influence, and are influenced by, the social activities
resulting from the interactions with social network actors or users, there is
always the possibility to fail to react properly to consumer or user responses.
Policy recommendations:Companies could integrate other social media
activities into customer-value processes – such as CRM, SCM, or product
innovation – via collaboration with the online brand community.
Analyses the potential use of Facebook at the Slovak market and its position in
the marketing mix of a company. Introduces results of performed survey.
Results show preference for partial engagement of consumers mostly through
the use of "like" and "comment".
Policy recommendations:Companies should pay attention to Facebook as
they need to communicate actively with potential customers.

2

FB

3

1

Making personal data from social networks accessible, in particular through
unknown applications, or not clearly defining rules of the use of them opens
possibilities to transfer the data to third parties, or to use them for purposes
originally not intended. The data may then be used by an unauthorized way for
marketing purposes, or even - as the results of the US election show - for
manipulating the public in favor of presidential candidates. Such abuse is
seldom done by direct data misuse, but rather by hidden possibilities that are
contained in the terms of use of some web services. Few users in fact read
these conditions.

3

FB

5

6

Both the cited authors and respondents expressed a slight preference for
positive educational value of Facebook in the tertiary level TEFL, though a
certain level of scepticism and criticism is present among them. Most of the
research subjects (N=18/25) revealed positive perceptions of the EAP course
Facebook group extension. They valued its positive influence on motivation to
learn the English language, familiarity of the platform, enhanced teacher-student
and peer communication, ability to foster autonomous EFL learning in a
pressure-free context, and independence from time and location. Four of the
EAP students expressed mixed perceptions towards the Facebook course
supplement. They mostly connected the potential pitfalls with the technical
perspective (e.g. lack of Internet access or skills to use Facebook in EFL
education on the side of the student, etc.), although one of them acknowledged
that completing assignments in the Facebook group is sometimes timeconsuming. The remaining respondents (N=3/25) showed negative perceptions,
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as one of them perceived the group as non-motivating and the audience as
having negative effects, and the other two complained about frequent and
forced use of Facebook.
The analysis of the
Journal of global
Fedorko Richard
The fastest growing region in terms of the number of active users will be the
structure of the users of science [elektronický
Asian region, which has not exhausted its overall user potential. The growth in
Facebook
zdroj]. - ISSN 2453the number of users for all regions will slow year-on-year. Interesting findings
756X. - Vol. 1, no. 1
have been identified for Facebook mobile social network users, and the
(2016), online, [7] s.
most significant finding is that up to 59% of users access this social
network on a monthly basis exclusively on mobile devices. Thi is relevant
because it will be interesting to see how Facebook's social network will adapt to
this trend, as the user experience for mobile devices is diametrically different
from the classic web version.
Effective marketing
Current challenges of Lukačovičová Zuzana, The main contribution of this paper was text-book style systematization of
communication of the marketing and their
Loydlová Miroslava
knowledge about the functioning of the Facebook and controlled use of this
companies within the application in practice
network in order to use activities and information posted on social network not
Facebook
[elektronický zdroj]:
only in the presentation level, but also at the level of support for consumer
scientific articles from
purchase.
the international
The essence of social networking lies insharing, commenting and evaluating the
conference: 3. 4. 2014,
content, in addition to networking and content creation…
Prague, Czech
Republic / collective of
authors, edited by:
Daniela Kolouchová;
reviewers: Jaroslav
Kita, Miroslav Karlíček
... [et al.]. - Zlín : Radim
Bačuvčík - VeRBuM,
2014. - ISBN 978-8087500-55-2. - pp. 96104 CD-ROM.
Facebook as a
Kontexty kultúry a
Kompasová Katarína Facebook brings huge opportunities for entrepreneurs how to communicate with
marketing
turizmu. - ISSN 1337their customers. The main positive feature ot its ability to reach out and gain
communication tool for 7760. - Roč. 8, č. 2
new potential customers.
gastronomy sector
(2015), s. 32-35.
There are some simple comparison of Facebook usageby a few local
restaurants.
Young vs. middle-aged Worpress
Štetka Peter
Mid-generation (25 – 35 age) uses YouTube more frequently, almost everyday,
generation on YouTube:
while younger generation (18-24) used YT much less, about 2.5 day. The time
how intensively do they
spent is about an hour on each occasion in both cases.
use it?
Men vs. women on
Worpress
Štetka Peter.
Young gemale veiwers are more frequent (almost twice) on YT, and they spend
YouTube: how
there much more (5 to 1 days, and an hour versus a half an hour) time than
intensively do they use
males.
it?
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SK027

"Jink mines" - The role
of using Facebook's
social network in the
partnership of young
people

PhD existence 7:
Lišková Jana
psychologie v době
internetu. - Olomouc:
Univerzita Palackého,
2017. - ISBN 978-80244-5094-0. - S. 36-37.

SK028

Phenomenon of social
networks and
effectiveness of
Facebook page
measuring (the case of
Slovakia)

Economic annals-XXI Zorkóciová Otília,
[elektronický zdroj]. - Vanková Lucia
ISSN 1728-6239. - Vol.
160, no. 7-8 (2016), pp.
83-87 online.

SK029

Analytical methods and Sieťové a informačné Fabuš Juraj
Facebook Insights
technológie = SIT 2015:
zborník príspevkov z
celoslovenského
odborného seminára:
Banská Bystrica,
24.11.2015. - Nitra:
Slovenská
poľnohospodárska
univerzita, 2016. - ISBN
978-80-552-1516-7. S. 11-15.
Slovak Preschool
Early childhood
Kaščák Ondrej, Pupala The article describes the various emotional states of preschool teachers
Curriculum Reform and education journal. Branislav, Mbugua Tata experience while accepting or resisting the various forms of the national
Teachers’ Emotions: An ISSN 1082-3301. - Vol. J
curriculum, using FB as research method in 2013
Analysis of Facebook 44, no. 6 (2016), p.
Posts
573-580.

SK030

The aim of research was to find out how young couples use social network site
Facebook and what is the role of it in their partnership. The research was
conducted by semi-structured interviews with 12 respondents (6 couples), aged
19-26 years.
FB can be beneficial in early phases of partnership. However, in a more
developed phase of partnership can be a source of conflicts that have
origin at the very activities on FB. The role of FB is important even after
break up of relathionship but it serves as an important source of information.
However, in general FB´s impact is modest but not marginal(this topic is
repeated later on).
Policy recommendations:Can FB help to build partnerships, keep them and
keep friendships after break? Can FB design an approach or a model?
The authors aim to identify the latest opinions regarding theoretical backgrounds
of the current review of available platforms in the field of social media with a
focus on social networks and how companies can use them for marketing
communications. At the same time, the authors present the evaluation of the
effectiveness of communication activities of Slovnaft. Slovnaft is a part of MOL
Group and one of the key businesses in the Slovak market. It is also an
integrated refinery and petrochemical plant, which is among the key industrial
business entities in Slovakia. The evaluation is based on data of Facebook, the
most famous social network, through Like Alyzer portal, which allows us to
compare Slovnaft results with its largest competitor in the Slovak market - OMV
Slovakia.
Policy recommendations:Based on this research, can social networks in
petrochemical sector break down the borders of intercultural ommunication?
The research has shown that external analytical methods are preferable. They
provide more information, the content which can be customized by the web site
owner for their current needs. Therefore, he is willing to pay. This investment
returns to him in turn due to the ability to respond more quickly to customer
requirements provided by the selected analytical method. The best option
would be a combination of internal and external anyltical methods. In this
case, the site operator may adapt external analytical methods to requirements
and may only use information that does not provide internal analytical methods.
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Facebook social
Mladá veda
Fedorko Richard, Bačík Social networks in relation to customer support should be perceived as part of
network as a Customer [elektronický zdroj]. - Radovan
building a positive image and, at the same time, providing a deeper insight into
Support marketing tool ISSN 1339-3189. - Roč.
how to interact with target groups themselves, knowing their views and
1, č. 2 (2013), online, s.
attitudes, which for marketers represents a valuable data base for further
88-91.
decision making.
Emotional aspects of European Journal of Bačíková Zuzana,
The aim of presented paper is to evaluate affective aspects of communication in
Facebook textual posts Science and Theology. Kačániová Magdaléna relation to commercial messages within the scope of sentiment analysis.
: A framework for
- ISSN 1842-8517. There wasn’t a statistically significant correlation between the expression of
marketing research
Vol. 12, no. 6 (2016), p.
negative sentiment through Facebook Reaction scale and number of
187-197.
negative comments in posts and same lack of correlation was found for
surprise icon marked as emotionally neutral and number of neutral
comments. The analysis showed a statistically significant positive
relationship between the selection of positively charged Facebook
Reactions icons (like, haha, love) and number of positive comments for
particular post.
Social networking site Exclusive journal:
Bačík Radovan,
Describing aspects of social media as a tool of marketing communication as
Twitter as a marketing economy and society Fedorko Richard
well as of customer support. Focuses on Twitter.
tool of customer
and environment. Twitter profile of an organization as a communication channel represents a
support
ISSN 1339-0260. - Vol.
suitable complement within its communication mix, helping to build the positive
2, no. 1 (2014), s. 33image.
42.
Policy recommendations:It would be useful to define what is actually
communicating via Twitter, what are its positives and negatives, how to critically
perceive it in the public domain, not to overestimate it - one-way
information/screams.
Facebook pages and Exclusive e-journal
Fedorko Igor
Presents a case study of a commercial Facebok post of a business entity with
the analysis of the
[elektronický zdroj]:
the individual metrics and interpretations.
metrics data
economy and society
It is important to interpret correctly various metrics for the optimization of new
and environment. posts in order to increase their reach and attracting users. Demographic
ISSN 1339-4509. - No.
information about fans on the social network Facebook suggests that
4 (2016), online, [7] s.
female fans slightlyoutweigh their male counterparts, which is also reflected
in the questionnaire survey that was conducted for the very purpose of this case
study. In terms of age of users, the study shows a similar trend.
Policy recommendations:Prepare rules in the EU to restrict hate comments in
the social media in the business sector too.
Social network
Exclusive e-journal
Fedorko Richard, Mihal Facebook has changed the way we perceive brands or companies, brings in
Facebook and its
[elektronický zdroj]:
Ján
innovations of marketing activities, thus it has global impact on the markets. An
impact on the global
economy and society
analysis estimates that in 2014 the number of jobs associated with Facebook
market environment
and environment. had reached 4.54 million.
ISSN 1339-4509. - No.
1 (2017), online, [5] s.
Online Marketing:
Nové výzvy
Frančeková Katarína, The analysis carried out on three nonprofit entities shows that they are not
Facebook - the tool of masmediálnej a
PolakevičováIvana
adequately promoted at present and exhibit significant shortcomings. However,
the marketing
marketingovej
the resulting findings can not be used by all non-profit organizations. In spite of
komunikácie IV :
this, the authors believe that the application of on-line marketing communication
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communication for
recenzovaný zborník
activities is currently not fully established in the third sector environment in the
nonprofit organizations príspevkov zo 4.
form that would be desirable.
ročníkavedeckoodborného seminára,
Nitra 3. október 2014. Nitra : UKF, 2015. ISBN 978-80-558-07560. - S. 45-53.
Segmentation potential Nové výzvy
Bačíková Zuzana
As part of the use of the recognition phenomenon, it is possible to identify data
of the phenomenon of masmediálnej a
related to confession. With regard to the categorization of types of admission, it
confession on
marketingovej
is possible to specify user preferences. Some of them may not be relevant for
Facebook
komunikácie IV
commercial purposes, but some are far outpacing the current promotion through
[elektronický zdroj] :
Facebook itself in Slovakia.
recenzovaný zborník
príspevkov zo 4.
ročníka vedeckoodborného seminára,
Nitra 3.10.2014 / editor
Zdenko Mago a kol. - 1.
vyd. - Nitra :UKF, 2015.
- ISBN 978-80-5580756-0. - DVD, s. 62-68
/ , Mago Zdenko (N/A),
Bačíková Zuzana (N/A).
Facebook content
Polish journal of
Štefko Róbert, Bačík This article uses content analysis to identify the extent of users’ involvement in
analysis of banks
management studies Radovan, Fedorko Igor, the corporate communication on the social network Facebook.
operating on Slovak
[elektronický zdroj]. The analysis shows that the criterion for the success of the post on the largest
market
ISSN 2081-7452. - Vol.
social network Facebook is an effort to maximize the involvement of users in the
10, no. 1 (2014), online,
corporate communication through the indicators and instruments "likes",
s. 145-152.
comments and share. The positive values of correlation coefficients indicate the
importance of users engaging in activities of companies. Therefore, the
possibility of sharing users’ posts and the subsequent impact on the number of
"likes" seems to be highly important tool for raising the Engagement Rate.
Policy recommendations:To design a model of the most effective use (what is
useful and what not) of social media, Facebook, in corporate communication.
An Analytical View of Quaere 2015
Nastišin Ľudovít
When it comes to direct purchase of a product promoted on Facebook, the
Facebook as a
[elektronický zdroj] :
survey shows that the ratio between those who bought the product based on
Marketing Tool
recenzovaný sborník
Facebook advertising at least once and those who did not do that is 1: 2. But at
příspěvků
the same time, users are advised by other users who have shared their product
interdisciplinární
experience with Facebook on Facebook.
mezinárodní vědecké
Policy recommendations:Should businesses let them build a Facebook page
konference doktorandů
and actively communicate with their potential customers?
a odborných asistentů :
roč. 5, 25.-29. května
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2015. - Hradec Králové
: Magnanimitas, 2015. ISBN 978-80-87952-108. - CD-ROM, s. 29-34.
Online marketing on QUAERE 2015
Drahošová Martina
the social network
[elektronický zdroj]. Facebook
Hradec Králové :
Magnanimitas, 2015. ISBN 978-80-87952-108. - S. 73-80 [CDROM].
The Importance of
Trendy v podnikání
Uhliar Miroslav
Marketing Presentation 2016 [elektronický
of the Beginning Small zdroj] : recenzovaný
and Medium
sborník příspěvků :
Enterprises through
mezinárodní vědecká
Social Media
konference, Plzeň, 10.11.11.2016. - Plzeň :
Západočeská univerzita
v Plzni, 2016. - ISBN
978-80-261-0648-7. [S. 1-7] CD-ROM.
Sentiment Analysis of Marketing Identity :
Kačániová Magdaléna,
Slovakian Chain Stores Digital Life - part I. :
Bačíková Zuzana
Facebook Posts
Conference
Proceedings from
International Scientific
Conference 10th - 11th
November 2015,
Congress Hall of the
Slovak Academy of
Science Smolenice,
Slovak Republic. Trnava : UCM, 2015. ISBN 978-80-8105-7793. - P. 91-108.
Tools of the social
Marketing Identity 2016 Kubíková Karin
media in the online
: značky, ktoré
journalism
milujeme : zborník z
medzinárodnej
vedeckej konferencie
Kongresové centrum
SAV, Smolenický
zámok 8. - 9. november
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The first step on Facebook's social networking is to create the FunPage of the
3l
company and gain audiences. Furthermore, it is already on the marketer to
choose marketing strategy, whether he will start to use the unpaid forms of
promoting his brand or company or he will use both the paid and the unpaid
form. For unpaid advertising, it is important to realize that the more interesting
the content is placed on your FunPage, the more likely it is to succeed and
reach the audience, that is to say, both current and potential customers.
Social media bring benefits especially to the small and medium- sized
2.
enterprises because they provide quite a user-friendly environment for
medium
promotion and marketing activities. While classic marketing media like
weak
commercials and printed ads are expensive and often don’t reach enough
explana
people, the costs for advertising and marketing on the social sites are
tion
incomparably lower. Also the affected audience is much wider.
Policy recommendations:Should Facebook be used by compainies, because
it is most powerful and effective social media?
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Facebook brand pages have become a major channel through which
1. high
consumers can interact with brands by liking and commenting on posted
interesti
content. Since one post can gain thousands of responses, there is a need for a ng topic
compendious scientiic method of analysis in order to gain better understanding
and
of customers. In this study, one of numerous digital metrics – sentiment analysis categori
both in theory and in practical application was presented in a speciic national
sation
environment. Seven hundred and twenty Facebook posts of the eight most
simple
common grocery chain stores in Slovakia were analyzed resulting in total of
but
59,967 comments categorized by the number of likes, expressed sentiment and effectiv
relationship to brands and types of communication mix tools. We detected 3,8% e for
of polarized sentimental reactions with the dominance of positive sentiment over conlusio
negative sentiment observable throughout all parts of analysis.
ns
Policy recommendations:Prepare laws and rules in the EU to restrict or to ban
hate speech and comments on the social media, FB.
The first part is focused on social communication in relation with online
3. low,
environment defined by theoretical concepts. Throughout the process the social descript
media had evolved and specified which form their identity to prevent a
ive style
significant influence of the competition, support the outreach on users and other
indicators. The second part constructs ad content on Facebook social network,
which supports whether the propagation itself or the tools used for social media
monitoring.
Policy recommendations:To adopt new rules for online journalism.
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2016 / editori: Vladimíra
Jurišová, Martin
Klementis, Jana
Radošinská. - 1. vyd. Trnava : Fakulta
masmediálnej
komunikácie UCM v
Trnave, 2016. - ISBN
978-80-8105-839-4. S. 250-257.
Spreading
8e Colloque
Poláková Eva, Spálová
Discrimination in the International EUTIC
Lucia, Szabo Peter,
Social Network
2012 : Actes du
Facebook Environment colloque international
EUTIC 2012, 17-18-19
octobre 2012 Université
de Lorraine site de
Metz. - Metz :
Université de Lorraine,
2013. - ISBN 978-27466-5447-1. - P. 8798.
The effective use of
Tržište/Market. - ISSN Pollák František,
facebook by small and 0353-4790. - Vol. 28, Dorčák Peter
medium-sized
no. 1 (2016), s. 79-91.
enterprises operating in
Slovakia

Crisis communication
on facebook

Studia commercialia Stříteský Václav,
Bratislavensia :
Stránská Adrana,
scientific journal of
Drábik Peter
Faculty of Commerce,
University of
Economics in Bratislava
: vedecký časopis
Obchodnej fakulty
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The discourse analysis of a single Facebook site with anti-Roma focus during
nine days of December 2011. Not suprisingly, anti-Roma attitudes prevailed,
although there were also comments of polemical type. The authors
characterised typical features of anti-Roma micro-discourse too.
Policy recommendations:What measures should the government take to
prevent anti-Roma attitudes?

2.

1

2

9

The aim of this study was to identify and then interpret the basic preconditions
for effective use of the social networking site Facebook as a marketing
communication platform for small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
operating in a selected Central European market.
The findings and information presented in this contribution can help improve our
understanding of issues related to the effective implementation of resources
(time and finances) by entities using selected marketing tools, particularly
marketing communication in the context of the social networking site Facebook
for the purpose of promotion and branding.
Policy recommendations:Is it sufficient for the efficient use of selected
marketing communication tools on Facebook only improving the expected user
interactions?
Could based on this study, or on similar studies, suggest a strategy for a small
and medium-size enterprises on social networks?
The aim of this paper is to present the issue of crisis communication under the
newly created conditions of social media and evaluate the importance of social
network site Facebook for crisis communication on the Czech market.
Men incline to complain over Facebook more than women, even though the
user ratio is almost accurate 50:50. The reason for this refers back to the nature
of both men and women. Men tend more to the urge to show themselves off and
present their knowledge publicly. Women on the other hand tend to circumvent
the technology as such and when possible, prefer complaining in person.
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Ekonomickej univerzity
v Bratislave. - ISSN
1337-7493. - Roč. 8, č.
29 (2015), s. 103-111.

SK049

Intercultural marketing:
Culture and its
influence on the
efficiency of facebook
marketing
communication

SK050

A discussion forum as IT lib. - ISSN 1335one of the types of
793X. - Roč. 18, č. 1
social media:
(2014), s. 26-29.
conceptual B54analysis

SK051

Creating facebook
ICIMTEch [elektronický Joštiak Michal,
ontology from real data zdroj] : proceedings of Hanušniak Vladimír,
2016 international
Branický Juraj,
conference on
Zábovský Michal,
information
Bučko Boris
management and
technology : 16-18
November 2016
Bandung, Indonesia. [S.l.] : IEEE, 2017. ISBN 978-1-5090-33522. - Online, [5] s.
Building customer
MERKÚR 2015
Ružička Tomáš
relationship through
[elektronický zdroj] :
social media
proceedings of the
international scientific
conference for PhD.

SK070

Management and
Marketing. - ISSN
1842-0206. - Vol. 12,
Iss. 2 (2017), s. 189207.

Copuš Lukáš,
Čarnogurský Karol

Hrčková Andrea

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Correlation between age groups and the usage of Facebook have brought
expected results. The young people, sometimes called “digital natives” are very
skilled in the digital world and using these channels is for them very convenient.
As this generation grows older, the heavy usage of digital media shifts to older
age groups as well.
Policy recommendations:Is there any strategy or policy to distinguish between
the behavior of men, women and people of different generations in accessing
social media?
The paper deals with intercultural marketing, which is a combination of two
different phenomena -marketing and culture. The use of standardization and
adaptation is not related to the efficiency of marketing communication of
individual Facebook profiles. One of the factors that determine the efficiency is
cultural specifics visible by cultural forms which were interpreted for each
selected culture. The contribution and the originality of this paper lies in
providing theoretical and practical information about cultural differences on
social media not only for marketing managers operating in different cultures, but
also for researchers interested in intercultural marketing. The data come from a
research conducted online focused on Facebook. In total 2606 posts on twenty
Facebook profiles of selected automotive companies were analysed.
Policy recommendations:To propose and to design an effective and specified
strategy for marketing managers that can be specifically applied to different
cultures.
Descriptive and educational outputs on various type of discuss forums and their
impact towards social interventions. Nowdays the virtual communities are
basically a people association at various Internet services, social networks, chat
groups, chat rooms, virtual reality, or even an online store, to share products. It
can be said that some collaborative applications are also virtual communities.
These social networks are gathering information about us but only few of them
provide a service for checking what data are being held about us.
This paper describes creating semantic layer for such a tool; deals with
Facebook Graph API, Semantic Web technology, OWL and describes the
Facebook Ontology: a formal framework handling Facebook profile-related
information including profile's edges like albums, videos, events, etc. The paper
also shows how to deploy this ontology on triple store and how to query it for
requested knowledge.
Policy recommendations:To adopt and to tighten rules against the misuse of
personal data and to protect them.
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Consumer behaviour is the key object of the sellers, and their need to react
2
really prompt on their changes. Decrease of beer consumption during the crisis descript
which was followed by the necessity to create an effective communication
ive,
channel by the Slovak association of brewers. They began to use facebook as
weak
communication tool and channel and were sucesfull in their promotion
explana
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students and young
scientists : Virt,
December 3 - 4, S.
258-265 CD-ROM.
SK083

SK089

SK090

New marketing

Vedecké state
Mária Dzurová
Obchodnej fakulty 2013
[elektronický zdroj] :
[zborník] / zostavili:
Peter Drábik, Peter
Červenka, Ivan Hlavatý
; recenzenti: Gabriela
Pajtinková - Bartáková,
Jan Koudelka. Bratislava :
Vydavateľstvo
EKONÓM, 2013. ISBN 978-80-225-36622. - S. 120-129, CDROM.
Facebook and its
Komunikacja tradycja i Hollá Zuzana
impact on the
innowacje / pod red.
development of proMałgorzaty
sociality
Karwatowskiej, Adama
Siwca. - Chełm :
Państwowa Wyższa
Szkoła Zawodowa w
Chełmie, 2013. - ISBN
978-83-61149-10-1. - S.
322-329.
Facebook as a relevant Možnosti zefektívnenia Bačík Radovan,
tool of the marketing rozhodovacích
Fedorko Richard
communication
procesov pri
investičnom
rozhodovaní
regionálnych
samospráv
[elektronický zdroj] :
recenzovaný vedecký
nekonferenčný zborník.
- Prešov : Bookman,
2013. - ISBN 978-808165-022-2. - CDROM, s. 9-15.

tion,
and
general
conclusi
on
3

1

2

9

The chapter concludes that there is a negative impact of FB which is reflected in
a lack of abilitiy to express itself, incoherent verbal expressions and a lack of
logical structure of sentences.

3.

FB

2

9

Faceebok is seeing as the main leader in the social media environment, and this
is seeing also in the strong interest of marketers in this tool. Their choose
dominantly facebook as the right communication tool for their communication
with the consuments.

3.

FB

2

9

The results and methodology used are confusing.
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SK095

Political marketing on
Facebook during the
first round of
presidential elections in
2014 in Slovakia

SK096

The Potential of
Facebook Social
Network

SK099

Analysis of sentiment
as a branding metrics

SK100

THE POTENTIAL AND
RISK OF SENTIMENT
ANALYSIS IN A
SOCIAL
NETWORKING

D) Author

Globalizácia
Bačíková Zuzana,
marketingu a zrútenie Polakevičová Ivana
časopriestoru v
médiách [elektronický
zdroj] : zborník z
medzinárodnej
vedeckej konferencie,
Smolenice 15. 16.4.2014. - Trnava :
UCM, 2014. - ISBN
978-80-8105-585-0. CD-ROM, s. 5-29.
Nové výzvy
Bačíková Zuzana
masmediálnej a
marketingovej
komunikácie III
[elektronický zdroj] :
recenzovaný zborník
príspevkov z
vedeckého seminára s
medzinárodnou
účasťou, ktorý sa konal
15. mája 2014 na UKF
v Nitre / editor Zuzana
Bačíková, Hana Kiková,
Zdenko Mago. - 1. vyd.
- Nitra : UKF, 2014. ISBN 978-80-558-05764. - CD-ROM, s. 49-55 /
Bačíková Zuzana
(Redaktor, editor).
Analýza a výskum v
Bačíková Zuzana
marketingovej
komunikácii 3/1, 2015,
S. 22-29

Recenzovaný zborník Bačíková Zuzana
príspevkov z 5. ročníka
vedecko-odborného
seminára Nové výzvy
masmediálnej a
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The main finding of the research confirmed, that the positive communication on
the social media is a crucial part of voters targeting during the campaign period.
The visibility of the candidates and their communication is visible if their used
emotional and positive messages, and are able to communicate in the positive
style.

2.

FB

3

9. political
marketing

Facebook is a powerfull tool in the new are of social relations, and is creating a
new forms and type of community, behaviour and social impact. Article without
ZERO added value, description without authors own research

3.

FB

2

9

The purpose of this study is to explore how successfully merchandise retailers
utilise social networking for managing their external communications with users.
We analysed the properties and topics of 4 mecrhandise retalier posts on
Facebook sites. We conceptualised success in online communication.
The weakness of the methodological process of sentiment analysis is the
ambiguity of assigning polarity expressions. The analysis shows that the best
ranked statuses were in the category of advertising, sponsorship and PR, worst
sales support, e-mail marketing and socially responsible marketing.
Sentiment is one of the best tools for getting customer feedback and tracking
reputation. Problems with polarity determination, text vagueness, and the
removal of opinion spam are not yet fully resolved and require discussion in a
professional linguistic, psychological, and sociological circle.
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marketingovej
komunikácie,
28.10.2015, s. 6-17
Analýza a výskum v
Bačíková Zuzana
marketingovej
komunikácii 4/1, 2016,
s. 54-61

SK101

SOCIALIZATION
ASPECTS OF
POLITICAL
MARKETING ON
SOCIAL NETWORK

SK102

The congruence of
celebrities and nonprofit organisations in
Slovakia

Economic and Social
Development, 20th
Scientific Conference
on Economic and
Social Development,
p.29-37

SK103

Social Media in
Marketing
Communication

Analýza a výskum v
marketingovej
komunikácii, s.41-58

SK104

Using the social
(KO)MEDIA:
network with facebook (KO)munikacja
libraries
(KO)operacja
(KO)ntestacja,
Katowice 2014, s129149
Criminal activity linked International scientific RNDr. Tatiana
to propagation and
conference MAKE IT Hajdúková, PhD
gathering information in DIGITAL Support for epublic internet
business in the V4
countries (Faculty of
management UK,
Bratislava, 12.10.2016)

SK105

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The paper compare the results of election polls and preferences of political
subjects on the social network Facebook within Facebook metrics and
sentiment analysis. Comparison of selected political parties were realized
between data from official Facebook pages of political parties and election
survey conducted by the Agency FOCUS.
Policy recommendations:Check and correct possible false or misleading
infomration about election polls on FB and social networks.
Bačíková Zuzana
The aim of presented paper is to evaluate conative aspects of communication in
relation to social responsible behaviour of celebrities within the scope of content
analysis. Celebrities were not engaged only with non-profits, but also they acted
socially responsible by themselves or by work. We noticed that important
employees, writers and dancers are congruent more often than actors,
moderators, musicians and athletes. Numbers of social responsible posts
followed this lead. Interesting finding of this paper was that Slovakiancelebrities
jump theme from one burning issue to the other and due to this they cannot
become experts in some special field of social responsibility.
Bačíková Zuzana, Eva The rents have increased by over half in the period after the Facebook page
Fandelová
was established. A specific correlation between the borrowings and the
existence of the Facebook page could not be revealed from the reports.
However, the effectiveness of publishing Facebook information has not been
fully confirmed. There is a significant dependence between the number of
participants in the event and the borrowing of people under the age of 34: the
higher the reach of the Facebook library, the more borrowers were made by
readers under the age of 34, and that was the higher participation in the events.
The hypothesis that the presence of the Facebook library is beneficial from the
point of view of the effectiveness of marketing communication is therefore
strongly confirmed for users under the age of 34.
Bačíková Zuzana
The findings show that only 1.51% of libraries are registered on Facebook but
affecting a huge group of approximately 26,000 users. Optimistic is that most of
these libraries are active on Facebook.
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Number of users and devices connected to Internet respectively volume of
global data exchange have been significantly increased, what create
oportunities to violate criminal activity. The scientific study focused on criminal
claim aspects of criminal activity linked to propagation and gathering information
in Internet.
Insufficient computer care, low computer literacy and knowledge of Internet and
service principles, ignoring privacy and sensitive privacy rules, ignorance of the
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Social networks and
their marketing
promotion activities

D) Author

International scientific
conference MAKE IT
DIGITAL Support for ebusiness in the V4
countries (Faculty of
management UK,
Bratislava, 12.10.2016)
E-BUSINESS FOR
International scientific
SMALL AND MEDIUM conference MAKE IT
ENTERPRISES
DIGITAL Support for ebusiness in the V4
countries (Faculty of
management UK,
Bratislava, 12.10.2016)
The Success Factors of International scientific
Touristic Online and
conference MAKE IT
Mobile Marketing at
DIGITAL Support for eTargeting Generation Y business in the V4
countries (Faculty of
management UK,
Bratislava, 12.10.2016)
Impact of Viral
International scientific
Marketing on Small and conference MAKE IT
Medium-Sized
DIGITAL Support for eEnterprises (SMEs) in business in the V4
Slovakia
countries (Faculty of
management UK,
Bratislava, 12.10.2016)
Innovation
International scientific
E-Commerce
conference MAKE IT
DIGITAL Support for ebusiness in the V4
countries (Faculty of
management UK,
Bratislava, 12.10.2016)
Social Media and
International scientific
Enterprises
conference MAKE IT
DIGITAL Support for ebusiness in the V4
countries (Faculty of
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Mgr. Kiss Kornélia,
PhD.

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

threats that ICTs and information systems are exposed on a daily basis are the
gateway to becoming an undesirable victim of the attack.
Policy recommendations:To educate, especially at schools, about computer
literacy and care, about functioning of of Internet and service principles.
Research conducted in 2016 on similar issues has shown that over the past one
and a half decades, the use of the Internet and new technologies has become
more common in service providers operating in the Hungarian market. However,
comparing data from research with the characteristics of the consumer side also
shows that this development does not necessarily reach the required level

3

1

3, 5

1

Dipl.Ök. David Novak, 1. Express the target which is focused with the implementation of the e-business
PhD.
project. 2. Analyze the internal organizational structure to achieve the target. 3.
Analyze the requirements of a shop system regarding relevant parameters.

2

1

3, 5

1

Dr. Ivett Sziva

1

1

1, 2, 3

1

Mgr. Eva Poráziková, The most important and at the same time the most difficult is to create creative
Ing. Peter Balco, PhD and so interesting content of viral marketing so that users are willing to share it
freely with each other.

3

1

1, 3

1

Ing. Martina
The implementation of innovative trends in e-commerce business is very
Kalamárová, Ing. Erika individual and depends on the focus and level of the e-commerce.
Loučanová, PhD. Ing.
Miriam Olšiaková, PhD

3

1

3

1

Mgr. Eva Poráziková,
Ing. Jaroslav
Vojtechovský,
PhD.,Mgr. Andrea
Studeničová

2

1, fb,

3, 5

1

The members of this generation are keen on social media reviews, and
collecting and sharing travel information through this platform even during travel,
though the on-site high technology is not so important for them, while the using
data-mining to survey their habits (even for the purpose of assuring
personalized service for them) is unacceptable for them.

Among companies using social media, the size of the company was not so
important in determining whether the company used social media to attract
customers: 78% of small businesses used them to build image or market
products, compared to 83% of large businesses.
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management UK,
Bratislava, 12.10.2016)
On-line social media Manažment a
budovanie značky s
dôrazom na sociálne
médiá, s.56-67
Changes in the
MERKÚR 2015 : The
Development of the
Proceedings of the
World Economy under International Scientific
the Impact of the
Conference for PhD.
Economic Crisis, with Students and Young
the Accent on
Scientists
Information and
Communication
Technologies
New Trends and
MERKÚR 2015 : The
Prospects of the
Proceedings of the
Communication Mix in International Scientific
Sports Marketing
Conference for PhD.
Students and Young
Scientists
The Adaptation and use SVOC OF EUBA 2014
of ICT in tourism

J) Recommendations, findings

Ing. Ľudovít Nastišin,
PhD.

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Customer utilizing social media with active knowledge and especially frequent is
much more likely followers of a branding page as passive social media
consumers.

2

1

3, 5

1

Katarína Benkovičová, It is necessary to implement the knowledge of scientific and technological
Hana Petríková, Dušan progress and innovation, to improve its competence in the field Corporate
Steinhauser
Governance and to implement appropriate communication strategies of its
comparative advantages.

2

1

na

1

Juraj Šupák

2

1

5

1

2

1

3, 5

1

2

1

4

1

The hotels continue to apply media strategies as part of social media marketing
activities.

2

1

2, 3

1

Anikó Móroczová, Attila The world moves from the web to the mobile and this is better to accept than to
Pólya
fight against ito

2

1

5

1

Anna Papugová, Janka There should be more effective online marketing not only for the chosen
Kopaničová
company, but also for the other companies implementing marketing on the
Internet.

2

1

2, 3

1

The rising number of smartphone users and information technologies cause a
decline in the reach of traditional forms of marketing communication to
consumers. An important element in the entire context is the existence of media.

Mobility in tourism businesses in Slovakia is still largely focused on PIM and email systems, while the introduction of other mobile systems, such as CRM,
SCM, and so on, is not yet widespread. However, it is an important finding that
even Slovak tourism enterprises consider the introduction of CRM systems
linked to mobile tools as a very beneficial technology.
SVOC OF EUBA 2014 Michaela Krescanková, The communication policy of the club from the perspective of its fans, who are
Alexandra Miladinovič also its customers, can be considered as correct.

Marketing of Sports
Club HC Slovan
Bratislava
Social Media in Hotel´s SVOC OF EUBA 2014
Marketing
Communication
The Size of Using the SVOC OF EUBA 2014
Modern
Telecommunication
Equipment Possibilities
iIn Commercial Practice
Research of user
SVOC OF EUBA 2014
trends on the Internet
and its implication for
online marketing policy
of the chosen company

Dana Benešová, Bc.
Lenka Bukovanová

Judit Kósa, Ladislav
Bažó
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The importance of
Journal of Applied
Bačík Radovan,
Many advertisers spend money on advertising that is not effective. It critically
Facebook ads in terms Economic Sciences. - Fedorko Richard,
important to properly define target audience and at the same time offer a
of online promotion
ISSN 2393-5162. - Vol. Kakalejčík Lukáš, Pudlo content that the audience deems relevant.
10, no. 5 (35) (2015), p. Patrycja
1-7 [online].
The significance of the Exclusive e-journal
Bačík Radovan,
The new communication (FB) channel brings between the company and its
social networking site [elektronický zdroj] :
Fedorko Richard
target groups, there are also analytical tools, which keep evolving and mean a
facebook as a
economy and society
huge advantage compared to traditional media.
marketing
and environment. communication channel ISSN 1339-4504. - Vol.
1, no. 2 (2013), online,
[7] s.
To be on Facebook or Informatologia. - ISSN Izrael Pavel
This paper offers findings based on analysis of data drawn from a 2015 survey
not to be : Slovak
1330-0067. - Vol. 50,
of 286 children and adolescents in Slovakia. This study investigates what the
young people and their Issue 1-2 (2017), p. 63patterns of use of Social Networking Sites (SNSs) are among Slovak children
use of social
73.
and adolescents. Factors such as sex, age, time spent on the Internet, viewing
networking sites
SNSs as a freer place, and experience with cyberbullying were taken into
consideration.
Online communication, in comparison to face-to-face communication, offers
more controllability of self-representation and selfdisclosure. More than one third
often visits SNSs without any serious purpose. This is particularly important for
adolescents. Girls are more prone to spend more time using SNSs.
Policy recommendations:Why are girls more prone to spend more time using
SNSs like boys?
Towards to new
MMK 2014 :
Sokol Pavol, Lukič
The Facebook´s guidelines are located in several places. This causes that
statement of rights and International Masaryk Ľubomír
Facebooks’ users often do not have knowledge of these rules.
responsibilities in
Conference for PH.D.
Especially advertising. An important aspect of the collection of data from users
facebook
Students and young
is the scope of collected data and subsequently multiple use of these data
Researchers, vol. 5 :
constitutes a significant limitation of the Facebook´s users´ rights.
15. - 19. december
2014, Hradec Králové. Hradec Králové :
MAGNANIMITAS,
2014. - ISBN
9788087952078. - S.
1327-1335.
Determining the global Electrical Engineering Mihok Marek, Genči
The article deals with the possibilities of obtaining data capturing population
sentiment of the
and Informatics 8 :
Ján
sentiment at social networking Facebook. It examines ways of analyzing these
population based on proceedings of the
data and the obstacles that this analysis faces. Based on a review of the data
the Facebook social
Faculty of Electrical
acquisition and analysis options, it selects a specific approach - determining
network
Engineering and
sentiment based on responses on the Facebook social network.
Informatics of the
It has failed to prove that weather would have an impact on the global sentiment
Technical University of
determined by reactions in the Facebook. For benefit one can consider a
Košice. - Košice : TU,
functional download program from Facebook. On them then we can then
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2017. - ISBN 978-80553-3192-8. - S. 592597 [CD-ROM]
Walking Through a
"KĽUČKOVANIE
Lišková, Jana. (2017).
Minefield" The Role and MEDZI MÍNAMI"
The Usage of Social ÚLOHA A VYUŽÍVANIE
Network Site Facebook SOCIÁLNEJ SIETE
iIn Partner Relationship FACEBOOK V
of Young People
PARTNERSKOM
VZŤAHU MLADÝCH
ĽUDÍ "WALKING
THROUGH A
MINEFIELD" THE
ROLE AND THE
USAGE OF SOCIAL
NETWORK SITE
FACEBOOK IN
PARTNER
RELATIONSHIP OF
YOUNG PEOPLE.
E-commerce in terms of Exclusive e-journal
Fedorko Richard
the social network
[elektronický zdroj] :
Twitter
economy and society
and environment. ISSN 1339-4509. - No.
1 (2016), online, [7] s.
Exploratory search on PLOS One. - ISSN
Žilinčík Michal, Návrat
Twitter utilizing user
1932-6203. - Vol. 8, Iss. Pavol, Kosková
feedback and multi11 (2013), s. 9.
Gabriela
perspective microblog
analysis

Opinion mining in a
social media with
orientation on the
Twitter
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calculate the ratios of the number of individual reactions in the Facebook social
network, which tell us the degree of global sentiment in the form of the number
of individual types of reactions carrying a positive, neutral or negative sentiment.
The research was conducted by semi-structured interviews with a small group of
respondents. The findings showed that in the initial stages of the partnership,
Facebook can have many benefits for young couple, but when the relationship
mature, it can be the source of many conflicts stemming from the partner‘s
various activities in this online environment. The role of Facebook in
relationships does not stop even after breaking up - precisely when it is used by
former partners as a valuable source of information.
Policy recommendations:How to support benefits and how to suppress
negatives of FB for young people?

Currently, we see multiple e-commerce activities of the popular social
networking sites that are trying to get the most from their user base. It will be
interesting to see how the micro-blogging social network Twitter will deal with
the implementation of its e-commerce solutions. On the other hand it is a very
unique way of shopping, which relies on the immediacy of users’ purchase
decisions.
Authors propose a new method for supporting the exploratory search on the
Twitter social network. The method copes with several challenges, namely
brevity of microblogs called tweets, limited number of available ratings and the
need to process the recommendations online. In the experimental evaluation,
we showed that it is possible to learn how to interpret implicit feedback even if
the observed items are short messages optionally containing URLs.
Experimental evaluation also showed that the proposed method reached overall
success rate of 68.02%.
Electrical Engineering Hreško Ján, Machová Naive Bayes classifier had the most consistent classification results. The results
and Informatics 6 :
Kristína
are not better than the results of a classifier using Bayes theorem, they show,
proceedings of the
that with some improvement, neural fuzzy classifier could be used for opinion
Faculty of Electrical
mining.
Engineering and
Informatics of the
Technical University of
Košice. - Košice : FEI
TU, 2015. - ISBN 978-
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80-553-2178-3. - S.
764-768 [CD-ROM].
Twitter data analysis SAMI 2017. - Danvers : Sarnovský Martin,
No recommandations/no findings in abstract. The main objective of the work
and visualizations using IEEE, 2017. - ISBN
Butka Peter, Hužvárová presented within this paper was to design and implement the system for twitter
the R language on top 978-1-5090-5654-5. - Andrea
data analysis and visualization in R environment using the big data processing
of the Hadoop platform S. 000327-000331.
technologies. The focus was to leverage existing big data processing
frameworks with its storage and computational capabilities to support the
analytical functions implemented in R language.
Web application to
Electrical Engineering Šimaľ Michal, Butka
As part of this paper, the autjors presented the design and implementation of the
process data stream and Informatics 7 :
Peter
web application for analysis current data. The selected domain for processing
from the Twitter Twitter proceedings of the
was Twitter data on the presidential election in the US in 2016. There were
social network
Faculty of Electrical
implemented several visualizations within the application and output tables to
Engineering and
compare different aspects of individual candidates presenting themselves in the
Informatics of the
elections.
Technical University of
Policy recommendations:Can communication via Twitter be a unique policy
Košice. - Košice : FEI
tool to talk to citizens directly and bypass classical forms of journalism?
TU, 2016. - ISBN 97880-553-2599-6. - S.
846-850 [CD-ROM].
Importance of the
Journal of global
Fedorko Richard
It is expected the next robust development of Instagram in all ways.
Instagram social
science [elektronický
network from the point zdroj]. - ISSN 2453of view
756X. - Vol. 1, no. 1
marketing
(2016), online, [7]
communication
Google company
EU Law Journal
Funta Rastislav
It should be dealt with Google company as with any other company. It must be
[elektronický zdroj]. respected a motivation to compete, not to penalized successful company and by
ISSN 2453-7098. - Roč.
a break of regulations to be sanctioned as an other company.
1., č. 2, (2016 ), s. 1-5
[online].
Appreciation of
Lieskovský Juraj,
Our analyses could be used as arguments for protection of visually attractive
landscape aesthetic
Rusňák Tomáš,
places or landscapes. It can also help to identify places that may be objectively
values in Slovakia
Klimantová Alexandra, visually attractive, but are not visited because of low accessibility or some other
assessed by social
Izsóf Martin, and
constraints. We can also find the places, for example nature protection areas,
media photographs
Gašparovičová Petra that are visited by people even when entrance is not allowed (for example 48.75
% of photos from touristic paths in High Tatras are taken at the period of year
when the access is restricted).
Effective use of
Journal of Economics, Jayaram Dureen,
There are proposed three configurations of the Iditarod sled, i.e. different
marketing technology in Finance and
Manrai Ajay K., Manrai combinations of technologies that suit three Eastern European markets. The
Eastern Europe: Web Administrative Science Lalita A.
paper draws insights from prior literature, but is not supported by its own
analytics, social media, (2015)
empirical study. The combined effects of variables from the referenced literature
customer analytics,
are hypothesized, but are not proven. This paper focuses on product
digital campaigns and
companies. It needs to incorporate additional marketing mix considerations for
mobile applications
service companies.
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SK152

Thinking in a Net

SK154

Social Networking and Marketingové trendy v Urblíková Daniela
Marketing
znalostnej spoločnosti :
zborník vedeckých statí
2. - Ružomberok :
Verbum, 2013. - ISBN
978-80-561-0067-7. S. 184-190.
Social networks and Weboveda :
Ševcech Jakub, Krátky
mechanisms present in východiská, predmet, Peter,
them
metódy. - 1. vyd. Bratislava :
Nakladateľstvo STU,
2014. - ISBN 978-80227-4194-1. - S. 81-90 /
Návrat Pavol, Kubán
Peter, Laclavík Michal
(Recenzent), Machová
Kristína (Recenzent).
Social Networks as
Bezpečnostné fórum Kurilovská Lucia,
Cyberthreats
2015. I. zväzok :
Šišulák Stanislav
zborník vedeckých
prác. - Banská Bystrica
: Belianum.
Vydavateľstvo
Univerzity Mateja Bela
v Banskej Bystrici,
2015. - ISBN 978-80557-0849-2. - s. 86-94.
SOCIAL NETWORKS Manažment v teórii a Dzurová Mária,
AS A TOOL FOR LOW- praxi [elektronický
Korčoková Marína,
COST MARKETING zdroj] : online odborný
časopis o nových
trendoch v
manažmente. - ISSN
1336-7137. - Roč. 10,
č. 3-4 (2014), s. 46-52
online.

SK156

SK157

SK159

Kalligram, 2018 (book) Miroslav Marcelli

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Philosopher points at a contradition: on the one hand, society turns away from
traditional forms of communitarianism, on the other hand, there are emerging
new forms of collective intelligence. Does it mean that there is emerging a new
form of collectivism or can we rther speak about isolated hamlets of thinking?
Policy recommendations:What consequences can a new form of collectivism
have for democracy?
Findings/recommendations not available

2

1

2

1

3.

1

2

9

Good overview in Slovak language on the development and evolution of web,
introduction towards to get information on the term web and web page. It is
indisputable that the Web will still need to be developed and explored. It is also
undisputed that on this complex exploration is needed a the view of several
disciplines. But whether the need for interdisciplinary approach to the generally
recognized establishment of a new discipline is needed, remains an open
question.

3.

1

2

9

The authors argue that is is necesssary to follow recent trends in cyber threats.
Moreover, they call for cooperation among key stakeholders such as state
authorities, users and tech companies.

3.

1

5

9

Social networks are creating an environment for never-eding changes, and also
changes in the marketing communication strategies of consumers and also
sellers. They are changing also the perception toward low cost marketing and
low cost marketing tools.

2

1, fb,

3

5
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SK162

SOCIAL NETWORKS
AS TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION
SUPPORTING TOOL

SK164

SOCIAL NETWORKS
AS A SUPPORTING
MECHANISM OF
TECHNICAL
SUBJECTS ́
EDUCATION

SK166

SK167

SK169

D) Author

Technika a vzdelávanie. Hodál Peter
- ISSN 1339-9888. Roč. 5, č. 2 (2016), s.
38-39.

Sborník příspěvku z
Hodál Peter
mezinárodní studentské
odborné conference
Olympiáda techniky
Plzeņ 2016, Vydala
Západoĉeská univerzita
v Plzni, Univerzitní 8,
Plzeņ 306 14, str, 84-87
SOCIAL NETWORKS Trendy v podnikání
Majerová Jana
IN E-MARKETING 2014 [elektronický
THEIR STATUS AND zdroj] : recenzovaný
UTILIZATION IN
sborník příspěvků
BRAND'S
mezinárodní vědecké
COMMUNICATION
konference : [Plzeň,
POLICY IN SLOVAK 13.-14.11.2014]. - Plzeň
REPUBLIC
: Západočeská
univerzita v Plzni, 2014.
- ISBN 978-80-2610444-5. - CD-ROM, [8]
s.
Social networks in
Aktuálne problémy
Grančičová Katarína
corporate marketing
podnikovej sféry 2013 :
communication
[recenzovaný] zborník
vedeckých prác /
Štefan Majtán a
kolektív, redakčné a
zostaviteľské práce
Miroslav Tóth, vedeckí
recenzenti Elena
Fetisovová, Alena
Tršťanská. - Bratislava :
Vydavateľstvo
EKONÓM, 2013. ISBN 978-80-225-36363. - S. 163-169.
Social Networks in
Slovenské národné
Kolenčíková Natália
Election Campaign
noviny : týždenník
Matice slovenskej. ISSN 0862-8823. - Roč.

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The use of social network Facebook in the educational process in higher
educational institutions is very usefull tool, the research has proved it. Students
usually rate it very positively, because their is no problem to used it, they dont
have to be train, and they react promptly. Weak recommendation available in
the article, general conclusion, without any clarification.
The use of social network Facebook in the educational process in higher
educational institutions is very usefull tool, the research has proved it. Students
usually rate it very positively, because their is no problem to used it, they dont
have to be train, and they react promptly. Weak recommendation available in
the article, general conclusion, without any clarification.

3

FB

2

1

3

FB

2

1

The aim of the contribution was to summarize the basic theoretical apparatus of
social networking and social networking in the e-marketing communication of
the brand and to publish findings about their perception by Internet users as
existing and potential customers in the conditions of the Slovak Republic.
However, due to the stipulated scope of the contribution, we do not formulate
general conclusions and retain the obtained reliable and valid outputs of the
conducted questionnaire survey to interpret the professional

2

1

3

5

Even when entering the social network and creating and evaluating campaigns
through social networks, the company should plan ahead. Although there is no
universal and unified guidance, the above approach, which is basically the
application of the basic elements of the marketing communication plan to the
social network, can be a starting point.

3

1

2

5

Social Network Tracking in the pre-election period it may be
an important reason for the decision, to whom to cast your electoral vote.

3

1

2, 4
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32, č. 25 (24. jún)
(2017), s. 6.
Health insurance
MMK 2015
Martovič Matej
companies and social [elektronický zdroj] :
networks
mezinárodní
Masarykova konference
pro doktorandy a mladé
vědecké pracovníky :
sborník příspěvků z
mezinárodní vědecké
konference. ročník VI. Hradec Králové :
Magnanimitas, 2015. ISBN 978-80-87952-122. - S. 410-416 [CDROM].
Asymptotical
IIT.SRC 2013: student Chalupa David
Sparseness of a Slovak research conference
Social Network
[elektronický zdroj] : 9th
Student Research
Conference in
Informatics and
Information
Technologies
Bratislava, April 23,
2013. Post-conference
proceedings. Bratislava :
Nakladateľstvo STU,
2013. - ISBN 978-80227-4111-8. - . - online,
s. 61-66 / Bieliková
Mária (Redaktor,
editor).
Designing a social
Procedia - social and Madleňák Radovan,
network to support e- behavioral sciences
Madleňáková Lucia,
learning activities at the [elektronický zdroj]. - Kianičková Eva
department of
ISSN 1877-0428. - Vol.
communications,
176 (2015), online, s.
University of Žilina
103-110.
Information and digital
technologies 2017

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Facebook should take insurers as a platform that is not very official. There
should be boundaries, what to communicate and how to communicate. Too
unreliable and unrelated to the insurance company can affect the fans
unprofessional and off-topic insurance.

2

fb

3

1

The asymptotical sparseness is somewhat stronger than the simple concept of
sparseness of a graph. Asymptotically, the sparseness can be generalized in
this way so that also larger samples of the social networks will likely have this
property. Therefore, the result presented in this paper, in spite of its simplicity, is
significant for further research in heuristic graph algorithms and their
hybridizations, by which this study was originally motivated.

3

1

na

1

The using the social network Facebook in the combination with eLearning and
with its application Moodle. The creation of the new structure of social network
only for the needs of Žilina University.

2

1

4

1

A change in the behavior can indicate an attempt from someone else to
compromise the account of the user. The efficiency of the anomaly model is

3

Pokec,

na

3, 6, 8
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Detecting compromised [elektronický zdroj] :
validated with computation of measures such as sensitivity, specificity and
accounts on the Pokec proceedings of the
overall accuracy. Achieved results are promising with a real potential to detect
online social network international
compromised accounts.
conference : 5-7 July
2017 Žilina, Slovakia. [S.l.] : IEEE, 2017. ISBN 978-1-5090-56880. - USB kľúč, s. 56-60.
Marijuana: View on Its Journal of Drug
Kolena B., Petrovičová This is an example of doing medical research using social network.
Medical Use Recorded Education: Substance I., Trnovec Tomáš, Pilka
at the Slovak Social
Abuse Research and T., Bičanová G
Network
Prevention (DRE) [(IF
0.285)]. - ISSN 00472379. - 46 (2016), 12 s.
On the k-center
ITAT 2014: Information Nehéz Martin, Lelovský The objective function h(Sˆ) is slowly increasing with respect to the increasing
problem in social
technologies –
Marek, Bendžala
number of vertices for sample graphs. However, it was impossible to determine
network
applications and theory Jakub, Blaho Tomáš such a dependence in terms of analytic functions.
/ Lukáš Bajer ; ed. Věra
Kůrková ; ed. Ladislav
Peška, Peter Vojtáš,
Martin Holeňa, Martin
Nehéz. - 1. vyd. Prague : Institute of
Computer Science AS
CR, 2014. - ISBN 97880-87136-19-5. - S.
139-144.
Possibilities of using Exclusive journal
Fedorko Richard
Social networking site Pinterest has the best conditions to succeed in the
the social network
[elektronický zdroj] :
e-market thanks to the function of direct purchase of goods (Buyable Pins)
Pinterest in eeconomy and society
through the website, which places it in the position of rival to e-commerce giants
commerce
and environment. like Amazon or eBay.
ISSN 1339-4509. - No.
3 (2015), online, [7] s.
Scholarly
Žurnalistika, médiá,
Ondrišová Miriam
The potential electronic publications at Comenius University and its faculties are
communication in
spoločnosť 3-4
only feebly utilized. On the one hand, there are still objective factors present
traditional and new
[elektronický zdroj]. disable or restrict the use of the potential of electronic publications such as there
media environment
Bratislava : STIMUL,
is, for example, a shortage of electronic online magazines, electronic online
2014. - ISBN 978-80anthologies. On the other hand, there are subjective reasons concerning
8127-116-8. - S. 50-68
mistrust against such a publishing channel.
[online].
Sentiment analysis of SMAP 2017.
Krchňavý Rastislav,
Sentiment analysis of social network posts in Slovak language shows that
social network posts in Proceedings 12th
Šimko Marián
common issues are high flection, complex morphology and syntax. UserSlovak language
international workshop
generated content of social networks introduces additional challenges
on semantic and social
(variability of diacritics, inconsistent style, high error rate) that make the task
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SK181

Social Network and
Formal Concept
Analysis

SK182

Social network and
forum hybrid

SK183

Usability of social
network in university
marketing activities

SK184

D) Author

media adaptation and
personalization, July 910, 2017 Bratislava,
Slovakia / ed. Mária
Bieliková, Marián
Šimko. - 1. vyd. - S. l :
IEEE, 2017. - ISBN
978-1-5386-0754-1. S. 20-25.
Social Networks: A
Krajči Stanislav
Framework of
Computational
Intelligence. - Cham
Heidelberg : Springer,
2014. - ISBN
9783319029924. - S.
41-61 [1 AH].
Informatics 2015. Chovancová Eva,
Košice : TU, 2015. Chovanec Martin,
ISBN 978-1-4673-9868- Mičuta Dominik
8. - S. 124-127 [online].

EDULEARN13
Nemček Bystrík,
[elektronický zdroj] : 5th Kremeňová Iveta
international
conference on
education and new
learning technologies :
July 1st, 2nd and 3rd,
2013, Barcelona,
Spain. - [S.l.] : IATED,
2013. - ISBN 978-84616-3822-2. - CDROM, s. 2282-2285.
Utilization and the
WSEAS Transactions Potkány Marek,
effect of social network on advances in
Sedláček Martin,
on job search of Slovak engineering education. Hajduková Alexandra,
university students
- ISSN 2224-3410. Hitka Miloš
Vol.10, No.2 (2013),
p.91-100.

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

even harder.The proposed a method for sentiment analysis of social network
posts on Facebook shows accuracy comparable with approaches for major
world languages.

Using of Formal Concept Analysis, a special method of relational data analysis,
in the Social Network research, the author analysed how groups of students
were viewed by their schoolmates in a similar way, as groups of friends. The
more detailed results are not available.

3

The ambition to create hybrid between social network and forum (blog and chat)
is based on the idea of Slovak community site called "Birdz". Hybrid social
network merge functions of popular website types. It tries to introduce all-in-one
site that join the best and most requested features of social networks, forums,
blogs and chats. The main contribution of this work is concept of hybrid social
network.
The main importance of analyses was to find what functions were used on
university facebook page and whether the functions are used sufficiently. The
results are not publicly available.

3

3

fb

4

1

Following results of the survey we can state that the effect of social networks on
job search by Slovak university students is not significant at the present time.
Statistical testing proved that gender difference does not affect the Internet
utilization significantly (except social networks) and perceiving of the importance
of personal presentation on social networks from the point of view of job search,
too. Statistical testing proved that female in order to find job opportunities use
social networks more often than male and this gender difference is considered
to be significant.

1

1

3, 4
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<The >use of digital
social networks = a
brief comparison study
between Brazil and
Slovakia
An improved
community-based
Greedy algorithm for
solving the influence
maximization problem
in social networks
Authority estimation
within social networks
using regression
analysis

D) Author

Global media journal. ISSN 1339-0767 ;
1339-5246 (online). Roč. 2, č. 1 (2014), s.
102-107.
Annales Mathematicae
et Informaticae. - ISSN
1787-5021. - Vol. 44
(2015), p. 141-150.

J) Recommendations, findings

Mastrocola Vincente
Martin, Ihnátová
Zuzana

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The most popular social network sites and mobile applications in both countries
are the same. The usage of Internet for shopping, information searching,
entertainment and following news at national or international level is very similar
in the two countries of our study.

2

1

1,2,3

1

Gábor Rácz, Zoltán
The experiments show that LouvainGreedy can run ten times faster than
Pusztai, Balázs Kósa, NewGreedy and the precision loss is less than five percent. The tests showed
Attila Kiss
that in the combination step a large community is formed. This has a significant
effect on the running time as the greedy step is timeconsuming on large
clusters.

2

1

na

1

This paper focuses on methods of machine learning, particularly on regression
analysis to solve a problem of authority identification within social networks. The
weighted opinion analysis could multiply the measure of positivity of a given
contribution with the weight represented by the estimated authority value of the
contributor, who is the author of the given contribution. Thus, the opinions of
authoritative contributors would have greater influence on the summarized
opinion.
Policy recommendations:How to defend against undemocratic
tendencies based on the published results?
The issue of branding is quite difficult and success of failure is result of multiple
factors. In any case it is necessary to follow new trends and try to stick to them.

2

1

na

1

2

1

3

1

It describes the present status of text-mining in communication content. In this
context the interconnection of term and style based approach is being
emphasized which by their mutual connection create an opportunity of theme
identification and author identification of the conversational content
Policy recommendations:To develop all instrument to prevent authors from
publishing, spread and distributing anonymous texts.

3

1

na

1

It shows that the introduction and use of enterprise social networks is
advantageous for companies. Since the creation of user profiles with their
personal information, features of discussion forums as questions and answers,
creating of shared documents in the inter-cloud-based solutions, subsequently
sharing of created documents, sharing of knowledge and creating new ideas are
tools for generating benefits for companies by their employees. Those
advantages are engaging customers and employees into company processes,

1

fb, tw, li

1

1

Vietnam Journal of
Machová Kristína,
Computer Sciences. - Štefaník Jaroslav
ISSN 2196-8888. - Vol.
2, no. 1 (2016), p. 1-8 :
DOI 10.1007/s40595016-0082-0 [online].

Brand value analysis in Exclusive e-journal
Nastišin Ľudovít
the conditions of on-line [elektronický zdroj] :
media and social
economy and society
networks
and environment. ISSN 1339-4509. - No.
3 (2016), online, [6] s
Conversational content ICCC 2013 : IEEE 9th Štofa Ján, Michalik
in the context of safety International
Peter,
of social networks
Conference on
Computational
Cybernetics :
Proceedings : July 810, 2013, Tihany,
Balaton, Hungary. Hungary : IEEE, 2013. ISBN 978-1-4799-00633. - P. 137-140.
Enterprise social
Management in theory Drahošová Martina,
networks
and practice
Karovič Vincent
[elektronický zdroj]. Praha : Newton
College, 2016. - ISBN
978-80-87325-08-7. S. 223-227 [online].
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Evaluating Privacy
Risks in Social
Networks from the
User’s Perspective

Studies in
Computational
Intelligence. - ISSN
1860-949X. - Vol. 567 :
Advanced Research in
Data Privacy, (2015), s.
251-267.

SK199

Importance of
customers support in
terms of social
networks

Exclusive e-journal
[elektronický zdroj] :
economy and society
and environment. ISSN 1339-4509. - No.
2 (2015), online, [6] s.

SK200

Importance of social
networks for ecommerce

SK201

SK202

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

creating innovation through the sharing of knowledge among employees
worldwide, better quality of decision making by creating a knowledge database
arising from the discussions and employee profiles.
Policy recommendations:Is there a general model (strategy) for wellfunctioning enterprise social networks?
Šrámka Michal
This study deals with privacy risks by publishing information on social networks.
The authors surveyed already available measures that assess privacy from the
user’s perspective or help the user with the privacy risks and related decisions
in social networks.
These examples and experimental results show the need to include publicly
available background knowledge in the computation of privacy scores in order to
get scores that reflect the privacy risks of the users more truthfully. The authors
add background knowledge about users by means of combining several social
networks together or by using simple web search for detecting publicly known
information about the assessed users.
Fedorko Richard, Bačík The current trends and analysis results show that providing customer support,
Radovan, Hagyari
or even the existence of individual customer support profiles of brands on social
Pavel
networks, is now more than a competitive advantage. In the near future, with the
changing preferences of the target audience when choosing the right
communications channels, the online environment and especially social
networking environment will in some cases be an essential part of brands’
marketing strategies.
Bačík Radovan,
The current importance of social networks for e-commerce is undeniable. Either
Fedorko Richard
retailers or brands themselves can present their products through social
networks and positivelly affect perceptions of users as potential customers. It is
important to highlight the fact that the issue of social networking for the purpose
of e-commerce is a new and poorly understood area, which now occupies minds
and is part of the marketing plans of many marketers

1

1

2

4, 6, 8

2

fb

3, 5
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Exclusive e-journal
[elektronický zdroj] :
economy and society
and environment. ISSN 1339-4509. - Vol.
2, no. 2 (2014), online,
[7] s.
International abuse of Communications :
Slivka Daniel, Mierzwa
social networks with the scientific letters of the Janusz
goal of promoting ideas University of Žilina. of anti-semitism,
ISSN 1335-4205. - Vol.
racism, and xenophobia 19, no. 1 (2017), s. 5458.

3

1

3, 5

5

2

1

2

2, 5, 6, 8

Internet activism and 6th winter seminar of
social networks used in regional science
[elektronický zdroj] :

2

1

1, 4

1

This study points out a relatively common negative occurence in the Slovak
society as well as in Europe in general. Various parties, associations and
movements use the social networks to promote their ideas and to manipulate by
many the society. There is a great need for individual awaking and for educating
all age categories who find themselves in the circle of influence and power of
mass media. We witness a dangerous phenomenon in Slovakia, wherein the
promotion of the ideas of anti-Semitism, racism, and xenophobia is coupled with
an emphasis on the Christian religiosity, or more precisely, pseudo-religiosity.
Policy recommendations:What should be the strategy to fight against antiSemitism, racism and xenophobia? Or is there any in respect to social and
legacy media?
How to proceed in education at schools, in the media and in civic activism?
Jacko Tomáš, Vereščák The paper focuses on how internet activism can help to solve environmental
Patrik, 2016.
issues such as littering, light pollution, vandalism in an urban area. The city of
Bratislava was used as a case study. The Bratislava case confirmed a relatively
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solving environment
issues in Bratislava

SK203

SK204

SK205

proceedings : 9th -12th
march 2016, Low
Tatras, Slovakia ;
editors: Tomáš
Černěnko, Oliver Rafaj,
Adam Síbert, Valéria
Szitásiová. - Bratislava
: EKONÓM publishing,
2016. - ISBN 978-80225-4273-9. - S. 1-8
CD-ROM.
Labour-law related
Social Partnership in
implications of
21st Century: the Ways
acquisition of human Forward=Sociálne
resources trough social partnerstvo v 21.
networks in the era of storočí: cesta vpred. Industry 4.0.
Bratislava : Friedrich
Ebert Stiftung, 2016. ISBN 9788089149506.
- S. 39-47.
Marketing
Management 2016 :
communications on
international business
social networks in
and management,
tourism in the light of domestic particularities
the research
and emerging markets
in the light of research.
- Prešov : Bookman,
2016. - ISBN 978-808165-155-7. - S. 423432.
Marketing in an
Marketing Identity :
environment of the
Digital Life - part I. :
social networks
Conference
Proceedings from
International Scientific
Conference 10th - 11th
November 2015,
Congress Hall of the
Slovak Academy of
Science Smolenice,
Slovak Republic / eds.
Ľudmila Čábyová,
Dana Petranová. - 1.
vyd. - ISBN 978-80-
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small degree of interest from citizens to actively participate in solving
environmental problems. In addition, the paper argued that the rise of Internet
activism through social networks and public perception of active support does
not automatically lead to an increase in the success rate and/or achieving the
objectives of environmental groups.
Policy recommendations:If the experiences in other European cities are
different, what policy is recommended to Slovak cities?
Can it be further specified?

Žuľová Jana

Users of social networks should change their behaviour with respect to
information they disclose about themselves.

Štefko Róbert, Mudrík The article deals with an analytical view on social networks used in tourism. The
Martin, Fedorko
main aim is to find out and point to the chosen marketing activities with
Richard
orientation to e-activities of Slovak tourist information centres in the Slovak
regions in chosen towns in tourism area. It is observed that an important factor
in this case is the gender of the respondents. Statistically, it was proved that
photographs from visited places are shared on social networks mostly by
women. The results suggest the group on which destinations should primarily
focus in their online activities.
Policy recommendations:Is it possible, based on the results achieved, to have
a strategy for social networks valid in Slovak or international tourism?
Daňková Alena,
Promotion of the company, products and services through the social networks
Dirgová Eva, Grigerová provides benefits that cannot be achieved by an advertising campaign in other
Adriana
media. The key to success is the efficient targeting of the advertising messages
in such a way that the ad is displayed only to those users, whose profile
information indicates that they might become customers of the company. The
company can benefit greatly from its communication on the social network.
Given the fact that fans of the social network respond actively to its range of
products and recommend them further, it becomes thus an important source of
information, bookings or purchases.
Policy recommendations:Is it possible to determine any minimum common
strategy and tactics for each segment of the economy, or any kind of product,
the segment must have a specific?

Slovakia
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8105-779-3. - ISSN
1339-5726. - P.28-39.
Mining challenges on Cognitive Traveling in Tutoky Gabriel, Paralič
social networks data Digital Space of the
Ján
Web and Digital
Libraries: Studies in
Informatics and
Information
Technologies. Bratislava : STU Press,
2014. - ISBN 978-80227-4254-2. - S. 145147.
Mobile devices and
International journal of Burgerová Jana,
social networks within information and
Adamkovičová Martina
pre-service teacher
communication
preparation
technologies in
education [elektronický
zdroj] : ICTE journal. ISSN 1805-3726. - Vol.
5, no. 2 (2016), online,
s. 5-15.
New media and social US-China Education Šupšáková Božena
networks as a new
Review A. - ISSN 2161phenomenon of global 623X. - Vol. 3, No. 8
access to information (2013), s. 623-635.
and education

Participation at the
municipal level and
social networks

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

This is analysis of large scale Slovak company networks with identification of
common local structures (patterns) in this network. There are not clear
conclusions.

3

1

2, 3

1

The article provides results of monitoring the ownership and exploitation of
mobile communiccation devices and social networks within the pre-service
teacher preparation at the Faculty of Education, University of Presov in Prešov,
Slovakia.. The research sample consisted of 473 respondents who answered by
the method of questionnaire.
Policy recommendations:How did the Faculty of Education react to the
results? Did they integrate them into their policies and approaches?

1

fb, g, li

1, 4

1

The article describes the issue of media literacy as a way to education of the
young generation and a better understanding of media content, it also
approaches to media literacy in some European countries and especially in
Slovakia. The analysis shows that performance standards are related to media
education only within specified topics.
Policy recommendations:There is a need to develop common goals into each
learning area, to specify them as detailed as possible in all subjects and grades,
to name activities, and set outcomes of learning areas of individual subjects
reasonably and clearly.
It is necessary to change the approach of the local government authorities
towards the citizens and ask them first what they need for living, how they would
deal with the tasks; in general, to involve them in solving the specific tasks.

2

1

1, 4

1

2

1

2

5

2

1

3

5

Slovak Journal of
Imrovič Michal
Public Policy and Public
Administration :
slovenská revue pre
verejnú politiku a
verejnú správu. - ISSN
1339-5637. - Vol. 3, no.
2 (2016), pp. 111-121.
Possibilities of social IISES [elektronický
Majerová Jana, Klieštik Advertising is suitable tool of the marketing communication only in the first
networks usage in the zdroj] : proceedings of Tomáš
stages of the brand’s life cycle, Customer's trust into the communication
process of brand value the 14th international
activities of brands realized via social networks is still low.
building and managing academic conference :
- results of survey
all papers/abstracts
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focused on the
have been peercustomer´s perceptions reviewed. - Prague :
International Institute of
Social and Economic
Sciences (IISES), 2014.
- ISBN 978-80-8792706-9. - On-line, s. 283284.
Practice-oriented
Norwegian-Slovakian Šrámka Michal
computation of privacy workshop in crypto :
risks in social networks Bergen, Norway.
from the user's
February 8 - 10, 2016 /
perspective
ed. Otokar Grošek, Tor
Helleseth, A Kholosha,
Karol Nemoga, Igor
Semaev, Pavol Zajac. 1. ed. - Bratislava :
Slovak University of
Technology, 2016. ISBN 978-80-227-45413. - S. 1.
Prediction of Topics
Advances in Intelligent Babič František,
Popularity on On-Line Systems and
Drábiková Anna
Social Networks
Computing : MISSI
2016. - ISBN 978331943981-5. - ISSN
2194-5357. - Vol. 506
(2017), p. 333-342.

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The author proposes a pragmatic framework for evaluating sanitization systems
in real-life and use of data mining utility as a universal measure of usefulness
and privacy. It uses sanitization method with the aim to prevent attacks on
personal data while maintaining usefulness of the data for legitimate users. It
shows that using data mining algorithms increases their proposed adversarial
gains.
Policy recommendations:Can governments and their agencies, or educators,
help in assessing privacy settings from the user's perspective or help the user to
handle the privacy risks properly?
What are today sensitive personal information and what should not be
considered as such?

2

1

2

1

The authors attempted to understand the hidden trends and various
developments in data from social media and extract possible new and
interesting knowledge for business purposes. For this purpose, the authors used
data from two different social networks: Twitter and Tom’s Hardware. The
completely analytical process was performed in line with CRISP-DM
methodology; the authors selected the suitable methods of machine learning
and exploratory data analysis to get the expected results.
The best-achieved accuracy was higher than 95 %.
Policy recommendations:The EU and national governments, as well as
specialised agencies, might consider further utilisation of social media data.
Recruitment of
Toyotarity. Managment Kuchárová Mačkayová The authors dealt with the latest trends in the process of employees´
generation y employees of Intellectual Values / Veronika, Kaľavská
recruitment based on application of possibilities provided by the ICT. They
by means of social
rec. Anna Križanová, Anna, Sirotiaková Mária identify the relation of Y generation towards ICT and point out at opportunities to
networks
Pavol Gejdoš. - Alba
address potential employees from this generation by companies via their
Iulia : Aeternitas
preferred social networks. The data confirm the high dependence of generation
Publishing House,
Y on social networks. Slovak human resources managers more frequently use
2013. - ISBN 978-606new ways to recruit employees which might become proper ways how to employ
613-078-3. - S. 110young talented people.
124.
Policy recommendations:Is it possible to apply a job recruitment policy to the
Y generation, with some adjustments, for all generations?
How to properly set up fair job recruitment policy for everyone?

2

tw and
Tom’s
Hardware

2, 3

1

2

1

2

1
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SK219

Social networks and
their importance in job
searching of college
students

Verslas: teorija ir
Potkány Marek,
praktika = Business: Hajduková Alexandra,
theory and practice. ISSN 1648-0627. - Vol.
16, no. 1 (2015), p. 7583.

2

1

1,2,4

1

SK220

Social networks for
mentoring in higher
education

Electrical Engineering
and Informatics 8 :
proceedings of the
Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and
Informatics of the
Technical University of
Košice. - Košice : FEI
TU, 2017. - ISBN 97880-553-3192-8. - S.
500-505 [CD-ROM].

2

1

4

1

SK225

The use of social
networks as a
marketing
communication tool

2

1

3, 5

1

This paper describes the significance of text analysis from the social networks
for decision-making support and thus towards obtaining of competitive
advantages for companies or organizations. The main goal is to describe the
usage of topic modeling methods and visualization techniques suitable to
support decision making processes in organizations.

2

tw

3

1

The authors analyse the experience of the high school and university teachers
with using social networks for supervising students. They aimed at mentoring of
small groups such as student theses and group projects. They performed a

2

1

4

1

SK226

SK227

The goal of this research was to determine the level of use of social networks by
college students in Slovakia. Part of the research was also to discover the effect
of social networks on job searching of a selected sample of students. The
research was conducted on a sample of 407 Slovak students. Nearly 90% of
respondents used the Internet for job search at least once or it is a way how
they search for a job regularly. It was found out that job search via social
networks was not so widely used among respondents.
Policy recommendations:Can social media really be a major actor in the
search for and obtaining work in the future?
How are government-supported online job search platforms responding to this
challenge?
Bačíková Michaela,
The main goal of this paper is to increase effectiveness of the mutual
Pulik Jaroslav
communication between lecturers and students in the supervision process. The
authors suggest an integration of available tools into decentralised system
similar to a social network. To support and verify findings authors have designed
and implemented SchoolSpace. All lectures appreciated the high level of the
mobile application user interface design and at the same time they highlighted
the used standards and conventions from the user interface of the web
application. All of the students appreciated the mobile application.
Policy recommendations:Consider policy study/paper on to what extent (size)
can social media replace direct communication between lecturers and students
in the future?
How will the future teacher-student communication model look like?
Nadányiová Margaréta, Through promotion on social networks, the company may gain a competitive
Bernátek Petr
advantage and a number of benefits:
Increasing awareness of the company among potential customers;
Acquiring new customers;
Building brand and company image;
Supporting of corporate innovations;
Increase the potential of customer loyalty.

International
conference on
Informatization of
economic and
management
processes :
proceedings : 15th
September 2016, Brno,
Czech Republic. - Brno
: B.I.B.S., 2016. - ISBN
978-80-87255-73-5. S. 131-137.
Topic modeling in social Marketing Identity. Smatana Miroslav,
networks as decision Trnava : University of Butka Peter,
support system
Ss. Cyril and
Methodius, 2015. ISBN 978-80-8105-7793. - S. 300-312.
Using social networks ICETA 2014. - Danvers Bačíková Michaela
for supervising and
: IEEE, 2015. - ISBN
mentoring
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D) Author
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978-1-4799-7739-0. S. 17-22 [CD-ROM].
Mladá veda
Bačík Radovan,
[elektronický zdroj]. - Fedorko Richard, 2013
ISSN 1339-3189. - Roč.
1, č. 1 (2013), online, s.
35-39.

Activities with robot
builders using social
networks

DidInfo 2013 : 19.
ročník národnej
konferencie s
medzinárodnou
účasťou, Banská
Bystrica, 10. - 12. 4.
2013. rec. Gabriela
Andrejková, Daniela
Bezáková ... [et al.] ;
ed. Ľudovít Trajteľ. Banská Bystrica :
Univerzita Mateja Bela,
Fakulta prírodných
vied, 2013. - ISBN 97880-557-0527-9. - S. 5761.
What Animates Political Research gate
Debates? Analyzing
Ideological
Perspectives in Online
Debates between
Opposing Parties.pdf

Brodenec Ivan

Alashri Saud, Alzahrani
Sultan,
Bustikova,Lenka Siroky
David, Davulcu Hasan

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

qualitative and quantitative study along with an experiment of using social
networks in supervising.
The authors describe specific aspects of social networking. The main attention
is focused on social networking as a marketing communication tool and more
specifically on the social network
Pinterest. The importance of Pinterest is that both dealers and brands can
present their products in a different way and in a positive way to influence the
perception of users as potential customers.
The authors present a draft of the course aimed to help teachers of primary and
secondary schools in raisingtheir qualification in the field of teaching of robotic
builders as part of the teaching of informatics curricula.

Based on a computational analysis of their websites' content, this paper
presents a system and an analytical tool to identify contentious frames and
predict online escalation between radical right and liberal political parties. We
model the type and volume of spikes by these ideological opposites in Eastern
Europe using Slovak parties as a case study. We train a predictive classi_er to
discover contentious and ignored frames of each camp and predict online
escalation. We show that the classi_er achieves an average predictive accuracy
(F-measure) of 82.8%. Wealso present a qualitative analysis of the identified
frames. Contrary to most studies of political extremism that focus on largely
static and structural factors, this study derives the dynamic of contention from
the online interactions of ideological opposites. Since extremist activities are
erratic and highly variable, static approaches that can account for long-term
trends often fail at predicting sudden bursts. In our future work, by matching
diachronic online media to real-time events data, we plan to build predictive
analytics to determine which types of spikes in which contexts precede which
types of real world outcomes.

Internet
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PREVENTION OF
PREVENTION
BEFORE VIRTUAL
WALLS IN
APPLICATION
PRACTICE
Discourse of Social
Networks - Semiotic
and Language
Characteristics

D) Author
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Krásná Patrícia,
Jurisová Michaela

Médiá a text 4. - Prešov Mochňacká Barbora
: Filozofická fakulta
Prešovskej univerzity v
Prešove, 2013. - ISBN
978-80-555-0796-5. S. 100-111.
Hierarchical modeling WIKT and DaZ 2016. - Smatana Miroslav,
of the topic over social Bratislava : STU, 2016. Butka Peter,
data streams using a - ISBN 978-80-227formal conceptual
4619-9. - S. 321-324.
analysis
Possibilities and
Trendy v podnikání
Olexová Cecília, Čorba
limitations of social
2013 [elektronický
Juraj
networks as an
zdroj] = Business
innovative method of trends 2013 : reviewed
searching for
conference
employees
proceedings :
recenzovaný sborník
příspěvků mezinárodní
vědecké konference :
Plzeň, 14. - 15.
listopadu 2013 / editoři
sborníku: Kateřina
Mičudová. - Plzeň :
Západočeská univerzita
v Plzni, 2013. - ISBN
978-80-261-0321-9. S. [1-5] CD-ROM.
Hospitals in the area of MMK 2016
Martovič Matej
social networks
[elektronický zdroj] :
Mezinárodní
Masarykova konference
pro doktorandy a mladé
vědecké pracovníky :
recenzovaný sborník
příspěvků mezinárodní
vědecké konference.
Ročník VII. - Hradec

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

The most appropriate and probably the most commonly used form of activity is
interactive talks or lectures. From experience and knowledge of parents of
children and teachers, it is known that such prevention is not devoted to
sufficient time, even given the known fact of gravity and the importance of the
pitfalls of the virtual world.
The results of the analysis confirm that in social statuses Networks dominate
information status, the desire for (inter) active audiences, to a lesser extent
courteous responses to contributions from other users and emotional
responses. There is also a reflexive pozicioning, focus of the authors statuses
on themselves, over mixed positioning of themselves and others users.

2

fb

2

1

In the future we'd like to expand experiments to larger datasets and find more
appropriate metrics comparing the hierarchy of topics such as purity and
number of clusters.

2

1

3

1

The extent of social networking popularity in the future between HRD staff and
people seeking work will depend on their experience of using, developing
applications for HR staff, attitudes to publishing personal data on the Internet,
and how to protect them, but undoubtedly it will be related to the status and
development of work portals for job placement.

3

li, fb, tw.
Xing

2, 3

1

The Internet can provide hospitals with many responses that hospitals can use
to improve their services.

3

1, fb

2, 3

1
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Králové :
Magnanimitas, 2016. ISBN 978-80-87952-177. - S. 249-254 [CDROM].
Patterns of Social
Sociálne procesy a
Izrael Pavel, Holdoš
Networking Sites
osobnosť 2016 :
Juraj, Ďurka Róbert
Activities of
zborník príspevkov :
Adolescents and
Nový Smokovec, 12.Facebook Addiction
14. september 2016 /
ed. Lukáš Pitel. - 1.
vyd. - Bratislava : Ústav
experimentálnej
psychológie, Centrum
spoločenských a
psychologických vied
SAV, 2017. - ISBN 97880-88910-55-8. - S.
203-209.
Psychological view of Manažment školy v
Soroková Tatiana
video games and social praxi. - ISSN 1336networks
9849. - Roč. 11, č. 11
(2016), s. 20-24.
The Reflection of social Ekonomika, financie a Jankelová Nadežda
networks in corporate manažment podniku culture
rok 2015 [elektronický
zdroj]: zborník
vedeckých prác pri
príležitosti 75. výročia
založenia Ekonomickej
univerzity v Bratislave /
zostavovatelia/assembl
er: Miroslav Tóth, Peter
Markovič ; vedeckí
recenzenti/scientific
reviewers: Miroslav
Grznár, Milan Rajňák. Bratislava :
Vydavateľstvo
EKONÓM, 2016. ISBN 978-80-225-42807. - S. [409-416] CDROM.

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Research has successfully highlighted the importance of user habits from the
outset possible dependence on Facebook.

2

fb

2

1

It is important for children to be protected and given a virtual environment that is
stimulating for them and not counterproductive.

2

1

1, 2, 4

9,
violence

Reflection of social networks in corporate culture is clear. Social networks are in
companies and significantly change corporate culture. The management has to
perceive its positive influence on corporate culture and respect them and apply
the in the company.

3

1

2,3

1
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Slovak students of
millenium generation
and comparison with
the world

D) Author

Marketingová
Bobovnický Artur,
komunikace a
společnost [elektronický
zdroj] = Marketing
communications and
society : sborník 2.
mezinárodní vědecké
konference /
recenzenti: Jaroslav
Světlík, Katarína
Fichnová. - 1. vyd. Praha : Vysoká škola
finanční a správní,
2014. - ISBN 978-807408-097-5. - S. 151160 [CD-ROM].
Social networking sites Human potential
Hitka Miloš, Balážová
as a modern job
development : 12th
Žaneta
seeking tool
international scientific
conference, 27-28 May,
2015, Klaipėda
University, Klaipėda,
Lithuania : proceedings
of scientific papers ;
eds. Martina Blašková,
Rudolf Blaško,
Vladimiras Gražulis ;
revs. Martina Blašková
... [et al.]. - Klaipėda :
Klaipėda University,
2015. - ISBN 978-998631-466-0. - P. 57-71.
The impact of social
Súmrak médií
Porubcová Jana
networks on the
[elektronický zdroj] :
formation of adolescent problematika narácie v
attitudes
médiách : zborník
príspevkov z vedeckej
konferencie konanej
dňa 28. novembra 2012
na Žilinskej univerzite v
Žiline / editor Pavel
Urban ; recenzenti
Milan Konvit, Ján Gbúr.
- Žilina : Žilinská

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Possible discussion topics came up about management, leadership, values, real
expectations. The answers will be given by additional, more detailed, research.

3

1

1,2,3,4,
5

1

Social networks as a tool for job search will be developing and soon will become
its natural part.

3

fb,tw,li,g

2

1

Many contacts from well developed online relations lead to real social contacts,
which can reduce social isolation. Online environment enables adolescents to
begin and keep social contacts as well as searching, building and experimenting
with their own identity in the safe environment behind the keyboard. Virtual
world offers new, attractive possibilities of interaction and communication with
other people. It is also a source of information, relax and fun.

2

fb,yt,g,tw

1,2,5

1
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univerzita v Žiline,
2013. - ISBN 978-80554-0759-3. - S. 96-107
[CD-ROM].
Social networking
Evropské pedagogické Čavojský Ivan
impact leisure time
fórum 2016 : reflexe
pupils
pedagogiky a
psychologie
[elektronický zdroj]. Hradec Králové :
Magnanimitas, 2015. ISBN 978-80-87952-160. - S. 121-125 [CDROM].
Using Social Networks Studia commercialia Lukačovičová Zuzana,
in Business Marketing Bratislavensia :
Vargová Diana
scientific journal of
Faculty of Commerce,
University of
Economics in Bratislava
: vedecký časopis
Obchodnej fakulty
Ekonomickej univerzity
v Bratislave. - ISSN
1337-7493. - Roč. 8, č.
30 (2015), s. 222-236
Use of social networks Ľudský kapitál a
Jeleňová Iveta
by self-governing
spoločnosť 2014 :
regions for
zborník príspevkov z
communication with the medzinárodnej
citizen
vedeckej konferencie :
16. október 2014,
Košice [elektronický
zdroj]. - Košice :
Univerzita Pavla Jozefa
Šafárika v Košiciach,
Fakulta verejnej správy,
2014. - ISBN
9788081522116. - S.
163-167.
Use of social networks INFOS 2015 :
Buzová Katarína,
by selected libraries in (r)evolúcia v knižniciach Falatová Miroslava,
Slovakia, analysis 2015 a knihovníctve. ± 25 Regec Milan
rokov: bilancia, realita,

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

Internet is very popular among the students as well as social networks. The
consequence of using them is loss of real relations, which are substituted by
artificially created online relations.

3

fb,yt,in,tw

2

2

Facebook is very beneficial communication channel for many developing as well
as existing Slovak companies. It is suitable for small and medium companies,
because it is low cost form of communication and it brings many positive results
with well set marketing strategy. The good results are also when it is connected
to the company´s e-shop.

3

fb, pokec.sk
,

3

1

Five of eight self-governing regions have Facebook link placed on their web
page. The number of followers of the Facebook page is very low. The selfgoverning regions inform mainly about events for the public. The Facebook
page is mainly used for one way flow of the information.

1

fb,yt,tw,flickr
,

3,5

1

Mostly used by libraries is Facebook (40%). Frequently used are also
Foursquare and Google+, however their profiles were mostly non active or not
complete. Libraries on their Facebook page react minimally to their fans posts,
and that is a mistake. We also found out that social media are not well

1

fb,pinterest,
yt,in,tw,li,
foursquare ,

3,5

1
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perspektívy
[elektronický zdroj]. Bratislava : Spolok
slovenských
knihovníkov, 2015. ISBN 978-80-89586-080. - S. 59-92 [online].
The importance of
Místní bohatství a
Gajdošíková Zuzana,
social networks in the cestovní ruch
Potančoková Lenka,
decision of tourism
[elektronický zdroj] :
consumer
recenzovaný sborník z
mezinárodní
konference Aktuální
problémy cestovního
ruchu, Jihlava 24. - 25.
února 2016. - 1. vyd. Jihlava : Vysoká škola
polytechnická, 2016. ISBN 978-80-88064-213. - CD-ROM, s. 98105.
Supporting the
Edukacja - Technika - Šebo Miroslav
education of nonInformatyka : wybrane
technical students
problemy edukacji
through the social
informatycznej i
network
informacyznej. - ISSN
2080-9069. - Roč. 4, č.
2 (2013), s. 330-342.
Use of social
Pošta, Telekomunikácie Cíba Jakub
networking in the
a Elektronický obchod
marketing of a service [elektronický zdroj] :
enterprise
elektronický vedecký
časopis zameraný na
problematiku poštových
a telekomunikačných
podnikov a oblasť
elektronického
obchodovania. - ISSN
1336-8281. - Roč. 9, č.
2 (2014), online, s. 916.
Journalism in the Era of ICASSR 2015
Višňovský Ján,
New Media
[elektronický zdroj] : 3rd Radošinská Jana
International

J) Recommendations, findings

K) Rel O) SM V) Con Q)RI

connected to libraries web pages and sometimes libraries even substitute their
web page with Facebook page. However, the profiles at social networks should
be built mainly on quality web pages.

Personal recommendations from our friends and acquaintances are more
powerful than other forms of marketing. Recommendations on social networks
are right after personal recommendations. The marketing communication of
tourism businesses on social networks is most important in the first phase of the
purchasing decisions.

2

fb,tw,myspa
ce,li,g,in ,

3,5

1

Application of Facebook to the educational process is for students of nontechnical subjects beneficial, easily manageable and useful alternative.
However, when we compared students studying non-technical subjects and
students studying technical subjects, application of Facebook to the educational
process is more welcome and have more use for students studying technical
subjects.

3

fb

1

1

Social networks are practical tool in marketing communication because of
steady increase of new users as well as new options and tool that social
networks bring to companies.

3

fb,tw,g,yt,li

3

1

The influence of information technologies on the journalistic work cannot be
doubted. Besides being skilled writers, the journalists also have to know how to
use computers and specialized editing software that play an important role in

3

1

5

1
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SK314

Technological
determinism and new
media

SK327

Insight into the Issue of
New Media in the Light
of the Current
Controntation of
Teaching Opportunities
in the Space between
the Fine Art Education
and Children´s
Reflection
Pitfalls of new media
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Scholarly
communication in
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Research : May 22-23,
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edited by: Li Chen. Paris : Atlantis Press,
2016. - ISBN 978-946252-148-3. - S. 221224 [online].
International Journal of Hauer Tomáš
English, Literature and
Social Science
[elektronický zdroj]. ISSN 2456-7620. - Vol.
2, iss. 2 (2017), online,
s. 1-4.
Osvita i suspiľstvo
Telepák Tomáš
[elektronický zdroj] :
mižnarodnyj zbirnyk
naukovych prac. Berďansk : Berďanskyj
deržavnyj pedahohičnyj
universytet, 2016. ISBN 978-617-7291-809. - online, s. 341-374.
Súmrak médií
Jánošová Denisa
[elektronický zdroj] :
problematika narácie v
médiách : zborník
príspevkov z vedeckej
konferencie konanej
dňa 28. novembra 2012
na Žilinskej univerzite v
Žiline / editor Pavel
Urban ; recenzenti
Milan Konvit, Ján Gbúr.
- Žilina : Žilinská
univerzita v Žiline,
2013. - ISBN 978-80554-0759-3. - S. 33-45
[online].
Žurnalistika, médiá,
Ondrišová Miriam
spoločnosť 3-4
[elektronický zdroj]. -
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the production of journalistic content. In recent years we have been witnessing
“a battle” between traditional newspapers and online newspapers published on
the Internet. However, in the light of current development trends of media
production, the future result of this presumed “rivalry” is uncertain and almost
impossible to predict.

The technological progress, rapidly growing in the 21st century, also asserted
itself in the ways in which we create, distribute and evaluate knowledge, skills
and information today. Thus, in the very nature and structure of the education
process. Compared to other theories, the technological theory does not focus on
objectives of teaching, but in consists in the arrangement of means used for the
organization of teaching.
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Children and upcoming generations perceive media and virtual world as natural
environment, in which it is important to orientate, so that they don’t lag behind in
the society. There are many information sources and the orientation is difficult,
therefore it is important to pay attention, selectively filter and follow trends, not
to lag behind.
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It is necessary to constantly inform oneself, educate oneself and improve our
online abilities, mobile phone abilities and our abilities in new technologies. The
contemporary generation is growing up with the internet and their knowledge
(also language) and skills are mostly better than their parents´. Therefore it is
necessary to at least keep up with them, and so protect the children and the
whole family.
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2014. - ISBN 978-808127-116-8. - S. 50-68
[online].
Communication Today, Martin KUCHTA –
2017, Vol. 8, No. 2
Andrej MIKLOŠÍK

SK333

EVOLUTION OF
DIGITAL VIDEO
CONSUMPTION
PATTERNS

SK334

Corporate
Communication Today,
Communication as One 2017, Vol. 8, No. 1
of the Basic Attributes
of Corporate Identity –
case Study of
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ON SELECTED
Communication Today,
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2014, Vol. 5, No. 2
METHODOLOGY OF
SOCIAL MEDIA
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POLITICAL SCIENCES
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MARCHING
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The Kremlin
connections of the
Slovak far-right

SK337

Using of Selected
Social Media in
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The current digital data management options in combination with consumers’
everchanging media consumption habits represent a space for new video
marketing strategies and approaches.
Properly processed and subsequently stored data, generated from previous
marketing activities combined with knowledge of consumer media consumption
preferences, offers customizable targeting options in the digital environment.
Video is an inseparable part of the modern digital marketing strategies and
should be considered an inherent brand building format along with standard and
rich media formats.
Ľudmila NAGYOVÁ – Slovak respondents perceive Milka’s corporate communication quite positively –
Ingrida KOŠIČIAROVÁ almost 76% of the surveyed respondents claim that they consider it to be
– Martina
interesting and unobtrusive; more than 49% and almost 40% of the respondents
SEDLIAKOVÁ
say that they think Milka ’s promotion is adequate and good enough,
respectively; more than 60% of them see Milka ’s advertisements as attractive
and almost 55% of the participants think that Milka -related advertising is able to
motivate the potential buyers to purchase these products.
Roland KYŠKA
Researcher has to remember:
a. Fluidity of social media and their content, which is in comparison to traditional
media frequently edited and/or disposed. This puts bigger necessity on
responsibility when citing and archiving the sources.
b. Innovativeness of the environment, which permanently brings new forms and
tools of communication.
c. Great amount of sources.
d. Researcher has to put bigger stress on relevance of the sources and
verification of data
Péter Krekó, Lóránt
Both Kremlin-associated and independent news sources condemn the Slovak
Győri, Daniel Milo, Juraj extremists. Although they publish articles that are more neutral in tone, a
Marušiak, János Széky, negative attitude is more often adopted towards them. The minimal attention
Anita Lencsés
given to Slovak extreme right-wing parties could mean that due to their weak
institutional position, they cannot be relied on for Russian international and
domestic political purposes. Based on Vzgljad’s article, the possible future
membership of the Slovak National Party in the European Parliament, as part of
some coalition created by National
Front, could potentially alter the Kremlin’s current negligent attitude towards the
party. Consequently, if the Slovak National Party managed to regain its
institutional positions, they would be expected to continue to represent Russian
interests in the parliament as well as in the media.
Sebastian Kot,Martina Online media can be used to attract potentional customers, raise engagement
Ferencová,
and generate revenue. This can be achieved mainly through the product
Lukáš Kakalejčík
information that will influence the decision of the customer's purchase. The
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Slovakia and Poland – Publishing, Rome-Ital,
Comparative Study
P. 113-120

SK338

results of this study demonstrated that, when searching for information about
relevant products, there are not significant differences in the behaviour of
Slovak and Polish customers. Furthermore, it was found that the Slovak and
Polish users do not use selected online media for shopping in the same way.
The mostly used medium to find information about the product and the
execution of purchase is the search engine. Other media, especially social
networks, are not significantly used during
purchasing process.
The Myth of the Angry Slovak Journal of
Viera Žúborová, Ingrid The media analysis proved the current argument of some scholars and
Voters Parliamentary Political Sciences,
Borarosová
analysists that Marian Kotleba and political unit LS-NS was able to occupy the
Election in Slovak
Volume 17, 2017, No. 1
media sphere through online content and online media despite the fact, that the
Republic
mainstream medias were blocking them. We are able to state the view that is
well known also in other states and yet confirmed also through the research.
Online media on one hand are able to raise violence, extremism and radicalism,
including the ability to recruit similar radical and extremists, and on the other
hand, they are vulnerable in their ability to cover also the extremist and radical
views.
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Slovenia
SL001 CONVERGENCE OF Informatologia 2016, UDK : Denis Kalamar
MEDIA AND
316.774:004:316.4, Vol. 49,
TRANSFORMATION pp. 190-202
OF AUDIENCE

1

1

5

5, 9
(revision
of
AVMSD)

SL002 Converging practices
and discourses
Obstacles in
production culture for
interactivity in
Slovenian online
newspapers

The in-depth interviews with media companies Delo and RTV Slovenija – MMC showcase the
state of convergence in the Slovene media space and are a reflection of the altered methods of
production based on the recently integrated editorial departments and the reorganisation of
work. At the same time the interviews are pointing toward a different user experience of the
audience of mass media.Delo: the convergence at Delo encompasses the organisational,
professional and spatial reshaping with the centralization of work, which means that the unified
newspaper and online redaction in one office with purpose of increased cooperation and
unified work logic was actually created. The online edition of the newspaper encourages the
reader to buy the printed version, since the latter remains the primary source of income. On the
other hand, the printed version encourages the reader to visit the newspaper's website and
check out the audio-visual material that is accessible on the digital version.
Tanja Oblak Črnič, Productivity, efficiency and profitability have pushed traditional journalistic values in Slovenian
Igor Vobič
online media to the margins. When it comes to interactive modes of audience engagement,
editors and journalists control online news production. As a consequence, despite various
interactive features provided on news websites, news production culture develops with the aim
of retaining control over information delivery rather than of creating a new space of dialogue
and interactive communication.
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Through the analysis of the interviews conducted, one can establish the following classification
of news factors: elite persons, tendency for conflict, entertainment, Twitter as a topic; speed or
actuality, the news network as a factor, accessibility exclusivity and Twitter as a medium;
orientation and periodicity of the media.
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Slovenia is one of a few countries mandating net neutrality by law. Most cases of withdrawal of
illegal content from the Internet refer to defamation cases or breaches of privacy or personal
data protection. Both the personal data infringements and defamation can be dealt with under
the criminal law. The Slovenian Criminal Code retains four separate defamation-related
offences. Only judiciary bodies can decide on blocking, filtering and take-down of illegal
internet content. The law does not prescribe the procedural steps for notifying intermediaries
on the allegedly illegal content on their services, but is rather specified in defining the legal
basis for injunctions. There are no references to freedom of expression and neither is
proportionality of the blocking measure addressed in detail. The self-regulatory framework has
been established among the main communication services providers and the main news
portals. However, the respective codes of conduct do not go further than the existing
legislation. They do not envisage any enforcement mechanisms and neither they contain
explicit references to the need of proportionality and safeguarding freedom of expression. The
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Convergence
The International Journal of
Research into New Media
Technologies. Volume: 19
issue: 3, page(s): 365-381
First published online:
February 18, 2013; Issue
published: August 1, 2013
https://doi.org/10.1177/13548
56512472608
javnost-thepublic.org, Vol.21 Marko
(2014), pp. S77 - S92
Milosavljevič

SL003 News Factors and
Internet Social
Networks of the
publishing value during
the Reporting on the
European Elections
SL004 Comparative study on Swiss Institute of
blocking, filtering and Comparative Law, pp. 626take-down of illegal
640
internet content

Tanja Kersevan
Smokvina
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SL005 Building successful
Journal of Media and
Tina Vukasovič
brand by using social Communication Studies, Vol.
networking media
5(6), pp. 56-63, July, 2013
DOI: 10.5897/JMCS2013.
0352

SL006 Twitter Campaigning in Social Media in Politics: Case Tomaž Deželan,
the 2011 National
Studies on the Political Power Igor Vobič, Alem
Election in Slovenia
of Social Media (pp. 141–
Maksuti
163). Cham: Springer
International Publishing.
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same is true for another non-institutional mechanism, the Spletno oko hotline, which is a tool
for reporting of alleged illegal content with its own system of reviewing of validity of complaints
in cooperation with the Police. Since its launch in 2007, the number of cases reported to
Spletno oko has quintupled. From 2012 to 2014 it received almost 11 thousand reports of
illegal content on the Internet. The majority of them were submitted via the online reporting
platform http://safe.si/spletno-oko or via reporting forms on news web portals. More than 80
percent reports informed about cases with elements of hate speech and the remaining nearly
20 percent reported of alleged child sexual abuse images. When checked by the trained
reviewers, the vast majority of reports on hate speech did not meet the legal criteria for illegal
hate speech, which are rather narrow in Slovenia, while about one fifth of reported cases of
child abuse images appeared to be justified. In total, 417 cases contained signs of illegal acts
and were forwarded to the Police for further investigation in the reporting period from 2012 and
2014. The self-regulating framework in its present form hardly interferes with the freedom of
expression. The risks arise mostly from the expertise and professionalism of the reviewers. The
cases of misapplication of laws by the Police and information society service providers, but
also other intermediaries, such as news portals and content aggregators, indicate their limited
knowledge and competences. The indication that practices of tackling the potentially illegal
content were not always transparent and legally founded, signifies a risk to the fundamental
rights and freedoms and could lead to over-blocking.
It has been found that 3% of audience use internet once a week, 15% of the respondents use 2
to 3 days a week. 35% of the respondents use it 1 or 2 h a day and the remaining 47% of users
are accessing internet more than 3 h a day. It is understood that the new media and its
technology is an emerging trend in communication which attracts almost all the people, if they
have knowledge of computers. There were differences in population usage of internet with
respect to their gender and age level. We found that men tend to use internet more often than
woman. Nearly 99% of the internet users are aware of social networking sites and only 1% of
them are clueless. It is observed that nearly 96% of the internet users are aware of internet
marketing campaign for brand X. More than 72% of the young population (between 18 and 35
years old) had high level of awareness about internet marketing campaign for brand X. Only
5% of the total samples say that they have never accessed or shown interest to the ads
displayed in social networking sites for brand X. 85% of the respondents used to access often
and were interested in listening to the advertisements for brand X, 10% of the respondents
used to access somethimes and were interested in listening to the advertisements for brand X.
Nowadays, communication on branding in social networking sites is more personal,
contentious, fascinating and influencing among the user community. According to the
respondents, 97% of user agreed that the communication strategy used in brand X
communication creates impact on brand effectively and also could help it to recall the same
often and interactively.
While the examined parties’ move into the Twittersphere confirmed the copycat hypothesis,
their utilisation of the tool revealed mixed evidence for the revolution vs. normalisation
dilemma. Party campaigning did show signs of ‘politics as usual’, with political powerhouses
taking the lead on Twitter as well. However, it also demonstrated a substantial degree of
genuine direct political interaction between politicians and citizens.
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https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3319-04666-2_9
SL007 The Politics of Media University of Ljubljana,
Zarja Protner
Content: Mechnanisms Faculty of social sciences, 91
of Audiovisual media pages, UDK:
services regulation for 316.77:34(043.3)
protection of children
and minors
SL008 Anti-Immigration Hate RAZOR - WIRED:
Veronika Bajt
Speech in Slovenia
Reflections on Migration
Movements through Slovenia
in 2015, pp. 51-61

SL009 E-PARTICIPATION AS
A POSSIBLE
UPGRADING OF
REPRESENTATIVE
DEMOCRACY

TEORIJA IN PRAKSA
Vol. 51, no. 6, p. 1242–1262,
UDK: 321.7:004.738.5, ISSN:
0040-3598

SL010 Financial evaluation of
the convergent
technologies
development in a
digital economy

Kybernetes, Vol. 46 Issue: 8,
pp.1425-1451,
https://doi.org/10.1108/K-032017-0090

SL011 Towards Social CRM – 26th Bled eConference,
Scoping the Concept eInnovations:
and Guiding Research Challenges and Impacts for
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Policy analysis of the case of formation and implementation of classification tool Gledoskop
contributes to a scientifically based alternative solution to the policy problem of protection of
children and minors in audiovisual data. The Slovenia adaptation of regulative mechanisms
offers an example of exchange of good practices between countries and represents an
alternative to full harmonization of regulatory mechanisms at EU level, which is not (yet)
possible due to cultural specifics and the various regulatory traditions of the Member States.
Slovenia faces a lack of mechanisms for the prosecution of hate speech, resulting in the fact
that it is permissible to say practically anything, a number of civil society actors have lately
taken up the initiative to act. A number of individuals and initiatives have taken a stand against
hate speech, including resorting to public exposure of those who spread hate speech. In the
face of a growing number of calls for the annihilation of refugees, especially Muslims, the state
apparatus has long remained silent, even though Article 63 of the Constitution of the Republic
of Slovenia prohibits any incitement to discrimination, intolerance and violence. Yet any and all
discussions of hate speech are inevitably connected to the debate on freedom of speech, since
this is considered one of the cornerstones of democracy. At the same time, freedom of
expression also remains one of the most contested rights. Since in Slovenia hate speech
remains a largely non-resolved topic, there is an even higher need for alternative mechanisms
of response, as well as continued cooperation of existing key actors responding to hate speech
in the public debate.
Slavko GABER, With the mechanism proposed in the articles, it should be possible to:
Nataša
1. raise the awareness of the importance of public deliberation concerning issues important to
MOJŠKERC
citizens;
2. raise the awareness of representatives at the local and national level, and even at the EU
level, of the spectrum of alternatives for certain solutions and the variety of the expectations
amongst citizens;
3. improve the level of argumentation in public/expert and political deliberations concerning the
common good and even the general public good;
4. invite experts in the field of research institutions and academia to engage in public issues in
their area of expertise;
5. prepare future generations of experts for the informed, publicly responsible use of their
expert knowledge.
Franja Pižmoht, The research findings prove that there is a convergence of NBIC technologies that can be
József Györkös, observed and modelled. The created evolutionary model of NBIC convergence, also based on
Dijana Močnik
the theory of real options, allows a proper evaluation of the entire convergence process.
Practical implications: For enterprises and scientific research institutions, the NBIC model
could represent the starting point for developing further concepts of investment evaluation. The
model also considers the indicators of the innovation system, which, in addition to the
marketing area, include regulatory challenges of companies (competition, copyrights, patents,
taxation, etc.).
Tobias Lehmkuhl, The presented literature review consolidates scholarly research on SCRM to progress the
Reinhard Jung
understanding of that novel concept. Following the discourse on defining and scoping SCRM,
the authors propose the following working definition: SCRM is a holistic organizational
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Individuals, Organizations
and Society, BLED 2013
Proceedings, pp. 190-205,
ISBN 978-961-232-267-0

SL012 IMPACT OF
NEGATIVE QUALITY
INCONSISTENCY ON
BRAND LOYALTY –
CASE OF CROATIAN
FOOD MARKET

SL013 Reading popular
literature and digital
media: Reading
experience, fandoms,
and social networks.

approach supported by strategies, technology platforms, processes, corporate culture and
social characteristics. It is designed to engage interested customer and other web-users on
organizations’ managed Social Media platforms in interactions as a means to providing
mutually beneficial value in a trusted and transparent digital environment. Since CE becomes a
central objective, a major difference between SCRM and traditional CRM is the focus of CRM
on the management of a customer, i.e. to acquire, to retain and to revitalize him. In turn, SCRM
is about the involvement and participation - hence customer engagement - of potential, current
and lost customers as well as other web-users in an interactive exchange on SoMe. SCRM
adoption in practice requires management innovations and transformative approaches to
integrate SoMe and Web 2.0 mechanisms. Organizations need to cope with a more intense
and personal online communication aligned with principles such as openness and sincerity.
Web-user integration and participation becomes critical to establish trust and commitment in
buyer-seller relationships. This demands adaptations in mindsets towards collaboration and
transparency. Hence, a cultural change within organizations becomes a success factor for a
Web 2.0 based customer-centric organization.
ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS MARTINA
The majority of the research participants (65%) says that they equally buy food products
REVIEW, VOL. 17, No. 1,
FERENČIĆ, ANA branded with producers owned brands and from retailers owned brands (private labels). Others
2015, pp. 5-23
WÖLFLING
buy solely producers’ brands (30%), or solely private labels (5%). Research also shows that
there are some differences between different food categories in preferring producers’ brands or
private labels, for example categories in which producers’ brands are preferred are milk and
dairy products, meet products, coffee and tea, products for cake baking, spices; and categories
in which private labels are preferred are snack, pasta and rice, chocolate and cookies, tomato
products, flour. An interesting finding in those data is the fact that two categories with the least
chance to be preferred as a private label are baby food and honey; only 23 respondents said
that they prefer private label when choosing baby food and only 26 when choosing honey.
When asked why they are loyal to the particular brand, as the main group of reasons
(frequency in answers above 400) participants single out: 1) positive brand experience, 2) high,
stabile product quality and 3) recognizable taste. The second group of reasons with still
significantly high frequency in answers (between 150 and 400 answers) are: it meets all of my
expectations, it is available in most stores, it has the best quality vs. price ratio, purchasing
habits;
Anthropological Notebooks, Šesek, Lara;
The analysis shows that Slovenian and foreign readers who strongly connect reading activities
Vol. 20 Issue 2, pp. 103–126. Pušnik, Maruša with the Internet, are in fact highly similar to each other. They read similar popular literature
ISSN 1408-032X
products and decide to read a certain book based on similar factors. Moreover, all of them like
to read e-books, and they have a high opinion on printed books, which they view as collectors’
items. Moreover, the changed communication habits have transported readers’ interactions
from real to virtual life, where readers are engaged in fan activities on social networks. The
population of e-book readers is growing rapidly in Slovenia. The move toward e-book reading
coincides with an increase in ownership of e-reading devices and growth in tablets and
smartphones used for reading. Furthermore, there are many fan fiction and especially real
person fiction stories to be found on Slovenian social networks aimed at teens. Simultaneously,
Slovenian readers like to use foreign social networks and interact with foreign fans.
Subsequently they bring global fan activity trends, such as fan fiction, real person fiction, and
fan edits to Slovenia. There is also a strong support for the identity construction thesis and we
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argue that readers construct their identities in consumer tribes. The only significant difference
between Slovenian and foreign readers is that Slovenians read mostly in English, as opposed
to foreign readers, who are native in English and read only in their mother tongue. The next
major difference is the access to books: Slovenians download pirated version of books, in
contrast to foreigners who buy them or borrow them from a library. Even if there are many more
foreign readers who read e-books, fan fiction and real person fiction, trends in Slovenia
suggest that global trends are strongly influencing the Slovenian book market.
The article proposes the concept of the dispositive to simultaneously addresses historical and
conceptual issues. It presents its implications for the interpretation of social media and argues
for the suitability of the theory of the dispositive for conceptualizing the social potentials of
social media.

ANNALES, Series Historia et Rok CEFERIN,
sociologia Vo. 24, Issue 3, Špelca MEŽNAR
2014, UDC
347:179.8:004.738.5(497.4)

Since the criminal prosecution of the authors of hate speech interferes with their freedom of
expression and since there is a need to ensure a balance between freedom of expression and
rights of the protected minorities, only those acts of inciting hatred, violence and intolerance
should be incriminated that have been committed in such a way as to threaten or disturb public
peace or mean a threat, an abusive remark or an insult. The perpetrators of such crimes
should be punished by imprisonment of one to three years. In a normative sense, a criminal
law regime of hate speech in Slovenian law is consistent with the Council of Europe’s
guidelines, with no significant deviations from these guidelines, nor from the case law of the
ECtHR, in the modest case law of Slovenian courts on the issue. Unlike in criminal law, it is not
possible to institute civil proceedings against an unknown person. Due to a (too) high level of
protection of personal data, Slovenian legislation currently does not allow the easy
identification of the authors of anonymous posts using the IP address (or other information).
Whereas, in the case of anonymous authors disseminating hate speech identification of the
defendant is not possible, or at least not easy, it is important to determine whether other
persons (intermediaries) could also be held civilly liable for hate speech. For commenting on
the Internet in addition to the author of the post there has to be at least one more person who
enables the comment to be posted.
SL016 The Use of Social
The Electronic Journal of e- Tina Jukić, Manca The research revealed that 14 out of 112 analysed organizations were present on Facebook,
Networking Sites in
Government Volume 15 Issue Merlak
representing 13% of studied organizations. In the context of web marketing, is a good channel
Public Administration: 1 2017, (pp2-18) available
to attract visitors to the organization’s website, while all except one have a link to their websites
The
online at www.ejeg.com
placed on their Facebook profiles (in the “About” section). Most of the organizations with
Case of Slovenia
Facebook profiles (71%) have a link to their Facebook page placed on their websites. Among
the organizations with a Facebook page, 8 (57%) have joined Facebook in the last three years,
whereas others did so earlier (the first one in 2009). On average, organizations with a
Facebook page published 152 posts on their walls in 2015, accounting for 2.9 posts per week.
In terms of number of posts with the potential of involving fans in the early stages of policy
process, are somehow worrying. In 2015, only one post out of 2,122 called for suggestions or
other forms of users’ cooperation via Facebook, while altogether 24 tried to encourage users to
do so via other channels. None of the organizations with a Facebook page exploited the
potential of Facebook polls, even though there are free and user-friendly applications available
to implement this option. On average, the organizations analysed posted 1,504 posts with
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multimedia content, which accounts for 71% of all posts. While this result is relatively good, it
still indicates room for improvement for approximately 30% of the content published on
Facebook. Three organizations posted none, and six of them posted more than 100 such
posts.
Understanding the
BMC Geriatrics, Vol.16, Issue Florian Tomini,
Respondents in Western and Northern European (WNE) countries report larger networks than
value of social
1, p.203.
Sonila M. Tomini, respondents in Eastern and Southern European (ESE) countries. However, the positive
networks in life
https://doi.org/10.1186/s1287 Wim Groot
relationship between network size and life satisfaction is consistent across countries. On the
satisfaction of elderly 7-016-0362-7
other hand, the share of friends in the network appears to be generally negatively related to
people: a comparative
satisfaction with life, though results are not statistically significant for all countries. Apparently, a
study of 16 European
larger personal network is important for olde r adults (50+) to be more satisfied with life. The
countries using
results suggest that this relation is particularly positive if the network is comprised of family
SHARE data
members.
A framework for
Economic ResearchMarina Trkman, In planning the implementation of a social media application, the organisation should use the
increasing business Ekonomska Istraživanja,
Peter Trkman
framework to identify the main questions to be solved before the implementation (e.g., who will
value from social
31:1, 1091-1110, DOI:
be the users, why they will get involved, how they will acquire skills, what is the scope, and
media
10.1080/1331677X.2018.145
which are the targeted benefits). Also, it can be used to facilitate discussion in the project team
6355
and to prepare a short ‘executive summary’ (e.g., on one page) of the topics that need to be
considered: namely purpose, technological changes that need to be carried out, and the role of
users. The team should also write down the main assumptions and targeted benefits. All these
can then be used in the ex-post analysis to evaluate whether the expected business value was
achieved and, if it was not, which corrective actions should be taken.
Consumers’
Journal of Product & Brand
Anthropomorphism and prestige of corporate brands were found to positively influence
identification with
Management, Vol. 27 Issue: Urška Tuškej,
consumer-brand identification. Also, CBI positively affects consumers’ active engagement and
corporate brands:
1, pp.3-17,
Klement Podnar fully mediates the effect of BP and BA on consumers-brand engagement (CBE) with corporate
Brand prestige,
https://doi.org/10.1108/JPBMbrands.
anthropomorphism and 05-2016-1199
engagement in social
media
Social media Facebook Univerza v Ljubljani,
Mateja Čotar
On the one hand, banks want to be on social media, among which Facebook is the most
as a communication Fakulteta za družbene vede,
prominent; they want to be as visible as possible and to include as many employees as
tool of Slovenian and Master thesis, 104 pages,
possible. On the other hand, they do not trust their employees and would rather control and
American banks
316.77:336.711(497.4:73)(04
even direct their behavior online to the maximum possible extent. The desire to control the
3)
employees' appearance can push them beyond the permissible limit. In the US, there were
COBISS.SI-ID: 34415453
serious occurences of interference in the privacy of employees and job applicants. Most
2016
countries in the US have already prohibited this practice by introducing legislation in this field,
but in some countries, under certain conditions, it is still possible to request access to personal
profiles of employees. In Canada, Europe and other countries around the world, human rights
are protected by law and enforceable by government and private lawsuits, protecting the
privacy of every citizen. On the contrary, in the US, only certain classes of information are
protected in accordance with the law (financial transactions, health data and information on
children under the age of 13), while almost all other data can be collected by companies (or
government agencies), stored and used.
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Approaches in Social
LANDSCAPE
Sciences, Vol. 9, No. 2, ISSN
1855-0541

SL023 (G)A(i)ming at the
Throne: Social Media
and the Use of VisitorGenerated
Content in Destination
Marketing

Lundberg, Christine and
Šegota Tina
Ziakas, Vassilios, (eds.)
Handbook of Popular Culture
and Tourism. Routledge.
ISBN 978-1138678354 (In
Press)
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Comparing the Slovenian legislation with the legislation in force in the US shows that the
external factors for employee engagement on the social network of Facebook are more
encouraging in US than in Slovenia. Employee privacy is more protected; employers can
monitor if and how many employees visit social networks, unless the Facebook profile owner
had defined otherwise (with privacy restrictions). In this case, it is considered to be public
information and, as such, can also be used in proceedings against an employee. However, US
employers can legally monitor practically everything (websites that employees visit, sending
SMS and e-mails, engaging in social media, using an official car ...) also outside working
hours, which is mostly justified as monitoring productivity and searching for points that lead to
loss of time and possible violations. Such a "Big Brother" practice for the employee robs them
from their right to privacy.
The presence of companies on social media in a very near future will no longer be a choice,
but a condition for survival. In this context, the creation of effective social media management
strategies with the inclusion of all possible potentials, including the employees, will be crucial.
Social media will no longer be a necessary channel, but only one of the standard business
communication channels.
Digitalization and growth of social media have challenged the news industry, so the latter has
to adjust its media production to the rising power of independent publishers on social media
platforms, as well as to users, which became publishers themselves, the so-called prosumers.
This article also highlights the transformed “intimacy” of new media cultures, which presents
further evidence of new, unstable, and to some respect blurring divisions between the public
and private spheres of communication. Several positive and negative consequences of
digitalization on media landscape are enumerated. There are problems concerning
transparency, accountability and professionalism of media production. Digital media has speed
up the process of media production, journalists as multitasking professionals are becoming the
norm. The article exposes social activities manifested on social media (networks). Social
networks, such as Facebook and Twitter, are becoming news platforms for spreading
information and news among users. Moreover, social media has become a powerful tool for
publishers and journalists, as it enables them to augment or to keep their audience. Since
social networks are usually used to accomplish interpersonal rather than professional goals,
there is a risk of misperception of communication acts performed by journalists via social
networks. Interaction via social networks is usually more personal, interactive, collaborative,
but these characteristics are quite different from normative ideals, attributed to quality
journalism.The article concludes with the question about possible solutions concerning further
development of normative conceptions of journalism.
The analysis finds that the DMOs differ in their destination marketing strategies of associating
their social media activities to the popular TV series Game of Thrones: they either have no
strategy, guard place authenticity, or fabricate place authenticity. While some DMOs decided to
not fully exploit the benefits of Game of Thrones-induced tourism in their online marketing
activities, Croatia is argued to have excelled in seizing the given opportunities. The analysis
provides support for the use of visitor-generated content to be freely incorporated in DMOs
social media activities in order to develop destination images and enhance the authenticity of
the place, with special emphasis on popular culture tourism. Malta, Morocco, and Spain, which
were featured in a few seasons, or even without any screening series in respect of Scotland,
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have shown no interest in linking their destination image to the TV show through their
Instagram profiles. The same goes for Iceland, with the exception that it has been an
onlocation setting for almost all filming and screenings of the series (the exception is season
one). However, this, what Larson and colleagues (2013) refer to as no strategy, is surely an
indication that these five DMOs opted to create visual imagery that emphasized the
destination’s unique character. It could be argued that with this 'no strategy' approach DMOs
focused on existing tourism segments rather than attracting film-induced tourists.
Tanja Oblak Črnič, No matter how conceptually separate different scholars investigating interactivity within the last
Dejan Jontes
three decades remained, they seem to share a permanent belief in the power and relevance of
interactivity as either social and cultural phenomena, or only as a changeable but sustainable
technical affordance.

Otázky žurnalistiky, 60/2017, Jaka Polutnik,
Issue No: 1-2, 35-49, nglish Jernej Burkeljca,
Marijana Zelenik

More than half of television news was not published online, which was different than Barnhurst
found out for US newspapers. At the same time, similar television and online news represented
a minority with about of 10% of all news. About one-third of television news was different than
adequate online news as the most dominant group of news, which led us to two possible
conclusions. What we found is that journalists offered users and audiences news diversity on
both media as only a smaller share of all news was similar. Even so, such work was time
consuming and stopped journalists from focusing on more stories as Humprecht and Büchel
(2013) stressed already. The work journalists had to accomplish had to be done in the same
time as if they were working for one media only.
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Spain
ES002 The need for and
ethical challenges of
self-regulation in
multimedia journalism
ES003 Understanding the
cybermedia. An
structural proposal for
the analysis of the
media online

http://www.icjournalojs.org

Manuel Núñez
Encabo

A risk for journalism today is that information companies become covert advertising companies
serving the products demanded by the market, turning information into mere merchandise, for which
journalists are not needed.Therefore, the corporate structure and that of its bodies management
should be known by citizens and journalists.
https://revistas.ucm.es Elías Suárez-Sucre The proposed model would allow to analyze relations between media and digital environments from
three different approaches: 1) webcentric level, focused on the understanding of technological
platforms that enliven and determine the environments; 2) the communicative level that clarifies
internal functioning from a journalistic perspective, routines leading to publications and products; 3)
relational level that establishes reciprocity between cybermedia and audiences. The analysis of the
three levels, whether separately, or in correlation, can generate modular methodological structures
that would allow advance in understanding the cybermedia both in the current context and its future
evolution.
ES004 Galician Language
Estudios sobre el
Nicolás Xamardo The media system in the Galician language differs markedly from the existing media structure at the
Media System: reality Mensaje Periodístico González2 ; Iñaki European level and, specifically, from the media systems in the Basque and Catalan languages
and transformations
Zabaleta Urkiola3 (Zabaleta et al., 2014). The most notable differences are in the type of media, diffusion and
sociolinguistic penetration, but not so much in the type of property. Now, where the media system in
Galician is strong is in its Internet presence, since more than three quarters of traditional media are
online.
ES005 Storytelling
Estudios sobre el
Ainara Larrondo
The texts in the table need to be more clear (brief):
Convergence in Mobile Mensaje Periodístico Ureta1 ; Juliana
One of the priority objectives of native journalistic products for tablets is to reaffirm what users already
Journalism. An
Fernandes
know, by preferably audiovisual means that explain and illustrate facts. The narrative
Approach to Audiovisual
Teixeira2
experimentation, especially as concerns Mail Plus and La Presse+ indicates interest in journalistic
Content Integration in
content for tablets with larger presence of videos and integration with other multimedia elements,
the Ipad Native
above all, texts and fixed images. Journalism for tablets is still searching for a profitable model. This
Products
type of hypermedia editing is more simple that the multimedia editing by integration. The integration
would suppose maintaining or combining the autonomous use of the video and a linked texts,
photographs, etc.
ES006 Spanish Movie
Estudios sobre el
Luis Deltell
The social media and online activities of big Spanish film producers, and their impacts are different.
Producers Online
Mensaje Periodístico Escolar1 ; Jorge
Only two of them maintain a relatively important leadership in Facebook. The performance and
Activity on Twitter &
Clemente
achievements of these companies on Facebook and Twitter are in general very low, with a minimal
Facebook
Mediavilla2
impact in the audience. Not to mention Youtube and Instagram, where they are mostly non-existent.
Two bright exceptions are the profile of El Deseo on FB and the user @atresmediacine on Twitter.
They show how a proper communication would look like on social media.
ES007 Journalistic narrative Estudios sobre el
BARRIOS RUBIO, Popular radio stations in Colombia assimilate the digital environment and develop the ability to write
media convergence
Mensaje Periodístico Andrés
for the internet, present videos, photographs, place audio, video and information while adjusting their
language, form and content. They enrich the communicative product with creativity, offering users to
hear and perceive the world that is on the street. The Colombian radio stations prefer Twitter where
they complementary offer stuff like notes, videos and hyperlinked sounds to their web pages.
ES008 Football and Social
Estudios sobre el
Antonio Castillo
Big European football clubs developed a 2.0 communication strategy on most social networks. Some
Network. Analysis of the Mensaje Periodístico Esparcia, María
of them started almost from the beginning of the networks (Liverpool, AS Roma and Inter Milan have
management of Public
Jesús Fernández
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ES009 Media web sites
Estudios sobre el
interactivity: Searching Mensaje Periodístico
new ways to dialog with
their users

ES010 Communicative uses of Estudios sobre el
Linkedin: impact on
Mensaje Periodístico
companies and
information
professionals

ES011 Analysis of
Estudios sobre el
professionals practices. Mensaje Periodístico
The use of networks in
the media and in
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Torres, Elisabeth
Castillero Ostío
Magaly
VARASALARCÓN,
Cristián
GONZÁLEZ ARIAS

their YouTube channels from 2005). They have many million followers and the communication is
lively, following daily information, particularly the results.
The media have implemented numerous tools on their websites in order to expand the dialogue with
their users, a feature that has been called as interactivity. The objective of this research was to
describe the interactive resources of the Chilean media websites. The analysis was carried out on 20
sites using a six-dimensional guideline with which the interactive forms they are using today were
identified. The findings indicate that Chilean digital media are transcending the possibilities of
dialogue with their users to social networks, mainly Twitter and Facebook, and that the type of
interaction mediaiousuario is monological, that is, from the medium to the user, but with very poor
feedback.
Guadalupe
LinkedIn is a tool that facilitates daily work of journalists and offers enrichment of information sources.
AGUADO
It facilitates contacts especially with company managers. Among the 579 most influential
GUADALUPE
professionals that were on LinkedIn as of June 2014, 38 (6.5%) were from the media sector. There
were 1,571 companies listed in the sector Newspapers / Journalism of LinkedIn Business Directory.
The network itself offers special tools for media professionals.
The attractiveness of LinkedIn has increased as it has evolved into a space of strategic relationship,
which allows to carry out actions of personal brand management and that allows generating profiles
worthy of trust in the case of professionals, managers and experts in the more diverse areas. Its use
by information professionals is significant, as can be seen from its presence in the official group
LinkedIn for Journalists, located among the so-called notable groups. This is also reflected in the
numerous groups on journalism and journalists that are active as of 2014. The information companies
themselves have not been alien to the attractiveness of this professional network, as reflected in the
LinkedIn Business Directory, where the sector Newspapers / Journalism, has a total of 1,571
journalism companies as of 2014. The link with this network is also evident in the collaboration
established in LinkedIn Pulse, where a collaboration that allows access to complete news content is
appreciated of different media. In this way, LinkedIn becomes a source of traffic for the media itself,
while generating a business reputation in a professional environment. Important in the welcome that
LinkedIn has had in the sector of companies and information professionals has been the development
of four features, such as the InMaps service, which provides a dynamic picture of the network of
contacts and relationships between said contacts with the rest. Equally relevant has been LinkedIn
Skills, which allows you to discover trends and interests in the different professional sectors in order
to be able to give an information adapted to the demand. As well as LinkedIn Pulse, which facilitates
access and generation of traffic to news content. In fourth place is Content Marketing Score, which
allows to know which unique users have interacted with the different contents, if they have
recommended, commented, shared and if they have achieved loyalty by converting them into
followers. However, despite the reception, companies and information professionals still have a way
to go as is reflected in the positioning achieved in the rankings developed by LinkedIn. This can be
seen in the ranking of influential professionals, in which, as of June 2014, of 579, only 38 are
professionals in the media sector, representing 6.5%.
Manuel DE RAMÓN Public and private institutions increasingly use Twitter as an advertising channel. 33 examined
CARRIÓN
corporate accounts had 6,818,211 followers and issued 766,000 tweets; the number of photos and
videos in the tweets was 67,047 (8.75%) – the Puma brand alone 42.300. Most messages with
images were sent by companies in the fashion sector to show collections. There is big number of
"Promoted Tweets". In Spain, Twitter accounts of commercial nature were among the first that were
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created. The authors think the regulation of electoral advertising on social media is insufficient. The
first conclusion is that public and private institutions have penetrated the world of the RRSS 2.0 to
turn them into a new communication channel with citizens and consumers. In 2014, especially in the
third quarter, Twitter served as an advertising channel. An unwanted publicity that invaded particular
accounts with the slogan "promoted by". Twitter calls this type of advertising "Promoted Tweets" and
"Promoted Accounts". It also offers the possibility of promoting tags (hashtags) to facilitate trending
topics. Twitter accounts of commercial nature with greater activity in Spain, were the first that were
created. The difference in the volume of messages could be found more in the communicative
strategy of the companies that in their size or the antiquity in Twitter. On the contrary, perhaps the first
companies present in this network did so driven by their openness to new forms of communication.
Most messages with images were sent by companies in the fashion sector and the sector to show
their collections. The current regulation of electoral advertising in the RRSS is insufficient. Spanish
politicians took advantage of this legal loophole to send tweets during the day of reflection in
November 2011. Electoral propaganda is severely forbidden in conventional media.
María Julia
Most of the media belonging to the two big audiovisual groups in Spain – Atresmedia and Mediaset –
GONZÁLEZ
are active on principal social networks – Facebook and Twitter, as well as on Instagram, LinkedIn,
CONDE ;
Google+ and Pinterest. Atresmedia, that operates in TV, radio, cinema, internet and advertising,
SALGADO
develops the line Atresmedia Digital, which brings together the digital offer of the group. Mediaset
SANTAMARÍA
(TV, internet media) promotes its programs on SM massively. The group has about 26 followers on
social networks with a total of five hundred accounts. So, both media groups are very aware of their
audience with whom they try to reach via social networks, enrich their offers with additional data and
documents to encourage interactivity and foster dynamism in relations with the followers.
Denis RENÓ;
The new newsrooms, the 'Big Data' and social media are a part of an inevitable transformation of
Luciana RENÓ
journalism. Some journalists define the collection of information from these sources as hybrid
journalism, due to the existing mix of activities and procedures in the search for information. There is
a large amount of information on social media, many of them with audiovisual documentation. Some
natural disasters in the USA has brought another steps forward in the process of building the news
from social media and citizen participation. The changes require also closer collaboration between
professionals in journalism and information technology.
Nereida LÓPEZ
Although in recent years the Internet has become a channel through which to disseminate any type of
VIDALES, Leire
message, official agencies and institutions continue to prefer traditional media for the issuance of
GÓMEZ RUBIO
their campaigns against drug addiction. This does not, however, prevent the Network from channeling
and disseminating this type of messages, while it acts as a distribution window for those creations
made by individuals and anonymous video-fans. However, as was pointed out in the starting
hypothesis, the reception of these videos through YouTube is not as important as a priori could be
expected. Of the videos analyzed, the highest number of reproductions recorded only reached
283,661 in a year, while the least recorded 69,269 in five years. This data contrasts with the
popularity that YouTube has reached among Internet users, especially the youngest, for video
viewing, and it is usual for an audiovisual production to exceed one million visits in just a few days.
Begoña GÓMEZ The relationship between information and advertisements has changed throughout history but always
NIETO ; Alejandro requires a clear frontier. The first newspapers inserted all the ads on the last page and it was not until
TAPIA FRADE
the end of the 19th century when they began to mix them in an orderly manner with the information,
so that both would coexist in each of the pages of the newspaper. One of the gurus of journalistic
design Mario García defends that readers know perfectly what is advertising and what is information
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and advocates in his book Pure design, for a greater graphic overlap between advertising and
information, while clearly maintaining his distinct personality. The question is, then, how are the limits
set? The Association of Journalists of Catalonia states that "the different forms of sponsorship and
commercial information can not be surreptitiously presented as if they were informative materials of
the newsrooms should not be concealed without being clearly differentiated by the readers". Also the
style book of La Vanguardia makes a series of recommendations in this regard and warns of the
dangers of advertisements with a typographic composition that can cause confusion with newspaper
articles (Rovirosa, 2012). Since the first years of advertising, ads have evolved and adapted to new
forms and new languages. It is also true that readers have more resources to discern and
differentiate between information and publicity. But perhaps it is positive to make clear the boundaries
between both to avoid some type of conflict and that nobody can confuse the rigor of the journalistic
information with the advertising messages (Rovirosa, 2012). The main business model of the online
press is based on advertising. However, and despite the growth of this in recent years, barely
supposes a minimum part of the advertising investment in the press, even in spite of its decrease as
a result of the crisis. Therefore, journalism and advertising are two disciplines that, although
belonging to the same area of Information and Communication Sciences, have very different
characteristics and peculiarities. The current communicative panorama forces both to understand
each other in order to survive in the current digital context.
ES016 Tourism 2.0
Revista Latina de
Verónica Altamirano In Ecuador 2.0 tourism communication is incipient, the convergence towards social media is low.
communication in
Comunicación Social, Benitez,
None of the 24 provinces has a presence in social media for tourism promotion and from
Ecuador. Analysis of
73
Isidro Marínmunicipalities only 6 were on Facebook. Similar it was with private tourism agencies; 16% of them
public and private
Gutiérrez,
had an account on Facebook, and just 3 of overall 80 also on YouTube. From the examined
companies
Kruzkaya Ordóñez companies that offer hosting service, only 21% had a presence on social media (exclusively on
González
Facebook). From the travel agencies, 51% had a tourist fanpage and three incorporated a YouTube
channel. Only 19% of beverage and food sector subjects had Facebook accounts, 16% of the
companies providing tourist transport services; spa resorts and companies did not have a presence in
social media.
ES017 Content and interactivity Revista Latina de
JJ Videla
Most of the media belongs to the two big audiovisual groups in Spain – Atresmedia and Mediaset –
of the apps for
Comunicación Social, Rodríguez, M
are active on principal social networks – Facebook and Twitter, as well as on Instagram, LinkedIn,
smartphone of the
71
García-Torre, MJ Google+ and Pinterest. Atresmedia, that operates in TV, radio, cinema, internet and advertising,
Spanish televisions
Formoso Barro
develops the line Atresmedia Digital, which brings together the digital offer of the group. Mediaset
(TV, internet media) promotes its programs on SM massively. The group has about 26 followers on
social networks with a total of five hundred accounts. So, both media groups are very aware of their
audience with whom they try to reach via social networks, enrich their offers with additional data and
documents to encourage interactivity and foster dynamism in relations with the followers.
ES018 Digital strategic
Revista Latina de
Carlos V. Granda In Ecuador, like the rest of the world, citizen participation in public issues has been increasing. For a
communication in
Comunicación Social, Tandaz, Fanny Y. public institution, communication management can determine its success or failure in an increasingly
Ecuador’s public
71
Paladines Galarza, informed and participatory society. The majority of public organisations in Ecuador are in the initial
organisations
Andrea V.
stages of adopting a digital strategy. Communication managers affirm that they are between the
Current state and future
Velásquez
phases of "Learning" (17%) and "Presence" (40%), with a significant level of acceptance of their
projection
Benavides
digital strategy, by part of their publics. At another extreme of development, 6% of the organizations
are in the "Loyalty" stage, integrating the different technological channels with the public. 35% asked
informants said the budget level from the previous period is maintained, 12% of them indicate that the
budget has increased. 46% indicated that they do not know the budget trend.
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ES019 The ethical dilemmas of Revista Latina de
Juan Carlos Suárez Information today is available online and can be published instantly, but it is necessary, firstly to
using social networks Comunicación Social, Villegas,
determine its authenticity and suitability. The questioned journalists emphasize ability to do this as
as information sources. 71
Jesús Cruz Álvarez, one of the nowadays professional virtues. To be able analyze whether a content is real or false (fake)
Analysis
implies a constant upgrading the relationship to digital technologies. Journalists themselves should
of the opinion of
assess possibilities offered by tools such as social networks, but be aware of the risks and challenges
journalists from three
associated to them. They tend to consider that SN offer rather indicators / guides for the search of
countries
information than products ready to use. Some journalists emphasize that social networks are an
additional source that must be verified against other sources that fulfill applying relevant journalistic
criteria.
ES020 Mass cultural
Communication &
PRIETOAs expected, the content of messages emitted through Twitter reveals the effective tool of public
communication. The
Society 31(3)
GUTIERREZ, J., diplomacy administered by the Instituto Cervantes, through its digital channels. A large percentage of
case of the Cervantes
RUBIO NÚÑEZ, R the messages that are transmitted are oriented to language and culture, but tourism, the economy
Institute and its digital
and international relations are other topics on which the institution exercises its digital influence.P2
diplomacy through
Twitter
ES021 We need to talk.
Communication &
Carlos A.
The use of Facebook as a tool of the electoral cyber campaign of December 20, 2015 was
Commitment 2.0 on
Society 31(1),
BALLESTEROS
heterogeneous and disparate, with great differences among political formations, but as a common
Facebook during the
HERENCIA
note it could be described a waste of the recognized potential for interaction that this social network
Spanish cybercamp of
offers, especially in relation to interaction with users. On the one hand, the parties develop a very
20D of 2015
different intensity of use of this social network, since both the political party (PP) and the candidate
(Garzón) who used it the most, increased the number of messages from those who did the least
(Citizens and Rajoy ). Even a different bet is perceived by the number of messages of a political
formation between its Facebook page as a match, and that of its candidate, as happens with Rajoy
and the Popular Party. The political formations that were presented to these elections used in a
significantly different way the five possible contents of a post (text, photographs, videos, links and
contact labeling), showing particular ways of using the resources that Facebook contributes in its
posts. The type message of the cybercampaign contains text and complementary content from the
following three: links to news in media, photographs or videos. Only textual messages did not reach
10% and the labeling of other users did not reach 5%.
It was also possible to see a different use of the characteristics of Facebook between a political
formation and its candidate. , we can conclude that the electoral cyber campaign developed by the six
main political parties through Facebook in the General Elections of December 20, 2015 did not
establish a dialogue between politicians and users, discarding the potential of citizen participation and
interactivity that Web 2.0 allows . However, it was possible to detect, even at the level of mere
statistical evidence that the limited number of observations allowed, that when politicians develop a
greater Commitment 2.0 users are more involved in the use of social networks, using more "Like"
utilities, share and comment that can multiply the diffusion of messages.
The development of a fluid and enriching public conversation between the voters and their
representatives through Facebook remains waiting for the political formations to decide to initiate it,
either with the immediate objective of voting during the electoral campaigns, or with the least tangible
of improve the quality of the democratic decision-making system by increasing interactivity and
dialogue with the citizen.
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ES022 The management of
Communication&Societ SAID HUNG, E.,
Social Media in the
y/Comunicación y
SERRANO
Ibero-American media Sociedad
TELLERÍA, A.,
GARCÍA DE
TORRES, E.,
YEZERS’KA, L. &
CALDERÍN, M., S.

ES023 Excessive use of social Comunicar, n. 56, v.
networks:
XXVI
Psychosocial profile of
Spanish adolescents

Dr. Sara MaloCerrato, Maria-delas-Mercedes
Martín-Perpiñá, Dr.
Ferran Viñas-Poch

ES024 #TrumpenMexico.
Transnational
connective action on
Twitter and the border
wall dispute

Comunicar Journal 55: Meneses, MaríaThe Media Sphere.
Elena
Controversies in Public Martín-del-Campo,
Life (Vol. 26 - 2018)
Alejandro
Rueda-Zárate,
Héctor

ES025 Protesting on Twitter:
Citizenship and
Empowerment from
Public Education

Comunicar Journal 53:
Critical Citizenship and
Social Empowerment
in the Emerging
Cybersociety (Vol. 25 2017)

Saura, Geo
Muñoz-Moreno,
José-Luis
Luengo-Navas,
Julián
Martos-Ortega,
José-Manue

J) Recommendations, findings in English
At present, the local media analyzed seem to be in the middle of a process of assumption and
awareness of the challenges and opportunities arising from Social Media. The recommendations: the
need to carefully choose the most convenient medium for potential audience to which the message is
directed, and deciding the applications to be employed and to ensure their access to all workers, for
the purposes exposed.
The potential impact at the level of the Ibero-American digital media sector in current economic and
technological reality seems to be pushing the journalistic companies towards the opening to
transformation of the traditional editorial model. This is characterized also by the reduction of
newsroom staffs, in addition to one world at a time more mediated by the 2.0 tools and a search for
alternatives that help supply deficiencies in the production of the news. Thus, local digital media, less
in the cases studied, begin to recognize Social Media as an important complement, an interactive
'meeting place' with an audience. It expresses, demands and amplifies openly contents produced by
the medium and serves as a source of information about events, contributing stories in 'real time'.
From the sample of 1,102 students from 6 educational centres in Girona, Spain, 12.8% make
excessive use of social networks. Participants classified in this group show significantly higher scores
than the normative group concerning neuroticism and impulsiveness. Those adolescents show lower
scores in the family, academic and emotional self-concept than the other users. But there are no
significant differences in the perception of social support from friends and family; however, differences
were noted in the perception of ICT consumption by parents and siblings. No differences were
observed regarding age. 59.5% of all participants said there were no rules regulating ICT use at
home.
On the day of the visit of then presidential candidate Donald Trump to Mexican president Pena on
August 31, 2016, the volume of tweets concerning the event was 188,964 in English and 166,239 in
Spanish, the most used hashtag in English and Spanish being #TrumpenMexico. In Spanish, the
publications of the 20 most active users increased 80%, reaching an average of 105.9 tweets per day.
For the 20 most active in English, activity increased 70%, reaching 121.35 tweets per day. The
intensity of use confirms hypotheses regarding the reactive and temporal character of Twitter during
controversial events. Observing the time line of each user, it was detected that these were politically
active users, which confirms that opinions on Twitter are not representative of public opinion, but it is
a politicized public that reacts to political events, creating a news flow. 85% of the most active users’
accounts in Spanish were anonymous, versus 45% of those in English, which coincides with previous
studies that show a relationship between anonymity and accounts that emit the most tweets about
polemic issues.
This type of research shows the prominence that social networks are charging for its capacity to alter
the traditional role of public authorities. In this new context of cyber-society in that digital citizenship
recovers a special role (Ribble & Bailey, 2004), we must pay attention to the actors that demand
active participation in public debates to critically understand the environments social and cultural
issues that affect the meaning of everyday life. It is important to keep in mind that the actions of
collective protests use the Internet as an information and communication channel to consolidate their
demands, configuring a social fabric with a high level of connectivity where citizens are empowered to
discuss on matters of common interest in deliberative democracies (Gozálvez & Contreras, 2014).
The new reality that arises around the social interaction mediated by Internet demands
methodological proposals specific. Most analyzes import processes from other similar scientific fields,
preponderating the quantitative aspects. For future research we suggest qualitative approaches to
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understand the sense that people give to these emerging social phenomena. Therefore, it would be of
great interest to attend to these changes through participant observation, surveys and in-depth
interviews with activists. This research had limitations in that sense because of the main objective
and the research question, which had
as a limited purpose analyze the empowerment of collective protest actions against the privatization
of Spanish education on Twitter.
ES023 Communicating in 140 Comunicar 46: The
Gabriel Arrabal
The Twitter platform has been adopted by 95% of media professionals in Spain, and it is regularly
2 not
Characters. How
internet of the Future Sánchez, (Spain) used by 61% (however, the majority of this research concentrated on profiles of directors or
very
Journalists in Spain use Vol. XXIV, n. 46
Miguel de Aguilera technology professionals in media). A phenomena of a «two speed Twitter» can be observed; the
high
Twitter
Moyano, Málaga leading group, representing 5% of the sample (1,504 units) produced 35% of the daily published
relevan
(Spain)
tweets. The top 1% absorbs 52% of the total number of times the posts in the sample were
ce to
retweeted. The second group of communicators, which makes up 95% of the sample, produced much the
more modest figures, however, still above the average for Twitter users. At the end, the interactivity converg
afforded by Twitter is, generally, not being used to full advantage.
ence
issue
ES027 European Newspapers’ Comunicar 46: The
Simón Peña
The analysis of the adaptation to the screen interface and the new digital formats of the main
2
Digital Transition: New internet of the Future Fernández, Bilbao newspapers of 28 European countries throws the following conclusions:
Products and New
Vol. XXIV, n. 46
(Spain)
1) In general, two out of three newspapers have managed to change their leadership in print media to
Audiences
the Internet, mainly with the help of the textual weight of information consumption on the Internet.
ID Orcid Iñaki
This success, however, is limited in the case of media who have opted for rigid payment barriers or
Lazkano-Arrillaga, with a regional or local transmission area.
San Sebastián
2) The consumption of media in digital formats is diluting the traditional correspondence between
(Spain)
political and administrative limits and areas of media dissemination to create global audiences. The
result is the new global media emerging from pre-existing national media, which have excellent
ID Orcid Daniel
examples in the British news media «Daily Mail» and «The Guardian».
García González, 3) The widespread use of mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) favors an alternative distribution
Bilbao (Spain)
of information that, far from being a complement to traditional Editions, is in many cases the main
source of readership for the media. The result of this trend is that European newspapers have a firm
commitment to the creation of products on multiple platforms.
4) The incorporation of a new screen and interface for the consumption of information has also led to
a transformation in the structure and design of the product, where the sporadic and superficial
reading of information favors the existence of highly saturated covers. With a "bounce rate" of 50.21%
and an average of 3.57 page views per visit, websites have significantly increased their reach.
5) Digital formats have opened new windows of access to information, which alter the way media
distribute its content and less than half of the visits (44.6%) access the websites of European
newspapers online directly through its URL. The growing importance of search engines (19.6%)
promotes the incorporation of positioning techniques for the information development process, which
have replaced the product as an online consumer unit. In addition, social networks (19.5%) are an
important source of visitors for the digital formats of European newspapers, which have incorporated
them as a source of redistribution of
content
ES028 Decidim: political and RECERCA, REVISTA Xabier Barandiaran, Decidim, a digital platform of participatory democracy developed by the City Council of Barcelona,
1
technopolitical networks DE PENSAMENT I
Antonio Calleja,
can be considered a 3rd generation digital network – after informational networks in the 90s and
ANÀLISI, NÚM. 21.
Arnau Monterde, social networks of the last decade. This technopolitical project is an example of an emerging model of
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digital networks that we call "political networks". They have three fundamental characteristics: first,
reduce the centrality of the individual social prosumer and replace it by a decidedly political actor;
second, create articulating spaces that allow construction of identities, wills and collective
intelligences beyond individual tastes and preferences; third, connect these with (collective)
decisions.
ES029 Trends in cybermedia: repositori.upf.edu
Linares J, Codina L, A test performed on six websites Cybermedia does not provide extrapolated statistical values, but
analysis of interactivity. (Serie Editorial
Freixa P.
has allowed check the validity of the protocol. At least, in these six cases, it has allowed us obtain a
DigiDoc. Proyecto
detailed analysis of the three dimensions considered of the Interactivity What this validity confirms
Audiencias Activas)
therefore, is that as we had foreseen in the system from which it derives (the SAAC) this system
allows both comparative analyzes how to support case studies and, of course, can be useful to
perform (or at least to complement) audits of websites that, in their case, they may want to make their
own means.
2. Signs of regressive tendencies. We call this the regression of two tendencies that we have seen in
previous analyzes and that have also been evident in this analysis: we refer to the disappearance or
loss of importance of journalism
citizen, at least in some aspects. This has been manifested in aspects concurrent: the cases of
independent sections devoted to content generated by users (UGC) and apparently have
disappeared or are disappearing social networks from the media.
3. Increasing importance of Facebook. The curious relationship, called opportunely, of frenemies (by
the contraction of friend + enemy) of the media with Facebook. We will have to be attentive to the
evolution of this relationship now that
Facebook has announced a new system that allows the media to publish directly news in this
network.
4. Poor recovery options. The low investment of the media in the recoverability of your retrospective
information; that is, the low investment in its own digital newspaper library, despite the fact that some
independent initiatives precisely new (LexisNexis, Factiva, MyNews, etc.), show that it could be a
business model. Other aspects to continue observing in future studies incorporating analysis models
of the indicated initiatives
ES030 Emotional Politics on RECERCA, REVISTA Agnese Sampietro, During the electoral campaign, Podemos’ (a political party in Spain – left) Facebook use showed a
Facebook. An
DE PENSAMENT I
Lidia Valera Ordaz continued activity on the profile. The party posted 163 posts in a period of 14 days (average 11,64 per
Exploratory Study of
ANÀLISI, NÚM. 17
day) and received 7.578 comments in total (average 46,49 per post). 64 % of the posts (104) focused
Podemos Discourse
on information related to electoral campaign itself, while just 33% of the posts contained some
during the European
ideological or programmatic statement (53). Only 3% (5 posts) contained personal information. There
Election Compaign
were a consistent presence of emotions in the analyzed corpus.
2014
ES031 Privacy Concerns about El profesional de
Idoia Portilla
Media should invest in brand trust to implement big datastrategies (Verhoef; Kooge; Walk, 2016), and
Information Sharing as la información, v. 27, n.
trust requiresan adequate management of data, offering valuable services,being transparent, giving
Trade-off for
1
easy control of the data, andtaking great care of it.
Personalized News
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Pablo Aragón, Juan
Linares, Carol
Romero, Andrés
Pereira
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ES032 The programatic
ecosystem. The new
digital advertising that
connects data with
people

El profesional de la
información, v. 27, n.

Carrillo-Durán,
María-Victoria;
Rodríguez-Silgado,
Ana

ES033 PRODUCING
POLITICAL CONTENT
FOR
WEB 2.0:
EMPOWERING
CITIZENS AND
VULNERABLE
POPULATIONS
ES034 Transmedia, fiction
series and social
networks. The case of
Pulseras Rojas in the
oficial Facebook group
(Antena 3. Spain)

”. El profesional de la Andreu Caseroinformación, v. 26, n. 1 Ripollés

CUADERNOS.INFO Nº VICTORIA TUR34
VIÑES, RAÚL
RODRÍGUEZ
FERRÁNDIZ

ES035 Analysis of uses and CUADERNOS.INFO Nº FERNANDO
interaction with second 35
GALINDO RUBIO,
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The main challenges to be reached are focused on the need for:
3 very
- improve and cheapen processes, to guarantee the location of the hearings in different supports;
low
- transparency of the results obtained with the client;
relevan
- pay only for the visibility (viewability) obtained (López,2017).
ce
The programmatic ecosystem must maintain the balance between the automation of processes and
the human factor. In this man-machine battle the problem becomes an opportunity to create new
professional profiles. Interdisciplinarity between sciences will be necessary of information and
communication, and specialization in specific data management processes. The companies of
marketing / advertising and media agencies need new profiles oriented to computer science,
mathematics and statistics, but above all a professional is looking for digital communication that is a
hybrid between analyst of data and strategist, which meets in new linked profiles to the information
sciences, such as media trader, programmatic media planner, data scientist and data intelligence.
In short, assuming that the technological factor is essential to meet the challenges, the real problem
is not being the technology, but the price of the tools and creative works that make it possible. The
cost is higher that if you hit all potential users with the same ad At the moment advertisers are still
reluctant to pay for this improvement in the way of reaching their public, which in turn makes it difficult
to solve problems detected.
Finally, if the challenges are overcome and it is possible to extend its field of action to other media,
not only the internet, programmatic advertising will become useful to the public and profitable for the
agents and knowledge areas that intervene
The results of the Spanish case study partially prove initial hypothesis that the creation of political
2
content on social media depends on the users´ level of education and their frequency of digital
network use; however, it disregards the level of financial income. Despite being a powerful equalizer,
a digital divide affects the democratic potential of social media platforms. Web 2.0 can strengthen
existing inequalities. So an asymmetrical distribution of civic power is there; those who hold privileged
social positions due to their educational level and frequent Internet use have an advantage with
respect to those who do not. The digital divide is not a matter of financial capital but instead of cultural
capital and, in particular, educational capital.
The aim was to understand how Antena 3 manages Facebook regarding the institutional
3
communication of the tv series Pulseras Rojas. the exploratory study is based on content analysis of
the official facebook group of the series - 67.586 followers at the date of the observation Results
46 posts related with the second season were identified. All replicate content from the series' blog No
evidence were found that the tv channel answers followers comments the most frequent comments
value the series, the characters or some specific event of the plot 20% of the content concerning the
2nd season was published before its beginning, and 80% was published during the show broadcast.
The facebook pots are planned to achieve different functions: 63% is promotional, 13% to summarize
what had happened It was identified 72% of posts having adapted content (more expansions of the
narrative than just simple summaries) each post generates an average of 619 likes, which is the most
common reaction. Sharing posts among one's own contact network tends to occur on average 40
users per post, and only an average of 30 users per posts Facebook is revealed as a powerful tool to
engage the viewer, although the network communication strategy has an incipient and undeveloped
management that fails to take full advantage of the interactive, two-way nature of the social network.
Mixed study Quantitative - online survey, sample: heavy users of the most common SNS.
2
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screen apps in Social
TV in Spain

ELENA
Frequency of the interaction with Social TV using mobile devices: 21% has never interacted with tv
FERNÁNDEZ
shows, 43% has done only a couple of times, 11% are frequent users of the interaction smartphoneBLANCO, DAVID TV in what concerns the different types of actions possible during the interaction, the majority of the
ALAMEDA GARCÍA users tend to perform often activities that imply a lower level of interaction: .to read, to share content,
to like or retweet Selection of the apps used to interact with social TV: Twitter (84%), Facebook
(70%), A3Conecta (29%), MiTele (23%), AppTVE (17%), MTVXtra (10%), Habits of interaction with
social TV: on average the interaction tends to occur during the show airing, which tends to be at
prime time (20-24), targeting different type of content, from 10% saying to interact with films to 24%
with entertainment programs Intention to develop those practices in a upgraded interaction context: it
was measured using a Likert scale and results point to a great majority classifies this possibility with
values higher than 4 - 82% qualitative study: experiment using the app A3Media, “A3Conecta”, users
should interact with the app for 3 weeks. the results pointed in the same direction that those of the
qualitative study conclusions: as the majority of the users interact with social tv apps during the
shows, the strategies that have been applied by content managers are ineffective, users prefer to
interact in the social media they already use, being the preferred ones facebook and twitter.
ES036 Advertising and media CUADERNOS.INFO Nº RAMÓN
Quantitative exploratory study - online survey; universe: Spanish or Latin-American active
2
agency against the
34
FRANCISCO
professionals of communication and advertising, or professionals of these areas that have been
Howeve
change in the media
MARTÍN-GUART, working until recently. Sample: 33.
r, the
ecosystem
JOSÉ FERNÁNDEZ Paradigm change in the advertising sector: new technologies are changing completely the way to
survey
CAVIA
communicate with the consumer and the way the consumer relates with content. Change in the
is 5
media: the majority of the respondents considers that the technological revolution, marketing 2.0, and years
mainly the expansion of social media, increase the possibilities of getting in touch with consumers, by old
allowing an interaction between brands and clients. The role of media agencies: the majority of the
respondents considers that the agencies will have to transform all its components: business model,
working processes, its structures and internal processes, the profile and skills of its professionals.
Conclusions: we are facing a multiplatform conversion; agencies need to reinvent themselves,
offering new products and services, and to invest in creativity and innovation - social media are the
main influencer of this need to change..
ES037 Technology, social
CUADERNOS.INFO Nº ANA ISABEL
Qualitative exploratory research - interview; universe: regular user of social media; sample: 52;
1
networks, politics and 36
BERNAL TRIVIÑO results: all the respondents say that technology has changed the way they access to political
journalism: Plurality or
information, mainly due to social media; the main positive aspects of social media are: comfort and
boomerang effect?
easy use, accessibility, emotion, number of sources, updates, they are free media, and the possibility
to participate and socialize; negative aspects: information superficiality, when it is not well filtered; all
refer Twitter as the reference social medium for information; in general, the respondents consider that
social media are an adequate channel to receive political news. the data show that social media
favours the interest for political information. Speed, agility and ability of segmentation that networks
provide are great strengths as a platform for management and access to latest news, where you can
access media, topics and specific journalists. Networks can be useful to democratize political
knowledge beyond the representative media, because “you can get to know parties other than those
who often go in the main media and that makes me get more involved in politics, because I see things
that I like”. In general, respondents considered that social networks are an appropriate way to receive
political news, while others suggest that it has brought other qualities to the news. They are now
“more immediate, with more sources, better accessibility, more diverse and broader” and with a less
partisan focus. For most of the participants, social networks are a channel of greater freedom to
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express opinions, compared to traditional media, where information is vetoed in accord to the
ideology of the media.
Several of the respondents show that their integration with the social networks has been gradual, with
timid beginnings, and that since the beginning of the crisis and social cuts, their involvement has
been growing.
Influencers, personal CUADERNOS.INFO Nº JORGE DAVID
Qualitative research - content analysis. Sample: 790 posts of 10 Spanish influencers with high impact
branding and political 42
FERNÁNDEZ
in Twitter. Results: 6 of 10 of the studied influencer were coded as journalists and two as experts; in
ideology on Twitter
GÓMEZ, VÍCTOR what regards the content added to the tweets, 38.1% included an hyperlink and 13.9% and 1.6%
HERNÁNDEZwere accompanied by image or video, respectively; goals and themes of the messages: 51% of the
SANTAOLALLA,
analysed tweets had a political/ideological goal, almost half (44.9%) criticized some aspect of the
PALOMA SANZcontemporary politics; ideology topics - the most repeated are: freedom (19.9%), justice (19.1%),
MARCOS
equality (18.1%), and tolerance and diversity (17.9%). Conclusions: the results of the content
analysis do not allow to find a clear answer, despite that more than half of the analysed tweets
accomplish an ideological-political goal, the analysis of the ideologies revealed an evident lack of
'ideoligization' (in the sense of act of communicationg an ideology) of the messages.
Serial female fans.
CUADERNOS.INFO Nº TATIANA
The main topic here is the difference according to gender, in some activities on Youtube - not the
YouTube, participatory 38
HIDALGO-MARÍ, convergence or character of the social media itself. Most of findings relating to SM convergence is
culture and TV series: A
CANDE SÁNCHEZ- cited from another sources. However interesting the topic, I would not consider it quite central to the
comparative gender
OLMOS
research subject. Quantitative content analysis; Universe: 21 Spanish TV series aired during 2013 in
study
Spain; sample: 127 videos. Results: 44% of the videos were posted by women (56) and 56% by
men (71); despite existing more videos posted by men, those posted by women tend to e more
creative and to include new content; of the 127 videos part of the sample, men tend to achieve a
higher number of views, an average of 41.559 views, compared to women (30.147). Conclusions:
the study has evinced that there is a transmedia expansion of the narrative resulting from the
contribution of the users on youtube; videos posted by men seem to be more relevant; men upload
mainly dramatic, humorous or sexual content, and women tend to prefer to upload romantic content.
Transmedia storytelling CUADERNOS.INFO Nº MAR GUERRERO- This research resulted in a taxonomy that allow to classify and define a type of format where
and user-generated
38
PICO, Carlos A.
settings, discourses, and styles provening from all kind of narrative universes are combined. In what
content: A case study
Sclolari
microfiction is concerned it is only recognized as a research object if published in book format, which
on crossovers
means that short audiovisual formats or content broadcasted in digital media as youtube or twitter,
territories widely dominated by fans and users located outside official channels – as some of the
examples identified. Within this panorama, researchers should assume that facing transmedia
narrative phenomena where the construction of meaning is an integrated effect, born from the
articulation of texts using different languages and supports, independently of its duration, length or
authorship.
Journalism on Twitter. CUADERNOS.INFO Nº AMPARO LÓPEZ- Content analysis, universe: content posted on twitter by different types of users, 2 samples. two
The users’ contribution 39
MERI,
samples of tweets connected with two hashtags of journalistic actuality in Spain, a unpredictable
to the flow of
success and a predictable event. unpredictable success: #ArdeValencia – 491 tweets, predictable
information
event: #25N – 500 tweets. The pre-analysis of a shorter sample (100) allowed to identify nine
categories of type of content: information, interpretation, opinion, promotion, humor, noise, error,
other. Regarding the information sources of the tweets, 6 categories were identified: mass media,
blogs/websites, social media, anonymous websites, non-updated websites, other digital sources.
Type of users: individual or collective users, identified or anonymous profiles. ResultsPreferences
regarding type of content and themes posted: in both cases information posts are predominant,
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followed by opinion. Preferences regarding the sources: the majority (absolute or relative) has mass
media as source, followed by blogs/websites. Conclusion: analysis results induce to think that users
do not plan the selection of the content they recommend, nor when they twee subject to the
immediacy associated with an unpredictable success, or when they debate programed events. It
seems that in both contexts they tweet by imitation, in the sense that they copy the same headlines
proposed by mass media, without following a proper strategy. The proposed links tend to stick to the
media agenda on the described events, without introducing alternative voices to official sour¬ces.
With regard to fires, for example, links of articles in the media doubles the links to blogs of experts or
alternative sources. Thus it seems that the media agenda is reproduced without taking full advantage
of the power of Twitter as a tool for gatekeeping. The important role of citizens in the promotion of
journalistic content is apparent. The media, journalists, poli¬ticians and parties tend to corporatism
(on Twitter), as they are engaged in linking their news and redirecting traffic to their media. This could
imply that they are more interested in promoting themselves than in hierarchizing contents for their
audience.
ES042 Motivational correlates CUADERNOS.INFO Nº JUAN-JOSÉ
Quantitative study – survey, sample: 268 students with a facebook profile. 41.8% male (n=112),
of the use of and the 38
IGARTUA, ISABEL 57.5% female (n=154), and 2 didn’t indicate sex (0.7%). The average age is 19 years old.
satisfaction with
RODRÍGUEZ-DE- Results:Descriptive analysis of the usage and satisfaction with facebook: average contacts number –
Facebook in Spanish
DIOS
175; each day users tend to spend an average of 80 minutes in facebook being the average
youth
connection of 20 minutes; the satisfaction with facebook has an average appreciation of 4,15, below
the average theoretical value which corresponds to 5; the number of contacts is associated with the
intensity of usage of the SNS and with satisfaction, the higher number of contacts, the higher amount
of time spent and the higher satisfaction is. Motivations for using facebook: different motivations led to
different uses, being the more evident: a high satisfaction influences uses for entertainment, the
number of contacts uses for coolness.
Conclusions:First, the results obtained allow to conclude that the satisfaction with facebook is not
very high, but tend to increase as age increases and as the number of contacts grow, and it
influences the frequency of the SNS usage. Then, a higher dedication to the SNS can lead to a higher
satisfaction with facebook. In what motivation is concerned, the factor that achieved a higher
statistical relation with facebook satisfaction was entertainment uses.
ES043 Memes in the Internet CUADERNOS.INFO Nº TERESA PIÑEIRO- Qualitative study, case study, research methods: document analysis, digital ethnography and a
feminist activism.
39
OTERO, XABIER multimodal critical discourse analysis. Sample: content posted with the hashtag #ViajoSola, over 100
#ViajoSola as an
MARTÍNEZ-ROLÁN memes. Among the more viral memes are illustrations, followed by photographies – in both the
example of
majority of the images represent action – movement, to go. Users from all over the world had
transnational
contributed with the photographic memes. A third category of memes identified is the one of graphical
mobilization
text, compositions that combine text, lettering and color to create a protest visual message, these
cases were found mainly in brands pages, as blogs and travel platforms.
Conclusions The mobilization around #ViajoSola congregated and mobilized hundreds of internet
users around the world. More than organizations and promoters, in the case of #ViajoSola the tags
and messages were promoted-appropriated and shared by a network of users, organized in high
penetration social platforms. Nevertheless, the analysis of the memes allowed to verify the presence
of certain brands that integrate this mobilization 2.0, assuming an active role in content production.
These brands, among which it is possible to point out travel specialized platforms, blogs or online
media, obtain visibility due to their participation in the action 2.0, and at the same time share with their
publics their corporative values.
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Quantitative content analysis of 9 corporative twitter accounts (golf clubs from Madrid) that had
around a minimum of 100 tweets – total of 1610 tweets.
Account activity of public, private and commercial clubs with golf fields: the number of published
tweets varies between 45 and 401. In general, commercial clubs have a greater dynamism with an
average of 211 tweets, public clubs have 179, and private clubs 97. A fewer less than half of these
messages are retweets from other users. Regarding twitter multimedia features, more than two thirds
of the tweets have photography, but only a few have videos (3). The themes most explored in the
tweets are self-promotion, events, and greetings – in the commercial clubs the self-promotion content
are predominant (44%), in private and public clubs the information strategy is dominant (48.7% and
45% respectively), greetings are the theme of 18.3% of the commercial clubs’ tweets and of 14.4% of
the private’s.
Account interactivity – users’ feedback: three fourths of the tweets were awarded at least with a like,
72.2% of all tweets have been retweeted; only 11.8% originated comments from the users; among the
383 users’ comments, the majority are information requests (191) and positive messages (142), only
10 of the 383 comments were answered.
Conclusions: low percentage of twitter accounts of golf clubs from Madrid that are kept active;
oriented to a marketing strategy, commercial clubs tend to be the more active, with a higher volume of
tweets and tags; when attention is paid to the elements that show the implementation of a real dialog
between the companies and their stakeholders on social media the results are not enthusiastic; the
organizations still fear the possibilities of interaction offered by twitter, by doing a limited use of the
resources offered by platforms and without answering users’ doubts or comments.
CUADERNOS.INFO Nº IRENE GARCÍA
Tweets characteristics: language, used platform and type of tweet: the majority of the tweets are in
42
MEDINA, SUSANA English, the low-cost brands are the ones which use other languages; the platform use to post shows
MIQUELdifferences according to the type of brand – low-cost brands tend to use mainly Adobe Social (63.7%
SEGARRA,
of the posts), luxury brands tend to use Twitter Web Client (63.2%); type of post – differences
MARIÁN
according to the type of brand are also evident – the majority of the posts are brands own tweets
NAVARRO-BELTRÁ (luxury brands 90.9%, low-cost 84.3%), low-cost brands sometimes post answers (13.8%), but tend
not to include retweets, luxury brands do not answer posts and 9.1% of the posts are retweets.
Principle of publishing information useful for the users: both type of brands tend to include hyperlinks
in their tweets, 96.7% of the luxury brands and 97.7% of the low-cost ones, but the low-cost include
most of the times 2 hyperlinks (62% of the tweets), while the luxury ones tend to include just 1 (84.2%
of the cases); when brands – luxury and low-cost, make use of hyperlinks they tend to link essentially
to images (70.3% and 46.3%, respectively).
Principle of retaining visitors: luxury brands post more tweets in comparison with low-cost ones
(53.4% of the sample); luxury brands – daily average of 3,3 tweets, low-cost brands – daily average
of 2,9; low-cost brands tend to post more often in the beginning of a month, while luxury brands tend
to do it on the second half of the month; the majority of the hyperlinks direct followers to websites
related with the companies, 96.9% of the low-cost and 85.8% of the luxury Principle of generating
repeated visits: usage of mentions – luxury brands do not mention other users in 50% of the posts,
compared to 69.4% of the low-cost ones; the most common practice is to include one mention per
tweet (30.4% in the case of luxury brands and 27.6% of the low-cost brands); tags are used more
often, luxury brands – 85.6%, low-cost brands – 82.4% of the tweets, luxury brands include a total of
920 tags and low-cost brands 739; Principle of maintaining the dialogue flow: it is not common brands
to post direct questions in their tweets, luxury brands use this kind of interpellation to interact with the
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audience 2.5% of the times, and low-cost brands use it 15.9% of the times; despite this, it is common
users to interact with the studied brands, in 80.3% of the tweets by low-cost brands one finds
comments, and this happens with 66.5% of the luxury brands tweets; the number of retweets of
luxury brands is higher, an average of 96,24 per post, while the low-cost ones obtain an average of
71.14; all analyzed tweets were marked at least once with a like, the posts of low-cost brands are the
ones that tend to have a higher number of likes – an average of 288, 28 likes per tweet, while luxury
brands tend to receive an average of 282,14 likes per tweet.
Conclusions: the collected data show that the fashion brands analyzed differ in the strategies used in
twitter to communicate and interact with the followers, but both types of brands use twitter to spread
content in an unilateral way, not taking advantage of the dialogic potential that characterize social
media.
ES046 Using the internet to
REVISTA ESPAÑOLA Carmen MartínThe fact that access to the survey and sending the replies was via the internet (and a large proportion
evaluate the opinion of DE ENFERMEDADES Fernández, Carlos of patients that subscribed to the Facebook page) implies that the patients analyzed had at least an
patients with
DIGESTIVAS, 110(5) Maroto-Martín and average internet knowledge and regularly used internet and social networks. The majority of the 420
inflammatory bowel
Luis Fernándezpatients included in the study were female, had secondary or university studies, were younger than
disease with regard to
Salazar
60 years old and half of them received either immunosuppressant or biological drug treatment.
the available
The three aspects for which patients sought information most frequently were IBD complications, IBD
information
evolution and dietary aspects. Information sources considered to be useful were the specialist (87%),
patient associations (ACCU) (55%), other patients (54%) and the internet (28%). A fourth of patients
indicated that they did not consult the internet. Patients who used the internet conducted searches
after seeing the specialist (38%) or both before and after the visit (25%). The websites consulted
most frequently were specific pages in social networks such as Facebook (62%), patient association
websites (59%) and patient forums (47%). Specialists and patient associations rarely recommend
webpages about IBD to patients. Only 11% of patients considered that the internet had any significant
influence in their decisions. The internet had no influence in 20%, 32%, 42% and 65% of patients
poorly, adequately, well or very well informed by their doctor, respectively.
The fact that the vast majority of our survey responses were via a Facebook page is interesting.
Social network pages are obviously what patients most commonly visit. In the United States,
Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest and Twitter are most visited by patients with IBD. Doctors and
healthcare institutions will probably have to accept their presence on Facebook and Twitter. Although
there are advantages and drawbacks, this is necessary if we are to keep up with patient concerns
and provide them with accurate and reliable information.
ES047 Convergence and
Communication &
María Sánchez
The survey on the sample of 1,057 students from 13 universities in Madrid exploited 37 questions
interaction on the new Society 28(2), 87-99 Martínez; Raquel formulated in the questionnaire that have generated 132 variables to be analyzed by statistical
media: typologies of
Ibar Alonso
techniques. There were 9 factors (indicators) related to the competence in interaction with media and
prosumers among
internet.
university students
The respondents use Internet mainly to consume content, with the same frequency for everything
related to social media. Social networks seem to be the object of greatest interest and consumption;
the mass use of smartphones and the convergence of content has been essential. Social media is the
most common way for them to generate content, too. Therefore the authors speak about prosumers.
They produce less content for blogs, audiovisual platforms or their own websites.
The confirmed fact that in general they have an interest in co-design could be seen as a positive
predisposition to creation that can add value to the media. The authors see this as a challenge for
multimedia groups in Spain to pose a question, whether not to provide the young prosumers with
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Manuel Menke,
Susanne
Kinnebrock, Sonja
Kretzschmar, Ingrid
Aichberger, Marcel
Broersma, Roman
Hummel, Susanne
Kirchhoff, Dimitri
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ES050 Sources and Social
Networks in the News
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Estudios sobre el
Eva HERRERO
Mensaje Periodístico, CURIEL
Vol. 19, Núm. 1: 453470

J) Recommendations, findings in English
more tools to participate. The university students are more interested in receiving, generating and
sharing media content through social networks than directly from their own online content.
As a result of the research, six groups of media prosumers among the sample have been detected:
no prosumers, mature prosumers, Millenial prosumers, teenager prosumers, passive prosumers and
proactive prosumers.
When connected to the internet university students from Madrid use it mainly to consume content.
Social Media is the most common way to generate content; therefore, it can be said that Madrid's
university students are prosumers because they generate content for social networks and virtual
communities. However, they invest very few in producing original for blogs, audiovisual platforms or
their own websites. Regarding the interactivity that they generate with the media and according to the
data, it seems that the Madrid university students are more interested in receiving, generating and
sharing media content through social networks than through other type of online platforms.
This study shows that in Spain, innovation occurs at the margins of the traditional news industry,
since no legacy media outlet appears among the most innovative. By contrast, foremost among the
latter are digital media companies, niche media outlets, foundation based initiatives, tablet magazines
and technology start-ups. However, whilst it is possible to innovate independently of the type of
platform, as demonstrated by the presence of print and broadcast outlets, most initiatives included in
the Index of Media Innovation are internet-based or consider it an indispensable P49ally. Some of the
more recent initiatives, such as eldiario.es and info-Libre, have introduced interesting membership
models that encourage user participation. Foremost among the most innovative outlets were those
that go to great efforts to involve users in content production and distribution and in the final product.
More technological innovations were recorded than non-technological, indicating that while innovation
is not necessarily associated with technology, it is an important driver of change.
European newsrooms are still following the logic of the print culture and, especially in North/Central
Europe, the shift to convergence culture is impeded by a long and strong tradition of print journalism.
Spain and Portugal, however, show more diverse strategic approaches when it comes to adapting to
the possibilities of new media environments. They not only implement new editorial routines with
more effort, but also make use of new formats and transmedia storytelling. There are two
explanations for the more advanced convergence culture in Mediterranean newsrooms. This
tendency for faster convergence developments in the Mediterranean countries is evident independent
of the time of data collection. Spain was already more advanced in newsroom convergence culture in
2012 compared to other countries at that time or those surveyed two years later. In all the countries
covered in this research (Germany, Netherlands, Austria, Switzerland, Spain and Portugal)
newsrooms have policies for guiding the production of social media content and publication strategies
on social media channels. Especially in the Netherlands, such policies are well established for twitter
and social media.
Digital social networks, specially Tuenti have been used as the main source of information in the
news about Marta del Castillo. In some cases, it was the only source of the news. Although journalists
consider that the information hosted on the Internet cannot be used as the sole source of news, all of
them acknowledge having used the content of social networks to write their stories. There is
widespread confusion among journalists about the limits of the private and the public with the
emergence of the internet. For them, digital social networks are a window opened to reality and to the
interests and concerns of citizens. They tend to consider that once the user decides to post
something on his social network profile access it is already public and therefore can be used to
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produce news stories. There is a lack of consensus on criteria that should be established in the
current media, precisely to safeguard citizens’ rights namely privacy.
Estudios Mensaje
Roberto Rodríguez Public Administration has assumed the importance of social media as tools to promote transparency
Periodístico 23(2): 937- Andrés
and citizen participation and move towards an open government. All the ministries are present in
954
these networks (especially on Twitter, YouTube and Facebook, which are the most widespread) and
advertise this presence on the front pages of their websites to make it easier for citizens to access
them. The vast majority of ministries use social networks to disseminate content and offer information
to citizens, although the frequency with which messages are published is very uneven and is still
below the reality of Anglo-Saxon countries. The objectives set by the Public Administration in the
Transparency Law, in its Digital Communication Guide or in the Digital Transformation Plan 20152020 have not yet been fully met. The level of response to citizens is very low and the reality is that
these profiles are barely used to interact with public opinion and favor active listening, debate,
participation and collaboration.
Communication &
Ainara Larrondo
The transmedia productions examined offer a good opportunity to multiply the presence of the ETB
Society 29(4), 107-120. Ureta
and TV3 brands, associating them with products of interest and with an idea of modernity that is
especially useful for attracting younger audiences. Both corporations have tried to apply the
transmedia philosophy to content production through brands aimed at young audiences such as 3xl
(CCMA) and Gaztea (EITB). Transmedia productions can also serve to recover the sense of
closeness, proximity and sensitivity towards the needs of the citizens who have traditionally
distinguished the autonomic public televisions from other audiovisual offers. Both CCMA and EITB
coincide in their commitment to introduce in their traditional offer non-fiction stories, capable of a)
informing and entertaining at the same time, b) recovering values such as human interest and
creativity, and c) balancing the reductionist model that guides many of the activities of the media,
including public broadcasting. Both corporations differ, however, in their vision of the usage of
transmedia in journalism. To date, the formula applied by EITB has turned out to be somewhat more
orthodox. It resorts to a combined and balanced use of offline media (radio and television) and online
media (cybermedia and social media), as well as genres and formats (reports, magazines, viral
videos, news, etc.). For its part, CCMA is committed to a journalistic transmedia that has interactive
multimedia narrative of the web and social media as central discursive axes.
Communication &
José Manuel
There were interviewed 24 activists of different ages and occupation active in “Ahora Madrid”
Society 29(3), 33-47. Sánchez Duarte
campaign. The digital tools served to activists as agglutination of spaces and profiles, as well as
adhesive with which to link conventional action repertoires, digital political practices and previous
affiliation experiences. Many of the activists' practices in the campaign were characterized by the selforganization. Social networks,especially Facebook and Twitter, became the most relevant platforms
for the development of this autonomy. The creation of original content about the campaign and its
dissemination was accompanied by participation in groups and events, whether or not convened by
the party, and even with the realization of calls to develop actions, especially on the part of the most
involved interviewees.
The network had become a space for action in the face of the exhaustion of conventional politics and
the continued disaffiliation. The participants in the Ahora Madrid campaign, many of which has prior
experiences of militancy, found on the internet spaces of withdrawal in which they remained
connected with politics but without formal participation. They can determine different levels of
involvement and set their own militant road map – not only as for the time and effort they wanted to
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invest but also for whether to engage with specific themes and causes rather than with the general
content of the political programs.
Communication &
Jaume Soriano;
Dramaturgical interaction is the one that gives more meaning to young migrants presence in social
2
1
Society 28(1), 127-143 María Gutiérrez
networks.The type of relationship they establish with their contacts is the typical relation that exists
between the actor and his audience. The friends of the social networks are a group of people
rationalized as a public and for the selection of that audience reasons and arguments are used that
are different from those used in face-to-face interation. Thus, if the establishment of social relations in
the street occurs frequently spontaneously, in online social networks this action is deliberate and / or
planned. In this sense, it can be said that young people interact dramatically because they see the
recipients as a future audience of their representations. Adding and blocking some friends,
acquaintances and relatives and not others, enables young migrants to configure their audience that
can be segmented according to legitimate affinities. The point where the dramaturgical nature of the
interactions of young migrants in online social networks is undoubtedly more evident is in the analysis
of the content and intentions that fuel communicative practices. In terms of content, by not requiring
co-presence, interactions between internet users suffer from a lower repertoire of expressive
resources. Possibly, the preferred format among the young people studied are the photographic
images. So the risks of a dramaturgical action on the internet being discovered as false is less than in
face-to-face interactions.
Communication &
Emiliano Treré,
The analysis of the Facebook account of the Movement for Peace with Justice and Dignity (MPJD)
2
fb
Society /
Daniele Cargnelutti reveals that the social network is understood as a traditional information medium, where information
Comunicación y
is disseminated from the top and the interaction / feedback between the movement and users /
Sociedad, Vol.27, n. 1,
sympathizers is limited almost only to forms of click-activism. Facebook then appears as a space for
pp. 183-203.
the publication of information, not as a network for the construction of a participatory dialogue. Most
of the information posted consists of links that are forwarded to the movement's website, and a large
part of the comments simply imitate the publications. In addition, the most surprising data may be
represented by the huge amount of spam - more than 80% - that is among the comments produced
by the MPJD, reaching 95% during the mobilization season of the Caravan USA.
Estudios sobre el
Maria de los
Resorting to Web 2.0 tools, radio stations have been establishing a fully interactive communication
1
1; fb;
Mensaje Periodístico. Angeles Alonso
with an audience that is not only passive and timidly begins to become what Cebrián designates as
tw,
Vol. 21, No. 2: 689-704 González
incipient co-creators. In which Morning Shows are concerned, almost half offer listeners the possibility
to participate through blogs, websites, emails and social networks, creating a new radio space in
which written communications from listeners and users are being used on the broadcasts, enriching
the discourse and modifying radio programs. The high degree of public participation through
comments demonstrates the growing interest of the programs to open conversation with their
listeners. The use of social networks and other technological and communicative resources that make
up the Web 2.0 have an increasing penetration in the morning shows, so we are witnessing the
flourishing of the complementarity between listening to traditional radio and its new models of
reception through the Internet. However, its use is not as extensive as in television, where the social
audience has become an indicator of trends and a tool increasingly used to predictive success or
failure of the programs.
Journalism Practice, 8 José A. GarcíaEarly adopters of print–online newsroom integration environments are completely remodeling their
2 A
1
(5): 573-584
Avilés, Andy
workflows, gearing them to content and section logic, following the commandments of ultrafast digital relevant
Kaltenbrunner &
dissemination. At the same time, however, new high-quality formats are being developed, involving
topic
Klaus Meier
longer research and production time, more profound content investigation on the Web and more
but a bit
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integration in Austria,
Germany and Spain

elaborate graphic processing, as is the case with background reporting and analysis in bolstered
outweekend print editions. In all the models we have analysed, the traditional logic and rhythm of daily
dated
newspaper production are losing ground. In the “Coordination of isolated platforms” model, the
stuff.
tendency is towards migrating reduced and redundant resources from print to digital publications,
which also leads to discussions on stronger cross-media cooperation in the future. As a new
challenge, audience participation is becoming a key strategic question in all models, at the nexus of
cross-media strategy development within the company and interactive competence enhancement in
journalists from all dissemination channels. The formulation of a common social media strategy and
bolstering motivation towards user-generated content will become the universal bonding agent—even
in companies which have so far relied on the strict separation of print and online journalists.
ES058 Who Shares and
Social Media + Society, Antonis
A cross-national comparative analysis of sharing and commenting on news using affordances of
2
Comments on News?: A vol. 3, 4
Kalogeropoulos, Sa participation in news websites and tools found on social networking sites. Authors analyzed
Cross-National
muel Negredo, Ike characteristics of online news users in Denmark, Germany, Italy, Spain, UK and USA. Main findings: i)
Comparative Analysis of
Picone, Rasmus
People who use a high number of different social media platforms generally but also for news
Online and Social
Kleis Nielsen
purposes are significantly more likely to also engage more actively with news outside social media by
Media Participation
commenting on news sites and sharing news via email, ii) partisans on both the left and the right are
significantly more likely to comment on news and share news particularly on social media, and iii)
those with high interest in hard news are significantly more likely to comment on news on both news
sites and social media and share stories via social media, and iv) that those with high interest in any
kind of news (hard or soft) are more likely to share stories via email. The findings suggest that the
interplay between technological affordances and cultural, political, and social factors in part reinforce
existing participatory inequalities by giving the already engaged yet more opportunities to engage. But
the participatory potential offered by digital media also helps counter long-standing inequalities as
younger people are more engaged here than elsewhere. It is particularly striking that women, who are
less engaged with most forms of political participation, are significantly more likely to comment on
news and share them on social media.
ES059 Spanish radio in social Communication
José Sixto García There were examined 36 radio stations of various character in Spain. All the main Spanish radio
2
networks: cross-media Papers, Vol.7 – Num.
stations (100%) use online social networks to broadcast their programming. The full-service stations
in the convergent
14, pp. 181/205
are present in an average of 3.41 social networks and the thematic stations in an average of 3.66.
scenario
The only network in which all (100%) have a profile is Twitter, although nine out of ten (94.44%) also
have a Facebook page. Due to its audiovisual nature it is especially curious that the third network in
terms of order of participation is YouTube (63.88%), which corroborates the new multimedia profile of
radio content and a journalistic approach aimed at convergence. That is, the content is not produced
only for radio, but also to be consumed through other media, usually videos, texts and podcasts. In
fact, the number of visualizations of the content uploaded on YouTube exceeds 648 million in the
case of full-service radios and 86 million in the case of thematic radios (735,090,278 in total), which
means that the audience of the radio is not composed only by its listeners, but also by the public that
visualizes content online, namely on social networks. There is not always a coincidence between the
networks that the stations choose to participate and those preferred by the public. Although all
stations are on Twitter, the network that has the largest number of followers is Facebook, which is
also the social network with more followers in Spain (remember that Twitter is the second most used
network in Spain). Similarly, although YouTube is the third digitial social network through which radio
stations disseminate, there are more radio followers on Google+ has on Youtube in Spain. However, it
is always the most listened to station that registers a greater number of followers on social networks
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regardless of their full-service or thematic nature. The most followed full-service radio in social
networks is the SER network and the most followed thematic radio is Los 40. The broadcasters are
aware of the importance of this type of social communities and that with them they can reach more
public than only through conventional menas. The millionaire figures prove the data and, in fact, the
Spanish radio has 17,872,049 followers on social networks (compared to 25,488,000 listeners).
ES060 Hypermedia
ALCANCE Revista
María José
The analysis of virtual press rooms owned by Spanish public institutions shows that all of them are
convergence in
Cubana de Información Cantalapiedra
open access, the vast majority publishes press releases and press conferences and, in some cases,
corporate
y Comunicación, Vol. 6 González; Pedro De they have begun to call this information as' news'. Departing from this scenario, the research team
communication
(14): 111-122
Alzaga Fraguas;
considers that it is important to incorporate professionals with journalistic training in the
Leire Iturregui
communication cabinets of the corporations, especially in the case of public institutions. The
Mardaras
traditional intervention of journalists in the communication process is losing relevance, in what has
been called the disintermediation between the source of information (institutions) and their publics
(citizens). In this context, the article defend that the need to incorporate journalistic criterion in the
process of information production in the cabinets. In relation to social networks, most of the cabinets
analyzed have active profiles on Facebook and Twitter, 83% and 89% respectively. More than half,
67%, has channels on YouTube and a third on Flickr and Google+. There are some communication
departments that publish on Instagram, LindedIn, Slideshare, ivoox or Pinterest.
ES061 Connect with the public: Observatório vol.11 (2): Ana Isabel
A daily monitoring of the programs and the flow of consumption of three main Spanish transmedian
strategic design of user 187-201
Rodríguez
television brands was carried out during the first quarter of 2015. The proper metrics were applied on
communities
Vázquez; José
social media traffic, too. Conclusions: TV must strengthen its identity so that it is easily recognizable
by convergent TV
Ignacio Aguaded; by users and these express their interest in getting involved with tv online communities. By redefining
Rosa García-Ruíz television as a macro-space of consumption, the idea that "television is much more than just
television" intensifies. Reviewing some of the concepts of the "company-network" proposed by
Castells (2001: 84-95), where interactivity, brand management and tailor-made custom production
gain strength, television stations should take advantage of the potential of the medium through the
development of strong communities of users gathered around television products. The user, through
his television community, can perform almost everything he needs in his day to day. The challenge is
to get the "surfer"/viewer to directly access tv brands and stay connected to it as long as possible to
get information, entertainment, conversation, and also to buy and enjoy an attractive and motivating
consumer experience. Consuming television, as in the case of other cultural products, must offer new
experiences and emotions. Establishing lasting relationships with users, demonstrating that they are
always present and that user’s opinion is valued reinforces the connection.
ES062 Proximity cyber media Revista Latina de
X López García; C There is a great difference in the way social media profiles are managed by digital born media those
from Spain and
Comunicación Social, Toural Bran; AI
that were converted from print to digital. The first ones are those that keep the communities alive,
Portugal in social
no.70: 833- 858
Rodríguez
interact with them, manage to make them participate and give visibility to the content produced by the
media: channels for
Vázquez; A Silva users. Thus, in the cases analyzed in Portugal we can affirm that presence in social networks is
strengthening bonds
Rodríguez
merely testimonial. We have been able to observe how official profiles have been abandoned on
with local communities
Twitter and haven’t been updated, and how Facebook is used to disseminate only content produced
by the owners of the profile which is very poor use of the channel. Proximity cybermedia are, as a
rule, on Facebook and Twitter. There was only one case -El Porvenir de Castilla-La Mancha- present
in other social media -Google + and YouTube. We have also confirmed that in many cases local
digital media do not take advantage of the potential offered by social channels and used them only to
deliver content.
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UK
UK001 The use of social media in The International Journal Corresponding
UK regional newspapers of Research into New
Author: Lily Canter,
Media Technologies
Sheffield Hallam
University, Cantor
Building, 153 Arundel
Street, Sheffield, S1
2NU, UK.

UK002 Media Convergence
Policy Issues

Oxford Research
Encyclopedias

Robin Mansell

It is now possible to turn news into a conversation rather than a lecture. This however could
lead to poor quality journalism with the focus upon the commercial as a pose to the ideal. The
article coins the phrase “Churnalism” to describe this. Another consequence of social media
influence in journalism is the proliferation of news organisations that are purely acting as
curators by finding breaking news stories on social media and simply verifying it. The article
asserts that for journalists there is a growing awareness of building a personal brand on twitter
this gives them the focus of securing brand loyalty and securing their position as a watchdog.
The article then explores the upsides and downsides expressed by the staff of two local
newspapers in a case study. The results found that there were a number of challenges to the
use of social media in news gathering (certainly within the relatively small organisations used
for the case studies) among these were the following points: The danger of the reporter
expressing their opinion at the expense of impartiality. The reporter as a brand and being aware
of building their own brand for commercial gain. The time involved in using social media. This is
taking time away from filling the newspaper with content. This was of concern as the readership
of newspapers was to some degree known however when the reporters were giving their time
to the social media platforms the readership was an unknown quantity; this was seen to be a
drawback. Study into the use of Twitter by these newspapers revealed that there was a definite
trend towards traditional as a pose to individual tweets when reporters used twitter emphasising
the slant towards the traditional gatekeeper approach. The web activity for news outlets still
revolves largely around building and supporting the media brand and directing traffic to the
website. It is a promotional tool first and foremost and not a tool for interacting with the audience.
The overall findings of the article seem to suggest that although the interactive model of news
may develop further in the future this is more linked to the output of individual journalists
whereas news organisations are far more likely to still rely on the top down lecture form of
disseminating news and using social media as a driver of traffic and advertising to its online
spaces.
The technology-centered approach that predominates in the literature on convergence is
especially problematic when people—as citizens or consumers—and institutions are taken into
account. Policy tends to rely on a presumption that liberalized and competitive markets will
deliver socially desirable outcomes. Bottlenecks in the relationships between the information
producer, the network operator, and the service user can occur at any point in the productionconsumption chain. This, in turn, creates opportunities for the exercise of market power and the
need for regulation. Debate also focused on whether generic competition policy or sectorspecific regulation is appropriate in a convergent era.Governance frameworks are becoming
more complex as the interests of companies are weighed alongside those of consumers and
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citizens. Policymakers are concerned about the dominance of major digital platform operators
and, in Europe, the fact that most of these—Google, Facebook, Twitter—are foreign owned. In
order for a market-led policy approach to operate effectively, the regulatory framework must
provide clear signals about the rules of the market. Patterns of market differentiation, the
bundling of services, and alliances and mergers are different in the United States than in Europe,
indicating that technological convergence does not itself determine a particular industrial
pathway.Three areas stand out in debates about the social, cultural, economic, and political
consequences of convergence and (de)convergence: fostering innovation in business models,
fostering the skills base, and privacy and surveillance. Public media, including public service
broadcasting, is being challenged as it faces competition and the new opportunities for
delivering content over multiple platforms. The processes of digital media convergence signal
the need for research to analyze how the co-evolution of technological, social, cultural,and
economic change can make a difference that is consistent with inclusive and equitable social
values.
Hilde Van den Bulck It points now to the evolution of governance and legislation of broadcast Television and points
to the fact that contrary to popular belief that broadcasting isn’t dying out but simply entering its
next phase of evolution and looks at the equally evolving legislation and its ability to keep pace
with
modern
media
convergence.
In its conclusion it puts forth the fact that alliances between stakeholders are forging new policy
outcomes but that these are increasingly temporary and evolving due to the shifting landscape
and the issues at hand. It makes the case that there will be an increase in the need for experts
from varying areas of the media who will have growing input into the shaping of legislation and
this will have a changing effect on the power balance of the different actors in the policy process.
Matthew Freeman
The paper looks at the various methods of approaching funding for programming content in an
era of media convergence. Examining the difficulty of the licensing fee and the role of the public
service broadcaster and new ways to view these funding methods in a bottom up consumer
driven structure instead of the historical top down corporate driven structure.

Sage Journals Helen Kennedy
Convergence: The
University of Leeds,
International Journal of UK
Research into New Media Dag Elgesem
Technologies
University of Bergen,
Norway
Cristina Miguel
University of Leeds,
UK

The article introduced a survey on the sample of 65 participants in UK, Norway and Spain. The
research has identified among them two ways of thinking about the concern with fairness as
relates to data mining and using for advertising etc. The first way of thinking sees a concern
with fairness in SM data mining as a form of contextual integrity in practice. Talking about
fairness, participants weighed up the attributes of the data in question, and considered
appropriate informational norms, transmission principles, rights and responsibilities (of platforms
and users), all elements of contextual integrity. The second way of thinking about users’ concern
with fairness is through debates within media and communication studies that draw on
philosophical ideas about well-being and social justice. The discomfort of some of the
participants with what social media platforms do with their information suggests that there is a
discrepancy between the practices of the platforms and users’ normative expectations.
Participants’ consideration of how to ensure greater transparency in relation to data mining
practices, in turn, seems to suggest an interest amongst social media users in the possibility of
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a fairer social media world. Thinking in this way seems to bring considerations back to some of
the core concerns of sociological studies of technology, captured nicely in the Andrew
Feenberg’s Transforming Technology (2002): ‘must human beings submit to the harsh logic of
machinery, or can technology be fundamentally redesigned to better serve its creators?’
UK007 Media practices and
Sage Journals
Scott Rodgers, Clive This paper looks into the idea that media can be understood as constitutive of the
urban politics:
Environment and
Barnett, Allan
phenomenological conditions of communicative practice in general. Above all, the literature on
conceptualizing the
Planning D: Society and Cochranne
the media–urban nexus is characterized by the idea that urban environments intensify media
powers of the media–
Space
forms and their circulations. It cites that urban space, in other words, brings together multiple
urban nexus
media forms and technologies, such as screens, billboards, CCTV cameras, and wireless
networks, as well as multiple media practices such as automobile listening, airport television
viewing, mobile texting, and reading online news over a lunch break. Also it is understood as an
arrangement of integrated practices of symbolic and technical production and distribution, ‘the
media’ can be seen as intrinsic to the appearance of ‘the urban’ as a variable object of political
experience, attention, and concern. 21st-century urbanism is marked by a further proliferation
of media-related practices and technologies for not only reading and writing about, but also
visualizing, imaging, mapping, sensing, and geo locating urban space. These new practices and
technologies are not just mediums of everyday urban experience, but also mediums for the
production of normatively differentiated public accounts of urban life that are made available
through dispersed media practices. The article looks at urban politics in the broader sense from
the regulatory normalization of graffiti through to publicly accessible urban WiFi networks and
on to more conventional understandings of politics such as political campaigning and lobbying.
The article seeks to present a broader view of media than is often acknowledged in conventional
accounts of urban politics. At the same time, by conceptualizing media in terms of practices, it
has presented an argument that demands a less media-centric view of the contributions of
media to the dynamics of urban politics than might be supposed. The paper states that it has
taken an environmental view of both media and the media as necessarily implicated in the
material and symbolic conditions of possibility for the appearance of politics understood as
urban in its basis, causation, or location. The paper is quite broad in scope however it does
seem to present possibilities for a slightly different perspective on convergence along the lines
of this research.
UK008 The Digital Campaign: Are Political Insight Studies Dr Andy Williamson Argument is made that Ofcom controls TV broadcast content working on the principle that the
We There Yet?
Association
TV is the guest in the living room, the Ofcom code covers such issues as protecting the under18 s, harm and offence, crime, religion, impartiality and accuracy, fairness and privacy.
Therefore the article puts forward that there is a requirement for the SME (?) type of
comprehensive rules, potentially not dissimilar to the current Ofcom Code for the broader base
of converging and emerging media based on a principle of enabling citizens and protecting the
vulnerable.
UK006 Debate UK press
Sage Journals Lara Fielden
The proposal as relates to the next UK Communications Act is for gradual transition towards a
regulation:
Convergence: The
framework that differentiates between ‘public’ and ‘private’ providers. Simple, tiered standards
Taking account of media International Journal of
marks would denote three categories of provision across media platforms, each open to
convergence
Research into New Media
emerging providers on an ‘opt-in’ basis, and readily distinguishable from unregulated content
Technologies
(which would be subject to the law). TIER 1: comprehensive, statutory requirements for ‘public
service’ providers across media platforms. TIER 2: voluntary, robustly incentivized ethical
standards for ‘private’ (non-public service) content across media platforms. TIER 3: Consistency
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with the European baseline regulation for broadcast and video on demand services.
Consumers, particularly younger consumers, are accessing and engaging with a range of
broadcast, print, self-scheduled and wider digital content. Yet the standards applied to these
services are opaque, outstripped by technology and fail to enable citizens to make informed,
democratic choices across media platforms.
Journal of Librarianship Helen Mongale,Amy Most library professionals use social media to keep themselves updated on different subjects 3
and
Finnegan
related
to
their
jobs
and
it
also
helps
improve
education.
Information Science
• Social media enable library and information science professionals to communicate and share
information
across
distance
and
time;
•• Social media have been central to developing, promoting and delivering types of events, both
physical and virtual, promoting and delivering all of these events, helping them to clarify what
their peers would find useful, to recognise new trends and to identify professionals with expertise
to
share;
• Methodology and research context information has been carried out by two of the members of
the
New
Library
Professionals
Network;
• The majority responds that they used social media for their CPD;
• The participants were also asked to select the groups they engage with on any social media
platform
for
CPD
purposes;
• The majority stated they use social media for keeping up tp date, sharing information,
networking
and
learning;
• Social media allowed them to keep up with professional development outside office hours;
• This research has explored the topic of continuing professional development for a new
perspective on a professional level;
International Journal of Scott Rodgers,
On the case of Destination Local, a Nesta program with supported projects, the author illustrates 1 I
Cultural Studies
validity of previous works. So-called location-based services have emerged out of the particular would
material and discursive field of the Internet industry, for which ‘location’ has become a keen say
subject of discussion, research and development. And there is an ever-widening range of
experiments with mobile media and locational platforms by various public and third-sector
bodies aimed at enhanced engagement, participation and governance. Hyperlocal media is an
emergent form of hybridizing media – where older and newer media logics ‘blend, overlap,
intermesh, and coevolve’ (Chadwick, 2013). The deeper issue was reckoning with the complex,
layered ecosystems of existing platforms such as Google, Facebook, YouTube and Twitter - that
already circulate and order substantial amounts of geospatial content. Particularly in
disadvantaged localities with weak local journalism, associations of community (part-time)
reporters might be the initial ‘seeds of a different news infrastructure’. At the same time,
continued debate over future of media regulation sets out proposals for a regulatory settlement
flexible enough to support both existing and emerging media consumers and providers across
platforms.
Social Science Computer Rodolfo Layva
Results indicate that regular use of varying SNSs and attention to certain political content—for 1
Review
example, newsfeeds about student-fee activism—have a positive weak association with off-line
formal and activist participation and a considerably stronger association with online
“slacktivism.” Moreover, exposure to SNSs was found similarly high across respondents.
However, those with typical demographic and psychographic markers of participation (e.g.,
upper socioeconomic status, early political socialization) showed significantly greater levels of
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engagement with political content and off-line and online participation. Together, these findings
suggest that frequent social media consumption is linked to a minimal and narrow mobilizing
impact. The document shows some examples that were not accepted by society and explain
the failed “revolution” movement.
Michael Goddard
This article looks at the emergent field of Media Archaeology and explores the significance and
the
uses
of
the
field
within
today’s
media
landscape.
It looks at Media Archaeology as a set of loosely related methods and principles, without any
one single or stable essence; given the major differences between key theorists and
practitioners of media archaeology, not to mention the divergences from and even rejection of
the
use
of
the
term
itself
by
some
of
its
key
theorists.
It puts forward the point that introducing a media archaeological approach to studies of new
media are very high, in that its radical materialism at the very least causes problems for
dominant social scientific approaches to new media, while at the same time resonating with
some
research
in
the
field.
It presents the idea that a media archaeological perspective, therefore, would want to literally
get inside the black box, to break it open and examine its physical workings, in a perspective
more informed by physics and engineering than cultural hermeneutics or semantics. At the limit,
this would mean the exclusion of any interest not only in Internet content or user practices
(considered as so much ephemeral eyewash) but even in software itself that Kittler (1995)
famously declared not to exist, at least when one drills down to its engineering basis:
Not only no program, but no underlying microprocessor system could ever start without the
rather incredible auto booting faculty of some elementary functions that, for safety’s sake, are
burned into silicon and thus form part of the hardware … All code operations, despite their
metaphoric faculties such as ‘call’ or ‘return’, come down to absolutely local string manipulations
and that is, I am afraid, to signifiers of voltage differences. (n.p.)
This paper is quite philosophical in nature but seems to make an interesting point, concentrating
on the physical “stuff” of the internet, the underlying physical items that allow it to function and
drawing attention to technology as something physical rather than a virtual concept as many
think of it.
Simeon
The article starts from a prior finding that those who predominantly only use social media formed
Yates,Eleanor
a higher proportion of Internet users from lower socioeconomic groups. Data: The article draws
Lockley
on data from two nationally representative U.K. surveys, the OfCom (Office of Communications)
Media Literacy Survey (n ≈ 1,800 per annum) and the Department of Digital, Culture, Media and
Sport’s Taking Part Survey (n ≈ 10,000 per annum). Methods: Following Yates, Kirby, and
Lockley, five types of Internet behavior and eight types of Internet user are identified utilizing
principal components analysis and k-means clustering. These Internet user types are then
examined against measures of social, economic, and cultural capital. Data on forms of cultural
consumption and digital media use are examined using multiple correspondence analysis.
Findings: The article concludes that forms of digital media use are in correspondence with other
social, cultural, and economic aspects of social class status and contemporary social systems
of distinction.
Ruth Garland,Damian Along to the archive research, semi-structured interviews were carried out with nine serving
Tambini, Nick Couldry senior civil servants - communications or policy specialists. According to one respondent “the
biggest single change has been the arrival of social media (as) a way of getting our message
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out more straight-forwardly”. This is more than simply adding more complexity to media
management or shrinking the response time. Respondents sensed a profound change to the
„old“ media-dominated model. Possibility of using graphics and video footage was appreciated,
too. “Government websites are now news outlets,“ one respondent said. At the same time, there
were risks, as “the space in which people are operating is potentially much more exposed than
it was”. Here, there can be seen a new phase of normalizing media influences within
government, when civil servants think of what they do as making media. When they start to think
of themselves as media that rival mainstream media then we see a further embedding of media
within government that signals a shift in the underlying conception of the relationship between
government, media and citizens. There are proposals about delivering government information
by using “trusted” third parties to “amplify messages”, too. This could also raise questions about
the transparency.
Sage Journals - Social Nick Couldry
Social media are one of the most complex and problematic “objects” of our time. They have two
Media and Society
principal effects: First, an unprecedented deepening of how media outputs and media-related
expectations are embedded in our lives. And, second, the increasing salience of SM platforms
in the stimulation of economic demand on which capitalism depends. Because of the
unprecedented supersaturation of life with media, and the resulting difficulty of generating
economic value from the effectiveness of any one targeted message, that pushes value-creators
toward generating value through data – i the end, by continuous automatic monitoring. The
author suggests a strategy to turn the focus away from the brute fact of social media in all its
diversity toward, more contentiously, the type of “social” now being constructed through social
media.
sage Journals - e-learning Julian McDougall,
Three examples of research with older students, spanning secondary, further and higher
and Digital Media
John Potter
education, provide data from pilot projects which appear to be ‘scaleable’ for this purpose. The
implications of the various research findings for media education are clear. The long-running
debate around media education in and for the digital age has consistently given far more weight
to the ‘nouns’ of the curriculum than to the ‘verbs’ of pedagogy. For this fundamental reason,
the community of practice has been stuck on the ‘working out’ of these design principles. This
way of thinking about media education reframes the (incomplete) project by accepting first that
new digital media have not in themselves caused much to change. But they have allowed
educators to see more clearly the problem of reducing media learning to producer / audience
and teacher / student interactions and, arguably, potentially see curation as a solution.
Open University
Katy Jordan
The findings emphasise that not all social media tools have the same affordances. For an
MA. (Oxon.)
academic who wishes to develop his/her online presence, the choice of which academic SNS
Biological Sciences to use may be informed by the disciplinary differences observed between Academia.edu and
MSc. Plant Pathology ResearchGate. However, their connecting potential is limited compared to Twitter, so it is
MPhil. Educational recommended that academics host their identity and files on academic SNS but also share links
Research
to them through Twitter. The tools are particularly helpful for early career academics, and for
those who actively engage with the platforms; this can go some way to raising a profile beyond
the academic hierarchy. The ways that academics conceptualise the sites and build their
networks may be at odds with what the sites themselves seek to achieve. Academic SNS do
appear to succeed as a way of hosting a formal academic identity and publications, and as such
provide an important platform particularly to early career academics and as a type of publishing
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platform. Further attention may be needed to assist in mechanisms to help academics connect
as at present, the main academic SNS do not offer suggestions for novel connections.
Utilising the technologies of power provides destination management organisations (DMOs)
with tools for influencing consumers in social media. Five recommendations for strengthening
branding in SM are offered: 1) DMOs have to break the barrier between the online and offline
world so as to merge virtual and physical mobilities. Users have to feel that there is a real impact
when they like, comment on or share a post etc. Campaigns are performative. 2) DMOs have
to do collaborative storytelling with a range of storytellers in SNs including through improvised
and strategic performances. DMOs have to be proactive as well as reactive. 3) DMOs have to
be constantly active in daily conversations, maintaining dialogue, co-creating stories with the
users. 4) DMOs have to think of SM users as potential allies with whom they have a common
agenda. The users can be motivated to engage if they feel that they can gain something, such
as status, appreciation or support. If negative narratives are persisting, should DMOs try to enter
in a deeper dialogue with the users. 5) DMOs have to think as individual storytellers and
consider how they would perform their social role and mediate their experiences in SNs.
Marketing and branding has become individualised as well as collective.
A number of the tools provided in the table (19 altogether) have been tested and used by the
author, and the vast majority of these chiefly handle data from Twitter. Retrieving data for
academic and social listening tools L28from other social media platforms, such as Facebook,
Instagram, and Amazon, and also dark social media platforms such as WhatsApp may not be
possible because these applications are not likely to provide all of their data to developers as
Twitter does. Moreover, there may be ethical implications of accessing data from dark social
media platforms. In future, asking questions regarding the types of research made possible by
using tools that do not require end users to hold technical knowledge can be expected.
Moreover, it would be desirable to better understand the types of questions more technical tools
can address. Consequently, developers of tools should seek to liaise with social scientists at the
development phase, to allow for the possibility of new features based on social sciences
research questions.
Snapchat – is used by a lecturer for encouraging questions; Trello – organises discussions into
boards; Vine – help or promote events or capture the highlights of a discussion; Pocket – allows
students to link with professors and share relevant stuff; Google Docs – enables students to
give instant feedback on each other’s work; Italk – allows to capture lectures and upload them
online, or share via email; Wunderlist – organisational app reminding students and lecturers
terms and deadlines; Instagram – this image-sharing tool can be harnessed to collect real-time
data for coursework.
We are seeking to identify mechanisms that allow for meaningful social change under the
conditions of Neoliberal capitalism. The urgency of this current moment suggests that we need
to be working together to broaden who gets to participate, to push back against corporate and
governmental policies that constrain our capacity to use new media in the public interest, to
identify ways groups are engaging in active participation in spite of such constraints, and to
advocate ways that corporate, governmental and other organizations might better respond to
their constituencies. The struggle to reform media is going to be a multi-front struggle.
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The author concludes, what the Chinese newspapers can learn from the study of convergence 3
in the UK including: carefully study UK digital models, learn the experience and lessons from
every British newspaper, and take the UK digital copy flow as reference in order to construct
integrated
copy
flow
in
their
own
groups.
The effect of the content market changes is different in the UK and China because of the
difference in digital culture. Digital devices have made big changes to the news market in the
UK and people are more used to a digital culture. For people over 35 in China this change is
not so pronounced. Digital media are increasingly popular in China, but far away from maturity.
As for the convergence strategy; the political leadership level issues always exist in Chinese
media. Multimedia transformations can not be fulfilled without top-down decision-making in
politics and regulation both from government and the media group. Problems such as news
censorship, regulation and public trust affect the progress and maturity of Chinese digital
industry.
Marvel media
Northern Lights: Film & Jackie Raphael,Celia Garnering attention for new products in a media-saturated convergent environment is 2
convergence: Cult
Media Studies Yearbook Lam
challenging for producers seeking to capture the imagination of audiences. With employing
following and buddy
14(1):159-178
social media, promotion of the television series Marvel’s Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D was launched at
banter
Comic Con 2013 to a receptive and friendly audience of Marvel fans. 1, TV series today employ
the immediacy of social media to establish an online presence in the lead up to, during and after
broadcast (Proulx and Shepatin 2012). Knowledge and awareness of series are enhanced
through strategies such as promotional tweets, social media posts, and actors live tweeting
during episodes. One of tools in the case of the S.H.I.E.L.D series was showing ‘buddy banter’
as a means to illustrate interactions within a mixed-gender group dynamic. Analysis of audience
comments reveals buddy banter to be a useful tool to generate interest in the series. It matches
the fact that contemporary media reporting in popular press, reflected in celebrity SM accounts,
focuses not only on celebrity figures themselves, but on interaction between them, too.
Press Regulation in an White Rose Research
Irini Katsirea
An objection against the extension of the EU´s Audiovisual Media Services Directive (AVMSD) 2
Era of Convergence
Online
regulatory remit on the press video content could be that the press often violates individual Mediu
An Introduction
interests, such as the right to privacy, while it rarely poses a threat to those general interests m to
which are protected under AVMSD rules on the protection of minors or on incitement to hatred. high
However, it is necessary to bear in mind that there is a growing tendency to define the notions
of the ‘press’ and ‘journalism’ expansively, and to include a wider range of actors, not necessarily
limited to institutionalised media activities. This trend, coupled with the increased
interpenetration between professional and user-generated content, opens the spectre of
possible general interest violations. The ‘anything goes’ ethos of social media, every so often
pushing the boundaries with violent or profane video content, sets a dangerous paradigm for a
press in crisis and desperate for online users’ attention.
Creative economy and
European Journal of
Gillian Doyle
The use and efficacy of copyright and alternative policy interventions to support creativity 2
policy
Communication
represent important emerging areas for media-related research. The effects of changing
technology are another priority. More research is needed that builds our critical understanding
of the implications of contemporary changes in audience behaviour, of converged multi-platform
strategies for supplying content and of globalised distribution for creative outputs.
Social Media in Disaster Science and Engineering David E. Alexander The incorporation of social media into pre-existing emergency management systems is 2
Risk Reduction and Crisis Ethics
inevitable. The social media - blogs, messaging, sites such as Facebook, wikis etc. - are used
Management
there in seven ways: listening to public debate, monitoring situations, extending emergency
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response and management, crowd-sourcing and collaborative development, creating social
cohesion, furthering causes (incl. charitable donation) and enhancing research. Appreciation of
the positive side of SM is balanced by their potential for negative developments, such as
disseminating rumours, undermining authority and promoting terrorist acts. This leads to an
examination of the ethics of SM usage in crisis situations. Despite some clearly identifiable risks,
for example regarding the violation of privacy, it appears that public consensus on ethics will
tend to override unscrupulous attempts to subvert the media. Moreover, SM are a robust means
of exposing corruption and malpractice. In synthesis, the widespread adoption and use of SM
by the public throughout the world heralds a new age where emergency managers adapt their
practices to this challenge and potential. At the same time, they must heed the ethical warnings
and ensure that SM are not abused or misused during crises.
A user-centric model of Computer Science
Vasileios Lampos,
In the area of political opinion mining from social media (Twitter posts in this case), authors have
voting intention from
Department
Daniel Preot¸iucpresented a novel method for text regression that exploits both word and user spaces by solving
Social Media
University of Sheffield, Pietro and Trevor
a bilinear optimisation task, and an extension that applies multi-task learning for multioutput
UK
Cohn
inference. The used approach performs feature selection – hence, noise filtering – on largescale user-generated inputs automatically, generalises across two languages (cases of UK and
Austria) without manual adaptations and delivers some significant improvements over strong
performance baselines. The application domain in this paper was politics, though the presented
methods are generic and could be 2 on various other domains, such as health or finance.
Do Altmetrics Work?
PLoS ONE
Mike Thelwall,
Statistically significant associations were found between higher metric scores and higher
Twitter and Ten Other
Stefanie Haustein, citations for articles with positive altmetric scores in all cases with sufficient evidence (Twitter,
Social Web Services
Vincent Larivière,
Facebook wall posts, research highlights, blogs, mainstream media and forums) except perhaps
Cassidy R. Sugimoto for Google+ posts. Evidence was insufficient for LinkedIn, Pinterest, question and answer sites,
and Reddit, and no conclusions should be drawn about articles with zero altmetric scores or the
strength of any correlation between altmetrics and citations.
Another important finding is that because of the increasing use of the social web, and Twitter in
particular, publishers should consider ranking or displaying results in such a way that older
articles are compensated for lower altmetric scores due to the lower social web use when they
were published. Without this, more recent articles with the same eventual impact as older articles
will tend to have much higher altmetric scores. In practice, this may not be a significant worry,
however, because those searching the academic literature may prefer to find more recent
articles.
Twitter as a reporting tool Digital Journalism,
Farida Vis
This ambitious exploratory study into journalists’ Twitter use during the UK riots has highlighted
for breaking news:
Volume 1 2013,
the need to better understand such online journalistic practices. It has reported on a number of
Journalists tweeting the Issue 1
useful collection strategies for Twitter data, pointing to possible pitfalls and offering solutions.
2011 UK riots
Moreover, it has shown the insights that can be gleaned from a relatively small data set which
was obtained without the need to rely on extensive computational intervention Recommendation:
Finally, the article makes a series of suggestions for further research into the use of Twitter by
professional journalists.
Polymedia: Towards a
International Journal of Mirca Madianou,
Polymedia looks at first deceptively to be essentially a transformation in technology. That people
new theory of digital
Cultural Studies 16(2) Daniel Miller
who were limited to a couple of forms of media for their communication now have access to a
media in interpersonal
169–187
dozen different media. As such we would expect to concentrate on the new affordances these
communication
create and the ways these are employed. Much of the literature on new communication
technologies has emphasized the dimensions of technical difference such as temporality,
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UK041 Ethical issues in using
Health Policy
Rebecca McKee
social media for health
Volume 110, Issues 2–
and health care research 3, May 2013, Pages
298-301

UK042 Twitter and the health
reforms in the English
National Health Service

Health Policy
Volume 110, Issues 2–
3, May 2013, Pages
291-297

UK043 Seeking information about Food Quality and
food-related risks: The
Preference
contribution of social
Volume 37, October
media
2014, Pages 10-18

Dominic King, Daniel
Ramirez-Cano, Felix
Greaves, Ivo Vlaev,
Steve Beales, Ara
Darzi

Margot Kuttschreuter,
Pieter Rutsaert,
Femke Hilverda, Áine
Regan, Julie Barnett,
Wim Verbeke
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storage capacity, reproducibility, materiality, mobility, reach and so forth. Such concepts are
undoubtedly valuable and the first thing we need to understand about polymedia is how the
media’s functional propensities underpin their relational definitions and our understanding of
them as an integrated structure. But we have used this article to argue for a definition of
polymedia that is rather more ambitious. We have suggested that what we encounter not just a
new horizontal distribution of media whereby each particular medium shifts in its meaning and
implication relative to the other media. We have suggested that this extension in the internal
relationship between media constitutes also a shift in the relationship between communicative
media and society. In effect, it amounts to a re-socialization of communicative media. As cost
and access become less important, and as media literacies develop, then people start to see the
reasons why any particular person has chosen any particular medium as a social act – something
that in our studies is found to be fundamental in actually constituting that social relationship
Media such as Facebook and Twitter are increasingly being used to disseminate information
among health professionals and patients but, more recently, are being seen as a source of data
for surveillance and research, for example by tracking public concerns or capturing discourses
taking place outside traditional media outlets. Tjis raises ethical issues, in particular the extent
to which postings are considered public or private and the right to anonymity of those posting on
social media. These issues are not clear cut as social media, by their nature, blur the boundary
between public and private. There is a need for further research on the beliefs and expectations
of those using social media in relation to how their material might be used in research. In contrast,
there are areas where the ethical issues are more clear cut, such as when individuals are active
participants in research, where traditional considerations apply. Recommendations: There are
a number of measures that can be taken to address these concerns. One is to avoid quoting
directly from a source that is publically available but rather to paraphrase it, although, as this
interferes with the integrity of the data it should be noted that this has been done and it should
be recognised that this could introduce bias. Where it is necessary to use direct quotes or to cite
names or pseudonyms
Looking at over 120,000 tweets made about the health reforms, they have investigated whether
any insights can be obtained about the role of Twitter in informing, debating and influencing
opinion in a specific area of health policy. In particular they have looked at how the sentiment of
tweets changed with the passage of the Health and Social Care Bill through Parliament, and how
this compared to conventional opinion polls taken over the same time period. They examine
which users appeared to have the most influence in the 'Twittersphere' and suggest how a widely
used metric of academic impact - the H-index - could be applied to measure context-dependent
influence on Twitter.
A segmentation approach was used to identify groups of consumers based on their inclination to
use different channels to seek information about food-related risks, including traditional media,
online media and social media. In the wake of the 2011 Escherichia coli contamination crisis, the
study focused on a bacterial contamination of fresh vegetables. Four segments were identified:
'a high cross-channel inclination' (24%), 'an established channel inclination' (31%), 'a moderate
cross-channel inclination' (26%) and 'a low cross-channel inclination' (19%). Results show that
social media can act as a complementary information channel for a particular segment, but that
it is not a substitute for traditional or online media. Individuals who showed an inclination to use
social media in conjunction with other channels considered it more important to be well informed,
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were more motivated to find additional information, were more sensitive to risks in general and
perceived the likelihood of a food incident in the future to be larger. The 'high cross-channel
inclination' segment contained relatively younger and more Southern European participants.
Food Policy
Rutsaert P., Pieniak Social media is clearly viewed as having a positive application in times of a food crisis, however
Z., Regan T.,
there is also a more negative aspect to consider. Social media may escalate a food crisis
McConnon T.,
situation and create potentially unwarranted panic and hysteria. Emotional behaviour and the
Kuttschreuter M.,
lack
of
a
filter
are
elements
Lores M., Lozano N., that might re-enforce this. The social amplification of risk framework has been proposed as a
Guzzon A., Santare support for explaining the reason certain risks are enlarged, or indeed attenuated.
D., Verbeke W.
Results show that both stakeholders and experts confirm a future role of social media in food
risk and benefit communication. Strengths as speed, accessibility and interaction make social
media an interesting tool in crisis communication or issue awareness raising. Weaknesses as
the lack of a filter, low trust, the risk of information overload and a communication preference for
traditional media are acknowledged.
Media, War and Conflict Cottle S.
Disasters and crises, both ‘old’ and ‘new’, have all become increasingly dependent on media and
communications in respect of how they become known and responded to. The extensity and
intensity of media and communications in the world today in respect of characteristics of space,
speed, saturation, social relations enfranchisement, surveillance and opportunities to visualise
and see disasters in the world today is historically unparalleled. It is in and through these forms
and flows that
disasters today principally become defined, dramatized and publicly constituted. The arrival and
rapid uptake of new social media contributes to the ‘transformation of visibility of disasters.
International Journal of Gill R., Elias A.S.
The article concludes with a critical assessment of LYB discourses that seeks to flesh out its
Media and Cultural
distinctive contradictions and its ideological workings. In so doing, they argue that far from
Politics
representing a liberation from harmful beauty standards, LYB discourses are implicated in a
deeper and more pernicious regulation of women that has shifted from bodily to psychic
regulation.
Journal of Computer- Madianou M.
A key finding has been that smartphones consolidate the emergence of the ubiquitous internet
Mediated
and the ‘taken for grantedness’ of the mobile phone. For participants who own smartphones
Communication
being online is increasingly the default position to the extent that ‘being online’ no longer registers
as a distinct state. ‘Always on’ participants exploit smartphones as an integrated environment of
communicative
opportunities.The compact nature of smartphones and their ability to support countless
applications facilitates switching between these platforms. Smartphones are in turn connected
to wider media environments which users navigate. We observed how choosing a platform
signifies emotional intent and becomes integral to how users manage their relationships
British Journal of
Williams M.L., Burnap This study is the first to evidence the prima facie plausible relationship between new and old
Criminology
P.
media in the context of social reactions to criminal events, and it lends support to the classic
criminological notion that old media retains a significant role in ‘setting the agenda’ and
‘transmitting the images’following crisis situations.
The fanning of the flames on social media by individuals identifying with right-wing political
groups, bolstered by traditional press coverage (there is the correlation of news headlines and
cyberhate in this model), further promotes spurious connections and the propagation of
cyberhate.
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Analysis revealed that while information flows containing cyberhate peaked in the impact stage
following the event, (the first few hours following the terrorist event) a sharp decline was evident
during the inventory stage.
The results lend support to the notion that terrorist events act as triggers for the production of
cyberhate, possibly facilitated by ‘rumours and the milling processs’ that characterize the impact
stage and that this type of event-specific cyberhate is relatively short term and conditional upon
certain factors.
The number of newspaper headlines as well as the size of information flow was predictive of the
production of cyberhate, evidencing that tweeters posting hateful content may be fuelled by
coverage in the press in the early impact stage.
The dominance of traditional media and police information flows during the inventory and
reaction stages, during which speculation gives way to facts about the case and finally to a focus
on the wider issues, may be partly responsible for this half-life of cyberhate in social media
networks (evidenced by the rapid de-escalation post impact, and a near absence in the reaction
stage).
First, these technologies may act as early warning systems for the amplification of deviance
beyond the event itself. Second, the ‘half-life’ of cyberhate and its rapid de-escalation following
the first 24 hours of the antecedent event suggests practitioners need to focus their interventions
within this impact stage to increase the rate of de-escalation further. Third, the dominance of
traditional media and police information flows in social media indicates these are likely effective
channels for the countering of rumour, speculation and hate.
Corney D., Martin C., Messages can be associated with different teams' fans, and that they discuss the same events
Göker A.
from very different perspectives. Their methods can be extended to cluster and analyse social
media comments in other domains. For example, it may be possible to divide political
commentators into groups depending on which party they support, allowing their varied views
to be analysed separately, rather than mixed together,.
Kidd J.

We should think of the contemporary museum as a transmedia text involving forms of interlinked
storytelling extending across multiple platforms
Museums now use social media to create conversations with their audiences, emphasizing the
value of institutions speaking with multiple voices. There is the growth of user-created content
within museums, there are the struggles concerning authorship that this entails, and it is open
question whether it signals a “more active and vibrant democratic participation”.
An J., Quercia D.,
This work has important implications for theories on information consumption, information
Cha M., Gummadi K., sharing, and opinion diversity. News sharing depends on four factors:
Crowcroft J.
(1) gratification;
(2) selective exposure;
(3) socialization; and
(4) trust and intimacy.
Ross K., Bürger T.
Despite their talk of citizen engagement, most politicians use social media as means of
distributing information (one-way flow) and to make themselves both visible and 'hip' to the
public. While cautiously optimistic about the role of social media in the lives of citizens, Members
of Parliament also suggest that social media must be complementary to, and thus incorporated
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in, a broad-based communications strategy, rather than be seen as a replacement for traditional
campaign activities.
Tweets were more reactive rather than predictive. Additionally, sentiment analysis revealed that
tweets were generally neutral towards candidates. An interesting findingis how candidates used
Twitter to generate ‘buzz’, political capital that did not translate to success at the ballot box.

Marder B., Slade E., While users may be motivated to 'Like' a political party, some may feel socially anxious about the
Houghton D., Archer- impressions their friends may derive from this action, and so ultimately choose to refrain from
Brown C.
'Liking' the party.
They propose a new function of 'Secret Likes' (i.e. 'Likes' that others cannot see) as a means to
increase gateway interactions. Conspicuous affiliation with political parties indeed hinders
intention to 'Like' political pages and is associated with social anxiety. 'Secret Likes' were found
to be a successful method to increase gateway interactions.
Food crisis coverage by Public Understanding of Shan L., Regan Á., First, social media responded faster, which is understandable, as social media enables
social and traditional
Science
De Brún A., Barnett instantaneous responses without the time lag inherent in editorial processes. Second, it is
media: A case study of the
J., van der Sanden perhaps somewhat surprising that social media coverage of the crisis didn’t last longer than
2008 Irish dioxin crisis
M.C.A., Wall P.,
traditional media. It is well understood that traditional media works in an environment where
McConnon Á.
commerce is an important driver. Newspapers have to sell, and as such journalists choose news
stories based on the ‘value’ of the news. One factor influencing news value is timeliness; in other
words, journalists are more likely to report the most recent events than reflect on earlier
happenings.
Marketing and the cultural Journal of Marketing
Hackley C., Hackley The consumer under convergence is well-versed in the idiom of celebrity as a media
production of celebrity in Management
R.A.
performance, and has access to many of the same social media resources used by advertising
the era of media
agencies and PR management companies. Consumers have a significant role in the mediation
convergence
of images, symbols and cultural meanings The endogenous production of celebrity is highly
facilitated by convergence. Brands can choose to use an established celebrity, they can talent
spot one for the future, or, in the case of media brands such as reality TV shows, they can provide
the materials for the consumers to create their own.
New Media, Professional Journal of Sport and
Dart J.
It assesses the first wave of research on professional sport and new media technologies and
Sport and Political
Social Issues
concludes that early trends indicate the continuation of existing neoliberal capitalist tendencies
Economy
within professional sport. The essay concludes by stating as fundamental the issues of
ownership and control and advocates that greater cognizance be accorded to underlying
economic structures and the enduring, all-pervasive power of neoliberal capitalism and its impact
in professional sport.
Sociolinguistic analysis of HT 2014 - Proceedings Kim S., Weber I., Wei This article presents a large-scale computational analysis of language use and network
Twitter in multilingual
of the 25th ACM
L., Oh A.
characteristics of the language-based groups in multilingual societies using Twitter data. Using
societies
Conference on
the extensive set of tweets from monolingual and bilingual users from Qatar, Switzerland, and
Hypertext and Social
Quebec, we first discovered that monolingual users cluster together, while bilinguals do not.
Media
Climate change on
Public Understanding of Veltri G.A., Atanasova The article identified a sophisticated discourse that includes multiple issues and angles. The four
Twitter: Content, media Science
D.
thematic clusters that emerged are related to calls for action and awareness of climate change,
ecology and information
its consequences and causes, and the policy debate about climate change and energy. Of
sharing behaviour
particular interest is the cluster about consensus and the causal relationships between the
causes and effects of climate change. The emphasis on tweets’ content related to climate change
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‘causation issue’ revealed by the LIWC analysis supports the idea of a social grounding process
that is not fixed.
Social media and minority Social Media and
Jones E.H.G., Uribe- This book includes debates on what convergence and participation actually mean, a series of
languages: Convergence Minority Languages:
Jongbloed E.
case studies of specific social media developments in minority language, as well as comparative
and the creative industries Convergence and the
studies on how the cultural industries have engaged with the new possibilities brought about by
Creative Industries
media convergence. Finally, the book also offers a historical review of the development of
Minority Language Media worldwide, and evidences the areas in which more extensive research
is required.
Finding people who will Journal of Community Middleton A., Bragin The most successful strategy involved the utilisation of social media; Facebook, Blogging,
tell you their thoughts on Genetics
E., Parker M.
Twitter, LinkedIn and Google Ads led to the ascertainment of over 75 % of the final sample.
genomics—recruitment
strategies for social
sciences research
Online questionnaire
Social Science
Middleton A., Bragin Using a film-survey combination was a successful strategy in terms of recruitment.Focussing on
development: Using film Research
E., Morley K.I.,
the survey design paid dividends in high response rate and low drop out rate.
to engage participants
Parker M.
and then gather attitudes
towards the sharing of
genomic data
Crossing media
Convergence
Weedon A., Miller D., It is necessary to continuously review the definition of the book moving from one bound by its
boundaries: Adaptations
Franco C.P.,
material form to one determined by its function as a means of communication. The book’s social
and new media forms of
Moorhead D., Pearce function as the high status vehicle for communicating new ideas and cultural expressions is
the book
S.
being challenged by sophisticated systems of conveying meaning in other media
Social media:
Social Media:
Meikle G.
Analysis of social media meaning of sharing, privacy, internet memes, remix cultures and citizens
Communication, sharing Communication,
journalism. it also identify how social media engages with questions of visibility, performance,
and visibility
Sharing and Visibility
platforms and users.
The role of social media in British Journal of
Betton V.,
This article demonstrates the potential democratising and catalysing effects of social media in
reducing stigma and
Psychiatry
Borschmann R.,
relation to public discourse about mental health. Personal stories and unheard voices can be
discrimination
Docherty M.,
made
public
and
shared
without
temporal
and
spatial
barriers.
Coleman S., Brown They have significant potential to facilitate a dynamic blend of education, contact and protest.
M., Henderson C.
This rise in user-generated content means that collective action by individuals has the potential
to influence mainstream media and policy without sole reliance on campaigning organisations.
It may be that we are more likely to adjust our attitudes because of what our peers think than
because of what organisations encourage us to think.
Emotion and politics in a Geoforum
Jackson L., Valentine Critiques processes of anonymity, distance and absence in online discussions.
mediated public sphere:
G.
Questioning democracy,
responsibility and ethics in
a computer mediated
world
Crisis? What crisis?. How Public Relations Review Verhoeven P., Tench 70.4% of the respondents (N = 2687) encountered one or more crises in the past year; almost
European professionals
R., Zerfass A.,
half of them (49.8%, N = 1337) several times. Professionals in Southern and Eastern Europe
Moreno A., Verčič D. encountered a crisis more often than professionals in Western and Northern Europe, respectively
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77% and 75.5% versus 64.5% and 69.4%. These differences are significant (2 = 40.785, p <
.001) but the correlation is weak (Cramer’s V = .09, p < .001).
It seems likely that many dissemination activities that do not employ the traditional routes of
academic journals and conference presentations may be serendipitous rather than strategic or
planned. This outcome is not surprising; it replicates prior findings in the literature which suggest
researchers often lack awareness of the role of the media in disseminating research. This
combined with a sense that they are time poor means proactive communication is not prioritised.

Higgins M., Smith A. This article has tried to show the need for a multilayered and nuanced analysis of the coverage
of political leaders in campaigns, as well as their spouses. On the one hand, much of the media
attention given to political leaders at election time is driven by their public appearances, often in
“battle bus”– style tours. The authors argue that any assessment of the role of the spouses of
party leaders has to look at media-driven priorities only alongside the various strategies open to
parties and individuals in managing media activities
CEUR Workshop
Martin C., Corney D., The authors present a technique that detects “bursts” of phrases on Twitter that is designed for
Proceedings
Göker A., MacFarlane a real-time topic-detection system. They argue that their methods successfully detect a range
A.
of different topics for each event and can retrieve messages (for example, tweets) that represent
each topic for the user.
Industrial Management Tse Y.K., Zhang M., Making jokes in social media was a main trend in the tweets relating to Tesco during the
and Data Systems
Doherty B., Chappell Horsemeat scandal. Consumer sentiments were overall negative and burgers were the most
P., Garnett P.
mentioned product in the week-long period after the story broke. The posting of tweets was
correlated with the timing of news coverage, which indicates that the traditional media is still
crucial to public opinion formation
International Journal of Schroeder R.
Consumer culture is rather homogeneous across the four countries, even if this form of culture
Communication
also contains a variety of plural contents. In terms of politics, on the other hand, elites continue
to control content, even if this control has been somewhat reshaped by digital media, though
asymmetries between elites and people in this respect are quite different in the four countries
examined here.
International
Ala-Fossi M., Lax S. According to recent European estimates, the life expectancy of broadcasting as a free-to-air
Communication Gazette
television platform is not more than 15 years Digital terrestrial television can – under certain
conditions – be replaced with delivery using internet protocol. However, it seems that the idea of
IPTV taking over digital terrestrial television is just a sophisticated version of ‘black box fallacy’,
driven by the expected growth of the new media ecosystem. The problems in replacing a sociotechnological system have largely been neglected.
International Journal of Benrazavi R.,
The study found that the modified model of the five-factor PMM (Technical mediation, Monitoring
Mental Health and
Teimouri M., Griffiths mediation, Restrictive mediation, Active Mediation of Internet Safety, and Active mediation of
Addiction
M.D.
Internet Use) functions as a predictor for mitigating POG. The findings suggest the existence of
a positive relation between ‘monitoring’ and ‘restrictive’ mediation strategies and exposure to
POG while Active Mediation of Internet Safety and Active mediation of Internet use were
insignificant predictors. Results showed a higher utility of ‘technical’ strategies by the parents led
to less POG. The findings of this study do not support the literature suggesting active mediation
is more effective for reducing youth’s risky behaviour. Instead, parents need to apply more
technical mediations with their children and adolescents’ Internet use to minimize the negative
effects of online gaming.
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The chapter specifically addresses two inter-related findings: the opportunities for and threats to
official crisis communication that emerge from the introduction and uptake of social networking
technologies and the re-configuration of crisis information exchange between government,
traditional media and citizens.
Preston P., Rogers J. This article draws upon the concept of convergence to guide our study of a music industry that
is widely perceived as a leading site for new media developments. We question the extent to
which the music industry is experiencing transformations or significant disruptions resulting from
technological innovations, or whether it is actually much more a case of ‘business as usual’ in
the commercial music industry. Thus this chapter proposes to interrogate and challenge the
dominant framing of current debates around the notion of ‘crisis’ in the music industry
Spilioti T.
Drawing on modularity as a key organising principle of web design and discourse, the article
proposes a modular and iterative approach to research ethics that takes into account the
complex and fluid configuration of web environments and attends to the conditions of multiple
authorship and multiple publics that are increasingly typical of such contexts.
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Proceedings of the
International ISCRAM
Conference

Petersen L., Fallou
L., Reilly P.,
Serafinelli E.

Results indicate that members of the public expect CI operators to provide disaster related
information via traditional and social media and to respond to their queries on social media. CI
operators should avail of the opportunities provided by social media to provide real-time
information to disaster affected communities.

2

1

Social Responsibility
Journal

Tench R., Jones B.

In late modernity (Giddens, 1990), communication comes in many guises. Social media is one
guise and it has re-shaped as well as transformed the nature of communications and the
relationship between organisations and their stakeholders. Communicating CSR in the Wild
West of social media requires diplomatic and political nous, as well as awareness and knowledge
of the dangers and pitfalls of CSI. The data reported on in this paper well illustrate the above
points and set out scenarios for future development of corporate communication of CSR through
and with social media.
The chapter brings together research with institutional actors as well as migrant families and
shows that transnational communication through new media - understood as an environment of
polymedia - has become implicated in making female migration more socially acceptable while
ultimately influencing patterns of migration. By bringing together an analysis of interpersonal
communication as mediation and social change as mediatization the chapter shows that media
do not just add a new dimension to the phenomenon of migration - they transform it altogether.
Findings: this article shows that female political leaders continue to be judged accord- ing to
different and often more taxing standards than their male peers by largely male or male-identified
political commentators within the mainstream media. However, new media platforms have the
potential to enable feminist-identified women and feminist- identified men to monitor, contest,
and bypass, at least to some extent, the interpreta- tive control of masculinist malestream media,
promoting an alternative model of authentic leadership (AL)
This research demonstrates that sociality or “hypersociability” combined with advertising and
commercialism is engendering new types of narrative experience and therefore new viewing
behaviors, which are proving to be compelling objects of study. The coterminous existence of a
transmedia text such as The Inside with the accompanying social media layering also enshrines
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Convergence
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UK080 Polymedia communication Mediatization of
and mediatized migration: Communication
An ethnographic approach

Branicki L.J., Agyei
D.A., Branicki L.J.

Madianou M.

UK081 Media Capital or Media Feminist Media Studies Walsh C.
Deficit?: Representations
of women in leadership
roles in old and new
media
UK082 The performative
International Journal of Atkinson S.
functions of dramatic
Communication
communities:
Conceptualizing audience
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UK083 Mainstream media
behavior analysis on
twitter: A case study on
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HT 2013 - Proceedings Wei Z., He Y., Gao
of the 24th ACM
W., Li B., Zhou L.,
Conference on
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Hypertext and Social
Media
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the importance of interconnectedness and networking as a germane function within the narrative,
where social media activity is literally performed simultaneously by both actors and audiences.
The findings show that while most information flows are originated from media, they seem to
lose their dominant position in shaping public opinion during the UK’s general election. The
Journalist category appears to have the strongest influence as it has the highest retweet rate
and gets the highest average retweet times per tweet. Its bias also reflects the actual political
landscape in real world. The analysis result also reveals that journalists play an important role in
enlarging the audience of mainstream media and extending media influence in social web
This article has highlighted the enduring importance of cycle effects in contemporary mediacentric movements. Findings have shown that Facebook and Twitter can facilitate connective
engagement and offline protest mobilisation, enabling grass-roots campaigns to build quickly
and effectively. However, the case study has indicated that these powers might be temporal and
more susceptible to long-standing collective action trends as the cycle progresses. Moreover,
these findings show the malleability of social media as an organizing tool, with its capacity to
facilitate network secrecy and hierarchy as well as openness and horizontality
This article shows that most (but not all) schemes produce results, which are roughly similar,
suggesting that there is a basic consistency between social media based approaches and
traditional citation based methods. Most ranking schemes applied to one data set produce
relatively little variation and also suggest this provides a measure of the uncertainty in any journal
rating. The differences we find between data sources also shows they are capturing different
aspects of journal impact.
While many systems tap on the social knowledge of Twitter to help users stay on top of the
information wave, none is available for connecting news to relevant Twitter content on a large
scale, in real time, with high precision and recall. Insight4News builds on award winning Twitter
topic detection approach and several machine learning components, to deliver news in a social
context.
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A qualitative analysis of the 3,759 posts was conducted manually, in order to determine the type
of content shared through Facebook by each retail location. This analysis resulted in the
generation of a total of 35 codes which were then organized into 4 main themes: information
distribution, inquiry, directives and opinion.
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Orellana-Rodriguez The analyses reveal that different combinations of features influence audience engagement
C., Greene D., Keane differentially
from
one
news
category
to
the
next
(e.g.,
M.T.
sport versus business).
the article propose a set of guidelines for journalists, designed to maximize engagement with
the news they tweet.
UK089 The globalization of on- International Journal of Schroeder R.
Common patterns in everyday uses of SM are emerging. These include reinforcing bonds by
screen sociability: Social Communication
means of sharing an ever greater amount of visual content and constant tetheredness to others
media and tethered
and to information The space of the encounter is a “third place” neither work nor home—but it
togetherness
also less public than third places, because social media are confined to small groups of more
sustained relationships. In short, social media uses constitute tethered togetherness.
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UK084 Open networks and secret Social Movement
Facebook groups:
Studies
exploring cycle effects on
activists’ social media use
in the 2010/11 UK student
protests
UK085 Ranking journals using
altmetrics

Hensby A.

Proceedings of ISSI
Loach T.V., Evans
2015 Istanbul: 15th
T.S.
International Society of
Scientometrics and
Informetrics Conference

UK086 Insight4News: Connecting Lecture Notes in
news to relevant social Computer Science
conversations
(including subseries
Lecture Notes in
Artificial Intelligence
and Lecture Notes in
Bioinformatics)
UK087 "What do you think of the Conference on Human
return of dungarees?":
Factors in Computing
Social media interactions Systems - Proceedings
between retail locations
and their customers
UK088 Spreading the news: How WebSci 2016 can journalists gain more Proceedings of the
engagement for their
2016 ACM Web
tweets?
Science Conference

Shi B., Ifrim G.,
Hurley N.

Mahoney J., Stone
R., Lawson S.
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UK090 Transmedia
(Storytelling?): A
polyphonic critical review
[Transmedia
(¿storytelling?): Una
revisión crítica y
polifónica]
UK091 The social media
"information explosion"
spectacle: Perspectives
for documentary
producers
UK092 Making Sense of
Democratic Institutions
Intertextually:
Communication on Social
Media as a Civic Literacy
Event Preceding
Collective Action
UK093 Traditional media seen
from social media

C) Source

D) Author

Artnodes

Sánchez-Mesa D.,
Aarseth E., Pratten
R., Scolari C.A.

Social Media and the
Transformation of
Interaction in Society

Kohle F.H.

J) Recommendations, findings
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TS and/or TN represent a challenge to media and cultural studies. There is no consensus about
the level of “novelty” that these practices, products and experiences convey. A critical review of
both extremes of the spectrum is needed (both ‘there is nothing new about TS’ and TS means a
new communicative paradigm’. Mobile devices, mainly smartphones, become central to the
socio-technical network (Scolari via Lévy) as the materialisation of the “black box” convergence
culture’s myth (Jenkins, 2006), and as a “window to imagination” and a powerful device for the
personalisation of experiences (Pratten)
The social media revolution is moving forward faster in time than any other previous 'information
explosion'. Social media no longer requires editorial approval by an elite, nor can censorship
effectively be applied by a single state. Social Media is part of a paradigm shift of similar
magnitude as the invention of language
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The article proposes that skepticism and criticality directed at media and political institutions
provide
fertile
justification
for
their
challenge,
thereby
rendering intertextual informal learning an expedient to collective action.
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Proceedings of the 5th An J., Quercia D.,
This paper presented a study of the media industry based on a simple subscription graph derived
Annual ACM Web Scien Cha M., Gummadi K., from Twitter data. With limited cost, an up-to-date map can be obtained that can offer key insights
ce Conference,
Crowcroft J.
for building new marketing strategies in the continuously changing news media industry. We are
WebSci'13
working on developing a new way of connecting news readers who share the same interests and
yet do not subscribe to the same media outlets.
Feminist Theory
Murray R.
A case study with unclear results
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Huckle S., White M. The authors introduce a prototype of an innovative technology for proving the origins of captured
digital media. The using the trust mechanisms of blockchain technology, the tool can show, the
provenance of any source of digital media, including images used out of context in attempts to
mislead. The application is an early prototype and its capability to find fake resources is
somewhat limited.
Iazzolino G.,
The authors argue that a more nuanced view of the political significance of spaces that contrasts
Stremlau N.
vertical mainstream media with more horizontal and inclusive social media, is required, one that
highlights their interplay and blurs the boundaries between online and offline.
As emerges from their literature review, despite conjuring notions of public sphere and open
participation, the widespread adoption of digital media, and social media in particular, presents
problematic aspects that might contribute to reproducing relations of subordination reverse
democratic transitions
Giles D.C
Microanalysis of authors’ interactions with followers suggested that traditional media audience
categories such as ‘fan’ have become looser in social media where all users are ‘followers’ and

1

Communication Review Mercea D.

UK094 A survivor just like us?
Lena Dunham and the
politics of transmedia
authorship and celebrity
feminism
UK095 Fake News: A
Big Data
Technological Approach to
Proving the Origins of
Content, Using
Blockchains
UK096 New media and
Third World Quarterly
governance in conflict

UK097 How do fan and celebrity Celebrity Studies
identities become
established on Twitter? A
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Activism on Social Media:
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perform multiple identities. In particular, book bloggers seem to have carved out an important
role as legitimising agents within the crime fiction field.

The study focused at the creation and deployment of counter-discourse campaigns by activists.
The findings reveal while activists utilise quantitative social media metrics such as shares and
likes to measure success, they hold anecdotal feedback with equal regard, such as receiving
mentions by traditional media and politicians. The activists used different strategies in order to
direct discussion to a particular space or use tools in a way so as to directly contest an existing
discourse, such as guiding users to a moderatable space or taking advantage of an unmoderated
platform to inject a counter-discourse.
UK099 How Media promote fear In: Luce A., Hundley V., Leachman
The author uses her experience of her Fear Free Childbirth podcast to explain how new media
around childbirth
van Teijlingen E. (eds) A.alexia@fearfreechil represents an opportunity for women’s perceptions of birth to be challenged in a positive way.
Midwifery, Childbirth
dbirth.com
Her podcast has been downloaded over 300‚000 times worldwide. Leachman discusses how the
and the Media.
portrayal of birth in the media currently tends toward the negative or frivolous, and how
Palgrave Macmillan,
information that can help women to prepare in a meaningful way is widely lacking.
Cham
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UK100 UGC Creators and use of Digital Technology and Cooper G.
their content by
Journalism: An
mainstream media
International
Comparative
Perspective

The UGC used by mainstream media continued to favour drama and sensation, such as amateur
video of a gigantic wave or buildings falling. This does not mean, however, that UGC and social
media has not changed humanitarian reporting. Journalists often use such content when they
aren’t able to get to a scene immediately after a disaster. Thereby, the journalists act as trusted
intermediaries, or gatekeepers, between the barrage of information on social media and the
audience. Furthermore, there has been a significant shift in how traditional journalists and citizen
journalists interact.
Using interviews with key bloggers and mainstream journalists, this chapter confirms that neither
traditional news outlets nor new social media technologies have brought people together from
ethno-religiously divided groups; rather new media has exacerbated and amplified the divisions.
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The Dark Side of Social Taylor D.G., Pentina
Media: A Consumer
I., Tarafdar M.
Psychology Perspective

This is a chapter in a book as well as previously published study in a journal.
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CEUR Workshop
Proceedings

Hennessy C.,
Smeaton A.F.
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The Routledge
Companion to Digital
Journalism Studies

Gulyás Á.

A case study was presented which documented an engagement between a social media
personality and a restaurant. The results show that Damien Broderick is the best match for the
business
Empirical data from research interviews further support the argument that social media have
been firmly embedded in journalistic practices: “Social media have… become far more prolific
and more ingrained,… where it was an added-on originally, a little something extra you used to
do, now it’s intrinsic to everyday life, it’s completely woven into the newsroom.”
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UK101 Evaluating the role of the
internet and mainstream
news journalism in the
development of the
Northern Ireland Peace
Process
UK102 Is more less, or is less
more?: Social media’s
role in increasing (and
reducing) information
overload from news
sources
UK103 Profiling, assessing and
matching personalities
active in social media
UK104 Social media and
journalism: Hybridity,
convergence, changing
relationship with the

Computer Supported Feltwell T., Vines J.,
Cooperative Work:
Salt K., Blythe M.,
CSCW: An International Kirman B., Barnett J.,
Journal
Brooker P., Lawson
S.

Digital Technology and Hoey P.
Journalism: An
International
Comparative
Perspective
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audience, and
fragmentation

UK105

UK106
UK107

UK108

UK109

UK110

UK111

There are four key features of social media adoption in journalism: hybridity, convergence,
fragmentation and changing relationship with the audience. Social media use is inherently
diverse and it has contributed to an increasing complexity of journalists' work. Social media
adoption has led to greater individualisation in the profession where journalists' work is
differentiated by a myriad of professional and individual characteristics
Linking for influence:
Journal of Information Burnett S.,
While the use of content such as of links to a variety of resources such as the mainstream media
Twitter linked content in Science
s.burnett@rgu.ac.uk as well as more informal sources including user-generated image and video content to support
the Scottish Referendum
Bloice L.
political viewpoints is beneficial in terms of unifying perspectives, supporter activism and the
televised debates
gratification of the social need for connectivity, it does not act to convert political opinion.
Nevertheless, text-based Twitter commentary and linked content plays an important role in
unifying political perspectives, and in helping to develop a sense of common purpose among
politically engaged Twitter users.
Conclusion: Evacuations City Evacuations: An Preston J.
The didactic nature of state information and visceral forms of street level resilience are superior
and transmedia
Interdisciplinary
j.j.preston@uel.ac.uk areas for building resilience against terrorist attacks using transmedia approaches (the use of
vulnerability
Approach
storytelling across different media)
The role of social media in Implications of Social Raman A.
Organisations have less power dictating communications to stakeholders who in turn have more
creating and maintaining Media Use in Personal
power in co-creating communication with each other. Social media is likely to have a major
social networks including and Professional
competitive impact on higher education institutions and these institutions should be accounting
its impact on enhancing Settings
for these changes in their future strategy development.
competitive positioning
within the education
sector
Only half the story: Radio Radio Journal:
Dann L.
It is not possible to predict what paradigms of production and distribution for Internet and digital
drama, online audio and International Studies in drldann@gmail.com media producers will emerge in the next decade. It is a mistake to attempt to do so.
transmedia storytelling
Broadcast & Audio
Media 12.1& 2/.
Social media in the
Revolutionizing the
Mohammed I.
The importance of the courts, judicial discretion and a large corpus of decisions made over
English legal context
Interaction between
hundreds of years, allows English courts to be more flexible and pragmatic compared to their
State and Citizens
European counterparts (Atiya, 1987, 7-17)
through Digital
Communications
Changing demands for Business Information Al-Nakaash P.
Responding to the challenge of presenting information in an easily digestible format requires
content: A supplier's
Review
skill. Information professionals need to ensure that the research undertaken is presented in an
perspective
effective format without oversimplifying the insight. Suppliers to business information
researchers are now providing graphical ways to present information. One such solution is from
LexisNexis is Nexis Analyser which creates easy-to-read summary graphs and charts from
research data.
Attitudes Toward the
J Med Internet Res
Su Golder, Shahd
A meta-review of industry and academic case studies on SM suggested that guidelines on ethical
Ethics of Research Using 2017 | vol. 19 | iss. 6 | Ahmed, Gill Norman, conduct should be based on current evidence and standardized to avoid discrepancies between,
Social Media: A
e195
Andrew Booth
and duplication across, different institutions, taking into consideration different jurisdictions.
Systematic Review,
Respondent views varied considerably with respect to ethical considerations in SM research.
Respondents were much more likely, almost unanimously, to support the use of numerical
aggregate data (such as overall statistics) than qualitative research involving quotes or
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interpretation of quotes. Respondents agreed overwhelmingly that the terms of service of social
media platforms are infrequently read and should not be relied upon.
O'Reilly, M., Dogra, Thematic analysis with focus groups suggested that adolescents perceived social media as
N., Whiteman, N. et a threat to mental wellbeing: 1) it was believed to cause mood and anxiety disorders for some
al. (3 more authors) adolescents, (2) it was viewed as a platform for cyberbullying, and (3) the use of social media
(2018)
itself was often framed as a kind of addiction

Clinical Child
Psychology and
Psychiatry, 23 (4). pp.
601-613. ISSN 13591045,
https://doi.org/10.1177/1
359104518775154
Handbook of Social
Dwyer P.
The chapter first proposes a new framework for analysing the behavior of traditional and online
Media Management:
media providers and then applies the framework to analyse the social media strategies of UK
Value Chain and
p.dwyer@westminste online radio providers.
Business Models in
r.ac.uk
Changing Media
Markets
Proceedings of the 5th Earnshaw R.A.,
Media content is becoming ubiquitous and globally accessible, and can be held and accessed
International
Cunningham S.,
just as easily on a global network as on local devices which are increasingly intelligent and
Conference on Internet Excell P.S.
network ready. Digital intelligence is becoming seamless and invisible, enabling more attention
Technologies and
R.A.Earnshaw@bradf to be paid to the content and the user’s interaction with it. The effects of convergence on the
Applications, ITA 2013 ord.ac.uk,
media landscape are substantial. Traditional media distribution channels are increasingly in the
s.cunningham@mmu. hands of the consumer rather than the distributor. News information can be generated by the
ac.uk
general public by means of mobile devices and have a dynamic impact via social networking
sites. Political elections are being influenced in real time by information circulating on social
networks in addition to the more formal statements of policy global.
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Social Media and Technology (All countries)
TECH01

Info Traders, Innovation
and Information Spread

TECH02

Does Online Video Save
Printed Newspapers?
Online Video as
Convergence Strategy in
Regional Printed News
Publishing: The Case of
Germany

TECH03

Social Media Information
Security Threats:
Anthropomorphic Emoji
Analysis on Social
Engineering
Building the ‘Truthmeter’
Training algorithms to help
journalists assess the
credibility of social media
sources

TECH04

Media
Convergence
Handbook - Vol. 1
Journalism,
Broadcasting, and
Social Media
Aspects of
Convergence pp
325-345
Digital
Transformation in
Journalism and
News Media pp
115-128

Biser Zlatanov, Maya
Koleva

The expression of opinion and activity does not create influence in the presented networks. The most of the nodes that
effectively transmitted the rumour, changing the direction of the discussion were not in the group of nodes commonly
perceived as influentials. Accidentally, during the study, it was confirmed that contrary to the commonly held belief,
men could become proficient gossipers, as the node which was on the peak of the gossipers' network in the presented
story of bank bancruptcy was, in fact a man. The concepts presented here support the conclusion that online
communities are rising in prominence and that they invade into different parts of the social life. It was argued that
influence, opinion leadership or competence could not play a role in cases where influence thresholds are
low. In such cases information diffusion is accelerated through different channels.

1

1

Paul Clemens
Murschetz, Mike
Friedrichsen

Online video is an achievable step towards a more diversified online strategy for printed news publishing. It can be an
attractive add-on format to the newspaper’s core business, while print is still the stronger carrier both in terms of
customer acceptance and revenue. Hence, the development and application of online video services for print media
has to be evaluated very carefully in order to avoid harm to the established user perception of the printed newspaper
brand. The case study brand is strong: the printed version was established in 1876 and it was the first regional
newspaper to offer web video in Germany in 2006. To conclude, in order to deliver business value, online video
managers
may
need
to
set
up
the
following
agenda:
• Provide a website design intended to accommodate site usage using different browsers and settings particularly
required for high-bandwidth formats to offer users innovations on product promotions such as full motion video and
online
video
formats
• Provide users with navigational tools to move between different information on a website,
•
Provide
users
with
tools
for
information
seeking
queries,
and
• Manage mobile accessibility of high-bandwidth formats to provide users with online video innovations
The effective use of emoji is more likely to persuade victims because of unsuspecting emotional appeal. More time
was taken to persuade a victim when only textual words instead of emoji were used in the interaction process.

3

video

2

1

Convergence: The Richard Fletcher, Steve Following a three-stage evaluation procedure, the Truthmeter was able to produce contributor credibility scores that
International
Schifferes, Neil
aligned well with the credibility scores assigned by journalists. The first stage of the evaluation essentially provided a
Journal of
Thurman
ground truth against which to judge the Truthmeter prototype, as well as a benchmark of how well the Truthmeter
Research into
performed. The results suggested that it was possible to produce reasonable contributor credibility scores
New Media
based on data generated during the course of their Twitter activity. However, they also highlighted the fact that
Technologies June
the Truthmeter produced poorly aligned credibility scores if the contributor was either inactive or a new user.
22, 2017
The results of the questionnaire from the second stage showed that journalists do make credibility assessments based
on Twitter profile information. They also revealed that in most cases they attach greater importance to certain metrics,
in particular the number of followers a contributor has and whether they are verified by Twitter. The results also showed
that if a contributor was a new user, the relatively low number of followers and tweets might provide a misleading
indication, with the contributor’s offline presence actually indicating a relatively high degree of credibility. Finally, the
results highlighted the fact that contributors can be imbued with credibility if they are followed by other credible
contributors, thus demonstrating a relational dimension to credibility assessments. The third stage of the evaluation
attempted to integrate these insights into the Truthmeter by adjusting the weighting (or relative importance) of existing

1
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IT Convergence Kennedy Njenga
and Security 2017
pp 185-192
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metrics, and introducing new ones. More specifically, the number of followers and the verified metrics were weighted
strongly, and the popularity metric was introduced to allow the Truthmeter to arrive at more closely aligned scores for
new but credible contributors. When compared to the unweighted metrics, the weighted set appeared to perform better.
Furthermore, given that the questionnaire revealed that journalists do not attach equal importance to all metrics, the
weighted metrics improved the Truthmeter in a way that was justifiable.
Trust Inference in Online http://superAthanasios
The interplay between user preferences and trust in signed social networks. The problem was put in a semi-supervised
Social Networks
fp7.eu/publications Papaoikonomou,
setting and used a small fraction of signed edges to classify the remaining edges by leveraging contextual information
/
Magdalini Kardara,
(i.e. the users’ ratings). It was used deep learning algorithms i.e. a variation of Restricted Boltzmann machine and
Theodora Varvarigou Autoencoders for user encoding and edge classification respectively. Findings show that this approach outperforms
currents state-of-the art methods.
Emergency Identification http://superRichard McCreadie, The Emergency Analysis Identification and Management System (EAIMS) is a prototype service that aims to fill this
and Analysis with EAIMS fp7.eu/publications Craig Macdonald and technology gap by providing richer analytic and exploration tools than current solutions. In particular, EAIMS provides
/
Iadh Ounis
real-time detection of emergency events, related information finding, information access and credibility analysis tools
for use over social media during emergencies.
Graph-based breaking
http://superAna Freire, Matteo
The proposed Graph-based Detection algorithm achieved larger precision (0.70 vs. 0.67). It also evidently
news detection on
fp7.eu/publications Manca, Diego Saez- outperformed Spike-Detection in terms of coverage: 117 actual events detected vs. 49. An advantage of the SpikeWikipedia
/
Trumper, David
Detection method is that its results have been obtained in real-time, while the Graph-Detection method has been built
Laniado, Ilaria Bordino, using the co-editions occurred during the whole day.
Francesco Gullo and
Andreas Kaltenbrunner
Crowdsourcing in Crisis
ISESS
Gerald Schimak, Denis There are presented several crowdsourcing use cases, which are relevant for crisis management. The cases range
and Disaster Management 2015: Environment Havlik, Jasmin Pielorz from merely using whatever information becomes available on the web to actively managing and tasking the crowd.
–
al Software
Due to the massive user community of general purpose social networking platforms such as Facebook or Twitter, the
Challenges and
Systems.
authors see on a short time-scale two important developments with high impact in the CDM domain: (1) improved
Considerations
Infrastructures,
algorithms that accurately detect relevant information out of tons of data to a specific topic/theme (social
Services and
media monitoring) and (2) methods for understanding emotions in the context of short
Applications pp
messages or in posts. On a long-term perspective, crowdtasking has the highest potential for improving the
56-70
overall societal resilience. However, this is also the form of crowd use which is most difficult to implement and most
sensitive to the issues mentioned in the previous section and most difficult to handle at the organizational level.
Three myths of digital
https://journals.sag James Webster
It describes and challenges three myths: users are in charge, big data is neutral and people will opt to live in enclaves.
media
epub.com/doi/abs/
The author suggests that the structural features of the marketplace play an important role in shaping crossmedia
10.1177/13548565
encounters and inviting readers to consider the power of media to reshape preferences.
17700385
Regulating Convergence: Asian Journal of HellenaYoranita Souisa Using the case study of the structural convergence in MNC Group, one may see the obvious dangers of concentrated
Challenges for
Media and
supply that potentially affects the democratic flow of information. It has therefore been seen to be necessary for
Contemporary Media in
Communication
regulators to be developed within the converging communications market. In particular, regulators should be able to
Indonesia
compose a policy that clearly ensures diversity of content, not multiplicity, within such services. With the
intentions in securing diversity and national identity, regulatory bodies have rights to regulate the media. There is the
strong relation between the issues of cross-ownership and convergence, the regulator should not hesitate to guarantee
the diversity of ownership. Crossownership has strong tendency to eliminate a layer of voice. Regulators have to
consider two main aspects of communication in democracy: (diversity of) voices and the marketplace of
ideas.
An Agenda in the Interest of SAGE Journals Brita YtreThere are five priorities in an unfolding agenda for audience research, in the context of intrusive media and emergent
Audiences: Facing the
Arne, Ranjana Das
technologies including the Internet of Things. The five priorities point to empirical and conceptual challenges for
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Challenges of Intrusive
Media Technologies

TECH12

‘Personal data literacies’: A
critical literacies approach
to enhancing
understandings of personal
digital data

TECH13

Data literacies for the
postdemographic social
media self

TECH14

Social Media, Collective
Action and Public Policy

TECH15

TECH16

New Media and Luci Pangrazio, Neil
Society,
Selwyn
2018/2019
Volume: 21 issue:
2, page(s): 419437
First Monday
Anthony McCosker
Internet Journal

Social Media and Andrea Ceron
Political
Accountability pp
133-156
Social Media Users’ Legal SAGE Journals Katharine Sarikakis,
Consciousness About
Lisa Winter
Privacy

The real terror of
Instagram: Death and
disindividuation in the
social media scopic field

Convergence

Rd Crano
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audience researchers. Together, the priorities told a story that began with intrusive interfaces and technologies. It then
moved on to the interpretive work happening around these interfaces and affordances in these emergent technologies,
as we spoke of sense-making practices, self-management, technology-management and coping strategies as an
inroad into critical literacies, political dimensions of resistance, and both fundamental and emerging audience practices
and acts of engagement. The story, at this point, wary of over-celebrating divergence and interpretive diversity,
returned once again to the complexities of institution-audience relationships in datafied societies, through
political-economic considerations of im/material labor.
It argues for a more critical form of ‘personal data literacies’ where digital data are understood as socially situated and
context dependent. The article proposes a framework of ‘Personal Data Literacies’ that distinguishes five
significant domains: (1) Data Identification, (2) Data Understandings, (3) Data Reflexivity, (4) Data Uses, and
(5) Data Tactics.

2

1

The analytics targets suggested in this paper that those that might best inform data literacies are those that target
practices (profile, activities), and publics (interactivity, engagement, visibility and influence).
In research, qualitative attention also remains crucial as a way of finding the fault lines, misuses, the conflict and
contradictions, moments of resistance or reconfigurations as these become incorporated into the everyday cultures of
platform use. Indicative metrics grouped into the four analytics targets highlight the significance of the
postdemographic features of the social media self.Grouping metrics by platform around analytical targets also
helps us to delineate the segmentary power and trace the operations of different platforms to enable social
media data literacies and control.
The comparison between three case studies suggests that policy-makers respond to the opinions of the ‘activated
public opinion’ of SNS only when they perceive that ignoring these stakes may produce serious offline
consequences (e.g., in terms of electoral support).

1

1

1

1

This study found that users’ understandings of privacy incorporate both mutually supporting descriptive and
normative dimensions, centered predominantly around the notion of control and constraint of access to
information one deems personal. In the “Post-Snowden” era, however, users’ concept of privacy is a negative
concept, informed by their lack of confidence and trust that social media companies and third-parties will keep their
personal data private and secure and that the state will protect their rights. However, they also demonstrate a
sophisticated definitional approach to privacy built around a sense of autonomy (physical, informational, decisional)
and control over degrees of publicness of critical interiority. The autjors found more sophisticated analyses, coupled
with strong normative positions, are largely represented by those respondents who are aware of the Snowden
case, and who keep themselves informed about T&C changes. These are also the people with the highest
technological skills, based on autodidactic processes of acquiring them. Interestingly, although no participant
withdrew completely from social media, several reported changes in their behaviors, which ranged from posting less,
posting differently, and engaging in active ways of protecting their privacy after the “Right to be Forgotten” ruling and
the Edward Snowden revelations. Those who stated that they continued their use as before, were, overall, the minority.
Respondents not only determined who had access to their personal information (e.g., via the settings of social media
sites), but also questioned their engagement in SNSs per se.
As smartphone technologies and data-processing speeds have improved, virtual communities have come to form
around and communicate largely through photographs It proposes to explicate some of the psychological and
sociopsychological effects of networked images
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It explains how web application programming interfaces (API)-connected digital environments are used to facilitate
soft control as web APIs embody Web 2.0 “ideologies” that celebrate information sharing between businesses that
track audience attention.

3

1

This paper explored studies concerning social media mining for disaster management. First, there is a need to
research not only mitigation and response phases, but also there is a need to research the way to assess and
monitor post-disaster recovery phases. Secondly, there is a need to investigate correlations between social
media data and socioeconomic human activities in the real world. More precisely, the author argues that we need
to analyze the relationships between traditional socio-economic recovery indicators and social media communications
to find recovery indicators from social media data that can let us know the big picture of disaster-affected community’s
recovery status in a real-time way.
Social media and the social SAGE Journals Mylynn Felt
The meta-analysis revealed a low usage of data analytics among communication studies scholars. Perhaps
sciences: How researchers
some social scientists are resistant to social media data analytics because the methods differ from more traditional
employ Big Data analytics
social science research. However, most Twitter analytic tools enable multiple research methods such as social network
analysis, geographic analysis, content analysis, and textual hermeneutics and more. “‘Big Data’ research in the
humanities is rarely an end in itself, and does not replace or invalidate other approaches.
Quality management
Journal of Big
Pekka
The research question was “How is quality management architecture constructed for evaluating the quality of social
architecture for social
Data
PääkkönenEmail
media data?” If social media data sets would be processed externally by the end user, metadata/quality management
media data
author and Juha
part of the architecture would need to be extended.Multiple organisational policies would be needed, when different
Jokitulppo
social media data sources are utilised in a business case. Similarly, multiple policies would be needed for different
decision points. Especially, it should be considered how data from one or more social media data source(s) can serve
decision making in different business contexts.
Nowcasting with social
2016 IEEE
David L. Kimmey ; Jin Nowcasting with social media assists businesses and government agencies in understanding public opinion and
media data
International
S. Yoo
trends, and in creating timely forecasts of economic indicators. The study is based on nowcasting includes three geoConference on Big
economic events: how the public's sentiment affects the stock market [1], predicting political alignment: management
Data (Big Data)
of political strategy [4], and social questions: popular events associated with increased public sentiment.
Flood Detection Using
Encyclopedia of Hanif M., Tahir M.A., It presents a study on Disaster Image Retrieval from Social Media task (DRISM). SRKDA technique is investigated to
Social Media Big Data
Big Data
Rafi M., Shaikh F.
train and test the model using ensemble of 6 different features. The proposed system was able to obtain around 0.81
Streams
Technologies
mean average precisions at different cutoffs (50, 100, 250, 480).
Traffic Condition Monitoring Big Data in
Taiwo Adetiloye,
The preliminary results show that the proposed methodology (sentiment analysis and cluster classification utilizing
Using Social Media
Engineering
Anjali Awasthi
the big data volume readily available through Twitter microblogging service), comparatively tested for accuracy and
Analytics
Applications pp
precision with another approach employing Latent Dirichlet Allocation is sufficient for predicting traffic flow in order
265-278
to effectively improve the road traffic condition.
Cover stories: Visualizing Science
Peter Beshai
Editorial discussion on how best to picture false and true stories on cover of a magazine.
the spread of true and false
http://science.sciencemag.org/content/359/6380/eaat4382
news on social media
Informed public against
Telematics and
JiyoungLeea,
Perceived credibility of false rumors did not affect accuracy-oriented information seeking. However, a
false rumor in the social
Informatics
YunjungChoi
significant result was shown in the moderating effect, such that SNS informational dependency interacted
media era: Focusing on
with false rumor credibility on accuracy-oriented information seeking of people’s reasons for using SNS.
social media dependency
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Why People Post News on SAGE Journals
Social Networking Sites
A Focus on Technology
Adoption, Media Bias, and
Partisanship Strength

TECH27

Tracking Student Sentiment Journal of
Dahai Guo
from Social Media
Advances in
Information
Technology
SENTIMENT ANALYSIS International
Seeulee Upadhyaya,
OF SOCIAL MEDIA
Journal of Latest Sourav Panigrahi
TREND FOR POLITICAL Trends in
OPINION
Engineering and
Technology

TECH28

Jayeon Lee, Hyunjin
Song

TECH29

The Honest Ads Act Won't SSRN Electronic Ellen P. Goodman
End Social Media
Journal
Disinformation, but It's a
Start

TECH30

When Media Worlds
SSRN Electronic Sarah Oates
Collide: Using Media Model Journal
Theory to Understand How
Russia Spreads
Disinformation in the United
States
Examining Strategic
Defence Strategic Nitin Agarwal, Kiran
Integration of Social Media Communications Kumar Bandeli
Platforms in Disinformation
Campaign Coordination

TECH31
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Both online news seeking and news exposure on SNSs are highly predictive of news posting on SNSs; the
more news people are exposed to, the more they share news content with others in their social networks. The
study separately tested the influence of SNS news exposure from other online news-seeking activities. As SNSs have
unique characteristics, such as the ease and the frequency of news sharing through networks, news exposure on
SNSs needs to be examined separately from other online news activities. Indeed, SNS news exposure was found
to be a much stronger predictor of SNS news posting than online news activities.
It was found that the student sentiment demonstrates similar trend to the “Overall Quality” for their instructors.
The more positive sentiment is in more liberal arts related major and more negative one in majors where
mathematics
plays
a
more
important
role.
The framework can be effective in tracking students’ sentiment.
Observing a successful social media campaign, presented by the Leave campaign, it was able to either alter the
sentiment of their followers, or to anticipate their emotion, while in contrast, the Remain page passively followed the
sentiment expressed by their audience of followers, as is established by the cross-correlation statistical analysis.
Sentiment is indeed contagious through text-based social media feed. From a historical-political perspective,
sentiment has not become more positive, but rather negative, since the results of the referendum by both
advocacy group followers, reaffirming MacShane’s resolute claim that referendums fail to ‘enchant’ the
electorate.
The Honest Ads Act represents a promising effort to address the lack of transparency surrounding political ads on
the Internet. Its definitions are vague and will have to be narrowed through regulatory interpretation. The bill
will have only marginal impact – the extent of which will depend heavily on the will of the online platforms
themselves – but impact at the edges can begin to build a culture of disclosure. Questions remain about what
specifically constitutes political advertisements, whether the types of communications Russian nationals apparently
supported on social media sites will be captured by the bill, how online communications will change to avoid capture,
and how social media companies will cooperate in a way that leads to more disclosure.
A carefully organized Russian government disinformation campaign is threatening to upend Western democracy, and
the United States doesn’t have the tools to effectively fight back. There’s not a lot of coherent understanding about
exactly how this propaganda is getting to US media system. Messages may begin on social media, be amplified
by Russian propaganda websites masquerading as news organizations, get picked up by websites espousing
values of the alt-right — an offshoot of conservatism mixing racism, white nationalism and populism — and,
ultimately, find their way into mainstream news stories.
Several hundreds of thousands of blog posts, spread across 15 countries, and written in 42 languages, were analysed
in this study, which was conducted from 28 February 1993 to 6 August 2017. We observed intriguing patterns of
information diffusion used within the social media ecology to spread disinformation. While narratives are framed on
blogs, they are disseminated through a variety of other social media channels. The methodology presented here
contributes to the understanding of how such disinformation spreads. We documented typical characteristics of
disinformation-riddled blogs, using a variety of information analysis tools, and presented guidelines to help identify
disinformation
on
blogs.
It was demonstrated how to track the origins of the content on blogs with the help of memes, hashtags, links (URLs),
and originally-published content. It was found that both mix-media and cross-media strategies were commonly
used in disseminating the content. We studied how disinformation spreads across different social media platforms
using these approaches. It was also studied how far an antagonistic narrative travels by analysing blog networks. By
applying focal structures analysis, succeeded in identifying a massively coordinated information campaign among the
blogs. And by leveraging exemplification theory, we demonstrated that commentary on blogs can form a persuasive
dimension to discourse. Through this study, we have sought to understand the social media ecology and how it
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supports disinformation dissemination, generating disinformation, weaponising narratives, and conducting propaganda
campaigns, so that actions can be taken towards developing countermeasures to stem the tide of fakery.
Methods of Determining the Future Academy Maria Samkova
The analysis has shown that only 10% of the analysed media texts can be considered misinforming. Misinforming
Influenceo of
texts have few characteristics inherent in disinformation. The misinforming context is created by pragmatically
Disinformation In a Media
meaningful repetitive units that alternate with information-intensive parts of a text. I t was found out that
Text
misinforming
media
texts
contain:
· references to anonymous authoritative sources (usually the sources are not stated), for example, according to
new research, in a secret assessment, U.S. government officials; · generalization which is marked by such words as
some, nation; · generic concepts instead of specific names: individuals with connections to the Russian
government, cyberweapon, malware; · means of expression and emotionally marked words which create the
dramatic effect: a cyberweapon that can disrupt power grids, to undermine confidence in the U.S. electoral system.
The Internet environment makes a media text easier in form and more accessible to perception, it also increases the
speed of information dissemination through reposts (posting links to a media textor submitting content that has already
been posted on social networks) and comments (on average there are 800 commentsto a media text). If thesemedia
texts contain disinformation, then they become a weapon of information-psychological warfare.
Disinformation, dystopia
Education for
Guarda, Rebeka F.,
The ‘global village’, (McLuhan, 2008) may be at a dangerous fork in the road.This fork in the road, which rapidly evolves
and post-reality in social Information,: Infor Ohlson, Marcia P.,
as a dystopia built and reaffirmed by the spread of disinformation on social networks, points towards a ‘post-reality’
media: A semiotic-cognitive mation Science Romanini, Anderson V. that can represent an illusory and brief comfort zone for those who live in it but may also represent a tragedy with no
perspective
meets Philosophy:
turning back for our entire civilization.
Information,
Knowledge,
Autonomous
Action, and Big
Data
Discursive Deflection:
Social Media + So- Andrew S.
It can be argued that one of the most significant implications of the study is that although Trump’s tweets cannot be
Accusation of “Fake News” ciety, Volume: 4 is- Ross, Damian J.
classified as fake news for the simple reason that he is an individual and not a media agency, his tweets do tend to
and the Spread of Mis- and sue: 2,
Rivers
carry the same ambiguous characteristics. For instance, when Trump accuses the media of reporting a false or
Disinformation in the
Article first pubinaccurate story, he labels it as fake news. However, when he tweets a claim or a statement that is highly contentious
Tweets of President Trump lished online: May
and attempts to present it as truth, he is doing that which he accuses the mainstream media of doing. In addition, the
18, 2018; Issue
end result is the same in that if a media report is labeled as fake news, the reader can (1) believe it, (2) not believe it
published: April 1,
and disregard it, or (3) follow it up with further research to determine its truthfulness. Consumers of Trump tweets about
2018
himself and his administration are presented with the same scenario, and thus although we are not prepared to label
Trump’s tweet as fake news explicitly as truth itself is a contestable fact, this correlation cannot be ignored. In fact, the
rhetoric deployed by Trump in his tweets can be interpreted as being hypocritical, and potentially unsettling for the
public, the political environment, and the collective media institution, which has become used to certain methods and
modes of communication being used in the interface between politics and media.
Social media celebrity and Convergence: The Mingyi Hou
Social media like YouTube has given rise to a new type of celebrity with its distinct industrial underpinning and cultural
the institutionalization of International
logic. Taking beauty vloggers as an example, their celebrity status is situated at the industrial conjuncture of the social
YouTube
Journal of
media platform, commercial cultural intermediaries, and beauty and fashion consumer market. It can be seen that
Research into
although beauty vloggers have more agency over their public profile compared to traditional celebrities, they still need
New Media
to answer to many industrial forces which make their celebrity status possible in the first place.
Technologies
2019, Vol. 25(3)
534–553
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Media, Volume 5,
March 2018,
Pages 37-50
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ICDM 2014:
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It was presented a sentiment analysis of the Twitter discussion on the 2016 Austrian presidential elections. We
extracted and analyzed 343,645 German and English language Twitter messages that have been posted by the two
presidential candidates, their followers, as well as other Twitter users. In particular, we specified, documented, and
applied
a
systematic
approach
for
analyzing
social
media
user
behavior
.
For
the
2016
Austrian
presidential
election,
we
found
that:
• the winner of the election (Alexander Van der Bellen) predominantly sent tweets resulting in neutral sentiment scores,
while his opponent (Norbert Hofer) preferred emotional messages (tweets resulting in positive or negative sentiment
scores);
• negative information about both candidates continued spreading for a longer time compared to neutral and positive
information;
• there was a clear polarization in terms of the sentiments spread by Twitter followers of the two presidential candidates.
While Van der Bellen’s followers predominantly disseminate positive sentiments regarding Van der Bellen, with a
comparatively small number of negative sentiments about Norbert Hofer, the followers of Norbert Hofer tweet mostly
negatively about Van der Bellen. Such tweets even substantially exceed the positive tweets about Norbert Hofer;
• the winner of the election received considerably more likes and retweets, while his opponent received more replies;
• in their attempt to correct misinformation, the followers of Van der Bellen also substantially participated in the spread
of
exactly
that
misinformation
about
him.
In addition to the main findings summarized above, we also found that the two presidential candidates showed a
tendency to tweet shortly before and after important events (such as TV discussions) which confirms previous findings
from other elections [27]. However, aside from that we also identified increased social media activity that did not
correlate with important events, but resulted from negative posts about a candidate.
Moreover, we conducted a regression analysis and found that emotional tweets positively correlate with the like,
retweet, and reply count respectively. We also found that the number of hasthags and URLs in a tweet positively
correlates with the like and retweet count. However, as for the reply count we only found a positive correlation with
URLs
–
i.e.
more
hashtags
do
not
increase
the
reply
count
for
a
tweet.
Both candidates used negative campaigning in order to get more supporters. In particular, our study distinguishes
between misinformation and negative information, and we found that negative information in this particular presidential
elections received a high retweet and like count. However, we also found evidence that the propagation of
misinformation
can
backfire
and
have
negative
effects
on
the
spreader.
With respect to the tweeting behavior of the candidates’ followers, we used sentiment analysis and network analysis
techniques to construct ego-networks of the candidates, and examined which topics social media users associate with
each candidate. The results show a clear distinction in how users’ perceive both candidates. In particular, it was found
that hashtags carrying a negative connotation have predominantly been associated with Norbert Hofer. This
phenomenon can be observed in both, the English and German language hashtag networks.
In light of the differences in culture observed by Hofstede, it was found evidence for message traits that are consistent
across diverse cultures differing in the individuality and uncertainty domains. This is chiefly the preference of certain
weekdays and the perhaps obvious rejection of disgusting emotions embedded in advertising messages.
Other message and communication properties, time of day when the message was sent and angry or surprising
sentiments,
differ
between
the
two
cultures.
Consumers in the US seem to prefer messages that are being sent out at nighttime, while their German counterparts
are rather indifferent in that regard. This might be a sign for America’s highly valued individualism and work ethics that
would
postpone
past-time
activities
like
checking
Google+
pages
to
the
nighttime.
German distaste of surprises and angry messages can as well be explained in terms of Hofstede’s cultural dimensions:
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Uncertainty is something that is immanent to surprises and also anger poses certain risks. Germany’s high level of
uncertainty avoidance might explain the increased resharing of messages exhibiting neither anger nor surprise.
Design and Implementation JOURNAL OF
Torre-Bastida,
Two relevant data providers can be highlighted: the “Linked Open Data” (LOD) and “Social Media” (SM) paradigms.
of an Extended Corporate UNIVERSAL
A.I.; Villar-Rodriguez, The fusion of these data sources – structured the former, and raw data the latter –, along with the information contained
CRM Database System
COMPUTER
Esther; Gil-Lopez,
in structured corporate databases within the organizations themselves, may unveil significant business opportunities
with Big Data Analytical
SCIENCE
S.; Del Ser, Javier
and competitive advantage to those who are able to understand and leverage their value. The authors developed a
Functionalities
21(6):757-776
solution based on the synergy of Big Data and semantic technologies.
Social Media Monitoring of GESIS-Working Kaczmirek, Lars;
The goal was to monitor the social media sphere as it relates to the German Bundestag election of 2013. Facebook
the Campaigns for the 2013 Papers, 2014/31 Mayr, Philipp; Vatrapu, did only receive little attention by politicians in their campaign efforts at that time.
German Bundestag
Ravi; Bleier, Arnim;
They suggest that the social media research community would benefit greatly from a workflow for documentation and
Elections on Facebook and
Blumenberg, Manuela a concept for data sharing that is in line with social media platforms’ terms of service.
Twitter
S.; Gummer, Tobias;
Hussain, Abid; KinderKurlanda, Katharina;
Manshaei, Kaveh;
Thamm, Mark; Weller,
Katrin; Wenz,
Alexander; Wolf,
Christof
Pseudo-public political
Information Polity, Heawood, Jonathan The harm of microtargeting is that it trades on our expectations of public communications to smuggle through private
speech: Democratic
vol. 23, no. 4, pp.
messages. Seen in this light, microtargeting constitutes a ‘pseudo-public’ form of communication.
implications of the
429-434, 2018
Cambridge Analytica
scandal
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